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Preface

The objective of this book is to provide timely and comprehensive coverage
of the principles, technology, practice, and future of traffic grooming in opti-
cal networks. Traffic grooming considerations are already shaping new switch
designs and standards, including next generation Synchronous Optical Net-
work/Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SONET/SDH) and Generic Framing
Procedure (GFP), are affecting future optical network technologies, and are
creating new business opportunities. Yet information on the topic is scat-
tered and there is a shortage of technical sources where relevant material can
be accessed in a single location. The motivation for this book was to bridge
this gap by providing a single authoritative point of reference to the traffic
grooming state of the art.

Traffic grooming is a complex subject, involving a number of interrelated
concepts, standards, and technologies. It is also a rapidly growing field of
study, making it difficult for a single book to cover all aspects in detail. To cope
with this scope and complexity, this book provides appropriate background
information, followed by an in-depth study of a few key issues and challenges.
It has been our intention to bring together a broad range of perspectives from
preeminent researchers in both academia and industry. We believe that these
multiple, diverse points of view add considerable value and make the contents
more interesting to the reader.

This book is intended for practicing engineers as well as industry and aca-
demic researchers. The potential audience includes new entrants to the field,
including industry practitioners and graduate students in computer science,
telecommunications, and related disciplines interested in practical information
on traffic grooming; network designers and planners and engineering managers
involved in cross-connect design, optical network design, and standardization
efforts who are interested in traffic grooming technologies and techniques; and
researchers who wish to explore the subject matter further. The book is also
suitable as textbook for graduate-level courses on optical networks or net-
work design, as well as for industry short courses on traffic grooming, and as
a comprehensive reference for those conducting original research in the field.
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Book Organization

The Introduction provides an easy entry to the field of traffic grooming, even
for readers unfamiliar with optical networking. The remainder of the book is
divided into three parts. The first part provides essential background material
and the corresponding chapters are more tutorial in nature, whereas the last
two parts examine several key research issues in depth.

Part I, Foundations, presents enabling technology and standards, and pro-
vides a formal introduction to traffic grooming theory. It contains five chap-
ters covering grooming switch architectures, related control plane standards,
the grooming capabilities of SONET and next-generation SONET technolo-
gies, the computational complexity of the problem, and a scalable hierarchical
grooming framework.

Part II, Techniques, consists of eight chapters which present specific traffic
grooming techniques addressing corresponding fundamental issues including
grooming in SONET and next generation SONET; survivability; mathemat-
ical programming approaches for static grooming; grooming under scheduled
service and dynamic traffic; performance modeling; and multipoint grooming.

Finally, Part III, Frontiers, examines topics of emerging importance,
including multidomain considerations, waveband grooming and switching, and
all-optical grooming.
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Introduction

Rudra Dutta, Ahmed E. Kamal, George N. Rouskas

Computer networking has certainly changed the face of business, education,
and society in general in the last half a century. The increasing impact of
computer networks can be traced to the twin advances of where the network
can provide service and how much the network can do. The first advance
was started by the initial deployment of the Internet in its various incar-
nations and carried on, more recently, by the advent of ubiquitous net-
working, utilizing wireless technology in various forms. The second is an
equally dramatic change, in terms of not only the volume of bits that can
be transferred, but also the predictability with which this can be accom-
plished. The concepts of QoS and SLAs have emerged as the new metrics
to measure the usefulness of the network, in addition to more fundamen-
tal metrics such as throughput. In providing very high performance in both
throughput and QoS, optical networking technology has come to the fore in
the last two decades.

The development of communication technology using fiber-optic links and
lasers for signal transmission increased the quality of data communication
dramatically on several fronts. The effect was to make much higher bitrates
achievable than before. However, the term “networking” is usually reserved for
algorithms and protocols that enable connectivity over a large set of stations
which are not all connected directly to each other; that is, operating at the
third layer of the OSI model and performing forwarding and routing. The
term “optical networking”, therefore, is sometimes a little confusing, since it
might appear that the impact of optical transmission technology is limited
to the physical layer only. However, for several reasons that have become
apparent over the years, considerations of physical layer characteristics cannot
be ignored in network layer design. The core of such considerations is the fact
that the hallowed layering principle, although a very powerful and useful one,
serves best when viewed as general guidelines rather than inflexible shackles.
Like all good things, layer abstraction can be overdone.

This has become more generally recognized and acknowledged in recent
years, so much so that “cross-layer” has become a generally understood term

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 1, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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in network design. Today, nobody would suggest designing a network layer
or a transport protocol for use in a multihop wireless network without tak-
ing wireless characteristics into account. Similarly, the optical physical layer
forces itself into many networking concerns. Examples include the design of
logical topologies with constraints imposed by impediments specific to opti-
cal transmission systems, the design of link layer protocols and architectures
with the knowledge that the ratio of transmission delay to propagation delay
is dramatically smaller than in previous wired networks, and the design of
network survivability with the disparity in speed and granularity of optical
layer versus higher layer restoration. Such issues, recognized now as cross-
layer design issues, have been pursued by the optical networking research and
development community for years. Another excellent example of such “typi-
cally optical” networking research area is traffic grooming, the topic of this
book.

Traffic grooming first came to be recognized as a research area in the
mid-1990s; possibly the first use of the term “grooming” in this connection
was by Sasaki et al. in 1998, but earlier work by the same researchers as
well as others can be retrospectively seen to address the same general design
problem. While many variations of the problem have been investigated and
many different flavors have been propounded, it is possible to recognize a core
problem, in the light of which all others can be discussed. This core problem
is essentially a network design problem of resource allocation.

In the essential grooming problem, the resource to be allocated is the
switching capacity at each node of a network. The network is assumed to be
composed of physical links of optical fiber that are already in place, and the
demand on the network is in the form of a static traffic demand matrix that
specifies a required rate of flow of traffic for each pair of nodes in the network.
Naturally, to operate the network to satisfy the traffic demands, a routing
of the traffic flows onto the physical topology of fibers must be obtained.
However, the grooming problem is a multi-level routing problem, and one in
which the goal reflects an emergent cost function rather than a direct one, as
we explain below.

With Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), it is possible to mul-
tiplex several optical channels of different wavelengths onto the same fiber.
Optical switching technology allows an optical switch, otherwise known as an
Optical Cross-Connect (OXC), to forward the optical signal arriving on an
incoming fiber at the physical layer, without the use of digital electronics,
onto an outgoing fiber. Further, such optical switching can be performed in
a wavelength selective manner; two optical channels from the same incom-
ing fiber can be routed, at the physical layer, onto different outgoing fiber
links. Such optical switching over a series of switches forms lightpaths or clear
optical channels. The collection of such lightpaths formed in the network is
called a virtual topology, otherwise known as logical topology (because the
lightpaths are logical links, as opposed to the physical fiber links). Specifying
the sequence of physical fibers that each lightpath traverses, and specifying a
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specific wavelength channel that it will use on these fibers, is called Routing
and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) of the virtual topology. Unless nodes are
equipped with wavelength converters, optical signals can only be switched
on the same wavelength channel; this is known as the wavelength continuity
constraint on lightpaths.

To inject traffic into the lightpath at the source node and to extract it
from the lightpath at the destination node require the use of digital logic, and
thus the nodes must be equipped with Digital Cross-Connects (DXC). With
DXCs, it is also possible to extract traffic from a lightpath, and instead of
forwarding it, inject it into another lightpath. Thus a second, electronic, level
of traffic forwarding is possible. Such forwarding is referred to as Opto-Electro-
Optic (OEO) switching, tracing the traffic through the switching node. OEO
switching should not be needed if traffic between any pair of nodes is routed
on its own lightpath. However, there is very likely to be a rate mismatch
between the traffic demands and the lightpath capacity that provided one of
the initial drivers for traffic grooming.

With currently available optical technology, the data rate of each wave-
length is in the order of 2.5–10 Gbps, while channels operating at 40 Gbps
and beyond will be commercially available in the near future. These rates are
large for single source-to-destination channels even for backbone networks.
To utilize efficiently this capacity, a number of independent lower-rate traffic
streams must be multiplexed into a single lightpath. In that case, all traffic
components cannot be carried on a single lightpath from source to destina-
tion, and some electronic routing of traffic with OEO conversion becomes
inevitable. However, a backbone node utilizing OEO introduces delay, vari-
ability of delay, loss of throughput, and increased probability of errors, thus
there is good reason to keep electronic routing to a minimum. Moreover,
with the deployment of commercial WDM systems, it has become appar-
ent that the cost of the DXCs used for OEO switching can be one of the
dominant costs in building optical networks. The amount of traffic routed
electronically, and thus the above direct and indirect costs to the network,
will depend on the exact virtual topology formed and the mapping of lower-
rate traffic components onto the lightpaths. Hence the concept of grooming
traffic into available wavelengths arises to meet network cost or other design
goals.

If the optical network is viewed as a directed graph Gp = (V,Ep) where
each edge represents an optical fiber link between its endpoints, then the traffic
grooming problem, given a number of wavelengths W supported by each fiber
and a grooming factor C, asks for the solution which optimizes some cost
metric (such as the total DXC capacity over all nodes) to enable the routing
of a given static traffic demand matrix T = [tij ]. The tij are integer values
expressing the aggregate traffic from node i to j in multiples of some base rate,
and C is the bandwidth of a single wavelength in multiples of the same unit.
Thus source-to-destination traffic components are in general sub wavelength
in nature. The solution consists of:
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1. Specifying the lightpath set, a set of lightpath requests, denoted by Gv

(V,Ev); the virtual connection graph on the same set of nodes as the
physical topology,

2. Solving the RWA problem, providing the routing R mapping each light-
path in Gv to a sequence of links of Gp forming a path from the source of
that lightpath to its destination, and the wavelength assignment L, assign-
ing a wavelength to each lightpath out of a set of W wavelengths, such
that no directed link is traversed by more than W lightpaths, no directed
link is traversed by more than one lightpath of every given wavelength,
and (optionally) the wavelength continuity constraint is obeyed,

3. Routing or grooming traffic, specifying a grooming solution G mapping
each element of T to a sequence of lightpaths in Gv from the source of
that traffic component to its destination, such that no lightpath is assigned
total traffic more than C,

such that the requirement on the cost metric is met. We represent this picto-
rially in Fig. 1.1. Thus the input to the problem is T and Gp, and the problem
is to map T onto Gp. The solution requires specifying R, L, Gv, and G, which
complete the mapping.

Many variations of the original grooming problems have been studied in
the literature. Early work concentrated on static versions of the problem,
such as we have presented above, where all traffic demands are known to
be reasonably unvarying over time, and embodied in a traffic matrix. In
most of these variations, the problems are known to be or conjectured to
be NP-hard. The literature also includes many heuristic algorithms for traffic
grooming.

Fig. 1.1. A schematic representation of the grooming problem
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Research has not been confined entirely to better algorithm design for
the original problem. As the field of research has matured and responded to
the changing needs as seen and foreseen by the practitioner community, the
concept of traffic grooming has been carried to different arenas, and literature
in this area has diverged. Comparatively recently, lower level networks in
which a dynamic traffic model is more realistic have gained attention from the
grooming community. It is important to note that the focus of grooming traffic
shifts as a consequence of the above change in capabilities and design strategy.
Reduction of OEO interchanging costs may continue to be an objective of
traffic grooming. But the primary objective may now well be a minimization
of the blocking behavior of the network; this is not particularly relevant in
static traffic grooming because, with good planning, the entire traffic matrix is
expected to be carried by the network. But making a similar 100% guarantee
under statistically described dynamic traffic may be prohibitive in cost and
not desirable. Similarly, the consideration of fairness is not relevant for the
static problem, but may become an important one for the dynamic case.

For dynamic traffic, the grooming problem must be seen as one of sup-
plying a policy design for the network, that is, an algorithm that the network
control plane can employ to make decisions in response to traffic change events.
The state space consists of the current virtual topology, RWA solution, and
subwavelength traffic routing. The action space ranges from admission control
to network layer routing, virtual topology modification, and subwavelength
traffic component rearrangement.

Several traffic variation models are worth considering in dynamic traf-
fic grooming, and the adoption of different models has marked the further
evolution of the field, as researchers sought to understand and reflect real-
world grooming scenarios. Subwavelength traffic components can be viewed
simply as calls, using an arrival/departure model, Poisson or otherwise. It is
also possible to view end-to-end traffic demands which are long-lived and do
not completely depart, but undergo changes in magnitude from time to time,
giving rise to an increment/decrement variation model. Another model that
has been promising is the scheduled window model, in which traffic demands
arrive or are scheduled, but provide a window within which they must be
served, rather than immediately or as soon as possible. In an echo of the busy
hour model of yesteryear’s telephony networks, it is possible to model vari-
ation by providing entire traffic matrices. Network traffic demand is always
one of these matrices, but changes from one to the other at unpredictable or
statistically predictable times. The times may be completely predictable, in
which case all traffic can be seen as predefined as scheduled, and the problem
can in fact be modeled as a static problem.

The connection with the work in the protocol and signaling community is
worth remarking upon. MPLS/GMPLS or ASON frameworks provide mech-
anisms which can be used to perform static or dynamic grooming. However,
these developments have focused (as appropriate for the role of protocol stan-
dardization bodies) on enabling technology rather than design strategies. The
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network administrator is provided with mechanisms to set up TE or QoS
actions; but what actions are to be taken is left up to the administrator, who
must look elsewhere for algorithms that provide policy or strategy decisions. In
this sense, research such as traffic grooming provides a necessary complement
to the development of enabling technology; in turn, the grooming researcher
must understand what tools are realistically available now, or likely to be in
the near future.

In this book, we have attempted a gathering together of many of these
threads that connect to the central concern of network design and resource
allocation with both electronic and optical switching, and typically sub-
wavelength demands. We cannot claim that we have covered the entire ground
in such a divergent field, but we hope that we have come very close to it; the
final judgment is up to the reader. At the risk of a little overlap, we have
allowed each chapter to articulate its context within this backdrop, so that
each may be read by itself without too much reference back and forth. This
flow of individual topics along the same channel before diverging to their
separate goals seemed appropriate for the field of traffic grooming.



Part I

Foundations
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Grooming Switches

Tarek S. El-Bawab

2.1 Introduction

The rising popularity of the Internet, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP),
IP Television (IP TV), and numerous packet-based services have changed
the landscape of the telecommunications industry. Several new paradigms
are evolving in terms of technology, applications, services, and business mod-
els. Meanwhile, most carrier core networks are primarily based on circuit-
switching. To date, these networks rely on Synchronous Optical NETwork
and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SONET/SDH) transport. Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM) is also deployed, but mainly for bundling
SONET/SDH pipes into static point-to-point wavelength-based links. It is
anticipated that carrier core networks will evolve to dynamic reconfigurable
optical networks, the pillars of which are Wavelength Division Multiplex-
ing (WDM), Optical Cross-Connect (OXC) nodes, and distributed control.
Therefore, researchers are seeing the need for innovative techniques to groom
multitudes of packet-based traffic streams into dynamic wavelength-based
lightpaths. This need is emerging in both core and metro networks. Traffic
grooming in optical networks, the topic of this book, has therefore become an
important area of research over recent years [1–14].

In this chapter, we discuss how traffic grooming capabilities may be incor-
porated into OXCs. We focus on OXCs as primary optical network elements
bearing in mind that grooming capabilities are usually embedded in Optical
Add/Drop Multiplexers (OADMs) as well. The latter are important network
elements especially in the metro domain. However, an OADM, be it static
or reconfigurable (ROADM), can be regarded as a special case of an OXC
for the purpose of our discussion of grooming and grooming switches. Unlike
OXCs, an OADM has only one input optical-line port and one output port.
Hence, it manages humble magnitudes of traffic compared to a small OXC,
and therefore involves less grooming.

In the following section, we re-emphasize the case for traffic grooming in
optical networks. This is followed by a summary of optical cross-connect types.

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 2, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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Then, we focus on grooming switches and shed some light on their archi-
tectures and their role in an OXC. This is followed by the classification of
grooming abilities of grooming-capable OXCs.

2.2 Why Traffic Grooming?

Let us consider an optical core network carrying several independent traffic
streams. We view each stream as a flow of IP packets entering the optical
network at some ingress OXC node and exiting it from certain egress OXC
node. Each stream represents a load which can be quantified in terms of a
proportion of a wavelength bandwidth (λ). A stream may thus demand, say,
0.1λ, 0.5λ or 1.5λ worth of bandwidth to be transported. However, if the
network is based on Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) [15] without any traffic
grooming capability, each traffic stream will have to be assigned an integer
number of wavelengths for transport. Hence, part of the link capacity will
have to be unused.

Figure 2.1 depicts an example of four traffic streams emerging from an
ingress node I and flowing in the same path through core nodes A, B, and C.
The four streams exit the network at different egress nodes (E1 through E4)
as shown in the figure. In an OCS network, an integer number of wavelength-
based circuits is assigned to every stream. Let each traffic stream present
a load that requires n wavelengths for a given buffer size and packet loss
probability (PLP), where n = 1, 2, 3, . . .. Hence, a total of 4n wavelength
channels would be required to transport all streams from node I to node C.
Figure 2.2 shows a simplified schematic of this case at node I.

Common path

Ingress node

Egress nodes

I
A B C

E4

E

E

E1

2

3

OXCs

streams
Traffic 

Fig. 2.1. Optical network carrying four traffic streams, Ingress node I, Egress nodes
E1–E4, and core nodes A, B, and C are OXC nodes [10]
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#2n+2
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#3n+1
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#4n

Stream #1
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Fig. 2.2. Architecture of the ingress node I (Fig. 2.1) assuming a pure OCS-based
network [10]

Now, if packet-processing capability is introduced at node I, traffic can
be groomed in such a way as to achieve significant savings in bandwidth [10].
With grooming capability, the node can consolidate the same total magnitude
of traffic into one set of channels as shown in Fig. 2.3. A total of m outgoing
wavelengths would be required in this case, where m can be � 4n. In general,
bandwidth savings depend on the number of traffic streams to be groomed,
their statistical characteristics, buffer sizes, and packet loss probability.

A study was carried out to investigate the impact of traffic grooming
on OXC-based networks assuming the above scenario. This study focuses on

Stream #1

...

Channel
#1
#2

#m
Stream #3

Stream #4

Stream #2

Fig. 2.3. Architecture of the ingress node I (Fig. 2.1) with packet grooming capa-
bility (m < 4n) [10]
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quantifying potential bandwidth savings, which are enabled by traffic groom-
ing, in terms of the statistical multiplexing gain (SMG). The results of this
study show that SMG increases with increasing traffic variability and by
increasing the number of traffic streams to be groomed. Also, SMG increases
as packet loss probability (PLP) decreases [10].

Traffic grooming and statistical multiplexing enable several traffic streams
to share a given wavelength channel(s). This lowers the number of wave-
lengths needed to transmit a given volume of traffic and improves bandwidth
utilization and efficiency. By incorporating packet processing functionality in
OXC nodes, traffic can be groomed in such a way that enhances bandwidth
efficiency of the OXC. While the switch fabric is an important contributor
to OXC cost, the number of ports (including Optical-to-Electrical-to-Optical
-OEO- transponders, where applicable) is typically a more significant con-
tributor to this cost. Also, the larger the number of wavelengths becomes,
the larger the transmission plant cost becomes. Savings in OXC ports, OEO
transponders, and in transmission system cost offset the cost of electronics
needed for packet processing. An economic benefit can therefore be gained
by traffic grooming. Of course, this is accomplished at the expense of extra
equipment, processing, and control. Therefore, there is a trade-off between
bandwidth utilization and OXC complexity.

2.3 Optical Cross-Connects

OXCs are advanced optical network elements that are capable of switching
lightpaths, passing transit ones through, adding and dropping locally gen-
erated and terminated client-layer traffic, and configuring optical network
topologies. When augmented with traffic grooming capability, OXCs can also
groom client-layer traffic and carry out sophisticated bandwidth management
tasks where complex network topologies and large numbers of wavelengths
are involved. Therefore, OXCs are best suited for locations in the network
where extensive bandwidth management is required, such as when several
WDM transmission lines and many digital highways converge. OXCs are par-
ticularly useful for mesh topologies and to interconnect several WDM rings
in core and metro networks. They enable the optical network to reconfigure
in order to meet client layer needs and to get around node and link failures.
They also help the network to be upgraded and maintained without service
interruption [15, 16].

OXCs may be classified into four main types according to their switch-
ing capability [15]. The first type is the Fiber Cross-Connect (FXC), which
switches all the wavelengths of an input fiber port to an output fiber port.
This type is the simplest and least expensive of the four types. In effect, it
acts like an automated fiber patch panel.

The second OXC type is the Wavelength-Band (wave-band) Cross-Connect
(WBXC). In this cross-connect, traffic streams sharing the same end points
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and having adjacent transmission wavelengths are grouped into bands which
are switched all together. WBXC are more flexible than FXCs and provide
more networking capability. This advantage comes at the expense of extra
complexity and cost of the cross-connect.

The third type is the Wavelength Selective Cross-Connect (WSXC). It
has the capability of switching individual wavelength channels simultaneously
from any input port to any output port. It is a more able network element
than the previous two types, but more complex and expensive too.

Finally, the Wavelength Interchanging Cross-Connect (WIXC) has the
same switching capability of a WSXC, but adds to it the ability of wavelength
conversion. As such, it is the most flexible, most complex and most expensive
of the four types. Wavelength conversion is a useful feature to enhance the
cross-connect blocking characteristics and to equip it with maximum network-
ing flexibility. A lot of progress has occurred recently in wavelength conversion
technologies and techniques. However, all optical wavelength converters have
not reached yet the status of being widely available cost-effective commercial
components.

Figure 2.4 provides a simplified schematic diagram of an OXC system that
is equipped with traffic grooming capability. The cross-connect shown is of the
WSXC type, but other types can be used to illustrate the same concept.

Optical Line Terminals (OLTs) are used in WDM point-to-point trans-
mission systems [16]. At one end, channel wavelengths are multiplexed onto
one fiber for outgoing transmission. At the other end, wavelengths are sep-
arated and converted to electrical domain where they are either delivered
locally or passed over to another OLT. Typically, an OLT comprises transpon-
ders, a multiplexer/de-multiplexer (mux/demux) pair, and optical amplifiers.
Transponders involve OEO-based wavelength conversion to adapt proprietary
wavelengths to International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-standardized
wavelengths. OLTs also extract the optical supervisory channel (OSC) which
is used by the network for performance monitoring, Operation, Administra-
tion, and Maintenance (OAM), and control. These functionalities are carried
out in the electronic domain. Several multiplexing technologies are commer-
cially available today, the most important of which are gratings: bulk, arrayed
waveguide gratings (AWGs), and fiber Bragg gratings (FBG); and filtering
technologies, such as dielectric thin-film filters. After multiplexing, signals
may undergo amplification. Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs) are typ-
ically used for this purpose. In principle, OLTs can be included as inherent
part of an OXC. However, they are usually treated today as separate network
elements.

The switch fabric is the core of an OXC. Optical switching devices
are interconnected using various strategies to form a single-stage or multi-
stage switch fabric. The interconnection can be based on Clos, Benes,
banyan, tree, or any other architecture. Several fabric designs are possible
with numerous switching characteristics. Switching devices may be based
on one of several optical switching technologies [15]. Examples include
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Fig. 2.4. Grooming-capable OXC

Electro-Optic (EO), Acousto-Optic (AO), Thermo-Optic (TO), Opto-
Mechanical (OM), Liquid-Crystal (LC) based, Micro-Electro-Mechanical
System (MEMS) based, Semiconductor-Optical-Amplifier (SOA) based, and
Holographic optical switches [15]. Some technologies are more suitable than
others for certain applications. It is possible to build the switch as one
wavelength-independent fabric or to have a wavelength-partitioned architec-
ture where a switch is provided for each wavelength [15].

While optical switching is a key to building true OXCs which can fully
exploit the features of reconfigurable optical networking, some equipment ven-
dors developed OXC systems that are based on electronic switching fabrics. In
these systems, optical-to-electrical transponders convert input optical signals
to the electrical domain and forward them to the electronic switch where they
are directed to their designated output ports. The latter are equipped with
electrical-to-optical converters whereby signals are converted back to the opti-
cal domain before transmission to next node(s). This type of cross-connects is
referred to commercially as an OEO OXC or an opaque OXC (as opposed to
transparent ones where signals remain in the optical domain throughout the
switch fabric).
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The grooming capability of the OXC of Fig. 2.4 resides in the module
designated therein as the grooming switch. This module can indeed take a
number of forms. It can be a SONET/SDH Digital Cross-Connect System
(DCS), Next-Generation SONET/SDH (NG SONET/SDH) network element,
IP router, Multi-Service Provisioning Platform (MSPP), or any other rele-
vant telecommunication network element. Today, optical technologies have not
matured enough to perform header processing functionalities in a commercial
product. Therefore, this grooming unit is based on electronic technologies.

SONET/SDH is the standards and specifications that define the digital-
transmission hierarchy of the public switched telephone network (PSTN). A
SONET/SDH DCS is used to multiplex digital telephone circuits according to
this hierarchy and is therefore considered as a tool to groom circuit-switching
based traffic. Two main types of DCS exist, namely broadband DCS (B-DCS)
and Wideband DCS (W-DCS). The main difference between the two types is
that W-DCS goes deeper into the SONET/SDH digital hierarchy, down to
the level of virtual tributaries. Packet-based traffic (ATM, IP, Ethernet, and
others) is packed onto SONET/SDH circuits [17].

In recent years, a number of protocols were introduced to enhance the
capability of SONET/SDH to carry packet-based traffic, and these develop-
ments led to NG SONET/SDH. Virtual Concatenation (VC), Link Capacity
Adjustment Scheme (LCAS), and Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) enable
SONET/SDH to carry and groom packet-based traffic more efficiently [17, 18].

MSPPs allow service providers to simplify their edge networks by consol-
idating a number of separate boxes into one intelligent access platform. They
interface with various customer premises equipment, including TDM tele-
phony, SONET/SDH, Ethernet, and broadband access. As such, they enable
considerable traffic grooming capability.

In the following section, we discuss some details of typical grooming
switches. For the purpose of this discussion, we assume the grooming switch
to take the form of a generic packet switch/router and look into some archi-
tectures which are possible in this case.

2.4 Grooming Switches

The term grooming switch is used sometimes in the literature to refer to
an OXC with traffic grooming capability (the reference here is to the entire
cross-connect system). In this chapter, we restrict the definition of a groom-
ing switch to the module within an OXC that is actually involved in traffic
grooming. This terminology is more accurate and more consistent with indus-
trial practice. The current state of the art, along with standardization and
operational requirements, has led the telecom industry to separate between
the OXC (be it transparent or opaque) and some auxiliary modules which
are treated by many researchers as inherent part of the cross-connect itself.
These modules include input/output ports, multiplexer and de-multiplexer
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(mux/demux) units, OLT as a whole, and DCS. As such, carriers may mix
and match equipment of various vendors and have flexibility in designing their
networks subject to variable conditions.

As discussed before, several network elements can actually serve as a
grooming switch. This includes traditional packet switches/routers. In this
case, the switch can be designed based on one of several architectures [19–
21]. Figure 2.5 depicts the simplest example where a general purpose work-
station with multiple network interfaces, and suitable software, is used as a
switch [19]. Here, a packet arriving from one interface can enter the memory
where the CPU reads its header to determine on which interface the packet
should be sent out. In practical shared-bus architectures, the general-purpose
workstation is of course replaced by specialized equipment, and the bus is
also different than traditional data buses. However, in the shared-bus archi-
tecture all ports/interfaces share a single common bus. In order to achieve
non-blocking operation, the bus must operate at N times the port transmis-
sion rate (where N is the number of ports). Input ports take turns writing
packets onto the bus at the full bus rate, typically in round-robin fashion.
This architecture is inherently limited in terms of bandwidth and scalability.

Another example is the ring switch architecture where the bus is replaced
by a ring. Each port has an interface to the ring. All input ports share the
ring using a contention scheme (such as the token passing scheme). The archi-
tecture resembles the shared bus in many aspects, but the ring architecture
supports transmission concurrency and can therefore have higher port band-
width.

In the crossbar switch architecture, a number of crosspoints form the
switching matrix. When the crosspoint in position (x, y) is closed, data signals

Fig. 2.5. A simplified shared-bus packet switch
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can be transferred from input x to output y. Data transport typically take
place in cycles and a control system reconfigures the switch fabric each cycle
in order to coordinate packet flows among several input and output ports.

Some switch fabrics are known as self-routing fabrics. In these fabrics, a
special self-routing header is appended to the packet by an input port after
it determines which output port the packet should go to. This extra header
is removed before the packet leaves the switch. Self-routing fabrics are often
built using a large number of simple 2× 2 switching devices interconnected in
standard switch fabric configurations, such as the Banyan network [19].

In the shared-memory architecture, a pool of buffers is shared among input
and output ports (instead of port dedicated buffers which can be used with
previous architectures). A mechanism is needed of course to transfer data
from input ports into shared memory and from the latter to output ports.
Two crossbars are typically used: one between inputs and the memory banks
and the other between the memory banks and outputs.

Single-stage switching fabrics are limited in scalability. Therefore, scalable
switches are built using multi-stage architectures. This is a trend which has
been rising in the routing industry over recent years. Multi-stage architectures
differ depending on how they interconnect single-stage building blocks.

Finally, switching-fabric integrated circuits are built using different tech-
nologies, i.e., Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Application-
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) provide two main design approaches. The
designer’s choice of any of these two approaches depends on cost, performance,
scalability, blocking characteristics, configurability, signal integrity, and many
other considerations.

FPGAs offer the flexibility of reprogramming the switch as needed and
enable designers to augment the switch with additional functionalities. ASICs
offer cost-effective solution for high-volume designs which are cost sensitive
and require specific functions.

The telecommunication industry is now also familiar with a third option,
which is Application-Specific Standard Products (ASSPs). These are available
as off-the-shelf components. Therefore they facilitate faster time-to-market
than ASICs. It is argued also that they provide better switching performance
than FPGAs. Nevertheless, they do not have the same ability to integrate
additional functionalities like FPGAs and ASICs.

2.5 Classification of Grooming-Capable OXCs

We have seen how the traffic grooming functionality may be incorporated
in an OXC. In [8], grooming capable OXCs are classified according to their
overall architecture and to how they are placed in the network into four main
types: single-hop-grooming OXCs, multi-hop partial-grooming OXCs, multi-
hop full-grooming OXCs, and light-tree based source-node grooming OXCs.
In the following, we briefly explain this method of classification.
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In a single-hop grooming OXC, low-data-rate client traffic can be multi-
plexed onto wavelengths and all traffic that is carried over a given wavelength
channel is switched to the same destination port. No switching capability, per
se, is provided. The grooming unit in this case is a traffic aggregation unit. As
such, the single-hop grooming scheme has limited grooming capability in that
it can only groom traffic from the same source node to the same destination
node.

A multi-hop partial-grooming OXC, on the other hand, has two switch
fabrics (as the case in Fig. 2.4). The main switch can be an OCS optical
switch or an OEO switch for wavelength-based circuits. The second switch is
the electronic grooming switch for low-speed client traffic. This OXC has more
grooming power and flexibility than the single-hop type and client traffic can
be transferred from one wavelength to another. Only few wavelength channels
need to be delivered to the grooming fabric. The number of ports connecting
both switching fabrics, however, determines the grooming capability of the
cross-connect.

In a multi-hop full-grooming OXC, every input wavelength is de-
multiplexed to its constituent electronic traffic components. One large elec-
tronic switch fabric is used, in this case, in lieu of the two fabrics in Fig. 2.4.
The switch can mix and match input traffic components as desired and can
consolidate them as efficiently as possible. Then, all traffic is wavelength
multiplexed onto outgoing wavelengths. For example, any SONET circuit
can be switched from a given input time slot(s) of a wavelength channel to
another output slot(s) of a different wavelength. Traditional digital switching
technologies (combination of space and time switches) can be used to imple-
ment the switch fabric in this case. This fully electronic approach, however,
involves a great deal of switch complexity and is not scalable beyond certain
point.

All in all, the multi-hop grooming schemes may groom traffic from different
source nodes to different destination nodes.

Finally, a light tree is designed to support multi-cast applications in optical
network [8, 22]. In a light tree, an OXC which originates the traffic is referred
to as a root node whereas OXCs which terminate traffic are considered leaf
nodes. For multicasting, the cross-connect has to be capable of generating
multiple copies of an input signal and direct them towards outputs. In the
optical domain, this can be accomplished by passive splitters. In the electrical
domain, the signal can be copied into memories. By setting up a light-tree,
a root node can groom several traffic streams together onto one wavelength
channel. The light-tree-based source node grooming scheme can groom traffic
from the same source node to different destination nodes.

While the multi-hop full-grooming approach can provide best performance
in terms of resource utilization and blocking characteristics, it can have scala-
bility limitations. The multi-hop partial grooming approach offers reasonable
alternative when full grooming is not necessary in each and every node. In
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any practical network setting, however, one should assume different nodes
with different grooming capabilities.

Finally, intelligent algorithms are necessary for grooming-capable OXCs to
manage their traffic as efficiently as possible. This topic is discussed in more
detail elsewhere in this book.
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3

Control Plane Support

Slobodanka Tomic

3.1 Introduction

Novel transport networks with opto-electronic multiplexing and switching
can use static or dynamic traffic grooming methods to cost-efficiently resolve
the mismatch between the high capacity of wavelengths and the low band-
width requirements of predominantly IP or Ethernet services. The multi-
plexing and switching at different granularity layers in optical or digital
hierarchy can be either selectively deployed to achieve cost-efficient net-
work design for anticipated multi-granular traffic (static grooming) or selec-
tively used to maximize network throughput for dynamically changing traffic
(dynamic grooming) [1] [2]. A distinguishing feature of grooming networks
is flexibility – only at the lowest layer in the hierarchy a network has a
static topology; at each higher layer, the topology is virtual and can be
changed, i.e., engineered, by setting up or releasing end-to-end connections
in the underlying layer. To exploit this flexibility when the traffic is dynami-
cally changing, topology engineering requires an automatic process that com-
bines traffic monitoring and fast network re-configuration. Today, an answer
to this requirement provide the Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching
(GMPLS) [3] framework of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF),
and Automatic Switched Optical Network (ASON) framework of the Inter-
national Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication Sector (ITU-T) [4].
These two standardization frameworks define a new paradigm for service pro-
vision and resource management in multi-layer networks, the core of which
make:

- A transition from a traditionally centralized management-plane (MP)
approach to network operation, towards a control-plane (CP) approach.
CP-approach is based on automatic and distributed control functions, and
therefore it promises higher scalability and robustness, and lower opera-
tional costs. In fact, OPEX reduction in the order of 50% can be expected
for most telecom operator models [5].

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 3, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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- A unified resource control model applicable to multiple layers. In this
respect, GMPLS proposes a model with a five-layer hierarchy of switching
capabilities for IP-over-WDM converged infrastructure, including packet
switching (PSC), layer-2 switching (L2SC), time division multiplex switch-
ing (TDM), lambda switching (LSC), and fiber switching (FSC) [6]. ASON
defines a model for optical transport network technologies with a “rich”
TDM switching layer (IP-over-OTN), including synchronous digital hier-
archy (SDH) [7], synchronous optical network (SONET) [8], and optical
transport network (OTN) [9]. The different scope and therefore the mis-
match between the ASON and GMPLS models becomes obvious when the
switching hierarchies are compared. The optical channel (OCh) switching
capability of the OTN hierarchy is mapped into the lambda switching
capability (LSC) of GMPLS; on the other hand, switching at different
path layers of SDH/SONET, as well as at the digital path layers of the
OTN hierarchy map into just one Internet switching capability type being
TDM. This has implications on the model, for example, a topological
representation of a TDM layer in GMPLS, a TDM Region [6], includes
different SDH/SONET/OTN interfaces.

The two frameworks identified the core CP components as classified within
three major processes, which should support dynamic and automatic provi-
sion, and eliminate the “human factor” often found responsible for misconfig-
urations and provision delays. These processes are:

- Connection and call control (signaling).
- Distribution of network information and path calculation (routing).
- Automatic resource discovery and inventory.

Within this scope, the ASON framework particularly focuses on control plane
architecture and protocol neutral functionality, including special purpose con-
trollers and their relationship. GMPLS, on the other hand, defines protocols
for realization of CP-functions. GMPLS extends two MPLS routing proto-
cols, namely the Open Shortest Path First extended for Traffic Engineering
(OSPF-TE) [10], and the Inter-System to Inter-System extended for Traffic
Engineering (ISIS-TE) [11], and two signaling protocols, the Reservation Pro-
tocol extended for Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) [12] and the Constrained
Label Distribution protocol (CR-LDP) [13]. Signaling extensions [14] support
distributed configuration of circuits of different types, i.e., generalized label
switched paths (LSP). This includes reservation of link resources allocated
to LSPs (e.g., wavelengths or a time slots), realized by means of the link-
local distribution of generalized labels, and configuration of switching fabrics,
along the path. Routing extensions [15] support distribution of TE attributes
for GMPLS TE links, e.g., by periodic advertisements, as a support for dis-
tributed path calculation. Link Management Protocol (LMP) [16] supports the
discovery and configuration of the transport and control plane interfaces and
their mapping. Within GMPLS, the current work focuses on specific require-
ments of IP-over-OTN grooming networks, which are potentially superior to
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Table 3.1. Grooming requirements supported within GMPLS framework

GMPLS / PCE SupportGrooming Requirements

• LSP signal attributes, generalized labels [34, 35].

• Support for VCAT/LCAS discovery [36].
• Call identification, distributed setup with crank-back [37].

• Definition of a complex signal structure
and identification of each signal
component within the connection / call
• Call control

Routing / Path control

Signaling / Call and Connection Control

• Switching capability descriptor (ISCD) of an advertised
external interface pertaining to a TE link [10, 11].

• Adaptation capability descriptor (IACD) of an d
internal interface [26].
• Hierarchical information aggregation / advertisement [30].
• Hierarchical path calculation with PCE [32].

• Model of a virtual link [26].

• A model for multiplexing and switching
capability for multilayer TE links

• A model for internal multiplexing
capability of grooming nodes
• Multi-layer routing
• Virtual topology management

GMPLS / PCE SupportGrooming Requirements

• LSP signal attributes eneralized labels [

• Support for VCAT/LCAS discovery [36].
• Call identification, distributed setup with crank-back [37].

• Definition of a complex signal structure
and identification of each signal
component within the connection / call
• Call control

Routing / Path control

Signaling / Call and Connection Control

• Switching capability descriptor (ISCD) of an advertised
external interface pertaining to a TE link [

• Adaptation capability descriptor (IACD) of an advertized
internal interface [26].
• Hierarchical information aggregation / advertisement [30].
• Hierarchical path calculation with PCE [32].

• Model of a virtual link [26].

• A model for multiplexing and switching
capability for multilayer TE links

• A model for internal multiplexing
capability of grooming nodes
• Multi-layer routing
• Virtual topology management

IP-over-WDM networks in terms of scalability, flexibility, and robustness as
shown in [17]. The objective is to fill in the gaps between the generic func-
tionality supported so far, and the required functionality, often assumed in
theoretic traffic grooming studies. This is an essential task, because the appli-
cability of the traffic grooming methods, in particular, multi-layer routing
algorithms using specific network graph models, such as those proposed in
[1, 18], largely depend on the availability of the network state information
used to construct the routing graph. The required availability can be assumed
as fully given with a centralized management system; due to scalability issues,
however, the distributed CP-based provision must rely on aggregated infor-
mation, and the appropriate aggregated representation of resources is needed.
Table 3.1 summarizes the grooming features addressed within the GMPLS
framework that are briefly described in this chapter.

This chapter reviews the GMPLS/ASON support for CP-based service
provision in grooming networks with IP-over-OTN infrastructure. Section 3.2
briefly introduces optical transport network (OTN) as an advanced grooming
platform based on opaque (translucent) optical technology. Section 3.3 intro-
duces the framework within which the control plane mechanisms supporting
grooming are considered. The components of the framework are addressed in
Sections 3.4–3.8, which focus on CP-support for resource modeling, discov-
ery, topology advertisement, resource allocation, call control, virtual network
control, and services. Section 3.9 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Grooming in Optical Transport Network (OTN)

Today, opaque optical networks, which implement the optical channel by
means of a digital framed signal with digital overhead, outperform trans-
parent networks, because they are able to guarantee accurate assessment of
the quality for the digital client signals [19].
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The optical transport network (OTN) [9] enhanced with the ASON/
GMPLS control plane can be considered as an important traffic grooming
platform. OTN uses efficient methods to monitor and guarantee service qual-
ity based on Forward Error Correction (FEC) and the embedded control over-
head; it exploits flexible client signal mapping with the Generic Framing Pro-
cedure (GFP), i.e., the digital wrapper, and it supports application-adaptable
bandwidth management. In OTN, the bandwidth of a wavelength at the digi-
tal layer is controlled by flexible switching, multiplexing, and mapping of 2.5G
(Optical Data Unit – ODU1), 10G (ODU2), and 40G (ODU3) signals. The
standard supports variable adaptations: an interface can be dynamically con-
figured with one specific type of mapping, e.g., either 4 ODU2 or 16 ODU1 be
mapped onto one ODU3. Based on GFP and the support for SDH clients, OTN
can accommodate services of practically any granularity. Bandwidth efficient
accommodation of different client signals is enabled with Virtual Concatena-
tion (VCAT) [20] and Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) Protocol
[21]. VCAT is a layer 1 inverse multiplexing technique for OTN, SONET,
and plesiochronous digital hierarchy (PDH) component signals. By means of
VCAT multiple paths in the server layer can be combined into an aggregate
link in the client layer with virtually adjustable bandwidth. VCAT/LCAS
provide a number of new network features such as flexible concatenation of
containers at the right granularity (e.g., 100 Mb/s Ethernet is equal to VC-
3-2v, or STS-1-2v). Component links may be possibly realized over multi-hop
paths taking different routes. VCAT can support bandwidth on demand and
IP traffic engineering by enhancing the capacity of the link without changing
the topology in the IP layer. A new component link can be routed and set
up over new available path before the old component is released, which is
characterized as painless re-grooming [22]. Complemented with LCAS, VCAT
can support realization of new forms of protection/restoration and grace-
ful degradation based on dynamic repair. LCAS can dynamically change the
capacity of an established VCAT group, automatically decreasing the capac-
ity in case of a group member failure, and increasing the capacity after the
repair. Summarizing the major grooming enablers in the transport plane,
which may be exploited by the control plane, are flexible mapping of services,
variable adaptations which may be dynamically activated, dynamic modifica-
tion of link/call bandwidth achieved by adding or releasing component sig-
nals, and virtual concatenation of component signals with path-independent
routing.

3.3 Control Plane Support for Traffic Grooming

The control plane support for traffic grooming includes mechanisms and proto-
cols for resource-optimal configuration of flexible grooming capability and for
optimized traffic routing. Figure 3.1 maps the required CP functionality into
the framework of three functional blocks related to network resource control,
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call control, and virtual network control. So far, ASON control plane concepts
and GMPLS protocols focus mainly on functionality needed for resource con-
trol, and call routing and control.

Figure 3.1 also shows a general network scope for CP-based operation
which is the multi-layer multi-domain network, operated by different opera-
tors, and providing services of different granularity. The reference ASON archi-
tecture currently features three types of characteristic CP-interfaces, namely
user-to-network interface (UNI) between a service user and a provider domain,
internal network-to-network interface (I-NNI) between the network elements
within one carrier domain, and external network-to-network interface (E-NNI)
between the network elements of different carrier domains. These interfaces
differ in the level of the network information exchange they may support.
While internal I-NNI supports full information sharing, UNI and E-NNI often
require information hiding. Conceptually these interfaces relate to GMPLS
models of the control plane integration which are the overlay model with no
routing information exchange, the peer model with full sharing (and integra-
tion) of control plane instances and the augmented model with the aggregated
information exchange [3]. In Fig. 3.1, we show the standard multi-domain
architecture enhanced with challenging new elements, referred to as GMPLS-
based exchange points (GXP), [23], which enable both flexible inter-domain
connections between different administrative domains and customers and their
GMPLS-based control. Sections that follow review functionality inherent to
different blocks of the framework.
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3.4 Resources

Due to scalability and trust issues, distributed CP-based provision must rely
on aggregated information, and the appropriate aggregated representation of
resources is essential. GMPLS and ASON developed specific network resource
models by using two different set of architecture tools. The ASON model is
based on the generic functional model for transport networks (G.805), [24],
and is inherently “topological”. A network is modeled with a number of layer
topologies in a client–server relationship. The example in Fig. 3.2 illustrates
the ASON model for network with an optical channel switching layer and the
OC-3 switching layer. The relationship between GMPLS and ASON models
shown in the table is briefly covered in the discussion that follows.

Each layer topology provides switched service between client access points
over interconnected sub-networks (SN), where the switching matrix is the
smallest SN. The interconnection between two SNs is a link with one or mul-
tiple link connections. The end-points of link connections are sub-network
connection points (SNP). Logically coupled SNPs form a pool (SNPP), e.g.,
all OC-3 within a OC-192 multiplex are coupled within one pool, and con-
sequently a transport capacity between two SNPPs of two sub-networks, or
between an SNPP on a sub-network and an access SNPP (the latter being the
case in Table 3.2) is referred to as an SNPP link. ASON service is an SNP
trail that connects two client access points, and is routed over a number of
SNP link connections or sub-network connections. The association between
an SNP in a server layer (optical channel - λ) and an SNPP (of OC-3 SNPs
mapped within OC-192) in the client layer represents a specific termination
and adaptation between the two layers in the multi-service switching node.
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Table 3.2. Multiple interface switching capability descriptors.

VC-4STM-64SDHTDMISCD-3X–

VC-3STM-64SDHTDMISCD-2X

–STM-64SDHLSCISCD-1XX

Min BWMax BWEncodingISC TypeISC DescriptorHybrid XCPhotonic XC

VC-4STM-64SDHTDMISCD-3X

VC-3STM-64SDHTDMISCD-2X–

STM-64SDHLSCISCD-1XX

Min BWMax BWEncodingISC TypeISC DescriptorHybrid XCPhotonic XC

With variable adaptations that can be flexibly activated, several different
associations can exist in the same time. ASON is particulary designed for
discrete bandwidth networks: an atomic transport resource is an SNP link
connection. Obviously, in terms of routing requirements, advertising SNP link
connections would not scale, therefore SNPP link would be advertised as an
aggregate characterized by the number of available SNP LCs. An associa-
tion SN-SNPP uniquely identifies an atomic grooming resource which must
be allocated along the multi-layer routed path, and therefore, should also be
advertised to support distributed path calculation.

As already mentioned, the ASON resource model is based on SDH/
SONET/OTN functional modeling and extensions to GMPLS were needed
to account for a rich TDM layer. In this context, several ASON subnetwork
points (SNP) and/or point pools (SNPP) map to an interface, a termination of
a GMPLS TE link. A GMPLS interface can either be a simple interface (SNP)
or a combination of component interfaces (SNPP). To cope with the multiple
parallel interfaces between two nodes, the interfaces can be unnumbered [25].
For some technologies, a component interface is an atomic resource, e.g., a
wavelength, and is addressed with a generalized label (corresponding to an
SNP LC). For SDH/SONET and OTN digital hierarchy, a component inter-
face has a multiplex of smaller discrete resources, each of which is described
with essentially more complex generalized label. One interface can therefore
represent several SNPs or SNPPs at different ASON layers, each of which can
be represented with an Interface Switching Capability Descriptors (ISCD).
ISCD includes a switching type (LSC or TDM) and maximum and minimum
reservable bandwidth available, the latter depending on the adaptation con-
figured at the interface. Examples of ISCD usage are given in Table 3.2. An
interface of a photonic cross-connect is fully described with LSC switching
(ISCD-1). In addition to ISCD-1, an interface of a hybrid (SDH-WDM) cross-
connect is described also with ISCD-2 and ISCD-3 (TDM switching) defining
VC-4 and VC-3 as a minimum reservable bandwidth which can be allocated
at this interface. However, if VC-4 is allocated, ISCD-2 will disappear from
the ISCD list.

The GMPLS interface model becomes rather complex when used for rep-
resenting the capabilities of multi-service switching nodes. The concept of a
GMPLS TE link is not meant to be used to model internal multiplexing capa-
bility of nodes, although in fact, SN-SNPP association could be modeled as TE
link with one interface in a client layer and the other in a server layer. Without
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such modeling, the available grooming capacity of a node cannot be used to
calculate a TE path for a service. Within GMPLS, a concept of the Interface
Adaptation Capability Descriptor (IACD), which is a new attribute defined
for an internal interface which could be advertised with GMPLS routing pro-
tocols, is currently being evaluated [26], and also experimentally verified [27].
IACD describes an interface in terms of two ISC Descriptors (for both ends of
the interface or link) with the standard bandwidth encoding depending on the
ISC type. Both ASON and GMPLS define a client server relationship between
two layers in hierarchy. In the ASON model, the link in the client layer is real-
ized over a network connection in the server layer. A client layer link is also
a part of an end-to-end network connection supporting the client layer trail.
A GMPLS client–server relationship associates a dynamic TE link in a client
layer, referred to as a Forwarding Adjacency (FA), and a label switched path
(LSP) in a server layer, established between two interfaces that implement
client and server switching types. By using the newly established FA, a client
layer LSP can embed itself within the server layer LSP. For routing scalability,
all parallel resources with the same TE capability could be bundled into, and
advertised as, one bundled TE-link or FA [28]. Each TE link or FA is also
assigned to some shared risk link group (SRLG): all links that fail together
are assigned the same SRLG value. Also each link is assigned a protection
level such as extra traffic, unprotected, shared, and dedicated 1:1 or 1+1.

3.5 Resource Control

The functionality of the control plane processes within the functional block
RESOURCES can be shortly summarized with “discover, advertise, reserve”,
the issues of which are described in the following sub-sections.

3.5.1 Resource Discovery

A discovery process is needed for automatic correlation of interfaces between
either two neighboring nodes or neighboring technology layers within one
node. Within the discovery process both transport connections and control
channels are discovered and verified. A central component in the ASON dis-
covery process is the Link resource manager (LRM), which maintains the
local inventory of links and updates a local routing database (RDB) with
configured TE links. The routing database can be configured also through
a management system. The complexity of the procedures needed to create
a TE, best illustrated in the MIB document [29], however, offers strong
motivation for automation of the discovery process. The discovery process
establishes the binding between the management plane (MP) names of the
transport resources (modeled with G.805) and the control plane (CP) names
of the same resources (SNPs) at one node. It also logically binds the MP
names and the corresponding CP names of potential link connections (SNP–
SNP), between the neighboring nodes. A potential SNP–SNP link connection
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becomes an actual LC when a corresponding flexible adaptation is activated.
In the GMPLS framework, the link management protocol (LMP) [16] supports
the resource discovery process with four basic functions for a node pair. The
control channel management establishes and maintains connectivity between
adjacent nodes. The link verification procedure verifies the physical connec-
tivity. The link summary messages are exchanged to correlate link properties
between adjacent nodes, first when the node is being brought up and then
periodically when a link is up and not in the verification procedure. Finally,
LMP provides a mechanism to isolate link and channel failures in both opaque
and transparent networks, independent of the data format.

3.5.2 Resource Advertisement

The advertisement of network topology maintained within the routing data
base (RDB) is a process which enables distributed path calculation for
requested services. For the purpose of scalability and data hiding, ASON
proposes that the advertised TE links (and internal interfaces), be organized
within multiple routing areas (views) which filter data based on different oper-
ational constraints. The filtering could be based on a technology layer (e.g.,
TDM, LSC), administrative aggregation level (inter-domain, intra-domain),
shared risk link group (SRLG) identifier, or some other type of administrative
grouping. Filtering can also be subject to operational constraints related to a
type of an interface (e.g., UNI, I-NNI, E-NNI) and the CP-integration models
(overlay, peer, augmented). Regarding the organization of the CP-functions,
the advertisement process at a particular grooming node is responsibile for a
number of routing controllers logically associated with different routing areas
and collocated at the same node. For example, Fig. 3.3 shows the hierarchical
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architecture of the advertisement process in a network of three interconnected
domains that implement LSC and TDM switching.

In domains D1 and D2, advertisement of TE attributes of LSC and TDM
layer is separated (overlay model) and in D3 integrated (peer model). The
controllers at nodes (N1, N6 and N7) and (N2, N4 and N7) take part in the
inter-domain information exchange at the TDM and LSC layers, respectively.
These controllers exchange routing information by feeding-up or feeding-down
data, and communicate with their (intra-domain) peers at other nodes. The
vertical information flow may support different routing paradigms, e.g., for
hierarchical routing only feeding-up is necessary because the path is calcu-
lated top-down, starting from the highest possible level. For source-based
routing, feeding down is needed as the routing decisions are made at the
lowest level of the routing hierarchy. Driven by ASON routing requirements,
proposals extending the OSPF-TE and ISIS-TE protocols for hierarchical
operation are currently under study [30], with feed-up and feed-down capabil-
ities between the hierarchically organized OSPF-TE and ISIS-TE areas. An
important aspect related to TE link advertisements in GMPLS networks is
that the advertised changes not only reflect the update of TE link attributes
due to resource allocation (reduced residual bandwidth), but they also show
the creation or deletion of dynamic TE links (FAs). Currently, a FA is always
allocated with a bandwidth. However, with virtual links, which can have no
bandwidth at all, this dynamic could be decreased. The extensions for virtual
links are also under study [26]. Link bundling and advertisement of bundled
links is also a challenging task because of the parallel links with different
TE features. Therefore, taking into account the dynamics and the nature of
advertised changes, the process of advertising in grooming networks needs
new consideration. The latency and accuracy of data updates, the issue of
information hiding, the impact of distributed resource reservation and others,
are related issues of interest, as also reflected in recently published studies,
e.g., [31]. Within the IETF, a Path Computation Element Framework defines
a new architecture [32] for a routing process decoupled from GMPLS proto-
cols. Similar distributed trusted routing service is proposed in [33] to either
provide a path upon request or provide for data filtering functions between
the distinct control planes.

3.5.3 Distributed Resource Reservation

Based on the advertised information, a service path can be calculated; how-
ever, particular resources (generalized labels) on TE links along the path can
be selected and allocated only in a link-local hop-by-hop resource reservation
process. In GMPLS, resource reservation is performed within a distributed sig-
naling session along the path of an LSP. In an RSVP-TE session, path message
is sent from the the LSP ingress controller to the LSP egress controller, car-
rying objects which define end-to-end connection requirements, such as the
signal type and required bandwidth, and objects that have link-local meaning
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and support resource/label selection process. The explicit route object (ERO),
which is provided by the path calculation controller at the source of an LSP,
is, in general, also a link-local attribute and could be changed at each inter-
mediate controller that is also involved in path calculation. On each link, the
label selection is supported by the explicit label , where an upstream node pro-
vides a label preference to a downstream node, to be accepted or rejected. The
upstream node can start configuring its hardware with the proposed label in
advance, which can, in case of accepted label, reduce the setup latency, e.g.,
when restoration LSPs need to be rapidly established. With a label set object,
an upstream node can suggest several preferred/acceptable resources for con-
nection. In the optical domain, by means of a label set, a common available
wavelength along the whole path may be determined. An Upstream label is
used in the allocation of bi-directional links for bi-directional LSPs, with both
directions following the same path and having the same traffic engineering
attributes, including the protection and restoration level. The two directions
of a link are allocated at the same time and, therefore, the setup latency and
the control overhead are equal to those of a unidirectional LSP setup.

GMPLS supports allocation of time slots within SDH/SONET and OTN
hierarchies encoded in generalized labels which describe both the multiplex-
ing structure and the position of the signal in the multiplex [34, 35]. With
these extensions, one SDH/SONET/OTN LSP can require allocation of sev-
eral labels, by specifying a number of multiplex signals and the structure of
this elementary multiplex given with a number of elementary signals either
contiguously or virtually concatenated. With fixed adaptations, a signaled
request may result into a number of LSPs set up first on the lower layers (e.g.
ODU3) and then on the requested layer (ODU1). However, configuration of
flexible adaptations is not supported in a straightforward manner as a label
request does not specify a multiplex structure. Even assuming that the inter-
nal adaptation capabilities are advertised and used to create a routing graph
for ODU1, ODU2 and ODU3 layer, transforming a request into a specific ERO
and activating flexible adaptations is a challenging task which is still not fully
supported.

3.6 CALL Control

In ASON, a call is a logical association between two customers and is hence
the simplest service. A connection, on the other hand, is the realization of
a call. A call can be associated with zero or a number of connections that
may be established, released, modified, and used for different purposes (e.g.,
normal operation or protection). In particular, in transport networks where
restorability and bandwidth adaptability are service features, the control plane
support for bandwidth modification, and protection/restoration of a call are of
major interest. This is identified as a major feature and extensions to GMPLS
which support a call with no connections are under consideration. Regarding
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bandwidth modification, the aggregation of multiple connections within one
call needs to be supported within both the transport and control plane.
Figure 3.4 illustrates this issue. A call can be provisioned over contiguously
concatenated signals over a path (N1, N2, N3, N4) or as a virtually concate-
nated signal split over different paths between N5 and N6. If the availability
of source and sink VCAT functions can be discovered, the path-independent
routing of call components could be supported. In grooming networks, work on
enhancing GMPLS/G.ASON for VCAT/LCAS has recently been undertaken
[36], including discovery of VCAT and LCAS capable path termination sources
and sinks and VCAT group identification. In the context of path-independent
call component routing, the call path calculation gets a new dimension. In
general, a call, i.e., call components, traverse two UNI interfaces, and one
or several administrative domains (and therefore several E-NNI interfaces).
Distributed call signaling and call path computation are highly intertwined:
how and where a call path is calculated depends on the organization of the
routing process and the corresponding availability of routing information. As
already mentioned, ASON routing assumes hierarchically organized routing
areas (RA) which feature hierarchical advertisement of information between
different layers of aggregation (feeding-up and down) and thus support hierar-
chical inter-domain routing. Routing controllers within a routing area at the
particular level of hierarchy build a topology of abstracted resources, links, and
nodes, and therefore they provide path calculation services to call controllers
according to a hierarchical, source-based, and step-by-step routing paradigm.
The setting up of a call over several domains, several call segments, as well
as the error recovery by means of crank-back must be carefully orchestrated.
The GMPLS notify message (RSVP-TE) is used to report failures related to
LSPs to the ingress node or some other nodes responsible for error recov-
ery. The node resolving a failure may, in the future, also perform crank-back.
Modification of a connection, the flexible association of calls and connections,
as well as the crank-back capability, are advanced features which are still not
fully covered within the GMPLS standard framework [37].
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3.7 Virtual Networks

In terms of services, grooming network technology can efficiently support
Layer 1 network virtualization, which is recognized as an important new oper-
ational paradigm, in particular within the GRID community [38]. Therefore,
the CP-based support for network provision and operation of L1 virtual pri-
vate network services (L1 VPN) [39] would be of very high value. Control plane
support should enable L1 VPN services to use static and dynamic grooming
methods to exploit the topology flexibility of grooming networks. For example,
with L1 VPN, multiple virtual networks can be established over the shared
infrastructure, each of which can be selectively offered, by means of advertise-
ments, specific grooming and switching capabilities to establish its topology,
adapting to specific traffic and connectivity requirements of applications using
them. The operational benefits as compared to statically provisioned L1 VPN
could be achieved with the dynamic topology engineering adapting to traffic
changes, which allows resource sharing, lower cost for the customer, and bet-
ter network utilization for the provider. The support currently offered with
GMPLS/ASON only partially covers the functionality these advanced and
challenging services would need; however, new extensions can be expected to
follow to address new requirements. A related important question is whether
CP support for virtualized networks would need some protocols other than
GMPLS to orchestrate distributed topology engineering, or this could be done
by means of signaling protocol extensions. This is an issue for further research.

3.8 Service Support

CP support to different types of services, i.e., calls or virtual networks, may
differ, and in fact, CP functionality available to a specific type of services
could be assumed as part of the service model, based on which a service level
specification (SLS) can be defined. With a service level agreement (SLA),
a guaranteed level of the service between the service user and the service
provider can be further detailed.
The service model in traffic grooming networks with CP-support can include:

- Traffic characteristics, subject to monitoring and policing.
- The transport plane capabilities that the service can use, such as for exam-

ple, granularity of virtual links, use of VCAT, use of grooming at different
layers, transport plane sharing with the other VPNs, and resilience sup-
port.

- The capabilities of the control plane such as, the call set-up time, avail-
ability and support for resilience actions, maximal extensibility of the
topology, the rate at which the topology can change, support for vir-
tual concatenation and path-independent routing of components, bundling
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policies, per-VPN control, support for membership discovery, supported
control plane interconnection model, self-discovery over UNI, support for
automatic triggering of topology changes, and control plane support for
resource sharing between VPNs.

For example, the call set-up time and service availability can be used to
classify services into a small number of classes (such as gold, silver, bronze)
[40]. Service differentiation, based on the capabilities of the control plane, is
demonstrated in the CHEETAH network [27] where the SONET path is used
as a backup service for Internet transfer, and its selection depends on the
expected delay of the path setup and the expected duration of the transfer.
Service differentiation can also be achieved with a concept of resource visibil-
ity introduced for virtual network services [33] where each service and each
network resource is associated with at least one group, and all services within
one group share resources associated to it.

3.9 Conclusion

The control plane support for dynamic grooming decisions must meet two
basic requirements. Firstly, there is a need for efficient modeling of network
capability beyond the capacity of links at different switching layers. This
grooming-specific TE functionality includes fixed and flexible inter-layer adap-
tations and VCAT/LCAS source and sink ends. Secondly, as the availability of
network information at routing controllers along the call path is restricted due
to the administrative or operational constraints related to the advertisement
process, efficient mechanisms and architectures for distributed coordination
of the path calculation, and for the resource allocation by signalling (along
the calculated path) are required. The current work on GMPLS and PCE
(path computation element) are addressing these requirements. Further exten-
sions of CP support will play decisive role in a novel and challenging scenario
of application-optimized network virtualization. Just as optimized selective
deployment of grooming nodes can provide trade-off between bandwidth effi-
ciency and network cost for an expected traffic in static grooming networks,
selective access to traffic grooming capability achieved by means of selective
advertised visibility of network resources can be exploited for dynamic creation
of the optimized topologies for L1 VPN services. Dynamic virtual topology
engineering requires especially effective orchestration of routing and signalling,
as a new virtual topology link is first routed, then signalled, and then made
available to attract traffic by topology information update. Topology shar-
ing between services is another challenge for coordination of different control
functionalities. Compared to future expectations, it could be observed that
GMPLS/ASON currently provide a basic set of functionalities enabling auto-
matic service provisioning, and still need to be extended to answer some of the
requirements of traffic grooming. However, proposed standards have reached
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some maturity, successfully demonstrated in experimental inter-operability
and feasibility tests [41]. Furthermore, aiming at proof of new concepts, sev-
eral demonstrators and test-beds have been recently established with different
network architectures for traditional provider or grid-centric network setups
[27, 42, 43, 44, 45]. These experimental studies shed light on a number of
practical GMPLS aspects and on open gaps within the general standardiza-
tion frameworks. They also provide a platform for studies on different service
scenarios and new features which are essential for further improvements in
the control plane.
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Grooming Mechanisms in SONET/SDH
and Next-Generation SONET/SDH

Rudra Dutta, Ahmed E. Kamal, George N. Rouskas

4.1 Introduction

Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
(SDH) are very closely related standards, which came into being primarily
as a means of transporting telephone traffic in large volumes utilizing optical
fiber transmission systems. SONET was brought forth by Bellcore (Telcordia),
with coordination from International Telecommunication Union (ITU) as well
as other standards organizations, and is primarily in use in North America,
whereas SDH was developed by ITU, came into use slightly later than SONET,
and is in use in the rest of the world. The two standards so closely resemble
each other in most significant concepts as well as details that they are often
spoken of as a single entity, and denoted as SONET/SDH. In what follows
in the rest of this chapter as well as elsewhere in the book, the distinctions
between the two are not important, and we continue to mean “SONET/SDH”,
even when we mention just one of them, for ease of reference.

From the grooming point of view, SONET/SDH are very important enti-
ties. Transmission systems for telephony, originally analog, adopted digital
systems starting with the introduction of the T-carrier system in 1961. From
the very beginning, such systems adopted a “base rate” which was defined by
the digitization of a single voice line, and successively higher rates formed by
multiplexing larger number of lower rate channels, thanks to the hierarchi-
cal nature of the telephony architecture; this is the origin of the term digital
hierarchy.

The term Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) is used to describe all
such digital standards before the advent of SONET/SDH. This indicates a
system in which all parts operate on clock signals that have exactly the same
rate (within a bounded error), but may have different phases. Such a char-
acteristic is arguably not a design decision as much as it is an adjustment
to the realistically inevitable. The move to optical transmission systems was
accompanied by a move to a synchronous architecture, which means that
SONET/SDH performs multiplexing in a strictly time division multiplexed
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manner. Input and output clocks at every network element are synchronized,
so tight synchronization of the channels at all the different rates is possible
across the entire network. There may be jitter and phase difference at the
ingress to the SONET network, which are taken care of by introducing the
appropriate amounts of buffer delay at the ingress. Once inside the network,
however, the payloads and frames remain synchronized.

This approach makes it possible, for the network designer, to truly consider
the issue of multiplexing of lower rate traffic streams into higher rate channels,
hierarchically, as one abstracted by the network. Further, SONET introduced
the concept of concatenation to efficiently carry higher rates than the base
rate, as well as virtual tributaries to efficiently carry sub-rate payloads. In
this sense, SONET/SDH for the first time delivered multi-rate capability as a
service provided by the network, though it was not seen as such: the capability
was seen entirely as being internal to the network provider, the end-user’s only
interface being a voice-rate device, i.e., a telephone. The seeds of grooming,
however, were quietly sown.

Subsequently, SONET has undergone changes even more pertinent to
grooming considerations, in its extension into Next Generation SONET (NG-
SONET). The changes from PDH to SDH and into NG-SONET have pro-
vided a realistic basis on which traffic grooming approaches can be postulated.
Hence our assertion that SONET and NG-SONET are important entities for
the grooming network designer to be aware of. Accordingly, we briefly survey
the salient features of these standards in this chapter. We refer the interested
reader to more comprehensive sources such as the relevant standards [1, 2,
and related], or texts on the subject such as [3].

4.2 The SONET/SDH Standard

SONET operates at four layers, as shown in Fig. 4.1. From the point of view
of functionality, the lower two correspond roughly to the physical layer of the
OSI reference stack, and the higher two to the data link control layer. The
second highest layer also covers the add/drop functionality, which may be
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Photonic Photonic Photonic Photonic Photonic Photonic

Section Section Section Section Section Section

Line Line Line Line

Path Path

(Customer
Premise)

(Service
Provider)
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(Service
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Fig. 4.1. The four layers of SONET
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considered a rudimentary forwarding and therefore networking layer function,
in which case the highest layer should be considered an end-to-end transport
layer. However, SONET/SDH predates the OSI reference layer, and more
importantly is most often used to transport frames for other technologies
which define their own framing, such as ATM, Ethernet, or Frame Relay.
Networking technologies adapted to such framing also tend to be second-
hand users of SONET through such framing layers. Thus it is customary to
look upon all four layers of SONET as making up sub-layers of the physical
layer.

The Photonic layer affects the transport of bits across the physical
medium, using lasers/LEDs and optical receivers, and is terminated at every
physical device. The Section layer works between regenerators and repeaters
in the optical transmission lines, and deals with error monitoring, signal
scrambling, etc. The Line layer works at the segment between two SONET
devices which understand multiplexing, and provides protection against fail-
ures. Such a segment is also called a maintenance span. The Path layer works
between end equipments, it is a customer-to-customer transmission layer. The
endpoints of the Path layer are SONET customer premise equipment, which
usually is not a desktop or server, but a Terminal Multiplexer (TM), which
multiplexes many end station traffic streams. The Line layer can operate
between multiple ADMs or between ADMs or TMs in any combination, while
the Path layer operates between TMs. The three upper layers add overhead
bytes to the SONET frame.

Each level of the digital hierarchy in SONET has an associated Optical
Carrier (OC) level, and an associated electrical frame structure called a Syn-
chronous Transport Signal (STS). In SDH, a single level definition called Syn-
chronous Transport Module (STM) is used. It is more appropriate to speak
of STS frames at layers above the Photonic, and of OC signals at the Pho-
tonic layer. In this sense, the role of the Photonic layer is to map STS frames
onto OC signals. Table 4.1 shows the commonly used rates, together with
the corresponding bit transfer rates, both raw and without overhead. One of
the distinctions of SONET/SDH from the old PDH approaches is that the
fractional overhead remains constant at all levels of the digital heirarchy - in
older systems they usually increase at higher levels of the hierarchy.

Table 4.1. The “digital hierarchy” of rates in SONET/SDH

SONET Level SDH Level Line Rate Payload Rate
Optical/Electrical (Mbps) (Mbps)

OC-1/STS-1 (STM-0) 51.840 50.112
OC-3/STS-3 STM-1 155.520 150.336
OC-12/STS-12 STM-4 622.080 601.344
OC-48/STS-48 STM-16 2488.320 2405.376
OC-192/STS-192 STM-64 9953.280 9621.504
OC-768/STS-768 STM-256 39818.120 38486.016
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Higher levels are multiplexes of the base level of OC-1 (STS-1), indicated
simply by the number so that an STS-N frame contains N STS-1 frames,
and an OC-N line rate is N times an OC-1 line rate. SDH does not have
a standard corresponding to OC-1/STS-1, but often a “conceptual” STM-0
frame is referred to that is identical to STS-1. Only a very few values of N are
parts of the standard. Table 4.1 shows the rates which are in practical use,
others such as OC-9 and OC-24 are standard but have not found real use and
are considered orphaned; nor are there corresponding SDH standard levels.

Figure 4.2 shows the structure of a base rate frame, which contains 810
bytes. Conceptually, it is easy to think of the bytes being arranged in 9 rows
of 90 columns each; then the overhead bytes added by the Section and Line
layers (together called the Transport overhead) form the first three columns.
Bytes in a frame are sent in the order indicated by the numbering in Fig. 4.2,
i.e., it is sent row by row. At the base rate, the entire 810 byte frame is sent
once every 125 μs, which gives rise to the 51.84 Mbps line rate. The rate
is motivated, of course, by the necessity of the carrying digital voice at the
quality then accepted as standard.

The last 87 columns of the frame consist of user data or payload (e.g.,
digitized voice samples) and the Path overhead, together in a structure called
the Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE). The SPE consists of 9 rows of 87
columns each, with the Path overhead forming the 9 bytes of the first column.
The SPE is allowed to “float”, that is, begin anywhere in the payload part of
the STS frame, to allow for the plesiochronous phase difference at the network
ingress we mentioned above. Pointers in the Transport overhead indicate the
actual beginning of the SPE inside the STS frame.

All higher level frames have a structure derived from this base structure.
All frames have the same 9 rows, but the number of columns is N times in
STS-N, and all Transport overhead columns precede all payload columns in
each row. Each of the 9 rows of an STS-3 contains 9 overhead bytes, followed
by 261 payload bytes; of an STS-12 contains 36 overhead bytes followed by
1044 payload bytes, and so on. An STS-N frame is sent on an OC-N carrier,
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...
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Fig. 4.2. The STS-1 (“STM-0”) frame structure
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thus it takes the same 125 μs to send, allowing it to keep up with every
phone conversation multiplexed in it. The frame is formed by a column-wise
multiplexing of the constituent STS-1 frames.

This straight mapping from STS-1 to STS-N frames creates a so-called
channelized frame, i.e., an STS-3 frame contains three channels each of rate
STS-1. SONET also allows a non-channelized (or unchannelized) multiplexing,
through a mechanism called concatenation. A concatenated frame is indicated
by a small “c” at the end. An STS-3c frame does not represent three STS-1
frame (with three SPEs), but a frame with a single large SPE. The Path
overhead still forms the first column of the SPE, but now there is only one
Path overhead in the entire STS-3c frame. The pointers in the Transport
overhead have different structure for concatenated frames, and this indicates
the concatenation. This allows super-rate payloads, i.e., payloads with rates
higher than the base rate, to be carried by SONET/SDH.

There is also a mechanism to carry payloads with rate lower than the
base rate without wasting rest of the STS-1 frame - this is called Virtual
Tributaries (VT) which is the term used for the lower rate data streams. The
payload columns of an STS-1 frame using VTs is divided into seven VT groups
(VTGs) of 108 bytes (12 columns) each. Four types of VTs of sizes 27 bytes,
36 bytes, 54 bytes and 108 bytes are defined. Each VTG in the frame contains
either four 27-byte VTs, or three 36-byte VTs, etc. VTGs are allowed to float
inside the STS frame just like the SPE; there is also a locked mode which
forces the VTGs to begin at the beginning of the payload columns. While not
perfectly general, these capabilities provide quite a bit of flexibility in carrying
lower rate traffic, and later in this chapter we see how NG-SONET extends
these capabilities.

4.3 SONET Ring Networks

SONET is defined to operate as a point-to-point, linear, or ring network (in
the access context, a hub configuration is also possible by combining multiple
point-to-point networks). The first two are obviously special cases of the ring
configuration, and the ability of SONET to operate as ring networks has been
its defining identity until recently, as is the Automatic Protection Switch-
ing (APS) or the self-healing character of SONET rings (though APS is also
defined for other configurations). In this section, we briefly describe SONET
rings and APS.

SONET rings are widely used in metropolitan access and backbone, or
interoffice, networks. A typical WDM SONET ring is shown in Fig. 4.3. At
each node, one or more wavelengths can be dropped and/or added using an
Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer (OADM). An Optical Cross Connect (OXC)
can also be used for the same purpose, in addition to switching wave-
lengths between fibers. The dropped wavelengths are then handled by SONET
Add/Drop Multiplexers (ADM) after conversion to the electronic domain
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DXC 

ADM

OADM

Fig. 4.3. A WDM SONET ring

using transponders. If WDM is not used, then OADMs are not needed, and the
fiber is terminated at each ADM through the transponder. (This is the orig-
inal mode of operation of SONET on single-wavelength systems.) The ADM
is capable of adding and dropping lower speed data tributaries to and from
the stream received on the ring. The ADM has a high speed interface to the
ring, e.g., OC-192 for backbone rings and OC-12 for access rings. It also has
a low speed interface that is typically connected to a Digital Cross Connect
(DXC). The DXC is used to crossconnect lower speed streams and manage all
transmission facilities in the interoffice. If multiple rings are interconnected,
the DXC switches traffic between such rings and is capable of supporting a
number of subtending rings. Newer technology, and advances in SONET, viz.,
Next Generation SONET (NGS), has led to the integration of the ADMs and
the DXC functionality into one device, the Multiservice Provisioning Platform
(MSPP). The MSPP has the added functionality of crossconnecting between
multiple fibers.

SONET rings are usually configured in a manner that provides a surviv-
able mode of operation in the case of equipment or fiber failure. This is one
attractive feature of rings, since the ring topology is the least expensive bi-
connected topology, which is the feature required to withstand single failures.
Such rings are usually known as self-healing rings, and they are provisioned
and deployed in one of two architectures, depending on the SONET sublayer
at which survivability is provided:

• The Unidirectional Path Switching Ring (UPSR), and
• The Bidirectional Line Switching Ring (BLSR), which may employ either

two (BLSR/2) or four (BLSR/4) fibers.
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Both ring topologies guarantee that failures will be recovered from within
the industry standard of 60 ms.

The UPSR provides protection at the path sublayer by using two fibers for
transmission in two opposite directions (see Fig. 4.4). One fiber is used as the
working fiber and the other is used as the protection fiber. The information
in a connection from an ADM at a node to another ADM at another node,
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is transmitted on both fibers (paths) at the same time. The failure of any
link that affects the working fiber can be tolerated due to the reception of the
signal on the protection fiber (see Fig. 4.4). This mode of survivable operation
belongs to 1+1 protection and recovery from failures is instantaneous, but the
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Fig. 4.5. A BLSR/4 ring: (a) Working as well as protection connections are provi-
sioned using the shortest path routes; (b) Ring protection using the protection fiber,
and at the line sublayer
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ring bandwidth is not efficiently utilized since protection bandwidth is not
shared between connections.

Incidentally, Fig. 4.4 also shows how these concepts apply to the WDM
SONET ring in Fig. 4.3, treating each wavelength as a separate virtual link.
Part (a) shows the original single-wavelength UPSR and Part (b) shows the
situation for WDM rings; the key observation is that the protection path must
continue to be routed through the separate protection fiber (most likely on
the same wavelength as the working lightpath). Extending the BLSR SONET-
based protection which we discuss next to WDM SONET rings is similarly
straightforward, and we show only the original modes in the rest of this
discussion.

The BLSR/4 ring uses two working fibers in two opposite directions, and
similarly two protection fibers, also in two opposite directions. In BLSR/4, a
connection between two nodes is provisioned using the ring with the shortest
path between the two nodes (see Fig. 4.5a). If the working fibers between
two nodes fail, e.g., between nodes A and B in Fig. 4.5a, then the protection
fiber between the same pair of nodes, in the same direction, can be used
for protection. This is known as span switching. However, since working and
protection fibers between a pair of nodes usually share the same conduit, the
failure of a span between a pair of nodes usually indicates the failure of all
the fibers between this pair of nodes. Therefore, once a working fiber fails,
the failure is detected by the source node, and the signal is switched to the
protection fiber in the opposite direction, as shown in Fig. 4.5b. This is known
as ring protection and is provided at the line sublayer. The advantage of the
BLSR/4 ring is that the protection capacity is not dedicated to a specific
connection, and it may even be used to carry low priority traffic, which may
be preempted due to the failure of working fibers.

The BLSR/2 is similar to the BLSR/4 except that it has two fibers for
communication in two opposite directions. However, the capacity of each fiber
is divided into two halves: one half for working capacity and the other half is
for protection capacity. Therefore, there are four virtual rings, which can be
used in exactly the same way as in BLSR/4.

4.4 Next-Generation SONET/SDH (NG-SONET/SDH)

As we remarked at the beginning of this chapter, SONET/SDH networks
evolved over the years to provide efficient and robust transport of voice services
over long distances. Due to the characteristics of speech as well as historical
and economic considerations, these networks were optimized for voice by defin-
ing a rigid hierarchy of channel capacities that are fixed multiples of 64 Kbps.
SONET/SDH attributes were designed so that multiplexing operations can be
performed cost-effectively by equipment of relatively low hardware complexity
on such digitized voice streams.
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Given the dominance, until recently, of voice traffic over data traffic, it is
no surprise that the SONET/SDH standards gave little consideration to any
data protocol that might be carried over these networks. Traffic trends, how-
ever, have changed significantly since the middle of the previous decade. Data
traffic has overtaken voice traffic in terms of volume and continues to grow
at more rapid rates. More importantly, following the Internet’s ubiquity as a
globally accessible data network, traffic patterns have evolved from the local
concentrations of the past to traffic widely distributed over large geographi-
cal areas. As a consequence, the SONET/SDH infrastructure is increasingly
used for transport of various data services, including Ethernet, Frame Relay,
and Fibre Channel. These protocols were typically designed and optimized for
short reach, were developed independently of optical transport networks, and
did not make any attempt to leverage the capabilities of these networks.

Next-generation SONET/SDH refers to a set of standardized solutions
that address the challenge of providing Data over SONET (DoS) services so
as to accommodate protocols that were not developed with the transport
network in mind, while allowing the flexibility to support new protocols [4].
Specifically, the enhancements include three elements:

• Virtual concatenation (VCAT). This is a technique that overcomes
some of the rigidities in the bandwidth hierarchy of SONET/SDH, and
allows a more efficient choice of channel capacities.

• Link capacity adjustment scheme (LCAS). LCAS refers to a set of
procedures for adjusting dynamically the size of virtually concatenated
channels.

• Generic Framing Procedure (GFP). A robust yet lightweight and
simple mechanism for adapting data traffic onto byte-synchronous chan-
nels, including SONET/SDH.

The new enhancements allow NG-SONET/SDH networks to improve their
effectiveness in terms of grooming packet traffic, as well as their ability
to accommodate demands that vary over time. The next three subsections
describe each of these mechanisms in detail.

4.4.1 Virtual Concatenation

Virtual concatenation [4] generalizes the contiguous concatenation mechanism
of SONET/SDH by introducing several new features that significantly enhance
both the efficiency with which channels can be bundled to more closely match
specific data services, and the flexibility of selecting these channels and rout-
ing them over the underlying network. With virtual concatenation, network
operators can bundle N low-capacity channels to create a single channel with
N times the capacity of the individual ones. The resulting high-capacity chan-
nel is referred to as the virtual concatenation group (VCG), and the individual
channels in the VCG are called group members.
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Two types of virtually concatenated signals have been standardized. In
high-order virtual concatenation, N STS-1 (respectively, STS-3c) channels
can be grouped to form a single STS-1-Nv (respectively, STS-3c-Nv) pipe,
where “v” stands for “virtual”; in this case, the number N of lower rate signals
may be any integer between 1 and 256. In low-order virtual concatenation,
N VT1.5, VT2, VT3, or VT6 channels can be grouped to form one VT1.5-
Nv, VT2-Nv, VT3-Nv, or VT6-Nv channel, respectively; here, N may vary
between 1 and 64. Hence, whereas in contiguous concatenation the number
N of channels to be concatenated is determined by the bandwidth hierarchy;
in virtual concatenation N can be any arbitrary integer within the specified
ranges.

An important feature of virtual concatenation is that the channels to be
concatenated do not have to use contiguous slots in the SONET/SDH frame,
nor do they have to travel over the same path. In other words, any set of
N channels (say, STS-1 pipes) that originate and terminate at the same pair
of path terminating equipment (PTE) can be combined into the same VCG.
In fact, the virtual concatenation functionality is implemented exclusively at
edge nodes. Interior network nodes treat the constituent channels of a VCG
independently, as they have no way of associating them with their group; this
association takes place only at the end points. Edge implementation of virtual
concatenation is of practical importance as it makes it possible for network
operators to gradually introduce this functionality simply by upgrading the
edge nodes, without the need to introduce any modifications to the core net-
work infrastructure. Note also that channels of a VCG that take different
paths to the destination, in general, experience different delays. The destina-
tion PTE employs synchronization buffers to eliminate the differential delay
and reconstruct the original data.

Figure 4.6 illustrates how a Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) signal can be trans-
ported over a SONET/SDH network using virtual concatenation. Since N = 7
STS-3c channels are required to carry the GbE signal, the virtual concatena-
tion module at the originating PTE combines 7 individual STS-3c channels,
all terminating at the destination PTE, into a single STS-3c-7v pipe. The 7
STS-3c channels need not occupy contiguous slots, and in fact they may travel
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Fig. 4.6. Virtual concatenation for transport of Gigabit Ethernet (GbE)
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over different paths to the destination, as shown in the figure. The GbE signal
at the source is first mapped onto the STS-3c-7v VCG, e.g., using the generic
framing procedure discussed shortly, and the data is carried to the destination
node along the paths taken by the various group members. Once at the termi-
nating PTE, the virtual concatenation module assembles the incoming group
members into the STS-3c-7v channel, after adjusting for the delay differences,
which in turn is mapped back to a GbE signal.

Virtual concatenation provides a much finer granularity in allocating
bandwidth to client data signals, resulting in significant bandwidth savings
compared to contiguous concatenation. Consider, for example, carrying a
100 Mbps Fast Ethernet signal over a SONET/SDH network. With contiguous
concatenation, it is necessary to round the bandwidth demand to the near-
est applicable SONET/SDH signal. Hence, the Fast Ethernet source must be
mapped onto an STS-3c channel at 155 Mbps, an inefficient solution that
wastes one-third of the allocated bandwidth. With virtual concatenation, on
the other hand, the Fast Ethernet source is mapped onto a VT1.5-64v VCG,
a solution with a bandwidth efficiency of 98%. Because of its finer granular-
ity, the rounding error is much smaller with virtual concatenation, resulting
in higher bandwidth utilization. Table 4.2 provides the efficiency of carrying
some common data protocols over SONET/SDH networks with and without
concatenation.

Another benefit of virtual concatenation is in reducing the fragmenta-
tion of spare bandwidth. With contiguous concatenation, concatenated sig-
nals must take the same path to the destination and must be on adjacent
SPEs (slots). These requirements may lead to fragmentation in both time
(i.e., when sufficient capacity exists in a frame but is not contiguous) and
space (i.e., when sufficient capacity exists between source and destination but
is distributed over different network paths). Virtual concatenation overcomes
this problem as it makes it possible to use any available capacity by grouping
together non-contiguous channels and/or channels over different paths to form
a VCG.

Table 4.2. Bandwidth efficiency of virtual concatenation

Data signal SONET/SDH payload SONET/SDH with VCAT
(efficiency) (efficiency)

Ethernet STS-1 VT1.5-7v
(21%) (89%)

Fast Ethernet STS-3c VT1.5-64v
(67%) (98%)

ESCON STS-12c STS-1-4v
(33%) (100%)

GbE/Fibre Channel STS-48c STC-3c-7v / STS-1-21v
(40%) (95% / 98%)
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Finally, virtual concatenation provides a way to partition SONET/SDH
bandwidth into several sub-rates, each of which may accommodate a different
service, thus allowing multiple distinct client data signals to share, and co-
exist onto, the same SONET/SDH OC-n channel.

4.4.2 Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme

The link capacity adjustment scheme (LCAS) protocol [5] is a more recent
enhancement to virtual concatenation that makes it possible to increase or
decrease dynamically the capacity of a VCG by adding or removing, respec-
tively, members of the VCG. LCAS is triggered at the source node of a VCG,
which exchanges signaling messages with the remote end to synchronize the
addition or removal of SONET/SDH channels from the VCG. Such adjust-
ment may be made in response to a network failure that affects one or more
group members, or to time-varying traffic demands.

Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation for Time-Varying Demands

LCAS allows carriers to assign and reallocate bandwidth on the fly so as to
accommodate traffic demands that change over time, and hence increase the
utilization of their network. One practical application of LCAS is in adjusting
the bandwidth along certain routes on a time-of-day basis, whenever traffic
variability is predictable and seasonal, or even to accommodate traffic bursti-
ness. In this case, the network management system or the call admission
control system would monitor the bandwidth requirements of each VCG, and
issue explicit instructions to trigger LCAS. Since it is important to ensure
that any adjustment to capacity is performed in a “hitless” manner (i.e.,
without any data loss or bit errors during the process), the source and des-
tination nodes employ a handshake protocol. For example, after a request to
increase capacity, a new channel is provisioned and established; only after
the new group member is verified and acknowledged does the source begin
to send data over it. A similar process takes place when it is necessary to
decrease capacity. The signaling information is exchanged in the H4 byte in
the path overhead of the SONET/SDH frame, thus ensuring hardware-level
synchronization.

Soft Failures for Data Traffic

As we discussed in the previous section, the ring protection mechanisms were
designed to redirect all the channels carried by a failed link to a diversely
routed backup path. These mechanisms are consistent with the original design
objective of SONET/SDH technology, namely, as infrastructure for transport-
ing voice calls. Since voice calls are either carried in their entirety or blocked,
in the context of voice traffic SONET/SDH channels have only a binary sta-
tus: either working correctly or failed. However, when the network carries data
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traffic, especially elastic traffic regulated by TCP’s congestion control mech-
anism, the status of a link may take a range of values from less to more con-
gested, e.g., as determined by the fraction of dropped packets. In other words,
a link that experiences a drop in capacity, say, from 1 Gbps to 850 Mbps,
remains available for carrying data traffic. This drop in capacity is referred to
as a “soft” failure, in contrast to a “hard” failure that causes the link capacity
to be lost in its entirety. The LCAS failure mechanism can be used to provi-
sion links that exhibit these soft failure characteristics appropriate for a wide
spectrum of data services.

Recall that virtual concatenation allows a single client signal (e.g., Gigabit
Ethernet) to be carried over a VCG whose group members may take different
paths across the network. Let us also make the assumption that the network
operator has the capability to provision VCG members over paths that are
diversely routed across the network. If one of the group members fails (e.g.,
due to a link cut along its path), the LCAS failure mechanism is triggered and
the size of the VCG is reduced to the number of surviving members, i.e, those
unaffected by the failure. As a result, the client data service may continue to
use the VCG, albeit at a reduced capacity. Similarly, once the failure has been
restored, the size of the VCG can be increased accordingly.

4.4.3 Generic Framing Procedure

The proliferation of IP, Ethernet, and storage area network (SAN) technolo-
gies during the 1990s led naturally to the need to carry various types of data
traffic over the existing SONET/SDH infrastructure. Transporting data over
byte-synchronous SONET/SDH channels requires an adaptation mechanism
to map the data from its native form onto the SONET/SDH format at the
source, and perform the inverse mapping at the destination to reconstruct the
original data from the TDM signal. For instance, it is important to have a
method for delineating the boundaries between the packets of a data stream,
as well as filling the gaps between successive packets with empty bits that can
be recognized as such and discarded at the destination.

A variety of adaptation mechanisms have been developed to map data
signals over transport networks [6]. Packet over SONET (POS) is a stan-
dardized solution for mapping IP packets into SONET/SDH frames [7]. In
this approach, IP datagrams are encapsulated into Point-to-Point protocol
(PPP) packets, which are then framed using High-level Data Link Control
(HDLC). In other words, PPP performs the mapping and encapsulation of
data, while HDLC provides for delineation (or demarcation) of the PPP pack-
ets using a special flag byte. Concurrently with these standardization efforts,
a number of proprietary adaptation mechanisms were developed for data over
SONET/SDH mappings, creating major obstacles for interworking between
equipment from various vendors. Hence, towards the end of the last decade,
it was clear that a standardized solution was needed.
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Generic framing procedure (GFP) [8, 9] provides a standard [10] and
lightweight mechanism for mapping a variety of data signals onto a syn-
chronous transport stream, including SONET/SDH frames, the optical trans-
port network (OTN), or point-to-point fiber links. Figure 4.7 illustrates the
relationship of GFP to client signals and underlying transport network, while
Fig. 4.8 shows the structure of a GFP frame. GFP frames consist of a 4-byte
core header followed by a variable-length payload with a maximum size of
64 KB. The first two bytes of the core header specify the payload length,
while the last two bytes (header error control) are a cyclic redundancy check
that protects against errors in the core header.

GFP functionality consists of both common and client-dependent aspects,
as shown in Fig. 4.7. The common aspects of GFP apply to all adapted traffic,
and include two main functions:

• Frame delineation. The frame delineation process of GFP is shown in
Figure 4.9. Under normal operation, the receiver is at the “Sync” state,
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and it simply examines the payload length indicator in the core header to
determine where the current frame ends and the next one begins. How-
ever, during link initialization or after the loss of a frame due to errors, the
receiver enters the “Hunt” state hunting for a core header. This is accom-
plished by reading in four bytes at a time and checking the correctness
of the header error control. If it is correct, the receiver transitions to the
“Presync” state; otherwise the procedure is repeated. The receiver remains
in the “Presync” state until a number N of frames have been correctly
identified, at which time it transitions to the “Sync” state and normal
operation.

• Client multiplexing. This feature of GFP allows several client signals of
different types to share a single transport link. The multiplexing function
relies on extension headers inside the payload area of the GFP frame; these
headers include fields that identify the frame as belonging to a particular
channel. Different extension headers are used depending on whether the
multiplexing is on a single link (linear extension header) or on a ring
network (ring extension header).

The client-dependent aspects of GFP perform signal adaptation (or pay-
load mapping). Two adaptation modes have been defined. With frame map-
ping, each client frame (e.g., packet) is mapped in its entirety into a single
GFP frame. This adaptation mode is applicable to packet-based streams, and
mappings have been defined for Ethernet and IP/PPP payloads. The second
mechanism, transparent mapping, is useful for delay sensitive applications,
such as SAN traffic transported over Fibre Channel that requires low latency.
Rather than waiting for the entire frame to be received, this adaptation mode
is designed to map individual characters (code words) as they are received
into GFP frames. Only client signals using 8B/10B encoding (which maps
8 bit characters to 10 bit words) may use transparent mapping. To further
reduce the latency introduced by GFP mapping, the GFP frames in this case
have fixed length.
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4.5 Conclusion

We can thus trace the evolution of SONET from a technology crafted to tele-
phony requirements, improving upon previous digital hierarchies by perfecting
the abstraction of rate management, to a highly flexible technology that keeps
its original strengths, and is friendly toward data transmission, arbitrary and
dynamic rate management services as seen by the end user, and the ability to
carry a wide variety of payload types. Many topics dealt with in the latter two
parts of this book depend upon the existence of these capabilities, whether pro-
vided by SONET/SDH or any other technology. Early in Part II, we present
studies of grooming techniques developed specifically with SONET in mind.
The grooming of dynamic traffic assumes capabilities similar to LCAS. Most
grooming researchers assume, either explicitly or implicitly, capabilities that
parallel VCAT and GFP. As we mentioned above, the development of these
capabilities have also been informed somewhat by the requirement of grooming
in practice. It is likely that in the future, this synergy will continue, grooming
studies and technology development continuing to inform each other.
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5

Computational Complexity

Shu Huang

5.1 Introduction

The traffic grooming problem in optical networks can be posed as an opti-
mization problem: given the constraints of the optical devices and network
equipment, sub-wavelength traffic demands are aggregated onto lightpaths
such that some objectives can be minimized. The traffic grooming problem
has been of practical interest because of its importance in reducing the net-
work cost, as well as research interest because of its complexity. The com-
plexity of the traffic grooming problem partly comes from different variations
of its definitions. To enumerate some, the objective of the problem may take
different forms, focusing on different aspects of the network cost. The network
to be studied can form a path, a ring, a tree, or mesh topology. Depending on
the availability of wavelength converters, the wavelength continuity constraint
may or may not be imposed. The number of wavelengths may be limited. The
traffic models can be different. Given different forms of the problem, it turns
out that most of them fall into the class of hard problems in terms of the
computation complexity, except for some very simple cases. In this chapter,
we present a detailed discussion of the complexity results in the context of
the traffic grooming problem.

We first distinguish two versions of the traffic grooming problem. The
static traffic grooming problem assumes that the traffic demands from users
form a static traffic matrix, i.e., each traffic component of the traffic matrix,
which represents the traffic demand from source node i to destination node
j, is a constant. On the other hand, in the dynamic traffic grooming prob-
lem, traffic demands are variables that are functions of time. As a result, the
solution may also be some functions of time. Generally speaking, the dynamic
traffic grooming problem focuses on providing on-line heuristics instead of
solving an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem optimally. For such
cases, computational complexity for the entire set of traffic demands is not
relevant in the same sense as for the static case. The quantity of interest is
the runtime complexity of the on-line algorithms that are executed every time
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a connection request arrives; this is usually low. However, in a special ver-
sion of the problem where the traffic demands change only at some discrete
time epochs and the changes are known beforehand, the ILP formulation can
fold out to form a static problem with a bigger input size. In this case, all
the complexity results from the previous sessions apply. In this chapter, we
concentrate on the complexity of the static traffic grooming problem.

It is well established that the static traffic grooming problem can be decom-
posed into some sub-problems. At the heart of the traffic grooming problem
is the virtual topology design problem, which aims at finding a graph formed
by lightpaths that can carry traffic in the form of optical signals. Given a
virtual topology, the traffic grooming sub-problem deals with routing traf-
fic demands using the lightpaths. The virtual topology is mapped onto the
physical topology by solving the routing and wavelength assignment problem
(generally referred as RWA problem), which decides the wavelength and phys-
ical route for each lightpath. We expect that decomposing the static traffic
grooming problem into sub-problems will provide us a better understanding
of the whole problem as well as some “smaller” problems that may be eas-
ier to solve. However, it turns out that the second part of the expectation
has not been quite successful. For one thing, all the sub-problems are tightly
coupled so that solving them independently does not help us a lot in solving
the whole problem. For another, the traffic grooming problem appears to be
essentially hard in the sense that all the sub-problems are individually hard to
solve. Indeed, although the hardness of these sub-problems can be proved by
reductions from various known NP-Hard problems, they seem to share some
difficulties (e.g., the integer requirements) in common. Due to these reasons,
we focus on presenting the complexity of the whole traffic grooming problem.

5.2 Static Traffic Grooming

As mentioned above, the traffic grooming problem is indeed an optimization
problem. For a mathematical formulation, please refer to [1] and many other
papers. Notice that, to be able to examine the complexity of the problem, by
convention, we need to consider its decision version. A vast majority of current
deployed transmission systems are based on a physical topology of rings for its
simplicity and ability of self-healing. Consequently, most early work on traffic
grooming consider a ring topology. However, this simple physical topology
does not make the problem significantly easier.

We start with Chiu and Modiano’s result, which, to the best of our knowl-
edge, is the first complexity proof on the traffic grooming problem. In [2], Chiu
and Modiano show that the static traffic grooming problem is NP-Complete by
considering a simple case where all traffic demands are destined to one egress
node in a unidirectional ring. Since each traffic demand requires exactly one
ADM (Add-Drop Multiplexer) at the source node to add the traffic (without
loss of generality, the traffic demand can be assumed to be less than the band-
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width of the lightpath), the problem is reduced to minimizing the number of
ADMs at the egress node, which is exactly the Bin Packing problem and is
known to be NP-Complete. That is, this specific static traffic grooming prob-
lem can be solved in polynomial time if and only if the Bin Packing problem
can be solved in polynomial time.

The proof by Chiu and Modiano is straightforward, but some assumptions
are worth mentioning. Firstly, the traffic demand from one node does not
bifurcate onto more than SONET rings because if it did, at least two ADMs
would be required at the source node. However, by the assumption that the
traffic demand is less than the bandwidth of a lightpath, we can always come
up with a solution with an additional lightpath to accommodate the traffic,
which requires exactly two ADMs, one at each end. Therefore, with a limited
number of wavelengths, since some traffic demands may have to be split, the
reduction from the Bin Packing problem seems not to be straightforward.
However, as Chow and Lin show in [3], even with traffic bifurcations allowed,
the reduction from the Bin Packing problem is still valid. Secondly, since the
ring under study is unidirectional, the routing of traffic, an important sub-
problem of the static traffic grooming problem, is left out. Indeed, this proof
shows that the static traffic grooming problem in ring networks is itself an
inherently difficult problem. Nevertheless, the bidirectional rings that Chow
and Lin study take the routing into consideration. Therefore, the general ring
grooming problem, which is to minimize the number of ADMs on bidirectional
rings with traffic bifurcations allowed, is proved to be NP-Complete.

In [4], the authors demonstrate the fact that the goals of minimizing the
number of ADMs and the number of wavelengths may not be possible to
achieve simultaneously. Here, a little bit of retrospect of optical network study
may be helpful. In the context of virtual topology design and wavelength
routing and assignment, the minimization of the number of wavelengths had
been extensively studied. It turns out that in ring networks, minimizing the
number of wavelengths is also NP-Complete. The reduction is from the path
coloring problem, which is proved to be NP-Complete in [5]. However, in
[4], the authors argued that the number of ADMs reflects the network cost
more accurately than the number of wavelengths. In [6], Liu et al. prove the
wavelength assignment problem aiming at minimizing the number of ADMs
in unidirectional rings is NP-Complete by a reduction from the circular arc
coloring problem. Beyond that, in [7] they show that a different version where
the rings are bidirectional is also NP-Complete. However, in these studies,
researchers assume that the traffic demands are in integer number of wave-
lengths. As a result, when sub-wavelength traffic is taken into consideration,
the hardness results need to be revisited.

In addition to the number of ADMs and wavelengths, some other objectives
have also have been proposed. We enumerate them as follows:

1. The number of Line Terminal Equipments (LTEs). As a variant of min-
imizing the number of ADMs, the problem of minimizing the number of
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lightpaths is also studied. This approach is in fact integrated with the vir-
tual topology design problem where the objective function is to minimize
the cardinality of the adjacency matrix of the virtual topology, i.e., the
number of lightpaths to form the virtual topology. Since each lightpath
requires exactly two LTEs, this objective is equivalent to minimizing the
number of LTEs. However, to take sub-wavelength traffic grooming into
consideration, the number of ADMs, which consist of LTEs for adding
traffic and LTEs for dropping traffic, may reflect the total cost more accu-
rately. Again, it is shown in [4] that, subject to the same number of light-
paths, the number of ADMs of feasible solutions can be very different.

2. The overall electronic routing involved (OEO cost) [1]. By electronic rout-
ing, it means traffic is electronically dropped and added at an intermediate
node (a node that is neither the source nor the destination). Instead of
describing the cost of transceivers directly, this model focuses on the cost
of electronic processing including the cost of the local tributary interfaces
as well as that of switch fabric. This model provides a finer granularity to
capture the overall cost of the network. In addition, from the quality of
service point of view (QOS), it provides some kind of real measurement
of traffic flows presented in upper layers.

3. The network throughput or minimum blocking rate [8]. The maximum net-
work throughput problem and minimum network blocking rate problem
are dual problems which have been studied extensively in the data network
arenas. However, in the context of traffic grooming in optical networks,
this model was initially ignored because traffic demands are expected to
be aggregate high-speed connections in the backbone network, where it
is reasonable to assume that the fluctuation caused by individual traffic
demands arriving or leaving are “smoothed out”, and the aggregate traffic
is relatively static. In that case it makes more sense for service providers
to optimize the utilization and/or increase the capacity of the network
rather than blocking them. However, more recently, attention has been
paid to it.

4. The maximum number of lightpaths originating/terminating at a trans-
parent node. This model is in fact a min-max approach which, instead of
considering the total number of lightpaths, tries to relieve the congestion
of the network. This approach does not necessarily lead to a global min-
imum number of lightpaths; instead the electronic routing load is more
fairly distributed among the nodes. This model has been studied exten-
sively in the context of traffic flow problems. From service providers’ point
of view, this approach may be more practical than considering the num-
ber of lightpaths as a whole, because it bounds the ratio of the amount of
the electronically routing traffic to the amount of the pass-through traffic
at each node. On the other hand, networks with hub nodes (a node that
terminates and retransmits connections between all source and destina-
tion pairs) are of interest for the flexibility and low cost in terms of the
number of ADMs. In [2], it was shown that any traffic grooming scheme
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that does not use hub nodes can be transformed into one that uses a hub
node without adding any ADMs. However, the importance of this objec-
tive remains if distributing the switching capabilities among the network
nodes is desirable.

5.3 Elemental Network Topologies

In this section, we present some complexity results of the traffic grooming
problem with an objective to minimize the amount of electronic routing in
path networks. The main results are adapted from [9], in which we prove
that static traffic grooming problems on unidirectional path networks are NP-
Complete. Propositions 1 and 2 settle the question of whether traffic groom-
ing is tractable in a network topology as simple as the path (whether traffic
bifurcations are allowed). Further, Corollary 2 shows that, for the interest-
ing case when traffic is allowed to be bifurcated to base rate components,
an approximation algorithm also cannot be hoped for. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, this is the first result on the approximability of the static
traffic grooming problem. Notice that this result is only valid for general traffic
models. An interesting result shown in [3] is a constant factor approximation
algorithm for the ring grooming problem, where the traffic is uniform and the
objective is to minimize the number of ADMs. In addition, the authors extend
the algorithm to show that α- approximation algorithm exists for ring groom-
ing with K-quasi-uniform traffic (i.e., the maximum traffic demand between
any two nodes is bounded by k times the minimum demand between any two
nodes), where α = max(2K, 12

√
2K).

In Section 5.3.2, we explore the consequences of these results for some
other topologies of importance. In particular, Propositions 4 and 5 settle the
question of the inherent difficulty of the grooming problem (as opposed to the
wavelength assignment subproblem) in ring networks when the total electronic
routing cost metric is used. First, we introduce some general notation and
terminology.

We adopt a mathematical modeling of the grooming problem following
the one given in [1]. For ease of reference, we reproduce some of the essential
notation here. In the description of the traffic grooming problem, a traffic
matrix T = [t(sd)], where t(sd) is the amount of traffic between source node s
and destination node d, is given. It is assumed that each traffic demand is in
units of a basic traffic rate (e.g. OC-3), which is not allowed to be bifurcated
(routed through different lightpaths), and the number of connection may be
larger than the grooming factor C, the capacity of a lightpath (e.g. OC-48)
divided by the traffic rate of a connection, which is also given as part of the
problem instance. We call such a t(sd) a traffic component or demand. We
define the load L as the maximum amount of traffic traversing any physical
link. Each fiber can support a given number W of wavelength channels. The
network physical topology is given as a graph G(V,E), with N = |V |.
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In the following sections, the objective functions are to implicitly minimize
the OEO cost if they are not explicitly defined. In practical terms, the problem
of interest is the optimization problem of finding the grooming solution such
that the total electronic routing over all network nodes is minimized. Instead
of considering the optimization problems, we consider the simple decision ver-
sions of them. That is, given an instance of traffic grooming, the problem is
whether there is a feasible traffic grooming solution such that the total amount
of electronic routing is less than or equal to a given number R. Clearly, the
simple decision problems are no harder than the corresponding optimization
problems, since an answer to the optimization problem translates in a straight-
forward manner to an answer for the decision problem. On the other hand, if
the decision problems are in P, we can simply use a binary search algorithm
(note that the amount of electronic routing of any given instance is bounded
by ||T ||O(N), where T is the traffic matrix given, N is the number of nodes
in the path network, and ||T || =

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 t(sd)) is to find the minimum

amount of electronic routing (a Turing reduction). Thus, the optimization
problems are NP-easy[10].

5.3.1 Unidirectional Path Networks

Proposition 1. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in uni-
directional path networks (bifurcated routing of traffic not allowed) is NP-
Complete.

An instance of the problem is provided by specifying a number N of nodes
forming a network with directed connections from each node i to i + 1, i ∈
{1, 2, . . . N − 1}, a traffic matrix T = [t(sd)], a grooming factor C, and a
number of wavelengths supported by each link W as described in [1], and a
goal R. The problem asks whether a valid virtual topology may be formed on
the path and all traffic in T assigned to the virtual topology so that the total
electronic routing is less than or equal to R over all the nodes. Each source–
destination traffic component t(sd) must be routed over a unique sequence of
lightpaths from node s to node d. In this context, two lightpaths which have
the same source and destination nodes and follow the same physical route over
the physical topology, differing only in the wavelength used, are considered
the same lightpath (in keeping with [1]), and bifurcations of the same traffic
component over two such lightpaths is not considered bifurcated routing. This
provision is required to feasibly route traffic components which are larger than
C. In such cases, the split must be to integer sub-components. It can easily
be shown that requiring no more than one such sub-component to be strictly
less than C does not impose a stronger constraint.

Proof. The reduction is from the Subsets Sum problem [10]. Given: an instance
of the Subsets Sum problem with n elements of size si ∈ Z+∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n},
and a goal sum B. Let B1 = max{B,

∑
i si − B}. (For the purpose of the

Subsets Sum problem, posing the instance with B or B1 is equivalent. ) Con-
struct a path network using the following transformation: N = 2n+1, W = 2,
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Fig. 5.1. Example of path construction of Proposition 1

C =
∑

i si + 1, t(i,i+1) = C + 1,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n − 1} ∪ {n + 1, n + 2, . . . 2n},
t(n,n+1) = t(n+1,n+2) = B1 + 1, t(n,n+2) = C − B1, t(i,i+n+1) = si,∀i ∈
{1, 2, . . . n}, all other t(sd) = 0, R = n

∑
i si − B1. An example is shown in

Fig. 5.1.
Due to the traffic components of magnitude C +1, both wavelengths must

be used to form single hop lightpaths over all physical links except the two
central ones. Over the two central ones, at least one single-hop lightpath must
be formed due to the traffic components of magnitude B1 +1 (this quantity is
less than C for 0 < B <

∑
i si, i.e. non-triviality of the Subsets Sum instance,

and hence can always fit in one wavelength); the other wavelength may be
used to form two single-hop lightpaths over these two links, or a single two-
hop lightpath over them. The electronic routing in the former case is at least as
large as in the latter case, thus it suffices to consider the latter case. Thus the
virtual topology may be considered forced on us by the construction. On this
virtual topology, each of the traffic components corresponding to the object
sizes of the Subsets Sum problem must be electronically routed exactly n− 1
times at all nodes other than node n + 1. At node n + 1, at most C units of
traffic can be optically routed, since only lightpath optically passes through.
The C −B1 units of t(n,n+2) must be routed on the wavelength than bypasses
node n + 1, since traffic cannot be bifurcated and the other wavelength does
not have enough room for it. Thus there remains room for at most B1 units
of the traffic corresponding to the object sizes of the Subsets Sum problem
to optically bypass node n + 1. To satisfy the electronic routing goal, at least
this much traffic must be optically passed through node n + 1, and because
traffic cannot be bifurcated, the electronic routing goal can be satisfied iff
there is a subset of objects of the Subsets Sum problem instance whose sizes
total to B1, that is, iff the Subsets Sum problem instance can be satisfied.
Since deciding the satisfiability of the Subsets Sum problem is NP-Complete,
the proposition is proved. ��

Corollary 1. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in uni-
directional path networks (bifurcated routing of traffic not allowed) is NP-
Complete even when a candidate virtual topology is provided. An instance of
the problem is provided as above together with a valid virtual topology on
the path, and the question is whether a particular value of electronic routing
or lower can be achieved for the given traffic on that topology.

Proof. The proof follows the same lines as that for Proposition 1. When con-
structing an instance of the grooming problem, it is now unnecessary to specify
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the traffic components of magnitude C + 1, instead, the virtual topology that
was forced is specified as the candidate virtual topology. Then the grooming
instance is again shown to be satisfiable iff the Subsets Sum instance is. ��
Note: Because of the construction in the proof, the only feasible assignment
of the traffic to the virtual topology is the one that satisfies the grooming goal.
Thus it is also shown that the value of R can be assigned a larger value without
affecting the satisfiability of the instance. In particular, R = n

∑
i si +C −B1

will have the same result. Since this is the maximum electronic routing that
can occur for the problem instance (every traffic component is electronically
routed at every intermediate node), it is also proved that the problem of
deciding whether a given virtual topology admits of any feasible routing of
traffic at all is also NP-Complete.

In the above proposition, we presented that the traffic grooming prob-
lem in unidirectional path networks with traffic bifurcation not allowed is
NP-Complete by the reduction from the Subset Sum problem. However, it is
known that the Subset Sum problem is not NP-Complete in strong sense [10].
Using a simple dynamic programming approach, a pseduo-polynomial algo-
rithm can be employed to find an optimal solution. If the grooming goal R is
bounded by a constant, which is the case in our construction, the algorithm is
attractive. Unfortunately, when we eliminate the constraint that traffic com-
ponents are not allowed to be routed on different lightpaths, the problem is
still NP-Complete, now in the strong sense.

Proposition 2. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in unidi-
rectional path networks (bifurcated routing of traffic allowed) is NP-Complete.

An instance of the problem is provided exactly as for the case where bifur-
cation is not allowed, but now it is allowed to bifurcate each traffic component
t(sd) in various subcomponents which may follow different routes from source
to destination. The bifurcation is restricted to integer subcomponents.

Proof. The reduction is from the Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) in three
stage networks with three nodes in the second stage, which has been proved
NP-Complete in [11]. An instance of the problem consists of a network con-
sisting of three sets N1,N2,N3 of nodes forming the first, second, and third
stage of a simple staged network (with |N2| = 3), a set of directed arcs
E ⊂ (N1 × N2) ∪ (N2 × N3), each of unit capacity, a set of flow require-
ments Q ⊂ (N1 × N3), each of unit magnitude. The question is whether a
feasible flow assignment satisfying the flow requirements exists.

We construct a path network with as many nodes as the three stage net-
work, with a one-to-one correspondence between the nodes of the stage net-
work and the path, as illustrated in Fig. 5.2. We define the following quan-
tities. Let A be the set of all ordered node pairs (s, d) of the path network
such that (i, j) ∈ E for the staged network, where s is the node corresponding
to i and d is the node corresponding to j. Similarly, let B be the set of all
ordered node pairs (s, d) of the path network such that (i, j) ∈ Q for the
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Fig. 5.2. Example of path construction of Proposition 2: (a) 3-stage network
instance, (b) path instance constructed together with virtual topology forced (W = 6
in this instance)

staged network. For the link from node i to i + 1 (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N − 1}),
let wi = |{(s, d) : (s, d) ∈ A, s ≤ i, d ≥ i + 1}|. That is, wi is the
number of arcs that would cross link i if the arcs of the staged network
were drawn between corresponding nodes of the path network. Construct
a path network using the following transformation: N = |N1| + 3 + |N3|,
C = |Q| + 2, W = maxi{wi}, t(sd) = C − 1, (s, d) ∈ A, t(sd) = 1, (s, d) ∈ B,
t(i,i+1) = (W − wi)C,∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N − 1}. That is, each arc of the staged
network generates a traffic component of magnitude C − 1, and each flow
requirement of the staged network generates a traffic component of magni-
tude 1, between the corresponding nodes of the path network. All other traffic
components are zero, and R = |Q|.

Because the magnitude of the traffic components corresponding to the
arcs of the staged network are each Q+1, the goal cannot be achieved if even
one of these traffic components is completely electronically routed. Thus at
least one unit of traffic for such a traffic component must be optically routed,
and this is true for every such traffic component. Hence for the goal to be
achieved the virtual topology must include at least one direct lightpath for
each of these traffic components. That is, any virtual topology satisfying the
goal must include at least one lightpath with source node s and d for each
node pair (s, d) ∈ B. However, exactly one such, together with the W − wi

single-hop lightpaths that must be formed over each link from node i to i+1 to
carry the single-hop traffic, will occupy every wavelength on every link; thus
a complete virtual topology is forced. On this virtual topology, the single-
hop lightpaths are completely occupied with the single-hop traffic. Each of
the lightpaths (s, d) ∈ B must carry the entire traffic from s to d, since
there are only lightpaths from one “stage” to another in the path, and so
are the traffic components. The remaining bandwidth and remaining traffic
components are exactly the ones corresponding to the arc capacities and flow
requirements of the MCF 3-stage problem instance. Every possible path for
every traffic component involves exactly one intermediate node from source
to destination, thus if it is at all feasible to route the traffic, the electronic
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routing goal will be met. Thus the path network grooming problem instance is
satisfiable iff the MCF problem instance is. Since the MCF problem is known
to be NP-Complete, so is the path grooming problem. ��

We can show that this problem is NP-Complete in the strong sense.
Following the same terminology in [10], let I be the instance of the traf-
fic grooming problem transformed from the instance of the MCF problem.
The instance is described by C, W , N , and T . We take the Length(I) to be
N + �log2 W  + �log2 C + �log2 R +

∑
sd �log2 t(sd). Because the number

of wavelength and the capacity of a lightpath are constrained in practice, we
can take the Max(I) to be the larger of R and max t(sd). From the reduction,
we have R = |Q|, where |Q| ≤ |N1||N3| ≤ |N |2 and max t(sd) ≤ WC. There-
fore, there exists a polynomial p() such that Max(I) ≤ p(Length(I)). Since
we have shown that this problem is NP-Complete, it follows that no pseudo-
polynomial time algorithm exists for the traffic grooming problem, thus it is
NP-Complete in the strong sense.

Combined with the observation that the goal R is bounded by a polyno-
mial of n and maxij tij , we can rule out the possibility of a fully polynomial
time approximation scheme (FPTAS) unless P = NP . Furthermore, since the
solution values are integers, it is easy to see that, for a given instance I, no
polynomial time approximation algorithm A satisfying RA = A(I)

OPT (I) < 1+ 1
R

exists (otherwise, it implies that 1 < A(I) − OPT (I) < OPT (I)/R, i.e., it is
a polynomial algorithm that gives a YES answer to the corresponding deci-
sion problem, which contradicts the NP-Completeness proof). Thus, we also
rule out the possibility of a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS)
unless P = NP . However, it might be hoped that approximation algorithms
may exist for some useful approximation ratios. We show in the next corollary
that this is not true.

Corollary 2. Approximating the optimization version of the unidirectional
path network grooming problem (bifurcated routing of traffic allowed) is NP-
hard, unless P=NP.

An instance of the problem is provided exactly as for the proposition for
the decision problem of traffic grooming with bifurcation allowed. Now the
problem is to find the grooming solution which produces the minimum amount
of electronic routing Ro.

Proof. The reduction is from the same Multi-Commodity Flow used in the
proof of Proposition 2.

Suppose that we have a polynomial time approximation algorithm which
has RM (I) ≤ ∞, for the traffic grooming problem instance I with OPT (I) >
0, where OPT (I) is the optimal value. (Excluding the cases where OPT (I) =
0 does not change the intractability of the problem, since those cases are
trivially solvable.) It implies that there would be a polynomial time algorithm
M satisfying RM (I) = M(I)

OPT (I) ≤ K, where M(I) is the result returned by the
algorithm M , for some positive integer K. Then construct of the instance I
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as follows: for any given instance IMCF of the MCF problem, we add K|Q|
dummy nodes to N2. We name them as D={D1, . . . DK|Q|}. First we define
the following sets: A and B are sets of node pairs exactly as before. Let H be
the set of all ordered node pairs (s, d) of the path network such that either
(s ∈ N1 and d = D1) or (s = DK|Q| and d ∈ N3). Let L be the set of all
ordered node pairs (s, d) of the path network such that s = Di, d = Di+1,∀i ∈
1, 2, . . . K|Q| − 1.

Then we construct a path network with as many nodes as the three stage
network, exactly as in the proof of Proposition 2, with the following additions.

For the link from node i to i + 1 (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . D, . . . N − 1}), let wi =
|{(s, d) : (s, d) ∈ A∪H ∪L, s ≤ i, d ≥ i+1}|. Construct a path network using
the following transformation: N = |N1| + 3 + K|Q| + |N3|, C = K|Q| + 2,
W = maxi{wi},

t(sd) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

C − 1, (s, d) ∈ A ∪ H
1, (s, d) ∈ B
(W − wi)C + 2, (s, d) ∈ L
(W − wi)C, {(s, d)|s ∈ {1, 2, . . . N − 1, d = s + 1, (s, d) �∈ L}

All other traffic components are zero, and R = |Q|. Since K is independent
on I, this construction is in polynomial time. Since the traffic t(sd) = 1, (s, d) ∈
B, can always be routed as {s,D1, . . . DK|Q|, d}, M(I) will always return a
feasible solution.

If M(I) ≤ K|Q|, it implies that none of the traffic components of magni-
tude K|Q| + 1 is completely electronically routed. Thus at least one unit of
traffic for such a traffic component must be optically routed, and this is true
of every such traffic component. Hence the virtual topology must include at
least one direct lightpath for each of these traffic components. That is, any
virtual topology satisfying the goal must include at least one lightpath with
source node s and d for each node pair (s, d) ∈ A ∪ H ∪ L. However, exactly
one such, together with the W −wi single-hop lightpaths that must be formed
over each link from node i to i + 1 to carry the single-hop traffic, will occupy
every wavelength on every link; thus a complete virtual topology is forced.

Furthermore, if even one traffic component in B is routed through the
route {s,D1, . . . DK|Q|, d}, it will introduce exactly an amount of electronic
routing K|Q|. Since it is reasonable to assume that |Q| > 2 (again we exclude
only trivial cases), we have K|Q| > 2. Therefore the amount of electronic
routing is at least K|Q| + |Q| − 1, which is larger than K|Q|. Therefore,
M(I) ≤ K|Q| implies that no traffic component in B is routed by the route
{s,D1, . . . DK|Q|, d}.

Thus, it implies that the instance IMCF is satisfiable.
If M(I) > K|Q|, since we have M(I)

OPT (I) ≤ K, it implies that |Q| < OPT (I),
which implies the instance of IMCF is not satisfiable.

Thus, using the algorithm M , we can solve the MCF problem in polynomial
time. Obviously, if we assume that P �= NP , then M cannot exist. ��
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Next, we prove the parallel result to Corollary 1 for bifurcated routing
paths, that even with the virtual topology is given, the decision problem is
still NP-Complete.

Corollary 3. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in unidi-
rectional path networks (bifurcated routing of traffic allowed) is NP-Complete
even when a candidate virtual topology is provided.

Proof. This result follows from Proposition 2 in the same way as the proof
for Corollary 1 does from Proposition 1. In the reduction, we construct the
path network as above, but do not include the traffic components introduced
to force the virtual topology; instead, the virtual topology which was forced
is specified as part of the instance. The rest of the proof follows as before.

Again, by the nature of the proof, it is also proved that the problem of
deciding whether a given virtual topology admits of any feasible routing of
traffic at all is also NP-Complete. ��

The above also showed that the feasibility check problem, i.e., the prob-
lem that given a virtual topology, the question is that if it admits the given
traffic matrix, is NP-Complete. The feasibility problem in data networks has
been studied for decades. Generally, it is formulated as a multicommodity flow
problem which is known to be much harder than single-commodity flow prob-
lems. In the single-commodity flow problem, the Max-Flow-Min-Cut theorem
is necessary and sufficient to prove the feasibility. However, this good property
does not always hold for multicommodity flow problems. One reason is that
flows on a same edge do not sum up or cancel each other if they are different
commodities. Obviously, in the multicommodity case, the Max-Flow-Min-Cut
theorem (the max-flow is defined as the sum of multicommodity requests with
source and destination separated by the cut, which is slightly different from
the single-commodity case) is still necessary. Otherwise, the traffic matrix can
not be satisfied. However, it is not sufficient any more. Extensive research have
been reported in literature on the graphs for which the sufficiency holds. For
example, in [12], the authors proved that if the graph is planar and all the
sources and destinations of multicommodities can be drawn on the boundary
of a infinite region, the sufficiency holds. These observation has been used
on ring networks. However, our results show that the feasibility problem is
intractable in even the path network because of the complexity of the virtual
topology it may bring. On the other hand, in a recent work by Iyer et al., it
shows that if the set of lightpaths is specified in advance, routing to minimize
electronic swtiching costs becomes a polynomial-time problem [13]. Another
interesting result shown in [13] is that, if the capacity constraint of lightpaths
is relaxed, the entire problem becomes polynomial.

5.3.2 Other Topologies

In this section, we explore some of the more pertinent consequences of the
propositions proved in the last section. Specifically, we show that the more
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general case of bidirectional path networks is also intractable. We also show
that ring network grooming problems are also intractable independent of the
wavelength assignment problem complexity. This is an important result since
ring networks are of current and lasting practical importance.

For the following three propositions, because of the space limit, the proofs
are omitted. Interested readers should refer to [9] for details.

Proposition 3. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in bi-
directional path networks (in both the cases of bifurcated routing of traffic
allowed and not allowed) is NP-Complete.

Proposition 4. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in unidi-
rectional ring networks (in both the cases of bifurcated routing of traffic allowed
and not allowed) is NP-Complete, even when every node has full wavelength
conversion capability.

Proposition 5. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in bi-
directional ring networks (in both the cases of bifurcated routing of traffic
allowed and not allowed) is NP-Complete, even when every node has full wave-
length conversion capability.

Some other interesting network topologies may also be seen to fall in the
intractable class as a result of the path network intractability. These include
the spider networks and Manhattan street or grid networks. Since these follow
trivially from the path network results, we do not formally state them, nor
include the demonstrations.

Next, we show that the static traffic grooming problem is NP-Complete
in star and tree networks.

Proposition 6. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in star
networks is NP-Complete. Recalling that the problem consists of deciding
which traffic elements are routed optically and which are not, we recognize
that requiring the electronic switching at the hub to be F or less is equiv-
alent to requiring that the optical routing at the hub be Q or more, where
Q =

∑N
i,j=1 tij − F . In what follows, we use Q rather than F for notational

convenience.

Proof. We reduce the decision version of the Knapsack problem [10] to the
grooming problem. An instance of the Knapsack problem is given by a finite
set U of cardinality n, for each element ui ∈ U a weight wi ∈ Z+, and a
value vi ∈ Z+,∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, a target weight B ∈ Z+, and a target
value K ∈ Z+. The problem asks whether there exists a binary vector X =
{x1, x2, · · · , xn} such that

∑n
i=1 xiwi ≤ B and

∑n
i=1 xivi ≥ K. Given such

an instance, we construct a star network using the following transformation:
N = n + 2, W = n, C = maxi(wi + vi) + 1, Q = K +

∑n
i=1(C −wi − vi), and

traffic matrix:
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tij =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

C − wj , i = n + 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , n
C − wj − vj , i = n + 2, j = 1, 2, · · · , n
(n − 2)C + wj , i = 0, j = 1, 2, · · ·n,∑n

k=1 wk − B, i = n + 1, j = 0
0, otherwise

In the resulting star network, the only traffic components switched through
the hub optically or electronically are those from one of the source nodes n+1
and n+ 2 to one of the destination nodes 1, 2, · · · , n. The amount of traffic of
each such component is less than the capacity of a wavelength. There is also
traffic from the hub node to each destination node, and traffic from source
node n+1 to the hub. Due to the traffic from the hub, any one, but not both, of
the traffic components from the source nodes may be optically routed for each
destination node. Not all traffic sourced by source node n+1 may be optically
routable, due to the traffic to the hub, which requires terminating some light-
paths at the hub. There is no such restriction for source node n+2, so a light-
path may be formed from it to every destination node which does not sink a
lightpath from source node n+1. Therefore, we need only to consider candidate
solutions in which there is a lightpath from exactly one of nodes n + 1, n + 2,
to each node i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} to determine the satisfiability of the instance.

Let X denote a candidate solution of the Knapsack instance. Consider the
solution of the star network in which X (respectively, X) represents the indica-
tor vector of the lightpaths formed from node n+1 (respectively, n+2). Apply-
ing the transformation to the satisfiability criteria of Knapsack, we obtain:

n∑

i=1

xiwi ≤ B

⇒
n∑

i=1

xi(C − tn+1,i) ≤
n∑

i=1

(C − tn+1,i) − tn+1,0

⇒
n∑

i=1

(xitn+1,i) + tn+1,0 ≤ (n −
n∑

i=1

xi)C (5.1)

n∑

i=1

xivi ≥ K

⇒
n∑

i=1

xi(tn+1,i − tn+2,i) ≥ Q −
n∑

i=1

tn+2,i

⇒
n∑

i=1

(xitn+1,i + xitn+2,i) ≥ Q (5.2)

Thus, the weight constraint translates to the requirement that the light-
paths from source node n + 1 to the hub can carry the hub traffic as well as
all traffic components which have not been given a lightpath, i.e., the logical
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topology is feasible. The value criterion translates to the requirement regard-
ing the minimum amount of optical routing. Therefore, a given vector X either
satisfies both the Knapsack and the grooming instance, or fails to satisfy both.
Hence, the grooming instance is satisfiable iff the Knapsack instance is. ��
Proposition 7. The decision version of the traffic grooming problem in tree
networks is NP-Complete, even when every interior tree node has full wave-
length conversion capability. For the sake of brevity, the proof is omitted.
Again, interested readers may refer to [9] for details.

5.3.3 Static Traffic Grooming with Min–Max Objective

In this section, we discuss another variant of the static traffic grooming prob-
lem, where the objective is to minimize the maximum number of lightpaths
originating from or terminating at any node [14]. As mentioned in Section 5.2,
this objective is of high practical value because all the network nodes are
likely to be provisioned with identical equipment. It turns out that such
a homogeneous network may be easier to operate, manage, and maintain,
especially when the traffic model is dynamic and not known a priori. For the
sake of brevity, we enumerate the main results of the paper. These results
parallel very closely those obtained for the OEO minimization problem. The
interested readers should refer to the paper for detailed proofs.

1. The decision version of the static traffic grooming problem in unidirec-
tional paths with the Min–Max objective (bifurcated routing of traffic
not allowed) is NP-Complete. This statement is true even when a logical
topology is provided.

2. The decision version of the static traffic grooming problem in unidirec-
tional paths with the Min–Max objective (bifurcated routing of traffic
allowed) is NP-Complete. This statement is true even when a logical
topology is provided.

3. The decision version of the static traffic grooming problem in bidirectional
paths with the Min–Max objective (bifurcated routing of traffic allowed
or not allowed) is NP-Complete.

4. The decision version of the static traffic grooming problem in unidirec-
tional paths with the Min–Max objective (bifurcated routing of traffic
allowed or not allowed) is NP-Complete, even when every node has full
wavelength conversion capability.

5. The decision version of the static traffic grooming problem in bidirectional
paths with the Min–Max objective (bifurcated routing of traffic allowed or
not allowed) is NP-Complete, even when every node has full wavelength
conversion capability.

6. If P �= NP , then no polynomial time approximation algorithm A for the
static traffic grooming problem in unidirectional path networks with the
Min–Max objective (bifurcated routing of traffic allowed) can guarantee
A(Instance) − OPT (Instance) ≤ K for a fixed constant integer K.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented some complexity results for the traffic grooming
problem. We show that the traffic grooming problem has a very rich context.
It takes different formulations in terms of the objectives as well as the con-
straints (eg., different physical topologies). The traffic grooming problem can
be decomposed into some hard sub-problems that have been well studied in
different context. However, using the simplest physical topologies, we show
that the problem is itself a hard problem. We also show that two versions
of the problem, where the total electronic processing and a Min–Max objec-
tive are minimized, are not approximable. We elaborate the proofs in detail
because it builds a connection between the traffic grooming problem and a
NP-hard MCF problem, which seems to be promising in solving other open
questions on the complexity of the traffic grooming problem.
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Hierarchical Traffic Grooming

George N. Rouskas, Rudra Dutta

6.1 Introduction

Traffic grooming is the field of study that is concerned with the development
of algorithms and protocols for the design, operation, and control of networks
with multigranular bandwidth demands [1]. As the number of logical entities
(including sub-wavelength channels, wavelengths, wavebands, and fibers) that
need to be controlled in a multigranular network increases rapidly with the
network size, wavelength capacity, and load, a scalable framework for manag-
ing these entities becomes a sine qua non for future wide area WDM networks.

Several variants of the traffic grooming problem have been studied
in the literature under a range of assumptions regarding the network
topology, the nature of traffic, and the optical and electronic switching
model [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Typically, an integer linear programming
(ILP) formulation serves as the basis for reasoning about and tackling the
problem. Unfortunately, solving the ILP directly does not scale to instances
with more than a handful of nodes, and cannot be applied to networks of
practical size covering a national or international geographical area. Conse-
quently, either the ILP is tackled using standard relaxation techniques, or the
problem is decomposed into subproblems which are solved using heuristics.

Most of the above studies regard the network as a flat entity for the pur-
poses of lightpath routing, wavelength assignment, and traffic grooming. It is
well known, however, that in existing networks resources are typically man-
aged and controlled in a hierarchical manner. The levels of the hierarchy either
reflect the underlying organizational structure of the network or are designed
in order to ensure scalability of the control and management functions.
Accordingly, several studies have adopted a variety of hierarchical approaches
to traffic grooming that, by virtue of decomposing the network, scale well and
are more compatible with the manner in which networks operate in practice.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we survey
hierarchical traffic grooming techniques for networks with a special topology.
In Section 6.3, we present a hierarchical framework for traffic grooming in

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
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networks of general topology with either static or dynamic traffic. We present
a performance study of hierarchical grooming in Section 6.4, and we conclude
the chapter in Section 6.5.

6.2 Hierarchical Grooming in Special Topology Networks

6.2.1 Ring Networks

Early research in traffic grooming focused on ring topologies [2, 3, 4], mainly
due to the practical importance of upgrading the existing SONET/SDH
infrastructure to support multiple wavelengths. A point-to-point WDM ring
is a straightforward extension of a SONET/SDH network, but requires that
each node be equipped with one add–drop multiplexer (ADM) per wave-
length. Clearly, such a solution has a high ADM cost and cannot scale to
more than a few wavelengths. Therefore, much of the research in this context
has been on reducing the number of ADMs by grooming sub-wavelength
traffic onto lightpaths that optically bypass intermediate nodes, and several
near-optimal algorithms have been proposed [3, 4]. However, approaches that
do not impose a hierarchical structure on the ring network may produce traffic
grooming solutions, in terms of the number of ADMs and their placement,
that can be sensitive to the input traffic demands.

The study in [2] was the first to present several hierarchical ring architec-
tures and to characterize their cost in terms of the number of ADMs (equiva-
lently, electronic transceivers or ports) and wavelengths for non-blocking oper-
ation under a model of dynamic traffic. In a single-hub ring architecture, each
node is directly connected to the hub by a number of lightpaths, and all traffic
between non-hub nodes goes through the hub. In a double-hub architecture,
there are two hub nodes diametrically opposite to each other in the ring. Each
node is connected to both hubs by direct lightpaths, and non-hub nodes send
their traffic to the hubs for grooming and forwarding to the actual destination.

A more general hierarchical ring architecture was also proposed in [2]. In
this architecture, shown in Fig. 6.1, ring nodes are partitioned into two types:
access and backbone. The set of wavelengths is also partitioned into access and
backbone wavelengths. The access wavelengths are used to connect all nodes,
including access and backbone nodes, in a point-to-point WDM ring that
forms the first level of the hierarchy. At the second level of the hierarchy, the
backbone wavelengths are used to form a point-to-point WDM ring among the
backbone nodes only. This hierarchy determines the routing of traffic between
two access nodes as follows. If the two access nodes are such that there is no
backbone node along the shortest path between them, their traffic is routed
using single-hop lightpaths over the access ring along the shortest path. Other-
wise, suppose that b1 and b2 are the first and last backbone nodes, respectively,
along the shortest path between two access nodes a1 and a2 (note that b1 and
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Fig. 6.1. Hierarchical ring architecture with 12 access and 4 backbone nodes

b2 may coincide). Then, traffic from a1 to a2 is routed to b1 over the access ring,
from there to b2 over the backbone ring, and finally over the access ring to a2.

A similar hierarchical ring structure was considered in [11], and it was
shown that, using local (access) and bypass (backbone) wavebands, P -port
dynamic traffic (in which each node is allowed to send and receive at most P
wavelengths worth of traffic) can be supported with a minimum number of
wavelengths.

A different hierarchical approach for grooming sub-wavelength traffic
in ring networks was introduced in [12]. Specifically, the N ring nodes are
grouped into K super-nodes, where each super-node consists of several consec-
utive ring nodes, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The idea behind this partitioning is to
pack (groom) all traffic from some super-node x to another super-node y onto
lightpaths that are routed directly between the two super-nodes, bypassing
intermediate nodes and hence, reducing the number of ADMs required. The
study considered both uniform and distance-dependent traffic patterns, and,
for each pattern, derived the number K of super-nodes, as a function of the
number N of ring nodes and the granularity C ≥ 1 of each wavelength, so as
to minimize the number of ADMs; the granularity C is the number of unit
traffic components that can be carried on a single wavelength.

Finally, [2] also proposes the decomposition of a ring into contiguous
segments; these are similar to the super-nodes of [12] but are referred to as
subnets. The ring network is organized in a hierarchical manner as a tree of
subnets, where the root of the tree corresponds to a segment that consists
of the entire ring. A tree node corresponding to a non-empty subnet s may
be subdivided recursively into contiguous subsegments (subnets), and these
become the children of subnet s in the tree. The set of wavelengths is also
recursively partitioned into transit and internal sets at each node. Internal
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Fig. 6.2. Ring architecture with 4 super-nodes, each of size 4

wavelengths are used within each subnet child of a node to carry traffic local
to this subnet, whereas transit wavelengths are used to carry traffic between
the subnet children of a node.

6.2.2 Torus, Tree, and Star Networks

A hierarchical approach for networks with a torus or tree topology was pre-
sented in [11], and is based on embedding rings on the underlying topology
and then selecting hub nodes along each ring and using bypass wavelengths
to interconnect the hubs. Consider first a N ×M torus network, whose nodes
are logically arranged on a grid of N rows and M columns. The network
is viewed as a collection of N row-rings and M column-rings, and several
nodes on each ring are designated as hubs; the hub selection is performed
using an algorithm described in [11]. Traffic demands from some source s to
a destination d are routed in three steps: from s to a hub h1 in the same row
as s along the appropriate row-ring; from h1 to a hub h2 in the same column
as h1 along the column-ring; and finally from h2 to the destination d in the
same row along a row-ring. This approach imposes a two-level hierarchy with
non-hub nodes at the first level and hub nodes at the second level.

For tree networks, [11] proposes to embed a virtual ring in two steps: (1)
using depth-first search to visit every node in the tree, and (2) locally arrang-
ing the tree nodes in a ring such that the nodes are connected in the ring
in the order in which the corresponding tree nodes were first visited by the
depth-first search. By defining hubs along the virtual ring, traffic components
can be routed using the same algorithm we described for the hierarchical ring
in Fig. 6.1.
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A traffic grooming algorithm for networks with a star topology was devel-
oped in [13]. The algorithm starts by creating lightpaths between the hub
and each non-hub node s to carry all traffic originating and terminating
at s. Such a solution provides maximum flexibility in terms of grooming,
since traffic can be packed efficiently for transmission to the hub, and it can
be groomed effectively there for forwarding to the destination. However, it
usually requires a large number of lightpaths (equivalently, electronic ports).
The algorithm then considers all traffic components in decreasing order of
magnitude. Let t be a traffic component from some node s to another node d.
The algorithm creates a direct lightpath from s to d to carry t, if there is an
available wavelength for doing so; otherwise, no such lightpath is created. A
direct lightpath is optically switched at the hub, bypassing electronic switch-
ing and grooming, and creating one has the potential to decrease the number
of lightpaths by eliminating two lightpaths to/from the hub. The algorithm
proceeds until all traffic components have been considered, and returns the
solution with the minimum number of lightpaths. It was shown in [13] that
this solution is close to optimal for a wide range of problem instances.

6.3 Hierarchical Grooming in General Topology Networks

All the approaches we have discussed so far were developed for networks with
topologies that are either symmetric (i.e., ring or torus) or contain no cycles
(i.e., tree or star). In this section, we describe a framework for hierarchical traf-
fic grooming that is applicable to networks with a general topology. The frame-
work can be used for static or dynamic traffic, and for either sub-wavelength
demands (to be groomed into lightpaths) or full-wavelength demands (to
be groomed into wavebands). Although our discussion will consider only two
levels of hierarchy, this approach can be extended in a straightforward manner
to three or more levels of hierarchy to deal with networks of large size.

The traffic grooming problem involves the following conceptual subprob-
lems (SPs) for sub-wavelength demands [1]:

1. logical topology SP: find a set of lightpaths to carry the offered traffic;
2. traffic routing SP: route the traffic components over the lightpaths; and
3. lightpath routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) SP: assign a wave-

length and path over the physical topology to each lightpath.

This is only a conceptual decomposition that helps in understanding
and reasoning about the problem; in an optimal approach, the subproblems
would be considered jointly in the solution. The first and second subproblems
together constitute the grooming aspect of the problem.

The hierarchical grooming approach, first described in [14], emulates the
hub-and-spoke model used by the airline industry to “groom” passenger
traffic onto connecting flights. Specifically, the network is first partitioned
into clusters (or islands) of nodes, where each cluster consists of nodes in a
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contiguous region of the network. The clusters form the first level of the hier-
archy, and may either correspond to independent administrative entities (e.g.,
autonomous systems), or may be created solely for the purpose of simplifying
resource management and control functions (e.g., as in partitioning a single
OSPF administrative domain into multiple areas). Within each cluster, one
node is designated as the hub, and is responsible for grooming intra-cluster
traffic as well as inter-cluster traffic originating or terminating locally. Hub
nodes collectively form the second level of the hierarchy, and are expected to
be provisioned with more resources (e.g., larger number of switching ports
and higher capacity for grooming traffic) than non-hub nodes. Returning to
the airline analogy, a hub node is similar in function to airports that serve as
major hubs; these airports are typically larger than non-hub airports, in terms
of both the number of gates (“ports”) and physical space (for “switching”
passengers between gates).

To illustrate this approach, let us consider the 32-node network in Fig. 6.3.
The figure shows a partition of the network into eight clusters, B1, · · · , B8,
each cluster consisting of four nodes. These clusters represent the first level of
the hierarchy. Within each cluster, one node is the hub; for instance, node 2 is
the hub for cluster B1. The hub nodes of the eight first-level clusters form the
second level of the hierarchy, and are responsible for grooming and routing
inter-cluster traffic.

The main idea behind the hierarchical grooming strategy is to solve the
first and second subproblems of the traffic grooming problem (i.e., construct
the logical topology and determine the routing of traffic components on it)
separately for each level of the hierarchy. In the first step, each cluster is
considered independently of the others, and a set of lightpaths is created to
route local (intra-cluster) traffic, as well as inter-cluster traffic to and from
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the local hub. In the second step, lightpaths are created between the hub
nodes to carry the inter-cluster traffic. Consequently, the problem of routing
inter-cluster demands is divided into three simpler subproblems: routing the
component to the local hub, from there to the remote hub, and then to
the ultimate destination. Finally, given the set of inter- and intra-cluster
lightpaths, the third subproblem can be solved on the underlying physical
topology of the network using a standard RWA algorithm.

The hierarchical grooming algorithm for sub-wavelength demands consists
of three phases:

1. Clustering and hub selection. In this phase, the network is partitioned
into clusters and one node in each cluster is designated as the hub.

2. Hierarchical logical topology formation and traffic routing. Dur-
ing this phase, the first and second subproblems of the traffic grooming
problem are solved in an integrated manner. The outcome of this phase
is a set of lightpaths for carrying the traffic demands, and a routing of
individual traffic components over these lightpaths.

3. Routing and wavelength assignment. Each of the lightpaths in the
logical topology are assigned a wavelength and path on the underlying
physical topology of the network.

This approach has the following desirable characteristics:

• it is hierarchical, facilitating control, management, and security functions;
• it decouples the grooming of traffic components into lightpaths from the

routing and wavelength assignment for these lightpaths: grooming is per-
formed on a logical hierarchy of clusters while RWA is performed directly
on the underlying physical topology;

• it provisions only a few nodes (the hubs) for grooming traffic that they do
not originate or terminate;

• it handles efficiently small traffic demands: at the first level of hierarchy,
nodes pack their traffic on lightpaths to the local hub; at the second level,
demands among remote clusters are packed onto lightpaths between the
corresponding hubs; and

• it allows for large traffic components to be routed on direct lightpaths,
eliminating the cost of terminating and switching them at intermediate
nodes.

The following subsections discuss each of the three phases of the algorithm
in more detail.

6.3.1 Clustering and Hub Selection

The objective of this phase is twofold: (1) to partition the network nodes into
some number k of clusters, denoted B1, · · · , Bk, and (2) to select one node
in each cluster Bi as the hub, denoted hi. Clearly, the number of clusters,
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their composition, and the corresponding hubs must be selected in a way that
helps achieve the goal of minimizing the number of lightpaths and wavelengths
required to carry the traffic demands. Therefore, the selection of clusters and
hubs is a complex and difficult task, as it depends on both the physical topol-
ogy of the network and the traffic matrix T . To illustrate this point, consider
the trade-offs involved in determining the number k of clusters.1 If k is very
small (but greater than one), the amount of inter-cluster traffic generated by
each cluster will likely be large. Hence, the k hubs may become bottlenecks,
resulting in a large number of ports at each hub and possibly a large number
of wavelengths (since many lightpaths may have to be carried over the fixed
number of links to/from each hub). On the other hand, a large value for k
implies a small number of nodes within each cluster. In this case, the amount
of intra-cluster traffic will be small, resulting in inefficient grooming (i.e.,
a large number of lightpaths); similarly, at the second-level cluster, O(k2)
lightpaths will have to be set up to carry small amounts of inter-cluster traffic.

It was observed in [15, 16] that the clustering and hub selection subprob-
lem bears similarities to the classical k-center problem [17, 18]. The objective
of the k-center problem is to find a set S of k nodes (centers) in the network, so
as to minimize the maximum distance from any network node to the nearest
center. Thus, the set S implicitly defines k clusters with corresponding hub
nodes in S. A solution to the k-center problem may be useful for hierarchical
traffic grooming since it is likely to lead to short lightpaths within a cluster,
thus requiring fewer wavelengths. Also, this type of clustering tends to avoid
physical topologies with a large diameter for each cluster; such topologies are
not a good match for hierarchical grooming that requires nodes to send their
traffic to the hub.

The k-center problem is NP-Complete, and the 2-approximation algorithm
of [17] was used in [15, 16], with one modification. The modification was based
on the observation that the k-center problem takes only the physical topology
as input, and its only goal is to minimize the maximum node-to-hub distance;
in the traffic grooming context, on the other hand, hub capacity should also
be considered. Since hubs are responsible for originating and terminating
a larger number of lightpaths than non-hub nodes, it is generally desirable
to select as hubs the nodes with the largest bandwidth capacity, i.e., those
with the largest physical degree, so as to keep the wavelength requirements
for the network low. Therefore, whenever the algorithm of [17] selects a new
hub arbitrarily among a set of candidate nodes, it was modified to select the
candidate node with the maximum physical degree.

A clustering algorithm designed specifically for hierarchical traffic groom-
ing was presented in [19]. This work identified several grooming-specific factors
affecting the selection of clusters and hubs, and developed a parameterized

1 Note that in the special case of k = 1, there is a single cluster with one hub and
N − 1 non-hub nodes, whereas in the special case k = N , there are N clusters,
each with a single hub and no non-hub nodes.
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algorithm that can achieve a desired trade-off among various goals. The
algorithm partitions the network into clusters by considering: (1) the intra-
and inter-cluster traffic, attempting to cluster together nodes with “dense”
traffic in order to reduce the number of long inter-cluster lightpaths; (2) the
capacity of the cut links connecting each cluster to the rest of the network,
selecting clusters with a relatively large cut size so as to keep the number of
wavelengths low; and (3) the physical shape of each cluster, attempting to
avoid clusters with a large diameter. The algorithm also selects hubs on the
basis of their physical degree to prevent hub links from becoming bottlenecks.
It was shown in [19] that this algorithm outperforms the k-center algorithm
in terms of both the port and wavelength costs.

6.3.2 Hierarchical Logical Topology Formation and Traffic Routing

The formation of the hierarchical logical topology for traffic grooming follows
three steps: formation of direct lightpaths, intra-cluster lightpaths, and inter-
cluster lightpaths. The following discussion assumes that traffic demands are
static; at the end of the section, we explain how a hierarchical topology may
be formed for dynamic traffic.
Direct lightpaths for large traffic demands. During this step, “direct-
to-destination” lightpaths are created between two nodes that exchange large
amounts of traffic, even if these nodes belong to different clusters. Similarly,
“direct to/from remote hub” lightpaths are created between some node s and
a remote hub h if there is a sufficiently large amount of traffic between s and
the nodes in h’s cluster. Setting up such lightpaths to bypass the local and/or
remote hub node has several benefits: the number of lightpaths in the logical
topology is reduced, the number of ports and switching capacity required at
hub nodes is reduced (leading to higher scalability), and the RWA algorithm
may require fewer wavelengths (since hubs will be less of a bottleneck).
Intra-cluster lightpaths. At this step, each cluster is considered indepen-
dently of the others, and intra-cluster lightpaths are formed by viewing each
cluster as a virtual star (despite the fact that, in general, the actual topology
of a cluster is very different than that of a physical star, as Fig. 6.3 illustrates).
Consider some cluster B with hub h. The intra-cluster lightpaths within clus-
ter B are formed by (1) having all traffic to (respectively, from) any node s
of B from (to) nodes outside the cluster originate (terminate) at the hub h,
and (2) applying the algorithm for star networks discussed in Section 6.2.2 to
cluster B in isolation. Having all inter-cluster traffic originate or terminate at
the hub imposes a hierarchical structure to the logical topology of lightpaths:
inter-cluster traffic, other than that carried by direct lightpaths set up earlier,
is first carried to the local hub, groomed there with inter-cluster traffic from
other local nodes, carried on lightpaths to the destination hub (as we discuss
shortly), groomed there with other local and non-local traffic, and finally
carried to the destination node.
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At this stage, the lightpaths to be created are simply identified; the rout-
ing of these lightpaths over the physical topology is performed during the
RWA phase discussed in the next section. Depending on the actual topology
of the cluster B, which may be quite different than that of a physical star,
once routed, these lightpaths may follow paths that do not resemble at all
the paths of a physical star. Also, recall that the lightpaths created by the
star algorithm are either “single-hop” (i.e., from a non-hub node to the hub,
or vice versa) or “two-hop” (i.e., from one non-hub node to another). Hence,
the routing of the individual traffic components is implicit in the hierarchical
logical topology of each cluster.
Inter-cluster lightpaths. At the end of the intra-cluster grooming step,
all traffic (other than that carried by the initial direct lightpaths) from the
nodes of a cluster B with destination outside the cluster, is carried to its
hub h for grooming and transport to the destination hub. In order to carry
this traffic, a second-level cluster is considered, consisting of the k hub nodes
of the first-level clusters. This cluster is also viewed as a virtual star with
an associated traffic matrix representing the inter-cluster demands only. The
inter-cluster lightpaths to carry these demands are then obtained by applying
the star algorithm of Section 6.2.2 to this cluster in isolation. As with intra-
cluster lightpaths, the routing of the inter-cluster lightpaths is performed on
the underlying physical topology during the RWA phase.
Dynamic Traffic. While the above discussion assumed a static traffic sce-
nario, the three-step approach to forming the logical topology can be adapted
to accommodate dynamic traffic. If a new connection request is for a suffi-
ciently large traffic demand, then a direct lightpath is set-up, otherwise groom-
ing must be considered. For an intra-cluster connection request that can be
accommodated (groomed) on existing intra-cluster lightpaths (either directly
to the destination or through the local hub), no changes in the logical topology
are required; otherwise one or two lightpaths will need to be created (from the
source to the local hub and/or from the hub to the destination). Similarly, for
an inter-cluster request that cannot be accommodated on the current logical
topology, up to three new lightpaths may have to be setup (from the source
to the local hub, from there to the remote hub, and finally to the destination).
We emphasize again that any lightpaths that need to be created are simply
identified in this phase; the routing of these new lightpaths is discussed next.

6.3.3 Routing and Wavelength Assignment

For static traffic demands, the outcome of the logical topology phase is
a set of lightpaths and an implicit routing of the original traffic compo-
nents over these lightpaths. In this case, the objective of this phase is to
route the lightpaths over the underlying physical topology, and color them
using the minimum number of wavelengths. The static RWA problem on
arbitrary network topologies has been studied extensively in the literature
[8, 9, 20, 21, 22], and any existing algorithm may be used in this case. With
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dynamic traffic demands, new lightpaths need to be added to the logical
topology each time an arriving connection request cannot be accommodated.
An existing dynamic RWA algorithm [23, 24] may be used in this case to
find a path and wavelength for the new lightpaths. Hence, by decoupling the
grooming and routing of sub-wavelength traffic components onto lightpaths
from the routing and wavelength assignment for these lightpaths, hierarchical
grooming may capitalize on the the vast body of research on RWA algorithms.

6.3.4 Extension to Lightpath Grooming

The above hierarchical approach may also be applied to networks with multi-
granular optical switching capabilities, in which multiple wavelengths may
be groomed into wavebands and all wavelengths in a waveband be switched
as a group [25]. Let us define a bandpath, a generalization of the lightpath
concept, as a (waveband, path) pair that uniquely identifies the path over
which the set of wavelengths included in the waveband will travel. It was
observed in [26] that the traffic grooming problem on a set of full-wavelength
demands involves the following three subproblems that are similar to the ones
we described earlier:

1. logical topology SP: find a set of bandpaths to carry the offered full-
wavelength (lightpath) traffic;

2. lightpath routing SP: route the lightpaths over the bandpaths; and
3. bandpath routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) SP: assign a wave-

band and path over the physical topology to each bandpath.

Therefore, the hierarchical grooming algorithm can be applied to this
problem with only small modifications. Specifically, after partitioning the
network and assigning a hub to each cluster, a hierarchical logical topology
can be formed by creating bandpaths (instead of single lightpaths) (1) from
each node to its local hub; (2) between hubs to carry inter-cluster traffic;
and (3) from each hub to the nodes in its cluster. Finally, an existing (static
or dynamic) RWA algorithm may be used to assign a waveband and path
to each bandpath; since each waveband carries a unique set of wavelengths,
assigning a waveband to each bandpath implicitly assigns a wavelength to
each lightpath in the bandpath. It was shown in [26] that this hierarchical
approach is effective, scalable, and outperforms an existing algorithm for
forming and routing bandpaths.

6.4 Performance of Hierarchical Grooming

We now present a small set of experimental results to illustrate the per-
formance of the hierarchical grooming algorithm for static traffic demands.
The following methodology was employed in this study. First, the modified
k-center algorithm (refer to Section 6.3.1) was used on the 32-node, 53-link
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network shown in Fig. 6.3 to obtain three different clusterings with two, four,
and eight clusters, respectively; the special case of a single cluster comprising
all network nodes was also considered. A random traffic pattern was assumed,
and thirty problem instances (i.e., random traffic matrices) were generated.
The hierarchical logical topology for each of the 120 instance-clustering pairs
was determined by applying the methodology described in Section 6.3.2. The
LFAP RWA algorithm [21] was used to route and assign a wavelength to
each lightpath; LFAP is fast, conceptually simple, and has been shown to
use a number of wavelengths that is close to the lower bound. In order to
characterize the performance of the hierarchical grooming solutions, lower
bounds on the number of lightpaths and wavelengths necessary to carry a
given traffic demand matrix were also obtained; these bounds were obtained
independent of the manner (hierarchical or otherwise) in which grooming is
performed, as explained in [15].

In order to compare results among different problem instances, two
performance metrics were defined: the normalized lightpath count and the
normalized wavelength count. For a given problem instance, the normalized
lightpath count is computed as the ratio lph/lpl ≥ 1, where lpl is the lower
bound on the number of lightpaths, and lph is the actual number of lightpaths
required in the hierarchical grooming solution. Clearly, the closer this value is
to one, the closer the hierarchical solution is to the optimal. The normalized
wavelength count is computed in a similar manner.

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 and Table 6.1 present experimental results for the
random traffic pattern. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 plot the normalized lightpath and
wavelength count, respectively, for each problem instance and corresponding
clustering, while Table 6.1 presents aggregate statistics over all 30 problem
instances regarding the average lightpath length, the average maximum hub
degree (i.e., the maximum of the number of incoming or outgoing wavelengths
at the hub), and the average number of wavelengths.

We observe that as the number of clusters into which the network is
partitioned increases, the total number of lightpaths in the resulting topology
increases gradually (Fig. 6.4). On the other hand, the number of required
wavelengths generally decreases as the number of clusters increases (Fig. 6.5),
and so do the average lightpath length and the maximum hub degree. These
results can be explained by noting that, as the number of clusters increases,
the size of each cluster decreases. With a smaller cluster size, more lightpaths
are necessary for both intra-cluster traffic (since the amount of traffic within
a cluster is relatively small and lightpaths are not utilized efficiently) and
inter-cluster traffic (since each hub has to establish lightpaths to a larger
number of hubs in other clusters). Also, intra-cluster lightpaths are shorter
when clusters are small, and these short lightpaths are less likely to share
links, resulting in fewer wavelengths. At the same time, there is relatively less
traffic to be groomed at each hub, hence hub degrees (and hub cost) decrease;
the fact that hubs are less of a bottleneck also reduces the wavelength
requirements.
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Table 6.1. Aggregate statistics over all 30 instances

#Clusters Avg Lightpath Length Avg Max Hub Degree Avg #Wavelengths

1 3.17 266 60
2 2.93 231 57
4 2.87 182 56
8 2.75 145 53

From Fig. 6.4, we note that the number of lightpaths created by the hier-
archical grooming approach are only about 25–35% above the lower bound,
and this behavior is consistent across all problem instances. From Fig. 6.5, we
observe that, with appropriate clustering, the wavelength requirements of this
approach are close to the lower bound. Recall that both lower bounds have
been computed in a manner that is independent of the grooming method-
ology employed. Consequently, these results demonstrate that, despite its
hierarchical nature, this approach produces grooming solutions that are close
to optimality.

Similar results regarding the performance of the hierarchical grooming
algorithm can be found in [15, 19, 26]. Overall, these results demonstrate that
hierarchical traffic grooming can be applied efficiently to large size networks,
and produces logical topologies whose lightpath and wavelength requirements
are close to the corresponding lower bounds.

6.5 Conclusion

Hierarchical traffic grooming is an efficient and scalable approach to grooming
multigranular traffic in large-scale WDM networks with a general topology.
We presented a hierarchical framework that is applicable for both static and
dynamic contexts, and for either sub-wavelength or full-wavelength traffic.
The framework generalizes earlier techniques developed for networks with
a special topology (e.g., ring, torus, or tree), and consists of three phases:
clustering and hub selection, hierarchical logical topology design, and routing
and wavelength assignment. Hierarchical grooming has been shown to per-
form well over a range of network topologies and traffic patterns, and scales
to networks of realistic size.
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Traffic Grooming in SONET/SDH Rings

Raza Ul-Mustafa

7.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the problem of traffic grooming on WDM ring net-
works employing SONET equipment. The chapter addresses the problems
of dimensioning and provisioning such networks in order to support static
traffic. We briefly review the pertinent features of SONET rings in the next
paragraph; more details are available in Chapter 4 and the references cited
there in.

SONET rings, which are very widely used in Metro networks, are of two
types:

• Unidirectional Path-Switched Ring (UPSR), Fig. 7.1(a), and
• Bidirectional Line-Switched Ring (BLSR), Fig. 7.1(b).

UPSR rings use two fibers for transmission in two opposite directions,
where one fiber is the working fiber and the other is the protection fiber. The
signal from a source is transmitted on both fibers, and the receiver monitors
both of them, and then selects the better of the two signals. BLSR rings use
either two or four fibers, hence called BLSR/2 and BLSR/4, respectively. In
the BLSR/4 ring (shown in Fig. 7.1(b)), two fibers are used as working fibers,
and the other two are used for protection. However, the working traffic can be
carried in either of the two directions (typically using the shortest path), and
the protection traffic is transmitted in the opposite direction, only in the case
of failure. BLSR/2 is similar in topology to UPSR, but is similar in operation
to BLSR/4. The use of two fibers in BLSR/2 requires that the capacity of
each fiber be split between working and protection bandwidth.

SONET rings in metro networks are typically provisioned to support static
traffic. Under static traffic, a fixed matrix of traffic demands is available, i.e.,
all the demands are known a priori. Given a physical topology, the task is to
design and provision the network such that the network cost is minimized. The
traffic matrix itself can be further classified into one of the following types:

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 7, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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1. Uniform traffic demands, where each pair of nodes in the network
exchanges the same level of traffic units,

2. Distance-dependent traffic demands, where the number of traffic units
between a node pair depends on the distance between them (i.e., a node
shares more traffic with the neighboring nodes than the nodes farther
from it), and

3. Non-uniform traffic demands, which is the more general case, where the
number of traffic units between node pairs is arbitrary.

We will refer to the two special cases of uniform and distance-dependent
traffic patterns, as the fixed traffic pattern, and to the case of non-uniform
traffic demands as arbitrary traffic pattern.

Some of the earliest studies in the area of traffic grooming on ring architec-
ture with static traffic patterns were conducted by Simmons, Goldstein, and
Saleh [16, 17, 18], Gerstel, Lin and Sasaki [9, 10], Chiu and Modiano [4, 5],
and Zhang and Qiao [24, 25]. All such studies advocated that, to reduce the
network cost, more emphasis should be placed on minimizing the number of
higher layer components than the number of wavelength channels. However,
this is a hard problem and was proven to be NP-Complete by Chiu and
Modiano [5] and Li et al. [13] by reduction from the bin packing problem (see
Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion on the complexity of the traffic grooming
problem). Researchers addressed the problem by providing bounds, heuristics,
and exact solutions. Table 7.1 provides a classification of some of the related
work in this area.
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Table 7.1. Related work in the area of traffic grooming on ring architecture with
static traffic patterns

Traffic Pattern Solution Approach References

Fixed Traffic Bounds [1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 16, 17, 24]
Heuristics [3, 4, 5, 16, 17, 24, 25]
ILPs [11]

Arbitrary Traffic Bounds [8, 13, 21, 22, 23, 25]
Heuristics [8, 13, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26]
ILPs [8, 11, 22]

7.2 Fixed Traffic Patterns

In this section, we will review the literature related to the design of WDM
networks for traffic grooming on ring topologies using fixed traffic patterns.

7.2.1 Bounds for General Ring Topologies

Simmons, Goldstein, and Saleh provided some initial work in [16] and later
refined it in [17]. In both references, they considered a ring topology with
fixed traffic pattern. Specifically, in [17], the authors considered uniform
all-to-all traffic and distance-dependent traffic between nodes connected as a
ring topology. Uniform all-to-all traffic is defined as a traffic scenario whereby
a single unit of traffic is sent from each node on a ring to every other node
on that ring, while distance-dependent traffic is defined as a traffic scenario
whereby the number of traffic units sent between nodes increases as the inter-
nodal distance decreases. The authors provided upper bounds on the number
of SONET Add/Drop Multiplexers (ADMs) and also provided procedures to
obtain these bounds. If r represents the number of units of traffic between
a source-destination pair and G represents the total number of traffic units
that a single wavelength can accommodate,1 then Equation (7.1) expresses
the estimate given in [17] of the required number of ADMs per wavelength
for a scenario where each of the N nodes2 in a ring is transmitting 1/G units
of traffic to every other node in that ring. Similarly, Equation (7.2) provides
an estimate for the total number of required ADMs for the scenario where
each node transmits a full wavelength to each other node, i.e., r = G.

r =
1
G

: Number of ADMs per wavelength =
4N

N + 1
(7.1)

r = G : Number of ADMs per wavelength =
N(N − 1)

2
(7.2)

1 The terms grooming factor or grooming ratio are used interchangeably to refer to
G in the rest of this chapter.

2 N was assumed to be odd.
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They also introduced the interesting concept of a super node, where nodes
are grouped into distinct super nodes such that the amount of traffic between
super nodes occupies a full wavelength. The traffic between super nodes can
then be routed using procedures developed for full wavelength traffic. The
nodes, however, were grouped into super nodes using approximations, and
hence the overall solution is an approximate one. In [17] the authors indicated
that, to reduce the number of ADMs, more connections need to be routed
optically at each node and have therefore quantified the benefit of using wave-
length add-drops by measuring the through-to-total ratio of connections at
each node in the network. In order to analyze the distance-dependent traffic
scenario, they considered a traffic pattern on a bidirectional ring with an odd
number N of nodes for which the amount of traffic between the most distant
nodes is one unit, and the traffic demand increases by one unit as the inter-
nodal distance decreases by one link. They estimated the number of units of
traffic sent by each node, in each direction to be (N2 − 1)/8, and the number
of traffic units on each link to be (N2 − 1)(N + 3)/48. The minimum number
of required ADMs, for G = 1, to support this traffic was then estimated as:

G = 1 : Minimum number of ADMs =
N(N2 − 1)

8
(7.3)

Finally, another important contribution of this work was the realization
that minimizing the number of ADMs will not only reduce the cost of the
network, but also in some cases, such as IP over WDM, the ADM savings
may imply a substantial simplification in packet routing.

7.2.2 Bounds for UPSR and BLSR/2 Rings

In [4], Chiu and Modiano considered all-to-all uniform traffic on WDM uni-
directional ring networks. In [5], they extended their work by considering
distance dependent-traffic also. One major contribution of this work is the
introduction of upper and lower bounds for the required number of wave-
lengths and ADMs. Furthermore, they proposed heuristic solutions with a
performance that is close to the derived bounds. Using the same definitions
for r, G and N above, the authors in [5] give the following loose lower bound
on the number of required ADMs:

Number of ADMs ≥
⌈

(N − 1)r
G

⌉

N (7.4)

They also provided two upper bounds on the minimum number of required
ADMs, which are shown in Equations (7.5) and (7.6):

Minimum number of ADMs ≤
⌈

N(N − 1)r
2G

⌉

N (7.5)

Minimum number of ADMs ≤
⌈ r

G

⌉
N(N − 1) (7.6)
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They also proposed two heuristic approaches to accommodate all-to-all
uniform traffic while minimizing the required number of ADMs. The first
heuristic attempts to maximize the number of nodes that require fewer
ADMs. For example, since a node uses k ADMs if it transmits/receives on k
wavelengths, then if Mk represents the number of nodes with k ADMs, the
heuristic first tries to maximize M1, then M2, then M3, and so on. The second
heuristic assigns nodes to wavelengths by attempting to pack the wavelengths
efficiently. All of the N nodes are first divided into N/�

√
G� groups. The

cross traffic of each pair in a group is then assigned to a wavelength. This
is possible because, by design, the cross traffic between two groups of size
�
√

G� is less than G. The traffic within each group is first accommodated on
existing wavelengths, and then on additional wavelengths if needed. Besides
all-to-all-uniform traffic, the authors also discussed the distance-dependent
traffic and derived the upper and lower bounds on the number of ADMs
shown in Equations (7.7) and (7.8) below, respectively.

Number of ADMs ≤ N

⌈
N(N2 − 1)

8G

⌉

(7.7)

Number of ADMs ≥
⌈

N(N2 − 1)
4G

⌉

(7.8)

Finally, one of the results mentioned in [5] suggests that the number of
wavelengths and ADMs cannot always be minimized simultaneously. However,
the authors conjectured that for the special case where each source–destination
pair has a single unit of traffic between them, the minimum number of ADMs
could be achieved with the minimum number of wavelengths. Later, in [1]
Bermond and Coudert proved this conjecture to be true for few values of G
(e.g., G = 3), while proving it to be false for many other values of G (e.g.,
G = 7).

Reference [10] focused on obtaining bounds on the number of SONET
ADMs when nodes are placed on either a UPSR or a BLSR. The authors,
however, restricted their analysis to uniform traffic between the nodes. They
considered single-hub UPSRs, and assumed that low speed traffic can be
cross-connected at nodes. Equation (7.9) shows the lower bound on the num-
ber of required ADMs when a UPSR ring is considered (with uniform traffic),
while Equation (7.10) gives the lower bound when a single-hub UPSR ring is
considered.

UPSR: Number of ADMs ≥ max
{⌈

2N(N − 1)r
G + r

⌉

, N

}

(7.9)

UPSR,hub: Number of ADMs ≥ (N−1)
⌈

(N − 1)r
G

⌉

+(N−1)k+λf (7.10)
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In Equation (8.10), k = �(N − 1)r/G� is the number of wavelengths
dedicated to each non-hub node, and λf is the number of wavelengths used to
carry any leftover traffic for non-hub nodes that was not accommodated by
the k wavelengths. After comparing their computed lower bound for single-
hub UPSR with the one given in [5], which assumes that traffic streams
cannot be cross-connected, the authors concluded that using cross-connection
usually results in using fewer ADMs. However, the drawback of using a single-
hub architecture is the increase in the number of wavelength channels. The
authors also demonstrated that although spatial reuse of the bandwidth of
BLSR/2 ring networks makes it less expensive to implement than UPSR, in a
few cases (for which r ≤ G/2) UPSR cannot be more expensive than BLSR/2
in terms of the number of ADMs needed to accommodate the traffic. Finally,
the authors considered a network architecture with two different line speeds,
namely, OC-12 (G = 4) and OC-48 (G = 16). They plotted the lower bounds
on the cost using Equation (7.9), while using a cost-factor of 2.5 for OC-48
over OC-12. The conclusions were that the cost of using OC-48 is often less
than the cost of using OC-12.

In reference [3], the authors computed lower bounds on the number of
wavelengths in a BLSR network under static all-to-all uniform traffic. They
also computed lower bounds on the number of ADMs in unswitched UPSR
rings for uniform all-to-all traffic, which are given by Equation (7.11):

Number of ADMs ≥ max
{⌈

N(N − 1)(n + f)
n(n − 1)(1 − f) + 2�G/r�f

⌉

, N

}

n =

⌊

r +
√

r2 + 8rG

2r

⌋

f =
{

1, if 2�G/r�
n−1 − n ≥ 1

0, otherwise
(7.11)

For the UPSR case, the authors also presented a heuristic approach that
first constructs full circles, and later grooms these circles onto wavelengths.
They focused on balancing the ADM utilization at every node and not splitting
a traffic stream into more than one wavelength. The circles are constructed in
a manner similar to that of [25]. To assign the circles onto wavelengths a multi-
phase approach is used. In phase 1, nodes are divided into clusters such that
the traffic between all the nodes of a cluster could be accommodated by one
wavelength without splitting any stream. After that, the traffic between the
nodes from two different clusters is groomed, provided it results in an effective
use of ADMs. In phase 2, more circles are groomed onto existing wavelengths
provided that a wavelength has enough capacity and the addition of an ADM
does not decrease the “circles per ADM” factor (the factor captures the effi-
ciency of ADM utilization). In phase 3, any remaining circles are groomed by
adding such circles to a wavelength that share one or more end points.
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7.2.3 Algorithms Based on Graph Theory

A number of studies have used graph theoretic approaches to study the
problem of SONET ring network provisioning under the case of static traf-
fic. The authors in reference [1] used tools from graph theory and design
theory to address the traffic grooming problem in unidirectional WDM ring
networks. They also considered uniform all-to-all traffic demands among
the nodes of the network. They showed that the problem of minimizing the
number of ADMs for uniform all-to-all traffic demands can be expressed
by partitioning the edges of a complete graph of N vertices into W sub-
graphs, where W is the number of wavelengths such that the total number
of vertices in each subgraph is minimized. Each subgraph in this case rep-
resents a wavelength, while the vertices in each subgraph correspond to
ADMs. The authors pointed out that this problem is similar to design the-
ory, such that an (N, k, 1)-design is nothing but a partition of the edges of
a graph into subgraphs isomorphic to blocks in this theory. The classical
equivalent definition is as follows: given a set of N elements, find a set of
blocks such that each block contains k elements and each pair of elements
appears in exactly one block. Thereafter, using techniques developed in design
theory, the authors computed the number of ADMs required for many pos-
sible combinations of the grooming factor and the number of nodes in the
network.

7.2.4 Algorithms Based on Meta-Heuristics

Some researchers have used meta-heuristics to solve the traffic grooming
problem on WDM ring networks. In reference [6], the authors used Simulated
Annealing as one part of the solution approach. They considered WDM ring
networks with uniform traffic and presented two different approaches. In one
approach, the traffic needs to be routed through a hub node in the network.
They defined this approach as a multihop approach, because each traffic
demand delivery needed to employ more than one lightpath hop. Also, they
consider the case in which traffic can be routed without going through any hub
node and called it single-hop approach. For the multihop approach, they first
place ADMs on the nodes for each request and then try to re-assign the traffic
such that the maximum number of ADMs and wavelengths can be reduced.
For the single-hop approach, they employed a two-phase methodology. In the
first phase, they constructed the virtual circles, while in the second phase
they used Simulated Annealing to group the circles into different wavelengths.
Based on simulation results, they argued that it was beneficial in terms of the
number of ADMs to use the single-hop approach while employing simulated
annealing for small grooming ratios. However, for large grooming ratios and
large networks, the multihop approach could lead to better savings in terms
of the number of ADMs.
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7.2.5 Algorithms for Multi-Ring Topologies

The authors in reference [15] explored an interesting variant of the ring topol-
ogy. They considered a topology in which many rings are connected to each
other forming a WDM multi-ring network. They classified each traffic connec-
tion as either intra-connection or inter-connection. For an intra-connection,
the source and destination are located on the same ring, while for an inter-
connection the source and destination are located on different rings. Four
virtual topologies are formed depending on how inter-connection traffic is
transmitted and also how those connections are grouped onto a wavelength.
The four topologies are referred to as: independent virtual topology (IVT),
separated virtual topology (SVT), mixed virtual topology (MVT), and partial
mixed virtual topology (PMVT).

• In IVT, an inter-connection is cut at the inter-ring connection node, and
therefore all traffic is considered as intra-connection. Accordingly, at an
inter-ring connection node every wavelength needs to have an ADM.

• In SVT, a connection is strictly classified as intra-connection or inter-
connection, and a wavelength carries only one type of connection. An
inter-ring connection node thus needs ADMs only for the inter-connection
wavelengths.

• In MVT, a wavelength could carry inter-connection traffic, intra-
connection traffic, or both.

• In PMVT, some intra-connections and inter-connections are groomed
together onto a wavelength to form an MVT, while other connections are
groomed separately as in SVT.

Finally, to groom the traffic for each type of virtual topology, the authors
proposed four heuristics, the independent traffic grooming (ITG), the sepa-
rated traffic grooming (STG), the mixed traffic grooming (MTG), and the
partially mixed traffic grooming (PMTG), for IVT, SVT, MVT and PMVT,
respectively. Using simulation, they showed that ITG requires the minimum
number of wavelengths but uses the most number of ADMs at an inter-ring
connection node, MTG requires the maximum number of wavelengths, while
STG and PMTG require the minimum number of ADMs.

7.3 Arbitrary Traffic Patterns

In this section, we will review the literature related to the design of WDM
networks for traffic grooming on ring topologies in order to support arbitrary
traffic between the different node pairs.

7.3.1 Single-Hub SONET Rings

Li et al., in reference [13] extended the work done in reference [10] by focusing
only on single-hub SONET/WDM rings, while considering uniform and non-
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uniform traffic. First, they proved that, given a set of traffic demands, the
single-hub BLSR/2 costs no more than the single-hub UPSR under any traffic
pattern3. They then showed that optimal traffic grooming can be confined
to a narrow subset of valid grooming strategies, and referred to these as
canonical groomings. For uniform traffic, they computed the required number
of ADMs in the working fiber of a UPSR ring, F (G, r,N), which is given by
Equation (7.12). The total number of required ADMs for a UPSR ring is then
2F (G, r,N), and for a BLSR is F (G/2, r,N).

F (G, r,N) = N
⌈ r

G

⌉
+ N

⌊ r

G

⌋
+
⌈

N

�G/(r mod G)�

⌉

(7.12)

For non-uniform traffic, the authors showed that grooming on a single-
hub BLSR/2 could be solved using bin-packing approaches. They proved that
using a First-Fit-Decreasing (FFD) algorithm [7] to assign non-uniform integer
traffic units to ADMs produces a 10/9 approximation ratio. A typical first-fit-
decreasing algorithm first sorts the input objects in decreasing order, and then
assigns the objects (sequentially) to a first-fit bin. Therefore, the authors first
sorted the residual traffic demands, ri mod G, at all non-hub nodes decreas-
ingly and then assigned the demands to the first ADM with sufficient capac-
ity. Note that the remaining traffic demands at each node occupy �ri/G�
full wavelengths, and each wavelength in the case of the single-hub architec-
ture requires two ADMs. Finally, for non-uniform integer traffic demands and
grooming factors of 2, 4, and 8, the authors also presented optimal algorithms
by solving an integer bin packing problem. It turns out that in a few cases
the solution strategy is similar (but not exactly the same) to that of FFD.

7.3.2 SONET BLSR

In reference [21], the authors considered SONET/WDM BLSRs, while taking
into account non-uniform traffic. They assumed each traffic stream to consist
of unitary traffic demand. However, each traffic stream can occur between
any pair of arbitrary nodes (as opposed to all-to-all or one-to-all traffic).
Therefore, such a setting permits non-uniform traffic. They extended the
work presented in reference [20] by considering two versions of the minimum
ADM cost problem. In the first version, named arc-version, each traffic stream
has its predetermined routing, such as shortest path routing. Therefore, the
two (working) fiber rings4 are handled separately, such that in each fiber ring,
a traffic stream is represented as a (directed) circular arc. For the second

3 Compare this result with [10] in which they showed that in a few cases UPSR
does a little better than (non-hub) BLSR/2. These results do not contradict each
other, as the conclusions in [13] are for single-hub rings only, while those of [10]
are for non-hub rings.

4 In the case of a BLSR/2 ring, each fiber can be regarded as two virtual fibers,
one used for working traffic and the other used for protection.
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version, named chord-version, they assumed that each traffic stream is full-
duplex with symmetric and unitary demands, which must be routed along
the same path but in the opposite direction. Thus, the two (working) fiber
rings are treated as one (undirected), and each traffic stream is treated as
a (undirected) chord. In terms of solution approaches, they presented some
lower bounds, and also presented a set of heuristics. To express these bounds,
let A represent the set of input arcs, and let δA(i) and τA(i) represent the total
number of arcs in A that originate (terminate) from (to) node i, respectively.
A lower bound on total number of required ADMs is then given by:

Number of ADMs ≥
N∑

i=1

⌈

max
(

δA(i),
τA(i)

G

)⌉

(7.13)

To present a lower bound on the number of ADMs for the chord-version,
let B represent the input set of chords and θB(i) represent the total number
of chords in B that contain node i as one endpoint. The lower bound on
ADMs is then given by:

Number of ADMs ≥
N∑

i=1

⌈
θB(i)
2G

⌉

(7.14)

For the heuristic approach, the basic idea is to first construct primitive
rings from the unitary traffic demands and then partition them into a number
of groups such that each group consists of a set of primitive rings and the size
of each set does not exceed the grooming factor G. Given a set of primitive
rings, they propose the following algorithm, named iterative matching, for
constructing groups. Let m represent the total number of primitive rings,
m mod G = 0 (which could be achieved by adding dummy rings) and G is a
power of 2. Let Π0 be the original sets. The ith iteration starts with Πi−1,
a 2i−1-grouping of Π0, and finds a maximum-weighted perfect matching of
Πi. Then, for each edge in the obtained matching, the two sets incident to
the edge are merged. Thus, the ith iteration outputs a 2i-grouping of Π0,
denoted by Πi. The authors also extended the iterative matching algorithm
for the case when G is not a power of 2. This work, however, did not include
any performance study of the heuristics.

7.3.3 Two-Phase Heuristic Approaches

In [25], the authors extended their earlier work in [24] and proposed heuristic
approaches to solve the traffic grooming problem on unidirectional and bidi-
rectional rings, while considering both uniform and non-uniform traffic. The
main idea of the heuristics is to follow a two-phase approach. In the first phase,
circles are constructed using traffic streams, and in the second phase those
circles are groomed onto the set of the available wavelengths. Three heuristics
were presented to construct circles for uniform traffic, and one heuristic for the
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construction of circles for non-uniform traffic was introduced. In addition, a
heuristic for circle grooming was provided. The heuristic for the construction
of circles using non-uniform traffic may be summarized as follows.

1. Construct circles with the traffic streams having the longest stride.
2. For each of the remaining traffic streams: accommodate it on an already

constructed circle if it does not overlap with any other traffic stream
present on that circle and it also shares at least one end node with any
of the present traffic streams on that circle; otherwise, add this traffic
stream to a GapMaker list.

3. For each traffic stream in the GapMaker list: try to accommodate the
traffic stream on already constructed circles if the restrictions mentioned
in Step 2 are met; otherwise, create a new circle with this traffic stream.

The heuristic presented for grooming of circles onto wavelengths first
determines the number of circles, mw, to be groomed on wavelength w. After
that, for each wavelength w the following two steps are executed:

1. Find the circle which has the maximum number of ADMs over all existing
circles and groom it onto wavelength w.

2. Repeat (mw − 1) times: groom such a circle onto wavelength w, which
when groomed onto w, results in a minimum number of additional ADMs.

Another two-phase approach that addresses the traffic grooming problem
on unidirectional and bidirectional rings is presented in [19]. For unidirectional
rings, the authors first mapped the ring onto an extended linear topology.
They defined a collection of traffic streams that do not share any physical
link with each other as a string. Then, in the first step of their two-phase
approach, they allocated the input traffic onto the extended linear topology
while minimizing the number of the strings. In the second step, they employed
a grouping algorithm to combine the strings into wavelengths while minimizing
the total number of ADMs. In Fig. 7.2, a simple five-node unidirectional ring
and its mapping onto a linear topology is depicted. Nodes 6, 7, 8, and 9 (also
represented as 1′, 2′, 3′, and 4′, respectively) are the added dummy nodes,
which correspond to nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Traffic sourced at a node
and destined to a lower indexed node will now terminate at the corresponding
added dummy node. Once all the traffic is mapped from a unidirectional ring
onto a linear topology, the solutions developed for the linear topology below
will be applicable to the unidirectional ring too. Figure 7.3 shows the output of
the algorithm that minimizes the number of strings, when a sample input and a
linear topology of 5 nodes is used. The traffic streams are shown in Fig. 7.3(a).
Each segment corresponds to a single traffic unit. Figure 7.3(b) shows the
traffic streams after sorting. Figure 7.3(c) shows the output of the string
minimization algorithm after efficiently combining the non-overlapping traffic
streams (as strings). For each string, the circles at nodes represent the streams
with common end-points alluding that an ADM could be shared between these
streams. The key idea of the grouping algorithm is to group together, into a
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wavelength, such strings that share maximum number of common end-points.
This leads to sharing of ADMs, resulting in fewer ADMs for that wavelength.

For the bidirectional ring architecture, the authors developed techniques
that map a birectional ring onto a set of unidirectional rings. They also
proposed some traffic routing techniques that reduce the number of ADMs
needed to accommodate the input traffic matrix. The time complexity of
their techniques is shown to be at least an order of N lower than the other
proposed two-phase approaches.

7.3.4 Meta-Heuristic Approaches

Meta-heuristics were also used to solve the SONET ring provisioning problem
under arbitrary traffic patterns. For example, in reference [21] the authors pre-
sented a Genetic Algorithm-based approach for unidirectional SONET/WDM
rings with arbitrary and asymmetric traffic. They chose an interesting repre-
sentation of the chromosome by making use of an order-based approach, which
essentially determines the order in which each traffic stream will be consid-
ered for grooming. Given a chromosome, they decoded the chromosome using
a greedy heuristic, which follows a first-fit bin packing algorithm style. New
offspring were generated using a (μ+λ) strategy, in which μ parents are used to
generate λ children and all (μ+λ) solutions compete for the next generation.

7.3.5 Linear Programming Methods

Linear programming has also been employed to determine the optimal solution
for the traffic grooming problem in SONET ring networks. In reference [22],
the authors developed an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for
bidirectional WDM rings allowing arbitrary traffic between node pairs. They
also presented approximate solutions using Simulated Annealing and a greedy
approach. In reference [11], the authors also developed an ILP to minimize
the total number of ADMs on a WDM ring network. Then, the complexity of
the problem was reduced by relaxing a few integer variables to real variables
but without compromising the solution quality for uniform traffic only. An
extension to incorporate non-uniform traffic, using integer variables, was also
provided. Finally, the authors also illustrated how this formulation can be
extended to include dynamic traffic. Results were provided using fixed traffic
only.

In [8], the authors formulated an ILP for the traffic grooming problem
on unidirectional rings. The objective of the optimization problem was to
minimize electronic routing. An interesting contribution of this work was the
formulation of a sequence of bounds, where each successive bound in the
sequence was tighter, or at least as good as the previous one. Each successive
bound, however, involved more computation. The underlying principle in
obtaining bounds was to decompose the ring into many sets of nodes, such
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that in each set nodes were arranged in a path. A locally optimal solution
was then employed within that set.

Recently, the use of SONET equipment equipped with transport blades
operating at different line rates was suggested. The reason for doing this is to
reduce the cost of implementation, since the cost of transport blades increases
with the line rate. The optimal design of SONET rings with different line
rates was studied using linear programming in a number of papers. In [12], an
ILP was formulated to solve this problem. However, in [14] it was realized that
an exact non-linear formulation can be decomposed into a number of smaller
ILP formulations based on the fact that the identities of wavelengths being
used at different rates are not as important as their number. Therefore, the
ILP formulation corresponded to the number of combinations of wavelengths
operating at different rates, which is significantly smaller than the number
of wavelength permutations. This solution technique resulted in a significant
saving in time and space.

7.3.6 Incremental Traffic

The following two studies considered incremental traffic patterns, and thus
do not strictly fall under the category of static traffic. However, in both
cases, once the initial static traffic has been accommodated, all of the new
traffic are known at the same time and are treated collectively (as opposed
to traffic arrival and accommodation separately). In [2], the authors defined
a set of traffic matrices that reflects the changes in the traffic over a specified
time period. The task was then to minimize the number of electronic ADMs
needed to support any traffic matrix in this set; hence essentially supporting
the traffic which dynamically changes within the given set of matrices. They
considered a unidirectional ring. They also assumed that the traffic matrices
are t-allowable, i.e., no node is sourcing more than t units of traffic at any
time, where t is a specified constant. They then started out by placing an
ADM on each wavelength at every node, and provided heuristics that remove
the maximum possible number of ADMs, while supporting every t-allowable
traffic matrix. They mentioned that their heuristic approaches can save up to
27% of the number of ADMs.

Similarly, researchers in [26] addressed the traffic grooming problem
on unidirectional rings with incremental traffic using meta-heuristics. The
authors assumed that they start with a given static traffic matrix and the
network has been provisioned for that traffic matrix. Some time later, another
traffic matrix is introduced. The objective is to accommodate the new traffic
requests by disrupting as few current connections as possible. Two flavors
of the problem are considered: best fit, in which they try to place as much
new traffic as possible without adding any additional SONET ADMS, and
full fit, in which they try to accommodate all the new traffic by adding
minimum number of additional SONET ADMs. They presented an ILP, a
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greedy heuristic, and a Tabu Search approach to solve the best fit case. They
also presented an ILP and a Tabu Search based technique for the full fit case.
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Traffic Grooming in Next-Generation
SONET/SDH Networks

Smita Rai, Biswanath Mukherjee

8.1 Introduction

Telecommunication networks are generally segmented into a three-tier hier-
archy: access, metropolitan, and long-haul (and further delineations are also
possible). Long-haul/backbone networks span inter-regional/global distances
(1000 km or more in the US context, and perhaps an order of magnitude
shorter in many other densely populated regions) and are optimized for
transmission and related costs. At the other end of the hierarchy are access
networks, providing connectivity to a plethora of customers within close
proximity. Straddled in the middle are metropolitan (metro) networks, aver-
aging regions between 10–100 km and interconnecting access and long-haul
networks [1].

Metro networks today are based on synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH)/
synchronous optical network (SONET) ring architectures (for a detailed refer-
ence, please see [2]). Namely, smaller tributary rings, e.g., OC-3/STM-1 (155
Mbps) or OC-12/STM-4 (622 Mbps), aggregate traffic onto larger core inter-
office (IOF) rings that interconnect central office (CO) locations at higher bit
rates, e.g., OC-48/STM-16 (2.5 Gbps). Overall, SONET/SDH has been very
successful in delivering the early wave of end-user connectivity, namely voice.
However, with the stupendous growth in Internet data traffic, new metro
solutions are required to offer superior price/performance alternatives for
legacy SONET/SDH expansion. For example, new platforms must offer high
bandwidth scalability and carry multiple protocols over a common infrastruc-
ture to reduce costs. Various “data-centric” solutions are emerging, driven
by advances in high-density electronic integrated circuit (IC) technology, and
“next-generation” SONET/SDH is the most prominent.

Next-generation SONET1 provides enhancements over SONET function-
ality that are pertinent to traffic grooming. We briefly discuss these features

1 We mostly use the term SONET in the rest of this chapter; however the ideas are
equally applicable to SDH.

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
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below and point out the benefit from a grooming point of view, before
discussing grooming approaches. See also Chapter 4 and its references for
discussion of these features.

NG-SONET is comprised of the following technologies:

Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) [3]: Support for GFP makes it possible to
transport any protocol over SONET, including Gigabit-Ethernet, Fiber
Channel, etc. GFP is a traffic-adaptation protocol for broadband trans-
port applications. It provides a standard mapping of either a physical
layer or logical link layer signal to a byte-synchronous channel such as
SONET/SDH links or wavelength channels in an optical transport net-
work (OTN). There are two methods for mapping protocols onto GFP:
frame-mapped GFP and transparent-mapped GFP. Frame-mapped GFP,
optimized for a packet-switched environment, is the transport mode used
for Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), IP, and Ethernet traffic. Transparent-
mapped GFP, intended for delay-sensitive storage-area network (SAN)
applications, is the transport mode used for Fiber Channel (FC), Fiber
Connection (FICON), and Enterprise Systems Connection (ESCON) traf-
fic. Figure 8.1 (from [4]) shows the mapping of GFP to SONET/SDH
using VC.

Virtual Concatenation (VC/VCAT) [5]: Virtual concatenation lets carriers
allocate bandwidth within a SONET pipe to different services. For
instance, the bandwidth can be allocated in 51.84 Mbps chunks (higher-
order VCAT) based on the number of STS-1 channels used.

Link-Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) [6]: LCAS has been developed to
allow the dynamic allocation of bandwidth to different services. It allows
changes in bandwidth in response to customers requesting increases or
decreases of bandwidth. LCAS, built on virtual concatenation, is a two-
way signaling protocol that runs continuously between the source and des-
tination of a bandwidth pipe. LCAS allows network operators to adjust the
pipe capacity while it is in use (on the fly). It increases the possibility for
on-demand traffic provisioning and on-line traffic grooming/re-grooming
and makes SONET/SDH-based optical WDM network more data friendly.

Fig. 8.1. GFP mapping to SONET/SDH.
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VCAT, a feature that allows “inverse multiplexing” of traffic flows over
multiple paths, has important consequences for traffic grooming, and we give
a brief overview of this technology in the following section.

8.2 Virtual Concatenation

As the amount of data traffic rapidly increases, the inefficiency of transporting
packet data through a SONET/SDH frame emerges as a major concern when
network operators try to optimize the usage of their current bandwidth to
support various types of new services and applications, based on IP, Frame
Relay, Ethernet, Fiber Channel, etc.

In the traditional SONET/SDH multiplexing hierarchy, the frames of
multiple low-speed traffic streams (say, STS-1 frame, approx. 51.84 Mbps) are
combined to form the frame of a high-speed traffic stream. In order to support
high-speed traffic from the same client source, e.g., a broadband ATM switch,
N “contiguous” lower-order SONET/SDH payload containers are merged
into one of greater capacity. This is called SONET/SDHs concatenation
technique.

Usually, SONET/SDH’s concatenation is implemented at certain speeds,
such as STS-3c, STS-12c, STS-48c, etc., which leads to a tiered bandwidth-
allocation mechanism for different client services. Unfortunately, although
“contiguous” and “tiered” concatenation is simple for implementation, it is
not very flexible and not very efficient, especially in a multi-service network
environment. From a single network node perspective, traffic streams from
different client network equipment are to be discretely mapped into different
tiers of SONET/SDH bandwidth trunks (data containers), which may result
in large capacity wastage. For example, carrying a Gigabit Ethernet connec-
tion using a concatenated OC-48 pipe (approx. 2.5 Gbps) will lead to 60%
bandwidth wastage.

From a network perspective, the time-slot contiguous requirement of a
SONET/SDH concatenated channel imposes a constraint for traffic provision-
ing and may degrade network performance in a dynamic traffic environment
where network resources are easy to be fragmented. The constraint also makes
it more difficult for a network operator to perform efficient traffic grooming,
i.e., packing different low-speed traffic streams onto high-capacity wavelength
channels.

Virtual concatenation (VC or VCAT) will help a SONET/SDH-based opti-
cal network to carry data traffic in a finer granularity and hence use link capac-
ity more efficiently. The basic principle of virtual concatenation [5] is quite
simple. A number of smaller containers, which are not necessarily contigu-
ous, are concatenated and assembled to create a bigger container that carries
more data per second. Depending on a network’s switching granularity, virtual
concatenation is possible for small container size from VT-1.5 up to STS-3c.
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Fig. 8.2. An example of using VC to support different network services

Figure 8.2 (from [7]) shows an example of how to support multiple services
using a single OC-48 channel through virtual concatenation. In Fig. 8.2, an
OC-48 channel is used to carry two Gigabit Ethernet traffic streams and
six STS-1 TDM voice traffic streams. Through a STS-1 switch, the traffic
can be switched onto different OC-12 pipes, and these OC-12 pipes can be
sent through the network over various routes. Figure 8.2 also illustrates the
potential load-balancing benefit that VC can provide to a transport network.

One important thing to note is that, when multiple traffic streams from
one client are sent over different routes, the VC mappers at the destination
nodes need to compensate for the differential delay between the bifurcated
streams when they are reconstructed at the destination node. Currently, such
a typical, commercially available device may support up to 50 ms (+/-25 ms)
delay with external RAM, which is equivalent to a 10,000 km difference in
route length [8]. In general, a virtually concatenated SONET/SDH channel
made up of N × STS-1 is transported as individual STS-1s across the net-
work; and, at the receiver, the individual STS-1s are re-aligned and sorted
to recreate the original payload. Figure 8.3 (from [1]) shows an overview of a
multi-service SONET/SDH-based optical network employing VC technology.
VC can be supported at the edge optical crossconnects (OXCs) (in port cards)
or in separate traffic-aggregation network elements connecting client network
equipment and OXCs.

8.2.1 Benefits of Virtual Concatenation

From a network perspective, the SONET/SDH VC technique can provide the
following benefits to an optical network:

1. Relax time-slot alignment and continuity constraints. Instead of aligning
to particular time-slots and consisting of N contiguous STS-1 time-slots
within a wavelength, a high-speed STS-N channel could be constructed
from any N STS-1 time-slots and carried by different wavelength channels.
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Fig. 8.3. An overview of a VC-enabled multi-service optical network

2. More efficiently utilize channel capacity to support multiple types of data
and voice services. Instead of mapping data traffic (packet/cell/frame)
into SONET/SDH frames in a discrete tiered manner, optical networks can
carry data traffic in a more resource-efficient way. Traffic granularity can
be increased in the unit of 1.6 Mbps (VT-1.5) in a metro-area network, and
48 Mbps (STS-1) or 150 Mbps (STS-3c) in an optical backbone network.

3. Bifurcate traffic streams to balance network load. With VC, it is possible
to split a high-speed traffic stream into multiple low-speed streams and
route them separately through the network. This enables the traffic to be
distributed across the network more evenly; and, hence, it can improve
the network’s blocking performance.

8.3 Algorithm
for Provisioning with Virtual Concatenation

The benefits of SONET/SDH VC to an optical WDM mesh network (shown
in Fig. 8.4) under dynamic traffic environment is investigated via simulations
in [9]. Connections with different bandwidth granularities are assumed to
come and leave the network, one at a time, following a Poisson arrival process
and negative-exponential-distribution holding time.

To distinguish the benefit effects, two types of traffic pattern are studied
(pattern I and II), one consisting of five service classes and the other having
ten service classes. Capacity of each wavelength channel is assumed to be OC-
192. In traffic pattern I, data rates for each service class are approximately 51
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Fig. 8.4. A 24-node example network topology

Mbps, 153 Mbps, 622 Mbps, 2.5 Gbps, and 10 Gbps, which can be perfectly
mapped into the tiered SONET/SDH containers and their corresponding opti-
cal carriers, i.e., OC-1, OC-3c, OC-12c, OC-48c, and OC-192c. The service
characteristic of pattern II, i.e., service classes, service rate, and corresponding
SONET/SDH containers with or without VC is shown in Table 8.1.

When traffic bifurcation is needed, a simple route-computation and traffic-
bifurcation heuristic is applied to a connection request. The problem of finding
the set of minimal-cost routes with enough aggregated capacity for a request
between a given node pair in a network is NP-Complete. The heuristic works
as follows:

Step 1: A shortest path is computed according to network administrative
cost between the node pair.

Step 2: The bandwidth of the route is calculated. The bandwidth of the
route is constrained by the link along the route, which has minimal free
capacity. Then, update the available capacity of the links along the route
(i.e., decrease the available capacity by the minimal capacity).

Step 3: Remove the link without free capacity and repeat Steps 1 and 2 until
the connection can be carried by the set of routes computed or no more
routes exist for the connection.

Note that, depending on the implementation, the VC mappers at the
receiver end nodes may only be able to handle a limited number of routes

Table 8.1. Traffic pattern II: ten service classes

Class Rate Without VC With VC Class Rate Without VC With VC

1 50 M STS-1 STS-1 6 600 M STS-12c STS-12
2 100 M STS-3c STS-2 7 1 G STS-48c STS-21
3 150 M STS-3c STS-3 8 2.5 G STS-48c STS-48
4 200 M STS-12c STS-4 9 5 G STS-192c STS-96
5 400 M STS-12c STS-8 10 10 G STS-192c STS-192
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(denoted by t) for a single connection, in which case, the connection will be
blocked after t routes have been examined.

Figure 8.5 illustrates network performance in terms of bandwidth blocking
probability (BBP) as a function of network offered load in Erlangs. BBP is
considered as the measurement metric because connections from different ser-
vice classes may have different bandwidth requirements. Network offered load

(a) Five service classes.

(b) Ten service classes.

Fig. 8.5. Illustrative numerical results
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is normalized to the unit of OC-192. A 24-node, 43-bidirectional-link network
topology is used in our study (see Fig. 8.4). Each link has 16 wavelengths.

Figure 8.5(a) shows the network performance for traffic pattern I with
or without employing VC. Two types of network configurations are exam-
ined, i.e., all nodes are either equipped with STS-1 full-grooming switches
or partial-grooming switches. Note that, in a partial-grooming switch, only a
limited number of wavelength channels (6 in our simulation) can be switched
to a separate grooming switch (or grooming fabric within an OXC) to perform
traffic grooming.

As one can observe from Fig. 8.5(a), there is around 5–10 percent network
performance gain through VC technique. In traffic pattern I, every service
class can be perfectly mapped into one of the tiered SONET/SDH containers,
and we assumed that no traffic bifurcation is allowed. Therefore, the perfor-
mance improvement shown in Fig. 8.5(a) comes solely from the capability of
eliminating the time-slot alignment and contiguity constraints provided by
VC to the network.

Figure 8.5(b) shows how VC can significantly improve network per-
formance when the network needs to support data-oriented services with
different bandwidth requirements under the network configuration in which
full-grooming OXCs are used at every node. It is straightforward to see that
BBP is significantly reduced by employing VC. Meanwhile, more improve-
ment can be achieved by allowing a simple traffic-bifurcation scheme. Note
that, in the study, a connection will be bifurcated if and only if no single
route with enough capacity exists. The results from different values of t have
been examined and some of them are shown in Fig. 8.5(b), i.e., 4, 8, and
unlimited. It can be expected that more advanced network load-balancing
and traffic-bifurcation approaches can further optimize network throughput.

The benefits quantitatively demonstrated above arise from more efficient
grooming that exploits the flexibility provided by Virtual Concatenation
(VC). Since a connection can be split up, and routed across multiple paths,
and there are fewer constraints on time-slot alignment, grooming techniques
that pack connections more effectively can be developed. SONET/SDH VC
could also benefit an optical transport network on other aspects, such as
network compatibility, network resiliency, network management and control,
etc. VC works across legacy networks. Only the end nodes of the network are
aware of the containers being virtually concatenated. In terms of resiliency,
since individual members of a virtually concatenated channel may be carried
through different routes, a network failure may only affect partial bandwidth
of a connection service. In this case, an unprotected, best-effort connection
may still get the service under the reduced bandwidth before the network
failure is fixed, and a high-priority connection can still be provided par-
tial service before the network protection/restoration operation is active to
restore the full service. Reference [10] explores reliability-based provisioning
in next-generation SONET/SDH networks addressing some of these concepts
of degraded service and expected bandwidth for a multi-path connection.
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Reference [11] investigates novel schemes for protecting multi-path connec-
tions by introducing concepts such as “intra-connection” sharing apart from
the conventional “inter-connection” sharing.

8.4 Next-Generation SONET in Interconnected Rings

In this section, we explore the problem of provisioning connections in dual-
node-interconnected SONET/SDH ring networks. Dual-node interconnection
using drop-and-continue architecture (for more details, please refer to [12, 13])
is the de-facto SONET standard for connecting rings – Bi-directional Line
Switched Rings (BLSR) or Uni-directional Path Switched Rings (UPSR) –
to ensure survivability against all single-link and single-node failures. Similar
recommendations exist for SDH networks [13]. This architecture, combined
with legacy SONET time-slot assignment rules for contiguous-concatenated
signals (equivalent rules exist for SDH), places some unique constraints on
provisioning connections dynamically on such ring networks. We explore the
benefits of employing virtual concatenation and grooming high-bandwidth
connections over multiple paths in such networks.

We developed an algorithm called PATH FINDER [14] to find valid routes
in such a network of interconnected rings. The basic intuition behind the algo-
rithm is as follows. Within a ring, there are not too many choices of alternate
paths. For an intra-ring demand, we can only choose one of two directions in
which the connection should travel for BLSR rings. However, when an inter-
ring connection has to travel through several intermediate rings, the choice
of the next-hop ring becomes crucial, at each stage. We capture this intuition
by constructing a simplified graph from the current state of the network.

This graph contains the source and destination of the connection request,
as well as all the interconnection pairs between each ring. These dual-node
interconnection pairs on a ring are collapsed into one node in the simplified
graph (see Fig. 8.6). We add an edge between two nodes in the simplified
graph, called an auxiliary graph, if there exists a valid path between them in
the original network (see Fig. 8.7).

Note that the above construction is not necessary for demands whose
source and destination nodes are within the same ring. For BLSR rings, the
direction in which to send the demand can be chosen based on some path
metric.

We also developed an intelligent cost and time-slot assignment algorithm
(called SmartCost) to minimize fragmentation while provisioning a connec-
tion. For details, the reader is referred to [14].

To study the properties of our provisioning algorithm, we simulated a
dynamic network environment. The network topology is shown in Fig. 8.8.
It is composed of 8 OC-192 BLSR rings with a total of 50 nodes and 12
interconnection pairs. The large number of interconnection pairs reduces the
effect of the drop-and-continue penalty, by allowing traffic to be load balanced
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Fig. 8.7. Auxiliary graph

over different interconnection pairs, as was suggested in [15]. The connection-
arrival process is Poisson and the connection-holding time follows a negative
exponential distribution, in which source and destination nodes are selected
uniformly from among the nodes in the network with inter-ring demands
and intra-ring demands being in the ratio 25:75. The traffic mix is as fol-
lows: STS-1:STS-3c:STS-12c:STS-48c = 100:50:10:1. This is based on the
assumption that lower-bandwidth requests come in at a larger proportion
than higher-bandwidth requests. All connections are bi-directional. Note that
the contiguous concatenation and alignment constraints are too restrictive
for STS-48c in the network topology using OC-192 rings. Such a request can
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Fig. 8.8. Ring topology

use slots starting at only two time slots, namely 1 and 49 on any link, and all
the adjacent 47 slots must also be free.

We compared our SmartCost algorithm to a shortest-hop approach with
first-fit to provision paths. In first-fit time-slot assignment, the connection
is assigned to the first free set of time slots which satisfy the contiguity
and alignment requirements. Both algorithms use our graph abstraction (our
PATH FINDER module) to select a route out of a set of valid routes; the
differences lie in how cost is assigned to a path and how time slots are assigned.

As a measure of efficient capacity utilization, we compare the blocking
ratio (also called blocking probability) which is the ratio of the number of
connections blocked for a particular granularity to the number of requests
for that granularity, as well as the overall bandwidth blocking ratio. For all
our simulation results, we find the 95% confidence intervals according to the
t-distribution [16] by performing several trials of each experiment.

We observed a high blocking ratio of STS-48 with both the algorithms
(Fig. 8.9), true to our intuition that contiguous concatenation imposes signifi-
cant penalty on higher-bandwidth requests. We explored how next-generation
SONET technologies, such as VCAT, can help to significantly improve the
blocking ratio of these high-bandwidth requests by grooming them over
multiple paths. From our simulation results in Fig. 8.9, we observed that a
significant chunk of high-bandwidth connections, such as STS-48, are blocked
without the facility of VCAT. We incorporated virtual concatenation in our
algorithms, allowing an STS-48 signal to be broken up into 48 STS-1 sig-
nals, and routed independently in the network. The other connections are
carried using contiguous concatenation as before. We observe substantial
improvement in the blocking ratio of STS-48 requests (Fig. 8.9), and signifi-
cant improvement in capacity utilization. The total bandwidth blocking ratio
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with the introduction of VCAT decreases to 1/3 of the value without it at
intermediate loads (Fig. 8.10). There is a slight increase in the fraction of
STS-12c connections being provisioned (Fig. 8.11), since capacity is used up
by STS-48 bandwidth connections; however the overall bandwidth blocking
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ratio improves significantly. The blocking ratio of lower-bandwidth requests
shows negligible difference (Fig. 8.12), and for STS-1 the ratio is effectively
zero for all loads and all strategies. SmartCost algorithm performs better than
the minimum-hop scheme; however, substantial improvement due to flexible
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concatenation is observed when comparing any approach without VCAT to
a VCAT-enabled approach.

With the ability to split up and route a connection over different paths,
there arises the problem of differential delay among the different paths. The
standards allow a delay up to 256 ms, but practical values range from 60 to 100
ms [17]. Addressing differential delay issues are out of scope of this chapter;
the interested reader is referred to [18, 19] for some work on differential-delay-
based provisioning. Note that, since we focus on a network of rings, if the
STS-48c demands are split up using VCAT, for an intra-ring demand, it is
expected that the differential delay would not pose a serious problem (there
are only two directions to choose from and a BLSR ring can have a maximum
16 nodes, with 1200 km of total fiber [2]). For an inter-ring demand, in our
algorithms, we do not allow paths to loop around the same ring multiple
times. For instance, paths such as RingA → RingB → RingC → RingB

are not permitted. Due to the limited number of rings, and limits on the
maximum number of nodes on a ring as well as the total fiber, we expect
that differential delay issues would be less problematic. Further exploration
of delay issues is an open problem for future research.

8.5 Conclusion

Virtual concatenation (VC / VCAT) and link-capacity adjustment scheme
(LCAS) can help a SONET/SDH-based optical network to evolve towards
a data-centric intelligent automatically switched optical network. They offer
the following benefits: (a) relaxing the time-slot continuity and alignment
constraints of traditional SONET/SDH concatenation; (b) improving band-
width efficiency of a wavelength channel; (c) enabling inverse-multiplexing
(i.e., traffic bifurcation) and load balancing; and (d) improving service
resilience. By loosening the constraints on time-slot assignment and by
allowing more flexibility in provisioning, these benefits allow for the devel-
opment of efficient traffic grooming techniques that can pack connections
more effectively in SONET/SDH pipes. We studied these benefits in a general
mesh network as well as in a network of interconnected rings using dual-
node interconnection. We presented illustrative numerical results to demon-
strate the significant benefits which can be obtained by employing virtual
concatenation.

Our simple provisioning algorithms that groom connections onto multiple
paths, exploiting the inverse multiplexing capability of VCAT, show significant
performance gains, when compared to approaches using legacy SONET/SDH.

Moreover, built on virtual concatenation, LCAS allows a network operator
to adjust the pipe capacity while it is in use (on the fly). This increases the
possibility for on-demand traffic provisioning and it makes SONET/SDH-
based optical WDM networks more data friendly.
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Mathematical Programming Approaches

JianQiang Hu

9.1 Introduction

There are two basic architectures used in WDM networks: ring and mesh.
The majority of optical networks in operation today have been built based
on the ring architecture. However, carriers have increasingly considered the
mesh architecture as an alternative for building their next generation net-
works. Various studies have shown that mesh networks have a compelling cost
advantage over ring networks. Mesh networks are more resilient to various
network failures and also more flexible in accommodating changes in traffic
demands (e.g., see [4, 6, 17] and references therein). In order to capitalize on
these advantages, effective design methodologies are required.

The grooming problem in an optical mesh network in fact involves traffic
grooming, routing, and wavelength assignment. The problem of traffic groom-
ing and routing (GR) for mesh networks is to determine how to efficiently
route traffic demands and at the same time to combine lower-rate (sub-
wavelength) traffic demands onto a single wavelength. On the other hand,
the problem of wavelength assignment (WA) is to determine how to assign
specific wavelengths to lightpaths, usually under the wavelength continuity
constraint. In previous studies on the routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA) problem for mesh networks (e.g., see [12, Chapter 8] and references
therein), the issue of traffic grooming has largely been ignored, i.e., it has been
assumed that each traffic demand takes up an entire wavelength. In practice,
this is hardly the case, and networks are typically required to carry a large
number of lower-rate traffic demands. We should point out that the grooming
problem is an NP-complete problem; therefore, heuristics and approximations
are usually needed for solving this problem.

The traffic grooming problem for mesh networks has only been considered
recently (e.g., see [5, 7, 8, 10, 16]). The objective considered in [16] is either
to maximize the network throughput or to minimize the connection-blocking
probability, which are operational network-design problems. A different oper-
ational network-design problem is considered in [10], in which a Lagrangian

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 9, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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relaxation based method is proprosed to minimize the total cost associated
with links. Alternatively, a strategic network-design problem is to minimize
the total network cost. Typically, the cost of a nation-wide optical network
is dominated by optical transponders and optical amplifiers. If one assumes
that the fiber routes are fixed (e.g., see [14, 15] for some recent work on the
problem of amplifier allocation), then the amplifier cost is constant, in which
case one should concentrate on minimizing the number of transponders in
the network. Ding and Hamdi [5] proposed a heuristic algorithm to minimize
the number of transponders as well as the number of wavelengths in mesh
networks. In [8], Lee and Park proposed a genetic algorithm to minimize a
combination of the number of transponders and the number of wavelengths.
In [7], Hu and Leida first formulated the grooming problem as an integer
linear programming (ILP) problem, then decomposed it into two smaller
problem: the GR problem and the WA problem.

This chapter is mainly based on the work of [7], where the problem of traf-
fic grooming, routing, and wavelength assignment (GRWA) was considered
with the objective of minimizing the number of transponders in the network.
We first formulate the GRWA problem as an integer linear programming
(ILP) problem. Unfortunately, the resulting ILP problem is usually very hard
to solve computationally, in particular for large networks. To overcome this
difficulty, we then propose a decomposition method that divides the GRWA
problem into two smaller problems: the traffic grooming and routing (GR)
problem and the wavelength assignment (WA) problem. In the GR problem,
we only consider how to groom and route traffic demands onto lightpaths
(with the same objective of minimizing the number of transponders) and
ignore the issue of how to assign specific wavelengths to lightpaths. Similar to
the GRWA problem, we can formulate the GR problem as an ILP problem.
The size of the GR ILP problem is much smaller than its corresponding
GRWA ILP problem. Furthermore, we can significantly improve the compu-
tational efficiency for the GR ILP problem by relaxing some of its integer
constraints, which usually leads to quite good approximate solutions for the
GR problem. Once we solve the GR problem, we can then consider the WA
problem, in which our goal is to derive a feasible wavelength assignment
solution.

We note that the WA problem has been studied by several researchers
before (e.g., see [1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 13] and references therein). However, the
objective in all these studies has been to minimize the number of wavelengths
required in a network, in some cases by using wavelength converters. In gen-
eral, the use of additional wavelengths in a network only marginally increases
the overall network cost as long as the total number of wavelengths used in
the network does not exceed a given threshold (the wavelength capacity of a
WDM system). This is mainly because the amplification cost is independent
of the number of wavelengths. In recent years, the wavelength capacity for
optical networks has increased dramatically. For example, with most advanced
techniques, a single WDM system on a pair of fibers can carry up to 160
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10G-wavelengths or 80 40G-wavelengths. Of course, once the wavelength
capacity is exceeded, then a second parallel system (with another set of opti-
cal amplifiers) needs to be built, which would then substantially increase the
network cost. Therefore, assuming a single WDM system on all fiber routes
fixes the amplifier cost, then one should focus on minimizing the number
of transponders in the network, which is already taken into consideration
in the GR problem. In this setting, the objective in our WA problem is to
find a feasible wavelength assignment solution under the wavelength capacity
constraint.

It is clear that, in general, the decomposition method would not yield the
optimal solution for the GRWA problem. However, we will provide a sufficient
condition under which we show that the decomposition method does produce
an optimal solution for the GRWA problem. This is achieved by developing
a simple algorithm that, under this sufficient condition, finds an optimal
wavelength assignment.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, we present
the GRWA problem and demonstrate how it can be formulated as an ILP
problem. In Section 9.3, we first present our decomposition method. We then
provide an ILP formulation for the GR problem and develop an algorithm for
solving the WA problem. We also discuss under what condition the decom-
position method produces an optimal solution for the GRWA problem. Some
numerical results are provided in Section 9.4.

9.2 The GRWA Problem

An optical mesh network architecturally has two layers: a physical layer and an
optical layer. The physical layer consists of fiber spans and nodes and the opti-
cal layer consists of lightpaths (optical links) and a subset of nodes contained
in the physical layer. A lightpath in the optical layer is a path connecting
a pair of nodes via a set of fiber spans in the physical layer. Throughout
this chapter, we assume that lightpaths and their routes in the physical layer
are given. In practice, the selection of lightpaths is another important design
issue that needs to be addressed, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

We use graph Gf = (Vf , E) to represent the physical layer, where E is the
set of edges representing fiber spans and Vf is the set of nodes representing
locations which are connected via fiber spans. We use graph Go = (Vo, L) to
represent the optical layer, where L is the set of edges representing lightpaths
and Vo ⊂ Vf is a subset of locations that are connected via lightpaths. Each
edge in L corresponds to a path in Gf . Here we treat each lightpath as a logical
connection between a pair of nodes (not just a single wavelength); therefore,
one lightpath can contain multiple wavelengths. For ease of exposition, we
first assume that Go is a directed graph (i.e., the lightpaths are unidirec-
tional). The extension to the undirected graph case is quite straightforward
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and will be discussed later in this section (basically, we can simply replace
every undirected edge with two directed edges).

The GRWA problem studied in this chapter can be described as follows.
Assuming that a set of traffic demands are given (some of them are of low
rate, i.e., sub-wavelength), our goal is to find an optimal way to route and
groom these demands in the optical layer, Go, and also to assign a set of
specific wavelengths to each lightpath so that the total number of transpon-
ders required is minimized. There are two key constraints we need to take
into consideration in this problem: (1) the wavelength capacity constraint
for each fiber span, and (2) the wavelength continuity constraint for every
lightpath, i.e., the same wavelength(s) needs to be assigned to a lightpath
over the fiber spans it traverses (we assume that wavelength converters are
not used; therefore the wavelength continuity constraint is required). In this
problem setting, the number of transponders required for each lightpath is
equal to twice the number of wavelengths assigned to it (one transponder for
each end of each wavelength on a lightpath). Therefore, by grooming several
low rate demands onto a single wavelength, we can potentially reduce the
total number of wavelengths required by the lightpaths, thus the number of
transponders.

The GRWA problem can be formulated as an integer linear programming
(ILP) problem. First, we need to introduce some necessary notation:

W : the set of wavelengths available on each fiber;
D: the set of traffic demands;
g: the capacity of a single wavelength;
sd: the size of demand d ∈ D;
A: = [av,l]|Vo|×|L|, the node-edge incidence matrix of graph Go, where av,l = 1

if lightpath l originates from node v, -1 if lightpath l terminates at node
v, and 0 otherwise;

B: = [be,l]|E|×|L|, the fiber-lightpath incidence matrix, where be,l = 1 if fiber
span e is on lightpath l, and 0 otherwise;

ud: = [uv,d]v∈Vo
, the source–destination column vector for d ∈ D, where

uv,d = 1 if v is the starting node of d, -1 if v is the end node of d, and 0
otherwise;

xd: = [xl,d]l∈L, the column vector containing lightpath routing variables
for d ∈ D, where xl,d = 1 if demand d traverses lightpath l, and 0
otherwise;

yw:= [yl,w]l∈L, the column vector containing wavelength assignment variables
for w ∈ W , where yl,w = 1 if wavelength w is assigned to lightpath l,
and 0 otherwise (note that in our setting each lightpath l is treated as a
logical connection between a pair of nodes, hence it can be assigned with
multiple wavelengths, i.e., it is possible that

∑
w∈W yl,w ≥ 1);

1: = [1, 1, . . . , 1], the unit column vector of appropriate size.

Then the GRWA problem can be formulated as the following ILP problem
(which we shall refer to as the GRWA ILP problem):
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min
∑

w∈W,l∈L

yl,w

s.t. Axd = ud d ∈ D (9.1)
Byw ≤ 1 w ∈ W (9.2)
∑

d∈D

sdxl,d ≤ g
∑

w∈W

yl,w l ∈ L (9.3)

x and y are binary variables.

where the objective function
∑

w∈W,l∈L yl,w is the total number of wave-
lengths assigned to all lightpaths, which is equivalent to minimizing the total
number of transponders needed. The three constraints are:

• Equation (9.1) is the flow balance equation, which guarantees that the
lightpaths selected based on xd constitute a path from the starting node
of d to the end node of d.

• Equation (9.2) implies a single wavelength along each fiber span can be
assigned to no more than one lightpath.

• Equation (9.3) is the capacity constraint for lightpath l, since
∑

d∈D sdxl,d

is the total amount of demands carried by lightpath l and g
∑

w∈W yl,w is
the total capacity of lightpath l.

We refer to the type of the network considered above as the basic model.
There are several variations of the basic model, which include:

1. networks with both protected and unprotected demands;
2. networks in which lightpaths are undirected;
3. networks with non-homogeneous fibers where different types of fiber may

have different wavelength capacities; and
4. networks in which demand exceeds a single WDM system per fiber pair.

9.3 A Decomposition Method

In the previous section, we formulated the GRWA problem as an ILP problem;
however, it may not be computationally feasible to solve the ILP problem,
particularly for large networks (e.g., see numerical results in Section 9.4).
Therefore, it is necessary to find more efficient ways to solve the GRWA
problem. In this section, we propose a decomposition method that divides the
GRWA problem into two smaller problems: the traffic grooming and routing
(GR) problem and the wavelength assignment (WA) problem. In the GR
problem, we only consider how to groom and route demands over lightpaths
and ignore the issue of how to assign specific wavelengths to lightpaths.
Based on the grooming and routing, we can then derive wavelength capacity
requirements for all lightpaths. Similar to the GRWA problem, we formulate
the GR problem as an ILP problem. The size of the GR ILP problem is much
smaller than its corresponding GRWA ILP problem. Furthermore, we can
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significantly improve the computational efficiency for the GR ILP problem by
relaxing some of its integer constraints, which usually leads to approximate
solutions for the GR problem. Once we solve the GR problem, we can then
consider the WA problem, in which our goal is to derive a feasible wavelength
assignment solution that assigns specific wavelengths to lightpaths based on
their capacity requirements derived in the GR problem.

It is obvious that, in general, the decomposition method would not yield
the optimal solution for the GRWA problem. However, we will provide a
sufficient condition under which we show that the decomposition method
does produce an optimal solution for the GRWA problem. We also develop
a simple algorithm that finds a wavelength assignment solution under this
sufficient condition.

9.3.1 The GR Problem

Let t = [tl]l∈L, a column vector containing lightpath capacity decision
variables, where tl =

∑
w∈W yl,w is the number of wavelengths needed for

lightpath l ∈ L. Then, the GR problem can be formulated as:

min
∑

l∈L

tl

s.t. Axd = ud d ∈ D (9.4)
Bt ≤ |W |1 (9.5)
∑

d∈D

sdxl,d ≤ gtl l ∈ L (9.6)

x binary variable and t integer variable.

We refer the above ILP problem as the GR ILP problem. We now present
the following result:

Proposition 1 If xd and yw are feasible solutions for the GRWA ILP prob-
lem, then xd and t are feasible solutions for the GR ILP problem, where
t =
∑

w∈W yw.

Proof. We first note that by summing over w ∈ W in (9.2) it leads to (9.5).
Secondly, (9.3) is the same as (9.6). Hence, the result follows.

Based on Proposition 1, we have

Proposition 2 If x∗
d and t∗ are the optimal solutions of the GR ILP prob-

lem, and there exists a binary y∗
w such that

∑
w∈W y∗

w = t and By∗
w ≤ 1 for

w ∈ W , then x∗
d and y∗

w are the optimal solutions of the GRWA ILP problem.
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Proof. Suppose xd and yw are feasible solutions for the GRWA ILP problem,
then based on Proposition 1, xd and t =

∑
w∈W yw are feasible solutions for

the GR ILP problem. Since x∗
d and t∗ are the optimal solutions of the GR

ILP problem, we have
∑

w∈W,l∈L y∗
l,w =

∑
l∈L t∗l ≤

∑
l∈L tl =

∑
w∈W,l∈L yl,w.

Therefore, the conclusion follows.

Obviously, the GR ILP problem is much easier to solve than the GRWA
ILP problem since it has fewer integer variables and fewer constraints (e.g.,
see numerical examples in Section 9.4). More importantly, we can now relax
the integer constraint on t in the GR ILP problem and solve a relaxed mixed
ILP problem and then round up the values of t to obtain a solution for the GR
problem. This would dramatically improve the computational efficiency. On
the other hand, the relaxation approach is much less effective for the GRWA
ILP problem since all its decision variables are binary. In general, if most
lightpaths have relatively high wavelength counts (i.e., the values of their
corresponding components in t are large), then the relaxed GR ILP problem
often produces very good solutions for the GR problem, as illustrated by our
numerical examples in Section 9.4. This is simply because if the optimal value
of tl is large, then the error of rounding up is relatively small.

9.3.2 The WA Problem

The WA problem of our interest is to find a binary solution y such that
∑

w∈W

yw = t and Byw ≤ 1 for w ∈ W ,

where t is a feasible (or optimal) solution of the GR problem. This problem
can be viewed as an ILP problem (without an objective function), which is
much easier to solve than the GRWA ILP and the (relaxed) GR ILP problems.
For example, it can be solved for networks with a few hundred nodes and light-
paths in seconds or minutes by using commercially available LP software, e.g.,
CPLEX. Based on Proposition 2, we know that if x and t are optimal solutions
of the GR problem and the WA problem has a feasible solution y, then x and
y are optimal solutions of the GRWA problem. In case when we cannot find
a feasible solution for the WA problem, we can either increase the number of
wavelengths in W in the WA problem (note that we can always find a feasible
solution for the WA problem if W has enough wavelengths), or we can use
W ∗ ⊂ W in the GR problem (specifically, replace |W | with |W ∗| in (9.5)) but
still use W in the WA problem. Obviously, the latter approach is preferred
in which case the decomposition method provides a feasible solution for the
GRWA problem. An alternative approach is to use wavelength conversion via
lightpath regeneration, which is equivalent to modifying L by breaking some
lightpaths into two or more lightpaths. In addition, there are other possible
remedies available to alleviate the infeasibility of the WA problem.
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Though the WA problem can be solved as an ILP problem, it is also
possible to solve it directly based on some heuristic algorithms (e.g., see
[3]). In what follows, we consider a special type of the GRWA problem, in
which the lightpaths satisfy a certain condition. Under such a condition, we
show that a feasible solution for the corresponding WA problem can always
be found, and we also develop an algorithm for finding a feasible solution.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the capacity of every lightpath is
one wavelength (i.e., tl = 1 for every l ∈ L). For a lightpath whose capacity
is more than one wavelength, we can treat it as several identical parallel
lightpaths, each of which has capacity of one wavelength. Let pe (e ∈ E)
be the number of lightpaths that traverse fiber span e, and p = maxe∈E pe,
which is the minimum number of wavelengths required for the network.

Define:

El: = {e ∈ E| e is on lightpath l}, l ∈ L;
Le:= {l ∈ L| l traverses fiber span e}, e ∈ E.

We now present the following algorithm for the WA problem.

Algorithm 1 (for the WA problem)

1. Select an initial lightpath l0 ∈ L (arbitrarily), and assign a wavelength to
l0.

2. Suppose El0 = {e1, e2, . . . , ek}. Set L0 = {l0}. For i = 1 to k, do
a) Assign a wavelength to every lightpath l ∈ Lei

\ ∪0≤j<i Lj such
that no two lightpaths in Lei

share the same wavelength (note that
Lei

\ ∪0≤j<i Lj is a subset of lightpaths in Lei
to which wavelengths

have not been assigned yet).
b) Let

Li = Lei
\ ∪0≤j<i Lj ,

Ei = ∪l∈Li
El\{ei}.

We note that Li is the set of lightpaths to which wavelengths are
assigned in Step 2(a) and Ei is the set of fiber spans that are on at
least one lightpath in Li (excluding fiber span ei).

3. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k, apply the procedure in Step 2 to Ei (with El0 being
replaced with Ei), and continue until all the lightpaths in L are assigned
(note that, since all the fiber spans in El0 have been considered already
in Step 2, we can simply replace Ei by Ei\El0).

To study some useful properties associated with Algorithm 1, we first
introduce the following terminologies:

Definition

1. We say a lightpath l and a fiber span e are connected (via fiber spans
{e1, . . . , em} and lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm}) if there exist a set of fiber spans
{e1, . . . , em} and a set of lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm} such that ei ∈ Eli−1 for
i = 1, . . . ,m+1 (where l0 ≡ l and em+1 ≡ e) and li ∈ Lei

for i = 1, . . . ,m.
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2. We say two lightpaths l0 and lm are connected (via fiber spans
{e1, . . . , em} and lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm−1}) if there exist a set of fiber
spans {e1, . . . , em} and a sequence of lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm−1} such that
ei ∈ Eli−1 and li ∈ Lei

for i = 1, . . . ,m.
3. We say a set of lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm} is a lightpath cycle if Eli ∩Eli+1 �= ∅

(i.e., lightpaths li and li+1 share at least one common fiber span) for
i = 1, . . . ,m (lm+1 ≡ l1).

4. We say a lightpath cycle {l1, . . . , lm} is a complete lightpath cycle if
El1 = · · · = Elm , otherwise it is a non-complete lightpath cycle.

To help understand what is a lightpath cycle, consider the network
depicted in Fig. 9.1. The network has four nodes (A, B, C, D), three fiber
spans (A–B, B–C, B–D), and three lightpaths (A-B-C, C-B-D, D-B-A). It is
clear that the three lightpaths (A-B-C, C-B-D, D-B-A) constitute a lightpath
cycle, however it is a non-complete cycle.

We now present the following properties associated with Algorithm 1.

Proposition 3

1. Every fiber span in Ei is on at least one lightpath in Li;
2. For 1 ≤ j ≤ i, ej /∈ Ei;
3. Li ∩ Lj = ∅ (i �= j);
4. If l ∈ Li, then it does not traverse fiber spans {e1, . . . , ei−1};
5. If Ei∩Ej �= ∅ (i �= j), then there exists a lightpath cycle with one lightpath

in Li and one lightpath in Lj;
6. If a lightpath in Li is connected to another lightpath in Lj in two different

ways via lighpaths in L\ ∪0≤h≤k Lh and fiber spans in E\El0 , then there
exists a lightpath cycle {l1, . . . , lm} such that Ei ∩ (Eli1

∩Eli1+1) �= ∅ and
Ej ∩ (Eli2

∩ Eli2+1) �= ∅, where 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ m.

A

B

C D

Fig. 9.1. A 4-Node network
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Proof. We want to reiterate the fact that wavelengths are assigned to light-
paths in Li ⊂ Lei

in Step 2(a).

1. By definition.
2. By definition, ei /∈ Ei. For 1 ≤ j < i and e ∈ Ei, it is clear that we have

assigned wavelengths to all the lightpaths in Lej
before Step 2(a) while

at least one lightpath in Le has not been assigned by a wavelength before
Step 2(a). Hence, ej /∈ Ei

3. All the lightpaths in Lj are assigned by wavelengths at the end of Step
2(a) and they will not be considered again in later iterations.

4. By the same argument as in (2).
5. Suppose e ∈ Ei ∩ Ej . Based on (1), e is on one lightpath in Li, say li,

and on another lightpath in Lj , say lj . Furthermore, li and lj traverse ei

and ej , respectively, which are both on lightpath l0. Therefore, we have a
lightpath cycle {li, l0, lj}.

6. The same argument used in (5) can be applied here as well.

In general, one needs to be careful about what wavelengths to use in Step
2(a) of Algorithm 1, otherwise it is possible that it may not produce a feasible
solution for the WA problem. For example, consider the following example
in which El0 = {e1, e2}, L1 = {l1}, L2 = {l2}, and E1 = E2 = {e}. If we
assign the same wavelength to l1 and l2, then we end up with assigning one
wavelength to l1 and l2 on fiber span e, which is not permissible. Therefore,
we have to assign u1 and u2 with different wavelengths.

It is clear that the number of different wavelengths needed in the WA
problem is at least p. In what follows, we provide a sufficient condition under
which p different wavelengths are enough to solve the WA problem.

Theorem 1 If a network does not contain any non-complete lightpath cycle,
then Algorithm 1 can produce a feasible solution for the WA problem which
only needs p wavelengths.

Proof. Since the network does not contain any non-complete lightpath cycle,
based on (4), (5), and (6) in Proposition 3, we have (i) Ei ∩ Ej = ∅ and (ii)
no lightpath in Li is connected to lightpath in Lj (i �= j). Hence, when doing
wavelength assignment for lightpaths in Li in Step 2(a) we can use arbitrary
wavelengths, and it guarantees that it is permissible (i.e., no two lightpaths
that traverse the same fiber span would be assigned to the same wavelength).
By repeating this argument, we can show that, in Algorithm 1, we can use
arbitrary wavelengths in Step 2(a) and obtain a feasible solution for the WA
problem. Since wavelengths used in Step 2(a) can be arbitrary, the maximum
number of different wavelengths needed throughout Algorithm 1 should be
no more than p. This completes our proof.

Theorem 1 implies that if a network does not contain any non-complete
lightpath cycle, we can find a solution for the WA problem which only needs
p wavelengths. In [3], the problem of whether the WA problem can be solved
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with p wavelengths was also studied. However, we believe that the result there
(Theorem 2 in [3]) is incorrect, which states that if a network is acyclic then
its WA problem can be solved with p wavelengths. The network in Fig. 9.1 is
a counter-example to this result. It is a tree (hence acyclic). Clearly we have
p = 2, but need three wavelengths for its WA problem.

Since t in the WA problem is a feasible solution for the GR problem, i.e.,
Bt ≤ |W |1, we have p ≤ |W |. This, together with Theorem 1, leads to the
following result:

Theorem 2 If a network does not contain any non-complete lightpath cycle,
Algorithm 1 produces a feasible solution for the WA problem, and the decom-
position method gives an optimal solution for the GRWA problem.

To test whether a network contains any non-complete lightpath cycle,
one can obviously use the exhaustive search method: finding all lightpath
cycles and then test if any of them is non-complete. Cleary the complexity
of this exhaustive search method grows exponentially. Currently, we do not
have an efficient method to verify if a network contains any non-complete
lightpath cycle. In fact, this problem itself could be NP-complete, just like
the wavelength assignment problem.

In the case that a network contains non-complete lightpath cycles, let
c∗ be the minimum number of lightpaths that need to be removed from the
network so that the remaining portion of the network does not contain any
non-complete lightpath cycles. Then we have

Theorem 3 There exists a feasible solution for the WA problem which
requires at most c∗ + p wavelengths. Therefore, if c∗ + p ≤ |W |, then we can
find a feasible solution for the WA problem and the decomposition method
still gives an optimal solution for the GRWA problem.

Before closing this section, we should point out that if the result in Theo-
rem 3 can be further refined, then it can lead to better upper bounds on the
number of wavelengths required for the WA problem.

9.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present four sets of numerical examples. All ILPs and mixed
ILPs were solved by using CPLEX 7.0 on a Dell Precision 420 PC with two
1GHz processors. We compare the numerical results obtained based on the
three methods proposed in the previous two sections: the GRWA ILP formu-
lation, the decomposition method combined with the GR ILP formulation,
and the decomposition method combined with the relaxed GR ILP formula-
tion. The run time for the decomposition method includes the run times for
both the (relaxed) GR ILP problem and the WA problem. The run time for
the WA problem in all four examples is very fast (it is less than a second in the
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first three cases and less than 3 seconds in the last case). Our numerical results
clearly indicate that the decomposition method combined with the relaxed GR
ILP formulation produces quite good results with reasonably small run times.

Example 1. This is a relatively small network with 12 nodes, 17 fiber spans,
24 lightpaths, and 104 traffic demands (with different sizes). For this exam-
ple, we were able to obtain the optimal solution based on the GRWA ILP
formulation. The results are presented in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1. Numerical results for Example 1

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP 400 seconds 128
GR ILP 80 seconds 128
Relaxed GR ILP 2 seconds 136

Example 2. The network we consider in this example has 30 nodes, 38 fiber
spans, 47 lightpaths, and 242 demands (with different sizes). The results
are presented in Table 9.2. For the GRWA ILP problem, we stopped the
CPLEX program after 75 hours and obtained a feasible solution with objec-
tive value 249.

Table 9.2. Numerical results for Example 2

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP >75 hours 249
GR ILP 37 hours 189
Relaxed GR ILP 12 seconds 202

Example 3. The network in this example has 49 nodes, 75 fiber spans,
155 lightpaths, and 238 demands (with different sizes). It is a medium size
network. For this example, the decomposition method based on the relaxed
GR ILP problem produced a solution with value 345 in about 13 minutes,
while the CPLEX program did not even return a feasible solution for the
GRWA ILP and GR ILP problems after 40 hours (at which point we stopped
the program). From the CPLEX program, we were also able to obtain a lower
bound (based on the GR ILP problem) 328 for the objective function. Hence,
the solution provided by the relaxed GR ILP-based decomposition method is
within 5% of the lower bound. We note that the WA problem was solved in
0.37 seconds for this example. The results are presented in Table 9.3.
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Table 9.3. Numerical results for Example 3

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP >40 hours No Solution
GR ILP >40 hours No Solution
Relaxed GR ILP 13 minutes 345

Example 4. The network in this example has 144 nodes, 162 fiber spans,
299 lightpaths, and 600 demands (with different sizes). It is a relatively large
network (a typical size for a nation-wide network). For this example, the
method based on the relaxed GR ILP problem produced a solution in about
38 minutes, and the CPLEX program did not even return a feasible solution
for the GRWA ILP and GR ILP problems after 100 hours (at which point
we stopped the program). The WA problem in this case was solved in 2.67
seconds for this example. The results are shown in Table 9.4.

Table 9.4. Numerical results for Example 4

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP >100 hours No Solution
GR ILP >100 hours No Solution
Relaxed GR ILP 38 minutes 431
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Survivable Traffic Grooming

Arun K. Somani

10.1 Introduction

Optical fiber medium using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) offers
tremendous transmission bandwidth to deliver high-bandwidth services cost
effectively. A WDM-based network divides the fiber capacity into non-
overlapping wavelength channels, each of which operates at a transmission
rate compatible with electronics. The routing function is controlled by the
optical layer management planes. The nodes equipped with optical cross-
connects support routing by switching different wavelengths at input ports
to different output ports. The switching is managed by the control plane. An
end-to-end path, called a lighpath, is established using the same wavelength
on all links on the chosen path, or a different wavelength on a different link on
the path with required wavelength conversion provided by intermediate links
on the path. An all optical domain on path can provide complete transparency
in data transmission. A network layer, called the WDM layer, in a layered
architecture provides interfaces to other layers such as SONET/SDH gear,
IP (Internet Protocol) ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) or any other
transport technology to connect to a lightpath.

10.1.1 Protection and Restoration

As wavelength routing paves the way for network throughput of possibly hun-
dreds of Tb/s, network survivability assumes critical importance. A loss of or
damage to a fiber is a common means of a greater loss. A short network outage
can lead to huge data loss. Thus a connection being carried in the network
also needs high protection. Survivability refers to the ability of the network to
reconfigure and reestablish communication upon failures. According to indus-
try standards, the expected availability requirements are 99.99% or higher.
The basic types of network failures generally considered are link and node
failure. Cable cuts that cause link failures are common in optical networks.
A node failure is usually due to equipment failure at the node. Channel failure

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 10, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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is unique to WDM networks. A channel failure is usually caused by the failure
of transmitting or receiving equipment operating on that channel.

Several survivability techniques have been proposed [1, 2, 3] and can be
classified into two general categories: preplanned protection and dynamic
restoration. In preplanned protection-based techniques resources are already
planned, typically at the time of establishing a connection, to recover from
network failures and hence recovery is faster. During the operation phase
these reserved resources remain idle. Upon the occurrence of failure, reserved
resources are used to recover from the failure according to protection pro-
tocols. In contrast, in dynamic restoration, the resources used for recovery
from failure are not reserved at the time of connection establishment, but are
discovered dynamically when a failure occurs. As is obvious, dynamic restora-
tion uses resources efficiently, but the restoration time is usually longer.
Moreover, 100% service recovery cannot be guaranteed as it is not guaranteed
that the spare capacity is available at the time of failure. To guarantee the
service, a preplanned protection is the preferred approach. Most researchers
therefore focus on preplanned protection. Figure 10.1 shows a classification
of survivable design techniques that can be deployed at various layers.

Fig. 10.1. Survivable design techniques in optical networks
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Since the protection can be provided at many layers, a relevant question is,
“which layer is the best?”. Although there is no consensus, most researchers
believe that the optical layer protection is the best. It is very efficient in
handling failures such as fiber cuts, which are probably the biggest cause
of failure. To provide protection at any other layer requires that the layer
must keep track of all logical links that may be affected by a single fiber
failure. Notice that a logical path may use many lightpaths and they may be
routed on a fiber/link. This implies that the relationship between established
routes and fiber links must be collected and managed. This imposes addi-
tional overheads on protocols, algorithms, and processing during the normal
operation. It is also possible that such an information cannot be made avail-
able by the other service provider. The survivability of managing layer, upon
detection of a failure, may need to establish additional logical links upon fail-
ure that may lead to delay. Moreover, preplanning may require establishing
logical links and/or lightpaths that may or may not use certain fiber links.
Thus, in planning for a failure, the management, and actual recovery may
overwhelm the management system. Moreover, optical layer protection and
restoration provides an additional resilience in the network. For example,
optical layer can be used to provide resilience against multiple failures. Fur-
thermore, the layers above the optical layer may not be fully able to provide
the protection. If protection is provided at many layers, then significant
cost savings can be obtained by making use of optical layer protection and
restoration.

It should, however, be clear that optical layer protection cannot handle
any faults in the higher layer of network. Because of the property of protocol
transparency, the optical layer may be unaware of what exactly is carried on
the lightpaths, and therefore, cannot monitor the traffic to sense any degra-
dation. A protection mechanism must also consider multiple, in particular
two, link failure scenarios due to common routing of fiber cables.

10.2 WDM Mesh Network Protection

Survivable design in optical mesh networks involve high efficiency in capacity
utilization and fast restoration. The problem is complex because there are
multiple routes that can be used to recover from failures. A path that is
used to carry the traffic under normal conditions is called a primary or a
working path. A path that is reserved for protection is called a backup or a
protection path. The problem becomes more complex when each wavelength
is also groomed with smaller traffic streams as the number of affected traffic
streams due to a single link failure is much larger than a wavelength-based
connection. Protection schemes in mesh networks are broadly classified as
either link-based or path-based, as shown in Fig. 10.2.
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Fig. 10.2. Link- and path-based protection

A path-based method employs end-to-end detouring. The traffic is rerouted
by the source node of affected path to the destination. A pair of link-disjoint
paths are established between the source and destination nodes of each con-
nection request. One path is used as the working path, and the other is used
as the backup path. When a link failure occurs, the source node of the affected
path switches the traffic to its backup path. In link-based protection, backup
paths for each link are pre-computed. Upon the failure of a link, the working
connections on the link are switched by the two end nodes of the link to
their corresponding backup paths. Thus, a link-based method employs local
detouring and the traffic is rerouted around the failed link.

An alternate link based protection scheme is called a subgraph-based
routing [4] . The idea behind the subgraph-based routing scheme is to plan
network resource utilization in such a way that, for any link failure, there
exists an alternate path for every accepted request. When a link fails, all
paths that get affected by the link failure are reassigned to their new paths.

The link- and path-based protection schemes can use either dedicated
or shared resources. Dedicated resources are exclusively reserved for backup
paths. In case of dedicated protection, the optical cross-connects (OXCs) for
the backup path can be preconfigured requiring only the source node to switch
the path. If two or more primary paths are link disjoint, then the correspond-
ing backup paths can share resources as only one of the primary paths will fail
due to a single link failure. This is called backup multiplexing. This utilizes
fewer resources, but requires a more complicated management. In shared
backup path-based protection (SBPP), it is necessary to configure OXCs
for the backup path accordingly after a link failure occurs. This inevitably
increases the recovery delay. SBPP tends to use lesser total capacity than
shared link-based protection.

The link-based methods limits the choices for alternatives. However, link-
based protection tends to be faster than shared path-based protection because
only the two end nodes of the failed link are involved in recovery. One draw-
back for link-path protection in WDM networks, however, is that the backup
path must necessarily use the same wavelength as the primary path. To toler-
ate node failures, a link based scheme can be extended to a two-link segment-
based protection scheme so that the path can be routed around a failed
node.
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10.2.1 Alternate Link-Based Protection Schemes

A few special types of link-based protection schemes have also been devel-
oped, which aim to benefit by using the fast restoration of ring-like protection
or save resources. Notable among these are: Double Cycle Cover, the p-Cycle,
and subgraph-based routing schemes.

In the double cycle cover [5], the network is represented by a directed
graph. A set of cycles are embedded on the given topology. Each link is
covered by two directed cycles, one in each direction. For planar graphs, the
required set of protection cycles can be found in polynomial time, but no
known polynomial-time algorithm for non-planar graphs is known [5]. The
model uses fiber-based recovery, similar to the SONET BLSR ring. On each
link, half of the capacity is reserved for backup and the other half is used for
working traffic in each direction to protect the traffic in opposite direction.
Since the protection switches can be preconfigured, this method can achieve
fast restoration, but at the cost of 100% redundancy.

The p-Cycle protection method [6, 7] also uses a cyclic layout of spare
capacity to provide protection. When a link fails, only the nodes neighboring
the failure need to perform real-time switching. The key difference between
the p-Cycle protection and the ring cycle protection, such as double cycle
cover, is that the p-Cycle protection not only protects the links on the cycle,
as in the ring protection, it also protects straddling links. A straddling link is
an off-cycle link whose two end nodes are both on the cycle. This important
property effectively improves the capacity efficiency of p-Cycles.

Figure 10.3 depicts an example that illustrates p-Cycle protection. In
Fig. 10.3 (a), A-B-C-D-E-A is a p-Cycle formed using spare capacity. When
an on-cycle link A-B fails, the p-Cycle provides protection as shown in Figure
10.3(b) for traffic from A to B by using the path A-E-D-C-B. A reverse path is
followed for traffic in the other direction, i.e., path B-C-D-E-A is used. When
a straddling link B-D fails, the p-Cycle provides two backup paths, namely
B-A-E-D and B-C-D for traffic from B to D as shown in Fig. 10.3(c). Thus
the full capacity of a straddling link can carry working traffic, as each backup
path is able to provide half of the capacity. For traffic in the other direction,
i.e., D to B, paths are used in the reverse direction. Thus straddling links are
covered fully by a cycle whereas an on-cycle link can use only half the capacity
for primary connections, the other half has to be reserved for protection.

Fig. 10.3. (a) A p-Cycle. (b) protecting on-cycle link. (c) protecting straddling link
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The subgraph-based routing strategy [4] provides a passive form of redun-
dancy in the event of a fault occurrence from a given set of faults. The routing
algorithm maintains |F |+1 copies of states of the network resource utilization
where |F | is the number of possible faults. The ith copy of the state, Si, repre-
sents the state of network when all accepted requests are routed without using
the failed resources due to the presence of fault fi. One copy of the network
state, S0, represents a fault free state. When a request arrives, it is accepted
only if it can be routed in each of |F |+1 states using the free resources in the
corresponding state. If a request is accepted, the resources used in each state
are marked as busy in that state. If a fault fi occurs, the state Si provides
the resources that must be used to route all accepted requests.

The scheme is passive in the sense that resources are available, but not
reserved or preconfigured at the time of setting up connections. An end user
experiences nominal interruption in service when a fault occurs and the con-
nections are rerouted/restored. A system process to carry out restoration is
described in [8]. The key characteristics of this scheme are that no additional
resources are used to provide connection redundancy, although a 100% guar-
antee against all known faults is provided using a path-based fault tolerance
strategy for anticipated failures. It is a path based recovery strategy because it
does not guarantee that any of the same links are used to reroute a connection
upon the occurrence of a fault. A disadvantage is that the scheme can poten-
tially require a complete reconfiguration of the network to a predetermined
new state. However, it is shown to be most resource efficient [4].

10.2.2 Dynamic Traffic Handling

Dynamically provisioning connections on demand is becoming more important
in groomed transport networks. Early research has mostly focused on static
traffic. Dynamic traffic can be handled by either using a strategy where the
primary and backup paths are determined when a request arrives or backup
resources are reserved and a connection is accepted only if both primary and
backup paths can be found among the respective available resources for each.
The objective of partitioning the resources is to guarantee that the capacity
available for routing randomly arriving connection requests will be 100% pro-
tected by the reserved protection capacity. A p-Cycle based scheme can also
deal with dynamic traffic using the latter scheme of resource reservation and a
two-step approach. The basic idea is to provision the network resources in two
parts: protection resources and working-capacity resources in the p-Cycles.
The design must also ensure that the p-Cycles are preconfigured. In the first
step, one can find a set of p-Cycles to cover the network and reserve enough
capacity in p-Cycles. In the second step, one routes the requests as they
arrive. The reserved capacity on p-Cycles leads to less control signaling over-
head and less dynamic state information needs to be maintained to achieve
protection. Thus, the p-Cycle based design has the advantage of fast recovery,
less control signaling, and less dynamic state information to be maintained.
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10.3 Protection Design: Optimization and Performance

The problem of restorable network design for a static traffic demand has
been dealt with in [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11] and for dynamic traffic scenario in
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. For protection mechanism design and performance analy-
sis, a network is represented using a directed graph with N nodes and L links.
For dedicated and shared path protection design, a set of K link-disjoint
alternate routes for every source–destination pairs can be pre-computed. It
has been shown that K = 2 or 3 is sufficient to achieve good performance to
tolerate a single link failure. For a network with W wavelengths and no wave-
length conversion, K link-disjoint alternate routes can be viewed as K × W
paths, each of which is wavelength continuous path. In shared path protection
scheme, the capacity optimization problem is to choose a pair of link-disjoint
paths to serve as primary and backup for each connection request. The objec-
tive function is to minimize the total capacity required. The shared backup
path protection (denoted as SBPP) can be implemented in two forms. In the
first form, the goal is to minimize the total number of wavelengths used on
all links when paths are not pre-configured. This is generalized to obtain the
second scheme where the paths are pre-configured (denoted as PRE-SBPP).

An alternate approach is to use p-Cycle based protection (denoted as
PCP), where the goal is to identify a set of simple distinct cycles that are
sufficient to protect against all failures of interest. Longer cycles waste more
capacity for redundancy and create long backup paths. A two-step algorithmic
approach for the p-Cycle optimization, therefore, identifies a set of candidate
p-Cycles in the first step and iteratively chooses a subset to deploy in actual
implementations. Usually, the preselected set in the first step only includes
cycles of up to a certain length. In a joint optimization design, one attempts
to optimize the choice of routing working connections in conjunction with the
p-Cycle selection, so that the total capacity is minimized.

In most cases, an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is used
to choose optimal paths and/or cycles. We give an outline of ILP formulations
for the three schemes, SBPP, PRE-SBPP, and PCP.

10.3.1 ILP Formulation

To formulate the ILP for the three cases, we use the following notations.
n = 1, 2 . . . , N : Number assigned to each node
l, k = 1, 2 . . . , L: Number assigned to each link
λ = 1, 2 . . . , W : Number assigned to each wavelength
i, j = 1, 2 . . . , N(N − 1): Number assigned to s–d pair
K = 2: Number of alternate routes between each s–d pair
p, r = 1, 2, . . . ,KW : Number assigned to a path
(i, p) : Refers to the pth path for s–d pair i
di: Demand for node pair i, in terms of number of lightpath requests
ρn

l : It equals one if node n is an end node of link l, else zero (data)
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The following notations are used for path information
Variable: δi,p: = 1 if (i, p) is chosen as a primary path, else 0
Variable: νj,r: = 1 if (j, r) is chosen as a restoration path, else 0
Data: εi,p

l : = 1 if link l is used in path (i, p), else 0
Data: ψi,p

λ : = 1 if λ is used by the path (i, p), else 0
Variable: gl,λ: = 1 if λ is used by a restoration route that traverses link l
Variable: sl: # of wavelengths used by backup lightpaths on link l
Variable: wl: # of wavelengths used by primary lightpaths on link l
Data: I(i,p)(j,r) : = 1 if paths (i, p) and (j, r) share link. If i = j, then p �= r
Data: Π(i,p)(j,r): # of shared links between paths (i, p) and (j, r)

The following additional notations are used in formulation for PCP.
c = 1, 2 . . . , P : Number assigned to a cycle.
Data: ωl

c: = 1 if link l is on cycle c; else 0
Data: σl

c: = 1 if link l is a straddling link on cycle c, else 0
Variable: τλ

c : = 1 if cycle c is chosen and uses wavelength λ, else 0

ILP Formulation for General Shared Path Protection

OBJECTIVE : Min
L∑

l=1

(wl + sl) (10.1)

1. Link capacity constraint:

wl + sl ≤ W 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.2)

2. Demand constraint for each node pair:

KW∑

p=1

δi,p = di 1 ≤ i ≤ N(N − 1) (10.3)

3. Primary link capacity constraint: # of primary lightpaths on a link.

wl =
N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.4)

4. Spare capacity constraint: Spare capacity required on link l.

sl =
W∑

λ=1

gl,λ 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.5)

5. Primary path wavelength usage constraint:

N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

λ + gl,λ ≤ 1 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.6)
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6. Restoration path wavelength usage constraint:

gl,λ ≤
N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

r=1

νi,rεi,r
l ψi,r

λ 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.7)

N(N − 1)KWgl,λ ≥
N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

r=1

νi,rεi,r
l ψi,r

λ 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W

(10.8)
7. Demand constraint for node pair i: There is one restoration route for each
primary call. Let u ∈ {0, 1} and v = 1 − u:

(u+1)W∑

p=uW+1

δi,p =
(v+1)W∑

r=vW+1

νi,r 1 ≤ i ≤ N(N − 1) (10.9)

8. Constraint for topology diversity of primary and backup paths: Primary
and backup paths should be link disjoint. Let m,n ∈ {0, 1}; s = 1 − m; and
t = 1−n. The primary path of a node pair can be any one of the two alternate
paths for this node pair. We use mth path of node pair i as primary path for
node pair i, nth path of node pair j as primary path of node pair j, sth path
of node pair i as backup path of node pair i, and tth path of node pair j as
backup path for node pair j. If I(i,m)(j,n) = 1,

(νi,sW+λψi,sW+λ
λ εi,s

l + νj,tW+λψj,tW+λ
λ εj,t

l )I(i,m)(j,n) ≤ 1 (10.10)
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N(N − 1), 1 ≤ λ ≤ W, 1 ≤ l ≤ L

Pre-Cross-Connected Shared Path Protection

All other constraints for this formulation remain the same except that the
pre-cross-connected protection requires an additional constraint. Suppose link
l, k, and m share a common node n. If backup path b1 uses link l and k, and
backup path b2 uses link l and m, then b1 and b2 cannot share the backup
capacity on link l.

(νi,pεi,p
l εi,p

k ψi,p
λ + νj,rεj,r

l εj,r
m ψj,r

λ )ρn
l ρn

kρn
m ≤ 1(10.11)

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N(N − 1), 1 ≤ p, r ≤ KW, 1 ≤ l, k,m,≤ L, 1 ≤ n ≤ N

P-Cycle Protection

The objectives, link capacity constraint, demand constraint, and primary link
capacity constraint remain as above. The other constraints are as follows.
Spare capacity constraint:
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sl =
P∑

c=1

W∑

λ=1

ωl
cτ

λ
c 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.12)

Primary path wavelength usage constraint: Only one primary path can use a
wavelength λ on link l; no p-Cycle can use the same λ on link l.

N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

λ +
P∑

c=1

ωl
cτ

λ
c ≤ 1 (10.13)

1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.14)

Restoration guarantee constraint for link l: There are enough p-Cycles and
wavelengths to recover the failure of link l.

N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

λ ≤
P∑

c=1

σl
cτ

λ
c (10.15)

1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.16)

Performance of Different Schemes

The capacity performance of the three protection schemes has been studied by
experimenting on six topologies [15]. Figure 10.4 on left shows a Pan-European
COST239 network with 11 nodes and 26 links with an average node degree of
4.7 when all links are present. To study the effect of average nodal degree of
a network on the performance of different schemes, three more topologies are
created by manipulating the original COST239 network by deleting 5 (dot-
ted), additional 4 (dashed), and additional 3 (dot-dashed) edges sequentially.
These edges are progressively minimally used for a traffic matrix shown in
Fig. 10.5 on the left. This results into four topologies. Two more topologies
used in the experiments are a 11-node 22-link NJ-LATA network, which has
average nodal degree 4, and a 14-node 21-link NSFNET, which has an average
nodal degree 3, as shown in Fig. 10.4 in middle and right, respectively.

Fig. 10.4. 11N/26L COST 239, 11N/22L NJ LATA and 14N/21L NSFNET.
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Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 5 8 4 1 1 10 3 2 3
3 1 5 0 8 4 1 1 5 3 1 2
4 3 8 8 0 6 2 2 11 11 9 9
5 1 4 4 6 0 1 1 6 6 1 2
6 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
8 1 10 5 11 6 1 1 0 6 2 5
9 1 3 3 11 6 1 1 6 0 3 6
10 1 2 1 9 1 1 1 2 3 0 3
11 1 3 2 9 2 1 1 5 6 3 0

Topology Avr. PRE-

COST239 degee SBPP SBPP PCP

26 links 4.7 816 948 794
Opt. Gap ≤ 0.4% ≤ 0.4% ≤ 5.0%

21 links 3.8 899 1039 908
Opt. Gap ≤ 3.0% ≤ 2.0% ≤ 3.0%

17 links 3.1 982 1108 1118
Opt. Gap ≤ 3.0% ≤ 2.0% ≤ 0.4%

14 links 2.5 1280 1427 1717
Opt. Gap ≤ 0.4% ≤ 3.0% ≤ 5.0%

Fig. 10.5. Traffic Matrix and Capacity used in terms of # of wavelength links

For the traffic matrix, the total capacity used by three different protection
schemes in the four variations of COST 239 network are presented in Figure
10.5 on the right by solving the ILP formulation. As the average nodal degree
increases gradually in the modified COST239 network from 14 links to 26
links, the total capacity required for establishing restorable connections for
all the requests decreases for all three protection schemes. The decline of total
capacity used is due to the decline of both working and backup capacity as the
network connectivity increases. The improvement in the capacity utilization
is because the alternate paths become shorter and the opportunity for backup
capacity sharing in SBPP and PRE-SBPP increases as the network connec-
tivity increases. The improvement of capacity efficiency with the increase in
network connectivity is more dramatic in PCP scheme than in path-based pro-
tection (SBPP and PRE-SBPP), which is good for low-connectivity networks.
The performance optimization gap in solving the ILP is also shown.

To further validate the reasoning and to study the effect of network con-
nectivity on the capacity performance of three different protection schemes,
two randomly generated traffic matrices with different characteristics are
used to conduct experiments on the six network topologies. The number of
requests in Type I traffic is smaller than that in Type II traffic. The average
total capacity used for each protection scheme is the average value of ten
sets of requests. Table 10.1 shows the average total used capacity by three
different schemes in six topologies for Type I and Type II traffic, respectively.

The results indicate that general shared-path protection and pre-cross-
connected shared-path protection use less total capacity than p-Cycle pro-
tection in low-connectivity networks, while they are comparable in high-
connectivity networks. The p-Cycle protection scheme appears to be a better
option for protection in high-connectivity networks. Pre-cross-connected
shared-path protection uses more total capacity than general shared backup
path protection. Pre-cross-connected shared-path protection can achieve
faster restoration while remaining to be a path-based method.
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Table 10.1. Average total capacity used by different protection schemes in six
topologies for Type I and Type II traffic (number of wavelength links) for various
topologies

Topology Avr. degree Type I Traffic Type II Traffic

SBPP PRE-SBPP PCP SBPP PRE-SBPP PCP
Cost239/26 links 4.7 72 74 70 101 106 93
NJ-LATA 4.0 78 81 83 111 118 114
Cost239/21 links 3.8 77 80 83 110 117 112
Cost239/17 links 3.1 91 97 110 130 142 155
NSFNET/21 link 3.0 105 113 132 147 162 181
Cost239/14 links 2.5 106 115 136 147 164 186

10.4 Traffic Grooming and Survivable Design

As noted in earlier chapters, grooming is the ability to share resources among
multiple requests needing the network resource. This sharing is possible and
even desirable because the resources under question are expensive, individual
entities need only a fraction of the resource, and multiplexing allows the
resource cost to be amortized over the number of users. Given the generic
nature of the problem, grooming can be provided within a layer or across
layers, such as optical grooming and electronic grooming. The optical layer
is typically equipped with reconfigurable switching fabrics and the optical
grooming technique used depends on the granularity and time scale of the
switching functionality available in the optical layer. Optical switching can be
done at various levels of granularity and time scales that include: waveband
switching, wavelength switching, sub-wavelength time slot level switching,
burst switching, flow switching on lightpaths, and packet switching.

Wavelength level switching techniques allow circuit switched sharing of
a wavelength. When supplemented with some additional hardware an over-
laid control protocol can allow statistical sharing of a wavelength as well.
For example, in sub-wavelength time slot level switching, the wavelength is
divided into T fixed time slots and the optical switching fabric is reconfigured
for every k time slots (k = 1..T ). Optical circuits are configured in the form
of a path or a tree, and are categorized into four main classes:

1. Point to Point (P2P): this technique allows a lightwave circuit to aggregate
traffic between the convenor node and the end node of the circuit.

2. Point to Multi-point (P2MP): this technique allows a lightwave circuit to
aggregate traffic from a source to multiple destinations.

3. Multipoint to Point (MP2P): this technique allows a lightwave circuit to
aggregate traffic from multiple sources to the same destination.

4. Multipoint to Multi-point (MP2MP): this technique allows a lightwave
circuit to aggregate traffic from multiple sources to multiple destinations.
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In all cases, the protection mechanisms are designed using the same gen-
eral principles described earlier. The different traffic streams using the same
primary path, however, may use very different backup paths in case of groom-
ing. Also, a wavelength channel may carry both primary and backup capacity.
These factors affect the overall utilization of resources and performance.

The study in [13] addressed the problem of dynamically establishing
dependable low-rate traffic stream connections in WDM mesh networks with
traffic grooming capabilities. To establish a dependable connection, they pre-
compute link-disjoint primary and backup paths between the source and des-
tination node and use backup multiplexing to reduce the overhead of backup
traffic streams. Two schemes for grooming traffic streams onto wavelengths
were proposed, namely Mixed Primary-Backup Grooming Policy (MGP) and
Segregated Primary-Backup Grooming Policy (SGP). In SGP scheme, a wave-
length is either used for primary paths or backup paths, but not both. MGP
scheme does not put that constraint. The simulation results showed that SGP
performs better in mesh networks and MGP performs better in ring networks.

In [17], the authors proposed three approaches, namely protection-at-
lightpath (PAL) level, mixed protection-at-connection (MPAC) level, and
separate protection-at-connection (SPAC) level, for grooming a connection
request with shared protection. The authors concluded that when the lower
bandwidth connections outnumber higher bandwidth connections, it is ben-
eficial to groom working paths and backup paths separately, especially when
the number of grooming ports is sufficient. Otherwise, protecting each specific
lightpath achieves the best performance.

In the following, we investigate the problem of how to groom subwavelength
level requests efficiently in mesh restorable WDM networks, and formulate
the corresponding path selection and wavelength assignment problem as ILP
optimization problems. Since the ILPs become too complex too soon, based on
the same design principles, we also develop a heuristic algorithm for routing
dynamic traffic in grooming networks. In some cases the network resources
may not be sufficient to protect all traffic streams to the full extent to provide
100% protection. For such cases, our approaches of survivable grooming net-
work design is also extended to partially protected WDM grooming networks.

10.4.1 Formulation of the Optimization Problem

We again use the same network model as in the previous section and with W
wavelengths and K = 2 disjoint alternate paths for each s–d pairs, we have
W ×K networks, one each of a wavelength. The first W networks, numbered
from 1 to W , contain the first alternate path for each s–d pair and the second
W networks, numbered from W +1 to 2W , contain the second alternate path.
Figure 10.6 (left) illustrates this layered model of a 6-node network with 3
wavelengths, 2 connections with each having 2 link disjoint alternate paths.
Please note that if a path among network 1 to W is selected as a primary
path for a request, its backup paths can only be selected from the network
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Fig. 10.6. (a) An example of layered network model with W = 3 and K = 2 and
(b) an experimental topology

W + 1 to 2W in this layered network model. We consider 100% restoration
guarantee for any single link failure for protected connections.

10.4.2 Shared Backup Reservation

In grooming WDM networks, the capacity reserved for restoration paths
is more complicated. Let B = {b1, b2, . . . , bk} denotes the set of backup
paths that traverse the wavelength w on link l. Let their respective capac-
ities be D = {d1, d2, . . . , dk} and their respective primary paths be P =
{p1, p2, . . . , pk}. If none of the pi’s have common links, the needed capacity on
w is max(d1, d2, . . . , dk). If some of the pi’s have common links, their backup
paths can still be groomed on wavelength w. However, the capacity to be
reserved must be up to the summation of their capacities. The primary paths
can be grouped according to their common links. Let P l = {pl

1, p
l
2, . . . , p

l
a}

denote the group of primary paths that have link l as their common link. The
capacity required by this group for back up of link l is then given by Dl = (dl

1+
dl
2 + · · · + dl

a). It is possible that one primary path belongs to more than one
group. The reserved capacity on wavelength w on link l is therefore the maxi-
mum value of the capacities required by all the groups, that is D = max(Dl).

10.4.3 Dedicated Backup Reservation

One simple and effective way of assigning backup capacities is to reserve dedi-
cated capacity for each backup path. While choosing primary paths, instead of
simply choosing the shortest path, we try to minimize the total link-primary-
sharing (MLPS). The link-primary-sharing is defined as sl = max(0, Pl − 1)
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where sl denotes the link-primary-sharing of link l and Pl denotes the total
number of primary paths that utilize link l. sl can be viewed as the penalty
assigned to link l when it is used by more than one primary path.

We formulate backup multiplexing and dedicated backup reservation
schemes with MLPS goals as ILP optimization problems below.

To formulate the grooming survivable network design problem in a WDM
mesh network with static traffic patterns as an ILP problem, we assume that
the network is a single-fiber general mesh network. A connection request
cannot be divided into several lower speed connection requests and routed
separately from the source to the destination. The data traffic on a con-
nection request should always follow the same route. The transceivers
in a network node are fixed, hence the wavelength continuity constraint
applies. In the following formulation, we assume that each grooming node
has unlimited multiplexing and demultiplexing capability. This means that
the network node can multiplex/demultiplex as many low-speed traffic
streams to a lightpath as needed, as long as the aggregated traffic does
not exceed the lightpath capacity. However, in practical systems, it may be a
constraint.

The following additional parameters are needed for formulation over and
above that defined in the last section.

Cl: Cost of using link l.
Variable pi

l,w: =1 if wavelength w on link l carries primary, else 0.
Variable ri

l,w: =1 if wavelength w on link l carries backup, else 0.
Wl: Number of wavelengths required on link l.
Ml,w: Primary capacity reserved on wavelength w on link l.
Rl,w: Backup capacity reserved on wavelength w on link l.

ILP Formulation I: Shared Backup Multiplexing

1. Objective: To minimize the total wavelength links with cost Cl = 1.

min
∑

l∈E

Cl × Wl (10.17)

2. Constraints on physical route variables:

pi
l,w =

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

w rm
ij,w =

KW∑

r=1

νi,rεi,r
l ψi,r

w (10.18)

3. Constraints on path indicators: Each request gets one primary (backup)

KW∑

p=1

δi,p = 1
KW∑

r=1

νi,r = 1 (10.19)
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4. Constraints on topology diversity: Disjoint primary and backup paths.

W∑

p=1

δi,p =
KW∑

r=W+1

νi,r
KW∑

p=W+1

δi,p =
W∑

r=1

νi,r (10.20)

5. Constraints on wavelength capacity: Wavelength capacities should not
exceed.

Ml,w =
∑

i

di × pi
l,w Ml,w + Rl,w ≤ C (10.21)

6. Constraints on fiber capacity: xl,w is the sum of primary and backup paths
that use wavelength w on link l. ul,w = 1, if xl,w ≥ 1, and zero otherwise.

xl,w =
∑

i

(ri
l,w + pi

l,w) ul,w ≤ xl,w KN(N − 1)ul,w ≥ xl,w

(10.22)
ul,w ∈ {0, 1} Wl ≥

∑

w

ul,w Wl ≤ W (10.23)

7. Constraints on backup multiplexing: The capacity reserved for backup
paths accounts for correlation between the corresponding primary paths
to determine the maximum value. In the following j ≥ i.

Rl,w ≥ di × νi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

w

+
∑

j dn × νj,p,i,pεj,p
l ψj,p

w × I(i,p̄),(j,p̄)+
∑

j dj × νj,p̄,i,pεj,p̄
l ψj,p̄

w × I(i,p),(j,p̄)

+
∑

j dj × νj,p,i,p̄εj,p
l ψj,p

w × I(i,p̄),(j,p) +
∑

j dj × νj,p̄,i,p̄εj,p̄
l ψj,p̄

w × I(i,p),(j,p)

(10.24)
where νj,p,i,p is a binary variable which takes the value of one when
νj,p = 1 and νi,p = 1.

νj,p,i,p ≥ νj,p + νi,p − 1; νj,p,i,p ≤ νj,p; νj,p,i,p ≤ νi,p (10.25)

ILP Formulation II: Dedicated Backup with MLPS

For this we change the objective function to minimize the total wavelength-
links as well as total link-primary-sharing. Let Cl

share be the weight of sl.
Most constraints remain the same and a few change as described below.

1. Objective:

min(
∑

l∈E

Cl × Wl + Cl
share × sl). (10.26)

2. Constraints on backup capacity: Backup capacities are simply aggregated.

Rl,w =
∑

i

di × ri
l,w (10.27)
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3. Constraints on link-primary-sharing:

sl ≥
∑

i

∑

w

pi
l,w − 1 (10.28)

sl ≤
∑

i

∑

w

pi
l,w (10.29)

10.4.4 Performance Results

The performance of grooming depends on the efficiency of grooming fractional
wavelength traffic and the traffic pattern offered, and on the sequence it is
offered. When traffic granularity is close to full-wavelength capacity, groom-
ing cannot bring much improvement on wavelength utilization. Therefore, we
generate traffic randomly with each request requiring 1/4 capacity of a full
wavelength. Two link disjoint paths for each connection are pre-computed
using the shortest-path routing algorithm. The experiments were performed
on a 10-node 14-bidirectional link topology as depicted in Fig. 10.6 (right).

In one experiment with 23 requests, the formulation I (backup mul-
tiplexing) required 28 wavelength-links, while formulation II (dedicated
backup) required 33 wavelength-links. In general, formulation II requires
more wavelength-links than formulation I. However, in further experimen-
tation, we also noticed that dedicated protection becomes affordable under
heavy traffic scenarios as the wavelength utilization significantly improves
with traffic grooming. Also formulation II is computationally less expensive
and hence more practical.

10.4.5 Partial Protection

Our approaches of survivable grooming network design can be extended to
the partial protection in WDM grooming networks. The grooming capability
of the network makes partial protection a possible solution when the network
resources are not sufficient to provide full protection for every request. It
may be a preferred solution as failures are not that often and a graceful
degradation of services may be acceptable when compared with no service at
all even in the failure-free case. Partial protection is defined as follows.

For a request m, its requested capacity for primary or working path is
given as dm, the minimum capacity for its backup is given as bm. The differ-
ence between partial protection and full protection is that here 0 < bm < dm,
while in the full protection, bm = dm. Just for the sake of completeness,
when bm = 0, it is called no protection for request m. The problem of partial
protection is to find a primary path for request m, assigning capacity of dm

to it, and find a backup path with capacity cm such that bm ≤ cm ≤ dm. The
higher the value of cm, the better the protection request m has.
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The exact ILP formulations can be modified to solve the partial protec-
tion problems in grooming networks as well. However, a direct modification
makes the formulations nonlinear, because in partial protection problems,
the backup capacity becomes unknown. If we reconsider the motivation of
the partial protection in grooming networks, the problem might be solved
differently. The main reason partial protection is adopted is that we do not
have enough wavelength resource to provide full protection for each request.
In other words, we may not want to exploit one extra wavelength just to
provide more than the minimum capacity requirement of the backups. In this
situation, the partial protection problem can be divided into two subproblems.

1. Resource minimization: given the network resource and minimum backup
requirement, try to allocate each request m with primary capacity of dm

and backup capacity of bm.
2. Protection maximization: given that all the requests are accommodated

with the minimum protection requirement being satisfied, the second step
is to optimally distribute the residual network capacity to provide better
protection to some, if not all, of the requests.

Using the above, we propose a two-phase ILP formulation with dedicated
backup reservation for the partial protection design in WDM grooming net-
works as follows. The details are omitted here and can be found in [14]. The
experiments are performed on the same 10-node network topology. For a par-
ticular traffic matrix, a full protection requires 33 wavelength links whereas,
for Pratio = 0.6, a total of only 28 wavelength-links are required. We also
noticed that many of the requests were provided with more capacity than their
minimum requirements and some connection requests are fully protected. In
another experiment, in the same topology with each link consisting of one
fiber that carries 3 wavelengths, we experimented to evaluate blocking prob-
ability. It is assumed that random requests arrive at each node according to
a Poisson process with rate λ. Each request is equally likely to be destined to
any of the remaining nodes. The holding time of the requests are exponentially
distributed with mean 1/μ. The requested capacity is uniformly distributed
between a given lower- and an upper-bound, and the full wavelength capacity
is chosen to be OC-48. A request is said to be accepted if and only if both a
primary path and a backup path for the request can be successfully allocated.

We performed experiments with two types of traffic. In one case, the
request capacity is uniformly distributed between OC-1 and OC-36. In the
other case, the request capacity is uniformly distributed between OC-24 and
OC-36. Fig. 10.7 presents the networking blocking performance as the node
load changes. For each node load, we perform simulations in 10 rounds, with
each round having 100, 000 random requests. An average value is taken as
the blocking probability for the given node load value. It is observed from
Fig. 10.7 that as the protection ratio goes down, the network blocking perfor-
mance improves. This is as expected. More importantly, there is a significant
gain in blocking performance.
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Fig. 10.7. Blocking performance for traffic (1–36) and (24–36)

10.5 Conclusion

A major issue in optical fiber network is the management of fault due to
the huge amount of traffic carried by a single fiber. Capacity efficiency and
recovery speed are two important aspects in designing protection mecha-
nisms. We presented the resource planning where a single link failure is
part of the design and operation process. Shared backup path protection,
its variations, and p-Cycle protection are the most widely studied protection
schemes in mesh network protection. Shared-path protection are believed to
be capacity efficient. Studies have shown that general shared-path protection
and pre-cross-connected shared-path protection use less total capacity than
p-Cycle protection in low-connectivity networks, while they are comparable
in high-connectivity networks.

The protection and restoration design in grooming networks is more
complicated than that of the conventional WDM networks. Although shared
wavelength protection is still the preferred option, our study shows that
dedicated backup reservation becomes affordable and appears to be more
desired when the wavelength utilization is improved by the grooming capabil-
ity of the network. Furthermore, by adding a constraint to minimize the total
link-primary-sharing, the number of affected working paths due to single link
failure is reduced. A good practical example of designing both traffic groom-
ing and survivability in practice is a Light-trail architecture as discussed
in [18].

Dynamic establishment of restorable connections is another important
issue. Due to computational complexity of the problem, developing practical
and efficient heuristic approaches for survivable design remains an important
research direction. When network resource is restrained and insufficient to
provide 100% protection to every request, one solution is to provide partial
protections. Our results show that partial protection is an effective compro-
mise when the network resources are limited.
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Traffic Grooming Under Scheduled Service

Bin Wang

11.1 Introduction

Traffic grooming offers the ability to switch low speed traffic streams into high
speed bandwidth trunks so that resources are shared among multiple entities
that individually need only a fraction of the resources, which optimizes the
capacity utilization by allowing the resource cost to be amortized over the
number of users [1, 2]. Although much of today’s physical layer network infras-
tructure (e.g., metro networks) have been built with ring topologies using
add/drop multiplexers to add/drop wavelengths and/or tributary circuits,
WDM optical networks are evolving toward general mesh topologies. Indeed,
much recent work has focused on grooming traffic in mesh networks. Existing
work on traffic grooming has considered several types of traffic model, such as
static traffic model, dynamic random traffic model, incremental traffic model,
traffic matrix set model, and scheduled traffic model. In the static traffic
model, all traffic demands are known in advance and do not change over time.
For instance, a client company may request virtual private network capac-
ity for connectivity among different company sites from a service provider.
The objective is typically to minimize the network resources needed or cost,
e.g., the amount of line terminating equipment (LTE), or to maximize the
network throughput given a resource constraint, and so on. This model does
not allow dynamic connection setup and tear-down. In the dynamic random
traffic model, a demand is assumed to arrive at a random time and last for
a random amount of time. Usually this model assumes a certain stochastic
demand arrival process (e.g., Poisson process) and a demand holding time
probability distribution (e.g., exponential distribution), as well as a certain
spatial traffic distribution (e.g., uniform traffic). The design objective is typi-
cally to minimize the percentage of blocked traffic. Other traffic models have
been considered for network planning and configuration. The work in [3] on
multi-period network planning was based on an incremental traffic model and
conducted network planning across several years to incrementally produce a
network capable of carrying all traffic predicted up to the end of the planning
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horizon. The work reported in [4] considered time-varying offered traffic in the
form of a set of traffic matrices at different instants for off-line configuration
so as to accommodate the time-varying traffic. The work in [5] also used a set
of traffic matrices to design and dimension a WDM mesh network to groom
dynamic traffic.

While these different traffic models are valid and useful in many circum-
stances, they are not able to capture the traffic characteristics of applications
that require capacity during a specific time interval or for a certain time
period. For instance, a client company may request some bandwidth from
a service provider to satisfy its communication requirements at a specific
time, e.g., between headquarters and production centers during office hours
or between data centers during the night when backup of databases is per-
formed. Another example is that an IP service provider may use leased static
lightpaths as IP links for providing guaranteed network capacity at all times.
However, during peak traffic hours (e.g., working hours of 8 am to 5 pm), the
IP network needs additional links. The additional links can be realized by
periodic lightpaths that are scheduled from 8 am to 5 pm daily. Other exam-
ples include many large-scale science applications (e.g., applications in high
energy physics, climate simulation, astrophysics, remote control of scientific
instruments, etc.) that must deliver, at scheduled time durations, hundreds
of gigabits per second throughput in near future and several terabits per
second within the next decade, ranging from cooperative remote visualization
of massive archival data through the distribution of large amounts of simula-
tion data, to the interactive evolution of computations through computational
steering [6]. These applications require the provisioning of scheduled dedicated
channels or sub-wavelength bandwidth pipes at a specific time with a certain
duration. Consequently, traffic models that capture the time-limited nature of
scheduled services have been proposed and studied recently. New on-demand,
time-limited large-bandwidth services are beginning to be offered by opera-
tors [7]. Traffic grooming under scheduled service is essential because many
applications only need low-rate connections for communication, for instance,
connections between corporate sites, scheduled backup between data centers,
and occupying a full wavelength for transferring a few megabits or gigabits
per second of data results in very poor utilization of network resources.

Along with the scheduled traffic models, a host of issues and opportunities
arise in the study of traffic grooming for network planning purpose and for
service provisioning as well. In this chapter, we will survey different traffic
models that capture various aspects of scheduled service, summarize some
recent work conducted on traffic grooming under these models, and discuss
some related issues for future research.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 11.2 surveys traffic
models for scheduled service. Recent work on traffic grooming under sched-
uled service is introduced in Section 11.3. Section 11.4 then discusses some
related issues and future research directions of grooming under scheduled
service. Section 11.5 summarizes the chapter.
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11.2 Scheduled Service Traffic Model

Several forms of traffic models [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have been considered over
the years to capture various aspects of scheduled service. A demand is typi-
cally characterized by a source, a destination, and a bandwidth requirement.
Depending on the starting time and the holding time of the demand, four
types of scheduled service are summarized as follows.

11.2.1 Demands with Known Starting Time and Known Holding
Time

This type of demands has a known starting time and a known holding time.
The requested bandwidth needs to be provisioned at the starting time and the
connection will be torn down after the holding time ends. A specific example
is the scheduled lightpath demand (SLD) model [8, 14, 15]. The objective of
service provisioning is typically to find a feasible route in the network that
minimizes the network resources used or maximizes the likelihood of accom-
modating future demands, subject to network physical constraints, such as
link capacity constraint, wavelength continuity constraint, and so on. This
traffic model captures many features of aforementioned applications and has
been studied by many researchers [8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].

11.2.2 Demands with Known Starting Time and Unknown
Holding Time

This type of demands has a known starting time and its holding time is not
specified. The objective of service provisioning is typically to find a feasible
route in the network in advance to increase the likelihood of successful reser-
vation. Additionally, the network resources used to accommodate the demand
should be minimized. Sometimes, the holding time can be capped by a maxi-
mum time limit. This traffic model is useful for characterizing relatively long
lasting future demands that expect to get as long network services as possible.
This model is suitable for providing communication service for applications
that are of low priority and try to take advantage of idle network resources
as much as possible.

11.2.3 Demands with Unknown Starting Time and Known
Holding Time

The exact starting time of this type of demands may be unknown. The holding
time is, however, pre-specified. In its simple form, this type of demands can
implicitly assume a starting time of current time when the demand arrives
and is appropriate for characterizing dynamic demands with known holding
times. In general, the demands need to be provisioned as early as possible.
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This traffic model applies to applications that expect to get network services
as early as possible, but can tolerate a service delay. This model is suitable
for providing communication service for non-critical data backup.

11.2.4 Demands with Known Holding Time and Scheduling Time
Flexibility

Many applications have a certain degree of flexibility about when exactly
the scheduled demand should occur. Service providers can therefore exploit
the flexibility to schedule the connections to achieve a better utilization of
resources and reduce cost.

One example of this type of traffic model is the sliding scheduled traffic
model proposed in [13]. A sliding scheduled demand is represented by a tuple
d =(s, t, b, �, r, h) that satisfies r− � ≥ h > 0, where s and t are the source and
destination, b is the number of requested capacity units, and � and r are the
starting time and ending time of a time window during which the demand with
a holding time of h time units resides. In this model, the demand holding time
h is an interval within a time window [�, r]. Rather than fixing the starting
time and ending time of the demand, a scheduling time flexibility is introduced
with this model. As a result, the demand is allowed to slide within a larger time
window [�, r]. This model allows an application to specify a larger time window
during which the demand for communication capacity is satisfied. This model
gives a service provider more flexibility in provisioning the requested demand
and a better opportunity to optimize the network resources since a demand is
considered accommodated as long as it is provisioned within the larger time
window. Given a demand d, the actual starting time of the demand is variable
relative to the left boundary � of its associated time window. If the demand
starts at a time units after �, the demand is active during [� + a, � + a + h].

This model can be considered as a generalization of the three types of
traffic model defined earlier. For example, a demand with known starting time
and known holding time is a special case when the demand starting time is
the starting time of the time window while the holding time is the same as
the window size. A demand with known starting time and unknown holding
time is also a special case in that the time window is unbounded and the
holding time is the same as the time window size. The third model is yet
another special case where the time window size is infinitely large.

The work of [23] considers a similar traffic model where the scheduling of
periodic connections with time flexibility on a single WDM link is studied.

11.3 Traffic Grooming under Scheduled Service

The work on traffic grooming under scheduled service is more recent and
relatively limited compared to work on traffic grooming in general. In this
section, we introduce some recent endeavors in this area.
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11.3.1 Dynamic Traffic Grooming of Subwavelength Connections
with Known Duration

The work by Tornatore et al. [21] considers dynamic traffic grooming of sub-
wavelength connections with known duration where the connection requests
arrive one at a time with different starting time and holding time. The objec-
tive of grooming is to minimize the network resources used for accommodating
each request or implicitly attempt to minimize the overall connection blocking
probability.

The authors adopt an auxiliary graph (AG) G = (V, E) to expand the
representation of the original network where V and E are the set of nodes
and links, respectively. Assuming that each link has W wavelengths, the
auxiliary graph G is a layered graph with W + 2 layers where layers 1 to W
denote the W wavelength layers, layer (W + 1) is the lightpath layer where
established lightpaths are represented, and layer (W + 2) is the access layer
where a traffic demand starts and terminates. When a lightpath is estab-
lished, the wavelength-links used are deleted in the appropriate wavelength
layers of the graph. Similarly, corresponding wavelength-links are restored in
the wavelength layers when a lightpath terminates. Network resources such
as transceivers, converters, wavelength-links, and lightpaths, can be modeled
using proper links in the layered auxiliary graph. The cost of links is properly
assigned and updated to reflect the cost of each network element, such as
transceiver, converters, wavelength-link, etc. An edge is also characterized by
a proper capacity. For example, a wavelength-link edge has a capacity of a
wavelength whereas for a lightpath edge, its capacity is the residual capacity
after accommodating traffic demands. By manipulating the cost and capac-
ity of links, the auxiliary graph approach allows different grooming policies
to be applied while taking into account various network constraints such
as transceiver availability, wavelength conversion capabilities, and grooming
capabilities.

Given that the connection duration information is known upon the arrival
of a demand, the authors design a holding-time-aware provisioning algorithm
(HTA). The connection duration information allows the residual holding
time of all the existing lightpaths in the network to be evaluated. Because
a lightpath usually supports multiple time-limited connections, the residual
holding time of a lightpath is determined by the connection(s) with the max-
imum remaining holding time after which the lightpath can be terminated.
With respect to the new demand, an existing lightpath, if chosen, can serve
the demand if its holding time is smaller than the residual holding time of
the lightpath and the remaining capacity is sufficient to accommodate the
demand. If the residual holding time of the lightpath is smaller than the
demand holding time, the lifetime of the lightpath may need to be prolonged
in order to accommodate the demand. An efficient routing strategy is then
designed based on a holding-time-aware edge cost assignment in the auxiliary
graph. The idea is to assign a lower cost to an existing lightpath whose lifetime
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does not need to be prolonged, and therefore encourage the routing algorithm
to reuse the lightpath for grooming. Start from a network represented as an
AG with uniform cost pe for any type of link. Given a new request (s, t, b, h)
where s and t are the source and destination, b is the capacity requirement,
and h is the holding time, the cost of an edge e is updated using the following
cost function Ce where ε is a small constant:

Ce =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

peε if e is a lightpath with residual holding time Hr ≥ h,
peε + peΔt if e is a lightpath with residual holding time Hr < h

(Δt = h − Hr),
peh for all other wavelength-links in AG.

(11.1)

A shortest path algorithm is run on the auxiliary layered graph with
respect to the assigned link cost to groom the new demand. Once the demand
is groomed, the links, link costs, and capacity will be updated accordingly.

Simulation results [21] reported by the authors indicate a significant
advantage in terms of reducing blocking probability by employing the holding-
time-aware grooming approach as opposed to other efficient approaches that
are holding-time unaware.

11.3.2 Traffic Grooming under a Sliding Scheduled Service Model

In [12], the authors study traffic grooming under a sliding scheduled ser-
vice model. No wavelength conversion is assumed in the network under
consideration. And no traffic bifurcation is allowed. Given a set of sliding-
scheduled traffic demands, the primary objective of traffic grooming is to
minimize the total wavelength-links used while trying to meet demands’
timing specifications (i.e., starting time and holding time). Because of the
scheduling time flexibility offered by the sliding scheduled service model, the
difficulties of the traffic grooming problem lies in the spatial and temporal
constraints/flexibilities imposed/offered on the set of demands. In the spatial
domain, demands are groomed in a mesh network topology and may share
the same wavelength on the same link when the capacity of the wavelength
allows. Grooming of demands is also subjected to the wavelength continuity
constraint. In the time domain, a demand may slide within its time window
and demands may overlap in time, which constrains traffic grooming when
combined with the spatial constraints. However, the time-limited nature
of demands offers additional opportunities for resource reuse in both time
and space during traffic grooming. Obviously, reducing overlapping between
demands in time helps temporal resource reuse.

A two-step approach to the traffic grooming problem is proposed and
studied. First, to maximize the network resource reuse by demands in the
time domain, a demand time conflict reduction algorithm is designed. Given
a set of demands D, the time domain conflict reduction algorithm is applied
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to D to find a proper placement of demand intervals in their associated time
windows such that the number of demand pairs that overlap in time is mini-
mized. This problem is solved by first constructing an interval graph H based
on the demands’ time windows [13]. Then strong and weak edges in the graph
H are identified [13]. Note that strong edges reflect time conflicts of demand
pairs that cannot be resolved no matter how demands are placed within their
time windows whereas weak edges represent time overlapping between two
demands that can be avoided if they are properly scheduled within their time
windows. The proposed time conflict reduction algorithm works to remove as
many weak edges as possible from the graph H to obtain an edge-reduced
graph H′. Therefore, strong edges of H are always in the resulting graph H′.
However, whether a weak edge of H is in H′ depends on how demands are
placed in their associated time windows.

Once demands are properly placed in their time windows to obtain a new
demand set D′ (i.e., with demands’ start time fixed), the second step is to use
a time window based algorithm for traffic grooming. The design of this groom-
ing algorithm is based on the following observations. Demands that overlap
in time must be groomed with sufficient capacity in the spatial domain if the
total capacity of these demands exceeds the wavelength capacity. Network
resources used by one demand can be reused by another demand as long as
they do not overlap in time. This motivates the authors to divide the set of
demands into subsets based on the demands’ starting time and ending time
such that demands in different subsets are disjoint in time except for a few
straddling demands. Note that it is not always possible to assign a demand to
only one subset because its holding time may result in its being included in
multiple subsets. Such a demand is termed as a straddling demand. Specifi-
cally, the time conflicts of demands in D′ are modeled using a different interval
graph. Based on the interval graph representation, an efficient algorithm then
divides the demands into subsets. A virtual network topology is constructed
to groom each subset of demands. The resources used by demands in one
subset can potentially be reused by other subsets. Grooming of a straddling
demand, however, requires the same resources to be used by it across subsets.

Simulation results and comparison with a customized tabu search scheme
have shown that the proposed two-step traffic grooming algorithm for sliding
scheduled demands is effective in meeting demands’ timing specifications as
well as reducing the total network resources used [12].

11.3.3 Traffic Grooming under a Scheduled Service Model Using
Light-Trails

Our recent work considers the problem of accommodating a set of subwave-
length scheduled traffic demands in a shared wavelength optical network [24]
(e.g., a light-trail network) with the objective of minimizing the total resources
used. Specifically, consider a network G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes
and E is the set of links in the network. Each link has W wavelengths and a
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wavelength has a capacity of C. We assume no wavelength conversion capa-
bility in the network. Let D = {d1, d2, ..., dm} be the set of scheduled traffic
demands. A demand di is represented as (si, ti, bi, αi, βi) where si is the source
node, ti is the destination node, bi is the requested capacity, and αi and βi are
the starting time and the ending time of the demand. The problem is to con-
struct a set of light-trails LT = {lt1, lt2, ..., lth} such that all the demands in D
are accommodated with the objective of minimizing the total resources used,
such as the number of wavelength-links used, the number of wavelengths used.

When constructing light-trails to accommodate the scheduled demands,
we consider two cases: static light-trail case and dynamic light-trail case. In
the static light-trail case, a light-trail will not be terminated once it is set
up. In the dynamic light-trail case, a light-trail can be torn down when it is
not used by any scheduled demand, so that the resources for that light-trail
can be re-allocated for other light-trails. In the dynamic light-trail case, the
light-trails are time limited. Integer linear programming formulations for both
cases are derived. Due to the complexity of solving ILPs for large problems,
heuristic iterative grooming algorithms are proposed.

Heuristic Algorithm: Static Light-Trail Case

The proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 which combines a greedy
packing algorithm with evolutionary iterations. In Heuristic Light-Trail, k
shortest paths are generated for the source–destination pair of each demand
and are included in Γ as candidate light-trails. Then light-trails are selected
using ResAlloc (not shown) from Γ and instantiated so that every demand in
the demand set is accommodated by one of the light-trails and the total cost
is minimized. ResAlloc returns (Γins, c), where Γins is the set of instantiated
light-trails and c is the total cost.

The solution is improved iteratively. In each iteration, the algorithm
removes a candidate light-trail lt (lt ∈ Γins) from the candidate set Γ and
assigns the rest of the light-trails in Γ to a new set Γ ′: (Γ ′ ← Γ \ lt). If
by using Γ ′ as the candidate light-trail set, algorithm ResAlloc produces a
better solution (i.e., with a lower cost), the current best solution is replaced.
The criteria of improvement is whether the cost of the current solution is
reduced enough from the previous best solution by a tunable threshold θ (e.g.,
0.5%). In the case where each of the light-trails in Γins has been tried but
no improvement is obtained, the algorithm breaks out from the iteration and
returns the current best solution obtained. Otherwise, the iteration continues.

The idea behind ResAlloc is explained briefly. A candidate light-trail can
carry a demand only if both the source and destination nodes of the demand
are on the light-trail and the source node is on the upstream of the destination
node. A demand that can be carried by a light-trail is supportable by that
light-trail. The algorithm sorts all the demands in the demand set that are
supportable by a candidate light-trail lt in a certain order. Different ordering
schemes are possible. Studies have shown that the longest span first (LSF) is
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic Light-Trail(G,D)
Require: G is the network topology and D is the set of scheduled demands.
1: (Γins, c0) ← (∅, |E| · W ), f lag ← TRUE;
2: Find k-shortest paths for each demand di ∈ D and put them in Γ as the set of

candidate light-trails;
3: (Γins, c0) ← ResAlloc(G, Γ,D );
4: while flag == TRUE do
5: flag ← FALSE;
6: for all lt such that lt ∈ Γins do
7: Γ ′ ← Γ \ lt;
8: (Γtemp, c) ← ResAlloc(G, Γ ′,D );
9: if (c0 − c)/c0 ≥ θ then

10: c0 ← c;
11: Γins ← Γtemp;
12: flag ← TRUE;
13: end if
14: end for
15: end while

most effective [25]. The span of a demand is defined as the number of hops
between the source node and the destination node of the demand. The LSF
scheme attempts to better utilize the space (span) of the light-trail. A demand
with a span of n hops on a light-trail with a length of m(m ≥ n) would leave
other (m − n) links on the light-trail idle when the demand is transmitting
data. Therefore, we prefer to select the demand with a longer span when
packing demands onto the light-trail so that there are fewer links being idle.
If two demands have equal spans, the one with a larger requested capacity is
selected first. These demands are packed on the light-trail in the same order
until the wavelength capacity limit is reached or all the supportable demands
of that light-trail have been packed.

Once all the candidate light-trails are packed with supportable demands,
the utilization ratio of a light-trail lt, ρlt, is calculated as:

ρlt =
∑

∀di packed onto lt

bi · (βi − αi)/(C · Ψ), (11.2)

where C is the wavelength capacity and Ψ = |[Min(αi),Max(βi)]| and Min,
Max are taken over demands packed onto light-trail lt. The algorithm then
selects the candidate light-trail ltb with the highest utilization ratio, and
moves it to the set Γins to be instantiated. All the demands that are packed
onto this light-trail are removed from the demand set D. Next, each remaining
candidate light-trail is packed again with the demands that are left in D.
Based on the utilization ratio another best candidate light-trail is picked.
The iteration repeats until there is no demand left in D. The algorithm then
assigns wavelengths to the light-trails in Γins and calculates the total cost.
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Heuristic Algorithm: Dynamic Light-Trail Case

The basic idea behind the algorithm for the dynamic case is similar to the
static light-trail case. The heuristic algorithm shares the same main func-
tion of Heuristic Light-Trail (Algorithm 1) with ResAlloc replaced by a new
ResAlloc (not shown). A light-trail can be terminated when it is not used
by any scheduled demand, so that the resources for that light-trail can be
re-allocated for other light-trails. Each light-trail can therefore have several
time windows during which it is active.

The question is how to determine whether a light-trail should be made
active at a certain time instant. A simple answer depends on whether there
is any demand being carried on the light-trail at that time instant. This
approach may produce light-trails with a low capacity utilization ratio since
a demand with a very small requested capacity will keep a light-trail active.
Instead, we can make the light-trail inactive when it has a low capacity
utilization ratio and release the resources to other light-trails to improve the
resource utilization. In Fig. 11.1(a), it is shown that there are four demands
packed onto the light-trail. Each demand is represented by a rectangle in the
figure. The height of the rectangle indicates the requested capacity and the
width indicates the time duration of the scheduled demand.

The capacity utilization of a candidate light-trail packed with demands
varies over time, which can be represented by a capacity utilization curve like
the one in Fig. 11.1(b). We introduce a capacity threshold σ and deem a light-
trail active at a certain time instant if the capacity utilization ratio is no less
than σ, or inactive otherwise (Fig. 11.1(c)). Thus a light-trail would be either
active or inactive at any time instant, which can be shown by an activation

d2
d4

d3

capacity

d1

time

capacity

time

Wavelength capacity

(a) (b)

time

σ

capacity

active active
inactive

capacity

inactive

time

(c) (d)

Fig. 11.1. An example of packing a time-limited light-trail with demands: (a) the
demands initially packed in a light-trail; (b) the initial capacity utilization curve;
(c) the capacity utilization curve with a threshold; (d) the activation curve of the
light-trail
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curve like the one in Fig. 11.1(d). If a demand packed in the light-trail is
active during an inactive period of the light-trail, the demand will be removed
from the light-trail unless the demand has the same source and destination
as the light-trail, and be packed onto other potential light-trails. The demand
will be accommodated by at least one light-trail because k shortest paths are
generated for the source–destination pair of each demand and are included in
Γ as candidate light-trails.

The solutions to the ILP problem formulations and simulation of the
heuristic algorithms show that, compared to using static light-trails, the use
of dynamic light-trails for traffic grooming significantly reduces the required
resources by as much as 30% for a demand set of size 100. The resource reduc-
tion becomes more significant as the size of demand sets increases and the
time correlation among demands becomes weaker. The heuristic algorithms
for both cases are also shown to be very time efficient. Details of simulation
study can be found in [25].

11.4 Issues and Future Research Directions

The traffic grooming problem, in general, can be logically decomposed into
four subproblems: (1) topology design that determines the virtual topology
to be embedded in the physical topology; (2) routing that determines the
route of each of the high-speed bandwidth trunks (e.g., lightpaths, light-
trails, etc.) over the physical topology; (3) connection routing that routes
connections over the virtual topology; and (4) wavelength assignment that
allocates wavelengths to the bandwidth trunks subject to assignment and
continuity constraints. In this section, we discuss related issues for grooming
under scheduled service as well as future research directions.

11.4.1 Virtual Topology Design

Traditionally, designing a virtual topology on a physical network consists of
deciding the lightpaths to be set up in terms of their source and destination
nodes and wavelength assignment. A related problem is reconfiguring a net-
work from one virtual topology to another. A virtual topology is designed on
the basis of traffic pattern and a physical topology. Being able to reconfigure
virtual topology provides adaptability, self-healing capability, and upgrad-
ability. Two types of approaches have been considered for virtual topology
reconfiguration. In the cost approach, the physical network topology, the
current virtual topology as well as the new virtual topology that the network
must be reconfigured to are known. The goal is to minimize the cost of the
reconfiguration, e.g., the cost of optical switching reprogramming, estab-
lishment of new lightpaths, and elimination of old ones. The optimization
approach assumes that only the current virtual topology is given and changed
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traffic pattern and/or physical topology makes reconfiguration necessary.
Reconfiguration involves solving a new virtual topology design problem.

Both virtual topology design and reconfiguration have not considered the
time-limited nature of scheduled service. The timing information of scheduled
service demands offers another dimension for optimization as demonstrated
in grooming scheduled service using light-trails (Section 11.3.3) where light-
trails can be time-limited. However, significant difficulties exist in exploiting
the time-limited nature of scheduled service for the betterment of traffic
grooming, especially in case of dynamic traffic arrivals. The optimal virtual
topology changes over time. Rather than using the best topology in every time
period and incurring a possibly significant reconfiguration cost, it is necessary
to consider the optimum sequence of virtual topologies that will minimize
the sum of the operating and reconfiguration costs over the entire horizon.
Other considerations include virtual topology design for traffic grooming [26]
that (1) minimizes network resource (e.g., wavelengths, ports) usage subject
to given traffic blocking requirements; and (2) maximizes performance or
revenue given physical topology and resource constraints.

11.4.2 Routing

Routing is important for virtual topology design, routing of connections, and
providing survivability. Not much has been done to tailor routing for sched-
uled service. The difficulty has to do with taking into account the connection
holding time of scheduled service. The work of [27] considers the routing
of holding-time aware demands under a sliding scheduled traffic model to
satisfy the bandwidth, starting and holding time requirements of dynamic
traffic demands. Given the network topology, current link state information,
and a maximal hop count H, this Bellman-Ford flavored routing algorithm
finds, for each hop count value h, 1 ≤ h ≤ H, and destination node t, all
h-hop feasible path between s and t under the sliding scheduled traffic model.
An h-hop feasible path between s and t is a path that satisfies both the
demand’s bandwidth and timing requirements. This algorithm is useful for
routing scheduled connection requests over a virtual topology during traffic
grooming.

11.4.3 Survivability

Survivability is a critical aspect of transport networks because of the inherent
vulnerability of transmission systems. Existing work deals with survivability
service provisioning in the context of scheduled lightpath service.

Kuri et al. [8, 14] address the problem of routing working and protection
paths for scheduled lightpath demands in an optical transport network. The
problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem where the
objective is to minimize the number of wavelength-links required to instantiate
the lightpaths. The a priori knowledge of the SLDs’ time-disjointness can be
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exploited to minimize the amount of wavelength-links required to instantiate
the lightpaths needed. Indeed, the same channel can be allocated to multiple
lightpaths, provided that they are time-disjoint. A resource-efficient technique
called backup multiplexing can be used for minimizing spare channels. In this
technique, the same spare channel may serve to protect multiple lightpaths
provided that two conditions do not hold simultaneously: the involved light-
paths are overlapping in time and their working paths share at least one
common span. A simulated annealing (SA) based algorithm is designed to
find approximate solutions to this optimization problem since finding exact
solutions is computationally intractable.

The work of Tornatore et al. [20, 28, 29] exploits the connection-holding-
time information to dynamically provision shared-path-protected connections.
The proposed algorithm, PHOTO, takes advantage of the knowledge of the
holding time of connection requests to minimize resource overbuild due to
backup capacity and hence achieve resource-usage efficiency. Based on similar
ideas, the authors further propose a holding-time-aware, dynamic, connec-
tion provisioning algorithm, PHOTO-GSP, to improve sharing of backup
resources in segment based protection [19]. The work of Saradhi [30] consid-
ers the provisioning of fault-tolerant scheduled lightpath demands based on
a two-step optimization that uses a set of pre-computed routes for working
and protection paths.

In [16], we study survivable service provisioning with shared path protec-
tion under the scheduled traffic model. We consider the static version of the
problem where a set of demands is given, and the setup time and tear-down
time of a demand are known in advance. We study time efficient approaches to
approximating the optimal solution to the problem. The proposed approach is
based on an iterative survivable routing (ISR) scheme that utilizes a capacity
provision matrix and processes demands sequentially using different demand
scheduling policies. The objective is to minimize the total network resources
(e.g., number of wavelength-links) used by working paths and protection paths
of a given set of demands while 100% restorability is guaranteed against any
single failure. The additional information on connection holding time is
exploited to optimize the network resources jointly in space (i.e., backup
resource sharing) and in time (i.e., taking advantage of time-disjointness
amongst demands). Since a demand is considered accommodated as long as
it is provisioned during its holding time, time disjoint demands (working
path and protection path alike) can therefore share network resources. The
proposed algorithm is evaluated against solutions obtained by integer linear
programming. Simulation results indicate that the proposed ISR algorithm
is very time efficient while achieving excellent performance in terms of total
network resources used.

Survivable traffic grooming under scheduled service is a research area yet
to be explored. A possible solution could be to route scheduled traffic demands
with survivability requirements over survivable lightpaths established using
the schemes described above.
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11.4.4 Waveband Switching

Wavelength switching is used in current light-path networks to set up con-
nections between node pairs. With the increase in the number of wavelengths
per fiber, waveband switching (WBS) [31], wherein wavelengths are grouped
into bands and switched as a single entity, has been proposed to reduce the
cost and control complexity of switching nodes by minimizing the port count.
WBS introduces at least one additional constraint: only the traffic carried by
a fixed set of wavelengths may be grouped into a band. On the other hand,
a light-trail allows the intermediate nodes along a light path to access the
wavelength channel, aiming at the reduction of the total number of wave-
lengths. Both techniques apply traffic grooming on different levels of a WDM
network. Innovative solutions that solve the waveband switching and traffic
grooming problem using lightpaths or light-trails [32] in an integrated fashion
can reduce the port count of multigranular optical crossconnects and the size
of digital crossconnects. The solutions can further benefit from taking advan-
tage of timing information of scheduled service. How to efficiently integrate
waveband switching with traffic grooming and dynamically provision sched-
uled high-speed channels or end-to-end connections are open. Although a new
switching unit called a waveband-label switched path is defined in GMPLS
to expand the underlying provisioning capabilities of traffic grooming and
wavebanding in optical networks, focused efforts are needed to investigate the
underlying provisioning capabilities with traffic grooming and wavebanding
as well as control plane/signaling issues related to GMPLS/ASON on advance
reservation for supporting scheduled services.

11.4.5 Other Research Issues

A host of other research issues exist that are related to traffic grooming under
scheduled service, such as supporting scheduled multicast service, dynamic
provisioning of survivable scheduled demands, and so on. While we have
considered minimizing network resource such as wavelength-links or block-
ing probability as our main performance metrics, other constraints (e.g.,
port availability, grooming capability, wavelength conversion) and objective
functions (e.g., minimize add/drops, OXCs, fibers, transponders, time slots,
electronic conversion) can be incorporated in the problems discussed.

11.5 Conclusions

Provisioning scheduled traffic demands has been recognized as an important
class of service to be supported in future networks. Along with the scheduled
traffic models proposed, a host of issues and opportunities arise in the research
of traffic grooming for network planning purpose and for service provisioning
as well. In this chapter, we have surveyed different traffic models that capture
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various aspects of scheduled service, summarized some recent work on traffic
grooming under these models, and discussed some related issues for future
research.
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Dynamic Grooming Algorithms

Byrav Ramamurthy

12.1 Introduction

The emergence of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology
provides the capability for increasing the bandwidth of Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET) rings by grooming low-speed traffic streams onto different
high-speed wavelength channels. Since the cost of SONET add-drop multi-
plexers (SADM) at each node dominates the total cost of these networks, how
to assign the wavelength, groom the traffic and bypass the traffic through the
intermediate nodes has received a lot of attention from researchers recently.
Moreover, the traffic pattern of the optical network changes from time to
time. How to develop dynamic reconfiguration algorithms for traffic grooming
is an important issue.

For dynamic traffic grooming (DTG) at the network operation stage,
connection requests arrive and depart dynamically. As resources have already
been deployed in the network and will remain unchanged for some time,
the objective of a DTG algorithm is to maximize network throughput, or
minimize the blocking probability of connection requests. To achieve this
objective, the grooming algorithm must provision resource-efficient routes for
both lightpaths and connections.

In this chapter, we describe, in detail, dynamic traffic grooming algorithms
for two cases (best-fit and full-fit) for handling reconfigurable SONET over
WDM networks. For each approach, an integer linear programming model
and heuristic algorithms (based on the tabu search method) are given. The
results demonstrate that the tabu search heuristic can yield better solutions
but has a greater running time than the greedy algorithm for the best-fit
case. For the full-fit case, the tabu search heuristic yields competitive results
compared with an earlier simulated annealing based method and is more
stable for the dynamic case. We also highlight related work on dynamic traffic
grooming algorithms in other scenarios.

SONET rings have performed well as telecommunication backbone net-
works for a long time [1]. Using WDM technology, multiple rings can be

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 12, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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supported on a single fiber ring [2]. In this architecture, each wavelength
independently carries a SONET ring. Each SONET ring can further support
multiple low speed streams (e.g., an OC-48 SONET ring can support 4 OC-
12 or 16 OC-3 streams at the same time). At each node a WDM Add/Drop
Multiplexer (WADM) adds and drops or bypasses traffic on any wavelength.
At each node, there are SONET add/drop multiplexers (SADM) on each
wavelength to add/drop low speed streams. So the number of SADMs per
node will increase linearly with the number of wavelengths that a single fiber
ring can carry. The cost of SADMs will dominate the total cost of the optical
network. But in fact, it is not necessary for each node to be equipped with
SADMs on each wavelength. There is a need for an SADM on a wavelength
at a node only if there is traffic terminating at this node on this wavelength.
For example (see Fig. 12.1), if there is a traffic stream from node A to node B
through node C on wavelength λ1, there should be an SADM on λ1 at node A
and node B. The traffic can bypass node C without add/drop capabilities for
traffic streams on λ1. So node C need not be equipped with an SADM on λ1 .
The problem of combining different low speed traffic streams into high-speed
traffic streams in such a way that the number of SADMs is minimized is called
traffic grooming. Several studies have been done on traffic grooming [3, 4, 5].

Here is an example to show that traffic grooming can reduce the number
of SADMs [2]. Consider a ring network with five nodes. Each wavelength
could carry two traffic streams. The traffic pattern for this example is bidirec-
tional uniform traffic. That is, there exists the same amount of traffic in both
directions for each node pair. Below gives the traffic matrix of this example.

T =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

SADMSADM SADM SADM

WADM WADM WADM

λ1 λ2 λ1 λ2

Α BC

Fig. 12.1. SONET/WDM with bypass traffic at node C on λ1
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Fig. 12.2. SONET ring without traffic grooming

Figure 12.2 shows the SONET ring without traffic grooming. The traffic
assignment is shown in Table 12.1. 1 ↔ 2 in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 means that
the traffic between the node 1 and 2 is groomed on the wavelength λ1. If there
is a traffic stream from node 1 to node 3 assigned on a certain wavelength,
we say that there is a virtual connection setting up from node 1 to node 3
on this wavelength. The total number of SADMs required is 19. Figure 12.3
shows the SONET ring with traffic grooming. The traffic assignment is shown
in Table 12.2. The total number of SADMs is 15. In fact, if we do not know
the traffic pattern and suppose there is an SADM at each node on each
wavelength, the total number of SADMs is 5× 5 = 25. Thus traffic grooming
can reduce the number of SADMs greatly.

However, most algorithms assume the traffic matrix to be static; actually,
the traffic pattern over SONET rings changes from time to time. In [6],
dynamic traffic is described by a multiple set of the traffic matrices and a
traffic grooming solution is proposed to meet the multiset instead of a sin-
gle matrix. However, it is common that a change of traffic matrix happens
after the configuration is established. In this paper, we consider the dynamic
traffic grooming problem incorporating reconfiguration. That is, based on
the current wavelength assignment, when the traffic pattern of the network

Table 12.1. Traffic assignment without traffic grooming

Wavelength Traffic

λ1 (1 ↔ 2), (3 ↔ 4)
λ2 (1 ↔ 3), (2 ↔ 4)
λ3 (1 ↔ 4), (2 ↔ 5)
λ4 (1 ↔ 5), (2 ↔ 3)
λ5 (3 ↔ 5), (4 ↔ 5)
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Table 12.2. Traffic assignment with traffic grooming

Wavelength Traffic

λ1 (1 ↔ 2), (1 ↔ 3)
λ2 (1 ↔ 4), (1 ↔ 5)
λ3 (2 ↔ 4), (2 ↔ 3)
λ4 (4 ↔ 5), (2 ↔ 5)
λ5 (3 ↔ 5), (3 ↔ 4)

λ1 λ2

λ3

λ4

λ1

λ2 λ4 λ5λ3

λ2

λ5

λ4

λ1 λ3 λ5

WADM

W
A
D
M

W
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D
M

WADM WADM
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34

5

SADM corresponding 
to a given wavelength

Fig. 12.3. SONET ring with traffic grooming

changes, we propose a dynamic traffic grooming algorithm to reconfigure the
wavelength assignment according to the new traffic pattern without disrupt-
ing the old traffic assignment. Two cases, Best-fit and Full-fit, are studied.
Two heuristic algorithms, Greedy and Tabu-search (TS-1) are presented for
the best-fit approach. A two-phase algorithm based on tabu search (TS-2) is
presented for the full-fit approach. The static traffic grooming problem, on
which many studies have been done so far, is a special case of the dynamic
problem (specially, the full-fit case). The simulation results illustrate that the
tabu search algorithm can yield better solutions but takes more running time
than greedy algorithms for the best-fit case. The tabu-search algorithm for
the full-fit case is more stable compared to the earlier simulated annealing
heuristic [3]. Some results for the static grooming problem are found to be
better than earlier results in [3].

12.2 Problem Definition: Dynamic Traffic Grooming

In this section, integer linear programming models are proposed for dynamic
traffic grooming. They are based on the static models proposed in [3]. There
are two assumptions.
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1. The old traffic matrix is known. By using a heuristic algorithm or Integer
Linear Programming solver [3, 4], the current configuration of the network
is obtained according to the old matrix. This corresponds to the initial
assignment of traffic to wavelengths in the network.

2. The traffic matrix changes. The new matrix is different from the original
matrix. The objective is to disrupt as few current connections as possible
and fit the new traffic requests in.

The following are the notations that we will use later.

1. There are N nodes numbered 0, 1, 2, ... N − 1 in the SONET ring.
2. W is the number of wavelengths in the original traffic grooming matrix.
3. The granularity of the traffic g is defined as:

g =
channel capacity

base bandwidth rate

e.g., for a OC-48 channel carrying several OC-3 streams, the granularity
g = OC−48

OC−3 = 16. It is the number of circles 1 C that each wavelength can
carry.

4. Original traffic matrix T [n×n]. The traffic amount from node i to node j
(i, j = 1, .., N−1, i �= j) on the ring is denoted by tij (entry of matrix T at
row i and column j) and is always a multiple of the base bandwidth rate.

5. T ′[n × n] is the new traffic matrix.
6. V cw

ij represents the number of virtual connections for node pair (i, j) on
wavelength w in circle c according to the original matrix. It is known in
the reconfiguration problem.

7. V
′cw
ij represents the number of new virtual connections from i to j on

wavelength w of circle c according to the new traffic matrix.
8. V cw+

ij represents the number of new virtual connections from i to j on
new wavelength w+ of circle c according to the new traffic matrix (applies
to full-fit case only).

9. ADMw
i represents the number of ADMs on node i on wavelength w for

the original matrix.
10. ADM

′w
i represents the number of additional ADMs on node i on wave-

length w (applies to full-fit case only).
11. ADMw+

i represents the number of ADMs on node i on new wavelength
w+ (applies to full-fit case only).

We assume that for the original traffic matrix, a solution has been found
(e.g., using the algorithm in [3, 4]. So we know the number of wavelengths W
and the virtual connections for each pair (i, j). In addition, we also know the
number of SADMs and their positions.

Without special indication, unidirectional rings are assumed in the fol-
lowing problem descriptions. For bi-directional rings, constraints for both
directions should be satisfied. Here are two cases to consider in the problem:
1 The circle here refers to the circle built by the algorithm in [4].
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12.2.1 Best-Fit Case

In best-fit case, we try to place as much new traffic as possible without
increasing the number of SADMs.

Maximize :
∑

i

∑
j

∑
c

∑
w V

′cw
ij (Objective function).

The objective is to maximize the traffic amount according to the new
traffic demand. The following constraints are assumed.

1. Traffic constraint:∑
w

∑
c V

′cw
ij +

∑
w

∑
c V cw

ij ≤ t
′

ij

The traffic constraint indicates that the total number of virtual connec-
tions from i to j should be less than the new demand traffic matrix of
entry t′ij .

2. Circle capacity constraint:∑
(i,j)e∈(i,j)(V

′cw
ij + V cw

ij ) ≤ 1
The circle capacity constraint requires that no two connections can share
a link on a circle.

3. Transmitter constraint:∑
c

∑
j V

′cw
ij +

∑
c

∑
j V cw

ij ≤ g · ADMw
i

The transmitter constraint requires that the total number of virtual con-
nections starting at node i should be less than the transmitter capacity
of SADM at this node on wavelength w.

4. Receiver constraint:∑
c

∑
i V

′cw
ij +

∑
c

∑
i V cw

ij ≤ g · ADMw
j

The receiver constraint requires that the total number of virtual connec-
tions terminating at node j should be less than the receiver capacity of
SADMs at this node on wavelength w.

V cw′

ij ∈ {0, 1,−1}. ADMw
j ∈ {0, 1}. V cw′

ij = -1 only if V cw
ij = 1 and there

is no connection between i and j on wavelength w of circle c for the new
configuration any more.

12.2.2 Full-Fit Case

In full-fit case, we add the minimum number of SADM to satisfy all the new
traffic.

Minimize :
∑

i

∑
w ADM

′w
i + δ

∑
i

∑
w+ ADMw+

i (Objective function).
The objective is to fit all the traffic with the minimum number of SADMs

added. δ in the objective function is the weight parameter representing the
cost of adding more wavelengths. Because usually adding new wavelengths will
cost more than adding more SADMs on existing wavelengths, δ is supposed
to be no less than one. The following constraints are assumed.

1. Traffic constraint:∑
w

∑
c(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) +

∑
w+

∑
c V cw+

ij = t′ij
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The traffic constraint indicates that the total number of virtual connec-
tions from node i to node j should equal the traffic demand from node i
to j.

2. Circle capacity constraint:∑
(i,j)e∈(i,j)(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) ≤ 1

∑
(i,j)e∈(i,j) V cw+

ij ≤ 1
The circle capacity constraint requires that no two connections can share
a single link on a circle.

3. Transmitter constraint:∑
c

∑
j(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) ≤ g · (ADMw

i + ADM
′w
j )

∑
c

∑
j V cw+

ij ≤ g · ADMw+
i

The transmitter constraint requires that the total number of virtual con-
nections should be less than the transmission capacity of the equipment
at this node.

4. Receiver constraint:∑
c

∑
i(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) ≤ g · (ADMw

j + ADM
′w
j )

∑
c

∑
i V cw+

ij ≤ g · ADMw+
j

The receiver constraint requires that the total number of virtual connec-
tions should be less than the receiving capacity of the equipment at this
node.

V
′cw
ij ∈ {0, 1,−1}. V cw+

ij , ADM
′w
j and ADMw+

j ∈ {0, 1}.
As we know, the integer linear programming problem is NP-complete [7].

The reconfiguration problem is described based on integer linear programming
models. We expect this problem also to be intractable. In the next section,
we propose heuristic approaches to solve this problem.

12.3 Heuristic Algorithms

The heuristic algorithms for dynamic grooming were developed for both the
best-fit case and the full-fit case.

12.3.1 Best-Fit

The objective of the best-fit case is to include as much new traffic as possible
using available capacity of the current configuration of the ring networks
without increasing the number of SADMs. Two heuristic algorithms are
proposed for best-fit case, greedy heuristic and Tabu search heuristic (TS-1).

Greedy Heuristic

In our greedy algorithm, the value of each entry of both the old matrix from
which the current configuration was obtained and the new matrix using which
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we will perform the reconfiguration is generated randomly in the range [0, r].
The value is uniformly distributed between 0 and r. We try to fit as much
new traffic as possible without adding more SADMs. Here is a description of
the algorithm.

1. Get grooming information for the original traffic matrix using an existing
algorithm ([3, 4]).
For each circle, which we create for the current configuration, we should
know whether the entire capacity between two nodes is occupied and
whether there is an SADM at this node. We should also know on which
wavelength this circle is groomed.

2. Find the difference traffic matrix.
Given the new traffic matrix, compute the difference between the old one
and the new one, e.g., D[i, j] = T ′[i, j] − T [i, j]. This is the matrix we
try to groom in our algorithm with existing SADMs and traffic capacity.
For some entries D[i, j] = −m < 0 (there exist some connections built for
the old matrix that are not needed in the new matrix any more), remove
the connections between (i, j) from m circles over at most m wavelengths.

3. Merge connections.
We want to keep the largest continuous gap between nodes. So, if there
are two continuous connections over two circles, we merge them into a
bigger one on the same circle.

4. Groom new traffic.

Start from the smallest hop.
From node 0 to node N − 1
From s = 1 to s = N /*s is the number of hops*/
while (D[i, i + s] �= 0)

Try all the circles,
for each node pair (i, i + s) do
if capacity is available and
if there is SADM on both i and i + s
{
Groom one unit of D[i, i + s] to this circle.
Set capacity occupied.
D[i, i + s] = D[i, i + s] − 1.
}

Endwhile
End

Tabu Search Heuristic (TS-1)

Tabu search is a meta-heuristic approach to solve hard optimization problems.
The optimizing function is f(x) subject to x ∈ X. The set X summarizes
constraints on the vector of decision variables x. If x is the initial solution,
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neighborhood N(x) is a set obtained by going one step further from the
solution x. Such a step is called a move. Each element in N(x) is put into the
candidate list. At the same time, a tabu list T is built to keep track of the
solutions that have been visited before. Each element in the tabu list has a
tabu tenure. After each move, the value of tabu tenure is decremented by one.
Once the value becomes zero, the element is removed from the list. The tabu
list prevents such solutions being revisited within cycles of length less than or
equal to tabu tenure. A modified neighborhood N∗(x) of current solution is
N(x) defined as N(x) \ T . Here N∗(x) is a subset of N(x). This kind of tabu
search is short term TS. The best solution of N∗(x) which is in the candidate
list but not tabu (not in the tabu list) is chosen for the initial solution of
next iteration. If after certain number of iterations (we call it the tabu limit)
which is specified by the user, there is no improvement, the program stops.
Otherwise, we continue the iteration and build a new candidate list.
Here is the algorithm description of TS-1.

1. Initialization.
Compute the initial reconfiguration solution by using the greedy algo-
rithm. Set the initial tabu tenure value, which should be defined before
the program runs.

2. Build candidate list.
The neighborhood of the solution x, N(x) is defined as:
N(x) = {x′ | x′ is a move by swapping part of the two circles of the
solution x and one part of the swap should have available capacity }
Search all the circles. Compute N(x) and put each element in N(x) into
the candidate list. Compute the additional new traffic amount that could
be placed after such swap. Keep the maximum value of the increased
traffic amount and its corresponding solution x.

3. Choose the best solution and continue.
For all the solutions in the candidate list, choose the move that is not
tabu and can increase the traffic amount the most. The values of tabu
tenure of all the elements in the tabu list are decremented by one. If
some element’s tenure becomes zero, remove it from the tabu list. Put
the current move into the tabu list.

4. Terminate or continue with the current solution.
If after a certain number of iterations of moves, which is specified by the
user, there is no improvement, the program stops. Otherwise, go back to
build the candidate list for the new movement.

The tabu tenure for TS-1 is 48 and the tabu limit is 60.

12.3.2 Full-Fit Case

A two phase algorithm is developed for the full-fit case. The old traffic matrix
and its solution are known. Recall that each entry of the old matrix and new
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matrix is generated randomly ranging from [0, r]. The objective is to fit all
new traffic requests. Adding more SADMs is allowed.

Algorithm Description

Here we present a two-phase algorithm for the full-fit case.

1. Use a best-fit algorithm (greedy or TS-1) to groom as much traffic as is
allowed with existing SADMs.

2. If the capacity on circle c is available for the connection (i, j), place
SADMs at nodes i and j on the wavelength which circle c is groomed on
and groom traffic onto this circle.

3. Use the tabu search algorithm (TS-2) to groom the remaining traffic onto
the new wavelength. Place SADMs at the nodes whenever necessary.

Tabu Search Heuristic (TS-2)

The problem that was solved by TS-2 is the static traffic grooming problem,
on which a lot of work has been done so far [3, 4, 5]. That is, given the
remaining traffic matrix, groom that traffic onto wavelengths so that the
number of SADMs is minimized. We observe that the static traffic grooming
problem is a special case of the dynamic problem described in Section 12.2.2
when the old traffic matrix is empty and the new matrix is the traffic matrix
that will be groomed. The following is the description of TS-2.

1. Initialization.
Use the algorithm in [4] to get an initial solution x. Set the initial value
of the tabu tenure.

2. Build candidate list.
The neighborhood of the solution x, N(x) is defined as:
N(x) = {x′ | x′ is a move by swapping two circles from different wave-
length of solution x and the swapping will lead to no more or at most one
more SADM on a wavelength}.

Search all the circles. Compute N(x) and place each element in N(x)
into the candidate list. Compute the number of SADMs that could be
saved after this swap. Keep the maximum number of saved SADMs.

3. Choose the best solution and continue.
For all the solutions in the candidate list, choose the move that is not tabu
and save the most SADMs. The values of tabu tenure of all the elements
in the tabu list are decremented by one. If some element’s tenure becomes
zero, remove it from the tabu list. Place the current move into the tabu list.

4. Terminate or continue with the current solution.
If after a certain number of iterations of moves, which is specified by the
user, there is no improvement, the program stops. Otherwise, go back to
build the candidate list for the new movement.

The tabu limit is 170 and tabu tenure is in {15, 20, 24}.
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12.4 Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the simulation results for both the best-fit case
and the full-fit case.

12.4.1 Results for the Best-Fit Case

First, we define an upper bound on the number of new connections that can
be groomed to the current configuration to evaluate the performance of the
best-fit case algorithms. Then we give the result of both the greedy and the
tabu search (TS-1) algorithms according to this upper bound. The running
time comparison of both algorithms are also given.

Evaluation Factors

The results of reconfiguration algorithms depend not only on the algorithms
themselves but also on the input matrix. The best-fit strategy strives to place
as much traffic as it can, but there is no guarantee to fit all of the traffic in.
Here we first develop an upper bound U on the number of connections that
could possibly be groomed:

U =
∑

i

∑
j

∑
c{Vij | there is enough capacity between i and j for new

traffic T ′[i][j] and there is an SADM at both nodes i and j on circle c}.
The upper bound is computed by searching all the circles that are already
built according to the old matrix to find available capacity to groom new
connections. A connection can be established if there is capacity available
between the terminal nodes and there are SADMs at the two nodes. The
capacity of a connection is equal to the base bandwidth of one wavelength.
Although this upper bound is loose, because not all the connections available
in the upper bound can be established at the same time, we can prove that
no more connections can be built beyond this upper bound.
We define the load factor α by using this upper bound:

α = actual new connections established
upper bound × 100%

This factor shows how much percentage of the new traffic could be
groomed into the current configuration according to the upper bound.

Results of Greedy Heuristic

We randomly generate 18 matrix pairs for the old traffic matrices and the new
matrices (the matrix pair is numbered as 1, 2, ..., 18 in Table 12.3 for a 5-node
unidirectional ring with a granularity (g) of 3. The traffic amount generated
for each node pair is evenly distributed between the range of 0 to 12 (r = 12).
Table 12.3 provides the grooming results by using the evaluation factor α.
From this table we observe that, when the number of nodes is not large and
the granularity of the ring is small, the greedy algorithm can assign most of
the new traffic that is possible to be groomed, according to the upper bound.
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Table 12.3. Results for the best-fit greedy algorithms for 5 node ring

Matrix pair No. 1 2 3
Upper bound 15 24 24
Greedy connections 15 24 24
load factor α 100% 100% 100%
Matrix pair No. 4 5 6
Upper bound 23 20 13
Greedy connections 22 19 10
load factor α 96% 95% 77%
Matrix pair No. 7 8 9
Upper bound 10 19 8
Greedy connections 9 17 7
load factor α 90% 89% 88%
Matrix pair No. 10 11 12
Upper bound 23 12 18
Greedy connections 23 12 17
load factor α 100% 100% 94%
Matrix pair No. 13 14 15
Upper bound 22 18 33
Greedy connections 17 16 29
load factor α 82% 88% 88%
Matrix pair No. 16 17 18
Upper bound 18 16 32
Greedy connections 15 16 25
load factor α 83% 100% 78%

Results of Tabu Search Heuristic (TS-1)

Table 12.4 shows the results for the greedy algorithm and TS-1 under different
numbers of nodes and different granularities for unidirectional rings (r = 12).
For each entry, 20 matrix pairs (old matrix and new matrix) are randomly
generated. The average value of α is computed. We observe that tabu search
yields better results than the greedy algorithm for most cases, especially with
a large number of nodes and large granularity. Table 12.5 shows the average
number of new connections that can be groomed by the greedy algorithm and
the tabu search algorithm using the same set of input data as Table 12.4. The
tabu search heuristic gains 2% more connections than the greedy algorithm
on the average.

Here we give a specific example to indicate that the tabu search heuristic
can find a better solution than the greedy algorithm. In this example, there
are 5 nodes in a unidirectional SONET ring. The granularity of the ring is 3.
The old traffic matrix and the new matrix are generated as follows:
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Table 12.4. Results for the best-fit algorithms. N is the number of nodes in a ring.
α is the load factor. g is the granularity

Node number method g=3 g=4 g=12

N=5 greedy 92 89 79
(α in %) tabu 92 90 80
N=6 greedy 90 89 78
(α in %) tabu 91 90 80
N=8 greedy 90 84 76
(α in %) tabu 91 85 77
N=12 greedy 86 83 70
(α in %) tabu 87 84 72
N=16 greedy 85 82 67
(α in %) tabu 86 84 68
N=20 greedy 84 80 63
(α in %) tabu 86 82 69

T =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 2 6 1 0
7 0 6 1 3
2 2 0 3 3
5 2 7 0 2
4 5 7 2 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

T ′ =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 4 6 2 5
7 0 8 1 4
3 3 0 10 11
5 4 7 0 2
6 5 7 3 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Figures 12.4 and 12.5 show the grooming results for the greedy algorithm
and the tabu search algorithm, respectively. The following two matrices (Rg,
Rt) are the remaining traffic matrices that cannot be groomed after employ-
ing those two algorithms. We observe from Fig. 12.5 that two connections of
t2,3 are groomed to wavelength 5 instead of wavelength 4 in the tabu search
algorithm. Then two more connections of t2,4 could be groomed to wavelength
4 which results in a gain of 2 more connections for the tabu search than the
greedy heuristic.

Table 12.5. Absolute connections built by the greedy and the tabu algorithms

Node Number method g=3 g=4 g=12

N=5 greedy 16 17 22
tabu 17 17 23

N=6 greedy 22 24 35
tabu 22 25 36

N=8 greedy 39 40 54
tabu 39 40 54

N=12 greedy 78 87 123
tabu 79 88 126

N=16 greedy 128 142 193
tabu 130 146 198

N=20 greedy 204 224 280
tabu 209 229 290
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Fig. 12.4. An example of a reconfiguration problem using the greedy algorithm
proposed in this work

Rg =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 2
0 2 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Rt =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Revenue Analysis and Running Time

While tabu search yields better results in most cases, it also takes more time
to obtain the solution with the tabu heuristic than with the greedy algorithm.
Figure 12.6 shows the running time of the algorithms for the unidirectional
ring under different values of granularity and different numbers of nodes. It
uses the same set of data that generated the result in Table 12.4. As we note
from the figure, the running time increases greatly when the number of nodes
in the ring increases. We compute the revenue [8] of the reconfiguration prob-
lem according to the number of connections that are built in total. Revenue
is the income the network service provider earns by running the network. The
following is the revenue formula for the reconfiguration problem.

C: the cost of using a single link (a single link is any node pair in [i, i + 1]
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Fig. 12.5. An example of a reconfiguration problem using the tabu search heuristic
(TS-1) proposed in this work

where i ∈ 0..N − 1).

Revenue =
∑

w

∑

c

∑

i

∑

j

(Vij + V ′
ij) × (j − i + N)mod N × C (12.1)
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Fig. 12.6. Running time of the best-fit algorithm
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From the formula, we observe that even one more connection can achieve
quite a large percentage gain in the revenue if the cost of a single link is high.
So, although the tabu search heuristic usually takes longer than the greedy
algorithm to run, it is still worthwhile to employ tabu search when the single
link cost is relatively high.

12.4.2 Results for the Full-Fit Case

We mentioned in Section 12.3.2 that the static traffic grooming problem is a
special case of the dynamic problem (for the full-fit case). We run the algo-
rithm (TS-2) for the static traffic grooming problem for a unidirectional ring
under uniform traffic. The traffic amount of each entry in the matrix is one
unit (equals base bandwidth). We compare the results with both the greedy
algorithm [4] and the simulated annealing algorithm [3] in Table 12.6. For ILP
results please refer to [3]. We observe that the tabu search algorithm obtains
the same results as simulated annealing (SA) for most cases. One entry for the
tabu search method is better than SA. For some cases, the number of SADMs
used in tabu heuristic is a little bit more than in SA. The running time for
each entry is less than 27 seconds on a 450 MHz UltraSPARC II processor
based SUN Ultra-60 Workstation. In [3], the SA algorithm was run for 30
trials and best result was chosen. TS-2 does not depend on a statistical result
and need not be run multiple times. We observe that it is never worse than
the greedy algorithm. TS-2 is relatively stable, which is preferred in dynamic
models. Because the traffic pattern changes from time to time, it is usually
not feasible to run the program many times to obtain the best solution.

Table 12.6. Results for static traffic grooming

g method N=4 N=8 N=16 N=20

g=3 greedy 7 31 79 146
SA 7 31 69 124
TS-2 7 31 69 124

g=4 greedy 7 29 71 123
SA 7 28 66 120
TS-2 7 28 66 120

g=16 greedy 4 14 36 65
SA 4 14 33 57
TS-2 4 14 33 58

g=48 greedy 4 8 21 34
SA 4 8 19 37
TS-2 4 8 21 32

g=64 greedy 4 8 15 28
SA 4 8 15 28
TS-2 4 8 15 28
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12.5 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced the dynamic traffic grooming model for recon-
figuration problems. Two cases (best-fit and full-fit) are presented in an
integer linear programming description. Since integer linear programming
problems are NP-hard, we expect that dynamic traffic grooming problem is
also intractable for both cases. For the best-fit case, two heuristic algorithms
greedy and tabu search (TS-1) are proposed. An upper bound of the number
of new virtual connections is developed to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms. The results show that the tabu search algorithm (TS-1) proposed
in this study will yield better solutions but takes more running time than
the greedy algorithm for the best-fit case. For the full-fit case, a two-phase
algorithm is developed. We observe that the static traffic grooming problem
is a special case of the dynamic traffic grooming problem. The algorithms we
proposed here (particularly the full-fit case, TS-2) can also solve the static
grooming problem. Our algorithm is more stable than the simulated annealing
algorithm proposed in previous work. Moreover, some of the solutions are
better than those obtained in the earlier work on the static grooming problem.

As traffic grooming connects the optical layer and the electronic layer, a
traffic grooming algorithm has to address not only the routing of traffic con-
nections but also the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) of wavelength
channels. In other work, we proposed dynamic traffic grooming algorithms
based on three different approaches. The first approach is an adaptive routing
approach based on an auxiliary graph model [9]. The second approach is
a fixed-alternate routing approach [10]. The third approach is a two-phase
rerouting approach [11]. The common objective of these grooming algorithms
is to maximize the network resource utilization or equivalently to minimize the
connection blocking probability. We refer the interested reader to [12] and [13]
and references therein for additional material on dynamic traffic grooming.
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13

Performance Models for Dynamic
Traffic Grooming

Chunsheng Xin

13.1 Introduction

The traffic grooming problem originated from SONET and later extended into
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks. Traffic grooming
in WDM optical networks is classified into static or dynamic, depending
on whether the sub-wavelength client connections are given in advance, or
randomly arrive/depart. Dynamic traffic grooming has been driven by sev-
eral factors, e.g., the “bandwidth-on-demand” service needed by clients, and
the demand to set up dynamic Label Switched Paths (LSPs) across opti-
cal networks, with the deployment of the Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) technology [1] in IP networks. While the major effort in static traffic
grooming is to determine the lightpaths for aggregating the given client calls
to optimize an objective, such as the number of accommodated calls [2] or
the number of transponders [3], most studies on dynamic traffic grooming
are to propose online algorithms to accommodate incoming sub-wavelength
client connections on lightpaths that are set up on-demand in real time (e.g.,
see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). It is important to develop performance models for
dynamic traffic grooming to evaluate the performance of grooming algorithms
as well as help to study other problems in dynamic traffic grooming. A major
performance metric of dynamic traffic grooming is the blocking probability of
sub-wavelength connections. As such, we only discuss the analysis of blocking
probability.

There is a large number of analytical studies on WDM optical networks
with wavelength-granularity traffic demands, e.g., see [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
and references therein. Nevertheless, these studies assumed wavelength-
granularity traffic demands, and did not address sub-wavelength traf-
fic demands. The authors in [17, 18] analyzed WDM grooming in time-
space switched optical networks, where optical nodes are capable of sub-
wavelength time-slot switching, and sub-wavelength connections can be
directly set up over the time-slots in wavelength channels. In traffic groom-
ing, optical nodes switch traffic only at the wavelength granularity, and

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 13, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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sub-wavelength connections have to be carried on lightpaths, e.g., see
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 19, 20, 21]. We focus on this scenario and discuss
appropriate performance models. We will utilize an approximation technique
known as reduced load approximation, which was developed in [22, 23, 24] and
has been widely adopted for analyzing general networks and optical networks.

13.2 Characterization of Dynamic Traffic Grooming

We use calls to refer to dynamic sub-wavelength connections from clients. The
physical topology in dynamic traffic grooming includes the optical network,
and client nodes connected to border optical nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 13.1.
Lightpaths can be set up (and torn down) in real time between a pair of
client nodes (node-pair). Upon receiving an incoming call request, a client
node selects a sequence of lightpaths to carry this call to the destination. In
this lightpath sequence, some lightpaths may not exist yet and need to be set
up in real time. The grooming algorithm also tears down a lightpath if all car-
ried calls are completed. The dynamic grooming algorithms can be generally
classified into single-hop or multi-hop algorithms, depending on whether the
lightpath sequence can include only one lightpath or multiple lightpaths. The
single-hop grooming algorithm aggregates a call on a single lightpath to elimi-
nate intermediate electronic processing (e.g., see [21, 25]). On the other hand,
a multi-hop grooming algorithm may aggregate a call on several lightpaths, to
reduce blocking probability. As a trade-off, the call needs to go through inter-
mediate client nodes to be processed and forwarded in the electronic layer.

Optical node

Client node

Fig. 13.1. Physical topology

g-link g-link

g-link

lightpath

Fig. 13.2. g-link topology
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The lightpaths set up in the optical network connect client nodes into a
logical topology. Dynamic traffic grooming can be seen as client call routing
on a dynamic logical topology, where logical links (i.e., lightpaths between
node-pairs) are dynamically set up or torn down to increase or decrease
capacity between a node-pair. It is difficult to analyze call blocking prob-
abilities on a dynamic logical topology. One solution is to introduce the
concept of grooming link (g-link) and g-link topology to transform a dynamic
logical topology to an equivalent “static” topology. A g-link is conceived as
a virtual and static “conduit” used to enclose the dynamically established
lightpaths between a node-pair. The g-links between all node-pairs form a
fully connected and static g-link topology, as illustrated in Fig. 13.2. The
g-link topology together with the information on the number of lightpaths in
each g-link uniquely defines a logical topology.

The single and multi-hop grooming algorithms can easily be described
on the g-link topology. A single-hop grooming algorithm essentially routes a
call on a single-hop path in the g-link topology, while a multi-hop grooming
algorithm routes a call on a path with one or more hops.

13.3 Challenges and Solutions

To avoid confusion, a wavelength channel in a particular fiber is referred to
as a wavelink, and a wavelink route that corresponds to a possible wavelength
assignment on a fiber route is referred to as a waveroute. Figure 13.3 illus-
trates two waveroutes corresponding to two wavelength assignments on a fiber
route, assuming two wavelengths per fiber and no wavelength conversion. The
entire set of waveroutes (on all fiber routes) used to establish lightpaths in
a g-link is referred to as the support of this g-link. The call loss probability
between a node-pair can be calculated based on the blocking probabilities of
the routing paths on the g-link topology, which are dependent on the g-link
blocking probabilities. However, the number of lightpaths and the capacity of
a g-link are dynamic, and it is difficult to directly calculate the g-link blocking
probabilities. This problem can be solved by modeling the two operations
for grooming calls on a g-link—routing calls to lightpaths and dynamically
establishing lightpaths on wavelength channels for this g-link—by a single
operation of routing calls directly on wavelength channels. Then the call block-
ing probability on a g-link becomes the joint blocking probability of the entire

A B
A1 B1

A2 B2

Fiber route {A, B}

Waveroute {A1, B1} 

Waveroute {A2, B2}

Fig. 13.3. Relationship between fiber route and waveroute
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set of waveroutes supporting this g-link. However, for the single operation to
have the same effect as the two operations, it has to meet two constraints.

1. Routing a call on wavelength channels must follow the routing and wave-
length assignment (RWA) algorithm used to set up lightpaths, because
calls are actually carried on lightpaths. Specifically, calls arriving at a
g-link are routed to waveroutes that are on the fiber routes selected by
the RWA algorithm to set up lightpaths in this g-link, and the waveroute
selection follows the RWA scheme.

2. Calls carried on a wavelink must be on the same waveroute, to ensure that
they are actually contained in a lightpath, because the traffic carried on a
wavelink is actually the traffic on a lightpath that occupies the wavelink.

The second constraint can be satisfied by using a restricted sharing admis-
sion policy for the wavelink, which admits an incoming call if and only if the
wavelink is in the empty state, or the waveroute of the incoming call is the
same as the one of the carried calls and there is enough residual bandwidth.

13.4 A General Analysis Framework

Theoretically a Markov process might be used for the analysis of dynamic
traffic grooming, but is far too complex. In practice, approximation techniques
need to be employed. A widely used technique in network analysis called the
reduced load approximation (see [22, 23, 24, 26]) can be adopted to analyze
dynamic traffic grooming.

The objective of dynamic traffic grooming analysis is to estimate the call
blocking probability for given offered loads to each node-pair. Based on the
discussion in Section 13.3, we illustrate dynamic traffic grooming in Fig. 13.4.
Logically, client calls are carried on the paths composed of g-links. On the
other hand, client calls carried on a g-link are physically carried on waveroutes
supporting this g-link, and thus carried on wavelinks. Using this hierarchy,
the blocking analysis for dynamic traffic grooming is composed of three

src dest

wavelink

Logical 
transport

Physical 
transport

calls

waveroute

path

g-link

Fig. 13.4. Hierarchy in dynamic traffic grooming
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Blocking probabilities on wavelink

Blocking probabilities on waveroutes

Loads on g-links

Loads on waveroutes

Blocking probabilities on g-links 

Blocking probabilities on paths Loads on paths

End-to-end loads       

Loads on wavelinks

End-to-end blocking probabilities

S
tage 1

S
tage 3

Stage 2

Fig. 13.5. Calculate call loss probabilities from end-to-end offered loads

stages: (1) derive wavelink offered loads from the given offered loads between
node-pairs; (2) compute wavelink blocking probabilities from wavelink offered
loads using a wavelink blocking model; and (3) calculate the end-to-end call
loss probabilities from wavelink blocking probabilities. Figure 13.5 illustrates
this procedure, where the blocking probability of a g-link is equal to the joint
blocking probability of all waveroutes supporting this g-link, and the end-to-
end call loss probability between a node-pair is equal to the joint blocking
probability of all g-link paths used to route calls between this node-pair.

In the first stage, the end-to-end load of a node-pair is partitioned and
offered to the g-link paths between this node-pair, e.g., through a sequential
overflowing. The traffic load carried on a g-link is the summation of the
carried loads on all paths traversing this g-link. The traffic arriving at a
g-link is partitioned and offered to the waveroutes supporting this g-link,
e.g., through a sequential overflowing or load sharing (each waveroute gets
the same amount of traffic). Then the traffic load traversing a wavelink is
simply the traffic on the waveroutes traversing this wavelink. However, this
stage is a little tricky because when computing these traffic loads, the cor-
responding blocking probabilities are required. For instance, to calculate the
traffic load carried on a specific path, we need to know both the traffic load
offered to this path and the blocking probability of this path, as illustrated in
Fig. 13.6. Nevertheless, our objective is to compute the blocking probabilities
from these traffic loads. In other words, the blocking probabilities shown in
Fig. 13.5 not only depend on the traffic loads, but also depend on themselves,
which results in a set of nonlinear equations called fixed-point equation in
the literature (e.g., see [22, 23, 24]). The fixed-point equation can be solved
by a nonlinear solver and the end-to-end call loss probabilities can then be
obtained.

The wavelink blocking model plays a fundamental role to obtain blocking
probabilities from traffic loads. The next section introduces such a model.
After this, a basic blocking model is given to illustrate the entire procedure
in the analysis of traffic grooming.
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offered load

network
node

dropped load

carried load

carried load = offered load × (1 – blocking probability)

Fig. 13.6. Calculation of carried load

13.5 Wavelink Blocking Model

In traffic grooming, the calls are likely heterogeneous (with different data
rates and possibly other different requirements), and hence the calls should
be assumed multi-service calls, where a service primarily represents a data
rate, but can indicate other additional requirements. The multi-service calls
arriving at a wavelink are assumed following a Poisson process and having
exponentially distributed holding times. In the restricted sharing admission
policy1 that is used for the wavelink, the waveroute traversed by a call is
a required information for a wavelink to accept or block this call. Thus we
must differentiate calls by their waveroutes. As such, we define the class
of a call as the combination of the waveroute it traverses and its service
type.

Let N denote the number of waveroutes that traverse the wavelink and
R1, . . . ,RN denote these waveroutes. Let K denote the set of call services and
bk denote the data rate of the service-k calls. Let C be the wavelink capacity.
Let ρnk denote the offered load of class-〈n, k〉 calls, i.e., the service-k calls on
waveroute Rn, arriving at the wavelink.

Theorem 1. Let q(n, j) (1 ≤ n ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ C) be the probability that the
wavelink is occupied by calls on waveroute Rn and exactly j units of bandwidth
are used in the wavelink. Let q(0) be the probability that the wavelink is empty
(no calls).

Then q(n, j) satisfies the relation

j · q(n, j) =
∑

k∈K
bk · ρnk(j − bk) · q(n, j − bk), (13.1)

where q(n, j) = 0 for j < 0, q(n, 0) = q(0) and

q(0) +
∑

n,j

q(n, j) = 1. (13.2)

1 See Section 13.3.
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Denote the wavelink blocking probability for class-〈n, k〉 calls as Bnk. Then

Bnk = 1 − q(0) −
C−bk∑

j=1

q(n, j), (13.3)

Proof. See [21].

13.6 A General Blocking Model for Dynamic
Traffic Grooming

Now we present a general blocking model. It can be used for general grooming
algorithms that use fixed or alternate routing. The following assumptions are
made:

• The optical network has no wavelength conversion.
• Link-disjoint alternate routing for both lightpaths (in the physical topol-

ogy) and client calls (in the g-link topology).
• Sequential wavelength assignment, e.g., first-fit.
• Independent link blocking for wavelinks and g-links.
• A blocked lightpath/client call after trying all fiber routes/g-link paths is

lost.

Based on the RWA algorithm, the waveroutes supporting each g-link are
pre-computed for the analysis model. Let J denote the number of alternate
g-link paths between a node-pair and U denote the number of waveroutes
supporting a g-link. Let W denote the number of wavelinks in the physical
topology. We use the following notations in the analysis model.

ask Load of service-k calls offered to node-pair s.
Lsk Loss probability of service-k calls offered to node-pair s.
Lave Average loss probability of calls (of all services) offered to the

network (all node-pairs).
Psj The jth path between node-pair s in the g-link topology.
Btk Blocking probability of g-link t for service-k calls.
Gsj

k Blocking probability of path Psj for service-k calls.
θsj

k Load of service-k calls carried on path Psj .
Ctk Load of service-k calls carried on g-link t.
Atk Load of service-k calls offered to g-link t.
Rtu The uth waveroute supporting g-link t.
Ltu

k Blocking probability of waveroute Rtu for service-k calls.
Etu

k Load of service-k calls carried on waveroute Rtu (i.e., class-〈t, u, k〉
calls).

Btuk
w Blocking probability of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls on wavelink w.

Dtuk
w Load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls offered to wavelink w.
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13.6.1 Calculation of Traffic Loads in Stage 1

We first discuss the procedure to obtain the traffic loads on each quantity in
the hierarchy discussed in Section 13.4. The calculation of the traffic loads
needs the blocking probabilities. Although the actual values of these quan-
tities are not available at this moment, they can be treated as unknowns in
functions in the derivation of traffic loads.

By the alternate routing assumption, a call of node-pair s is sequentially
overflowed among paths between this node-pair, Ps,1 , . . . ,Ps,Js

. The carried
load of a path is then equal to the offered load to this path times the accept-
ing probability, illustrated in Fig. 13.6. Thus the path Psj carried load of
service-k calls (θsj

k ) is calculated as

θsj
k = ask ·

j−1∏

i=1

Gs,i
k · (1 − Gsj

k ) , (13.4)

where
∏j−1

i=1 Gs,i
k is the joint blocking probability of the first j − 1 paths

Ps,1 , . . . ,Ps,j−1, and thus ask ·
∏j−1

i=1 Gs,i
k is the offered load to path Ps,j .

The carried load on a g-link is the summation of the carried loads of all
paths traversing this g-link. Let Qt = {(s, j)} denote the indices of the paths
that traverse g-link t. Then the g-link t carried load of service-k calls can be
calculated as follows

Ctk =
∑

(s,j)∈Qt

θsj
k . (13.5)

The g-link t offered load (Atk) can then be computed from the g-link t
carried load as below (see Fig. 13.6).

Atk =
Ctk

1 − Btk
(13.6)

By the alternate routing and sequential wavelength assignment, a service-
k call arriving at g-link t sequentially tries the waveroutes supporting g-link
t, Rt,1, . . . ,Rt,U . With the assumption of link-disjoint routing and no wave-
length conversion in the optical network, the waveroutes Rt,1, . . . ,Rt,U are
wavelink-disjoint and thus their blocking probabilities are independent. The
carried load of service-k calls on waveroute Rtu can be computed as follows,
similar to the calculation in (13.4).

Etu
k = Atk ·

u−1∏

i=1

Lti
k · (1 − Ltu

k ) , (13.7)

where
∏u−1

i=1 Lti
k is the joint blocking probability of the first u − 1 waveroutes

Rt,1, . . . ,Rt,u−1.
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The carried load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls on a wavelink is the carried load of
service-k calls on waveroute Rtu, i.e., Etu

k , if Rtu traverses this wavelink. Thus
the offered load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls to wavelink w (Dtuk

w ) can be calculated
as follows (see Fig. 13.6):

Dtuk
w =

{
Etu

k

1−Btuk
w

if w ∈ Rtu

0 otherwise
. (13.8)

13.6.2 Calculation of Blocking Probabilities in Stage 3

After obtaining wavelink offered loads Dsuk
w for all s, u, k, and w, wavelinks

blocking probabilities Bsuk
w can be computed using the blocking model in Sec-

tion 13.5. The blocking probabilities in the third stage can then be computed.
By the independent link blocking assumption, the blocking probability of

waveroutes Rtu for service-k calls is

Ltu
k = 1 −

∏

w∈Rtu

(
1 − Btuk

w

)
. (13.9)

As discussed earlier, the g-link blocking probability is equal to the joint
blocking probability of all waveroutes supporting this g-link. Thus the block-
ing probability of g-link t (Btk) is as follows:

Btk =
U∏

i=1

Lti
k . (13.10)

By the independent link blocking, the blocking probability of path Psj for
service-k calls is

Gsj
k = 1 −

∏

t∈Psj

(
1−Btk

)
. (13.11)

By the alternate routing assumption, a call of node-pair s is sequen-
tially overflowed among paths Ps,1, . . . ,Ps,J . Thus the end-to-end call loss
probability of node-pair s is

Lsk =
J∏

i=1

Gs,i
k . (13.12)

The average end-to-end call loss probability among all node-pairs is
obtained by summing up dropped and offered loads on all call services and
all node-pairs. Thus we have

Lave =
∑

s,k

askLsk

/∑

s,k

ask. (13.13)
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13.6.3 Nonlinear Dependence of Blocking Probabilities

The above computation from the offered loads of node-pairs to call loss prob-
abilities between node-pairs is not a linear procedure, since the calculation
of traffic loads in Stage 1 are dependent on the blocking probabilities to be
computed in Stage 3. Since all blocking probabilities in Stage 3 are calcu-
lated based on wavelink blocking probabilities, and wavelink offered loads are
the final result in Stage 1, we represent the dependence of traffic loads on
blocking probabilities in a function form D(B), where D and B represent the
matrix forms of Dtuk

w and Btuk
w . Let ϕ(•) denote the wavelink blocking model

as a function form. Then the nonlinear dependence results in the following
equation

B = ϕ(D(B)) = ϕ′(B) ,

which is the fixed-point equation mentioned in Section 13.4. This equation can
be solved by a nonlinear solver, e.g., through the repeated substitution illus-
trated in Algorithm 1. After it converges, the end-to-end call loss probabilities
are obtained by (13.12)–(13.13).

We give some numerical results of the above model. A 14-node sample
network illustrated in Fig. 13.7 is used. Each optical node is attached to one
client node. At each client node, client calls are generated based on the Pois-
son arrival and exponential holding time assumptions. The wavelink capacity
is assumed 100. The offered load between a node-pair is uniformly distributed

Algorithm 1 Compute call loss probabilities
1. Assign arbitrary numbers in (0, 1) to Btuk

w for all t, u, k, w
2. Compute Ltu

k for all t, u, k by (13.9)
3. Compute Btk for all k, t by (13.10)
4. Compute Gsj

k for all s, j, k by (13.11)
5. Compute θsj

k for all s, j, k by (13.4), with the given ask

6. Compute Ctk, and Atk for all t, k by (13.5) and (13.6)
7. Compute Etu

k for all t, u, k by (13.7)
8. Compute Dtuk

w for all t, u, k, w by (13.8)
9. Compute Btuk

w for all t, u, k, w by (13.1)–(13.3). If Btuk
w have converged, termi-

nate. Otherwise go to step 2

1

4 62

3

5 7

8

10

9

11

13

12

14

Fig. 13.7. A 14-node sample network
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Fig. 13.9. Blocking probability

in the range [1, 1 + d], where d is a simulation parameter. The number of
call services is assumed 10, and the data rate of service-k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10)
calls is assumed 10k. The probability of an incoming call being a service-
k call follows the log-normal distribution as illustrated in Fig. 13.8. The
shortest path routing and first-fit wavelength assignment are assumed in
the optical network. The number of wavelengths is assumed 8. The single-
hop traffic grooming algorithm and a multi-hop grooming algorithm are
used, where the latter utilizes the single-hop path and up to 4 multi-hop
paths computed through setting the g-link distance as the length of the
waveroute supporting the g-link. Figure 13.9 plots the computed blocking
probabilities.

13.7 Extensions of the Basic Blocking Model

The blocking model in Section 13.6 can be extended to address other features
and requirements in dynamic traffic grooming. We describe four examples to
extend the model to address wavelength conversion, different traffic grooming
policy, arbitrary alternate routing, and random traffic grooming.
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13.7.1 Wavelength Conversion in Dynamic Traffic Grooming

The optical network might have wavelength conversion. With wavelength con-
version, waveroutes corresponding to a fiber route overlap with each other to
create repeated wavelinks (see Section 13.7.3), since the waveroutes are the
possible wavelength assignments on this fiber route. Furthermore, the num-
ber of waveroutes corresponding to a fiber route increases exponentially as a
function of the number of conversion nodes on the route. Together, they make
the computation of the blocking probabilities time-consuming. To improve the
efficiency, an approximation technique was proposed in [27]. A fiber route is
decomposed into a sequence of segments,2 a partial route between two consec-
utive conversion nodes or from the source/destination to the closest conversion
node on a fiber route. As shown in Fig. 13.10, a segment is composed of multi-
ple link-disjoint waveroutes since there is no conversion node inside a segment.

The calls offered to a fiber route arrive at each segment of the route,
and are then offered to the waveroutes on each segment. The sub-wavelength
calls eventually arrive at the wavelinks of these waveroutes. With this traffic
grooming modeling, the blocking probability of a g-link can be calculated
from the blocking probabilities of the fiber routes used to set up lightpaths for
these g-links. On the other hand, the blocking probability of a fiber route can
be calculated from the blocking probabilities of the segments on the route,
which can be obtained from the blocking probabilities of the waveroutes on
these segments. Therefore, the call loss probability between a node-pair can
be computed similarly as in Section 13.6, through a hierarchy of wavelink–
waveroute–segment–g-link–path. The number of waveroutes on the segments
of a fiber route increases only linearly as a function of the number of con-
version nodes in the fiber route. Furthermore, they are wavelink-disjoint, and
also shorter than the end-to-end waveroutes on the fiber route. Therefore, the
segment blocking probability can be efficiently computed.

We briefly discuss the modification to the basic blocking model in Sec-
tion 13.6 for this scenario. First we redefine the following notations to make
them correspond to quantities of fiber routes and then describe how to obtain
them. Other notations and their computations are the same.

segment 1 segment 2
fiber wavelink w1

nodes with 
wavelength conversion 

segment 3

nodes without 
wavelength conversion 

wavelink w2

Fig. 13.10. Decomposing a fiber route into segments

2 In contrast, the approach taken in Section 13.6 decomposes a fiber route into a set
of end-to-end waveroutes, and the fiber route blocking probability is computed
as the joint blocking probability of all waveroutes on the fiber route.
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U Number of fiber routes to set up lightpaths for a g-link.
Rtu The uth fiber route used to set up lightpaths on g-link t, consisting

of segments.
Btuk

w Blocking probability of wavelink w for class-〈t, u, k〉 calls (service-k
calls on fiber route Rtu).

B
tuk
R

Blocking probability of segment R for class-〈t, u, k〉 calls.
Ltu

k Blocking probability of fiber route Rtu for service-k calls.
Etu

k Carried load of service-k calls on fiber route Rtu.
Htuk

R
Offered load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls arriving at segment R.

The offered load to a g-link is offered to the fiber routes between this
g-link. Furthermore, by the link-disjoint alternate routing assumption, the
carried load of service-k calls on route Rtu (i.e., class-〈t, u, k〉 calls) is

Etu
k = Atk ·

u−1∏

i=1

Lti
k ·
(
1 − Ltu

k

)
, (13.14)

where Atk is the g-link offered load (see Section 13.6) and
∏u−1

i=1 Lti
k is the

joint blocking probability of first u − 1 fiber routes.
Based on the route carried load, the offered load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls

arriving at segment R can then be calculated as

Htuk
R

=

{
Etu

k

1−B
tuk
R

if R ∈ Rtu

0 otherwise
. (13.15)

For R ∈Rtu, denote |R| as the number of waveroutes in segment R (note
that R is composed of link-disjoint waveroutes). Let r1, · · · , r|R| be the waver-
outes of R. A call arriving at a segment tries its waveroutes sequentially, and
thus the carried load of service-k calls on waveroute ri, denoted as Vi, is

Vi =
∏

�∈ri

(
1 − Btuk

�

)
· Htuk

R
·

i−1∏

j=1

⎛

⎝1 −
∏

�∈rj

(
1 − Btuk

�

)
⎞

⎠ ,

where the first term is the call accepting probability on waveroute ri, and
the last term is the joint blocking probability of the first i − 1 waveroutes
r1, . . . , ri−1 on segment R.

The carried load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls on every wavelink w ∈ ri is the
same as the carried load of service-k calls on waveroute ri. Thus the offered
load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls arriving at the wavelink w ∈ ri (1 ≤ i ≤ |R|) can
be calculated as

Dtuk
w =

Vi

1 − Btuk
w

.

After obtaining the wavelink offered loads Dtuk
w for all t, u, k, w, wavelink

blocking probabilities Btuk
w can be calculated using the wavelink blocking
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model, and then other blocking probabilities can be computed based on them
as follows.

By the sequential wavelength assignment assumption, a call arriving at a
segment sequentially tries its waveroutes. Let r ∈ R denote a waveroute in
segment R. Then the call blocking probability of R for class-〈t, u, k〉 calls is
calculated by the independent link blocking assumption as

B
tuk
R

=
∏

r∈R

(

1 −
∏

w∈r

(
1 − Btuk

w

)
)

. (13.16)

The blocking probabilities of segments on a fiber route are independent,
and thus the blocking probability of fiber route Rtu for service-k calls is

Ltu
k = 1 −

∏

R∈Rtu

(
1 − B

tuk
R

)
.

As discussed earlier, the blocking probability of a g-link is now the joint
blocking probability of the fiber routes that are used to set up lightpaths for
this g-link. Thus the blocking probability of g-link t for service-k calls is

Btk =
U∏

i=1

Lti
k . (13.17)

Other blocking probabilities are calculated as in Section 13.6. Similarly a
fixed-point equation is formed and after solving this equation, the call loss
probabilities between node-pairs (Lsk) can be obtained.

13.7.2 Traffic Grooming Policy

When routing a call onto a multi-hop g-link path, some traffic grooming
algorithms may want to use only existing lightpaths on these paths, so that
the source client node does not need to request to set up a new lightpath from
an intermediate node to the destination node, e.g., this may not be allowed
by administration policy. Moreover, requesting the setup of such a lightpath
requires complicated coordination and results in more overhead. To address
such constraints, the wavelink needs to differentiate a call as to whether it can
request new lightpath setup or has to be carried over an existing lightpath.
Thus a more sophisticated wavelink blocking model is needed to handle this
situation. A call arriving at a g-link is referred to as an active call (with
regard to this g-link) if it can request a new lightpath establishment on this
g-link to accommodate it, and referred to as a passive call if it has to be
carried on an existing lightpath on this g-link.

As illustrated in the hierarchy of dynamic traffic grooming in Fig. 13.4, a
call arriving at a g-link is routed on a waveroute supporting this g-link. If a
call is an active (or passive) call with regard to a g-link, it is correspondingly
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referred to as an active (or passive) call on the waveroute supporting this
g-link. A waveroute may carry both active and passive calls, since a g-link can
carry both types of calls. Actually, the first call carried on a waveroute must
be an active call that requests to establish a new lightpath on this waveroute,
and later the grooming algorithm can route both active and passive calls
from different node-pairs onto this waveroute, which has already become a
lightpath. Besides the notations in Section 13.5, let ρnk and ρ̃nk denote the
offered load of class-〈n, k〉 active/passive calls arriving at the wavelink, i.e.,
service-k active/passive calls coming to the wavelink from waveroute Rn. The
following is a wavelink blocking model developed in [28] to distinguish active
and passive calls.

Theorem 2. Let ρ̂nk(j) =

{
ρnk if j ≤ 0
ρnk + ρ̃nk if j > 0 . Then q(n, j) satisfies the

recursive relationship

j · q(n, j) =
K∑

k=1

bk · ρ̂nk(j − bk) · q(n, j − bk), (13.18)

where q(n, j) = 0 for j < 0, q(n, 0) = q(0) and

q(0) +
N∑

n=1

C∑

j=1

q(n, j) = 1. (13.19)

Denote the wavelink blocking probability for class-〈n, k〉 active/passive calls
as Bnk and B̃nk, respectively. Then

Bnk = 1 − q(0) −
C−bk∑

j=1

q(n, j), (13.20)

B̃nk = 1 −
C−bk∑

j=1

q(n, j). (13.21)

Proof. See [28].

For the end-to-end analysis, we can define the following corresponding
traffic loads and blocking probabilities for active/passive calls, similar to the
notations in Section 13.6.

Ctk, C̃tk loads of service-k active/passive calls carried on g-link t.
Btk, B̃tk blocking probabilities of g-link t for service-k active/passive calls.
Atk, Ãtk loads of service-k active/passive calls offered to g-link t.
Ltu

k , L̃tu
k blocking probabilities of waveroute Rtu for service-k active/
passive calls.
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Etu
k , Ẽtu

k loads of service-k active/passive calls carried on waveroute Rtu

(i.e., class-〈t, u, k〉 calls).
Btuk

w , B̃tuk
w blocking probabilities of class-〈t, u, k〉 active/passive calls on

wavelink w.
Dtuk

w , D̃tuk
w loads of class-〈t, u, k〉 active/passive calls offered to wavelink w.

The traffic loads of service-k active/passive calls carried on g-link t can be
calculated as follows. Let Ot denote the set of node-pairs whose calls are active
calls with regard to g-link t, and Qt = {(s, j) | s ∈ Ot, and Psj traverses
g-link t} denote the indices of the paths that offer active calls to g-link t. Cor-
respondingly, we denote Q̃t as the indices of the paths that offer passive calls to
g-link t. Then the g-link t carried loads of service-k active and passive calls are

Ctk =
∑

(s,j)∈Qt

θsj
k ,

C̃tk =
∑

(s,j)∈Q̃t

θsj
k .

The traffic loads for both active and passive calls on g-links, waveroutes, and
wavelinks are calculated similarly as in Section 13.6, based on Ctk, C̃tk. Then
using the extended wavelink blocking model, we can obtain the corresponding
wavelink blocking probabilities for active/passive calls. The waveroute and g-
link blocking probabilities for active and passive calls are computed similarly
as in Section 13.6. We define Bsk

t as the blocking probability of g-link t for
service-k calls of node-pair s, which can be computed as below.

Bsk
t =

{
Btk if calls of node-pair s are active calls on g-link t

B̃tk if calls of node-pair s are passive calls on g-link t
.

The path blocking probability Gsj
k in (13.11) is correspondingly computed

as follows
Gsj

k = 1 −
∏

t∈Psj

(
1−Bsk

t

)
. (13.22)

Other blocking probabilities are calculated the same as before. The
fixed-point equation formed by the nonlinear dependence of the blocking
probabilities can be solved similarly and the call loss probabilities between
node-pairs can then be obtained.

13.7.3 Arbitrary Alternate Routing

Both the client call routing on the g-link topology and the lightpath routing
in the optical network may utilize arbitrary alternate routing instead of link-
disjoint routing. The challenge in adopting arbitrary alternate routing is the
repeated g-links/wavelinks that are present in more than one path/waveroute,
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repeated 
wavelink w

waveroute r

waveroute b

Fig. 13.11. Repeated wavelink

due to the overlapping of several paths between the same node-pair or several
waveroutes supporting the same g-link, illustrated in Fig. 13.11. The repeated
wavelinks/g-links make individual waveroute/path blocking probabilities not
independent from other waveroutes supporting the same g-link or other paths
between the same node-pair. For instance, waveroutes r and b in Fig. 13.11
have one repeated wavelink w. If a call offered to waveroute r is blocked due
to wavelink w (because there is no available bandwidth), then clearly this call
is also blocked on waveroute b. This makes it difficult to compute the joint
waveroutes/paths blocking probability. A possible approach to address this
issue is to use conditional probability law to consider the conditional joint
blocking probability for each given state of the repeated wavelinks/g-links,
and then use the total probability law to obtain the unconditional joint
blocking probability (see [28]).

13.7.4 Random Wavelength Assignment and Random
Traffic Grooming

The work in [29] discussed the analysis of random traffic grooming in opti-
cal networks with random wavelength assignment. In random traffic grooming,
each client node uses one or more fiber routes to route calls to each destination.
An incoming call first tries the single-hop path on a fiber route, and then ran-
domly tries one of the two-hop g-link paths that contains only one intermediate
client node on this fiber route. Figure 13.12 illustrates a fiber route from node
S to D. There are three two-hop paths on this fiber route in the form of {S,
X, D}, with X being A, B, or C. Two such paths are illustrated in Fig. 13.12.
The analysis of this algorithm in [29] takes a similar hierarchical approach

S Dg-link

fiber

A B C

Fig. 13.12. Random traffic grooming
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as in Section 13.6, with the hierarchy “single wavelength link (SWL)”–
“SWL path”–lightpath–route–path, which is essentially the same hierarchy as
wavelink–waveroute–g-link–path–“paths-group on a fiber route” using the ter-
minologies of this chapter. With the random wavelength assignment, the traffic
loads on the waveroutes are computed from the g-link offered load differently.
The analysis model in [29] partitions the g-link offered load equally on to each
waveroute. This model also divides the wavelink into channels, similar to time
slots, and requires a client call take the same channel(s) on the entire waver-
oute, which is analyzed through a similar technique as analyzing the lightpath
blocking in optical network without wavelength conversion (e.g., see [11]).

13.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we first discussed the challenges for analyzing dynamic traffic
grooming. We addressed these challenges by transforming traffic grooming
into a problem of client call routing on a g-link topology. Then we presented
an analysis framework that uses a hierarchy to help derive the client call block-
ing probability from the wavelink blocking probability. Next, a performance
model for dynamic traffic grooming was introduced together with a wavelink
blocking model that plays a key role in the performance model. At last, we
demonstrated how to extend this basic model to various models for accommo-
dating different features and requirements, e.g., wavelength conversion, traffic
grooming policy, arbitrary alternate routing, and random traffic grooming.

A major research trend on performance models for dynamic traffic groom-
ing is to enhance them to be used for studying optical network design
problems with consideration of traffic grooming, e.g., topology design, rout-
ing optimization, and converter placement. Another possible future direction
is to consider mixed traffic, e.g., mixed static, scheduled, and dynamic traffic,
or mixed sub-wavelength, wavelength, and coarser granularity traffic, and
address optical networks with multi-granularity switching, e.g., with both
wavelength and waveband switching.
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Multipoint Traffic Grooming

Ahmed E. Kamal, Ahmad N. Khalil

14.1 Introduction

Several of the new and emerging applications using high-performance net-
works use one of the multipoint service modes. Under multipoint service, and
in the same session, there may be multiple sources, multiple destinations, or
both. Multipoint communication can take one of the following forms [1]:

1. One-to-Many or Multicast : This type of service is very well known, and
several applications belong to this class. These include document distri-
bution, on-demand video distribution, network news distribution, and file
distribution and caching.

2. Many-to-One: This type of service corresponds to data delivered from a
group of users to a single destination. Applications of this type include
resource discovery, data collection at a central location, auctions, group
polling, and accounting.

3. Many-to-Many : In this type of service, several users interact together.
Applications requiring this type of traffic include the combination of one-
to-many and many-to-one interactions cited above between a speaker and
a group of users. They also include multimedia conferencing, synchronized
resources, distance learning, distributed simulations, and collaborative
processing.

In this chapter, we address the problem of grooming multipoint sessions.
Since this area of research is very young, very few results are available. We
therefore only consider the grooming of traffic generated in multicast and
many-to-one sessions.

This research was supported in part by grant CNS-0626741 from the National
Science Foundation.

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 14, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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14.2 Multicast Traffic Grooming

Providing multicast service on optical networks was traditionally considered
in two domains, namely, optical multicasting on wavelength routing networks,
where a session uses a full wavelength capacity [2, 3], and multicasting on
passive star optical couplers in broadcast and select networks [4]. In this
section, we consider multicasting on second generation optical networks, i.e.,
wavelength routed networks, where signals from different multicast sessions
have to be groomed. To support this type of service, traffic may have to be
duplicated. Electronic equipment functionalities are therefore different, and
network design, as well as session provisioning must take this into account.
Techniques developed for multicasting in optical networks, which use pure
optical multicasting are not applicable to multicast traffic grooming. This is
due to at least two reasons: (1) since there is no traffic grooming involved
in optical multicasting, and (2) since traffic duplication is implemented in
the optical domain using optical splitters, which applies to all traffic on the
wavelength channel, even if no branching is required by several sessions. We
illustrate the concept of traffic grooming, and the importance of optimally
provisioning multicast sessions, using the examples in Fig. 14.1 in which three
multicast sessions have to be provisioned over a bidirectional ring with six
nodes, A through F. The multicast sessions are given by:

Session 1: Source = A; Destination = {B, C}; Traffic demand =1 unit;
Session 2: Source = B; Destination = {C}; Traffic demand = 2 unit;
Session 3: Source = A; Destination = {F}; Traffic demand = 1 unit;

Each wavelength on the ring can accommodate two traffic units. The two Fig-
ures illustrate two different ways of accommodating the sessions, which result
in different levels of resource requirements. For example, in Fig. 14.1.(a), 7
units of Line Terminating Equipment (LTE) and two wavelengths are used,
while the routing in Fig. 14.1.(b) costs only 6 LTEs and one wavelength.

A

E

D

B

F

C

A

F

C

D

E

B

(a) (b)

Fig. 14.1. Two different ways of multicast traffic grooming on a ring network
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14.2.1 Enabling Technology

When multicast traffic grooming is involved, it may happen that at a node in
the network, some of the tributaries aggregated on a certain wavelength need
to be duplicated, while others need not be duplicated. In this case, it is natural
to use an approach in which the optical signal is terminated at an LTE, and the
tributaries are accessed. Tributaries that need to be copied are then duplicated
in the electronic domain. The LTE shown in Fig. 14.2 performs this operation.

The implementation of the LTEs in Fig. 14.2 is more suitable when the
LTEs are SONET ADMs. However, when using switching nodes supporting
Data over SONET (DoS) in Next Generation SONET (NGS) networks [6],
e.g., the DoS node shown in Fig. 14.3, two issues will be different. First, an
integrated STM/packet switching architecture is used, hence obviating the
need for digital cross connects. Second, data duplication may not be needed
since data is encapsulated into Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) frames,
and frames may be transmitted on different ports, provided that the overhead
is adjusted to reflect the new destination. Reference [7] introduced a multicast
extension header for GFP.

In references [5, 8], it was argued that implementing some of the traffic
duplication in the optical domain might be less expensive, since the cost
of (passive) optical splitters is considerably less than the cost of electronic
LTEs. This is especially true if the duplicated traffic continues to use the same
wavelength on different OXC output ports, and if the LTEs are only used
for traffic duplication, and not for traffic dropping at a destination. However,
electronic devices are still needed if traffic needs to be added to wavelength
channels. Moreover, optical splitting can result in overusage of wavelength
channels. Therefore, the authors introduced the node architecture shown in

�
�
�
�

��

Optical Crossconnect

            OXC

λ1

λ1

λ1

λ1

λ2

λ2 λ2

λ2

digitalcross−connect

buffer and duplication hardware

LTEλ1 λ2 LTE

Fig. 14.2. Multicast traffic duplication in the electronic domain
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            OXC             OXC

Drop Add/drop/copy

split & delivery
electronic

optical

split & delivery

Fig. 14.3. Node architecture employing optical and electronic duplication proposed
in [5]

Fig. 14.3 which implements both electronic and optical duplication, based on
need and cost. Such nodes are known as translucent nodes.

14.2.2 Network Model

We consider a network with N nodes, where the network graph can assume
any arbitrary mesh topology. Each edge in the graph corresponds to a pair
of fibers between a pair of nodes, which are used for transmission in two
different directions. Each fiber has W wavelength channels. The capacity of
each channel is expressed in g, the grooming factor, which is the number
of basic units of traffic which can be carried on a channel. For example, if
the transmission rate on a wavelength channel is OC-48, or 2.4 Gbps, and
the basic transmission unit is OC-3, or 150 Mbps, then g = 16. There are
K multicast sessions in the network. Each session, a, where 1 ≤ a ≤ K, is
identified by the tuple < sa,Da,ma >. sa is the source of the session, Da is
the set of destinations of the session, and ma is the number of traffic units to
be delivered from sa to all destinations d ∈ Da.

14.2.3 Static Multicast Traffic Grooming: Exact Approaches

Integer Linear Program (ILP)

We first consider that all traffic duplication is carried out in the elec-
tronic domain, using the node architecture shown in Fig. 14.2. An exact
approach for the static multicast traffic grooming problem was presented
in [7] assuming this node architecture. We present a simplified version of
this approach, in the form of an Integer Linear Program (ILP), which min-
imizes the number of electronic equipment, LTEs. Table 14.1 presents the
basic parameters needed for ILP formulation. The ILP can be formulated as
follows:
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Table 14.1. Multicast traffic grooming ILP basic parameters

Q A very large integer number, (in our case Q ≥ N2 − N)
Fmn a binary variable that indicates the presence of an edge between nodes m

and n, 1 ≤ m, n ≤ N : equals 1 if and only if nodes m and n are adjacent
F ij,w

mn number of lightpaths between node pair (i, j) routed on fiber (m, n) on wave-
length w

Tn number of LTEs at node n
Lw

ij number of lightpaths from node i to node j on wavelength w
Lij number of lightpaths from node i to node j =

∑
w Lw

ij

Za,d
ij a binary indicator: equals 1 if and only if session a, destined to d, is employing

a lightpath from i to j as an intermediate virtual link

Ma
ij a binary indicator: equals 1 if and only if ∃d ∈ Da, such that Za,d

ij = 1. This
means that session a is using lightpath (i, j) to reach at least one destination.

Objective function:
Minimize :

∑

1≤n≤N

Tn (14.1)

Subject to:

• Number of LTEs:

Ti ≥
∑

w

∑

j,j 	=i

Lw
ij ∀i (14.2)

Ti ≥
∑

w

∑

j,j 	=i

Lw
ji ∀i (14.3)

• Lightpath level constraints:

∑

m,forFmi=1

F ij,w
mi = 0 and

∑

n,forFin=1

F ij,w
jn = 0 ∀i, j, w (14.4)

∑

m,forFmx=1

F ij,w
mx =

∑

n,forFxn=1

F ij,w
xn ∀w, i, j, x;x �= i, j (14.5)

∑

m,forFmj=1

F ij,w
mj = Lw

ij and
∑

n,forFin=1

F ij,w
in = Lw

ij ∀i, j, w (14.6)

∑

i

∑

j,forFmn=1

F ij,w
mn ≤ 1 ∀m,n,w (14.7)

and ∑

w

Lw
ij = Lij ∀i, j (14.8)
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The above constraints are self-explanatory, and they make sure that the
traffic flows on each lightpath are conserved. In addition, they evaluate the
number of lightpaths between node pair (i, j), viz., Lij . The constraints
apply if the traffic is either multipoint, or point-to-point.

• Multicast session topology constraints:
∑

i,i 	=s

Za,d
is = 0 and

∑

j,j 	=d

Za,d
dj = 0 ∀a, d ∈ Da (14.9)

∑

j,j 	=s

Za,d
sj = 1 and

∑

i,i 	=d

Za,d
id = 1 ∀a, d ∈ Da (14.10)

∑

i,i 	=x

Za,d
ix =

∑

j,j 	=x

Za,d
xj ∀a, d ∈ Da, x, (x �= s, d) (14.11)

The above constraints are similar to the lightpath constraints, except that
they apply to the multicast tree traffic, and the continuity is over the
lightpaths, and not on the physical links.

Since two or more multicast sessions in the same destination set can
share a lightpath to reach their respective destinations, the bandwidth
along the shared path could be shared too. The above constraints ensure
that the bandwidth of all lightpaths from i to j have not exceeded the
physical capacity. The use of the Ma

ij variables will avoid multiple count-
ing of the same bandwidth ma used by several destinations of the same
session, and on the same lightpath.

Ma
ij ≥

∑

d∈Da

Za,d
ij /Q ∀a, i, j (14.12)

Ma
ij ≤

∑

d∈Da

Za,d
ij ∀a, i, j (14.13)

• Capacity constraints

K∑

a=1

maMa
ij ≤ Lij ∗ g ∀i, j (14.14)

The above ILP produces the locations of the LTEs, and also provisions
sessions, in terms of routes and wavelength assignment.

Other Exact Approaches

Other exact approaches were introduced in [5, 9] and [8]. The model in [9]
considered multicast traffic grooming on a mesh network, where the objective
was to reduce the number of wavelength links. However, the model in [9]
assumed that multicast sessions were routed in advance, which removes the
routing problem from the formulation. In addition, wavelength conversion
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was used, which removes the constraints on wavelength continuity. Moreover,
optical splitting can be used. The problem therefore reduced to a bin packing
problem on one link at a time.

Using the translucent node architecture shown in Fig. 14.3, the authors
in [5] introduced an exact approach, in the form of an Integer Nonlinear Pro-
gramming formulation, for the network design and session provisioning. The
objective function was to also minimize the cost of the electronic equipment.
The formulation bears resemblance to the above one, except in one aspect,
which is used to determine whether or not an add/drop port is required at
a node. This involves terms, for each wavelength, and for each pair of links
having a common node, which are the products over all sessions of other terms
which are 1 if an add/drop is not needed for each of these sessions. Using a
similar architecture, the authors in [8] also introduced an ILP formulation for
multicast traffic grooming on ring networks with one traffic unit per session.

The above multicast models assume that all destinations within a desti-
nation set have the same traffic requirements. However, different modes of
operation of multicasting service include:

• Multicasting with partial receiver reachability , in which a subset of the
receivers must receive the traffic originating from the source, while every
attempt should be made to deliver the traffic to the remaining receivers,
if possible, and without increasing the network cost. This corresponds to
applications in which users are prioritized, and lower priority users can
be accommodated only if this imposes no additional cost. It also corre-
sponds to the case in which the network is designed under tight budget
constraints, and users will have to be prioritized in terms of which user is
to be served under the given constraints.

• Multicasting in which traffic may be pruned, or thinned while propagating
downstream, depending on the receivers’ needs. Applications of this type
include multi-layer coded video streams, in which different receivers may
require different stream qualities.

The above two cases were also considered in [7], in which the above ILP
was modified in order to accommodate these two cases. The destination set
for session a, Da, is partitioned into two classes, D′

a, and D′′
a , such that Da =

D′
a∪D′′

a , and D′
a∩D′′

a = φ. All destinations d′ ∈ D′
a have a traffic requirement

of m′
a, while destinations d′′ ∈ D′′

a have a traffic requirement of m′′
a.

For the partial destination reachability case, m′
a = m′′

a, but D′′
a can be

reached only if this is not going to increase the network cost. The objective
function in this case becomes:

Minimize : α ·
∑

n

Tn − β ·
∑

a

∑

d∈D′′
a

∑

j,j 	=s

Za,d
sj (14.15)

The weights in the above objective function, α and β, should be chosen
such that α >> β.
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Also, for the traffic thinning case, m′
a �= m′′

a, and usually m′
a > m′′

a. The
objective function remains the same as in Equation (14.1). However, the
constraints must be revised by including a binary variable for each session a
on each lightpath, (i, j), in order to select the correct traffic level, depend-
ing on the requirements of the downstream destinations. That is, the traffic
delivered on a lightpath used by a session, is by default equal to the m′′

a. If
the lightpath is used to deliver a traffic level of m′

a, which will cause a binary
variable to be equal to 1, a constant quantity equal to m′

a − m′′
a is added

through multiplying it by the above binary variable.

14.2.4 Static Multicast Traffic Grooming: Heuristic Approaches

Unicast traffic grooming is known to be an NP-hard problem [10, 11]. Mul-
ticast traffic grooming is therefore an even harder problem. Therefore, the
above exact approaches are only useful for use with small networks, and with
limited traffic levels. For large networks, and for higher levels of traffic, other
approximate approaches are therefore needed. In addition, the exact approach
is still useful for assessing the accuracy of the approximate approaches. Several
heuristic approaches were proposed in the literature and will be reviewed here.

Grooming with Lightpath Replacement (GLR)

Reference [7] introduced a heuristic approach based on some observations
made from the exact solution of small sized examples. It was found that many
sessions are routed along non-shortest paths, and several destinations were
reached through lightpaths carrying traffic for such sessions. Those lightpaths
were provisioned in a way that makes use of LTEs which were already in place.
This observation can be made by inspecting the examples in Figure 14.1.

To illustrate the concept of exploring other trees which can reduce the
number of LTEs, consider the example in Fig. 14.4.(a). Two lightpaths were
established to deliver traffic (which belong to different sessions) from nodes A
to B and C. The grooming factor, g, is 2 units, and the bandwidth requirement
per destination is 1 unit. This results in using 4 LTEs. However, when remov-

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

A

B

C

A

B

C

(a) (b)

Fig. 14.4. An example to show the two steps of the heuristic
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ing the link (A,C), C can be serviced using two branches from A to B, and
then from B to C, hence requiring only 3 LTEs, as shown in Figure 14.4.(b).

Since the search space can be very large, the step of exploring other routes
and wavelengths is performed by inspecting one lightpath at a time, removing
one link on the lightpath, and inspecting whether using existing LTEs can
lead to reaching the affected destination while using fewer LTEs.

Heuristics Using Transluscent Node Architecture

Reference [5] introduced three heuristics. Although the heuristics have been
introduced for networks using a combination of optical and electronic dupli-
cation, the algorithms can still work with electronic duplication only.

k-Shortest Path Trees (k-SPT)

The first algorithm is the k-Shortest Path Tree (k-SPT) where the k-SPTs
are constructed by constructing the SPT, and then removing the links from
this SPT, one at a time, in order to obtain the remaining k − 1 SPTs.

An example is shown in Fig. 14.5, where there are two sessions: the first
one is < A, {C,G}, 1 >, while the second one is < A, {E,G}, 1 >. The
grooming factor, g, is 2. Figure 14.5.(a) shows the routing under SPT for each
session, which requires 10 LTE ports, which are shown as squares. However, in
Figure 14.5.(b), optical splitting is used at node B, which reduces the number
of LTEs to 5. Note that in Fig. 14.5.(b), traffic from the second session is
delivered to node C, which is not part of the destination set of this session.
This is due to the optical splitting implemented at node B.

Grooming with Rerouting Sessions (GRS)

The second algorithm in [5] is called Grooming with Rerouting Sessions
(GRS). In this algorithm, if a session cannot be routed on its shortest path
tree on already used wavelengths due to the unavailability of resources on
some links, such links are treated as bottleneck links. If the number of such
bottleneck links does not exceed two links, then the session is rerouted to

(a) (b)

F
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D

C
A

F

E

D

C

B

A

B

G G

LTE portNode

Fig. 14.5. An example of the k-SPT heuristic
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avoid those links. Otherwise, the next available wavelength is assigned to the
shortest path tree.

Grooming by Computing Overlapped Trees (GCOT)

The third and last algorithm is Grooming by Computing Overlapped Trees
(GCOT). This algorithm tries to pack sessions onto wavelengths in a greedy
manner.

Performance Evaluation

It was shown in [5] that the k-SPT algorithm outperforms both the GRS and
GCOT algorithms, both in terms of the number of LTEs and the number
of wavelength channels. Also, as the value of k increases, the performance of
k-SPT increases further, but of course at the expense of an added complexity.
By comparing the performance of the algorithms to the optimal solution
obtained by solving the nonlinear program mentioned earlier, it was shown
that the results of the algorithm are within 66% of the optimal. However, in
most cases they are within 10–20% of the optimal.

The GLR algorithm described above is very much related to the k-SPT
algorithm, since it also investigates several shortest paths. However, there are
two differences between the two algorithms. First, under GLR, the number of
alternate shortest paths is not fixed, while it is fixed under k-SPT. Second,
under k-SPT, shortest path trees are constructed after removing a link, while
under GLR, the original tree is augmented in order to reach the destinations
which have been disconnected.

Multicast Traffic Grooming with Sparse Optical Splitters

Reference [9] considered a network with Multicast Capable (MC) nodes
(equipped with optical splitters) and Multicast Incapable (MI) nodes. It is
assumed that each MI node has at least one adjacent MC node as well as each
node is equipped with a bank of wavelength converters. The paper presented
a two phase algorithm for provisioning multicast traffic sessions, namely, Mul-
ticast Tree Construction (MTC) and First Fit Grooming Algorithm (FFGA).
MTC constructs shortest path trees from each MC node, and allows an MI
node to use an adjacent MC node as a virtual source, or root. The MI node,
therefore, routes its multicast traffic to that adjacent MC node, and the
MC node will split the traffic and route it to the destinations. The FFGA
is a first fit greedy algorithm that allocates traffic streams on a link to the
first available wavelength channel on that link. If no wavelength channel is
available, a new wavelength channel is created.

14.2.5 Dynamic Multicast Traffic Grooming

With the use of IP over WDM, MPLS over WDM, or with NGS, traffic
sessions now tend to exhibit a dynamic nature, as opposed to the static
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nature assumed in the previous section. Sessions arrive according to a certain
arrival process, and they are characterized by holding times, which are taken
from a certain distribution. Since it is practically impossible to design opti-
cal networks such that they accommodate all such dynamic sessions, most
efforts have concentrated on devising call acceptance, and session provisioning
strategies that will try to reduce the session blocking probabilities.

A number of session provisioning strategies for multicast traffic were
introduced in the literature, and will be presented below.

The Maximizing Minimum Freeload (MMFL) Algorithm

Reference [12] introduced a session provisioning strategy for dynamic mul-
ticast traffic, assuming translucent nodes with the architecture shown in
Fig. 14.3. The objective of this algorithm is to increase resource utilization,
and to minimize the blocking probability for future arriving requests. This is
done by using paths which will maximize the bandwidth capacity left after
routing a multicast tree. In other words, the problem can be considered as
a max-min problem, where the minimum left over bandwidth on all links is
maximized.

The bandwidth capacity left after routing the tree is called the freeload ,
and the freeload on link (i, j) which has an available capacity ci,j on wave-
length w after routing a session with bandwidth requirement B on this link,
and this wavelength, is given by

ci,j − B

g
(14.16)

where g is the grooming factor. The minimum freeload on all wavelengths
is calculated assuming that the session is provisioned, and the routing that
yields the maximum over these minima is used.

The algorithm introduced in [12] is called Maximizing Minimum Freeload
(MMFL). It is assumed that a freeload graph for each wavelength, w, is
formed for each session. The current such graph is referred to as Gw, and
the new graph, G′

w, is formed for each session by applying Equation (14.16)
on all links of the graph using the session requirement. After deciding on
the routing and wavelength assignment of the session, only Gw on which
the session is routed is updated by discounting the allocated link capacities.
MMFL is executed for every arriving multicast session.

Figure 14.6 shows an example of the MMFL in which there are two sessions,
the first is < A, {C,G}, 1 >, while the second is < A, {C,E}, 1 >. Both ses-
sions have bandwidth requirements of one unit, while g = 2. It is assumed that
there is a single wavelength in the network. In Fig. 14.6.(a), session 1 arrives,
and the freeload factor for all fibers is calculated as 2−1

2 = 0.5. Session 1 is
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Fig. 14.6. An example of the operation of the MMFL algorithm

routed on the SPT shown by the dashed lines in Figure 14.6.(b). When session
2 arrives, in Fig. 14.6.(b) the freeload factors for session 2 are calculated as
shown in the figure. Fibers used by session 1 have a freeload factor of 1 − 1/2 =
0, while all other fibers have a freeload factor of 1. Session 2 is provisioned on
the SPT shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 14.6.(b). If there was another wave-
length in the network, the freeload diagram for the second wavelength, when
session 2 arrives, would be identical to that in Fig. 14.6.(a), and session 2 would
be provisioned similar to that in Fig. 14.5.(b), but on the second wavelength.

It was shown in [12] that MMFL outperforms both fixed and adaptive
SPT provisioning techniques in terms of call acceptance ratio, since MMFL
attempts to uniformly distribute the session loads over wavelengths, hence
resulting in a better chance of call acceptance. The same observation also
holds for resource utilization.

It is to be noted that this algorithm does not consider the effect of
using optical splitting on accommodating sessions. For example, the route
provisioning shown in Fig. 14.5.(b) will not be selected by this algorithm.

Sequential and Hybrid Multicast Traffic Grooming

References [13, 14] assumed a node architecture similar to that in Fig. 14.3,
except that duplication is always done in the optical domain and that multi-
casting is always supported on a light-tree. All traffic on the same light-tree
will be delivered to the same set of destinations on the light-tree, whether
they are part of the destination set or not.

Multicast Grooming Approaches

In order to support dynamic traffic, once a multicast session is to be accommo-
dated, one of four traffic grooming approaches may be used. These approaches
are described below, with the aid of the example given in Fig. 14.7, assuming
that there is one wavelength channel and all sessions have a traffic require-
ment of 1 unit, while g = 2. It is also assumed that sessions 1, 2 and 3 are
already established on the network.
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session 2: G−> {D,E,F}

session 4: A−>{C,G}
session 5: F−>{C,G}

session 3: F−> {A}

session7: A−>{D,F}
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session 1: A−> {C,G}

G

session 6: B−>{D,E,F}

Fig. 14.7. Examples of the approaches used in sequential multicast traffic grooming

Single-Hop Provisioning : In this approach, an existing light-tree with avail-
able bandwidth to support the new session is used to groom the multicast
session at the logical layer. The new multicast session will be served using a
single-hop logical route. Note that for this approach, the new multicast session
must have the same source and multicast destinations as those associated
with the logical route. For example, in Fig. 14.7, when session 4 arrives, it
can be accommodated on the light-tree used by session 1.

Multi-Hop Provisioning : A multicast session can be provisioned on the log-
ical topology by routing data on more than one light-tree (only two hops are
allowed here).

In this approach, an existing light-tree whose destinations are the same
as those of the new multicast session (called the to-destinations light-tree
(TDLT)), but with traffic from a different source, is used with combination
of a single-hop lightpath whose source is the same as the source of the new
session and its destination is the source of the TDLT (called from-source
light-path (FSLP)). The new multicast session is served on the combination of
FSLP and TDLT. The TDLT and FSLP must have enough capacity to accom-
modate the arriving session. For example, when session 5 arrives, it can be
provisioned using an FSLP F to A (which is used to accommodate session 3),
and then TDLT from A to C and G (which is used to accommodate session 1).

Hybrid Provisioning : A session can be routed/provisioned over a combination
of existing lightpaths or light-trees (logical routing) and a newly created light-
path or light-tree (physical routing, e.g., RWA/MC-RWA). In this approach,
the optical layer must keep updated databases about the connectivity of
both the logical and physical topologies as well as the resource utilization
across both layers. The idea of a hybrid provisioning approach is defined
to find a combined route of an existing logical segment (light-tree) and an
un-provisioned physical segment (lightpath) that needs to be set up.

For example, when session 6 arrives, the light-tree used by session 2 from
G to {D,E,F} can be used to reach F, E and D from G. In addition, a
light-path from B to G is needed, and is therefore provisioned.
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Non-Restricted Multi-Hop Provisioning : This approach allows light-trees to
carry traffic destined to only a subset of the destinations of the light-tree
(this includes an empty subset, which corresponds to the case in which the
light-tree is used as a first hop). For example, when session 7 arrives, the
signal can be transmitted on the light-tree used by session 1. Since none of
the destinations of session 7 are on this tree, at node G the signal is carried on
the light-tree used by session 2 to reach D and F. Notice here that the signals
also reach nodes C, and E, which are not in the destination set of session 7.

Traffic Grooming Heuristics

Using the above four approaches, the authors introduced four heuristics for
provisioning multicast calls with subwavelength traffic rates.

Logical-First Sequential Routing (LFSR) : The network first tries to accom-
modate the call on the logical topology making use of the already existing
connections. Depending on the grooming approach to be used (i.e., Single-Hop
or Multi-Hop), if no available single/multi-hop route were found on the logical
topology, then a new light-tree destined to all the multicast destinations is
set up on the physical topology.

Physical-First Sequential Routing (PFSR) : The network attempts to accom-
modate a session on the physical layer first. If the new light-tree is established
successfully, a new logical/virtual route (light-tree) is created in the logical
layer. If the physical routing fails, then single or multiphop routing on the
logical topology is attempted.

Logical-First Hybrid Routing (LFHR) : The hybrid provisioning approach
is combined with sequential provisioning approaches to achieve a grooming
scheme that is biased toward serving multicast traffic demands in compar-
ison with all other sequential grooming approaches. Specifically, the LFSR
is invoked to find an existing lightpath to provision an FSLP to deliver the
traffic from the source of the session to the root of a TDLT that reaches the
destinations. If this fails, a new light-path is created and used to reach the
source of the TDLT.

Non-Restricted Logical-first Sequential Routing (NRLFSR) : Similar to LFSR,
but a non-restricted multi-hop provisioning approach is used when LFSR fails.

Performance Evaluation

Using a simulation study, and assuming that only one third of the calls are
multicast, it was shown in [14] that among the restricted algorithms (LFSR,
PFSR and LFHR), PFSR has the smallest blocking probability. The use of
multihop session provisioning reduces the blocking probability even further,
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and provides a reduction in the blocking probability that can be very close
to 20%. On the other hand, it was also shown that the non-restricted routing
always outperforms constrained routing at light load. The last observation
is expected since the routing problem has fewer constraints. However, as the
load is increased, the restricted LFSR outperforms NRLFSR, since it is more
conservative in using bandwidth to accommodate new sessions. When most
of the sessions are multicast sessions, the non-restricted routing approach
prevails.

14.2.6 Multicast Traffic Grooming: Summary

In Table 14.2, we provide a summary of the above multicast traffic grooming
protocols. For each protocol, the duplication domain for which the algorithm
was designed, the mode of operation, and the complexity of the algorithm are
indicated.

14.3 Many-to-One Traffic Grooming

In this section, we illustrate the concept of many-to-one traffic grooming, and
how aggregating traffic, if possible, can result in resource reduction, with the
help of a simple example. Figure 14.8 shows a network consisting of 7 nodes.
Suppose that there is only one session which consists of 4 sources, S1, S2,
S3 and S4, located at nodes 1, 3, 4 and 6, respectively. The destination of
this session, d, is located at node 7. Let the capacity of a single wavelength
be 48 units and the traffic originating from each source be 24 units. We
refer to the traffic originating from each source as a stream. Without traffic
grooming, the session {S1, S2, S3, S4 → d} must be accommodated using 3
wavelengths and 8 LTEs (2 LTE for each source-destination pair). However,
with traffic grooming, the number of LTEs and wavelengths can be reduced

Table 14.2. Summary of multicast traffic grooming heuristic algorithms

Algorithm Duplication domain Operation Complexity

GLR [7] electronic Static O(K · M · N2 log2 N)
k-SPT [5] electronic-optical Static O(K · k · N2 log2 N)
GRS [5] electronic-optical Static O(K2 · M · N2 log2 N)
GCOT [5] electronic-optical Static O(K2 · M · W )
MTC+FFGA [9] optical Static O(K · N2 log2 N + K · M · W )
MMFL [12] electronic-optical Dynamic O(K · N2 log2 N)
LFSR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
PFSR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
LFHR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
NRLFSR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
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Fig. 14.8. An example of many-to-one traffic grooming: (a) without aggregation
and traffic reduction; (b) with aggregation and traffic reduction

to 7 and 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 14.8(a). If the streams from different
sources destined to the same destination, d, may be aggregated on their way,
the resources can be further reduced. If we assume that every time traffic is
aggregated, 50% of the aggregated traffic will be dropped, then streams from
S1 and S2 are first aggregated at node 3 and then streams from S1, S2 and
S3 are aggregated at node 4. This accommodation requires only 1 wavelength
and 6 LTEs, as shown in Fig. 14.8.(b). Therefore, many-to-one traffic groom-
ing with aggregation can result in a substantial reduction in the cost of the
network in terms of the number of LTEs and the number of wavelengths.

14.3.1 Network Model

Similar to the multicast traffic grooming case, we consider a network with N
nodes, and an arbitrary mesh topology. Each link corresponds to two bidirec-
tional fibers in opposite directions, where each fiber carries W wavelengths,
and the grooming ratio is g. We allow each many-to-one session to traverse
multiple lightpath hops, while each lightpath hop itself may span multiple
physical links.

Each session, a, will have one destination, da, and a set of sources, Sa,
with each source s ∈ Sa generating a number of basic traffic units, ma,s. The
stream from s to d in session a is denoted by φs,d,a. Traffic from different
sources in the same session may be aggregated such that if f streams from
session a are aggregated, each stream contributes a fraction ra

f of its traffic.

14.3.2 Static Many-to-One Traffic Grooming with Aggregation

We address the many-to-one traffic grooming problem such that, given a
traffic matrix, all the traffic should be accommodated with the least number
of LTEs. We also consider the situation in which traffic can be aggregated
using arbitrary, but application dependent, aggregation ratios. Aggregation
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can be used to reduce the amount of traffic that has to be carried by the
network, and hence possibly reduce the amount of resources. We assume that
aggregation, when performed, will be implemented at layer 1. We expect that
the most flexible way of implementing many-to-one traffic grooming would be
by using DoS switches, and NGS protocols, e.g., by delineating and flagging
data blocks which may be dropped during aggregation. GFP extension head-
ers [15] can facilitate this implementation. This area of research is very new,
and all the approaches presented in this section are based on reference [16].

Exact Approach: Mixed Integer Linear Program
(MILP) Formulation

The optimal formulation for the network and connection provisioning
problem, such that the number of LTEs is minimized, is based on a
Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). Several of the variables and
constraints defined for the multicast traffic grooming problem of Sec-
tion 14.2.3 are valid for the many-to-one traffic grooming problem. In
addition to the parameters defined in the network model above, and
those defined in Table 14.3, the MILP uses the following parameters:

Objective function:
Minimize :

∑

n

Tn (14.17)

Subject to:

• Number of LTEs:
The constraints are similar to those in Equations (14.2) and (14.3).

• Lightpath level constraints:
The constraints are also similar to those in Equations (14.4), (14.5), (14.6),
(14.7) and (14.8).

Table 14.3. Many-to-one traffic grooming MILP basic parameters

Za,s
ij a real number between 0 and 1, which takes non zero values if and only if

the traffic stream from source s ∈ Sa, is using a lightpath from i to j
Ma

ij a binary indicator; is 1 if and only if at least one of the sources of session a
is using a lightpath from node i to j to reach the destination, i.e., ∃s ∈ Sa,
such that Za,s

ij = 1

Ica,f
ij a binary indicator; is 1 if and only if the number of sources s ∈ Sca , on a

lightpath from node i to j, is ≥ f
Xa

ij a real number which represents the amount of traffic on a lightpath from
node i to j due to all sources in Sa

Ja,b
ij a binary indicator; is 1 if and only if session a and b are groomed on the same

lightpath from i to j

Y a,b
ij a real number and is a product of Ja,b

ij and Xb
ij
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• Session topology constraints:
∑

i

Za,s
is =

∑

j

Za,s
dj = 0 ∀a, s ∈ Sa (14.18)

∑

j,j 	=s

Za,s
sj =

∑

i,i 	=d

Za,s
id = 1 ∀a, s ∈ Sa (14.19)

∑

i,i 	=x,i	=d

Za,s
ix =

∑

j,j 	=x,j 	=s

Za,s
xj ∀a, s ∈ Sa, x, (x �= s, d) (14.20)

The above constraints conserve traffic flows on the lightpaths from the
sources to the destination, in each of the sessions.

Moreover, the following constraints will ensure that once data streams,
from more than one source, are aggregated at some node, they will not
split again until they reach the destination.

Ma
ij ≥

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij /Q ∀a, i, j (14.21)

Ma
ij ≤

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij ∀a, i, j (14.22)

∑

j

Ma
ij ≤ 1 ∀a, i (14.23)

To model aggregation, and to determine the amount of traffic before and
after aggregation on each of the lightpaths, the following constraints are
used to set the binary indicator Ia,f

ij on the lighpaths from i to j to one if
and only if the number of sources s ∈ Sa is greater than or equal to f .

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij =

|Sa|∑

f=1

Ia,f
ij ∀a, i, j (14.24)

Ia,f
ij ≤ Ia,f−1

ij 2 ≤ f ≤ |Sa|,∀a, i, j (14.25)

Once the Ia,f
ij variables have been determined by the above constraints,

they are used to determine the exact amount of traffic after aggregation
on lightpath(s) from node i to node j due to the sources in Sa. This is
done using the following set of constraints.

Xa
ij ≥ ra

f ∗
∑

s∈Sa

ma,sZ
a,s
ij −Q

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij +Q∗f ∗ Ia,f

ij 1 ≤ f ≤ |Sa|,∀a, i, j

(14.26)
Xa

ij ≤ ra
f ∗
∑

s∈Sa

ma,sZ
a,s
ij +Q

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij −Q∗f ∗ Ia,f

ij 1 ≤ f ≤ |Sa|,∀a, i, j

(14.27)
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The above constraints will compute the exact amount of traffic after
aggregation on lightpath(s) from node i to node j due to the sources in
Sa, since when f <

∑
s∈Sa

Za,s
i,j or f >

∑
s∈Sa

Za,s
i,j , Equations (14.26)

and (14.27) will evaluate Xa
ij to be in the range [−Q,+Q]. However, when

f =
∑

s∈Sa
Za,s

i,j , Xa
ij will evaluate to the correct amount of traffic after

aggregation.
• Capacity constraint:

The following constraint bounds the total capacity on lightpath(s):

K∑

a=1

Xa
ij ≤ Lij ∗ g ∀i, j (14.28)

Similar to the multicast traffic grooming problem, the above MILP will
determine the locations of the LTEs, as well as the provisioning of sessions.

Heuristic Approach

Reference [16] has also presented a heuristic approach for many-to-one traffic
grooming on random topologies, which also performs data aggregation. The
heuristic is based on a Dynamic Programming (DP) style algorithm, which is
referred to as the Many-to-one Traffic Grooming heuristic based on Dynamic
Programming (MTG-DP). That is, the algorithm proceeds in stages, where
in stage i different subsets of i streams each are routed and provisioned. The
number of subsets, as will be explained below, is equal to the total number of
streams. In stage i, stream j is provisioned together with i−1 streams, where
such streams are chosen as one of the subsets of streams provisioned in stage i−
1, such that the provisioning cost is minimized. This makes the computations
at stage i dependent on stage i−1 only, hence the dynamic programming style.

An example of the DP-style algorithm is shown in Fig. 14.9. If each
many-to-one session, a, consists of |Sa| streams, one from each source s ∈ Sa,
and if Φ is the total number of streams from all the many-to-one sessions,
i.e., Φ =

∑
a |Sa|, then, as shown in the figure, the algorithm consists of Φ

stages, while each stage further consists of Φ steps. At each step of a stage,
a new stream is accommodated (i.e., the stream is assigned a specific route
and a specific wavelength) after conducting a systematic search, such that
the decisions at each step of a stage depend only on the previous stage. For
the systematic search at each stage, all the assignments of the previous stage
are examined and the assignment that can accommodate the current stream
with the least cost is determined. In Fig. 14.9, steps 2 and 4 of stages 2 and
3 are shown in detail. The outcome of each step is a selection of a set of
accommodated streams, which are called an assignment. At the end of each
stage, a collection of several best assignments are available, and after the final
stage, the assignment with the least cost is selected.
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Fig. 14.9. Graphical depiction of the many-to-one traffic grooming heuristic. It is
assumed that a∗ 
= 1, b∗ 
= 2, c∗ 
= 3, d∗ 
= 4, and z∗ 
= Φ

The complexity of this heuristic was shown in [16] to be O(Φ3N2
∑

ck

|Sck
|2). It was also shown, through comparison to the exact approach, that

this heuristic produces results which are between 10% and 38% of the exact
solution.

14.4 Research Issues in Multipoint Traffic Grooming

Multipoint traffic grooming is a new field of research, and there are several
open research problems in this field. As was evident from the discussion, the
complexity of the optimal network design and session provisioning problem
exceeds that of the normal unicast traffic grooming, which is known to be NP-
hard. Therefore, approximate and heuristic approaches need to be developed
for use with large networks, and increased traffic levels. In addition, session
provisioning of multipoint traffic sessions under dynamic traffic conditions is
an important problems, especially with the use of IP and MPLS over WDM.
Tractable and efficient procedures are therefore required. The development
of accurate performance models for the evaluation of blocking probabilities
under this type of traffic is still an open area of research.

Finally, the survivable multipoint traffic grooming problem, where multi-
point low-speed connections need to be protected, is still not receiving much
attention in the literature. Recently, some work addressed the traffic grooming
problem for survivable WDM networks; however only unicast traffic demands
were considered. There is a need to propose and develop new approaches to
provision and protect low-speed multipoint traffic demands.
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Multi-Domain Traffic Grooming

Nasir Ghani, Qing Liu, Nageswara S. V. Rao, Ashwin Gumaste

15.1 Introduction

The last decade has seen many advances in high-speed networks. At the fiber
level, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM, Layer 1) has gained
favor as a terabit solution, capable of “lightpath” circuit routing. Meanwhile
next-generation SONET/SDH (NGS) (Layer 1.5) [1] has gained strong trac-
tion in the metro/edge, providing flexible “sub-rate” aggregation. Finally,
Ethernet and IP networks (Layers 2, 3) have seen new quality of service
(QoS) provisions via the differentiated services (Diff-Serv) and integrated
services (Intserv) frameworks. Related control standards have also emerged,
most notably multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) for Layer 2/3 flow-based
QoS support. Further generalizations have even adapted this solution for
“non-packet-switching” layers, i.e., generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [2].

As the above solutions undergo widespread deployment, a complex inter-
connection of different data-planes has resulted. From a theoretical aspect,
this is embodied by an interconnection of multiple horizontal domains (i.e.,
networks) comprising of different vertical layers (i.e., technologies), as shown
in Fig. 15.1 [3]. These segmentations are based upon various factors, such as
technology, scalability, geographic, economic, administrative, etc. Moreover
as the scale and reach of services expands, there is a pressing for “end-
to-end” provisioning across heterogeneous domains, i.e., horizontal–vertical
control. A good example is the growth in “e-science” applications [3]. How-
ever, inter-layer provisioning today is still done via manual provisioning of
domain-specific control planes, giving high inefficiency and long lead times,
i.e., hours to days.

Multi-domain networking has long been supported in IP and ATM net-
works. Moreover, new efforts are also introducing these capabilities in optical
transport networks. Nevertheless, the broader topic of provisioning across het-
erogeneous network layers has not been addressed in detail. Note that there
is a clear distributed multi-domain grooming aspect to this problem as differ-
ent circuit/flow granularities are involved, i.e., gigabit wavelengths, “sub-rate”

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 15, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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Fig. 15.1. Multi-layer, multi-domain networking infrastructures

SONET/SDH tributaries, MPLS label switched paths (LSP), etc. Overall, this
is a very difficult problem owing to some key complicating factors. Foremost,
there are no unified control plane standards for integrating multiple layers. In
addition related provisioning algorithms are lacking, particularly those oper-
ating in distributed (intra, inter-carrier) settings with no/partial global state.

This chapter addresses the emerging area of multi-domain grooming and
is organized as follows. First, Section 15.2 presents a brief survey of standards
for multi-domain networks. Subsequently Section 15.3 surveys some work on
multi-domain protocols and algorithms. Section 15.4 then delves into the rel-
atively unexplored area of multi-domain grooming and details key directions
in inter-layer routing, path computation, signaling, and survivability. Finally
Section 5 presents overall conclusions and future directions.

15.2 Multi-Domain Standards

Over the years, a wide range of multi-domain networking standards have been
developed by various standards organizations, including the IETF, ITU-T,
and OIF. These efforts are briefly reviewed here.
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15.2.1 ITU-T Standards

The ITU-T has matured a comprehensive automatically switched transport
networks (ASTN) framework for multi-domain optical networks. The refer-
ence architecture for ASTN is G.8080 [2] and describes a group of components
to control transport resources to setup, maintain, and release a client layer
connections. However, the internal topology and connectivity of the under-
lying optical layers is not made visible to the client layer and is instead
treated as a sub-network point pool (SNPP) link (“virtual” link). Now ASTN
follows a hierarchical design in which designated entities perform control for
single and multiple layers. For example, its routing hierarchy consists of areas
with requirements for inter-area auto-discovery, auto-provisioning and auto-
restoration. However, this model is flexible and each domain’s internal control
plane can be tailored to the particular types and capabilities of the equip-
ment within the domain. Nevertheless, this overall framework only addresses
architectural design and no explicit protocols specifications are provided. It is
here that developments within the IETF and OIF are of crucial importance.

15.2.2 OIF Standards

The OIF has developed several control standards for optical network inter-
facing, including a client–carrier user-network interface (UNI) and a carrier–
carrier network node interface (NNI). The UNI implements bandwidth sig-
naling for client devices (i.e., IP/MPLS routers) to request/release “optical”
connections from underlying carrier SONET/SDH or DWDM domains, i.e.,
“optical dialtone”. Since there is no trust relationship here, carrier topology
information is not propagated to the client side, i.e., overlay model [2]. The lat-
est UNI 2.0 features much improved capabilities for security, bandwidth modi-
fication, etc. Meanwhile, the NNI interface implements inter-domain functions
for reachability/resource exchange and setup signaling. Now two variants have
been designed here, interior NNI (I-NNI) and external-NNI (E-NNI). The
former interfaces nodes within the same administrative area whereas the
latter serves adjacent areas. E-NNI relegates all interfacing issues to domain
boundaries, thereby removing restrictions on domain-internal control and
equipment interoperability. Furthermore, NNI adopts a link state routing
approach, e.g., via single/stacked instances of GMPLS routing protocols.

The overall UNI–NNI combination facilitates rapid deployment of new
services across multi-vendor “optical” domains. Moreover, this framework
works for both optical DWDM and SONET/SDH domains, as facilitated by
the different granularities supported in UNI/NNI signaling. Hence the NNI
standard can support multi-layer interfacing at the circuit-switching level.
However, since there is no resource exchange across the UNI, higher layer
IP/MPLS networks must treat underlying “optical” links as tunneled links.
This setup will be problematic for client layer routing since the number of
Layer 3 adjacencies will grow per the square of border nodes, i.e., connection
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mesh problem. Clearly, as the number of border nodes grows, this routing
setup becomes less scalable, considering the amount of adjacency information
has to be maintained. Hence clients may have to run data-plane inter-domain
routing protocols across UNI-provisioned connection links.

15.2.3 IETF Standards

Well-established IP network architectures comprise a hierarchy of autonomous
systems (AS) and routing areas (domains). Within areas, routers run associ-
ated interior gateway protocols (IGP) such as open shortest path first (OSPF)
or intermediate-system to intermediate-system (IS-IS) [2]. These protocols
use link-state routing to maintain link state databases (LSDB). Meanwhile at
the inter-AS level, commensurate exterior gateway protocols (EGP) are used.
The mainstay here is border gateway protocol (BGP) which runs between
exterior gateway nodes and uses distance vector routing to provide end-
point reachability exchange. In addition, OSPF also provides an additional
level for disseminating “higher-layer” aggregated state between area border
routers (ABR). Note that many operators will want to limit internal state
dissemination in inter-carrier settings owing to privacy and security concerns.

With growing flow-level QoS requirements in IP networks, new extensions
have also been proposed for OSPF. For example, OSPF-traffic engineering
(OSPF-TE, RFC 2676) provides extensions and opaque link state (LSA)
definitions for “QoS-related” link state to support advanced constraint-based
routing (CBR). Meanwhile there have also been proposals for augmenting
BGP messaging with added QoS attributes. For example, [4] exchanges QoS-
enabled reachability information via new BGP message attributes. However,
these offerings do not alter the inherent distance vector design. Finally, the
hierarchical routing has also been implemented in older asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) networks via the private network-to-network interface (PNNI)
protocol, i.e., via peer group leaders.

Meanwhile the GMPLS framework devises new routing/signaling versions
to manage “circuit-switched” entities, e.g., TDM circuits and DWDM light-
paths [2]. For example, new OSPF-TE opaque LSA definitions have been
added for DWDM and SONET/SDH links. Hence TE databases (TEDB)
can now store information fields for wavelengths/usages, timeslots/usages,
shared risk link groups (SRLG) diversity, etc. New enhancements have also
been added to the reservation protocol, RSVP-TE, to implement DWDM
and SONET/SDH circuit setup/takedown, e.g., hard state, recovery, etc.
Additionally, RSVP-TE also provides a loose route (LR) feature to specify a
partial (high-level) node sequences along with signaling-based explicit route
(ER) expansion to resolve the full path route. Finally a new link management
protocol (LMP) has been developed for fault discovery and localization.

However, GMPLS does not provide any specific routing extensions for
multi-domain BGP as its inherent distance-vector design is not well-suited
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for circuit routing. Therefore, two-level OSPF-TE is the most germane inter-
domain protocol for GMPLS. Nevertheless, OSPF-TE assumes a peer-to-peer
model in which all nodes perform identical routing/signaling. Clearly, today’s
emerging diversified, multi-layer domains settings will prove problematic
here. For example, many vendor solutions may not provide GMPLS support
and instead use centralized vendor-proprietary network management systems
(NMS) or operations support systems (OSS) and TL-1 messaging [1]. In these
cases, proxy solutions can be used to translate external vendor-specific control
formats [5].

The IETF is also addressing TE path computation via its path computa-
tion element (PCE) architecture [6, 7]. This framework allows path computa-
tion clients (PCC) to interact with PCE entities to resolve constraint-based
routes. A PCE either resides in a standalone manner or is co-located with a
network node and has access to domain-level resource/policy databases. This
architecture provides a request/response protocol for PCC-PCE and PCE-
PCE interaction, i.e., PCE protocol (PCEP) [7]. Finally, automated discovery
allows PCC entities to locate a PCE with requisite capabilities, e.g., in terms of
network layers, algorithms, backup path computation, etc. Two PCE compu-
tation models have also been proposed, centralized, and distributed [6]. In the
former, all path computation is performed by a single PCE entity. Although
this is realistic for intra-domain scenarios, the broader multi-domain case
necessitates this PCE to have global resource and policy visibility. Clearly, a
single entity also poses notable scalability and reliability limitations.

Meanwhile, distributed computation uses multiple PCE entities to resolve
end-to-end paths. This approach also supports “domain-specific” constraints,
such as bandwidth/delay in IP domains and wavelength/color continuity in
DWDM networks. Moreover, distributed PCE computation is very germane
for multi-domain/multi-layer/multi-carrier settings with partial visibility.
Herein, two approaches are outlined to handle the contingencies of varying
levels of “global” state, i.e., multi-PCE path computation with and without
inter-PCE signaling [7]. Overall both of these schemes induce close couplings
between inter-domain routing and signaling.

Multi-PCE computation without inter-PCE signaling requires the head-
end PCE (i.e., signaled by PCC) to compute a partial or loose route to
the destination. This route can be a “domain-level” sequence of border
gateways which is then inserted into appropriate downstream signaling mes-
sages. Here receiving entities (border gateways) consult their own PCE
entities to “expand” the strict-hop sequences across their domains to the next
partial/loose hop. This “inter-PCE” approach fits in well with the above-
mentioned RSVP-TE LR/ER features. Meanwhile, multi-PCE computation
with inter-PCE signaling requires the head-end PCE to recursively request
other PCE entities to compute sub-path segments. This setup usually returns
a complete strict-hop source–destination route to the requesting PCC and
is more suitable for little/no inter-domain visibility. Alternatively, in inter-
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carrier settings, this approach may still return a loose route sequence, thereby
preserving intra-domain route confidentiality, see [7].

15.3 Research Studies

Many multi-domain research studies have been conducted. However, most of
these efforts have focused on single-layer (homogeneous) packet/cell-switching
networks, Layers 2–3. Recently some work on multi-domain optical networks
(Layer 1) has also emerged. As yet, very few studies have looked at multi-
domain/multi-layer inter-networking.

15.3.1 Multi-Domain Packet/Cell-Switching Networks

Many studies have looked at multi-domain ATM (Layer 2) and IP (Layer 3)
networks. In particular, graph-based topology abstraction schemes for state
reduction [8–11] have been a key focus area. These strategies transform a
domain topology into a reduced “virtual” graph with fewer abstract vertices
and edges. This is typically done by a designated domain entity, e.g., routing
area leader (RAL) [2], which then propagates the abstract link state to other
gateway nodes to maintain “globalized” state. Expectedly, the computational
entity must have access to intra-domain state. Overall, topology abstraction
allows operators to control internal state dissemination and effectively couples
intra- and inter-domain routing.

An early study of abstraction in hierarchical ATM PNNI networks is
presented in [8]. This effort details algorithms for computing complex node
representations to minimize the number of edges/links in a peer group sum-
marization. The findings here show much-reduced computation times and over
an order magnitude reduction in domain state. Also, [9] extends abstraction to
multi-domain IP QoS networks, summarizing bandwidth state using various
topologies, i.e., star, mesh, tree, and spanner graphs. These reductions are
tested with various path computation strategies, including widest shortest,
shortest-distance, etc. The overall findings confirm improvements in routing
scalability and reduced routing fluctuation. Meanwhile, [10] looks at topology
aggregation in directed graphs with additive link metrics (delay, cost). This
problem is treated from an information-theoretic perspective and related
bounds for compression distortion are derived based upon the asymmetry
constant. Furthermore, [11] develops schemes to incorporate both bandwidth
and delay parameters via line segmentation techniques. Various Dijkstra-
based heuristics are then used to compute paths meeting dual bandwidth and
delay constraints. Overall, the results show improved success rates and lower
crankback messaging loads.

Finally, studies have also looked at QoS enhancements for BGP distance
vector routing. For example, [4] proposes messaging extensions to convey
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additional QoS state for paths to destination domains/prefixes. This is cou-
pled with pre-engineered QoS-based service level specifications (SLS) between
providers along with “meta-QoS class” planes extending across multi-carrier
AS. Results for sample Internet topologies show best performance when paths
selection is done using both bandwidth and delay constraints. In addition,
messaging overheads are shown to be minimal.

15.3.2 Multi-Domain Optical Networks

Multi-domain DWDM networks are also becoming a key focus. To date, most
efforts in this area have focused on distributed lightpath RWA and signal-
ing in all-optical and opto-electronic networks. For example, [12] details a
domain-by-domain scheme in which gateways maintain complete (alternate)
route state across all-optical and opto-electronic networks. Detailed simu-
lation shows the overall effectiveness of the proposed model. However, this
setup is more favorable to BGP-type implementations and related resource
propagation (path dissemination) results are not shown.

Meanwhile, [13] studies DWDM networks comprising of multiple segments,
i.e., domains. Here, three different inter-domain wavelength routing algorithms
are developed, i.e., end-to-end (E2E), concatenated shortest path (CSR), and
hierarchical routing (HIR). The E2E basically assumes a “flat” globalized
graph whereas HIR assumes a hierarchical graph with segments summarized
as nodes. Meanwhile CSR simply uses local information to perform segment-
by-segment routing. Numerical results with a specialized mesh-torus topology
show significant blocking reduction with the E2E scheme for “multi-segment”
requests. However, the CSR scheme does not provide any intra-domain state
and further inter-domain routing algorithms are not addressed.

Now, very few studies have looked at routing in multi-domain DWDM
networks. Here, it is generally very difficult to re-apply IP/MPLS abstraction
schemes since resource constraints are different. Hence recent studies have
looked at new DWDM-based abstraction schemes. For example, [14] presents
a theoretical treatment of abstraction with border node wavelength conver-
sion. Here, various information models are developed and lightpath selection
is modeled as a Bayesian decision problem. The findings for bus topologies
show that scalable information models can achieve a good trade-off between
performance loss and the amount of network state. Nevertheless, inter-domain
routing and RWA issues are not addressed.

Meanwhile, [15] tables a hierarchical inter-domain solution using simple-
node abstraction. Nevertheless, signaling provisions are not considered here
and only the all-optical case is handled. Conversely, [16] presents a much
more detailed study of abstraction in multi-domain all-optical/opto-electronic
DWDM networks. Namely, graph theoretic RWA schemes (via k-shortest path
heuristics) are used to generate full mesh and star abstractions. Furthermore,
detailed inter-domain link-state routing protocols and distributed lightpath
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RWA algorithms are also specified (using OSPF-TE, RSVP-TE). Findings
show very good blocking reduction and lower inter-domain signaling loads.

Dynamic sub-path protection for DWDM networks has also been consid-
ered. For example, [17] segments end-to-end lightpaths into independent “pro-
tection domains” and implements shared segment protection with/without
wavelength conversion. The algorithm pre-defines self-healing cycles in the
network topology and attempts to allocate self-healing loops for lightpaths
accordingly. Overall, it is shown that maximum sharing can be achieved by
properly assigning wavelengths to the shared channels. Nevertheless, these
schemes assume full global state, i.e., “flat/single-domain” network, and hence
their application in distributed multi-layer settings is not straightforward.
Finally, Layer 1 virtual private networks (Layer 1 VPN) provisioning in multi-
domain SONET/SDH network has also been studied in [18]. Layer 1 VPN rep-
resents a new service model in which transport-layer resources are partitioned
to build multiple “virtual infrastructures” over a single physical network.
Here, the authors develop a novel OSPF-TE link model to share time-slots
between client VPN topologies. Furthermore, non-adjacent L1 VPN clients
are interconnected via “virtual link” multi-domain SONET/SDH connections.
Overall, results show good sharing efficiency and blocking reductions with
shortest-widest path selection. However, all virtual links here are pre-specified
(static), as per end-user demands, and inter-domain routing is not done.

15.3.3 Multi-Domain/Multi-Layer Networks

As mentioned in Section 15.1, there is a clear grooming aspect to multi-
domain/multi-layer networks. For example, multiple fine-granularity label
switched paths (LSP) originating in Layer 3 domains can be aggregated
over coarser DWDM lightpaths. In a similar manner, sub-rate SONET/SDH
circuits can also be groomed over DWDM lightpaths. Now, even though
grooming algorithms have been widely studied over the years, most studies
have focused on idealized settings with full resource state knowledge across
all layers. The broader topic of distributed multi-domain grooming, i.e., in
the presence of limited global state, is largely unexplored and only a handful
of studies have been conducted to date.

In particular, [19] presents one of the first studies on distributed SONET-
DWDM provisioning in multi-domain networks. Here, the authors define a
multi-segment graph model (with boundary grooming) and evaluate various
path selection schemes, e.g., centralized (full-knowledge), domain-by-domain
(local knowledge), and hierarchical source routing (partial inter-domain
knowledge). The latter approach only propagates domain-internal state for
a specified granularity levels, although detailed specifications for state com-
pression are not given. Overall, results show much-improved blocking perfor-
mance with increasing levels of inter-domain state. Furthermore, [20] studies
grooming in SONET-DWDM networks and uses threshold-based triggers to
add/delete lightpaths. Here, both centralized (global) and distributed schemes
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are developed, with the latter only using traversing path state at a node, i.e.,
no routing. Overall, results show good performances, contingent to grooming
ports and request granularities. However, no inter-domain considerations are
discussed.

Finally, [21] tables a novel framework for direct Ethernet-over-DWDM
integration. This scheme devises an integrated signaling-based approach to
simultaneously provision full wavelength and fine granularity Ethernet virtual
connections (EVC) at the optical layer. In contrast to conventional provision-
ing, signaling messages for sub-lambda EVC requests are only processed at
the source node of the lightpath. Nevertheless, the authors assume that the
underlying DWDM network is relatively static and hence routing is only done
at the Ethernet layer. Detailed performance results are presented for various
routing update strategies using crankback. Overall, results show minimal
increase in setup latencies and signaling loads.

15.4 Open Problems in Multi-domain Grooming

Despite some standards progress, the study of multi-domain/multi-layer
grooming remains in its infancy. Now, it is clear that the scope/scale of the
problem necessitates distributed, decentralized solutions here. Along these
lines, some key open problems need to be addressed, i.e., multi-domain
routing, constraint-based path computation/signaling, and survivability.

15.4.1 Multi-layer Routing and State Exchange

Multi-domain routing is a very challenging area, especially in the presence of
multiple layers. The most notable issue is how to propagate different types of
link or domain state in a such way that a scalable and secure routing frame-
work can be achieved. By and large, multi-domain grooming will benefit from
the availability of “global” inter-domain state. Moreover, as per Sections 15.2.3
and 15.3.1, link-state routing is the most suitable scheme for constraint-based
provisioning of QoS LSP or TDM/DWDM circuit paths. Hence, it is very
desirable to implement some form of hierarchical routing at select border
gateways to disseminate various types of link state (as shown in Fig. 15.2):

• Physical inter-domain links: These links interconnect nodes in differ-
ent domains and can span a full range of types, e.g., Gigabit/10 Gigabit
Ethernet, SONET/SDH OC-n links, DWDM links, etc. Hence, related
multi-layer TEDB must maintain state for all of these link types either via
running multiple routing protocol instances or by using a single unified
routing protocol. For example, two-level OSPF-TE already provides LSA
definitions for both packet-switching links and “non-packet” TDM and
DWDM links.
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Fig. 15.2. Topology abstraction and link types

• Abstract links: Abstract links are computed entities used to summa-
rize “layer-specific” domain-level resources and do not reflect physical
elements [9]. Although abstraction has been well-studied for IP networks
(Section 3.1), circuit-switching networks are more specialized, see initial
work in [16]. Hence, further considerations are needed for SONET/SDH
grooming links, VCAT features, inverse multiplexing, etc. In addition, new
abstractions must capture survivability-related information via abstract
links, e.g., fiber/span protection, diversity/risk groups, shared/dedicated
resources, etc. In general, expanded attributes can also be developed
as these link types need not be constrained to physical link types (in
respective domains).

• Virtual link connection: In general, lower level SONET/SDH and
DWDM connections/sub-connections will appear as virtual links to higher-
layer devices (i.e., IP/MPLS, Ethernet nodes). These entities can thus be
treated as logical TE link (adjacencies) between the two end-points, see
Fig. 15.2. Therefore, it will be beneficial to also advertise the resource
levels for these entities at the inter-domain level as well, since doing so can
yield very good gains in grooming efficiencies. However, there is a clear
scalability problem here as the number of such connections can grow in
the order of the square of the number of border nodes, i.e., the connection
mesh problem as discussed in Section 15.2.2. Hence, a key challenge here
will be to develop link aggregation techniques to effectively compress
virtual connection link state.
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In light of the above, it is also important to consider associated update
triggering strategies. To date, various policies have been developed here to
achieve update frequency reduction/scalability, e.g., timer-based, absolute
change, relative change, and hysterisis-based [20]. All schemes here—except
for the former type—are threshold-based. Extensive results for single-domain
networks show that relative updates are generally most effective in lowering
routing loads and ensuring rapid change sensitivity [20]. Now physical inter-
domain link updates can be treated in much the same manner as intra-domain
links. Namely, if the underlying resources (bandwidth, timeslots, wavelengths)
change as per the chosen metric, an update can be flooded by the sourcing
gateway. However, careful analysis is needed to delimit related inter-domain
holdoff timers (IHT), which will tend to be larger than corresponding intra-
domain values. Virtual link connections can also be treated as such since
they are directly associated with underlying connections. Nevertheless, since
the number of such connections can be large, further research into scalable
triggering policies is needed. Meanwhile, triggering policies for abstract links
are more complicated as they pertain to “non-existent” entities. Here, various
policies have been developed for abstract IP and DWDM links, see [9, 16], and
these can be adapted further. For example, a basic approach is to compute
abstractions on a fixed time interval. However, this scheme yields excessive
messaging/computational loads for small update intervals and inaccurate
state for large update intervals. It is here that relative change measures can
give much better performance. For example, [16] uses periodic abstractions
but only sends updates if sufficient relative change occurs.

15.4.2 Multi-Layer Grooming and Signaling

Path computation implements the core of the multi-domain grooming func-
tion. As opposed to single-domain settings, full topology information in
multi-domain networks is generally lacking and path computation has to
be done using aggregated (i.e., partial, dated) topology and resource state.
Moreover, the existence of multiple layers implies an inherent grooming com-
ponent, again differing notably from single domain settings which tend to
operate at the same layer, e.g., either packet, timeslot, wavelength. Overall,
these aspects make multi-layer grooming involving a very challenging prob-
lem. In the end, however, the goal here is to resolve and set up full end-to-end
routes in accordance with desired constraints and leverage existing standards,
particularly GMPLS. Now owing to the distributed nature of the problem
it is evident that setup signaling will be required. Although many specific
schemes can be envisioned here, few have been analyzed in detail. Hence two
broad strategies are outlined here, i.e., hierarchical and per-domain.

Hierarchical Grooming

Hierarchical grooming uses the inter-domain TEDB state to compute
“skeleton” routes from the source domain to the destination domain. For
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most practical purposes, this path constitutes the end-to-end border node
sequence. This information is then coupled with end-to-end signaling mech-
anisms (RSVP-TE) to expand the full node sequence, i.e., multi-PCE path
computation without inter-PCE signaling [7]. Alternatively, this information
can also be coupled with PCEP signaling to fill in an exact node sequence,
i.e., multi-PCE path computation with inter-PCE signaling [7].

Now consider the actual computation of “skeleton” routes. This is a
very complex problem owing to the multiple resource layers involved and
the presence of partial/abstracted inter-domain state. Hence, two key areas
need detailed investigation here. Foremost, the computing entity (e.g., source
domain PCE) must adequately “transform” multi-layer TEDB state to build
a “global” multi-layer (granularity) view of the network. The most expe-
dient approach here is to use graph transformations to summarize all link
types—physical, abstract, and virtual (Section 15.4.1). This topic is largely
unexplored, although augmented graph models have been developed in [9]
for multi-layer SONET-DWDM grooming networks (full global state assump-
tion). Clearly, new schemes are needed for adding edges/vertices to capture
virtual link connections as well. Next, modified shortest-path schemes need to
be studied to compute constrained “skeleton” paths over these transformed
graphs. It is here that the grooming aspect can be considered, particularly
when “higher-layer” sub-rate connections are to be routed over lower-layer
circuits (virtual link connections).

Most regular (non-multi-domain) grooming studies use a “two-step” com-
putation approach. Namely, setup is first attempted over existing higher-layer
“virtual” links and pending failure, re-attempted at lower transport layers.
Overall, this approach yields very good resource efficiency/packing and is
equally relevant in inter-domain scenarios. For example, the initial attempt
can search for a “skeleton” route on only those links in the augmented
graph (physical inter-domain, abstract, virtual connection) which run at the
same granularity/layer as the sourcing node. Here various graph theoretic
schemes can be developed to achieve trade-offs between objectives such as
hop count, load balancing, minimum cost, e.g., see studies on widest-shortest,
shortest-widest, and minimum cost [9].

If a feasible “skeleton” path is not found, further attempts can try to set
up new underlying virtual link connection between one/more border gate-
ways. However, this step opens up a whole new dimension that is not present
in single-layer multi-domain settings. Namely, the main challenge is to select
the actual border node pair(s) between which to initiate virtual connection
link(s). This concern has not been addressed in most grooming studies which
exclusively assume that all higher layer nodes are directly connected to
underlying transport nodes. Clearly this is not the case in general settings in
which interior IP/MPLS nodes will not be directly connected to lower-layer
SONET/SDH or DWDM transport nodes. One possibility is to use exhaustive
search algorithms to enumerate multiple virtual links combinations, e.g., as
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done in [16]. Another simpler possibility may be to pre-engineer static virtual
connection links using offline optimizations.

Upon computation of a feasible “skeleton” path, appropriate setup sig-
naling schemes are needed as well. In general, these schemes can leverage
the ubiquitous RSVP-TE protocol. Specifically, resources can be reserved
on physical inter-domain and “tunneled” virtual connection links and path
sequences “expanded” for loose route segments. With regards to the latter,
border gateways receiving a setup request will basically run intra-domain
algorithms to route requests across their domains. Now if the incoming
request is of the same granularity, the border node can compute (or query
PCE to compute) a regular traversing as per path constraints. However, in
the more general case where the border node represents a lower layer, further
parameter translation and intra-domain grooming will be needed, and a wide
range of existing (intra-domain) grooming schemes can be re-applied. Fur-
thermore, new RSVP-TE proposals are also tabling LSP “stitching” features
to inter-connect diverse end-to-end “segments” (layer paths) into a single
connection. Again, these can be leveraged as well.

Overall, hierarchical computation can achieve some level of path “opti-
mality” across domains, i.e., contingent to level of inter-domain state. An
“optimal” path here is defined as that computed in the absence of domain
partitioning, i.e., for “flat” topology [7]. However, detailed studies are really
needed to assess the impact of abstracted state on such “optimality”.

Per-Domain Grooming

Per-domain distributed grooming is ideal for settings with minimal inter-
domain visibility. Namely, end-to-end routes are expanded in a domain-
by-domain manner with each domain specifying its “next-hop” along with
the complete internal route via an egress gateway. Here, intra-domain path
expansion will be largely similar to the above-detailed hierarchical approach.
However at the inter-domain level, the main challenge is how to specify the
next domain. If no inter-domain state is available, the only solution may
be to make fixed choices, i.e., pre-specified or by consulting BGP tables [7].
Alternatively, it may be much more beneficial to incorporate “global” state to
dynamically the downstream domains, if such state is available. Nevertheless,
the detailed evaluation of these schemes in mixed-layer networks has not
been conducted. In general, per-domain path computation (without inter-
domain state) will suffer from higher blocking and lower resource efficiencies
as compared to hierarchical computation. Hence, resultant routes will likely
be feasible and opposed to “optimal”.

Note that per-domain grooming performance can be improved by lever-
aging inter-domain crankback signaling. Although [22] studies this approach
in SONET-DWDM networks, more investigations are needed. Specifically,
commensurate schemes can be designed using intermediate domain or full
end-to-end crankback strategies. Furthermore, it may be beneficial to also
include active path state in crankback messages in order to improve the
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re-try process. Although multi-layer crankback can yield improved resource
efficiencies, it poses key trade-offs in inter-layer control plane complexity.
Namely, this solution may lower inter-layer routing overheads (e.g., versus
hierarchical computation) but at the same time will likely increase inter-layer
signaling and setup latencies. These issues need to be closely studied in order
to determine the most amenable grooming strategies, i.e., as per connection
granularities, arrival rates, holding times, etc.

15.4.3 Survivability

With limited or no visibility into domain-level state, setting up survivable
connections is an extremely complicated issue. Hence, the simple approach of
computing diverse routes by source nodes (with partial global state) can only
guarantee diversity at the physical inter-domain link level. Clearly, further
provisions are needed to avoid link overlap during subsequent intra-domain
explicit route expansion even with disjoint abstract links computed. Overall,
survivable grooming is a relatively new topic area. For example, [23] has
recently proposed some protection schemes for SONET-DWDM grooming
networks, e.g., protection-at-lightpath (PAL) and protection-at-connection
(PAC). Nevertheless, extending these concepts into multi-domain networks
lacking full resource diversity state is very challenging. Furthermore, it is also
very desirable to extend some form of multi-tiered survivability support as
well, e.g., dedicated, shared, non-protected, etc. To address this topic, two
survivability strategies can be considered, protection and restoration.

Protection schemes pre-compute diverse primary/backup routes and are
well suited for stringent services. Now in the context of multi-domain/multi-
layer networks, a simple approach can be to apply SONET strategies in which
dual/multi-homed inter-domain links are coupled with robust intra-domain
protection schemes. However, these setups are very costly and resource inef-
ficient. Hence, more elaborate end-to-end domain disjoint techniques can
be devised, which are generally more amenable to hierarchical grooming
with inter-domain state visibility. For example, loose routing algorithms can
be extended to compute domain disjoint primary/back “skeleton” paths
over augmented inter-layer graphs. Associated setup (loose route expansion)
sequences can then be signaled in parallel. Alternatively, the domain-disjoint
requirement can be relaxed to allow sharing of abstract links between pri-
mary/backup routes. However, the latter approach mandates complicated
signaling provisions to ensure intra-domain disjointness in common domains.
Again, many of these concerns are open issues and the combined impact of
intra/inter-domain schemes on end-to-end recovery still needs to be addressed.

Conversely protection can also be incorporated with the per-domain
grooming approach of Section 15.4.2. For example, primary/backup paths
can be signaled in a two-step sequential manner where the working route is
used to avoid backup link overlaps. Obviously, this approach will have higher
setup delays and will be susceptible to “trap” topologies [7]. To address these
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concerns, modified crankback schemes can be considered to achieve protection
path diversity with parallel signaling, e.g., as tabled in RSVP-TE extensions
for record, exclude and associated route objects (RRO, XRO, ARO) [24].
To date, however, most of these concepts have only appeared various stan-
dards draft submissions (MPLS-level only), and more detailed analyses and
refinements are indeed lacking.

Finally, multi-domain restoration can also be done using post-fault
crank-back recovery and this is most germane for connections with lower
latency/guarantee stringencies. Along these lines, various signaling provisions
need to be devised, e.g., such as proposed RSVP-TE XRO extensions. How-
ever, further studies are needed to analyze the trade-offs between resource
efficiencies and signaling loads and also compare versus pre-provisioned pro-
tection.

15.5 Conclusion

This chapter studies multi-domain grooming in heterogeneous layered net-
works, a challenging and largely unexplored problem. Along these lines related
standards and research studies are surveyed and key open research problems
identified. In particular, the latter issues pertain to multi-layer/multi-domain
routing, path computation and signaling, and survivability. Finally, future
studies can delve into even more advanced multi-domain problems, e.g., VPN
provisioning, advance reservation, etc.
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Grooming of Scheduled Demands
in Multi-Layer Optical Networks

Maurice Gagnaire, Josué Kuri∗, Elias A. Doumith

16.1 Introduction

Introducing multiple switching granularities in transport networks aims in
part at reducing their cost by taking advantage of traffic aggregation. As a
matter of fact, an appropriate aggregation of low-rate connections into high-
rate connections1 and the use for the latter of a switching technology whose
cost-per-bit is lower than for the former can result in lower infrastructure costs.
The economic gain, when compared to single switching granularity networks,
depends on both traffic-related factors such as the time/space distribution of
connections and equipment or network architecture factors such as the cost of
ports and matrices for each switching granularity, the topology of the network,
the provisioning algorithms used for routing and grooming of connections, etc.

In other chapters of this book, traffic grooming has been investigated in
contexts such as protection/restoration, multicast, and multi-domain net-
works. In this chapter, we consider the problem of efficiently grooming (a)
electrical “subwavelength” demands into lightpaths, and (b) lightpaths into
wavebands. Whereas most investigations deal with either permanent or ran-
dom traffic demands, we focus in this chapter on a particular class of traffic
demands referred to as scheduled demands, or SxDs, introduced in [1, 2]. A
scheduled traffic demand corresponds to a connection or set of connections for
which the network operator knows in advance the set-up and tear-down dates.
These connections could be requested, for example, by a company to connect
its headquarters to its production centers during office hours, or to intercon-
nect its data centers during the night, when database backups are performed.
Since companies tend to have well-established operations and procedures,
they can provide relatively accurate information to the network operator

∗ This work was carried out while the author was at ENST Paris. The opinions
expressed in this paper are those of the author and not necessarily those of Orange
Labs.

1 For example, Low Order (LO) and High Order (HO) SONET/SDH connections.
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about when the bandwidth is really needed. An operator can leverage the
knowledge about the timing of demands to make a more effective use of its
network resources.2 For example, a same set of switch ports and transponders
can be allocated to multiple connections routed over a same path if the oper-
ator knows in advance that the connections are time-disjoint. Conceptually,
a permanent connection is a special case of a scheduled demand for which
the set-up and tear-down dates are −∞ and ∞, respectively. In practice,
the set-up and tear-down dates of a permanent connection correspond to
the beginning and end dates of the planning period considered in a network
design exercise. Therefore, by solving the problem of provisioning scheduled
demands, we also solve the problem of provisioning permanent demands.

From a mathematical modeling point of view, an appealing characteris-
tic of scheduled demands is that they capture the dynamic changes of the
traffic load in a deterministic manner, which eases the use of well-known
optimisation techniques such as heuristics [3, 4, 5], meta-heuristics [6], linear
programming [7, 8, 9], etc.

A scheduled demand is formally characterized by a tuple (s, d, n, α, β) in
which s and d represent the source and destination nodes, n is the requested
capacity, and α and β represent the set-up and tear-down dates. Two forms
of scheduled demands are considered in this chapter: Scheduled Lightpath
Demands (SLDs) and Scheduled Electrical Demands (SEDs), also known as
“subwavelength” demands. For SLDs, the capacity n is expressed in number
of lightpaths (each one with a nominal rate of either 2.5 or 10 Gbps), and
for SEDs, n is expressed as a fraction of a lightpath’s capacity. For example,
n = 0.4 corresponds to 1 Gbps with 2.5 Gbps lightpaths.

For the problem of grooming SEDs into SLDs, we develop in this chapter a
mathematical formulation to quantify the number of Electrical Cross-Connect
(EXC) and Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) ports required to provision a
set of SEDs in a given topology [10, 11, 12, 13]. For the problem of grooming
SLDs into wavebands, we develop a different formulation which quantifies the
monetary cost of provisioning a set of SLDs in a network in which an inte-
grated Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) / Waveband Cross-Connect (BXC)
equipment is present in each node.3 We refer to the former as the electrical
grooming problem and to the latter as the optical grooming problem.

2 This is analogous to what airlines do: passengers that buy tickets well in advance
are rewarded with lower fares because early bookings reduce the uncertainty of
the future demand, which allows the airline to make a more effective use of its
resources.

3 An EXC is essentially the same equipment that has been referred to as a DXC
in earlier chapters, and WXC and BXC are both OXCs, operating at different
wavelength selectivities. - Editors
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16.2 Architecture of Network Nodes

Figure 16.1 depicts the architecture of a multi-granularity switching
cross-connect (MG-OXC) that integrates an electrical cross-connect (EXC), a
wavelength cross-connect (WXC), and a waveband cross-connect (BXC). The
composite signal received on the input fibers of the BXC is demultiplexed to
extract individual wavelengths which are in turn multiplexed into wavebands
that arrive at the input ports of the BXC switching fabric. The BXC cross-
connects input wavebands to either output or drop ports. Dropped wavebands
are demultiplexed to extract individual wavelengths which are cross-connected
by the WXC to either output or drop ports. Dropped wavelength connections
are terminated by the EXC, which extracts “subwavelength” connections (or
flows) that are sent to client equipment (e.g., routers) through the EXC drop
ports. The MG-OXC has the capability of droping full lightpahts directly from
the WXC to client equipment. In the opposite direction, “subwavelength”
connections (or flows) received from client equipment through the EXC add
ports are groomed into lightpaths, which are received by the WXC through
its add ports and groomed into wavebands that are received by the BXC
through its add ports and groomed into fibers. The WXC of the MG-OXC
has the capability of adding lightpaths directly from client equipment.

Fig. 16.1. Multilayer node architecture
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In this chapter, we deal with electrical and optical grooming as two sepa-
rate problems. In the former case, the network consists of EXC/WXC nodes
(no BXCs), whereas in the latter, the network consists of WXC/BXC nodes
(no EXCs).

16.3 Rationale of Grooming Strategies

The goal of grooming strategies in multi-layer networks is to reduce the overall
management burden and network cost (compared to single-layer networks)
by efficiently grouping a large number of low-rate connections into a rela-
tively small number of high-rate connections. The overall network cost can be
reduced if the cost-per-bit is lower in the network layer bearing the high-rate
connections than in the upper layers, and if the cost of grouping/ungrouping
connections does not outweight the savings of the high-rate connections’
layer. Architectures like the one of Fig. 16.1 may reduce the network cost if
BXCs are less expensive than WXCs, and WXCs are in turn less expensive
than EXCs. This tends to be the case with state-of-the-art technology since
EXCs require electronic switching fabrics and opto-electronic converters on
I/O ports, whereas WXCs and BXCs require potentially less opto-electronic
devices and can be based on less expensive optical switching fabrics.

The presence of transit traffic in a multi-granularity switching cross-
connect can reduce the number of required EXC and WXC ports since
wavebands bearing transit lightpaths are switched directly from input to
output ports of the BXC without requiring any port on the WXC. Likewise,
lightpaths bearing transit “sub-wavelength” traffic are switched directly from
input to output ports of the WXC without requiring any port on the EXC.
Lightpaths on the input ports of the WXC are either recombined into wave-
bands through the output ports or sent to either client equipment or input
ports of the EXC. The EXC extracts “sub-wavelength” connections (or flows)
which are sent to client equipment through the drop ports or recombinated
into new lightpaths sent to the WXC through the output ports.

Provisioning in a multi-layer network involves essentially the definition of
both, a path for each SEDs or SLDs, and the way the demands are grouped
and ungrouped (potentially several times) along the path. In a single-layer
network, a simple strategy consisting in routing connections along the short-
est path in terms of hops results in the lowest cost since the total number
of required cross-connect ports is minimized. In a multi-layer network, the
provisioning aimed at minimizing cost is less obvious since demands can be
deviated from their shortest paths in order to create long, efficiently utilized
high-rate connections to reduce the overall network cost. The provisioning
process becomes even more complex when the demands are SxDs, instead of
permanent connections, since the time-disjointness among demands needs to
be taken into account in order to reuse network resources as much as possible.
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16.3.1 Electrical Grooming

The characteristic of the SEDs lies in the fact that their flow is smaller than
the capacity of a lightpath. This particularity is taken into account by use of
electrical aggregation. The grooming of multiple SEDs consists in multiplex-
ing their electrical flows onto the same Grooming Lightpath (GL) in an EXC.
Grooming requires all the considered SEDs to share at least one common
fiber link and all of them to be active during a common period of time. In
order to explain the rationale of electrical traffic grooming, let us consider
the simple case of the aggregation of two SEDs into a GL. These two SEDs,
referred to as δ1 and δ2, are characterized by the tuples (s1, d1, n1, α1, β1) and
(s2, d2, n2, α2, β2), respectively.

Figure 16.2 illustrates the network topology that supports δ1 and δ2.
Below the illustration of the network we have plotted the time diagram of δ1

and δ2. Both requests are active from α2 to β1 and they have a common path
between node g1 and node g2.

When the network does not have grooming capabilities, each SED is
routed using a separate GL between its source and its destination nodes, as
illustrated in Fig. 16.3. In other words, δ1 is routed using the GL ℘1 between
s1 and d1, while δ2 is routed using the GL ℘2 between s2 and d2. As a result,
two optical channels are needed on each fiber link between nodes g1 and g2.

On the other hand, when the network has grooming capabilities, δ1 and δ2

can be groomed together between nodes g1 and g2 if n1+n2 ≤ Cω as illustrated
in Fig. 16.4 (Cω is the nominal capacity of a lightpath). This grouping creates
an aggregated demand δa = (g1, g2, n1 +n2, α2, β1) borne by GL ℘a. However,
since δ1 is also active during period [α1, α2] and δ2 is also active during period
[β1, β2], two additional requests must be considered: δf = (g1, g2, n1, α1, α2) to
take into account the remaining active period of δ1 and δg = (g1, g2, n2, β1, β2)

Fig. 16.2. Time diagram of two SEDs
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Fig. 16.3. Network without grooming capabilities

to take into account the remaining active period of δ2. In addition, we still need
to take into account the non-common segments of the paths of δ1 and δ2. This
can be done by introducing four additional traffic requests δb, δc, δd, and δe:

• Request δb = (s1, g1, n1, α1, β1) carried by GL ℘b represents a segment
of the path of δ1 totally disjoint from the path of δ2. It connects s1, the
source node of δ1 to the grooming node g1.

• Request δc = (g2, d1, n1, α1, β1) carried by GL ℘c represents another
segment of the path of δ1 totally disjoint from the path of δ2. It connects
the grooming node g2 to d1, the destination node of δ1.

Fig. 16.4. Network with grooming capabilities
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• Request δd = (s2, g1, n2, α2, β2) carried by GL ℘d represents a segment
of the path of δ2 totally disjoint from the path of δ1. It connects s2, the
source node of δ2, to the grooming node g1.

• Request δe = (g2, d2, n2, α2, β2) represents another segment of the path
of δ2 totally disjoint from the path of δ1. It connects the grooming node
g2 to d2, the destination node of δ2.

To sum up, grooming together requests δ1 and δ2 creates the aggregated
request δa and a set of six additional requests. Some of these requests (δb, δc,
δd, and δe) take into account the non-common segments of the paths of δ1 and
δ2. The remaining requests (δf and δg) take into account the non-common
periods of time. Depending on the characteristics of the initial requests δ1 and
δ2, some of these additional requests may not exist. However, those which do
exist form the set of marginal demands. As a result of the grooming process,
when grooming two SEDs, the set of all the SEDs must be modified by adding
the aggregated request δa and the set of marginal demands and by removing
the original requests δ1 and δ2.

At node g1, the two demands δ1 and δ2 must be switched from the WXC
to the EXC in order to be groomed together. Hence two receiving r3 electrical
ports and two emitting o3 ports are needed at this node. Once groomed
together onto the the GL ℘a, the resulting grooming lightpath is switched
back to the WXC using an emitting e3 electrical port and a receiving o3

optical port. Arriving at node g2, the GL ℘a is switched from the WXC to
the EXC using an emitting o3 optical port and a receiving r3 electrical port.
At the EXC of node g2, the initial requests δ1 and δ2 are rebuilt and each one
is switched to its destination using two emitting e3 electrical ports and two
receiving o3 optical ports. In brief, in order to groom these two requests, six
additional electrical ports and six additional optical ports are needed. Figure
16.5 details the ports involved in the grouping and ungrouping operations at
nodes g1 and g2, respectively.

(a) Grooming in node g1. (b) Un-grooming in node g2.

Fig. 16.5. Grooming operations in nodes g1 and g2
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16.3.2 Optical Grooming

For the optical grooming problem, we consider a network of WXC/BXC nodes
(no EXCs). We assume that WXCs provide full wavelength conversion. This
simplifies wavelength assignment since the wavelength continuity constraint
does not exist. As explained in Section 16.2, the lightpaths at the output
(input) ports of the WXC are multiplexed (demultiplexed) into (from) wave-
bands which are directly added in (dropped from) a BXC. Thus, the WXCs
are not directly connected to each other but through waveband-switching
connections between BXCs. This means that lightpaths are instantiated over
a logical topology of waveband-switching connections. These connections
cannot be directly added in or dropped from the BXC. The number of WXC
I/O ports is a multiple of the waveband size.

Figure 16.6 shows how three lightpaths can be instantiated over a logical
topology formed by two waveband-switching connections, one between nodes
1 and 3 and another between nodes 3 and 4. Two lightpaths are added in the
WXC of node 1 using the WXC add ports. They are then multiplexed into
a waveband-switching connection, which is added into the BXC of the same
node using one BXC add port. The resulting waveband-switching connection
is multiplexed into a fiber. In node 2, the connection is demultiplexed from
the incoming fiber, switched to an output port and multiplexed into a fiber. In
node 3, the connection is demultiplexed from the incoming fiber and dropped
using one BXC drop port. This connection is demultiplexed in order to retrieve
the two lightpaths which are then switched from the input to the output ports
of the node. The lightpaths are multiplexed together with a third lightpath
added in node 3 into a waveband-switching connection which is added in the
BXC of the node. The connection is multiplexed into a fiber. In node 4, the
connection is demultiplexed from the incoming fiber and dropped. The three

Fig. 16.6. A possible configuration of MG-OXCs used to set up three lightpaths
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lightpaths are demultiplexed from the waveband-switching connection and
dropped using the WXC drop ports of the node.

Waveband-switching introduces an intermediate network layer between the
physical network and the SLDs. A logical topology of waveband-switching
connections must be defined and mapped on the physical network. An SLD
is instantiated by defining a path on the logical topology and assigning
waveband-switching connections on each arc of the path to the SLD’s light-
paths. In this context, grooming refers to the aggregation (and disaggregation)
of lightpaths into waveband-switching connections of the logical topology.
Thus, the optical grooming problem under consideration consists in defining
a logical topology of waveband-switching connections, routing these connec-
tions on a physical network, routing a set of SLDs on the logical topology, and
assigning the waveband-switching connections of the logical topology to the
SLDs such that the network cost is minimal. The cost of the network is equal
to the sum of the costs of the MG-OXCs required to implement the solution.
The problem is schematically illustrated by Fig. 16.7. An instance of the prob-
lem is defined by a set of SLDs and the topology of a physical network. The
MG-OXC cost function models the cost of a MG-OXC as a function of the
number of WXC and BXC ports of the MG-OXC (the function is defined in
Equation 16.16). The network functional model defines the architecture of the
switches, including the definition of the size of the wavebands (the number of
lightpaths that can be groomed into a waveband-switching connection). The
objective function defines the optimality criterion to be satisfied, for example,
the minimization of the network cost. The solution to the problem consists
of a set of Routed Scheduled Band Groups (RSBGs) and of an assignment
of SLDs to RSBGs. An RSBG is similar to an SLD in that it is defined by a
tuple (s, d, n, α, β, P ) where s and d are the source and destination BXCs of the
RSBG, n is the number of waveband-switching connections in the group, α and
β are the set-up and tear-down dates of the RSBG, and P is the route in the
physical network. The set-up date α (tear-down date β) of an RSBG is the ear-
liest set-up (latest tear-down) date of any of the SLDs assigned to this RSBG.

Fig. 16.7. Schematic representation of the optical grooming problem
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16.4 Mathematical Formulation

In this section, we develop the mathematical formulations used to quantify
the network cost in the electrical and optical grooming problems. The nota-
tions in Sections 16.4.1 and 16.4.2 are independent, that is, the symbols used
in one subsection are not related to the symbols of the other.

16.4.1 Electrical Grooming

The design of a grooming-capable network is formally stated below. The
inputs to the problem are:

• A physical topology represented by an arc-weighted symmetrical directed
graph G = (V ;E;w). V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} is the set of network nodes and
E = {e1, e2, . . . , eF } is the set of physical links interconnecting the nodes.
Nodes correspond to EXC/WXC multi-layer switches and links corre-
spond to the fibers of the network. Though links are unidirectional, we
assume that there are equal number of fibers linking two nodes in different
directions. Links are assigned weights w : E �→ R+ which may correspond
to the physical length or cost of the links. N = |V | and F = |E| represent
the number of nodes and links in the network, respectively.

• A set D = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM} of M SxD requests to be routed on the network.
These requests can be divided into a set DL = {δL

1 , δL
2 , . . . , δL

ML} of ML

SLD requests and a set DE = {δE
1 , δE

2 , . . . , δE
ME} of ME SED requests.

SLDs (δL
i ) and SEDs (δE

i ) are represented by a tuple (si, di, ni, αi, βi)
where si, di ∈ V are the source and destination nodes of the demand, ni

is the traffic rate requested by the connection, and αi and βi are its setup
and tear-down dates. For SLDs, ni is an integer, while for SEDs ni is a
real number smaller than than 1.

• A set of available routes Pi = {Pi,1, Pi,2, . . . , Pi,K} connecting the source
node si to the destination node di of request δL

i or δE
i . For each request,

we compute beforehand K alternate shortest paths in terms of effective
length connecting its source node to its destination node using the algo-
rithm described in [14] (if as many paths exist, otherwise we consider the
available ones).

The set-up and tear-down dates of all these requests are to be taken into
account because they represent time instants when a change in the traffic
flow is observed. Let E be the ordered set grouping the set-up and tear-down
dates of all the requests in the set D. Because some requests may have the
same set-up and tear-down dates, the number E = |E| of time instants in E
is less than or equal to 2 × M .

E =

(
M⋃

i=1

αi

)
⋃
(

M⋃

i=1

βi

)

= {ε1, ε2, . . . , εE} such as ε1 < ε2 < . . . < εE (16.1)
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In the case of SEDs, a physical path Pi,ρi
∈ Pi is assigned in a first step

to the request δE
i (1 ≤ i ≤ ME). Pi,ρi

is the ρth
i shortest path between si and

di (1 ≤ ρi ≤ K). Once the physical path Pi,ρi
is chosen, we determine in a

second step the intermediate nodes of Pi,ρi
in which δE

i must be switched to
the electrical level for grooming. In this way, we obtain the set of grooming
lightpaths that the request traverses in the logical topology.

A physical path Pi,ρi
, composed of �i,ρi

hops, has (�i,ρi
− 1) intermediate

nodes and can be decomposed into Li,ρi
= 2�i,ρi

−1 different sets of grooming
lightpaths. For example, the physical path Pi,ρi

= 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 between
nodes 1 and 4 can be decomposed into the following 23−1 = 4 different sets
of grooming lightpaths:

• Li,ρi,1 =
{
[1 − 2 − 3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,2 =
{
[1 − 2], [2 − 3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,3 =
{
[1 − 2 − 3], [3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,4 =
{
[1 − 2], [2 − 3], [3 − 4]

}

Li,ρi,λi,ρi
is the λth

i,ρi
possible decomposition of the physical path Pi,ρi

into a
set of grooming lightpaths (1 ≤ λi,ρi

≤ Li,ρi
). Let Li,ρi

=
{
Li,ρi,1, Li,ρi,2, . . . ,

Li,ρi,Li,ρi

}
be the set of all possible decompositions of the path Pi,ρi

into its
inherent sets of grooming lightpaths.

The solution of the optimization problem consists in assigning to the
request δE

i a physical path Pi,ρi
∈ Pi and a set of grooming light-

paths Li,ρi,λi,ρi
∈ Li,ρi

. This solution is represented by ΠDE ,ρ,λ =
{
(P1,ρ1 , L1,ρ1,λ1,ρ1

), (P2,ρ2 , L2,ρ2,λ2,ρ2
), . . . , (PME ,ρME

, LME ,ρME ,λME,ρ
ME

)
}
.

Our objective is to satisfy all the requests at the lowest cost. The network
cost is expressed in terms of the number of electrical ports and of optical
ports used and can be obtained by means of mathematical operations based
on matrix algebra.

Computation of Network Cost

For an instance, ΠDE ,ρ,λ =
{
(P1,ρ1 , L1,ρ1,λ1,ρ1

), (P2,ρ2 , L2,ρ2,λ2,ρ2
), . . . ,

(PME ,ρME
, LME ,ρME ,λME,ρ

ME
)
}

of the network design problem under SED

traffic requests, we define the following matrices:

• Request Matrix: The request matrix, denoted by Δ E = {δE
i,t}, rep-

resents the SED traffic requests over time. Δ E is a [ME × E] matrix.
An element δE

i,t of such a matrix is a binary value (δE
i,t ∈ {0, 1}) spec-

ifying the presence (δE
i,t = 1) or absence (δE

i,t = 0) of the SED request
δE
i (si, di, αi, βi, ni) at time instant εt.

δE
i,t =

{
1 if αi ≤ εt < βi,
0 otherwise.

(16.2)
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• Source/Destination Matrix: The source matrix, denoted by S E =
{sE

i,n}, represents the source nodes of the SED requests. The destination
matrix, denoted by D E = {dE

i,n}, represents the destination nodes of
the SED requests. S E and D E are [ME × N ] matrices. An element sE

i,n

(dE
i,n) of such a matrix is a binary value specifying if the SED request

δE
i (si, di, αi, βi, ni) has node vn as source (destination) node or not.

sE
i,n =

{
1 if si = vn,
0 otherwise.

dE
i,n =

{
1 if di = vn,
0 otherwise.

(16.3)

As shown in Section 16.3.1, when grooming two SED requests δE
i1

and δE
i2

,
the set DE of all the SEDs must be modified by adding the aggregated request
and the set of marginal demands, and by removing the original requests δE

i1

and δE
i2

. Consequently, the number of SED requests as well as their charac-
teristics are modified. Let D̃E = {δ̃E

1 , δ̃E
2 , . . . , δ̃E

M̃E
} be the set of the M̃E

groomed SED requests obtained at the end of the grooming optimization
process. Each groomed SED request δ̃E

i ∈ D̃E is routed over a unique path
P̃E

i . As each element δ̃E
i can be either a single low-speed connection δE

j or
the concatenation of two or several low-speed connections δ̃E

i = �jδ
E
j , its

corresponding path is determined according to the grooming lightpath sets of
its lower-speed connections (P̃E

i ∈ Lj,ρj ,λj,ρj
).

Based on the new SED set D̃E , we define the following additional matrices:

• Groomed Request Matrix: The groomed request matrix, denoted by
Δ̃ E = {δ̃E

i,t}, represents the groomed SED traffic requests over time. Δ̃ E

is a [M̃E×E] matrix. An element δ̃E
i,t of such a matrix is an integer number

due to the fact that the groomed SED demand δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi) can

be the concatenation of several requests of smaller rates. Consequently,
it could require more than one lightpath to carry its traffic load. δ̃E

i,t is
equal to the smallest integer greater than or equal to the traffic required
by the groomed SED request δ̃E

i and specifies the number of lightpaths
used by this request at time instant εt.

δ̃E
i,t =

{
�ñi if α̃i ≤ εt < β̃i,
0 otherwise.

(16.4)

• Groomed Routing Matrix: The groomed routing matrix, denoted by
R̃ E = {r̃E

i,f}, represents the use of the physical links by the groomed SED
requests. R̃ E is a [M̃E ×F ] matrix. An element r̃E

i,f of such a matrix is a
binary value (r̃E

i,f ∈ {0, 1}) specifying if the physical path P̃E
i assigned to

the groomed SED request δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi) passes through the physical

link ef (r̃E
i,f = 1) or not (r̃E

i,f = 0).
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r̃E
i,f =

{
1 if ef ∈ P̃E

i ,
0 otherwise.

(16.5)

• Groomed Source/Destination Matrix: The groomed source matrix,
denoted by S̃ E = {s̃E

i,n}, represents the source nodes of the groomed SED
requests. The groomed destination matrix, denoted by D̃ E = {d̃E

i,n},
represents the destination nodes of the groomed SED requests. S̃ E and
D̃ E are [M̃E × N ] matrices. An element s̃E

i,n (d̃E
i,n) of such a matrix is

a binary value specifying if the groomed SED request δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi)

has node vn as source (destination) node or not.

s̃E
i,n =

{
1 if s̃i = vn,
0 otherwise.

d̃E
i,n =

{
1 if d̃i = vn ,
0 otherwise.

(16.6)

By multiplying the transposed request matrix Δ ET by the source matrix
S E a new matrix Ψ E,Em = {ψE,Em

t,n } is obtained. Ψ E,Em, of dimension
[E × N ], represents the use of sub-wavelength ‘add’ ports at the nodes. An
element ψE,Em

t,n of such a matrix is an integer value representing the number
of emitting e1 electrical ports in use at node vn at each instant εt. For a given
node vn, let υE,Em

n be the maximum value of the nodes’ add ports ψE,Em
t,n

evaluated over the whole observation period. υE,Em
n gives the number of emit-

ting e1 electrical ports installed at the node vn. The number γE
e1

of emitting e1

electrical ports in the network is the sum of υE,Em
n over all the network nodes.

Ψ E,Em = Δ ET × S E (16.7a)

υE,Em
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψE,Em
t,n (16.7b)

γE
e1

=
N∑

n=1

υE,Em
n (16.7c)

Similarly, the number γE
r1

of receiving r1 electrical ports in the network is
computed as follows:

Ψ E,Re = Δ ET × D E (16.8a)

υE,Re
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψE,Re
t,n (16.8b)

γE
r1

=
N∑

n=1

υE,Re
n (16.8c)
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By multiplying the transposed groomed request matrix Δ̃ E
T

by the
groomed routing matrix R̃ E , a new matrix Φ̃ E = {φ̃E

t,f} is obtained. Φ̃ E , of
dimension [E × F ], represents the traffic load over time carried by the links.
An element φ̃E

t,f of such a matrix is an integer value representing the number
of WDM optical channels carried by link ef at each instant εt. For a given
link ef , let ϕ̃E

f be the maximum value of this traffic φ̃E
t,f evaluated over the

whole observation period. ϕ̃E
f gives the number of WDM optical channels

used on this link. As the o1 optical ports go by pair, one port at each end
of a WDM channel, ϕ̃E

f represents also the number of o1 optical port pairs
installed at both ends of the link ef . The number γE

o1
of o1 optical ports in

the network is twice the sum of ϕ̃E
f over all the network links. The maximum

value of ϕ̃E
f (∀f\1 ≤ f ≤ F ) represents the congestion in the network, i.e.,

the number of active channels on the most loaded link.

Φ̃ E = Δ̃ ET × R̃ E (16.9a)

ϕ̃E
f = max

1≤t≤E

φ̃E
t,f (16.9b)

γE
o1

= 2 ×
F∑

f=1

ϕ̃E
f (16.9c)

By multiplying the transposed groomed request matrix Δ̃ E
T

by the
groomed source matrix S̃ E a new matrix Ψ̃ E,Em = {ψ̃E,Em

t,n } is obtained.
Ψ̃ E,Em, of dimension [E × N ], represents the use of switching ports from
the EXC to the WXC at the nodes. An element ψ̃E,Em

t,n of such a matrix
is an integer value representing the number of emitting e3 electrical ports
in use at node vn at each instant εt. For a given node vn, let υ̃E,Em

n be the
maximum value of the nodes’ switching ports ψ̃E,Em

t,n evaluated over the whole
observation period. υ̃E,Em

n gives the number of emitting e3 electrical ports
installed at the node vn. The number γE

e3
of emitting e3 electrical ports in

the network is the sum of υ̃E,Em
n over all the network nodes.

Ψ̃ E,Em = Δ̃ ET × S̃ E (16.10a)

υ̃E,Em
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψ̃E,Em
t,n (16.10b)

γE
e3

=
N∑

n=1

υ̃E,Em
n (16.10c)

Similarly, the number γE
r3

of receiving r3 electrical ports in the network is
computed as follows:
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Ψ̃ E,Re = Δ̃ ET × D̃ E (16.11a)

υ̃E,Re
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψ̃E,Re
t,n (16.11b)

γE
r3

=
N∑

n=1

υ̃E,Re
n (16.11c)

Consequently, the number γE
o3

of o3 optical ports in the network is equal to:

γE
o3

= γE
e3

+ γE
r3

(16.12)

As a set of SEDs does not have any SLD component to be added or
dropped at a node, the number of e2/r2 electrical ports and the number of
o2 optical ports are null.

γE
e2

= γE
r2

= γE
o2

= 0 (16.13)

Finally, the total number �E of optical ports and the total number εE of
electrical ports are given by:

�E = γE
o1

+ γE
o2

+ γE
o3

= γE
o1

+ γE
o3

(16.14a)

εE = γE
e1

+ γE
e2

+ γE
e3

+ γE
r1

+ γE
r2

+ γE
r3

= γE
e1

+ γE
e3

+ γE
r1

+ γE
r3

(16.14b)

κ being the ratio of the cost of an electrical port to the cost of an optical
port, the cost ζE of routing the SED requests is then expressed as:

ζE = �E + κ × εE (16.15)

16.4.2 Optical Grooming

G = (V,E,w)
is an arc-weighted symmetrical directed graph with vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . ,
vN}, arc set E = {e1, e2, . . . , eF }, and arc weight function w : E → R+. The
graph represents a physical telecommunications network. The set V cor-
responds to the nodes of the network and the set of arcs E to the links
interconnecting the nodes. Function w corresponds to the physical length or
to the cost of the links (defined, for example, by the network operator).

N = |V |, F = |E|, K, L, B
are, respectively, the number of nodes and links in the network, the maximum
number of possible alternate paths for each demand, the maximum number of
possible layouts for each path and the size of a waveband-switching connection
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(expressed in number of lightpaths). All the waveband-switching connections
in the network have the same size.

P = (x0, x1, . . . , xz)
describes a path in G that is composed of z links (x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xz−1, xz)
where the (xi−1, xi) ∈ E are all distinct (i.e., the path is loop free).

Δ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM}
is a set of M Scheduled Lightpath Demands (SLDs), where:

δi = (si, di, ni, αi, βi)
is a tuple representing SLD number i; si, di ∈ V are the source and destina-
tion nodes of the demand, ni is the number of requested lightpaths, and αi

and βi are the set-up and tear-down dates.

(G,Δ)
is a pair representing an instance of the optical grooming problem.

Pi,k = (xi,k
0 , xi,k

1 , . . . , xi,k
zi,k

), 1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ k ≤ K

is the k-th alternate path for SLD δi from xi,k
0 = si to xi,k

zi,k
= di. For the

purposes of this model, we compute the K physically4 shortest paths (if so
many exist) for each demand using the algorithm defined in [14]. However,
the paths might be defined according to any other criterion (i.e., the function
w may map any other value than the length of the links).

C : ΠΔ → R+

is the function that computes the cost of an admissible solution πρ,ν,Δ to
the optical grooming problem (explained below). In order to formalize this
function we define the following additional notations.

θ = (θij)
is a {0, 1}M×M upper triangular matrix; θij , i ≤ j, indicates whether the
SLDs δi and δj overlap in time (θij = 1) or not (θij = 0). By definition
θii = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and θij = 0 for i > j. This matrix expresses the temporal
interdependence between the SLDs.

τ = (τij) = diag(ni)
is a diagonal matrix in which τii = ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , that is, τii is the number
of lightpaths required by the SLD δi.

I = (Iij)
is a {0, 1}N×F matrix; Iij indicates whether vertex vi is the termination
vertex of arc ej (Iij = 1) or not (Iij = 0).

4 The function w maps the length of each link.
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O = (Oij)
is a {0, 1}N×F matrix; Oij indicates whether vertex vi is the source vertex of
arc ej (Oij = 1) or not (Oij = 0).

T = (tij)
is a {0, 1}M×N matrix; tij indicates whether vertex vj is the source node of
SLD δi (tij = 1) or not (tij = 0).

U = (uij)
is a {0, 1}M×N matrix; uij indicates whether vertex vj is the destination node
of SLD δi (uij = 1) or not (uij = 0).

D = θ · τ · T = (Dij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,
D∗

j = max1≤i≤M{Dij}
D∗ is an N -dimensional vector; D∗

j is the maximum number of simultaneously
active lightpaths (i.e., time-overlapping lightpaths) originating at node vi.

E = θ · τ · U = (Eij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,
E∗

j = max1≤i≤M{Eij}
E∗ is an N -dimensional vector; E∗

j is the maximum number of simultaneously
active lightpaths (i.e., time-overlapping lightpaths) terminating at node vi.

ψ : N → R+

is the function that determines the cost of a cross-connect (either a WXC or
a BXC) as a function of its number of ports. In this work, we consider the
function:

ψ(x) = a + bxc a, b ∈ R+, c ∈ [1, 2[. (16.16)

The function captures various technology-specific factors that have an
effect on the cost of a cross-connect. The parameter a represents the fixed
cost of installing the switch (shelf, power and ventilation systems, etc.). The
parameter b represents the cost of a port. Finally, the parameter c accounts
for the impact on the cost of the increasing implementation complexity of
switching matrices with a large number of ports. This parameter is limited
to take values smaller than 2 because, for higher values, it is in general more
economical to stack multiple small switches than building a large one when a
significant number of ports is required.

λ = {λn}
is a partition of the set of arcs describing path P . We call λ a layout
and an element λn of this partition a subpath. For example, a layout
of path (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) is λ = {(x0, x1, x2), (x2, x3, x4)}. This layout
has subpaths λ1 = (x0, x1, x2) and λ2 = (x2, x3, x4). Another layout is
{(x0, x1), (x1, x2, x3, x4)}. The elements of a subpath must be contiguous arcs
of P .
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Λi,k = {λi,k,j}, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ L
is the set of layouts available for path Pi,k; λi,k,j is the j-th layout of the
path. We assume that there are at most L different layouts defined for a path.

πρ,ν,Δ = ((P1,ρ1 , λ1,ρ1,ν1), (P2,ρ2 , λ2,ρ2,ν2), . . . , (PM,ρM
, λM,ρM ,νM

)),
ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K}M , ν ∈ {1, . . . , L}M

is called an admissible optical grooming solution for Δ. ρ and ν are M -
dimensional vectors whose elements can take values in [[1,K]] and [[1, L]],
respectively. πρ,ν,Δ is fully characterized by the pair (ρ, ν). An admissible
optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ defines for each SLD, a path Pi,k and a
layout λi,k,j of this path. A subpath λn can be part of several layouts defined
in πρ,ν,Δ. We call the association of λn to the subset Δ′ ⊆ Δ of SLDs whose
layouts in πρ,ν,Δ share λn, a Routed Scheduled Band Group (RSBG). Thus,
besides a path and a layout for each SLD, an admissible optical grooming
solution πρ,ν,Δ also defines a set of RSBGs.

ΠΔ =
{
πρ,ν,Δ, ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K}M , ν ∈ {1, . . . , L}M

}

is the set of all admissible optical grooming solutions for Δ. Its cardinality is
|ΠΔ| = (KL)M (assuming that K paths and L layouts are available for each
path; otherwise, |ΠΔ| < (KL)M ). The set represents the solution space of an
optical grooming problem instance (G,Δ).

Sρ,ν,Δ =
M⋃

i=1

λi,ρi,νi

is the set of all subpaths used in the admissible optical grooming solution
πρ,ν,Δ. The cardinality of the set is denoted S = |Sρ,ν,Δ|. For the sake of
simplicity, we note S instead of Sρ,ν,Δ.

A = (aij)
is a {0, 1}M×S matrix; aij indicates whether SLD δi uses subpath Sj (aij = 1)
or not (aij = 0) in admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ.

B = (bij)
is a {0, 1}F×S arc-subpath incidence matrix; bij indicates whether arc ei is
part of subpath Sj (bij = 1) or not (bij = 0).

η = θ · τ · A · BT = (ηij)
is a N

M×F matrix; ηij indicates the number of time-overlapping lightpaths
on link ej between SLindexSLD δi and SLDs δi+1, δi+2, . . . , δM .

η∗ = (η∗
j )1≤j≤F , η∗

j =
⌈

1
B

max
1≤i≤M

ηij

⌉

is an F -dimensional vector; η∗
j indicates the number of wavebands required

on arc ej .
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IN = I · η∗

is an N -dimensional vector; IN i indicates the number of input ports required
in the BXC of node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution
πρ,ν,Δ.

OUT = O · η∗

is an N -dimensional vector; OUT i indicates the number of output ports
required in the BXC of node vi to implement admissible optical grooming
solution πρ,ν,Δ.

G = (gij)
is a {0, 1}N×S matrix; gij indicates whether vertex vi is the source of subpath
Sj (gij = 1) or not (gij = 0).

H = (hij)
is a {0, 1}N×S matrix; hij indicates whether vertex vi is the termination of
subpath Sj (hij = 1) or not (hij = 0).

J = θ · τ · A · GT = (Jij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,

J∗
j =

⌈
1
B

max
1≤i≤M

Jij

⌉

J ∗ is an N -dimensional vector; J ∗
j is the number of waveband connections

added at the BXC of node vj .

K = θ · τ · A · HT = (Kij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,

K∗
j =

⌈
1
B

max
1≤i≤M

Kij

⌉

K∗ is an N -dimensional vector; K∗
j is the number of waveband connections

dropped at the BXC of node vj .

Q ∈ R
N
+ ,

Qi = ψb(max(IN i,OUT i) + max(J ∗
i ,K∗

i ))
is an N -dimensional vector; Qi indicates the cost of the BXC required at
node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ.

R ∈ R
N
+ ,

Ri = ψw(max(D∗
i , E∗

i ) + B max(J ∗
i ,K∗

i ))
is an N -dimensional vector; Ri indicates the cost of the WXC required at
node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ. Note that
the number of input/output ports, B max(J ∗

i ,K∗
i ), is a multiple of the wave-

band size B. The parameters defining the function ψw may be different from
those defining the function ψb.
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The cost function C : ΠΔ → R+ is defined as:

C(πρ,ν,Δ) =
N∑

i=1

(Qi + Ri). (16.17)

16.5 Illustrative Examples

16.5.1 Electrical Grooming

In this subsection, we present a small example in order to highlight the reduc-
tion of network cost provided by the electrical grooming functionality. We
considered the three 3 SEDs of Table 16.1. Their time diagram is shown in
Fig. 16.8. To emphasize the benefit of grooming we use a fixed routing solution
in which each SED is routed along its shortest path. Emitting e1 electrical
ports and receiving r1 electrical ports are only needed to add and drop the
traffic requests. Consequently, the number of such ports is independent of
the routing and grooming solution. When the network does not have groom-
ing capabilities (Fig. 16.9(a)), the SEDs δ1 and δ2 are routed over distinct
lightpaths. Thus, we need two WDM optical channels on each of the 3–4 and
the 4–7 fiber links. As a result, this routing and grooming solution requires a
total of 9 WDM optical channels. Let us recall that the number of required o1

optical ports is twice the number of WDM optical channels used. On the other
hand, when the network has grooming capabilities (Fig. 16.9(b)), the SEDs
δ1 and δ2 can be groomed together since both requests are active from 11:00
to 13:00 and they share a common path between nodes 3 and 7. Therefore,
a grooming lightpath is created between these nodes using only one WDM
optical channel on each of the 3–4 and the 4–7 fiber links. This grooming

Table 16.1. Characteristics of 3 SEDs

δi si di αi γi ni

δ1 2 8 8:00 14:40 0.25 × Cω

δ2 3 7 11:00 13:00 0.25 × Cω

δ3 2 6 17:00 19:30 0.25 × Cω

Fig. 16.8. Associated time diagram of the 3 SEDs
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(a) Without any grooming functionality. (b) With grooming functionality.

Fig. 16.9. Provisioning in a network of the 3 SEDs of Table 16.1

lightpath is used to carry simultaneously the two SEDs δ1 and δ2 between
nodes 3 and 7. In our example, the SED δ1 still needs to be routed using two
additional lightpaths; the first one between nodes 2 and 3, and the second one
between nodes 7 and 8. As a result, only 7 WDM optical channels are needed
for this new routing and grooming solution. However, it should be noted that,
in order to aggregate SEDs δ1 and δ2 at node 3, one additional emitting o3

optical port and one additional receiving r3 electrical port are needed on this
node. Similarly, to de-aggregate these two SEDs at node 7, one additional
emitting e3 electrical port and one additional receiving o3 optical port are
needed. Depending on the relative costs of the different o1, o3, e3, and r3

ports, the new routing and grooming solution can be more or less economical
than the first solution.

16.5.2 Optical Grooming

In this subsection, we present an example to illustrate how the mathemat-
ical model of Section 16.4.2 is used to represent an instance of the optical
grooming problem and to quantify the cost of a solution to this problem.

We study the problem instance of Fig. 16.10 which defines a set Δ of
M = 2 SLDs and a graph G representing a physical network. Additionally,
we choose the paths and layouts defined in Table 16.2 (K = 2 and L = 3) and
define a band size of B = 4. For the sake of simplicity, we choose functions
ψw(x) = x and ψb(x) = x to represent the cost of switches, i.e., we choose
a = 0, b = 1 and c = 1 in Equation (16.16). Figure 16.11 illustrates the admis-
sible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ with vectors ρ = (1, 1) and ν = (3, 3) for
the instance of Fig. 16.10. Path P1,1 and layout λ1,1,3 are selected for SLD δ1

and path P2,1 and layout λ2,1,3 are selected for SLD δ2. The figure also shows
the set of Routed Scheduled Band Groups (RSBGs) defined by the solution.

The following matrices are used to compute the cost of the chosen admis-
sible optical grooming solution:
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SLD s d n α β

δ1 2 8 8 08:00 14:00
δ2 1 9 10 11:00 13:00

(a) Graph G representing a physical network. (b) Set Δ of M = 2 SLDs.

Fig. 16.10. An instance (G, Δ) of the optical grooming problem

Table 16.2. Chosen paths and layouts for the instance of Fig. 16.10

SLD Path (Pi,k) Layout (λi,k,j)

δ1 P1,1 = (2, 3, 4, 7, 8) λ1,1,1 = {(2, 3, 4, 7, 8)}
λ1,1,2 = {(2, 3, 4) (4, 7, 8)}
λ1,1,3 = {(2, 3) (3, 4, 7) (7, 8)}

P1,2 = (2, 1, 5, 6, 8) λ1,2,1 = {(2, 1, 5, 6, 8)}
λ1,2,2 = {(2, 1, 5) (5, 6, 8)}
λ1,2,3 = {(2, 1) (1, 5, 6) (6, 8)}

δ2 P2,1 = (1, 3, 4, 7, 9) λ2,1,1 = {(1, 3, 4, 7, 9)}
λ2,1,2 = {(1, 3, 4) (4, 7, 9)}
λ2,1,3 = {(1, 3) (3, 4, 7) (7, 9)}

P2,2 = (1, 5, 6, 8, 9) λ2,2,1 = {(1, 5, 6, 8, 9)}
λ2,2,2 = {(1, 5, 6) (6, 8, 9)}
λ2,2,3 = {(1, 5) (5, 6, 8) (8, 9)}

(a) Paths and layouts.

Subpath (λn) Δ′ ⊆ Δ

(1, 3) {δ2}
(2, 3) {δ1}

(3, 4, 7) {δ1, δ2 }
(7, 8) {δ1 }
(7, 9) {δ2 }

(b) Routed Scheduled Band
Groups (RSBGs).

Fig. 16.11. An admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ to the instance of
Fig. 16.10
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θ =
(

δ1 δ2

δ1 1 1
δ2 0 1

)

γ =
(

δ1 δ2

δ1 8 0
δ2 0 10

)

Sρ,ν,Δ = {(1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4, 7), (7, 8), (7, 9)}

A =
(

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

δ1 0 1 1 1 0
δ2 1 0 1 0 1

)

B =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

e13 1 0 0 0 0
e23 0 1 0 0 0
e34 0 0 1 0 0
e47 0 0 1 0 0
e78 0 0 0 1 0
e79 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

η = θ · γ · A · BT =
(

10 8 18 18 8 10
10 0 10 10 0 10

)

η∗ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

3
2
5
5
2
3

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

I =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e13 e23 e34 e47 e78 e79

v1 0 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0 0
v3 1 1 0 0 0 0
v4 0 0 1 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 1 0 0
v8 0 0 0 0 1 0
v9 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

O =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e13 e23 e34 e47 e78 e79

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

IN = I · η∗ = (0, 0, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 2, 3)
OUT = O · η∗ = (3, 2, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0)

G =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

v1 1 0 0 0 0
v2 0 1 0 0 0
v3 0 0 1 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 1 1
v8 0 0 0 0 0
v9 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

H =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

v1 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0
v3 1 1 0 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 1 0 0
v8 0 0 0 1 0
v9 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
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T =

(
v1 v2 v3 . . . v9

δ1 0 1 0 . . . 0
δ2 1 0 0 . . . 0

)

U =

(
v1 . . . v7 v8 v9

δ1 0 . . . 0 1 0
δ2 0 . . . 0 0 1

)

D = θ · γ · T =

(
10 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)

D∗ =
(
10 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)

E = θ · γ · U =

(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

)

E∗ =
(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10

)

J = θ · γ · A · GT =

(
10 8 18 0 0 0 18 0 0
10 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0

)

J ∗ =
(
3 2 5 0 0 0 5 0 0

)

K = θ · γ · A · HT =

(
0 0 18 0 0 0 18 8 10
0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 10

)

K∗ =
(
0 0 5 0 0 0 5 2 3

)

Q =
(
6 4 10 5 0 0 10 4 6

)
R =

(
22 16 20 0 0 0 20 16 22

)

The cost of the admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ according to
(16.17) is:

C(πρ,ν,Δ) = 28 + 20 + 30 + 5 + 0 + 0 + 30 + 20 + 28 = 161. (16.18)

16.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented mathematical formulations to quantify the cost of pro-
visioning scheduled connections in multi-layer optical networks. The specific
cases of electrical grooming in EXC/WXC networks and optical grooming in
WXC/BXC networks were considered. The formulations may serve as a basis
to assess the costs and benefits of introducing an additional network layer in
an existing network, or to determine the impact on the network-wide cost of
a change in the technologies used to implement a cross-connect. The use of
scheduled connections make it possible to take into account dynamic changes
on the traffic load in the cost/benefit analysis of multi-layer networks.

The formulations could be extended to compare the impact on network
cost of alternative resiliency approaches such as link or path protection, dedi-
cated or shared protection, etc. Another extension could be the consideration
of the uncertainty about the tear-down date of SEDs or SLDs, since connec-
tions terminating later than their expected tear-down date might be seizing
network resources allocated to demands that were originally time-disjoint
with respect to the seizing connection. It is reasonable to expect that, the
longer a connection lasts in the network, the higher the uncertainty about its
actual tear-down date.
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All-Optical Traffic Grooming

Volkan Kaman, Henrik N. Poulsen, Roger J. Helkey, John E. Bowers

17.1 Introduction

Next-generation optical communication networks are expected to exceed
aggregate capacities of hundreds of terabits per second to support the
recent growth in commercial broadband access fueled by applications such
as Video-on-Demand (VoD) and Voice-over-IP (VoIP), and to meet the high-
performance demands of grid-computing networks for research consortiums
and military applications [15, 26, 31, 32]. The continuous increase in need for
higher bandwidth has also necessitated in parallel a continuous reduction in
cost per bit, which has paved the way for the all-optical revolution. As higher
bandwidth with smaller footprint and lower power consumption scales better
with lower cost optics, the past 30 years have seen electronics get gradually
pushed out of the core communication network to the lower bandwidth edge
user interfaces. The advantage of transitioning to all-optical communication
is most evident first with the introduction of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) in the early 1990s. The EDFA not only increased the all-optical reach
of bandwidth independent signals by eliminating costly optical-electrical-
optical (OEO) repeaters, but it also revolutionized point-to-point communi-
cation system capacity by allowing widespread implementation of dense wave-
length division multiplexing (DWDM). The second confirmation of the benefit
of all-optical communication is the introduction of optical add-drop multi-
plexers (OADM) at metro and backbone network nodes in the early 2000s.
Similarly to the EDFA, the OADM allowed the removal of costly in-line OEO
transponders by providing all-optical bypass of express traffic. Furthermore, in
realizing the concept of the all-optical core ring network, the OADM provides
significant optics savings by driving the grooming electronics switch to the
edge of the network for sub-wavelength processing of the local add-drop traffic.

While the EDFA and OADM have allowed for the realization of today’s
all-optical point-to-point systems and core ring networks, the current shift to
higher data rates of 40 Gb/s SONET, 100 Gb Ethernet and beyond opens up
the possibility for further cost-saving all-optical innovations in high-capacity
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edge and core networks. This chapter reviews the next-generation all-optical
traffic grooming technologies for both the core and edge networks. Section 17.2
reviews the state-of-the-art smart optical switching technologies for all-optical
wavelength grooming in the core network as these networks evolve to intercon-
nected rings and mesh architectures. Section 17.3 reviews all-optical circuit
grooming, or optical time division multiplexing (OTDM), for aggregating low-
speed sub-wavelength circuits into wavelengths between the core and edge
networks. Finally, Section 17.4 reviews all-optical edge grooming techniques
such as optical packet switching (OPS) and optical burst switching (OBS)
for reducing costly electronics in edge grooming switches and IP routers, and
Section 17.5 concludes the chapter.

17.2 All-Optical Wavelength Grooming

The aggregate bandwidth capacity increase in next-generation metro and long
haul core optical networks requires a considerable increase in DWDM fiber
link capacity, which is achieved by increasing both the number of wavelengths
and the data rate per wavelength using spectrally efficient modulation for-
mats as recently demonstrated with a 25.6 Tb/s transmission experiment [6].
These high-capacity DWDM links are interconnected into dynamically recon-
figurable all-optical mesh networks with efficient wavelength provisioning
and optimized use of network elements for both capital and operational cost
savings. This agile photonic network is enabled by the next-generation of
remotely reconfigurable OADM (ROADM) with express traffic switching and
local add-drop wavelength grooming capabilities. The ROADM should sup-
port multiple degree nodes, which is defined as the number of DWDM fiber
network ports terminating at the node. It should also allow each add-drop port
to have fully flexible access to the network to ensure efficient network utility
of each access transponder. The latter is of high significance in a multi-degree
ROADM design as transponders and regenerators dominate the overall core
network cost and should be minimized to the lowest possible required by the
network [5, 31]. The key enablers for all-optical wavelength grooming of core
network traffic are the dramatic savings in (i) cost per express wavelength
switching in the optical domain by removing in-line OEO transponders and
electronic switches, and (ii) cost per access wavelength switching by removing
redundant edge OEO transponders through flexible optical add-drop.

Traditional degree-two nodes in ring networks have relied upon static
OADMs that can transit and add-drop only fixed wavelengths without
reconfigurability. These OADMs are either based on a three-port WDM fil-
ter approach (Fig. 17.1a) or a pair of concatenated optical demultiplexers
(DMUX) and multiplexers (MUX) for splitting and recombining all DWDM
wavelengths (Fig. 17.1b). Next-generation degree-two ROADMs are based
on wavelength blockers (WB) using liquid crystals (LC), or one-dimensional
micro-electro-mechanical-system (1-D MEMS) switches, or integrated planar
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Fig. 17.1. Schematics of degree-two static OADM’s based on (a) a WDM filter,
(b) concatenated DMUX and MUX; and ROADM’s based on (c) WB’s, and (d)
concatenated DMUX and MUX with 2 × 2 switches for add-drop access

lightwave circuits (PLC), where all techniques process and power balance
express traffic at a per wavelength basis [18, 23]. Add-drop access for both
1-D MEMS and LC-based ROADMs is achieved by tapping the aggregate
DWDM signal before and after the WB and separating the channels using
fixed wavelength D/MUXs (Fig. 17.1c). The PLC-based ROADM has the
advantage of utilizing the already integrated express D/MUXs for fixed wave-
length add-drop access by further integrating per channel 2× 2 switches onto
the PLC device (Fig. 17.1d). While degree-two ROADMs provide reconfig-
urable all-optical wavelength grooming, fully flexible add-drop access requires
the use of additional tunable filters and optical switches, the cost of which
can be prohibitive for high add-drop ratios.

As next-generation networks evolve into interconnected rings and mesh
architectures, multi-degree ROADM nodes with flexible add-drop capabil-
ity gain high significance. The add-drop flexibility criteria that eliminate
additionally redundant and expensive electronics with cheap optics are sum-
marized as follows [10]:

1. directionless access with any add-drop port to any DWDM network port
connectivity,

2. colorless access with any wavelength-transparent add-drop port to any
DWDM network port connectivity, and

3. contentionless access between all same-wavelength add-drop ports.
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Fig. 17.2. Schematics of multi-degree ROADM architectures (a) broadcast-and-
select select using WBs, (b) optical cross-connect using WSSs, (c) WSXC using 3-D
MEMS optical switch

Multi-degree ROADMs can be realized using three distinct technologies as
summarized in Fig. 17.2: (a) a broadcast-and-select architecture using WBs,
(b) an optical cross-connect (or broadcast-and-select) architecture using wave-
length selective switches (WSS), and (c) a wavelength-selective cross-connect
(WSXC) architecture using a large-scale 3-D MEMS optical switch.

The broadcast-and-select architecture shown in Fig. 17.2a is based on
the same 1-D MEMS or LC WB technologies as discussed for degree-two
ROADMs [30]. While passive optical splitters are used to broadcast and
combine each incoming and outgoing DWDM network port, the WBs select
the desired wavelengths to be transmitted. An inherent disadvantage of this
architecture is that as the degree of the node N increases, the required num-
ber of WBs increases quadratically to N(N − 1) while the ROADM express
through loss increases significantly as well. This multi-degree ROADM also
physically separates the express wavelength switching from the add-drop
switching by tapping the DWDM signals before and after the core express
switch. While the degree based modularity of this ROADM is attractive from
a network restoration perspective, this also severely complicates the ability to
provide flexible add-drop access with the aforementioned flexibility criteria.

A more attractive alternative to WB’s is to use 1-D MEMS or LC based
1 : K WSS devices (typically with K < 10), which distribute an incom-
ing DWDM signal into any of the desired K outputs [2, 20]. A multi-degree
ROADM node can be achieved by cascading two WSS devices per network
port and inter-connecting N−1 WSS ports from one network port to the others
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as shown in Fig. 17.2b [1]. While any of the remaining K−N+1 WSS ports can
be used for colorless local add-drop access of a single transponder, the limited
number of available WSS ports requires optical aggregation (using D/MUX,
splitters, and EDFAs) of the transponders before accessing the WSS. Further-
more, directionless and wavelength contentionless add-drop access requires
further optical processing at the edge, which becomes undesirable for high-
degree nodes with high add-drop ratios [13]. While the preceding described
the optical cross-connect architecture using 2N WSS devices with a fixed
through loss, typical ROADM implementations use the broadcast-and-select
architecture by cascading an input splitter with a single WSS device per net-
work port [1]. This architecture has the advantage that the number of required
WSS devices per node is reduced to N ; however, the challenges with flexible
add-drop access remain with an additional express insertion loss drawback.

A multi-degree ROADM can also be implemented with a WSXC archi-
tecture using a large-scale 3-D MEMS optical switch combined with a set of
D/MUXs (Fig. 17.2c) [14]. While non-blocking 3-D MEMS switches with low
optical insertion losses are commercially available with 320 ports, these matrix
switches have also been shown to scale beyond 1,000 ports [9, 17]. Wavelength
switching between DWDM network ports is achieved by directing each wave-
length separately to a MEMS port through the use of modular or integrated
D/MUX at the DWDM network ports. Furthermore, fully agile add-drop
access is realized due to the colorless and non-blocking nature of each MEMS
port. A transponder or regenerator can connect to the entire core network at
any wavelength using a single MEMS port. Since the add-drop ports use the
already existing express filtering devices, no additional elements are required
for the add-drops, reducing cost compared to the preceding WSS architectures.

The three multi-degree ROADM technologies are compared in Fig. 17.3
in terms of WSS functionality and evolution. The first generation WSS is the
WB with a single input and output. The limited number of ports on this 1:1
WSS not only results in a quadratic need of these devices in implementing
a multi-degree ROADM, but also the absence of local access ports requires
additional components with limited add-drop flexibility. The next-generation
device is the 1:K WSS, which has a single input port and several output
ports. The number of devices required to implement a multi-degree ROADM
scales linearly with the number of network ports. While a limited number of
the K ports can be used for colorless local access, full add-drop flexibility
and high add-drop ratios requires additional components and complicated
access architectures. Finally, the integrated WSXC realizes the multi-degree
ROADM through a N :N WSS device with additional ports available for fully
flexible add and drop access at wavelength granularity with simple oper-
ational management. While the latter approach provides the most flexible
multi-degree ROADM due to the non-blocking switching nature of each wave-
length port, the former two architectures provide a modular growth possibility
with less add-drop flexibility. While modular growth of 3-D MEMS switches
has been proposed, it can be concluded that network port modularity and
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Fig. 17.3. Comparison of multi-degree ROADM technologies in terms of WSS func-
tionality and evolution

local add-drop flexibility of a multi-degree ROADM are competing design
criteria [13].

17.3 All-Optical Circuit Grooming

While DWDM is widely utilized to upgrade fiber bandwidth capacity, the cost,
provisioning, and management of a huge number of wavelength channels can
be highly problematic when considering dynamic mesh networks as opposed
to point-to-point systems. Increasing the bit rate of each wavelength channel
using traditional serial TDM circuit grooming while keeping the number of
DWDM wavelengths to a cost effective and reasonably manageable number is
therefore required to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of next-generation
high-capacity networks. While TDM based on electronic grooming is cur-
rently being deployed at 40 Gb/s in commercial networks and demonstrated
at 100 Gb/s in lab trials [19, 29], the speed and cost limitations of electronics
will most likely require all-optical circuit grooming or OTDM techniques for
achieving higher data rates of 160 Gb/s and beyond per wavelength [33]. As
sub-wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing are performed in the optical
domain, OTDM systems have the advantage of needing opto-electronic com-
ponent bandwidths only at the lower speed tributary rate. For example, a 160
Gb/s data rate can be achieved with commercially available low-cost 10 GHz
devices [24]. Optical grooming or aggregation capability between the edge
and core networks also allows for efficient utilization of resources for dynamic
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sub-wavelength traffic. Furthermore, as lower speed circuits within a given
wavelength may have different destinations, the ability to drop the desired cir-
cuits and insert new circuits in the available slots, or add-drop multiplexing,
becomes a desirable functionality [27]. While traditional TDM requires elec-
tronic processing of all sub-wavelength traffic within a given wavelength, opti-
cal add-drop multiplexing using OTDM techniques can provide complete opti-
cal transparency to express sub-wavelength traffic from source to destination.

The basic principle of OTDM is illustrated in a point-to-point system in
Fig. 17.4a. A typical OTDM transmitter consists of an optical pulse source
that emits short pulses at the desired wavelength with a repetition rate of
T , which is determined by the bit rate B at which electronics can follow. A
passive 1:M splitter broadcasts these pulses into separate paths, where each
pulse stream is independently data modulated and time delayed. All M pulse
streams are then bit interleaved into a single serial data stream with an aggre-
gate data rate of B×M . The number of serial channels that can be packed into
a single wavelength depends on the width of the optical pulses. On the OTDM
receiver side, a 1:M splitter broadcasts the aggregate data stream to each of
the M tributary detectors. A phase-locked optical gating device (DMUX) is
utilized prior to the detector for extracting the desired sub-wavelength chan-
nel. The concept of add-drop multiplexing using the aforementioned OTDM
techniques is shown in Fig. 17.4b. An optical gate extracts the desired chan-
nel to be dropped at the node while the rest of the channels are transmitted
transparently. A new channel is then inserted in the available time slot.

While various OTDM technologies have been demonstrated in lab trials
based on all-optical fiber techniques for ultra-high-speed single wavelength
data rates [25, 33], the high number of devices required in OTDM sub-systems

Fig. 17.4. (a) Basic schematic of an OTDM transmitter and receiver in a point-to-
point system, (b) concept of OTDM optical add-drop multiplexing
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makes photonic integration essential for commercial viability. Compact optical
short pulse sources using a tandem of integrated electro-absorption modula-
tors [8] and further integration with semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA)
for compensating losses have been demonstrated [22]. Further chip level inte-
gration of splitters, arrays of modulators and amplifiers on PLC platforms
also show promise for commercially viability [16]. An OTDM demultiplexing
receiver with an integrated electro-absorption modulator for optical gating
followed by a detector has been demonstrated at 40 Gb/s [7]. Further inte-
gration of optical amplification has also been achieved for better receiver
sensitivity performance [21]. Monolithically integrated SOA devices have
been used for add-drop applications [28] while a single electro-absorption
modulator has also been shown to simultaneously demultiplex and detect
a single channel while transparently transmitting the express channels [12].
Using this capability, an alternative OTDM receiver architecture that imitates
high-speed electrical receiver sub-systems with the benefit of operating at the
tributary base rate has also been proposed [11]. The compact OTDM receiver
eliminates the 1:M splitter and requires a single input fiber into a series
of integrated and cascaded modulators to achieve high-speed serial-optical
to direct tributary-speed parallel-electrical conversion. Apart from photonic
integration, there are several other challenges that need to be considered for
OTDM to have commercial penetration. The generation, multiplexing, and
gating of such short pulses imposes very strict and challenging polarization,
crosstalk, extinction ratio and timing with active signal processing require-
ments. Finally, further challenges of optical transmission of ultra-high data
rates in dynamic networks will require thoughtful consideration.

17.4 All-Optical Edge Grooming

Present day networks are based on optical circuit switching with dedicated
traffic paths carrying traffic from source to destination. As network bandwidth
demands increase, DWDM systems with higher count channels and faster data
rates are utilized to provide the required bandwidth capacity. While DWDM
is a very effective means of using the bandwidth of the installed fiber base,
such switching paradigms exhibit poor performance when sub-wavelength
traffic is considered. As described in the preceding section, all-optical circuit
grooming using OTDM techniques can help in aggregating several optical
channels onto one wavelength. However, the limited granularity and static
nature of OTDM switching does not render this as an efficient solution in
edge networks. Therefore, traffic grooming at the edge of a network, which
presently makes use of the fine granularity electronics can offer, is becoming
increasingly important to improve the usage of the available optical resources
and to increase the overall network utilization. In SONET and SDH networks,
this is mainly accomplished by statistical multiplexing, where data from a
large number of logical channels are carried on a single wavelength in the
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Fig. 17.5. Complexity of the various all-optical traffic grooming technologies

physical medium. The available bandwidth is dynamically allocated only
towards active channels, which enables more devices to be connected than
other multiplexing techniques. However, as services such as VoD and VoIP are
being introduced, the requirements for low latency and high granularity are
increasing. Due to the high cost and power consumption of high bit-rate elec-
tronics and with progressively more emphasis on transparency, all-optical edge
grooming using OPS and OBS are becoming more and more interesting [34].

From a traffic utilization point of view, the highest gains are currently
envisaged by using OPS since it can provide both the granularity and latency
required for multi-media services [3, 35]. Instead of encapsulating each IP
packet into larger SONET frames that are transmitted in a synchronous bit
stream, with OPS each IP packet is transmitted by itself with an additional
small header. Thus, IP packets arrive at the end destination asynchronously
as they are not electronically processed and synchronized at each node in
the network. While OPS provides highly efficient and granular switching, it
also requires new technology at the edge that also permeates into the whole
core network. The current lack of switches with nanosecond switching times
and optical buffers are prohibitive factors for OPS networks with substantial
development time required.

A hybrid between optical circuit and packet switching is OBS [4]. In con-
trast to OPS where packets are sent out one by one, OBS networks aggregate
packets with the same end destination into larger packets, which are denoted
as bursts. With significantly larger packets, the speed requirements of the
switching elements in the core network are a lot less strict at the expense of
decreased network utilization. The minimum length of a burst is determined
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by the switching technology used and has an upper limit for the time allowed
in which a burst can be assembled. As a burst cannot arbitrarily wait long
enough for IP packets to arrive in assembling the burst, many bursts are likely
to be timed out and transmitted without the minimum number of IP packets,
in which case the network utilization is decreased. While OBS alleviates the
issue of fast switching, it still shares the issue of optical buffers as in OPS.

The complexity of the various technologies discussed in this chapter for all-
optical traffic grooming is summarized in Fig. 17.5 with respect to switching
granularity.

17.5 Conclusion

In the quest for high-capacity and low-cost optical networks, traditional
electronic traffic grooming is being replaced by more efficient all-optical tech-
nologies. Multi-degree ROADMs with wavelength grooming capabilities are
already being deployed in commercial core networks while active research in
OTDM, OPS, and OBS is underway for all-optical sub-wavelength grooming
of edge traffic.
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Traffic Grooming in SONET/SDH Rings

Raza Ul-Mustafa

7.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the problem of traffic grooming on WDM ring net-
works employing SONET equipment. The chapter addresses the problems
of dimensioning and provisioning such networks in order to support static
traffic. We briefly review the pertinent features of SONET rings in the next
paragraph; more details are available in Chapter 4 and the references cited
there in.

SONET rings, which are very widely used in Metro networks, are of two
types:

• Unidirectional Path-Switched Ring (UPSR), Fig. 7.1(a), and
• Bidirectional Line-Switched Ring (BLSR), Fig. 7.1(b).

UPSR rings use two fibers for transmission in two opposite directions,
where one fiber is the working fiber and the other is the protection fiber. The
signal from a source is transmitted on both fibers, and the receiver monitors
both of them, and then selects the better of the two signals. BLSR rings use
either two or four fibers, hence called BLSR/2 and BLSR/4, respectively. In
the BLSR/4 ring (shown in Fig. 7.1(b)), two fibers are used as working fibers,
and the other two are used for protection. However, the working traffic can be
carried in either of the two directions (typically using the shortest path), and
the protection traffic is transmitted in the opposite direction, only in the case
of failure. BLSR/2 is similar in topology to UPSR, but is similar in operation
to BLSR/4. The use of two fibers in BLSR/2 requires that the capacity of
each fiber be split between working and protection bandwidth.

SONET rings in metro networks are typically provisioned to support static
traffic. Under static traffic, a fixed matrix of traffic demands is available, i.e.,
all the demands are known a priori. Given a physical topology, the task is to
design and provision the network such that the network cost is minimized. The
traffic matrix itself can be further classified into one of the following types:

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 7, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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Fig. 7.1. SONET rings: (a) UPSR; (b) BLSR/4

1. Uniform traffic demands, where each pair of nodes in the network
exchanges the same level of traffic units,

2. Distance-dependent traffic demands, where the number of traffic units
between a node pair depends on the distance between them (i.e., a node
shares more traffic with the neighboring nodes than the nodes farther
from it), and

3. Non-uniform traffic demands, which is the more general case, where the
number of traffic units between node pairs is arbitrary.

We will refer to the two special cases of uniform and distance-dependent
traffic patterns, as the fixed traffic pattern, and to the case of non-uniform
traffic demands as arbitrary traffic pattern.

Some of the earliest studies in the area of traffic grooming on ring architec-
ture with static traffic patterns were conducted by Simmons, Goldstein, and
Saleh [16, 17, 18], Gerstel, Lin and Sasaki [9, 10], Chiu and Modiano [4, 5],
and Zhang and Qiao [24, 25]. All such studies advocated that, to reduce the
network cost, more emphasis should be placed on minimizing the number of
higher layer components than the number of wavelength channels. However,
this is a hard problem and was proven to be NP-Complete by Chiu and
Modiano [5] and Li et al. [13] by reduction from the bin packing problem (see
Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion on the complexity of the traffic grooming
problem). Researchers addressed the problem by providing bounds, heuristics,
and exact solutions. Table 7.1 provides a classification of some of the related
work in this area.
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Table 7.1. Related work in the area of traffic grooming on ring architecture with
static traffic patterns

Traffic Pattern Solution Approach References

Fixed Traffic Bounds [1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 16, 17, 24]
Heuristics [3, 4, 5, 16, 17, 24, 25]
ILPs [11]

Arbitrary Traffic Bounds [8, 13, 21, 22, 23, 25]
Heuristics [8, 13, 19, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26]
ILPs [8, 11, 22]

7.2 Fixed Traffic Patterns

In this section, we will review the literature related to the design of WDM
networks for traffic grooming on ring topologies using fixed traffic patterns.

7.2.1 Bounds for General Ring Topologies

Simmons, Goldstein, and Saleh provided some initial work in [16] and later
refined it in [17]. In both references, they considered a ring topology with
fixed traffic pattern. Specifically, in [17], the authors considered uniform
all-to-all traffic and distance-dependent traffic between nodes connected as a
ring topology. Uniform all-to-all traffic is defined as a traffic scenario whereby
a single unit of traffic is sent from each node on a ring to every other node
on that ring, while distance-dependent traffic is defined as a traffic scenario
whereby the number of traffic units sent between nodes increases as the inter-
nodal distance decreases. The authors provided upper bounds on the number
of SONET Add/Drop Multiplexers (ADMs) and also provided procedures to
obtain these bounds. If r represents the number of units of traffic between
a source-destination pair and G represents the total number of traffic units
that a single wavelength can accommodate,1 then Equation (7.1) expresses
the estimate given in [17] of the required number of ADMs per wavelength
for a scenario where each of the N nodes2 in a ring is transmitting 1/G units
of traffic to every other node in that ring. Similarly, Equation (7.2) provides
an estimate for the total number of required ADMs for the scenario where
each node transmits a full wavelength to each other node, i.e., r = G.

r =
1
G

: Number of ADMs per wavelength =
4N

N + 1
(7.1)

r = G : Number of ADMs per wavelength =
N(N − 1)

2
(7.2)

1 The terms grooming factor or grooming ratio are used interchangeably to refer to
G in the rest of this chapter.

2 N was assumed to be odd.
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They also introduced the interesting concept of a super node, where nodes
are grouped into distinct super nodes such that the amount of traffic between
super nodes occupies a full wavelength. The traffic between super nodes can
then be routed using procedures developed for full wavelength traffic. The
nodes, however, were grouped into super nodes using approximations, and
hence the overall solution is an approximate one. In [17] the authors indicated
that, to reduce the number of ADMs, more connections need to be routed
optically at each node and have therefore quantified the benefit of using wave-
length add-drops by measuring the through-to-total ratio of connections at
each node in the network. In order to analyze the distance-dependent traffic
scenario, they considered a traffic pattern on a bidirectional ring with an odd
number N of nodes for which the amount of traffic between the most distant
nodes is one unit, and the traffic demand increases by one unit as the inter-
nodal distance decreases by one link. They estimated the number of units of
traffic sent by each node, in each direction to be (N2 − 1)/8, and the number
of traffic units on each link to be (N2 − 1)(N + 3)/48. The minimum number
of required ADMs, for G = 1, to support this traffic was then estimated as:

G = 1 : Minimum number of ADMs =
N(N2 − 1)

8
(7.3)

Finally, another important contribution of this work was the realization
that minimizing the number of ADMs will not only reduce the cost of the
network, but also in some cases, such as IP over WDM, the ADM savings
may imply a substantial simplification in packet routing.

7.2.2 Bounds for UPSR and BLSR/2 Rings

In [4], Chiu and Modiano considered all-to-all uniform traffic on WDM uni-
directional ring networks. In [5], they extended their work by considering
distance dependent-traffic also. One major contribution of this work is the
introduction of upper and lower bounds for the required number of wave-
lengths and ADMs. Furthermore, they proposed heuristic solutions with a
performance that is close to the derived bounds. Using the same definitions
for r, G and N above, the authors in [5] give the following loose lower bound
on the number of required ADMs:

Number of ADMs ≥
⌈

(N − 1)r
G

⌉

N (7.4)

They also provided two upper bounds on the minimum number of required
ADMs, which are shown in Equations (7.5) and (7.6):

Minimum number of ADMs ≤
⌈

N(N − 1)r
2G

⌉

N (7.5)

Minimum number of ADMs ≤
⌈ r

G

⌉
N(N − 1) (7.6)
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They also proposed two heuristic approaches to accommodate all-to-all
uniform traffic while minimizing the required number of ADMs. The first
heuristic attempts to maximize the number of nodes that require fewer
ADMs. For example, since a node uses k ADMs if it transmits/receives on k
wavelengths, then if Mk represents the number of nodes with k ADMs, the
heuristic first tries to maximize M1, then M2, then M3, and so on. The second
heuristic assigns nodes to wavelengths by attempting to pack the wavelengths
efficiently. All of the N nodes are first divided into N/�

√
G� groups. The

cross traffic of each pair in a group is then assigned to a wavelength. This
is possible because, by design, the cross traffic between two groups of size
�
√

G� is less than G. The traffic within each group is first accommodated on
existing wavelengths, and then on additional wavelengths if needed. Besides
all-to-all-uniform traffic, the authors also discussed the distance-dependent
traffic and derived the upper and lower bounds on the number of ADMs
shown in Equations (7.7) and (7.8) below, respectively.

Number of ADMs ≤ N

⌈
N(N2 − 1)

8G

⌉

(7.7)

Number of ADMs ≥
⌈

N(N2 − 1)
4G

⌉

(7.8)

Finally, one of the results mentioned in [5] suggests that the number of
wavelengths and ADMs cannot always be minimized simultaneously. However,
the authors conjectured that for the special case where each source–destination
pair has a single unit of traffic between them, the minimum number of ADMs
could be achieved with the minimum number of wavelengths. Later, in [1]
Bermond and Coudert proved this conjecture to be true for few values of G
(e.g., G = 3), while proving it to be false for many other values of G (e.g.,
G = 7).

Reference [10] focused on obtaining bounds on the number of SONET
ADMs when nodes are placed on either a UPSR or a BLSR. The authors,
however, restricted their analysis to uniform traffic between the nodes. They
considered single-hub UPSRs, and assumed that low speed traffic can be
cross-connected at nodes. Equation (7.9) shows the lower bound on the num-
ber of required ADMs when a UPSR ring is considered (with uniform traffic),
while Equation (7.10) gives the lower bound when a single-hub UPSR ring is
considered.

UPSR: Number of ADMs ≥ max
{⌈

2N(N − 1)r
G + r

⌉

, N

}

(7.9)

UPSR,hub: Number of ADMs ≥ (N−1)
⌈

(N − 1)r
G

⌉

+(N−1)k+λf (7.10)
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In Equation (8.10), k = �(N − 1)r/G� is the number of wavelengths
dedicated to each non-hub node, and λf is the number of wavelengths used to
carry any leftover traffic for non-hub nodes that was not accommodated by
the k wavelengths. After comparing their computed lower bound for single-
hub UPSR with the one given in [5], which assumes that traffic streams
cannot be cross-connected, the authors concluded that using cross-connection
usually results in using fewer ADMs. However, the drawback of using a single-
hub architecture is the increase in the number of wavelength channels. The
authors also demonstrated that although spatial reuse of the bandwidth of
BLSR/2 ring networks makes it less expensive to implement than UPSR, in a
few cases (for which r ≤ G/2) UPSR cannot be more expensive than BLSR/2
in terms of the number of ADMs needed to accommodate the traffic. Finally,
the authors considered a network architecture with two different line speeds,
namely, OC-12 (G = 4) and OC-48 (G = 16). They plotted the lower bounds
on the cost using Equation (7.9), while using a cost-factor of 2.5 for OC-48
over OC-12. The conclusions were that the cost of using OC-48 is often less
than the cost of using OC-12.

In reference [3], the authors computed lower bounds on the number of
wavelengths in a BLSR network under static all-to-all uniform traffic. They
also computed lower bounds on the number of ADMs in unswitched UPSR
rings for uniform all-to-all traffic, which are given by Equation (7.11):

Number of ADMs ≥ max
{⌈

N(N − 1)(n + f)
n(n − 1)(1 − f) + 2�G/r�f

⌉

, N

}

n =

⌊

r +
√

r2 + 8rG

2r

⌋

f =
{

1, if 2�G/r�
n−1 − n ≥ 1

0, otherwise
(7.11)

For the UPSR case, the authors also presented a heuristic approach that
first constructs full circles, and later grooms these circles onto wavelengths.
They focused on balancing the ADM utilization at every node and not splitting
a traffic stream into more than one wavelength. The circles are constructed in
a manner similar to that of [25]. To assign the circles onto wavelengths a multi-
phase approach is used. In phase 1, nodes are divided into clusters such that
the traffic between all the nodes of a cluster could be accommodated by one
wavelength without splitting any stream. After that, the traffic between the
nodes from two different clusters is groomed, provided it results in an effective
use of ADMs. In phase 2, more circles are groomed onto existing wavelengths
provided that a wavelength has enough capacity and the addition of an ADM
does not decrease the “circles per ADM” factor (the factor captures the effi-
ciency of ADM utilization). In phase 3, any remaining circles are groomed by
adding such circles to a wavelength that share one or more end points.
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7.2.3 Algorithms Based on Graph Theory

A number of studies have used graph theoretic approaches to study the
problem of SONET ring network provisioning under the case of static traf-
fic. The authors in reference [1] used tools from graph theory and design
theory to address the traffic grooming problem in unidirectional WDM ring
networks. They also considered uniform all-to-all traffic demands among
the nodes of the network. They showed that the problem of minimizing the
number of ADMs for uniform all-to-all traffic demands can be expressed
by partitioning the edges of a complete graph of N vertices into W sub-
graphs, where W is the number of wavelengths such that the total number
of vertices in each subgraph is minimized. Each subgraph in this case rep-
resents a wavelength, while the vertices in each subgraph correspond to
ADMs. The authors pointed out that this problem is similar to design the-
ory, such that an (N, k, 1)-design is nothing but a partition of the edges of
a graph into subgraphs isomorphic to blocks in this theory. The classical
equivalent definition is as follows: given a set of N elements, find a set of
blocks such that each block contains k elements and each pair of elements
appears in exactly one block. Thereafter, using techniques developed in design
theory, the authors computed the number of ADMs required for many pos-
sible combinations of the grooming factor and the number of nodes in the
network.

7.2.4 Algorithms Based on Meta-Heuristics

Some researchers have used meta-heuristics to solve the traffic grooming
problem on WDM ring networks. In reference [6], the authors used Simulated
Annealing as one part of the solution approach. They considered WDM ring
networks with uniform traffic and presented two different approaches. In one
approach, the traffic needs to be routed through a hub node in the network.
They defined this approach as a multihop approach, because each traffic
demand delivery needed to employ more than one lightpath hop. Also, they
consider the case in which traffic can be routed without going through any hub
node and called it single-hop approach. For the multihop approach, they first
place ADMs on the nodes for each request and then try to re-assign the traffic
such that the maximum number of ADMs and wavelengths can be reduced.
For the single-hop approach, they employed a two-phase methodology. In the
first phase, they constructed the virtual circles, while in the second phase
they used Simulated Annealing to group the circles into different wavelengths.
Based on simulation results, they argued that it was beneficial in terms of the
number of ADMs to use the single-hop approach while employing simulated
annealing for small grooming ratios. However, for large grooming ratios and
large networks, the multihop approach could lead to better savings in terms
of the number of ADMs.
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7.2.5 Algorithms for Multi-Ring Topologies

The authors in reference [15] explored an interesting variant of the ring topol-
ogy. They considered a topology in which many rings are connected to each
other forming a WDM multi-ring network. They classified each traffic connec-
tion as either intra-connection or inter-connection. For an intra-connection,
the source and destination are located on the same ring, while for an inter-
connection the source and destination are located on different rings. Four
virtual topologies are formed depending on how inter-connection traffic is
transmitted and also how those connections are grouped onto a wavelength.
The four topologies are referred to as: independent virtual topology (IVT),
separated virtual topology (SVT), mixed virtual topology (MVT), and partial
mixed virtual topology (PMVT).

• In IVT, an inter-connection is cut at the inter-ring connection node, and
therefore all traffic is considered as intra-connection. Accordingly, at an
inter-ring connection node every wavelength needs to have an ADM.

• In SVT, a connection is strictly classified as intra-connection or inter-
connection, and a wavelength carries only one type of connection. An
inter-ring connection node thus needs ADMs only for the inter-connection
wavelengths.

• In MVT, a wavelength could carry inter-connection traffic, intra-
connection traffic, or both.

• In PMVT, some intra-connections and inter-connections are groomed
together onto a wavelength to form an MVT, while other connections are
groomed separately as in SVT.

Finally, to groom the traffic for each type of virtual topology, the authors
proposed four heuristics, the independent traffic grooming (ITG), the sepa-
rated traffic grooming (STG), the mixed traffic grooming (MTG), and the
partially mixed traffic grooming (PMTG), for IVT, SVT, MVT and PMVT,
respectively. Using simulation, they showed that ITG requires the minimum
number of wavelengths but uses the most number of ADMs at an inter-ring
connection node, MTG requires the maximum number of wavelengths, while
STG and PMTG require the minimum number of ADMs.

7.3 Arbitrary Traffic Patterns

In this section, we will review the literature related to the design of WDM
networks for traffic grooming on ring topologies in order to support arbitrary
traffic between the different node pairs.

7.3.1 Single-Hub SONET Rings

Li et al., in reference [13] extended the work done in reference [10] by focusing
only on single-hub SONET/WDM rings, while considering uniform and non-
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uniform traffic. First, they proved that, given a set of traffic demands, the
single-hub BLSR/2 costs no more than the single-hub UPSR under any traffic
pattern3. They then showed that optimal traffic grooming can be confined
to a narrow subset of valid grooming strategies, and referred to these as
canonical groomings. For uniform traffic, they computed the required number
of ADMs in the working fiber of a UPSR ring, F (G, r,N), which is given by
Equation (7.12). The total number of required ADMs for a UPSR ring is then
2F (G, r,N), and for a BLSR is F (G/2, r,N).

F (G, r,N) = N
⌈ r

G

⌉
+ N

⌊ r

G

⌋
+
⌈

N

�G/(r mod G)�

⌉

(7.12)

For non-uniform traffic, the authors showed that grooming on a single-
hub BLSR/2 could be solved using bin-packing approaches. They proved that
using a First-Fit-Decreasing (FFD) algorithm [7] to assign non-uniform integer
traffic units to ADMs produces a 10/9 approximation ratio. A typical first-fit-
decreasing algorithm first sorts the input objects in decreasing order, and then
assigns the objects (sequentially) to a first-fit bin. Therefore, the authors first
sorted the residual traffic demands, ri mod G, at all non-hub nodes decreas-
ingly and then assigned the demands to the first ADM with sufficient capac-
ity. Note that the remaining traffic demands at each node occupy �ri/G�
full wavelengths, and each wavelength in the case of the single-hub architec-
ture requires two ADMs. Finally, for non-uniform integer traffic demands and
grooming factors of 2, 4, and 8, the authors also presented optimal algorithms
by solving an integer bin packing problem. It turns out that in a few cases
the solution strategy is similar (but not exactly the same) to that of FFD.

7.3.2 SONET BLSR

In reference [21], the authors considered SONET/WDM BLSRs, while taking
into account non-uniform traffic. They assumed each traffic stream to consist
of unitary traffic demand. However, each traffic stream can occur between
any pair of arbitrary nodes (as opposed to all-to-all or one-to-all traffic).
Therefore, such a setting permits non-uniform traffic. They extended the
work presented in reference [20] by considering two versions of the minimum
ADM cost problem. In the first version, named arc-version, each traffic stream
has its predetermined routing, such as shortest path routing. Therefore, the
two (working) fiber rings4 are handled separately, such that in each fiber ring,
a traffic stream is represented as a (directed) circular arc. For the second

3 Compare this result with [10] in which they showed that in a few cases UPSR
does a little better than (non-hub) BLSR/2. These results do not contradict each
other, as the conclusions in [13] are for single-hub rings only, while those of [10]
are for non-hub rings.

4 In the case of a BLSR/2 ring, each fiber can be regarded as two virtual fibers,
one used for working traffic and the other used for protection.
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version, named chord-version, they assumed that each traffic stream is full-
duplex with symmetric and unitary demands, which must be routed along
the same path but in the opposite direction. Thus, the two (working) fiber
rings are treated as one (undirected), and each traffic stream is treated as
a (undirected) chord. In terms of solution approaches, they presented some
lower bounds, and also presented a set of heuristics. To express these bounds,
let A represent the set of input arcs, and let δA(i) and τA(i) represent the total
number of arcs in A that originate (terminate) from (to) node i, respectively.
A lower bound on total number of required ADMs is then given by:

Number of ADMs ≥
N∑

i=1

⌈

max
(

δA(i),
τA(i)

G

)⌉

(7.13)

To present a lower bound on the number of ADMs for the chord-version,
let B represent the input set of chords and θB(i) represent the total number
of chords in B that contain node i as one endpoint. The lower bound on
ADMs is then given by:

Number of ADMs ≥
N∑

i=1

⌈
θB(i)
2G

⌉

(7.14)

For the heuristic approach, the basic idea is to first construct primitive
rings from the unitary traffic demands and then partition them into a number
of groups such that each group consists of a set of primitive rings and the size
of each set does not exceed the grooming factor G. Given a set of primitive
rings, they propose the following algorithm, named iterative matching, for
constructing groups. Let m represent the total number of primitive rings,
m mod G = 0 (which could be achieved by adding dummy rings) and G is a
power of 2. Let Π0 be the original sets. The ith iteration starts with Πi−1,
a 2i−1-grouping of Π0, and finds a maximum-weighted perfect matching of
Πi. Then, for each edge in the obtained matching, the two sets incident to
the edge are merged. Thus, the ith iteration outputs a 2i-grouping of Π0,
denoted by Πi. The authors also extended the iterative matching algorithm
for the case when G is not a power of 2. This work, however, did not include
any performance study of the heuristics.

7.3.3 Two-Phase Heuristic Approaches

In [25], the authors extended their earlier work in [24] and proposed heuristic
approaches to solve the traffic grooming problem on unidirectional and bidi-
rectional rings, while considering both uniform and non-uniform traffic. The
main idea of the heuristics is to follow a two-phase approach. In the first phase,
circles are constructed using traffic streams, and in the second phase those
circles are groomed onto the set of the available wavelengths. Three heuristics
were presented to construct circles for uniform traffic, and one heuristic for the
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construction of circles for non-uniform traffic was introduced. In addition, a
heuristic for circle grooming was provided. The heuristic for the construction
of circles using non-uniform traffic may be summarized as follows.

1. Construct circles with the traffic streams having the longest stride.
2. For each of the remaining traffic streams: accommodate it on an already

constructed circle if it does not overlap with any other traffic stream
present on that circle and it also shares at least one end node with any
of the present traffic streams on that circle; otherwise, add this traffic
stream to a GapMaker list.

3. For each traffic stream in the GapMaker list: try to accommodate the
traffic stream on already constructed circles if the restrictions mentioned
in Step 2 are met; otherwise, create a new circle with this traffic stream.

The heuristic presented for grooming of circles onto wavelengths first
determines the number of circles, mw, to be groomed on wavelength w. After
that, for each wavelength w the following two steps are executed:

1. Find the circle which has the maximum number of ADMs over all existing
circles and groom it onto wavelength w.

2. Repeat (mw − 1) times: groom such a circle onto wavelength w, which
when groomed onto w, results in a minimum number of additional ADMs.

Another two-phase approach that addresses the traffic grooming problem
on unidirectional and bidirectional rings is presented in [19]. For unidirectional
rings, the authors first mapped the ring onto an extended linear topology.
They defined a collection of traffic streams that do not share any physical
link with each other as a string. Then, in the first step of their two-phase
approach, they allocated the input traffic onto the extended linear topology
while minimizing the number of the strings. In the second step, they employed
a grouping algorithm to combine the strings into wavelengths while minimizing
the total number of ADMs. In Fig. 7.2, a simple five-node unidirectional ring
and its mapping onto a linear topology is depicted. Nodes 6, 7, 8, and 9 (also
represented as 1′, 2′, 3′, and 4′, respectively) are the added dummy nodes,
which correspond to nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Traffic sourced at a node
and destined to a lower indexed node will now terminate at the corresponding
added dummy node. Once all the traffic is mapped from a unidirectional ring
onto a linear topology, the solutions developed for the linear topology below
will be applicable to the unidirectional ring too. Figure 7.3 shows the output of
the algorithm that minimizes the number of strings, when a sample input and a
linear topology of 5 nodes is used. The traffic streams are shown in Fig. 7.3(a).
Each segment corresponds to a single traffic unit. Figure 7.3(b) shows the
traffic streams after sorting. Figure 7.3(c) shows the output of the string
minimization algorithm after efficiently combining the non-overlapping traffic
streams (as strings). For each string, the circles at nodes represent the streams
with common end-points alluding that an ADM could be shared between these
streams. The key idea of the grouping algorithm is to group together, into a
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Fig. 7.2. Mapping a unidirectional ring into a linear topology; nodes 6 to 9 are the
added dummy nodes corresponding to nodes 1 to 4, respectively
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wavelength, such strings that share maximum number of common end-points.
This leads to sharing of ADMs, resulting in fewer ADMs for that wavelength.

For the bidirectional ring architecture, the authors developed techniques
that map a birectional ring onto a set of unidirectional rings. They also
proposed some traffic routing techniques that reduce the number of ADMs
needed to accommodate the input traffic matrix. The time complexity of
their techniques is shown to be at least an order of N lower than the other
proposed two-phase approaches.

7.3.4 Meta-Heuristic Approaches

Meta-heuristics were also used to solve the SONET ring provisioning problem
under arbitrary traffic patterns. For example, in reference [21] the authors pre-
sented a Genetic Algorithm-based approach for unidirectional SONET/WDM
rings with arbitrary and asymmetric traffic. They chose an interesting repre-
sentation of the chromosome by making use of an order-based approach, which
essentially determines the order in which each traffic stream will be consid-
ered for grooming. Given a chromosome, they decoded the chromosome using
a greedy heuristic, which follows a first-fit bin packing algorithm style. New
offspring were generated using a (μ+λ) strategy, in which μ parents are used to
generate λ children and all (μ+λ) solutions compete for the next generation.

7.3.5 Linear Programming Methods

Linear programming has also been employed to determine the optimal solution
for the traffic grooming problem in SONET ring networks. In reference [22],
the authors developed an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for
bidirectional WDM rings allowing arbitrary traffic between node pairs. They
also presented approximate solutions using Simulated Annealing and a greedy
approach. In reference [11], the authors also developed an ILP to minimize
the total number of ADMs on a WDM ring network. Then, the complexity of
the problem was reduced by relaxing a few integer variables to real variables
but without compromising the solution quality for uniform traffic only. An
extension to incorporate non-uniform traffic, using integer variables, was also
provided. Finally, the authors also illustrated how this formulation can be
extended to include dynamic traffic. Results were provided using fixed traffic
only.

In [8], the authors formulated an ILP for the traffic grooming problem
on unidirectional rings. The objective of the optimization problem was to
minimize electronic routing. An interesting contribution of this work was the
formulation of a sequence of bounds, where each successive bound in the
sequence was tighter, or at least as good as the previous one. Each successive
bound, however, involved more computation. The underlying principle in
obtaining bounds was to decompose the ring into many sets of nodes, such
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that in each set nodes were arranged in a path. A locally optimal solution
was then employed within that set.

Recently, the use of SONET equipment equipped with transport blades
operating at different line rates was suggested. The reason for doing this is to
reduce the cost of implementation, since the cost of transport blades increases
with the line rate. The optimal design of SONET rings with different line
rates was studied using linear programming in a number of papers. In [12], an
ILP was formulated to solve this problem. However, in [14] it was realized that
an exact non-linear formulation can be decomposed into a number of smaller
ILP formulations based on the fact that the identities of wavelengths being
used at different rates are not as important as their number. Therefore, the
ILP formulation corresponded to the number of combinations of wavelengths
operating at different rates, which is significantly smaller than the number
of wavelength permutations. This solution technique resulted in a significant
saving in time and space.

7.3.6 Incremental Traffic

The following two studies considered incremental traffic patterns, and thus
do not strictly fall under the category of static traffic. However, in both
cases, once the initial static traffic has been accommodated, all of the new
traffic are known at the same time and are treated collectively (as opposed
to traffic arrival and accommodation separately). In [2], the authors defined
a set of traffic matrices that reflects the changes in the traffic over a specified
time period. The task was then to minimize the number of electronic ADMs
needed to support any traffic matrix in this set; hence essentially supporting
the traffic which dynamically changes within the given set of matrices. They
considered a unidirectional ring. They also assumed that the traffic matrices
are t-allowable, i.e., no node is sourcing more than t units of traffic at any
time, where t is a specified constant. They then started out by placing an
ADM on each wavelength at every node, and provided heuristics that remove
the maximum possible number of ADMs, while supporting every t-allowable
traffic matrix. They mentioned that their heuristic approaches can save up to
27% of the number of ADMs.

Similarly, researchers in [26] addressed the traffic grooming problem
on unidirectional rings with incremental traffic using meta-heuristics. The
authors assumed that they start with a given static traffic matrix and the
network has been provisioned for that traffic matrix. Some time later, another
traffic matrix is introduced. The objective is to accommodate the new traffic
requests by disrupting as few current connections as possible. Two flavors
of the problem are considered: best fit, in which they try to place as much
new traffic as possible without adding any additional SONET ADMS, and
full fit, in which they try to accommodate all the new traffic by adding
minimum number of additional SONET ADMs. They presented an ILP, a
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greedy heuristic, and a Tabu Search approach to solve the best fit case. They
also presented an ILP and a Tabu Search based technique for the full fit case.
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Traffic Grooming in Next-Generation
SONET/SDH Networks

Smita Rai, Biswanath Mukherjee

8.1 Introduction

Telecommunication networks are generally segmented into a three-tier hier-
archy: access, metropolitan, and long-haul (and further delineations are also
possible). Long-haul/backbone networks span inter-regional/global distances
(1000 km or more in the US context, and perhaps an order of magnitude
shorter in many other densely populated regions) and are optimized for
transmission and related costs. At the other end of the hierarchy are access
networks, providing connectivity to a plethora of customers within close
proximity. Straddled in the middle are metropolitan (metro) networks, aver-
aging regions between 10–100 km and interconnecting access and long-haul
networks [1].

Metro networks today are based on synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH)/
synchronous optical network (SONET) ring architectures (for a detailed refer-
ence, please see [2]). Namely, smaller tributary rings, e.g., OC-3/STM-1 (155
Mbps) or OC-12/STM-4 (622 Mbps), aggregate traffic onto larger core inter-
office (IOF) rings that interconnect central office (CO) locations at higher bit
rates, e.g., OC-48/STM-16 (2.5 Gbps). Overall, SONET/SDH has been very
successful in delivering the early wave of end-user connectivity, namely voice.
However, with the stupendous growth in Internet data traffic, new metro
solutions are required to offer superior price/performance alternatives for
legacy SONET/SDH expansion. For example, new platforms must offer high
bandwidth scalability and carry multiple protocols over a common infrastruc-
ture to reduce costs. Various “data-centric” solutions are emerging, driven
by advances in high-density electronic integrated circuit (IC) technology, and
“next-generation” SONET/SDH is the most prominent.

Next-generation SONET1 provides enhancements over SONET function-
ality that are pertinent to traffic grooming. We briefly discuss these features

1 We mostly use the term SONET in the rest of this chapter; however the ideas are
equally applicable to SDH.

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
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below and point out the benefit from a grooming point of view, before
discussing grooming approaches. See also Chapter 4 and its references for
discussion of these features.

NG-SONET is comprised of the following technologies:

Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) [3]: Support for GFP makes it possible to
transport any protocol over SONET, including Gigabit-Ethernet, Fiber
Channel, etc. GFP is a traffic-adaptation protocol for broadband trans-
port applications. It provides a standard mapping of either a physical
layer or logical link layer signal to a byte-synchronous channel such as
SONET/SDH links or wavelength channels in an optical transport net-
work (OTN). There are two methods for mapping protocols onto GFP:
frame-mapped GFP and transparent-mapped GFP. Frame-mapped GFP,
optimized for a packet-switched environment, is the transport mode used
for Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), IP, and Ethernet traffic. Transparent-
mapped GFP, intended for delay-sensitive storage-area network (SAN)
applications, is the transport mode used for Fiber Channel (FC), Fiber
Connection (FICON), and Enterprise Systems Connection (ESCON) traf-
fic. Figure 8.1 (from [4]) shows the mapping of GFP to SONET/SDH
using VC.

Virtual Concatenation (VC/VCAT) [5]: Virtual concatenation lets carriers
allocate bandwidth within a SONET pipe to different services. For
instance, the bandwidth can be allocated in 51.84 Mbps chunks (higher-
order VCAT) based on the number of STS-1 channels used.

Link-Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) [6]: LCAS has been developed to
allow the dynamic allocation of bandwidth to different services. It allows
changes in bandwidth in response to customers requesting increases or
decreases of bandwidth. LCAS, built on virtual concatenation, is a two-
way signaling protocol that runs continuously between the source and des-
tination of a bandwidth pipe. LCAS allows network operators to adjust the
pipe capacity while it is in use (on the fly). It increases the possibility for
on-demand traffic provisioning and on-line traffic grooming/re-grooming
and makes SONET/SDH-based optical WDM network more data friendly.

Fig. 8.1. GFP mapping to SONET/SDH.
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VCAT, a feature that allows “inverse multiplexing” of traffic flows over
multiple paths, has important consequences for traffic grooming, and we give
a brief overview of this technology in the following section.

8.2 Virtual Concatenation

As the amount of data traffic rapidly increases, the inefficiency of transporting
packet data through a SONET/SDH frame emerges as a major concern when
network operators try to optimize the usage of their current bandwidth to
support various types of new services and applications, based on IP, Frame
Relay, Ethernet, Fiber Channel, etc.

In the traditional SONET/SDH multiplexing hierarchy, the frames of
multiple low-speed traffic streams (say, STS-1 frame, approx. 51.84 Mbps) are
combined to form the frame of a high-speed traffic stream. In order to support
high-speed traffic from the same client source, e.g., a broadband ATM switch,
N “contiguous” lower-order SONET/SDH payload containers are merged
into one of greater capacity. This is called SONET/SDHs concatenation
technique.

Usually, SONET/SDH’s concatenation is implemented at certain speeds,
such as STS-3c, STS-12c, STS-48c, etc., which leads to a tiered bandwidth-
allocation mechanism for different client services. Unfortunately, although
“contiguous” and “tiered” concatenation is simple for implementation, it is
not very flexible and not very efficient, especially in a multi-service network
environment. From a single network node perspective, traffic streams from
different client network equipment are to be discretely mapped into different
tiers of SONET/SDH bandwidth trunks (data containers), which may result
in large capacity wastage. For example, carrying a Gigabit Ethernet connec-
tion using a concatenated OC-48 pipe (approx. 2.5 Gbps) will lead to 60%
bandwidth wastage.

From a network perspective, the time-slot contiguous requirement of a
SONET/SDH concatenated channel imposes a constraint for traffic provision-
ing and may degrade network performance in a dynamic traffic environment
where network resources are easy to be fragmented. The constraint also makes
it more difficult for a network operator to perform efficient traffic grooming,
i.e., packing different low-speed traffic streams onto high-capacity wavelength
channels.

Virtual concatenation (VC or VCAT) will help a SONET/SDH-based opti-
cal network to carry data traffic in a finer granularity and hence use link capac-
ity more efficiently. The basic principle of virtual concatenation [5] is quite
simple. A number of smaller containers, which are not necessarily contigu-
ous, are concatenated and assembled to create a bigger container that carries
more data per second. Depending on a network’s switching granularity, virtual
concatenation is possible for small container size from VT-1.5 up to STS-3c.
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Fig. 8.2. An example of using VC to support different network services

Figure 8.2 (from [7]) shows an example of how to support multiple services
using a single OC-48 channel through virtual concatenation. In Fig. 8.2, an
OC-48 channel is used to carry two Gigabit Ethernet traffic streams and
six STS-1 TDM voice traffic streams. Through a STS-1 switch, the traffic
can be switched onto different OC-12 pipes, and these OC-12 pipes can be
sent through the network over various routes. Figure 8.2 also illustrates the
potential load-balancing benefit that VC can provide to a transport network.

One important thing to note is that, when multiple traffic streams from
one client are sent over different routes, the VC mappers at the destination
nodes need to compensate for the differential delay between the bifurcated
streams when they are reconstructed at the destination node. Currently, such
a typical, commercially available device may support up to 50 ms (+/-25 ms)
delay with external RAM, which is equivalent to a 10,000 km difference in
route length [8]. In general, a virtually concatenated SONET/SDH channel
made up of N × STS-1 is transported as individual STS-1s across the net-
work; and, at the receiver, the individual STS-1s are re-aligned and sorted
to recreate the original payload. Figure 8.3 (from [1]) shows an overview of a
multi-service SONET/SDH-based optical network employing VC technology.
VC can be supported at the edge optical crossconnects (OXCs) (in port cards)
or in separate traffic-aggregation network elements connecting client network
equipment and OXCs.

8.2.1 Benefits of Virtual Concatenation

From a network perspective, the SONET/SDH VC technique can provide the
following benefits to an optical network:

1. Relax time-slot alignment and continuity constraints. Instead of aligning
to particular time-slots and consisting of N contiguous STS-1 time-slots
within a wavelength, a high-speed STS-N channel could be constructed
from any N STS-1 time-slots and carried by different wavelength channels.
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Fig. 8.3. An overview of a VC-enabled multi-service optical network

2. More efficiently utilize channel capacity to support multiple types of data
and voice services. Instead of mapping data traffic (packet/cell/frame)
into SONET/SDH frames in a discrete tiered manner, optical networks can
carry data traffic in a more resource-efficient way. Traffic granularity can
be increased in the unit of 1.6 Mbps (VT-1.5) in a metro-area network, and
48 Mbps (STS-1) or 150 Mbps (STS-3c) in an optical backbone network.

3. Bifurcate traffic streams to balance network load. With VC, it is possible
to split a high-speed traffic stream into multiple low-speed streams and
route them separately through the network. This enables the traffic to be
distributed across the network more evenly; and, hence, it can improve
the network’s blocking performance.

8.3 Algorithm
for Provisioning with Virtual Concatenation

The benefits of SONET/SDH VC to an optical WDM mesh network (shown
in Fig. 8.4) under dynamic traffic environment is investigated via simulations
in [9]. Connections with different bandwidth granularities are assumed to
come and leave the network, one at a time, following a Poisson arrival process
and negative-exponential-distribution holding time.

To distinguish the benefit effects, two types of traffic pattern are studied
(pattern I and II), one consisting of five service classes and the other having
ten service classes. Capacity of each wavelength channel is assumed to be OC-
192. In traffic pattern I, data rates for each service class are approximately 51
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Fig. 8.4. A 24-node example network topology

Mbps, 153 Mbps, 622 Mbps, 2.5 Gbps, and 10 Gbps, which can be perfectly
mapped into the tiered SONET/SDH containers and their corresponding opti-
cal carriers, i.e., OC-1, OC-3c, OC-12c, OC-48c, and OC-192c. The service
characteristic of pattern II, i.e., service classes, service rate, and corresponding
SONET/SDH containers with or without VC is shown in Table 8.1.

When traffic bifurcation is needed, a simple route-computation and traffic-
bifurcation heuristic is applied to a connection request. The problem of finding
the set of minimal-cost routes with enough aggregated capacity for a request
between a given node pair in a network is NP-Complete. The heuristic works
as follows:

Step 1: A shortest path is computed according to network administrative
cost between the node pair.

Step 2: The bandwidth of the route is calculated. The bandwidth of the
route is constrained by the link along the route, which has minimal free
capacity. Then, update the available capacity of the links along the route
(i.e., decrease the available capacity by the minimal capacity).

Step 3: Remove the link without free capacity and repeat Steps 1 and 2 until
the connection can be carried by the set of routes computed or no more
routes exist for the connection.

Note that, depending on the implementation, the VC mappers at the
receiver end nodes may only be able to handle a limited number of routes

Table 8.1. Traffic pattern II: ten service classes

Class Rate Without VC With VC Class Rate Without VC With VC

1 50 M STS-1 STS-1 6 600 M STS-12c STS-12
2 100 M STS-3c STS-2 7 1 G STS-48c STS-21
3 150 M STS-3c STS-3 8 2.5 G STS-48c STS-48
4 200 M STS-12c STS-4 9 5 G STS-192c STS-96
5 400 M STS-12c STS-8 10 10 G STS-192c STS-192
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(denoted by t) for a single connection, in which case, the connection will be
blocked after t routes have been examined.

Figure 8.5 illustrates network performance in terms of bandwidth blocking
probability (BBP) as a function of network offered load in Erlangs. BBP is
considered as the measurement metric because connections from different ser-
vice classes may have different bandwidth requirements. Network offered load

(a) Five service classes.

(b) Ten service classes.

Fig. 8.5. Illustrative numerical results
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is normalized to the unit of OC-192. A 24-node, 43-bidirectional-link network
topology is used in our study (see Fig. 8.4). Each link has 16 wavelengths.

Figure 8.5(a) shows the network performance for traffic pattern I with
or without employing VC. Two types of network configurations are exam-
ined, i.e., all nodes are either equipped with STS-1 full-grooming switches
or partial-grooming switches. Note that, in a partial-grooming switch, only a
limited number of wavelength channels (6 in our simulation) can be switched
to a separate grooming switch (or grooming fabric within an OXC) to perform
traffic grooming.

As one can observe from Fig. 8.5(a), there is around 5–10 percent network
performance gain through VC technique. In traffic pattern I, every service
class can be perfectly mapped into one of the tiered SONET/SDH containers,
and we assumed that no traffic bifurcation is allowed. Therefore, the perfor-
mance improvement shown in Fig. 8.5(a) comes solely from the capability of
eliminating the time-slot alignment and contiguity constraints provided by
VC to the network.

Figure 8.5(b) shows how VC can significantly improve network per-
formance when the network needs to support data-oriented services with
different bandwidth requirements under the network configuration in which
full-grooming OXCs are used at every node. It is straightforward to see that
BBP is significantly reduced by employing VC. Meanwhile, more improve-
ment can be achieved by allowing a simple traffic-bifurcation scheme. Note
that, in the study, a connection will be bifurcated if and only if no single
route with enough capacity exists. The results from different values of t have
been examined and some of them are shown in Fig. 8.5(b), i.e., 4, 8, and
unlimited. It can be expected that more advanced network load-balancing
and traffic-bifurcation approaches can further optimize network throughput.

The benefits quantitatively demonstrated above arise from more efficient
grooming that exploits the flexibility provided by Virtual Concatenation
(VC). Since a connection can be split up, and routed across multiple paths,
and there are fewer constraints on time-slot alignment, grooming techniques
that pack connections more effectively can be developed. SONET/SDH VC
could also benefit an optical transport network on other aspects, such as
network compatibility, network resiliency, network management and control,
etc. VC works across legacy networks. Only the end nodes of the network are
aware of the containers being virtually concatenated. In terms of resiliency,
since individual members of a virtually concatenated channel may be carried
through different routes, a network failure may only affect partial bandwidth
of a connection service. In this case, an unprotected, best-effort connection
may still get the service under the reduced bandwidth before the network
failure is fixed, and a high-priority connection can still be provided par-
tial service before the network protection/restoration operation is active to
restore the full service. Reference [10] explores reliability-based provisioning
in next-generation SONET/SDH networks addressing some of these concepts
of degraded service and expected bandwidth for a multi-path connection.
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Reference [11] investigates novel schemes for protecting multi-path connec-
tions by introducing concepts such as “intra-connection” sharing apart from
the conventional “inter-connection” sharing.

8.4 Next-Generation SONET in Interconnected Rings

In this section, we explore the problem of provisioning connections in dual-
node-interconnected SONET/SDH ring networks. Dual-node interconnection
using drop-and-continue architecture (for more details, please refer to [12, 13])
is the de-facto SONET standard for connecting rings – Bi-directional Line
Switched Rings (BLSR) or Uni-directional Path Switched Rings (UPSR) –
to ensure survivability against all single-link and single-node failures. Similar
recommendations exist for SDH networks [13]. This architecture, combined
with legacy SONET time-slot assignment rules for contiguous-concatenated
signals (equivalent rules exist for SDH), places some unique constraints on
provisioning connections dynamically on such ring networks. We explore the
benefits of employing virtual concatenation and grooming high-bandwidth
connections over multiple paths in such networks.

We developed an algorithm called PATH FINDER [14] to find valid routes
in such a network of interconnected rings. The basic intuition behind the algo-
rithm is as follows. Within a ring, there are not too many choices of alternate
paths. For an intra-ring demand, we can only choose one of two directions in
which the connection should travel for BLSR rings. However, when an inter-
ring connection has to travel through several intermediate rings, the choice
of the next-hop ring becomes crucial, at each stage. We capture this intuition
by constructing a simplified graph from the current state of the network.

This graph contains the source and destination of the connection request,
as well as all the interconnection pairs between each ring. These dual-node
interconnection pairs on a ring are collapsed into one node in the simplified
graph (see Fig. 8.6). We add an edge between two nodes in the simplified
graph, called an auxiliary graph, if there exists a valid path between them in
the original network (see Fig. 8.7).

Note that the above construction is not necessary for demands whose
source and destination nodes are within the same ring. For BLSR rings, the
direction in which to send the demand can be chosen based on some path
metric.

We also developed an intelligent cost and time-slot assignment algorithm
(called SmartCost) to minimize fragmentation while provisioning a connec-
tion. For details, the reader is referred to [14].

To study the properties of our provisioning algorithm, we simulated a
dynamic network environment. The network topology is shown in Fig. 8.8.
It is composed of 8 OC-192 BLSR rings with a total of 50 nodes and 12
interconnection pairs. The large number of interconnection pairs reduces the
effect of the drop-and-continue penalty, by allowing traffic to be load balanced
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over different interconnection pairs, as was suggested in [15]. The connection-
arrival process is Poisson and the connection-holding time follows a negative
exponential distribution, in which source and destination nodes are selected
uniformly from among the nodes in the network with inter-ring demands
and intra-ring demands being in the ratio 25:75. The traffic mix is as fol-
lows: STS-1:STS-3c:STS-12c:STS-48c = 100:50:10:1. This is based on the
assumption that lower-bandwidth requests come in at a larger proportion
than higher-bandwidth requests. All connections are bi-directional. Note that
the contiguous concatenation and alignment constraints are too restrictive
for STS-48c in the network topology using OC-192 rings. Such a request can
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Fig. 8.8. Ring topology

use slots starting at only two time slots, namely 1 and 49 on any link, and all
the adjacent 47 slots must also be free.

We compared our SmartCost algorithm to a shortest-hop approach with
first-fit to provision paths. In first-fit time-slot assignment, the connection
is assigned to the first free set of time slots which satisfy the contiguity
and alignment requirements. Both algorithms use our graph abstraction (our
PATH FINDER module) to select a route out of a set of valid routes; the
differences lie in how cost is assigned to a path and how time slots are assigned.

As a measure of efficient capacity utilization, we compare the blocking
ratio (also called blocking probability) which is the ratio of the number of
connections blocked for a particular granularity to the number of requests
for that granularity, as well as the overall bandwidth blocking ratio. For all
our simulation results, we find the 95% confidence intervals according to the
t-distribution [16] by performing several trials of each experiment.

We observed a high blocking ratio of STS-48 with both the algorithms
(Fig. 8.9), true to our intuition that contiguous concatenation imposes signifi-
cant penalty on higher-bandwidth requests. We explored how next-generation
SONET technologies, such as VCAT, can help to significantly improve the
blocking ratio of these high-bandwidth requests by grooming them over
multiple paths. From our simulation results in Fig. 8.9, we observed that a
significant chunk of high-bandwidth connections, such as STS-48, are blocked
without the facility of VCAT. We incorporated virtual concatenation in our
algorithms, allowing an STS-48 signal to be broken up into 48 STS-1 sig-
nals, and routed independently in the network. The other connections are
carried using contiguous concatenation as before. We observe substantial
improvement in the blocking ratio of STS-48 requests (Fig. 8.9), and signifi-
cant improvement in capacity utilization. The total bandwidth blocking ratio
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with the introduction of VCAT decreases to 1/3 of the value without it at
intermediate loads (Fig. 8.10). There is a slight increase in the fraction of
STS-12c connections being provisioned (Fig. 8.11), since capacity is used up
by STS-48 bandwidth connections; however the overall bandwidth blocking
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ratio improves significantly. The blocking ratio of lower-bandwidth requests
shows negligible difference (Fig. 8.12), and for STS-1 the ratio is effectively
zero for all loads and all strategies. SmartCost algorithm performs better than
the minimum-hop scheme; however, substantial improvement due to flexible
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concatenation is observed when comparing any approach without VCAT to
a VCAT-enabled approach.

With the ability to split up and route a connection over different paths,
there arises the problem of differential delay among the different paths. The
standards allow a delay up to 256 ms, but practical values range from 60 to 100
ms [17]. Addressing differential delay issues are out of scope of this chapter;
the interested reader is referred to [18, 19] for some work on differential-delay-
based provisioning. Note that, since we focus on a network of rings, if the
STS-48c demands are split up using VCAT, for an intra-ring demand, it is
expected that the differential delay would not pose a serious problem (there
are only two directions to choose from and a BLSR ring can have a maximum
16 nodes, with 1200 km of total fiber [2]). For an inter-ring demand, in our
algorithms, we do not allow paths to loop around the same ring multiple
times. For instance, paths such as RingA → RingB → RingC → RingB

are not permitted. Due to the limited number of rings, and limits on the
maximum number of nodes on a ring as well as the total fiber, we expect
that differential delay issues would be less problematic. Further exploration
of delay issues is an open problem for future research.

8.5 Conclusion

Virtual concatenation (VC / VCAT) and link-capacity adjustment scheme
(LCAS) can help a SONET/SDH-based optical network to evolve towards
a data-centric intelligent automatically switched optical network. They offer
the following benefits: (a) relaxing the time-slot continuity and alignment
constraints of traditional SONET/SDH concatenation; (b) improving band-
width efficiency of a wavelength channel; (c) enabling inverse-multiplexing
(i.e., traffic bifurcation) and load balancing; and (d) improving service
resilience. By loosening the constraints on time-slot assignment and by
allowing more flexibility in provisioning, these benefits allow for the devel-
opment of efficient traffic grooming techniques that can pack connections
more effectively in SONET/SDH pipes. We studied these benefits in a general
mesh network as well as in a network of interconnected rings using dual-
node interconnection. We presented illustrative numerical results to demon-
strate the significant benefits which can be obtained by employing virtual
concatenation.

Our simple provisioning algorithms that groom connections onto multiple
paths, exploiting the inverse multiplexing capability of VCAT, show significant
performance gains, when compared to approaches using legacy SONET/SDH.

Moreover, built on virtual concatenation, LCAS allows a network operator
to adjust the pipe capacity while it is in use (on the fly). This increases the
possibility for on-demand traffic provisioning and it makes SONET/SDH-
based optical WDM networks more data friendly.
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Mathematical Programming Approaches

JianQiang Hu

9.1 Introduction

There are two basic architectures used in WDM networks: ring and mesh.
The majority of optical networks in operation today have been built based
on the ring architecture. However, carriers have increasingly considered the
mesh architecture as an alternative for building their next generation net-
works. Various studies have shown that mesh networks have a compelling cost
advantage over ring networks. Mesh networks are more resilient to various
network failures and also more flexible in accommodating changes in traffic
demands (e.g., see [4, 6, 17] and references therein). In order to capitalize on
these advantages, effective design methodologies are required.

The grooming problem in an optical mesh network in fact involves traffic
grooming, routing, and wavelength assignment. The problem of traffic groom-
ing and routing (GR) for mesh networks is to determine how to efficiently
route traffic demands and at the same time to combine lower-rate (sub-
wavelength) traffic demands onto a single wavelength. On the other hand,
the problem of wavelength assignment (WA) is to determine how to assign
specific wavelengths to lightpaths, usually under the wavelength continuity
constraint. In previous studies on the routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA) problem for mesh networks (e.g., see [12, Chapter 8] and references
therein), the issue of traffic grooming has largely been ignored, i.e., it has been
assumed that each traffic demand takes up an entire wavelength. In practice,
this is hardly the case, and networks are typically required to carry a large
number of lower-rate traffic demands. We should point out that the grooming
problem is an NP-complete problem; therefore, heuristics and approximations
are usually needed for solving this problem.

The traffic grooming problem for mesh networks has only been considered
recently (e.g., see [5, 7, 8, 10, 16]). The objective considered in [16] is either
to maximize the network throughput or to minimize the connection-blocking
probability, which are operational network-design problems. A different oper-
ational network-design problem is considered in [10], in which a Lagrangian

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 9, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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relaxation based method is proprosed to minimize the total cost associated
with links. Alternatively, a strategic network-design problem is to minimize
the total network cost. Typically, the cost of a nation-wide optical network
is dominated by optical transponders and optical amplifiers. If one assumes
that the fiber routes are fixed (e.g., see [14, 15] for some recent work on the
problem of amplifier allocation), then the amplifier cost is constant, in which
case one should concentrate on minimizing the number of transponders in
the network. Ding and Hamdi [5] proposed a heuristic algorithm to minimize
the number of transponders as well as the number of wavelengths in mesh
networks. In [8], Lee and Park proposed a genetic algorithm to minimize a
combination of the number of transponders and the number of wavelengths.
In [7], Hu and Leida first formulated the grooming problem as an integer
linear programming (ILP) problem, then decomposed it into two smaller
problem: the GR problem and the WA problem.

This chapter is mainly based on the work of [7], where the problem of traf-
fic grooming, routing, and wavelength assignment (GRWA) was considered
with the objective of minimizing the number of transponders in the network.
We first formulate the GRWA problem as an integer linear programming
(ILP) problem. Unfortunately, the resulting ILP problem is usually very hard
to solve computationally, in particular for large networks. To overcome this
difficulty, we then propose a decomposition method that divides the GRWA
problem into two smaller problems: the traffic grooming and routing (GR)
problem and the wavelength assignment (WA) problem. In the GR problem,
we only consider how to groom and route traffic demands onto lightpaths
(with the same objective of minimizing the number of transponders) and
ignore the issue of how to assign specific wavelengths to lightpaths. Similar to
the GRWA problem, we can formulate the GR problem as an ILP problem.
The size of the GR ILP problem is much smaller than its corresponding
GRWA ILP problem. Furthermore, we can significantly improve the compu-
tational efficiency for the GR ILP problem by relaxing some of its integer
constraints, which usually leads to quite good approximate solutions for the
GR problem. Once we solve the GR problem, we can then consider the WA
problem, in which our goal is to derive a feasible wavelength assignment
solution.

We note that the WA problem has been studied by several researchers
before (e.g., see [1, 2, 3, 9, 11, 12, 13] and references therein). However, the
objective in all these studies has been to minimize the number of wavelengths
required in a network, in some cases by using wavelength converters. In gen-
eral, the use of additional wavelengths in a network only marginally increases
the overall network cost as long as the total number of wavelengths used in
the network does not exceed a given threshold (the wavelength capacity of a
WDM system). This is mainly because the amplification cost is independent
of the number of wavelengths. In recent years, the wavelength capacity for
optical networks has increased dramatically. For example, with most advanced
techniques, a single WDM system on a pair of fibers can carry up to 160
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10G-wavelengths or 80 40G-wavelengths. Of course, once the wavelength
capacity is exceeded, then a second parallel system (with another set of opti-
cal amplifiers) needs to be built, which would then substantially increase the
network cost. Therefore, assuming a single WDM system on all fiber routes
fixes the amplifier cost, then one should focus on minimizing the number
of transponders in the network, which is already taken into consideration
in the GR problem. In this setting, the objective in our WA problem is to
find a feasible wavelength assignment solution under the wavelength capacity
constraint.

It is clear that, in general, the decomposition method would not yield the
optimal solution for the GRWA problem. However, we will provide a sufficient
condition under which we show that the decomposition method does produce
an optimal solution for the GRWA problem. This is achieved by developing
a simple algorithm that, under this sufficient condition, finds an optimal
wavelength assignment.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, we present
the GRWA problem and demonstrate how it can be formulated as an ILP
problem. In Section 9.3, we first present our decomposition method. We then
provide an ILP formulation for the GR problem and develop an algorithm for
solving the WA problem. We also discuss under what condition the decom-
position method produces an optimal solution for the GRWA problem. Some
numerical results are provided in Section 9.4.

9.2 The GRWA Problem

An optical mesh network architecturally has two layers: a physical layer and an
optical layer. The physical layer consists of fiber spans and nodes and the opti-
cal layer consists of lightpaths (optical links) and a subset of nodes contained
in the physical layer. A lightpath in the optical layer is a path connecting
a pair of nodes via a set of fiber spans in the physical layer. Throughout
this chapter, we assume that lightpaths and their routes in the physical layer
are given. In practice, the selection of lightpaths is another important design
issue that needs to be addressed, which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

We use graph Gf = (Vf , E) to represent the physical layer, where E is the
set of edges representing fiber spans and Vf is the set of nodes representing
locations which are connected via fiber spans. We use graph Go = (Vo, L) to
represent the optical layer, where L is the set of edges representing lightpaths
and Vo ⊂ Vf is a subset of locations that are connected via lightpaths. Each
edge in L corresponds to a path in Gf . Here we treat each lightpath as a logical
connection between a pair of nodes (not just a single wavelength); therefore,
one lightpath can contain multiple wavelengths. For ease of exposition, we
first assume that Go is a directed graph (i.e., the lightpaths are unidirec-
tional). The extension to the undirected graph case is quite straightforward
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and will be discussed later in this section (basically, we can simply replace
every undirected edge with two directed edges).

The GRWA problem studied in this chapter can be described as follows.
Assuming that a set of traffic demands are given (some of them are of low
rate, i.e., sub-wavelength), our goal is to find an optimal way to route and
groom these demands in the optical layer, Go, and also to assign a set of
specific wavelengths to each lightpath so that the total number of transpon-
ders required is minimized. There are two key constraints we need to take
into consideration in this problem: (1) the wavelength capacity constraint
for each fiber span, and (2) the wavelength continuity constraint for every
lightpath, i.e., the same wavelength(s) needs to be assigned to a lightpath
over the fiber spans it traverses (we assume that wavelength converters are
not used; therefore the wavelength continuity constraint is required). In this
problem setting, the number of transponders required for each lightpath is
equal to twice the number of wavelengths assigned to it (one transponder for
each end of each wavelength on a lightpath). Therefore, by grooming several
low rate demands onto a single wavelength, we can potentially reduce the
total number of wavelengths required by the lightpaths, thus the number of
transponders.

The GRWA problem can be formulated as an integer linear programming
(ILP) problem. First, we need to introduce some necessary notation:

W : the set of wavelengths available on each fiber;
D: the set of traffic demands;
g: the capacity of a single wavelength;
sd: the size of demand d ∈ D;
A: = [av,l]|Vo|×|L|, the node-edge incidence matrix of graph Go, where av,l = 1

if lightpath l originates from node v, -1 if lightpath l terminates at node
v, and 0 otherwise;

B: = [be,l]|E|×|L|, the fiber-lightpath incidence matrix, where be,l = 1 if fiber
span e is on lightpath l, and 0 otherwise;

ud: = [uv,d]v∈Vo
, the source–destination column vector for d ∈ D, where

uv,d = 1 if v is the starting node of d, -1 if v is the end node of d, and 0
otherwise;

xd: = [xl,d]l∈L, the column vector containing lightpath routing variables
for d ∈ D, where xl,d = 1 if demand d traverses lightpath l, and 0
otherwise;

yw:= [yl,w]l∈L, the column vector containing wavelength assignment variables
for w ∈ W , where yl,w = 1 if wavelength w is assigned to lightpath l,
and 0 otherwise (note that in our setting each lightpath l is treated as a
logical connection between a pair of nodes, hence it can be assigned with
multiple wavelengths, i.e., it is possible that

∑
w∈W yl,w ≥ 1);

1: = [1, 1, . . . , 1], the unit column vector of appropriate size.

Then the GRWA problem can be formulated as the following ILP problem
(which we shall refer to as the GRWA ILP problem):
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min
∑

w∈W,l∈L

yl,w

s.t. Axd = ud d ∈ D (9.1)
Byw ≤ 1 w ∈ W (9.2)
∑

d∈D

sdxl,d ≤ g
∑

w∈W

yl,w l ∈ L (9.3)

x and y are binary variables.

where the objective function
∑

w∈W,l∈L yl,w is the total number of wave-
lengths assigned to all lightpaths, which is equivalent to minimizing the total
number of transponders needed. The three constraints are:

• Equation (9.1) is the flow balance equation, which guarantees that the
lightpaths selected based on xd constitute a path from the starting node
of d to the end node of d.

• Equation (9.2) implies a single wavelength along each fiber span can be
assigned to no more than one lightpath.

• Equation (9.3) is the capacity constraint for lightpath l, since
∑

d∈D sdxl,d

is the total amount of demands carried by lightpath l and g
∑

w∈W yl,w is
the total capacity of lightpath l.

We refer to the type of the network considered above as the basic model.
There are several variations of the basic model, which include:

1. networks with both protected and unprotected demands;
2. networks in which lightpaths are undirected;
3. networks with non-homogeneous fibers where different types of fiber may

have different wavelength capacities; and
4. networks in which demand exceeds a single WDM system per fiber pair.

9.3 A Decomposition Method

In the previous section, we formulated the GRWA problem as an ILP problem;
however, it may not be computationally feasible to solve the ILP problem,
particularly for large networks (e.g., see numerical results in Section 9.4).
Therefore, it is necessary to find more efficient ways to solve the GRWA
problem. In this section, we propose a decomposition method that divides the
GRWA problem into two smaller problems: the traffic grooming and routing
(GR) problem and the wavelength assignment (WA) problem. In the GR
problem, we only consider how to groom and route demands over lightpaths
and ignore the issue of how to assign specific wavelengths to lightpaths.
Based on the grooming and routing, we can then derive wavelength capacity
requirements for all lightpaths. Similar to the GRWA problem, we formulate
the GR problem as an ILP problem. The size of the GR ILP problem is much
smaller than its corresponding GRWA ILP problem. Furthermore, we can
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significantly improve the computational efficiency for the GR ILP problem by
relaxing some of its integer constraints, which usually leads to approximate
solutions for the GR problem. Once we solve the GR problem, we can then
consider the WA problem, in which our goal is to derive a feasible wavelength
assignment solution that assigns specific wavelengths to lightpaths based on
their capacity requirements derived in the GR problem.

It is obvious that, in general, the decomposition method would not yield
the optimal solution for the GRWA problem. However, we will provide a
sufficient condition under which we show that the decomposition method
does produce an optimal solution for the GRWA problem. We also develop
a simple algorithm that finds a wavelength assignment solution under this
sufficient condition.

9.3.1 The GR Problem

Let t = [tl]l∈L, a column vector containing lightpath capacity decision
variables, where tl =

∑
w∈W yl,w is the number of wavelengths needed for

lightpath l ∈ L. Then, the GR problem can be formulated as:

min
∑

l∈L

tl

s.t. Axd = ud d ∈ D (9.4)
Bt ≤ |W |1 (9.5)
∑

d∈D

sdxl,d ≤ gtl l ∈ L (9.6)

x binary variable and t integer variable.

We refer the above ILP problem as the GR ILP problem. We now present
the following result:

Proposition 1 If xd and yw are feasible solutions for the GRWA ILP prob-
lem, then xd and t are feasible solutions for the GR ILP problem, where
t =
∑

w∈W yw.

Proof. We first note that by summing over w ∈ W in (9.2) it leads to (9.5).
Secondly, (9.3) is the same as (9.6). Hence, the result follows.

Based on Proposition 1, we have

Proposition 2 If x∗
d and t∗ are the optimal solutions of the GR ILP prob-

lem, and there exists a binary y∗
w such that

∑
w∈W y∗

w = t and By∗
w ≤ 1 for

w ∈ W , then x∗
d and y∗

w are the optimal solutions of the GRWA ILP problem.
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Proof. Suppose xd and yw are feasible solutions for the GRWA ILP problem,
then based on Proposition 1, xd and t =

∑
w∈W yw are feasible solutions for

the GR ILP problem. Since x∗
d and t∗ are the optimal solutions of the GR

ILP problem, we have
∑

w∈W,l∈L y∗
l,w =

∑
l∈L t∗l ≤

∑
l∈L tl =

∑
w∈W,l∈L yl,w.

Therefore, the conclusion follows.

Obviously, the GR ILP problem is much easier to solve than the GRWA
ILP problem since it has fewer integer variables and fewer constraints (e.g.,
see numerical examples in Section 9.4). More importantly, we can now relax
the integer constraint on t in the GR ILP problem and solve a relaxed mixed
ILP problem and then round up the values of t to obtain a solution for the GR
problem. This would dramatically improve the computational efficiency. On
the other hand, the relaxation approach is much less effective for the GRWA
ILP problem since all its decision variables are binary. In general, if most
lightpaths have relatively high wavelength counts (i.e., the values of their
corresponding components in t are large), then the relaxed GR ILP problem
often produces very good solutions for the GR problem, as illustrated by our
numerical examples in Section 9.4. This is simply because if the optimal value
of tl is large, then the error of rounding up is relatively small.

9.3.2 The WA Problem

The WA problem of our interest is to find a binary solution y such that
∑

w∈W

yw = t and Byw ≤ 1 for w ∈ W ,

where t is a feasible (or optimal) solution of the GR problem. This problem
can be viewed as an ILP problem (without an objective function), which is
much easier to solve than the GRWA ILP and the (relaxed) GR ILP problems.
For example, it can be solved for networks with a few hundred nodes and light-
paths in seconds or minutes by using commercially available LP software, e.g.,
CPLEX. Based on Proposition 2, we know that if x and t are optimal solutions
of the GR problem and the WA problem has a feasible solution y, then x and
y are optimal solutions of the GRWA problem. In case when we cannot find
a feasible solution for the WA problem, we can either increase the number of
wavelengths in W in the WA problem (note that we can always find a feasible
solution for the WA problem if W has enough wavelengths), or we can use
W ∗ ⊂ W in the GR problem (specifically, replace |W | with |W ∗| in (9.5)) but
still use W in the WA problem. Obviously, the latter approach is preferred
in which case the decomposition method provides a feasible solution for the
GRWA problem. An alternative approach is to use wavelength conversion via
lightpath regeneration, which is equivalent to modifying L by breaking some
lightpaths into two or more lightpaths. In addition, there are other possible
remedies available to alleviate the infeasibility of the WA problem.
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Though the WA problem can be solved as an ILP problem, it is also
possible to solve it directly based on some heuristic algorithms (e.g., see
[3]). In what follows, we consider a special type of the GRWA problem, in
which the lightpaths satisfy a certain condition. Under such a condition, we
show that a feasible solution for the corresponding WA problem can always
be found, and we also develop an algorithm for finding a feasible solution.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the capacity of every lightpath is
one wavelength (i.e., tl = 1 for every l ∈ L). For a lightpath whose capacity
is more than one wavelength, we can treat it as several identical parallel
lightpaths, each of which has capacity of one wavelength. Let pe (e ∈ E)
be the number of lightpaths that traverse fiber span e, and p = maxe∈E pe,
which is the minimum number of wavelengths required for the network.

Define:

El: = {e ∈ E| e is on lightpath l}, l ∈ L;
Le:= {l ∈ L| l traverses fiber span e}, e ∈ E.

We now present the following algorithm for the WA problem.

Algorithm 1 (for the WA problem)

1. Select an initial lightpath l0 ∈ L (arbitrarily), and assign a wavelength to
l0.

2. Suppose El0 = {e1, e2, . . . , ek}. Set L0 = {l0}. For i = 1 to k, do
a) Assign a wavelength to every lightpath l ∈ Lei

\ ∪0≤j<i Lj such
that no two lightpaths in Lei

share the same wavelength (note that
Lei

\ ∪0≤j<i Lj is a subset of lightpaths in Lei
to which wavelengths

have not been assigned yet).
b) Let

Li = Lei
\ ∪0≤j<i Lj ,

Ei = ∪l∈Li
El\{ei}.

We note that Li is the set of lightpaths to which wavelengths are
assigned in Step 2(a) and Ei is the set of fiber spans that are on at
least one lightpath in Li (excluding fiber span ei).

3. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k, apply the procedure in Step 2 to Ei (with El0 being
replaced with Ei), and continue until all the lightpaths in L are assigned
(note that, since all the fiber spans in El0 have been considered already
in Step 2, we can simply replace Ei by Ei\El0).

To study some useful properties associated with Algorithm 1, we first
introduce the following terminologies:

Definition

1. We say a lightpath l and a fiber span e are connected (via fiber spans
{e1, . . . , em} and lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm}) if there exist a set of fiber spans
{e1, . . . , em} and a set of lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm} such that ei ∈ Eli−1 for
i = 1, . . . ,m+1 (where l0 ≡ l and em+1 ≡ e) and li ∈ Lei

for i = 1, . . . ,m.
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2. We say two lightpaths l0 and lm are connected (via fiber spans
{e1, . . . , em} and lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm−1}) if there exist a set of fiber
spans {e1, . . . , em} and a sequence of lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm−1} such that
ei ∈ Eli−1 and li ∈ Lei

for i = 1, . . . ,m.
3. We say a set of lightpaths {l1, . . . , lm} is a lightpath cycle if Eli ∩Eli+1 �= ∅

(i.e., lightpaths li and li+1 share at least one common fiber span) for
i = 1, . . . ,m (lm+1 ≡ l1).

4. We say a lightpath cycle {l1, . . . , lm} is a complete lightpath cycle if
El1 = · · · = Elm , otherwise it is a non-complete lightpath cycle.

To help understand what is a lightpath cycle, consider the network
depicted in Fig. 9.1. The network has four nodes (A, B, C, D), three fiber
spans (A–B, B–C, B–D), and three lightpaths (A-B-C, C-B-D, D-B-A). It is
clear that the three lightpaths (A-B-C, C-B-D, D-B-A) constitute a lightpath
cycle, however it is a non-complete cycle.

We now present the following properties associated with Algorithm 1.

Proposition 3

1. Every fiber span in Ei is on at least one lightpath in Li;
2. For 1 ≤ j ≤ i, ej /∈ Ei;
3. Li ∩ Lj = ∅ (i �= j);
4. If l ∈ Li, then it does not traverse fiber spans {e1, . . . , ei−1};
5. If Ei∩Ej �= ∅ (i �= j), then there exists a lightpath cycle with one lightpath

in Li and one lightpath in Lj;
6. If a lightpath in Li is connected to another lightpath in Lj in two different

ways via lighpaths in L\ ∪0≤h≤k Lh and fiber spans in E\El0 , then there
exists a lightpath cycle {l1, . . . , lm} such that Ei ∩ (Eli1

∩Eli1+1) �= ∅ and
Ej ∩ (Eli2

∩ Eli2+1) �= ∅, where 1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ m.

A

B

C D

Fig. 9.1. A 4-Node network
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Proof. We want to reiterate the fact that wavelengths are assigned to light-
paths in Li ⊂ Lei

in Step 2(a).

1. By definition.
2. By definition, ei /∈ Ei. For 1 ≤ j < i and e ∈ Ei, it is clear that we have

assigned wavelengths to all the lightpaths in Lej
before Step 2(a) while

at least one lightpath in Le has not been assigned by a wavelength before
Step 2(a). Hence, ej /∈ Ei

3. All the lightpaths in Lj are assigned by wavelengths at the end of Step
2(a) and they will not be considered again in later iterations.

4. By the same argument as in (2).
5. Suppose e ∈ Ei ∩ Ej . Based on (1), e is on one lightpath in Li, say li,

and on another lightpath in Lj , say lj . Furthermore, li and lj traverse ei

and ej , respectively, which are both on lightpath l0. Therefore, we have a
lightpath cycle {li, l0, lj}.

6. The same argument used in (5) can be applied here as well.

In general, one needs to be careful about what wavelengths to use in Step
2(a) of Algorithm 1, otherwise it is possible that it may not produce a feasible
solution for the WA problem. For example, consider the following example
in which El0 = {e1, e2}, L1 = {l1}, L2 = {l2}, and E1 = E2 = {e}. If we
assign the same wavelength to l1 and l2, then we end up with assigning one
wavelength to l1 and l2 on fiber span e, which is not permissible. Therefore,
we have to assign u1 and u2 with different wavelengths.

It is clear that the number of different wavelengths needed in the WA
problem is at least p. In what follows, we provide a sufficient condition under
which p different wavelengths are enough to solve the WA problem.

Theorem 1 If a network does not contain any non-complete lightpath cycle,
then Algorithm 1 can produce a feasible solution for the WA problem which
only needs p wavelengths.

Proof. Since the network does not contain any non-complete lightpath cycle,
based on (4), (5), and (6) in Proposition 3, we have (i) Ei ∩ Ej = ∅ and (ii)
no lightpath in Li is connected to lightpath in Lj (i �= j). Hence, when doing
wavelength assignment for lightpaths in Li in Step 2(a) we can use arbitrary
wavelengths, and it guarantees that it is permissible (i.e., no two lightpaths
that traverse the same fiber span would be assigned to the same wavelength).
By repeating this argument, we can show that, in Algorithm 1, we can use
arbitrary wavelengths in Step 2(a) and obtain a feasible solution for the WA
problem. Since wavelengths used in Step 2(a) can be arbitrary, the maximum
number of different wavelengths needed throughout Algorithm 1 should be
no more than p. This completes our proof.

Theorem 1 implies that if a network does not contain any non-complete
lightpath cycle, we can find a solution for the WA problem which only needs
p wavelengths. In [3], the problem of whether the WA problem can be solved
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with p wavelengths was also studied. However, we believe that the result there
(Theorem 2 in [3]) is incorrect, which states that if a network is acyclic then
its WA problem can be solved with p wavelengths. The network in Fig. 9.1 is
a counter-example to this result. It is a tree (hence acyclic). Clearly we have
p = 2, but need three wavelengths for its WA problem.

Since t in the WA problem is a feasible solution for the GR problem, i.e.,
Bt ≤ |W |1, we have p ≤ |W |. This, together with Theorem 1, leads to the
following result:

Theorem 2 If a network does not contain any non-complete lightpath cycle,
Algorithm 1 produces a feasible solution for the WA problem, and the decom-
position method gives an optimal solution for the GRWA problem.

To test whether a network contains any non-complete lightpath cycle,
one can obviously use the exhaustive search method: finding all lightpath
cycles and then test if any of them is non-complete. Cleary the complexity
of this exhaustive search method grows exponentially. Currently, we do not
have an efficient method to verify if a network contains any non-complete
lightpath cycle. In fact, this problem itself could be NP-complete, just like
the wavelength assignment problem.

In the case that a network contains non-complete lightpath cycles, let
c∗ be the minimum number of lightpaths that need to be removed from the
network so that the remaining portion of the network does not contain any
non-complete lightpath cycles. Then we have

Theorem 3 There exists a feasible solution for the WA problem which
requires at most c∗ + p wavelengths. Therefore, if c∗ + p ≤ |W |, then we can
find a feasible solution for the WA problem and the decomposition method
still gives an optimal solution for the GRWA problem.

Before closing this section, we should point out that if the result in Theo-
rem 3 can be further refined, then it can lead to better upper bounds on the
number of wavelengths required for the WA problem.

9.4 Numerical Results

In this section, we present four sets of numerical examples. All ILPs and mixed
ILPs were solved by using CPLEX 7.0 on a Dell Precision 420 PC with two
1GHz processors. We compare the numerical results obtained based on the
three methods proposed in the previous two sections: the GRWA ILP formu-
lation, the decomposition method combined with the GR ILP formulation,
and the decomposition method combined with the relaxed GR ILP formula-
tion. The run time for the decomposition method includes the run times for
both the (relaxed) GR ILP problem and the WA problem. The run time for
the WA problem in all four examples is very fast (it is less than a second in the
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first three cases and less than 3 seconds in the last case). Our numerical results
clearly indicate that the decomposition method combined with the relaxed GR
ILP formulation produces quite good results with reasonably small run times.

Example 1. This is a relatively small network with 12 nodes, 17 fiber spans,
24 lightpaths, and 104 traffic demands (with different sizes). For this exam-
ple, we were able to obtain the optimal solution based on the GRWA ILP
formulation. The results are presented in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1. Numerical results for Example 1

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP 400 seconds 128
GR ILP 80 seconds 128
Relaxed GR ILP 2 seconds 136

Example 2. The network we consider in this example has 30 nodes, 38 fiber
spans, 47 lightpaths, and 242 demands (with different sizes). The results
are presented in Table 9.2. For the GRWA ILP problem, we stopped the
CPLEX program after 75 hours and obtained a feasible solution with objec-
tive value 249.

Table 9.2. Numerical results for Example 2

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP >75 hours 249
GR ILP 37 hours 189
Relaxed GR ILP 12 seconds 202

Example 3. The network in this example has 49 nodes, 75 fiber spans,
155 lightpaths, and 238 demands (with different sizes). It is a medium size
network. For this example, the decomposition method based on the relaxed
GR ILP problem produced a solution with value 345 in about 13 minutes,
while the CPLEX program did not even return a feasible solution for the
GRWA ILP and GR ILP problems after 40 hours (at which point we stopped
the program). From the CPLEX program, we were also able to obtain a lower
bound (based on the GR ILP problem) 328 for the objective function. Hence,
the solution provided by the relaxed GR ILP-based decomposition method is
within 5% of the lower bound. We note that the WA problem was solved in
0.37 seconds for this example. The results are presented in Table 9.3.
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Table 9.3. Numerical results for Example 3

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP >40 hours No Solution
GR ILP >40 hours No Solution
Relaxed GR ILP 13 minutes 345

Example 4. The network in this example has 144 nodes, 162 fiber spans,
299 lightpaths, and 600 demands (with different sizes). It is a relatively large
network (a typical size for a nation-wide network). For this example, the
method based on the relaxed GR ILP problem produced a solution in about
38 minutes, and the CPLEX program did not even return a feasible solution
for the GRWA ILP and GR ILP problems after 100 hours (at which point
we stopped the program). The WA problem in this case was solved in 2.67
seconds for this example. The results are shown in Table 9.4.

Table 9.4. Numerical results for Example 4

Run Time Solution

GRWA ILP >100 hours No Solution
GR ILP >100 hours No Solution
Relaxed GR ILP 38 minutes 431
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Survivable Traffic Grooming

Arun K. Somani

10.1 Introduction

Optical fiber medium using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) offers
tremendous transmission bandwidth to deliver high-bandwidth services cost
effectively. A WDM-based network divides the fiber capacity into non-
overlapping wavelength channels, each of which operates at a transmission
rate compatible with electronics. The routing function is controlled by the
optical layer management planes. The nodes equipped with optical cross-
connects support routing by switching different wavelengths at input ports
to different output ports. The switching is managed by the control plane. An
end-to-end path, called a lighpath, is established using the same wavelength
on all links on the chosen path, or a different wavelength on a different link on
the path with required wavelength conversion provided by intermediate links
on the path. An all optical domain on path can provide complete transparency
in data transmission. A network layer, called the WDM layer, in a layered
architecture provides interfaces to other layers such as SONET/SDH gear,
IP (Internet Protocol) ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) or any other
transport technology to connect to a lightpath.

10.1.1 Protection and Restoration

As wavelength routing paves the way for network throughput of possibly hun-
dreds of Tb/s, network survivability assumes critical importance. A loss of or
damage to a fiber is a common means of a greater loss. A short network outage
can lead to huge data loss. Thus a connection being carried in the network
also needs high protection. Survivability refers to the ability of the network to
reconfigure and reestablish communication upon failures. According to indus-
try standards, the expected availability requirements are 99.99% or higher.
The basic types of network failures generally considered are link and node
failure. Cable cuts that cause link failures are common in optical networks.
A node failure is usually due to equipment failure at the node. Channel failure

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 10, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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is unique to WDM networks. A channel failure is usually caused by the failure
of transmitting or receiving equipment operating on that channel.

Several survivability techniques have been proposed [1, 2, 3] and can be
classified into two general categories: preplanned protection and dynamic
restoration. In preplanned protection-based techniques resources are already
planned, typically at the time of establishing a connection, to recover from
network failures and hence recovery is faster. During the operation phase
these reserved resources remain idle. Upon the occurrence of failure, reserved
resources are used to recover from the failure according to protection pro-
tocols. In contrast, in dynamic restoration, the resources used for recovery
from failure are not reserved at the time of connection establishment, but are
discovered dynamically when a failure occurs. As is obvious, dynamic restora-
tion uses resources efficiently, but the restoration time is usually longer.
Moreover, 100% service recovery cannot be guaranteed as it is not guaranteed
that the spare capacity is available at the time of failure. To guarantee the
service, a preplanned protection is the preferred approach. Most researchers
therefore focus on preplanned protection. Figure 10.1 shows a classification
of survivable design techniques that can be deployed at various layers.

Fig. 10.1. Survivable design techniques in optical networks
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Since the protection can be provided at many layers, a relevant question is,
“which layer is the best?”. Although there is no consensus, most researchers
believe that the optical layer protection is the best. It is very efficient in
handling failures such as fiber cuts, which are probably the biggest cause
of failure. To provide protection at any other layer requires that the layer
must keep track of all logical links that may be affected by a single fiber
failure. Notice that a logical path may use many lightpaths and they may be
routed on a fiber/link. This implies that the relationship between established
routes and fiber links must be collected and managed. This imposes addi-
tional overheads on protocols, algorithms, and processing during the normal
operation. It is also possible that such an information cannot be made avail-
able by the other service provider. The survivability of managing layer, upon
detection of a failure, may need to establish additional logical links upon fail-
ure that may lead to delay. Moreover, preplanning may require establishing
logical links and/or lightpaths that may or may not use certain fiber links.
Thus, in planning for a failure, the management, and actual recovery may
overwhelm the management system. Moreover, optical layer protection and
restoration provides an additional resilience in the network. For example,
optical layer can be used to provide resilience against multiple failures. Fur-
thermore, the layers above the optical layer may not be fully able to provide
the protection. If protection is provided at many layers, then significant
cost savings can be obtained by making use of optical layer protection and
restoration.

It should, however, be clear that optical layer protection cannot handle
any faults in the higher layer of network. Because of the property of protocol
transparency, the optical layer may be unaware of what exactly is carried on
the lightpaths, and therefore, cannot monitor the traffic to sense any degra-
dation. A protection mechanism must also consider multiple, in particular
two, link failure scenarios due to common routing of fiber cables.

10.2 WDM Mesh Network Protection

Survivable design in optical mesh networks involve high efficiency in capacity
utilization and fast restoration. The problem is complex because there are
multiple routes that can be used to recover from failures. A path that is
used to carry the traffic under normal conditions is called a primary or a
working path. A path that is reserved for protection is called a backup or a
protection path. The problem becomes more complex when each wavelength
is also groomed with smaller traffic streams as the number of affected traffic
streams due to a single link failure is much larger than a wavelength-based
connection. Protection schemes in mesh networks are broadly classified as
either link-based or path-based, as shown in Fig. 10.2.
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Fig. 10.2. Link- and path-based protection

A path-based method employs end-to-end detouring. The traffic is rerouted
by the source node of affected path to the destination. A pair of link-disjoint
paths are established between the source and destination nodes of each con-
nection request. One path is used as the working path, and the other is used
as the backup path. When a link failure occurs, the source node of the affected
path switches the traffic to its backup path. In link-based protection, backup
paths for each link are pre-computed. Upon the failure of a link, the working
connections on the link are switched by the two end nodes of the link to
their corresponding backup paths. Thus, a link-based method employs local
detouring and the traffic is rerouted around the failed link.

An alternate link based protection scheme is called a subgraph-based
routing [4] . The idea behind the subgraph-based routing scheme is to plan
network resource utilization in such a way that, for any link failure, there
exists an alternate path for every accepted request. When a link fails, all
paths that get affected by the link failure are reassigned to their new paths.

The link- and path-based protection schemes can use either dedicated
or shared resources. Dedicated resources are exclusively reserved for backup
paths. In case of dedicated protection, the optical cross-connects (OXCs) for
the backup path can be preconfigured requiring only the source node to switch
the path. If two or more primary paths are link disjoint, then the correspond-
ing backup paths can share resources as only one of the primary paths will fail
due to a single link failure. This is called backup multiplexing. This utilizes
fewer resources, but requires a more complicated management. In shared
backup path-based protection (SBPP), it is necessary to configure OXCs
for the backup path accordingly after a link failure occurs. This inevitably
increases the recovery delay. SBPP tends to use lesser total capacity than
shared link-based protection.

The link-based methods limits the choices for alternatives. However, link-
based protection tends to be faster than shared path-based protection because
only the two end nodes of the failed link are involved in recovery. One draw-
back for link-path protection in WDM networks, however, is that the backup
path must necessarily use the same wavelength as the primary path. To toler-
ate node failures, a link based scheme can be extended to a two-link segment-
based protection scheme so that the path can be routed around a failed
node.
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10.2.1 Alternate Link-Based Protection Schemes

A few special types of link-based protection schemes have also been devel-
oped, which aim to benefit by using the fast restoration of ring-like protection
or save resources. Notable among these are: Double Cycle Cover, the p-Cycle,
and subgraph-based routing schemes.

In the double cycle cover [5], the network is represented by a directed
graph. A set of cycles are embedded on the given topology. Each link is
covered by two directed cycles, one in each direction. For planar graphs, the
required set of protection cycles can be found in polynomial time, but no
known polynomial-time algorithm for non-planar graphs is known [5]. The
model uses fiber-based recovery, similar to the SONET BLSR ring. On each
link, half of the capacity is reserved for backup and the other half is used for
working traffic in each direction to protect the traffic in opposite direction.
Since the protection switches can be preconfigured, this method can achieve
fast restoration, but at the cost of 100% redundancy.

The p-Cycle protection method [6, 7] also uses a cyclic layout of spare
capacity to provide protection. When a link fails, only the nodes neighboring
the failure need to perform real-time switching. The key difference between
the p-Cycle protection and the ring cycle protection, such as double cycle
cover, is that the p-Cycle protection not only protects the links on the cycle,
as in the ring protection, it also protects straddling links. A straddling link is
an off-cycle link whose two end nodes are both on the cycle. This important
property effectively improves the capacity efficiency of p-Cycles.

Figure 10.3 depicts an example that illustrates p-Cycle protection. In
Fig. 10.3 (a), A-B-C-D-E-A is a p-Cycle formed using spare capacity. When
an on-cycle link A-B fails, the p-Cycle provides protection as shown in Figure
10.3(b) for traffic from A to B by using the path A-E-D-C-B. A reverse path is
followed for traffic in the other direction, i.e., path B-C-D-E-A is used. When
a straddling link B-D fails, the p-Cycle provides two backup paths, namely
B-A-E-D and B-C-D for traffic from B to D as shown in Fig. 10.3(c). Thus
the full capacity of a straddling link can carry working traffic, as each backup
path is able to provide half of the capacity. For traffic in the other direction,
i.e., D to B, paths are used in the reverse direction. Thus straddling links are
covered fully by a cycle whereas an on-cycle link can use only half the capacity
for primary connections, the other half has to be reserved for protection.

Fig. 10.3. (a) A p-Cycle. (b) protecting on-cycle link. (c) protecting straddling link
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The subgraph-based routing strategy [4] provides a passive form of redun-
dancy in the event of a fault occurrence from a given set of faults. The routing
algorithm maintains |F |+1 copies of states of the network resource utilization
where |F | is the number of possible faults. The ith copy of the state, Si, repre-
sents the state of network when all accepted requests are routed without using
the failed resources due to the presence of fault fi. One copy of the network
state, S0, represents a fault free state. When a request arrives, it is accepted
only if it can be routed in each of |F |+1 states using the free resources in the
corresponding state. If a request is accepted, the resources used in each state
are marked as busy in that state. If a fault fi occurs, the state Si provides
the resources that must be used to route all accepted requests.

The scheme is passive in the sense that resources are available, but not
reserved or preconfigured at the time of setting up connections. An end user
experiences nominal interruption in service when a fault occurs and the con-
nections are rerouted/restored. A system process to carry out restoration is
described in [8]. The key characteristics of this scheme are that no additional
resources are used to provide connection redundancy, although a 100% guar-
antee against all known faults is provided using a path-based fault tolerance
strategy for anticipated failures. It is a path based recovery strategy because it
does not guarantee that any of the same links are used to reroute a connection
upon the occurrence of a fault. A disadvantage is that the scheme can poten-
tially require a complete reconfiguration of the network to a predetermined
new state. However, it is shown to be most resource efficient [4].

10.2.2 Dynamic Traffic Handling

Dynamically provisioning connections on demand is becoming more important
in groomed transport networks. Early research has mostly focused on static
traffic. Dynamic traffic can be handled by either using a strategy where the
primary and backup paths are determined when a request arrives or backup
resources are reserved and a connection is accepted only if both primary and
backup paths can be found among the respective available resources for each.
The objective of partitioning the resources is to guarantee that the capacity
available for routing randomly arriving connection requests will be 100% pro-
tected by the reserved protection capacity. A p-Cycle based scheme can also
deal with dynamic traffic using the latter scheme of resource reservation and a
two-step approach. The basic idea is to provision the network resources in two
parts: protection resources and working-capacity resources in the p-Cycles.
The design must also ensure that the p-Cycles are preconfigured. In the first
step, one can find a set of p-Cycles to cover the network and reserve enough
capacity in p-Cycles. In the second step, one routes the requests as they
arrive. The reserved capacity on p-Cycles leads to less control signaling over-
head and less dynamic state information needs to be maintained to achieve
protection. Thus, the p-Cycle based design has the advantage of fast recovery,
less control signaling, and less dynamic state information to be maintained.
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10.3 Protection Design: Optimization and Performance

The problem of restorable network design for a static traffic demand has
been dealt with in [1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11] and for dynamic traffic scenario in
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. For protection mechanism design and performance analy-
sis, a network is represented using a directed graph with N nodes and L links.
For dedicated and shared path protection design, a set of K link-disjoint
alternate routes for every source–destination pairs can be pre-computed. It
has been shown that K = 2 or 3 is sufficient to achieve good performance to
tolerate a single link failure. For a network with W wavelengths and no wave-
length conversion, K link-disjoint alternate routes can be viewed as K × W
paths, each of which is wavelength continuous path. In shared path protection
scheme, the capacity optimization problem is to choose a pair of link-disjoint
paths to serve as primary and backup for each connection request. The objec-
tive function is to minimize the total capacity required. The shared backup
path protection (denoted as SBPP) can be implemented in two forms. In the
first form, the goal is to minimize the total number of wavelengths used on
all links when paths are not pre-configured. This is generalized to obtain the
second scheme where the paths are pre-configured (denoted as PRE-SBPP).

An alternate approach is to use p-Cycle based protection (denoted as
PCP), where the goal is to identify a set of simple distinct cycles that are
sufficient to protect against all failures of interest. Longer cycles waste more
capacity for redundancy and create long backup paths. A two-step algorithmic
approach for the p-Cycle optimization, therefore, identifies a set of candidate
p-Cycles in the first step and iteratively chooses a subset to deploy in actual
implementations. Usually, the preselected set in the first step only includes
cycles of up to a certain length. In a joint optimization design, one attempts
to optimize the choice of routing working connections in conjunction with the
p-Cycle selection, so that the total capacity is minimized.

In most cases, an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation is used
to choose optimal paths and/or cycles. We give an outline of ILP formulations
for the three schemes, SBPP, PRE-SBPP, and PCP.

10.3.1 ILP Formulation

To formulate the ILP for the three cases, we use the following notations.
n = 1, 2 . . . , N : Number assigned to each node
l, k = 1, 2 . . . , L: Number assigned to each link
λ = 1, 2 . . . , W : Number assigned to each wavelength
i, j = 1, 2 . . . , N(N − 1): Number assigned to s–d pair
K = 2: Number of alternate routes between each s–d pair
p, r = 1, 2, . . . ,KW : Number assigned to a path
(i, p) : Refers to the pth path for s–d pair i
di: Demand for node pair i, in terms of number of lightpath requests
ρn

l : It equals one if node n is an end node of link l, else zero (data)
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The following notations are used for path information
Variable: δi,p: = 1 if (i, p) is chosen as a primary path, else 0
Variable: νj,r: = 1 if (j, r) is chosen as a restoration path, else 0
Data: εi,p

l : = 1 if link l is used in path (i, p), else 0
Data: ψi,p

λ : = 1 if λ is used by the path (i, p), else 0
Variable: gl,λ: = 1 if λ is used by a restoration route that traverses link l
Variable: sl: # of wavelengths used by backup lightpaths on link l
Variable: wl: # of wavelengths used by primary lightpaths on link l
Data: I(i,p)(j,r) : = 1 if paths (i, p) and (j, r) share link. If i = j, then p �= r
Data: Π(i,p)(j,r): # of shared links between paths (i, p) and (j, r)

The following additional notations are used in formulation for PCP.
c = 1, 2 . . . , P : Number assigned to a cycle.
Data: ωl

c: = 1 if link l is on cycle c; else 0
Data: σl

c: = 1 if link l is a straddling link on cycle c, else 0
Variable: τλ

c : = 1 if cycle c is chosen and uses wavelength λ, else 0

ILP Formulation for General Shared Path Protection

OBJECTIVE : Min
L∑

l=1

(wl + sl) (10.1)

1. Link capacity constraint:

wl + sl ≤ W 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.2)

2. Demand constraint for each node pair:

KW∑

p=1

δi,p = di 1 ≤ i ≤ N(N − 1) (10.3)

3. Primary link capacity constraint: # of primary lightpaths on a link.

wl =
N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.4)

4. Spare capacity constraint: Spare capacity required on link l.

sl =
W∑

λ=1

gl,λ 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.5)

5. Primary path wavelength usage constraint:

N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

λ + gl,λ ≤ 1 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.6)
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6. Restoration path wavelength usage constraint:

gl,λ ≤
N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

r=1

νi,rεi,r
l ψi,r

λ 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.7)

N(N − 1)KWgl,λ ≥
N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

r=1

νi,rεi,r
l ψi,r

λ 1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W

(10.8)
7. Demand constraint for node pair i: There is one restoration route for each
primary call. Let u ∈ {0, 1} and v = 1 − u:

(u+1)W∑

p=uW+1

δi,p =
(v+1)W∑

r=vW+1

νi,r 1 ≤ i ≤ N(N − 1) (10.9)

8. Constraint for topology diversity of primary and backup paths: Primary
and backup paths should be link disjoint. Let m,n ∈ {0, 1}; s = 1 − m; and
t = 1−n. The primary path of a node pair can be any one of the two alternate
paths for this node pair. We use mth path of node pair i as primary path for
node pair i, nth path of node pair j as primary path of node pair j, sth path
of node pair i as backup path of node pair i, and tth path of node pair j as
backup path for node pair j. If I(i,m)(j,n) = 1,

(νi,sW+λψi,sW+λ
λ εi,s

l + νj,tW+λψj,tW+λ
λ εj,t

l )I(i,m)(j,n) ≤ 1 (10.10)
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N(N − 1), 1 ≤ λ ≤ W, 1 ≤ l ≤ L

Pre-Cross-Connected Shared Path Protection

All other constraints for this formulation remain the same except that the
pre-cross-connected protection requires an additional constraint. Suppose link
l, k, and m share a common node n. If backup path b1 uses link l and k, and
backup path b2 uses link l and m, then b1 and b2 cannot share the backup
capacity on link l.

(νi,pεi,p
l εi,p

k ψi,p
λ + νj,rεj,r

l εj,r
m ψj,r

λ )ρn
l ρn

kρn
m ≤ 1(10.11)

1 ≤ i, j ≤ N(N − 1), 1 ≤ p, r ≤ KW, 1 ≤ l, k,m,≤ L, 1 ≤ n ≤ N

P-Cycle Protection

The objectives, link capacity constraint, demand constraint, and primary link
capacity constraint remain as above. The other constraints are as follows.
Spare capacity constraint:
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sl =
P∑

c=1

W∑

λ=1

ωl
cτ

λ
c 1 ≤ l ≤ L (10.12)

Primary path wavelength usage constraint: Only one primary path can use a
wavelength λ on link l; no p-Cycle can use the same λ on link l.

N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

λ +
P∑

c=1

ωl
cτ

λ
c ≤ 1 (10.13)

1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.14)

Restoration guarantee constraint for link l: There are enough p-Cycles and
wavelengths to recover the failure of link l.

N(N−1)∑

i=1

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

λ ≤
P∑

c=1

σl
cτ

λ
c (10.15)

1 ≤ l ≤ L, 1 ≤ λ ≤ W (10.16)

Performance of Different Schemes

The capacity performance of the three protection schemes has been studied by
experimenting on six topologies [15]. Figure 10.4 on left shows a Pan-European
COST239 network with 11 nodes and 26 links with an average node degree of
4.7 when all links are present. To study the effect of average nodal degree of
a network on the performance of different schemes, three more topologies are
created by manipulating the original COST239 network by deleting 5 (dot-
ted), additional 4 (dashed), and additional 3 (dot-dashed) edges sequentially.
These edges are progressively minimally used for a traffic matrix shown in
Fig. 10.5 on the left. This results into four topologies. Two more topologies
used in the experiments are a 11-node 22-link NJ-LATA network, which has
average nodal degree 4, and a 14-node 21-link NSFNET, which has an average
nodal degree 3, as shown in Fig. 10.4 in middle and right, respectively.

Fig. 10.4. 11N/26L COST 239, 11N/22L NJ LATA and 14N/21L NSFNET.
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Node 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 0 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 0 5 8 4 1 1 10 3 2 3
3 1 5 0 8 4 1 1 5 3 1 2
4 3 8 8 0 6 2 2 11 11 9 9
5 1 4 4 6 0 1 1 6 6 1 2
6 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
8 1 10 5 11 6 1 1 0 6 2 5
9 1 3 3 11 6 1 1 6 0 3 6
10 1 2 1 9 1 1 1 2 3 0 3
11 1 3 2 9 2 1 1 5 6 3 0

Topology Avr. PRE-

COST239 degee SBPP SBPP PCP

26 links 4.7 816 948 794
Opt. Gap ≤ 0.4% ≤ 0.4% ≤ 5.0%

21 links 3.8 899 1039 908
Opt. Gap ≤ 3.0% ≤ 2.0% ≤ 3.0%

17 links 3.1 982 1108 1118
Opt. Gap ≤ 3.0% ≤ 2.0% ≤ 0.4%

14 links 2.5 1280 1427 1717
Opt. Gap ≤ 0.4% ≤ 3.0% ≤ 5.0%

Fig. 10.5. Traffic Matrix and Capacity used in terms of # of wavelength links

For the traffic matrix, the total capacity used by three different protection
schemes in the four variations of COST 239 network are presented in Figure
10.5 on the right by solving the ILP formulation. As the average nodal degree
increases gradually in the modified COST239 network from 14 links to 26
links, the total capacity required for establishing restorable connections for
all the requests decreases for all three protection schemes. The decline of total
capacity used is due to the decline of both working and backup capacity as the
network connectivity increases. The improvement in the capacity utilization
is because the alternate paths become shorter and the opportunity for backup
capacity sharing in SBPP and PRE-SBPP increases as the network connec-
tivity increases. The improvement of capacity efficiency with the increase in
network connectivity is more dramatic in PCP scheme than in path-based pro-
tection (SBPP and PRE-SBPP), which is good for low-connectivity networks.
The performance optimization gap in solving the ILP is also shown.

To further validate the reasoning and to study the effect of network con-
nectivity on the capacity performance of three different protection schemes,
two randomly generated traffic matrices with different characteristics are
used to conduct experiments on the six network topologies. The number of
requests in Type I traffic is smaller than that in Type II traffic. The average
total capacity used for each protection scheme is the average value of ten
sets of requests. Table 10.1 shows the average total used capacity by three
different schemes in six topologies for Type I and Type II traffic, respectively.

The results indicate that general shared-path protection and pre-cross-
connected shared-path protection use less total capacity than p-Cycle pro-
tection in low-connectivity networks, while they are comparable in high-
connectivity networks. The p-Cycle protection scheme appears to be a better
option for protection in high-connectivity networks. Pre-cross-connected
shared-path protection uses more total capacity than general shared backup
path protection. Pre-cross-connected shared-path protection can achieve
faster restoration while remaining to be a path-based method.
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Table 10.1. Average total capacity used by different protection schemes in six
topologies for Type I and Type II traffic (number of wavelength links) for various
topologies

Topology Avr. degree Type I Traffic Type II Traffic

SBPP PRE-SBPP PCP SBPP PRE-SBPP PCP
Cost239/26 links 4.7 72 74 70 101 106 93
NJ-LATA 4.0 78 81 83 111 118 114
Cost239/21 links 3.8 77 80 83 110 117 112
Cost239/17 links 3.1 91 97 110 130 142 155
NSFNET/21 link 3.0 105 113 132 147 162 181
Cost239/14 links 2.5 106 115 136 147 164 186

10.4 Traffic Grooming and Survivable Design

As noted in earlier chapters, grooming is the ability to share resources among
multiple requests needing the network resource. This sharing is possible and
even desirable because the resources under question are expensive, individual
entities need only a fraction of the resource, and multiplexing allows the
resource cost to be amortized over the number of users. Given the generic
nature of the problem, grooming can be provided within a layer or across
layers, such as optical grooming and electronic grooming. The optical layer
is typically equipped with reconfigurable switching fabrics and the optical
grooming technique used depends on the granularity and time scale of the
switching functionality available in the optical layer. Optical switching can be
done at various levels of granularity and time scales that include: waveband
switching, wavelength switching, sub-wavelength time slot level switching,
burst switching, flow switching on lightpaths, and packet switching.

Wavelength level switching techniques allow circuit switched sharing of
a wavelength. When supplemented with some additional hardware an over-
laid control protocol can allow statistical sharing of a wavelength as well.
For example, in sub-wavelength time slot level switching, the wavelength is
divided into T fixed time slots and the optical switching fabric is reconfigured
for every k time slots (k = 1..T ). Optical circuits are configured in the form
of a path or a tree, and are categorized into four main classes:

1. Point to Point (P2P): this technique allows a lightwave circuit to aggregate
traffic between the convenor node and the end node of the circuit.

2. Point to Multi-point (P2MP): this technique allows a lightwave circuit to
aggregate traffic from a source to multiple destinations.

3. Multipoint to Point (MP2P): this technique allows a lightwave circuit to
aggregate traffic from multiple sources to the same destination.

4. Multipoint to Multi-point (MP2MP): this technique allows a lightwave
circuit to aggregate traffic from multiple sources to multiple destinations.
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In all cases, the protection mechanisms are designed using the same gen-
eral principles described earlier. The different traffic streams using the same
primary path, however, may use very different backup paths in case of groom-
ing. Also, a wavelength channel may carry both primary and backup capacity.
These factors affect the overall utilization of resources and performance.

The study in [13] addressed the problem of dynamically establishing
dependable low-rate traffic stream connections in WDM mesh networks with
traffic grooming capabilities. To establish a dependable connection, they pre-
compute link-disjoint primary and backup paths between the source and des-
tination node and use backup multiplexing to reduce the overhead of backup
traffic streams. Two schemes for grooming traffic streams onto wavelengths
were proposed, namely Mixed Primary-Backup Grooming Policy (MGP) and
Segregated Primary-Backup Grooming Policy (SGP). In SGP scheme, a wave-
length is either used for primary paths or backup paths, but not both. MGP
scheme does not put that constraint. The simulation results showed that SGP
performs better in mesh networks and MGP performs better in ring networks.

In [17], the authors proposed three approaches, namely protection-at-
lightpath (PAL) level, mixed protection-at-connection (MPAC) level, and
separate protection-at-connection (SPAC) level, for grooming a connection
request with shared protection. The authors concluded that when the lower
bandwidth connections outnumber higher bandwidth connections, it is ben-
eficial to groom working paths and backup paths separately, especially when
the number of grooming ports is sufficient. Otherwise, protecting each specific
lightpath achieves the best performance.

In the following, we investigate the problem of how to groom subwavelength
level requests efficiently in mesh restorable WDM networks, and formulate
the corresponding path selection and wavelength assignment problem as ILP
optimization problems. Since the ILPs become too complex too soon, based on
the same design principles, we also develop a heuristic algorithm for routing
dynamic traffic in grooming networks. In some cases the network resources
may not be sufficient to protect all traffic streams to the full extent to provide
100% protection. For such cases, our approaches of survivable grooming net-
work design is also extended to partially protected WDM grooming networks.

10.4.1 Formulation of the Optimization Problem

We again use the same network model as in the previous section and with W
wavelengths and K = 2 disjoint alternate paths for each s–d pairs, we have
W ×K networks, one each of a wavelength. The first W networks, numbered
from 1 to W , contain the first alternate path for each s–d pair and the second
W networks, numbered from W +1 to 2W , contain the second alternate path.
Figure 10.6 (left) illustrates this layered model of a 6-node network with 3
wavelengths, 2 connections with each having 2 link disjoint alternate paths.
Please note that if a path among network 1 to W is selected as a primary
path for a request, its backup paths can only be selected from the network
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Fig. 10.6. (a) An example of layered network model with W = 3 and K = 2 and
(b) an experimental topology

W + 1 to 2W in this layered network model. We consider 100% restoration
guarantee for any single link failure for protected connections.

10.4.2 Shared Backup Reservation

In grooming WDM networks, the capacity reserved for restoration paths
is more complicated. Let B = {b1, b2, . . . , bk} denotes the set of backup
paths that traverse the wavelength w on link l. Let their respective capac-
ities be D = {d1, d2, . . . , dk} and their respective primary paths be P =
{p1, p2, . . . , pk}. If none of the pi’s have common links, the needed capacity on
w is max(d1, d2, . . . , dk). If some of the pi’s have common links, their backup
paths can still be groomed on wavelength w. However, the capacity to be
reserved must be up to the summation of their capacities. The primary paths
can be grouped according to their common links. Let P l = {pl

1, p
l
2, . . . , p

l
a}

denote the group of primary paths that have link l as their common link. The
capacity required by this group for back up of link l is then given by Dl = (dl

1+
dl
2 + · · · + dl

a). It is possible that one primary path belongs to more than one
group. The reserved capacity on wavelength w on link l is therefore the maxi-
mum value of the capacities required by all the groups, that is D = max(Dl).

10.4.3 Dedicated Backup Reservation

One simple and effective way of assigning backup capacities is to reserve dedi-
cated capacity for each backup path. While choosing primary paths, instead of
simply choosing the shortest path, we try to minimize the total link-primary-
sharing (MLPS). The link-primary-sharing is defined as sl = max(0, Pl − 1)
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where sl denotes the link-primary-sharing of link l and Pl denotes the total
number of primary paths that utilize link l. sl can be viewed as the penalty
assigned to link l when it is used by more than one primary path.

We formulate backup multiplexing and dedicated backup reservation
schemes with MLPS goals as ILP optimization problems below.

To formulate the grooming survivable network design problem in a WDM
mesh network with static traffic patterns as an ILP problem, we assume that
the network is a single-fiber general mesh network. A connection request
cannot be divided into several lower speed connection requests and routed
separately from the source to the destination. The data traffic on a con-
nection request should always follow the same route. The transceivers
in a network node are fixed, hence the wavelength continuity constraint
applies. In the following formulation, we assume that each grooming node
has unlimited multiplexing and demultiplexing capability. This means that
the network node can multiplex/demultiplex as many low-speed traffic
streams to a lightpath as needed, as long as the aggregated traffic does
not exceed the lightpath capacity. However, in practical systems, it may be a
constraint.

The following additional parameters are needed for formulation over and
above that defined in the last section.

Cl: Cost of using link l.
Variable pi

l,w: =1 if wavelength w on link l carries primary, else 0.
Variable ri

l,w: =1 if wavelength w on link l carries backup, else 0.
Wl: Number of wavelengths required on link l.
Ml,w: Primary capacity reserved on wavelength w on link l.
Rl,w: Backup capacity reserved on wavelength w on link l.

ILP Formulation I: Shared Backup Multiplexing

1. Objective: To minimize the total wavelength links with cost Cl = 1.

min
∑

l∈E

Cl × Wl (10.17)

2. Constraints on physical route variables:

pi
l,w =

KW∑

p=1

δi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

w rm
ij,w =

KW∑

r=1

νi,rεi,r
l ψi,r

w (10.18)

3. Constraints on path indicators: Each request gets one primary (backup)

KW∑

p=1

δi,p = 1
KW∑

r=1

νi,r = 1 (10.19)
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4. Constraints on topology diversity: Disjoint primary and backup paths.

W∑

p=1

δi,p =
KW∑

r=W+1

νi,r
KW∑

p=W+1

δi,p =
W∑

r=1

νi,r (10.20)

5. Constraints on wavelength capacity: Wavelength capacities should not
exceed.

Ml,w =
∑

i

di × pi
l,w Ml,w + Rl,w ≤ C (10.21)

6. Constraints on fiber capacity: xl,w is the sum of primary and backup paths
that use wavelength w on link l. ul,w = 1, if xl,w ≥ 1, and zero otherwise.

xl,w =
∑

i

(ri
l,w + pi

l,w) ul,w ≤ xl,w KN(N − 1)ul,w ≥ xl,w

(10.22)
ul,w ∈ {0, 1} Wl ≥

∑

w

ul,w Wl ≤ W (10.23)

7. Constraints on backup multiplexing: The capacity reserved for backup
paths accounts for correlation between the corresponding primary paths
to determine the maximum value. In the following j ≥ i.

Rl,w ≥ di × νi,pεi,p
l ψi,p

w

+
∑

j dn × νj,p,i,pεj,p
l ψj,p

w × I(i,p̄),(j,p̄)+
∑

j dj × νj,p̄,i,pεj,p̄
l ψj,p̄

w × I(i,p),(j,p̄)

+
∑

j dj × νj,p,i,p̄εj,p
l ψj,p

w × I(i,p̄),(j,p) +
∑

j dj × νj,p̄,i,p̄εj,p̄
l ψj,p̄

w × I(i,p),(j,p)

(10.24)
where νj,p,i,p is a binary variable which takes the value of one when
νj,p = 1 and νi,p = 1.

νj,p,i,p ≥ νj,p + νi,p − 1; νj,p,i,p ≤ νj,p; νj,p,i,p ≤ νi,p (10.25)

ILP Formulation II: Dedicated Backup with MLPS

For this we change the objective function to minimize the total wavelength-
links as well as total link-primary-sharing. Let Cl

share be the weight of sl.
Most constraints remain the same and a few change as described below.

1. Objective:

min(
∑

l∈E

Cl × Wl + Cl
share × sl). (10.26)

2. Constraints on backup capacity: Backup capacities are simply aggregated.

Rl,w =
∑

i

di × ri
l,w (10.27)
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3. Constraints on link-primary-sharing:

sl ≥
∑

i

∑

w

pi
l,w − 1 (10.28)

sl ≤
∑

i

∑

w

pi
l,w (10.29)

10.4.4 Performance Results

The performance of grooming depends on the efficiency of grooming fractional
wavelength traffic and the traffic pattern offered, and on the sequence it is
offered. When traffic granularity is close to full-wavelength capacity, groom-
ing cannot bring much improvement on wavelength utilization. Therefore, we
generate traffic randomly with each request requiring 1/4 capacity of a full
wavelength. Two link disjoint paths for each connection are pre-computed
using the shortest-path routing algorithm. The experiments were performed
on a 10-node 14-bidirectional link topology as depicted in Fig. 10.6 (right).

In one experiment with 23 requests, the formulation I (backup mul-
tiplexing) required 28 wavelength-links, while formulation II (dedicated
backup) required 33 wavelength-links. In general, formulation II requires
more wavelength-links than formulation I. However, in further experimen-
tation, we also noticed that dedicated protection becomes affordable under
heavy traffic scenarios as the wavelength utilization significantly improves
with traffic grooming. Also formulation II is computationally less expensive
and hence more practical.

10.4.5 Partial Protection

Our approaches of survivable grooming network design can be extended to
the partial protection in WDM grooming networks. The grooming capability
of the network makes partial protection a possible solution when the network
resources are not sufficient to provide full protection for every request. It
may be a preferred solution as failures are not that often and a graceful
degradation of services may be acceptable when compared with no service at
all even in the failure-free case. Partial protection is defined as follows.

For a request m, its requested capacity for primary or working path is
given as dm, the minimum capacity for its backup is given as bm. The differ-
ence between partial protection and full protection is that here 0 < bm < dm,
while in the full protection, bm = dm. Just for the sake of completeness,
when bm = 0, it is called no protection for request m. The problem of partial
protection is to find a primary path for request m, assigning capacity of dm

to it, and find a backup path with capacity cm such that bm ≤ cm ≤ dm. The
higher the value of cm, the better the protection request m has.
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The exact ILP formulations can be modified to solve the partial protec-
tion problems in grooming networks as well. However, a direct modification
makes the formulations nonlinear, because in partial protection problems,
the backup capacity becomes unknown. If we reconsider the motivation of
the partial protection in grooming networks, the problem might be solved
differently. The main reason partial protection is adopted is that we do not
have enough wavelength resource to provide full protection for each request.
In other words, we may not want to exploit one extra wavelength just to
provide more than the minimum capacity requirement of the backups. In this
situation, the partial protection problem can be divided into two subproblems.

1. Resource minimization: given the network resource and minimum backup
requirement, try to allocate each request m with primary capacity of dm

and backup capacity of bm.
2. Protection maximization: given that all the requests are accommodated

with the minimum protection requirement being satisfied, the second step
is to optimally distribute the residual network capacity to provide better
protection to some, if not all, of the requests.

Using the above, we propose a two-phase ILP formulation with dedicated
backup reservation for the partial protection design in WDM grooming net-
works as follows. The details are omitted here and can be found in [14]. The
experiments are performed on the same 10-node network topology. For a par-
ticular traffic matrix, a full protection requires 33 wavelength links whereas,
for Pratio = 0.6, a total of only 28 wavelength-links are required. We also
noticed that many of the requests were provided with more capacity than their
minimum requirements and some connection requests are fully protected. In
another experiment, in the same topology with each link consisting of one
fiber that carries 3 wavelengths, we experimented to evaluate blocking prob-
ability. It is assumed that random requests arrive at each node according to
a Poisson process with rate λ. Each request is equally likely to be destined to
any of the remaining nodes. The holding time of the requests are exponentially
distributed with mean 1/μ. The requested capacity is uniformly distributed
between a given lower- and an upper-bound, and the full wavelength capacity
is chosen to be OC-48. A request is said to be accepted if and only if both a
primary path and a backup path for the request can be successfully allocated.

We performed experiments with two types of traffic. In one case, the
request capacity is uniformly distributed between OC-1 and OC-36. In the
other case, the request capacity is uniformly distributed between OC-24 and
OC-36. Fig. 10.7 presents the networking blocking performance as the node
load changes. For each node load, we perform simulations in 10 rounds, with
each round having 100, 000 random requests. An average value is taken as
the blocking probability for the given node load value. It is observed from
Fig. 10.7 that as the protection ratio goes down, the network blocking perfor-
mance improves. This is as expected. More importantly, there is a significant
gain in blocking performance.
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Fig. 10.7. Blocking performance for traffic (1–36) and (24–36)

10.5 Conclusion

A major issue in optical fiber network is the management of fault due to
the huge amount of traffic carried by a single fiber. Capacity efficiency and
recovery speed are two important aspects in designing protection mecha-
nisms. We presented the resource planning where a single link failure is
part of the design and operation process. Shared backup path protection,
its variations, and p-Cycle protection are the most widely studied protection
schemes in mesh network protection. Shared-path protection are believed to
be capacity efficient. Studies have shown that general shared-path protection
and pre-cross-connected shared-path protection use less total capacity than
p-Cycle protection in low-connectivity networks, while they are comparable
in high-connectivity networks.

The protection and restoration design in grooming networks is more
complicated than that of the conventional WDM networks. Although shared
wavelength protection is still the preferred option, our study shows that
dedicated backup reservation becomes affordable and appears to be more
desired when the wavelength utilization is improved by the grooming capabil-
ity of the network. Furthermore, by adding a constraint to minimize the total
link-primary-sharing, the number of affected working paths due to single link
failure is reduced. A good practical example of designing both traffic groom-
ing and survivability in practice is a Light-trail architecture as discussed
in [18].

Dynamic establishment of restorable connections is another important
issue. Due to computational complexity of the problem, developing practical
and efficient heuristic approaches for survivable design remains an important
research direction. When network resource is restrained and insufficient to
provide 100% protection to every request, one solution is to provide partial
protections. Our results show that partial protection is an effective compro-
mise when the network resources are limited.
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Traffic Grooming Under Scheduled Service

Bin Wang

11.1 Introduction

Traffic grooming offers the ability to switch low speed traffic streams into high
speed bandwidth trunks so that resources are shared among multiple entities
that individually need only a fraction of the resources, which optimizes the
capacity utilization by allowing the resource cost to be amortized over the
number of users [1, 2]. Although much of today’s physical layer network infras-
tructure (e.g., metro networks) have been built with ring topologies using
add/drop multiplexers to add/drop wavelengths and/or tributary circuits,
WDM optical networks are evolving toward general mesh topologies. Indeed,
much recent work has focused on grooming traffic in mesh networks. Existing
work on traffic grooming has considered several types of traffic model, such as
static traffic model, dynamic random traffic model, incremental traffic model,
traffic matrix set model, and scheduled traffic model. In the static traffic
model, all traffic demands are known in advance and do not change over time.
For instance, a client company may request virtual private network capac-
ity for connectivity among different company sites from a service provider.
The objective is typically to minimize the network resources needed or cost,
e.g., the amount of line terminating equipment (LTE), or to maximize the
network throughput given a resource constraint, and so on. This model does
not allow dynamic connection setup and tear-down. In the dynamic random
traffic model, a demand is assumed to arrive at a random time and last for
a random amount of time. Usually this model assumes a certain stochastic
demand arrival process (e.g., Poisson process) and a demand holding time
probability distribution (e.g., exponential distribution), as well as a certain
spatial traffic distribution (e.g., uniform traffic). The design objective is typi-
cally to minimize the percentage of blocked traffic. Other traffic models have
been considered for network planning and configuration. The work in [3] on
multi-period network planning was based on an incremental traffic model and
conducted network planning across several years to incrementally produce a
network capable of carrying all traffic predicted up to the end of the planning
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horizon. The work reported in [4] considered time-varying offered traffic in the
form of a set of traffic matrices at different instants for off-line configuration
so as to accommodate the time-varying traffic. The work in [5] also used a set
of traffic matrices to design and dimension a WDM mesh network to groom
dynamic traffic.

While these different traffic models are valid and useful in many circum-
stances, they are not able to capture the traffic characteristics of applications
that require capacity during a specific time interval or for a certain time
period. For instance, a client company may request some bandwidth from
a service provider to satisfy its communication requirements at a specific
time, e.g., between headquarters and production centers during office hours
or between data centers during the night when backup of databases is per-
formed. Another example is that an IP service provider may use leased static
lightpaths as IP links for providing guaranteed network capacity at all times.
However, during peak traffic hours (e.g., working hours of 8 am to 5 pm), the
IP network needs additional links. The additional links can be realized by
periodic lightpaths that are scheduled from 8 am to 5 pm daily. Other exam-
ples include many large-scale science applications (e.g., applications in high
energy physics, climate simulation, astrophysics, remote control of scientific
instruments, etc.) that must deliver, at scheduled time durations, hundreds
of gigabits per second throughput in near future and several terabits per
second within the next decade, ranging from cooperative remote visualization
of massive archival data through the distribution of large amounts of simula-
tion data, to the interactive evolution of computations through computational
steering [6]. These applications require the provisioning of scheduled dedicated
channels or sub-wavelength bandwidth pipes at a specific time with a certain
duration. Consequently, traffic models that capture the time-limited nature of
scheduled services have been proposed and studied recently. New on-demand,
time-limited large-bandwidth services are beginning to be offered by opera-
tors [7]. Traffic grooming under scheduled service is essential because many
applications only need low-rate connections for communication, for instance,
connections between corporate sites, scheduled backup between data centers,
and occupying a full wavelength for transferring a few megabits or gigabits
per second of data results in very poor utilization of network resources.

Along with the scheduled traffic models, a host of issues and opportunities
arise in the study of traffic grooming for network planning purpose and for
service provisioning as well. In this chapter, we will survey different traffic
models that capture various aspects of scheduled service, summarize some
recent work conducted on traffic grooming under these models, and discuss
some related issues for future research.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 11.2 surveys traffic
models for scheduled service. Recent work on traffic grooming under sched-
uled service is introduced in Section 11.3. Section 11.4 then discusses some
related issues and future research directions of grooming under scheduled
service. Section 11.5 summarizes the chapter.
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11.2 Scheduled Service Traffic Model

Several forms of traffic models [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] have been considered over
the years to capture various aspects of scheduled service. A demand is typi-
cally characterized by a source, a destination, and a bandwidth requirement.
Depending on the starting time and the holding time of the demand, four
types of scheduled service are summarized as follows.

11.2.1 Demands with Known Starting Time and Known Holding
Time

This type of demands has a known starting time and a known holding time.
The requested bandwidth needs to be provisioned at the starting time and the
connection will be torn down after the holding time ends. A specific example
is the scheduled lightpath demand (SLD) model [8, 14, 15]. The objective of
service provisioning is typically to find a feasible route in the network that
minimizes the network resources used or maximizes the likelihood of accom-
modating future demands, subject to network physical constraints, such as
link capacity constraint, wavelength continuity constraint, and so on. This
traffic model captures many features of aforementioned applications and has
been studied by many researchers [8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].

11.2.2 Demands with Known Starting Time and Unknown
Holding Time

This type of demands has a known starting time and its holding time is not
specified. The objective of service provisioning is typically to find a feasible
route in the network in advance to increase the likelihood of successful reser-
vation. Additionally, the network resources used to accommodate the demand
should be minimized. Sometimes, the holding time can be capped by a maxi-
mum time limit. This traffic model is useful for characterizing relatively long
lasting future demands that expect to get as long network services as possible.
This model is suitable for providing communication service for applications
that are of low priority and try to take advantage of idle network resources
as much as possible.

11.2.3 Demands with Unknown Starting Time and Known
Holding Time

The exact starting time of this type of demands may be unknown. The holding
time is, however, pre-specified. In its simple form, this type of demands can
implicitly assume a starting time of current time when the demand arrives
and is appropriate for characterizing dynamic demands with known holding
times. In general, the demands need to be provisioned as early as possible.
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This traffic model applies to applications that expect to get network services
as early as possible, but can tolerate a service delay. This model is suitable
for providing communication service for non-critical data backup.

11.2.4 Demands with Known Holding Time and Scheduling Time
Flexibility

Many applications have a certain degree of flexibility about when exactly
the scheduled demand should occur. Service providers can therefore exploit
the flexibility to schedule the connections to achieve a better utilization of
resources and reduce cost.

One example of this type of traffic model is the sliding scheduled traffic
model proposed in [13]. A sliding scheduled demand is represented by a tuple
d =(s, t, b, �, r, h) that satisfies r− � ≥ h > 0, where s and t are the source and
destination, b is the number of requested capacity units, and � and r are the
starting time and ending time of a time window during which the demand with
a holding time of h time units resides. In this model, the demand holding time
h is an interval within a time window [�, r]. Rather than fixing the starting
time and ending time of the demand, a scheduling time flexibility is introduced
with this model. As a result, the demand is allowed to slide within a larger time
window [�, r]. This model allows an application to specify a larger time window
during which the demand for communication capacity is satisfied. This model
gives a service provider more flexibility in provisioning the requested demand
and a better opportunity to optimize the network resources since a demand is
considered accommodated as long as it is provisioned within the larger time
window. Given a demand d, the actual starting time of the demand is variable
relative to the left boundary � of its associated time window. If the demand
starts at a time units after �, the demand is active during [� + a, � + a + h].

This model can be considered as a generalization of the three types of
traffic model defined earlier. For example, a demand with known starting time
and known holding time is a special case when the demand starting time is
the starting time of the time window while the holding time is the same as
the window size. A demand with known starting time and unknown holding
time is also a special case in that the time window is unbounded and the
holding time is the same as the time window size. The third model is yet
another special case where the time window size is infinitely large.

The work of [23] considers a similar traffic model where the scheduling of
periodic connections with time flexibility on a single WDM link is studied.

11.3 Traffic Grooming under Scheduled Service

The work on traffic grooming under scheduled service is more recent and
relatively limited compared to work on traffic grooming in general. In this
section, we introduce some recent endeavors in this area.
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11.3.1 Dynamic Traffic Grooming of Subwavelength Connections
with Known Duration

The work by Tornatore et al. [21] considers dynamic traffic grooming of sub-
wavelength connections with known duration where the connection requests
arrive one at a time with different starting time and holding time. The objec-
tive of grooming is to minimize the network resources used for accommodating
each request or implicitly attempt to minimize the overall connection blocking
probability.

The authors adopt an auxiliary graph (AG) G = (V, E) to expand the
representation of the original network where V and E are the set of nodes
and links, respectively. Assuming that each link has W wavelengths, the
auxiliary graph G is a layered graph with W + 2 layers where layers 1 to W
denote the W wavelength layers, layer (W + 1) is the lightpath layer where
established lightpaths are represented, and layer (W + 2) is the access layer
where a traffic demand starts and terminates. When a lightpath is estab-
lished, the wavelength-links used are deleted in the appropriate wavelength
layers of the graph. Similarly, corresponding wavelength-links are restored in
the wavelength layers when a lightpath terminates. Network resources such
as transceivers, converters, wavelength-links, and lightpaths, can be modeled
using proper links in the layered auxiliary graph. The cost of links is properly
assigned and updated to reflect the cost of each network element, such as
transceiver, converters, wavelength-link, etc. An edge is also characterized by
a proper capacity. For example, a wavelength-link edge has a capacity of a
wavelength whereas for a lightpath edge, its capacity is the residual capacity
after accommodating traffic demands. By manipulating the cost and capac-
ity of links, the auxiliary graph approach allows different grooming policies
to be applied while taking into account various network constraints such
as transceiver availability, wavelength conversion capabilities, and grooming
capabilities.

Given that the connection duration information is known upon the arrival
of a demand, the authors design a holding-time-aware provisioning algorithm
(HTA). The connection duration information allows the residual holding
time of all the existing lightpaths in the network to be evaluated. Because
a lightpath usually supports multiple time-limited connections, the residual
holding time of a lightpath is determined by the connection(s) with the max-
imum remaining holding time after which the lightpath can be terminated.
With respect to the new demand, an existing lightpath, if chosen, can serve
the demand if its holding time is smaller than the residual holding time of
the lightpath and the remaining capacity is sufficient to accommodate the
demand. If the residual holding time of the lightpath is smaller than the
demand holding time, the lifetime of the lightpath may need to be prolonged
in order to accommodate the demand. An efficient routing strategy is then
designed based on a holding-time-aware edge cost assignment in the auxiliary
graph. The idea is to assign a lower cost to an existing lightpath whose lifetime
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does not need to be prolonged, and therefore encourage the routing algorithm
to reuse the lightpath for grooming. Start from a network represented as an
AG with uniform cost pe for any type of link. Given a new request (s, t, b, h)
where s and t are the source and destination, b is the capacity requirement,
and h is the holding time, the cost of an edge e is updated using the following
cost function Ce where ε is a small constant:

Ce =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

peε if e is a lightpath with residual holding time Hr ≥ h,
peε + peΔt if e is a lightpath with residual holding time Hr < h

(Δt = h − Hr),
peh for all other wavelength-links in AG.

(11.1)

A shortest path algorithm is run on the auxiliary layered graph with
respect to the assigned link cost to groom the new demand. Once the demand
is groomed, the links, link costs, and capacity will be updated accordingly.

Simulation results [21] reported by the authors indicate a significant
advantage in terms of reducing blocking probability by employing the holding-
time-aware grooming approach as opposed to other efficient approaches that
are holding-time unaware.

11.3.2 Traffic Grooming under a Sliding Scheduled Service Model

In [12], the authors study traffic grooming under a sliding scheduled ser-
vice model. No wavelength conversion is assumed in the network under
consideration. And no traffic bifurcation is allowed. Given a set of sliding-
scheduled traffic demands, the primary objective of traffic grooming is to
minimize the total wavelength-links used while trying to meet demands’
timing specifications (i.e., starting time and holding time). Because of the
scheduling time flexibility offered by the sliding scheduled service model, the
difficulties of the traffic grooming problem lies in the spatial and temporal
constraints/flexibilities imposed/offered on the set of demands. In the spatial
domain, demands are groomed in a mesh network topology and may share
the same wavelength on the same link when the capacity of the wavelength
allows. Grooming of demands is also subjected to the wavelength continuity
constraint. In the time domain, a demand may slide within its time window
and demands may overlap in time, which constrains traffic grooming when
combined with the spatial constraints. However, the time-limited nature
of demands offers additional opportunities for resource reuse in both time
and space during traffic grooming. Obviously, reducing overlapping between
demands in time helps temporal resource reuse.

A two-step approach to the traffic grooming problem is proposed and
studied. First, to maximize the network resource reuse by demands in the
time domain, a demand time conflict reduction algorithm is designed. Given
a set of demands D, the time domain conflict reduction algorithm is applied
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to D to find a proper placement of demand intervals in their associated time
windows such that the number of demand pairs that overlap in time is mini-
mized. This problem is solved by first constructing an interval graph H based
on the demands’ time windows [13]. Then strong and weak edges in the graph
H are identified [13]. Note that strong edges reflect time conflicts of demand
pairs that cannot be resolved no matter how demands are placed within their
time windows whereas weak edges represent time overlapping between two
demands that can be avoided if they are properly scheduled within their time
windows. The proposed time conflict reduction algorithm works to remove as
many weak edges as possible from the graph H to obtain an edge-reduced
graph H′. Therefore, strong edges of H are always in the resulting graph H′.
However, whether a weak edge of H is in H′ depends on how demands are
placed in their associated time windows.

Once demands are properly placed in their time windows to obtain a new
demand set D′ (i.e., with demands’ start time fixed), the second step is to use
a time window based algorithm for traffic grooming. The design of this groom-
ing algorithm is based on the following observations. Demands that overlap
in time must be groomed with sufficient capacity in the spatial domain if the
total capacity of these demands exceeds the wavelength capacity. Network
resources used by one demand can be reused by another demand as long as
they do not overlap in time. This motivates the authors to divide the set of
demands into subsets based on the demands’ starting time and ending time
such that demands in different subsets are disjoint in time except for a few
straddling demands. Note that it is not always possible to assign a demand to
only one subset because its holding time may result in its being included in
multiple subsets. Such a demand is termed as a straddling demand. Specifi-
cally, the time conflicts of demands in D′ are modeled using a different interval
graph. Based on the interval graph representation, an efficient algorithm then
divides the demands into subsets. A virtual network topology is constructed
to groom each subset of demands. The resources used by demands in one
subset can potentially be reused by other subsets. Grooming of a straddling
demand, however, requires the same resources to be used by it across subsets.

Simulation results and comparison with a customized tabu search scheme
have shown that the proposed two-step traffic grooming algorithm for sliding
scheduled demands is effective in meeting demands’ timing specifications as
well as reducing the total network resources used [12].

11.3.3 Traffic Grooming under a Scheduled Service Model Using
Light-Trails

Our recent work considers the problem of accommodating a set of subwave-
length scheduled traffic demands in a shared wavelength optical network [24]
(e.g., a light-trail network) with the objective of minimizing the total resources
used. Specifically, consider a network G = (V, E) where V is the set of nodes
and E is the set of links in the network. Each link has W wavelengths and a
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wavelength has a capacity of C. We assume no wavelength conversion capa-
bility in the network. Let D = {d1, d2, ..., dm} be the set of scheduled traffic
demands. A demand di is represented as (si, ti, bi, αi, βi) where si is the source
node, ti is the destination node, bi is the requested capacity, and αi and βi are
the starting time and the ending time of the demand. The problem is to con-
struct a set of light-trails LT = {lt1, lt2, ..., lth} such that all the demands in D
are accommodated with the objective of minimizing the total resources used,
such as the number of wavelength-links used, the number of wavelengths used.

When constructing light-trails to accommodate the scheduled demands,
we consider two cases: static light-trail case and dynamic light-trail case. In
the static light-trail case, a light-trail will not be terminated once it is set
up. In the dynamic light-trail case, a light-trail can be torn down when it is
not used by any scheduled demand, so that the resources for that light-trail
can be re-allocated for other light-trails. In the dynamic light-trail case, the
light-trails are time limited. Integer linear programming formulations for both
cases are derived. Due to the complexity of solving ILPs for large problems,
heuristic iterative grooming algorithms are proposed.

Heuristic Algorithm: Static Light-Trail Case

The proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 which combines a greedy
packing algorithm with evolutionary iterations. In Heuristic Light-Trail, k
shortest paths are generated for the source–destination pair of each demand
and are included in Γ as candidate light-trails. Then light-trails are selected
using ResAlloc (not shown) from Γ and instantiated so that every demand in
the demand set is accommodated by one of the light-trails and the total cost
is minimized. ResAlloc returns (Γins, c), where Γins is the set of instantiated
light-trails and c is the total cost.

The solution is improved iteratively. In each iteration, the algorithm
removes a candidate light-trail lt (lt ∈ Γins) from the candidate set Γ and
assigns the rest of the light-trails in Γ to a new set Γ ′: (Γ ′ ← Γ \ lt). If
by using Γ ′ as the candidate light-trail set, algorithm ResAlloc produces a
better solution (i.e., with a lower cost), the current best solution is replaced.
The criteria of improvement is whether the cost of the current solution is
reduced enough from the previous best solution by a tunable threshold θ (e.g.,
0.5%). In the case where each of the light-trails in Γins has been tried but
no improvement is obtained, the algorithm breaks out from the iteration and
returns the current best solution obtained. Otherwise, the iteration continues.

The idea behind ResAlloc is explained briefly. A candidate light-trail can
carry a demand only if both the source and destination nodes of the demand
are on the light-trail and the source node is on the upstream of the destination
node. A demand that can be carried by a light-trail is supportable by that
light-trail. The algorithm sorts all the demands in the demand set that are
supportable by a candidate light-trail lt in a certain order. Different ordering
schemes are possible. Studies have shown that the longest span first (LSF) is
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic Light-Trail(G,D)
Require: G is the network topology and D is the set of scheduled demands.
1: (Γins, c0) ← (∅, |E| · W ), f lag ← TRUE;
2: Find k-shortest paths for each demand di ∈ D and put them in Γ as the set of

candidate light-trails;
3: (Γins, c0) ← ResAlloc(G, Γ,D );
4: while flag == TRUE do
5: flag ← FALSE;
6: for all lt such that lt ∈ Γins do
7: Γ ′ ← Γ \ lt;
8: (Γtemp, c) ← ResAlloc(G, Γ ′,D );
9: if (c0 − c)/c0 ≥ θ then

10: c0 ← c;
11: Γins ← Γtemp;
12: flag ← TRUE;
13: end if
14: end for
15: end while

most effective [25]. The span of a demand is defined as the number of hops
between the source node and the destination node of the demand. The LSF
scheme attempts to better utilize the space (span) of the light-trail. A demand
with a span of n hops on a light-trail with a length of m(m ≥ n) would leave
other (m − n) links on the light-trail idle when the demand is transmitting
data. Therefore, we prefer to select the demand with a longer span when
packing demands onto the light-trail so that there are fewer links being idle.
If two demands have equal spans, the one with a larger requested capacity is
selected first. These demands are packed on the light-trail in the same order
until the wavelength capacity limit is reached or all the supportable demands
of that light-trail have been packed.

Once all the candidate light-trails are packed with supportable demands,
the utilization ratio of a light-trail lt, ρlt, is calculated as:

ρlt =
∑

∀di packed onto lt

bi · (βi − αi)/(C · Ψ), (11.2)

where C is the wavelength capacity and Ψ = |[Min(αi),Max(βi)]| and Min,
Max are taken over demands packed onto light-trail lt. The algorithm then
selects the candidate light-trail ltb with the highest utilization ratio, and
moves it to the set Γins to be instantiated. All the demands that are packed
onto this light-trail are removed from the demand set D. Next, each remaining
candidate light-trail is packed again with the demands that are left in D.
Based on the utilization ratio another best candidate light-trail is picked.
The iteration repeats until there is no demand left in D. The algorithm then
assigns wavelengths to the light-trails in Γins and calculates the total cost.
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Heuristic Algorithm: Dynamic Light-Trail Case

The basic idea behind the algorithm for the dynamic case is similar to the
static light-trail case. The heuristic algorithm shares the same main func-
tion of Heuristic Light-Trail (Algorithm 1) with ResAlloc replaced by a new
ResAlloc (not shown). A light-trail can be terminated when it is not used
by any scheduled demand, so that the resources for that light-trail can be
re-allocated for other light-trails. Each light-trail can therefore have several
time windows during which it is active.

The question is how to determine whether a light-trail should be made
active at a certain time instant. A simple answer depends on whether there
is any demand being carried on the light-trail at that time instant. This
approach may produce light-trails with a low capacity utilization ratio since
a demand with a very small requested capacity will keep a light-trail active.
Instead, we can make the light-trail inactive when it has a low capacity
utilization ratio and release the resources to other light-trails to improve the
resource utilization. In Fig. 11.1(a), it is shown that there are four demands
packed onto the light-trail. Each demand is represented by a rectangle in the
figure. The height of the rectangle indicates the requested capacity and the
width indicates the time duration of the scheduled demand.

The capacity utilization of a candidate light-trail packed with demands
varies over time, which can be represented by a capacity utilization curve like
the one in Fig. 11.1(b). We introduce a capacity threshold σ and deem a light-
trail active at a certain time instant if the capacity utilization ratio is no less
than σ, or inactive otherwise (Fig. 11.1(c)). Thus a light-trail would be either
active or inactive at any time instant, which can be shown by an activation

d2
d4

d3

capacity

d1

time

capacity

time

Wavelength capacity

(a) (b)

time

σ

capacity

active active
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capacity

inactive

time
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Fig. 11.1. An example of packing a time-limited light-trail with demands: (a) the
demands initially packed in a light-trail; (b) the initial capacity utilization curve;
(c) the capacity utilization curve with a threshold; (d) the activation curve of the
light-trail
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curve like the one in Fig. 11.1(d). If a demand packed in the light-trail is
active during an inactive period of the light-trail, the demand will be removed
from the light-trail unless the demand has the same source and destination
as the light-trail, and be packed onto other potential light-trails. The demand
will be accommodated by at least one light-trail because k shortest paths are
generated for the source–destination pair of each demand and are included in
Γ as candidate light-trails.

The solutions to the ILP problem formulations and simulation of the
heuristic algorithms show that, compared to using static light-trails, the use
of dynamic light-trails for traffic grooming significantly reduces the required
resources by as much as 30% for a demand set of size 100. The resource reduc-
tion becomes more significant as the size of demand sets increases and the
time correlation among demands becomes weaker. The heuristic algorithms
for both cases are also shown to be very time efficient. Details of simulation
study can be found in [25].

11.4 Issues and Future Research Directions

The traffic grooming problem, in general, can be logically decomposed into
four subproblems: (1) topology design that determines the virtual topology
to be embedded in the physical topology; (2) routing that determines the
route of each of the high-speed bandwidth trunks (e.g., lightpaths, light-
trails, etc.) over the physical topology; (3) connection routing that routes
connections over the virtual topology; and (4) wavelength assignment that
allocates wavelengths to the bandwidth trunks subject to assignment and
continuity constraints. In this section, we discuss related issues for grooming
under scheduled service as well as future research directions.

11.4.1 Virtual Topology Design

Traditionally, designing a virtual topology on a physical network consists of
deciding the lightpaths to be set up in terms of their source and destination
nodes and wavelength assignment. A related problem is reconfiguring a net-
work from one virtual topology to another. A virtual topology is designed on
the basis of traffic pattern and a physical topology. Being able to reconfigure
virtual topology provides adaptability, self-healing capability, and upgrad-
ability. Two types of approaches have been considered for virtual topology
reconfiguration. In the cost approach, the physical network topology, the
current virtual topology as well as the new virtual topology that the network
must be reconfigured to are known. The goal is to minimize the cost of the
reconfiguration, e.g., the cost of optical switching reprogramming, estab-
lishment of new lightpaths, and elimination of old ones. The optimization
approach assumes that only the current virtual topology is given and changed
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traffic pattern and/or physical topology makes reconfiguration necessary.
Reconfiguration involves solving a new virtual topology design problem.

Both virtual topology design and reconfiguration have not considered the
time-limited nature of scheduled service. The timing information of scheduled
service demands offers another dimension for optimization as demonstrated
in grooming scheduled service using light-trails (Section 11.3.3) where light-
trails can be time-limited. However, significant difficulties exist in exploiting
the time-limited nature of scheduled service for the betterment of traffic
grooming, especially in case of dynamic traffic arrivals. The optimal virtual
topology changes over time. Rather than using the best topology in every time
period and incurring a possibly significant reconfiguration cost, it is necessary
to consider the optimum sequence of virtual topologies that will minimize
the sum of the operating and reconfiguration costs over the entire horizon.
Other considerations include virtual topology design for traffic grooming [26]
that (1) minimizes network resource (e.g., wavelengths, ports) usage subject
to given traffic blocking requirements; and (2) maximizes performance or
revenue given physical topology and resource constraints.

11.4.2 Routing

Routing is important for virtual topology design, routing of connections, and
providing survivability. Not much has been done to tailor routing for sched-
uled service. The difficulty has to do with taking into account the connection
holding time of scheduled service. The work of [27] considers the routing
of holding-time aware demands under a sliding scheduled traffic model to
satisfy the bandwidth, starting and holding time requirements of dynamic
traffic demands. Given the network topology, current link state information,
and a maximal hop count H, this Bellman-Ford flavored routing algorithm
finds, for each hop count value h, 1 ≤ h ≤ H, and destination node t, all
h-hop feasible path between s and t under the sliding scheduled traffic model.
An h-hop feasible path between s and t is a path that satisfies both the
demand’s bandwidth and timing requirements. This algorithm is useful for
routing scheduled connection requests over a virtual topology during traffic
grooming.

11.4.3 Survivability

Survivability is a critical aspect of transport networks because of the inherent
vulnerability of transmission systems. Existing work deals with survivability
service provisioning in the context of scheduled lightpath service.

Kuri et al. [8, 14] address the problem of routing working and protection
paths for scheduled lightpath demands in an optical transport network. The
problem is formulated as a combinatorial optimization problem where the
objective is to minimize the number of wavelength-links required to instantiate
the lightpaths. The a priori knowledge of the SLDs’ time-disjointness can be
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exploited to minimize the amount of wavelength-links required to instantiate
the lightpaths needed. Indeed, the same channel can be allocated to multiple
lightpaths, provided that they are time-disjoint. A resource-efficient technique
called backup multiplexing can be used for minimizing spare channels. In this
technique, the same spare channel may serve to protect multiple lightpaths
provided that two conditions do not hold simultaneously: the involved light-
paths are overlapping in time and their working paths share at least one
common span. A simulated annealing (SA) based algorithm is designed to
find approximate solutions to this optimization problem since finding exact
solutions is computationally intractable.

The work of Tornatore et al. [20, 28, 29] exploits the connection-holding-
time information to dynamically provision shared-path-protected connections.
The proposed algorithm, PHOTO, takes advantage of the knowledge of the
holding time of connection requests to minimize resource overbuild due to
backup capacity and hence achieve resource-usage efficiency. Based on similar
ideas, the authors further propose a holding-time-aware, dynamic, connec-
tion provisioning algorithm, PHOTO-GSP, to improve sharing of backup
resources in segment based protection [19]. The work of Saradhi [30] consid-
ers the provisioning of fault-tolerant scheduled lightpath demands based on
a two-step optimization that uses a set of pre-computed routes for working
and protection paths.

In [16], we study survivable service provisioning with shared path protec-
tion under the scheduled traffic model. We consider the static version of the
problem where a set of demands is given, and the setup time and tear-down
time of a demand are known in advance. We study time efficient approaches to
approximating the optimal solution to the problem. The proposed approach is
based on an iterative survivable routing (ISR) scheme that utilizes a capacity
provision matrix and processes demands sequentially using different demand
scheduling policies. The objective is to minimize the total network resources
(e.g., number of wavelength-links) used by working paths and protection paths
of a given set of demands while 100% restorability is guaranteed against any
single failure. The additional information on connection holding time is
exploited to optimize the network resources jointly in space (i.e., backup
resource sharing) and in time (i.e., taking advantage of time-disjointness
amongst demands). Since a demand is considered accommodated as long as
it is provisioned during its holding time, time disjoint demands (working
path and protection path alike) can therefore share network resources. The
proposed algorithm is evaluated against solutions obtained by integer linear
programming. Simulation results indicate that the proposed ISR algorithm
is very time efficient while achieving excellent performance in terms of total
network resources used.

Survivable traffic grooming under scheduled service is a research area yet
to be explored. A possible solution could be to route scheduled traffic demands
with survivability requirements over survivable lightpaths established using
the schemes described above.
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11.4.4 Waveband Switching

Wavelength switching is used in current light-path networks to set up con-
nections between node pairs. With the increase in the number of wavelengths
per fiber, waveband switching (WBS) [31], wherein wavelengths are grouped
into bands and switched as a single entity, has been proposed to reduce the
cost and control complexity of switching nodes by minimizing the port count.
WBS introduces at least one additional constraint: only the traffic carried by
a fixed set of wavelengths may be grouped into a band. On the other hand,
a light-trail allows the intermediate nodes along a light path to access the
wavelength channel, aiming at the reduction of the total number of wave-
lengths. Both techniques apply traffic grooming on different levels of a WDM
network. Innovative solutions that solve the waveband switching and traffic
grooming problem using lightpaths or light-trails [32] in an integrated fashion
can reduce the port count of multigranular optical crossconnects and the size
of digital crossconnects. The solutions can further benefit from taking advan-
tage of timing information of scheduled service. How to efficiently integrate
waveband switching with traffic grooming and dynamically provision sched-
uled high-speed channels or end-to-end connections are open. Although a new
switching unit called a waveband-label switched path is defined in GMPLS
to expand the underlying provisioning capabilities of traffic grooming and
wavebanding in optical networks, focused efforts are needed to investigate the
underlying provisioning capabilities with traffic grooming and wavebanding
as well as control plane/signaling issues related to GMPLS/ASON on advance
reservation for supporting scheduled services.

11.4.5 Other Research Issues

A host of other research issues exist that are related to traffic grooming under
scheduled service, such as supporting scheduled multicast service, dynamic
provisioning of survivable scheduled demands, and so on. While we have
considered minimizing network resource such as wavelength-links or block-
ing probability as our main performance metrics, other constraints (e.g.,
port availability, grooming capability, wavelength conversion) and objective
functions (e.g., minimize add/drops, OXCs, fibers, transponders, time slots,
electronic conversion) can be incorporated in the problems discussed.

11.5 Conclusions

Provisioning scheduled traffic demands has been recognized as an important
class of service to be supported in future networks. Along with the scheduled
traffic models proposed, a host of issues and opportunities arise in the research
of traffic grooming for network planning purpose and for service provisioning
as well. In this chapter, we have surveyed different traffic models that capture
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various aspects of scheduled service, summarized some recent work on traffic
grooming under these models, and discussed some related issues for future
research.
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Dynamic Grooming Algorithms

Byrav Ramamurthy

12.1 Introduction

The emergence of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology
provides the capability for increasing the bandwidth of Synchronous Optical
Network (SONET) rings by grooming low-speed traffic streams onto different
high-speed wavelength channels. Since the cost of SONET add-drop multi-
plexers (SADM) at each node dominates the total cost of these networks, how
to assign the wavelength, groom the traffic and bypass the traffic through the
intermediate nodes has received a lot of attention from researchers recently.
Moreover, the traffic pattern of the optical network changes from time to
time. How to develop dynamic reconfiguration algorithms for traffic grooming
is an important issue.

For dynamic traffic grooming (DTG) at the network operation stage,
connection requests arrive and depart dynamically. As resources have already
been deployed in the network and will remain unchanged for some time,
the objective of a DTG algorithm is to maximize network throughput, or
minimize the blocking probability of connection requests. To achieve this
objective, the grooming algorithm must provision resource-efficient routes for
both lightpaths and connections.

In this chapter, we describe, in detail, dynamic traffic grooming algorithms
for two cases (best-fit and full-fit) for handling reconfigurable SONET over
WDM networks. For each approach, an integer linear programming model
and heuristic algorithms (based on the tabu search method) are given. The
results demonstrate that the tabu search heuristic can yield better solutions
but has a greater running time than the greedy algorithm for the best-fit
case. For the full-fit case, the tabu search heuristic yields competitive results
compared with an earlier simulated annealing based method and is more
stable for the dynamic case. We also highlight related work on dynamic traffic
grooming algorithms in other scenarios.

SONET rings have performed well as telecommunication backbone net-
works for a long time [1]. Using WDM technology, multiple rings can be

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
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supported on a single fiber ring [2]. In this architecture, each wavelength
independently carries a SONET ring. Each SONET ring can further support
multiple low speed streams (e.g., an OC-48 SONET ring can support 4 OC-
12 or 16 OC-3 streams at the same time). At each node a WDM Add/Drop
Multiplexer (WADM) adds and drops or bypasses traffic on any wavelength.
At each node, there are SONET add/drop multiplexers (SADM) on each
wavelength to add/drop low speed streams. So the number of SADMs per
node will increase linearly with the number of wavelengths that a single fiber
ring can carry. The cost of SADMs will dominate the total cost of the optical
network. But in fact, it is not necessary for each node to be equipped with
SADMs on each wavelength. There is a need for an SADM on a wavelength
at a node only if there is traffic terminating at this node on this wavelength.
For example (see Fig. 12.1), if there is a traffic stream from node A to node B
through node C on wavelength λ1, there should be an SADM on λ1 at node A
and node B. The traffic can bypass node C without add/drop capabilities for
traffic streams on λ1. So node C need not be equipped with an SADM on λ1 .
The problem of combining different low speed traffic streams into high-speed
traffic streams in such a way that the number of SADMs is minimized is called
traffic grooming. Several studies have been done on traffic grooming [3, 4, 5].

Here is an example to show that traffic grooming can reduce the number
of SADMs [2]. Consider a ring network with five nodes. Each wavelength
could carry two traffic streams. The traffic pattern for this example is bidirec-
tional uniform traffic. That is, there exists the same amount of traffic in both
directions for each node pair. Below gives the traffic matrix of this example.

T =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

SADMSADM SADM SADM

WADM WADM WADM

λ1 λ2 λ1 λ2

Α BC

Fig. 12.1. SONET/WDM with bypass traffic at node C on λ1
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Fig. 12.2. SONET ring without traffic grooming

Figure 12.2 shows the SONET ring without traffic grooming. The traffic
assignment is shown in Table 12.1. 1 ↔ 2 in Tables 12.1 and 12.2 means that
the traffic between the node 1 and 2 is groomed on the wavelength λ1. If there
is a traffic stream from node 1 to node 3 assigned on a certain wavelength,
we say that there is a virtual connection setting up from node 1 to node 3
on this wavelength. The total number of SADMs required is 19. Figure 12.3
shows the SONET ring with traffic grooming. The traffic assignment is shown
in Table 12.2. The total number of SADMs is 15. In fact, if we do not know
the traffic pattern and suppose there is an SADM at each node on each
wavelength, the total number of SADMs is 5× 5 = 25. Thus traffic grooming
can reduce the number of SADMs greatly.

However, most algorithms assume the traffic matrix to be static; actually,
the traffic pattern over SONET rings changes from time to time. In [6],
dynamic traffic is described by a multiple set of the traffic matrices and a
traffic grooming solution is proposed to meet the multiset instead of a sin-
gle matrix. However, it is common that a change of traffic matrix happens
after the configuration is established. In this paper, we consider the dynamic
traffic grooming problem incorporating reconfiguration. That is, based on
the current wavelength assignment, when the traffic pattern of the network

Table 12.1. Traffic assignment without traffic grooming

Wavelength Traffic

λ1 (1 ↔ 2), (3 ↔ 4)
λ2 (1 ↔ 3), (2 ↔ 4)
λ3 (1 ↔ 4), (2 ↔ 5)
λ4 (1 ↔ 5), (2 ↔ 3)
λ5 (3 ↔ 5), (4 ↔ 5)
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Table 12.2. Traffic assignment with traffic grooming

Wavelength Traffic

λ1 (1 ↔ 2), (1 ↔ 3)
λ2 (1 ↔ 4), (1 ↔ 5)
λ3 (2 ↔ 4), (2 ↔ 3)
λ4 (4 ↔ 5), (2 ↔ 5)
λ5 (3 ↔ 5), (3 ↔ 4)
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Fig. 12.3. SONET ring with traffic grooming

changes, we propose a dynamic traffic grooming algorithm to reconfigure the
wavelength assignment according to the new traffic pattern without disrupt-
ing the old traffic assignment. Two cases, Best-fit and Full-fit, are studied.
Two heuristic algorithms, Greedy and Tabu-search (TS-1) are presented for
the best-fit approach. A two-phase algorithm based on tabu search (TS-2) is
presented for the full-fit approach. The static traffic grooming problem, on
which many studies have been done so far, is a special case of the dynamic
problem (specially, the full-fit case). The simulation results illustrate that the
tabu search algorithm can yield better solutions but takes more running time
than greedy algorithms for the best-fit case. The tabu-search algorithm for
the full-fit case is more stable compared to the earlier simulated annealing
heuristic [3]. Some results for the static grooming problem are found to be
better than earlier results in [3].

12.2 Problem Definition: Dynamic Traffic Grooming

In this section, integer linear programming models are proposed for dynamic
traffic grooming. They are based on the static models proposed in [3]. There
are two assumptions.
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1. The old traffic matrix is known. By using a heuristic algorithm or Integer
Linear Programming solver [3, 4], the current configuration of the network
is obtained according to the old matrix. This corresponds to the initial
assignment of traffic to wavelengths in the network.

2. The traffic matrix changes. The new matrix is different from the original
matrix. The objective is to disrupt as few current connections as possible
and fit the new traffic requests in.

The following are the notations that we will use later.

1. There are N nodes numbered 0, 1, 2, ... N − 1 in the SONET ring.
2. W is the number of wavelengths in the original traffic grooming matrix.
3. The granularity of the traffic g is defined as:

g =
channel capacity

base bandwidth rate

e.g., for a OC-48 channel carrying several OC-3 streams, the granularity
g = OC−48

OC−3 = 16. It is the number of circles 1 C that each wavelength can
carry.

4. Original traffic matrix T [n×n]. The traffic amount from node i to node j
(i, j = 1, .., N−1, i �= j) on the ring is denoted by tij (entry of matrix T at
row i and column j) and is always a multiple of the base bandwidth rate.

5. T ′[n × n] is the new traffic matrix.
6. V cw

ij represents the number of virtual connections for node pair (i, j) on
wavelength w in circle c according to the original matrix. It is known in
the reconfiguration problem.

7. V
′cw
ij represents the number of new virtual connections from i to j on

wavelength w of circle c according to the new traffic matrix.
8. V cw+

ij represents the number of new virtual connections from i to j on
new wavelength w+ of circle c according to the new traffic matrix (applies
to full-fit case only).

9. ADMw
i represents the number of ADMs on node i on wavelength w for

the original matrix.
10. ADM

′w
i represents the number of additional ADMs on node i on wave-

length w (applies to full-fit case only).
11. ADMw+

i represents the number of ADMs on node i on new wavelength
w+ (applies to full-fit case only).

We assume that for the original traffic matrix, a solution has been found
(e.g., using the algorithm in [3, 4]. So we know the number of wavelengths W
and the virtual connections for each pair (i, j). In addition, we also know the
number of SADMs and their positions.

Without special indication, unidirectional rings are assumed in the fol-
lowing problem descriptions. For bi-directional rings, constraints for both
directions should be satisfied. Here are two cases to consider in the problem:
1 The circle here refers to the circle built by the algorithm in [4].
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12.2.1 Best-Fit Case

In best-fit case, we try to place as much new traffic as possible without
increasing the number of SADMs.

Maximize :
∑

i

∑
j

∑
c

∑
w V

′cw
ij (Objective function).

The objective is to maximize the traffic amount according to the new
traffic demand. The following constraints are assumed.

1. Traffic constraint:∑
w

∑
c V

′cw
ij +

∑
w

∑
c V cw

ij ≤ t
′

ij

The traffic constraint indicates that the total number of virtual connec-
tions from i to j should be less than the new demand traffic matrix of
entry t′ij .

2. Circle capacity constraint:∑
(i,j)e∈(i,j)(V

′cw
ij + V cw

ij ) ≤ 1
The circle capacity constraint requires that no two connections can share
a link on a circle.

3. Transmitter constraint:∑
c

∑
j V

′cw
ij +

∑
c

∑
j V cw

ij ≤ g · ADMw
i

The transmitter constraint requires that the total number of virtual con-
nections starting at node i should be less than the transmitter capacity
of SADM at this node on wavelength w.

4. Receiver constraint:∑
c

∑
i V

′cw
ij +

∑
c

∑
i V cw

ij ≤ g · ADMw
j

The receiver constraint requires that the total number of virtual connec-
tions terminating at node j should be less than the receiver capacity of
SADMs at this node on wavelength w.

V cw′

ij ∈ {0, 1,−1}. ADMw
j ∈ {0, 1}. V cw′

ij = -1 only if V cw
ij = 1 and there

is no connection between i and j on wavelength w of circle c for the new
configuration any more.

12.2.2 Full-Fit Case

In full-fit case, we add the minimum number of SADM to satisfy all the new
traffic.

Minimize :
∑

i

∑
w ADM

′w
i + δ

∑
i

∑
w+ ADMw+

i (Objective function).
The objective is to fit all the traffic with the minimum number of SADMs

added. δ in the objective function is the weight parameter representing the
cost of adding more wavelengths. Because usually adding new wavelengths will
cost more than adding more SADMs on existing wavelengths, δ is supposed
to be no less than one. The following constraints are assumed.

1. Traffic constraint:∑
w

∑
c(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) +

∑
w+

∑
c V cw+

ij = t′ij
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The traffic constraint indicates that the total number of virtual connec-
tions from node i to node j should equal the traffic demand from node i
to j.

2. Circle capacity constraint:∑
(i,j)e∈(i,j)(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) ≤ 1

∑
(i,j)e∈(i,j) V cw+

ij ≤ 1
The circle capacity constraint requires that no two connections can share
a single link on a circle.

3. Transmitter constraint:∑
c

∑
j(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) ≤ g · (ADMw

i + ADM
′w
j )

∑
c

∑
j V cw+

ij ≤ g · ADMw+
i

The transmitter constraint requires that the total number of virtual con-
nections should be less than the transmission capacity of the equipment
at this node.

4. Receiver constraint:∑
c

∑
i(V

cw
ij + V

′cw
ij ) ≤ g · (ADMw

j + ADM
′w
j )

∑
c

∑
i V cw+

ij ≤ g · ADMw+
j

The receiver constraint requires that the total number of virtual connec-
tions should be less than the receiving capacity of the equipment at this
node.

V
′cw
ij ∈ {0, 1,−1}. V cw+

ij , ADM
′w
j and ADMw+

j ∈ {0, 1}.
As we know, the integer linear programming problem is NP-complete [7].

The reconfiguration problem is described based on integer linear programming
models. We expect this problem also to be intractable. In the next section,
we propose heuristic approaches to solve this problem.

12.3 Heuristic Algorithms

The heuristic algorithms for dynamic grooming were developed for both the
best-fit case and the full-fit case.

12.3.1 Best-Fit

The objective of the best-fit case is to include as much new traffic as possible
using available capacity of the current configuration of the ring networks
without increasing the number of SADMs. Two heuristic algorithms are
proposed for best-fit case, greedy heuristic and Tabu search heuristic (TS-1).

Greedy Heuristic

In our greedy algorithm, the value of each entry of both the old matrix from
which the current configuration was obtained and the new matrix using which
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we will perform the reconfiguration is generated randomly in the range [0, r].
The value is uniformly distributed between 0 and r. We try to fit as much
new traffic as possible without adding more SADMs. Here is a description of
the algorithm.

1. Get grooming information for the original traffic matrix using an existing
algorithm ([3, 4]).
For each circle, which we create for the current configuration, we should
know whether the entire capacity between two nodes is occupied and
whether there is an SADM at this node. We should also know on which
wavelength this circle is groomed.

2. Find the difference traffic matrix.
Given the new traffic matrix, compute the difference between the old one
and the new one, e.g., D[i, j] = T ′[i, j] − T [i, j]. This is the matrix we
try to groom in our algorithm with existing SADMs and traffic capacity.
For some entries D[i, j] = −m < 0 (there exist some connections built for
the old matrix that are not needed in the new matrix any more), remove
the connections between (i, j) from m circles over at most m wavelengths.

3. Merge connections.
We want to keep the largest continuous gap between nodes. So, if there
are two continuous connections over two circles, we merge them into a
bigger one on the same circle.

4. Groom new traffic.

Start from the smallest hop.
From node 0 to node N − 1
From s = 1 to s = N /*s is the number of hops*/
while (D[i, i + s] �= 0)

Try all the circles,
for each node pair (i, i + s) do
if capacity is available and
if there is SADM on both i and i + s
{
Groom one unit of D[i, i + s] to this circle.
Set capacity occupied.
D[i, i + s] = D[i, i + s] − 1.
}

Endwhile
End

Tabu Search Heuristic (TS-1)

Tabu search is a meta-heuristic approach to solve hard optimization problems.
The optimizing function is f(x) subject to x ∈ X. The set X summarizes
constraints on the vector of decision variables x. If x is the initial solution,
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neighborhood N(x) is a set obtained by going one step further from the
solution x. Such a step is called a move. Each element in N(x) is put into the
candidate list. At the same time, a tabu list T is built to keep track of the
solutions that have been visited before. Each element in the tabu list has a
tabu tenure. After each move, the value of tabu tenure is decremented by one.
Once the value becomes zero, the element is removed from the list. The tabu
list prevents such solutions being revisited within cycles of length less than or
equal to tabu tenure. A modified neighborhood N∗(x) of current solution is
N(x) defined as N(x) \ T . Here N∗(x) is a subset of N(x). This kind of tabu
search is short term TS. The best solution of N∗(x) which is in the candidate
list but not tabu (not in the tabu list) is chosen for the initial solution of
next iteration. If after certain number of iterations (we call it the tabu limit)
which is specified by the user, there is no improvement, the program stops.
Otherwise, we continue the iteration and build a new candidate list.
Here is the algorithm description of TS-1.

1. Initialization.
Compute the initial reconfiguration solution by using the greedy algo-
rithm. Set the initial tabu tenure value, which should be defined before
the program runs.

2. Build candidate list.
The neighborhood of the solution x, N(x) is defined as:
N(x) = {x′ | x′ is a move by swapping part of the two circles of the
solution x and one part of the swap should have available capacity }
Search all the circles. Compute N(x) and put each element in N(x) into
the candidate list. Compute the additional new traffic amount that could
be placed after such swap. Keep the maximum value of the increased
traffic amount and its corresponding solution x.

3. Choose the best solution and continue.
For all the solutions in the candidate list, choose the move that is not
tabu and can increase the traffic amount the most. The values of tabu
tenure of all the elements in the tabu list are decremented by one. If
some element’s tenure becomes zero, remove it from the tabu list. Put
the current move into the tabu list.

4. Terminate or continue with the current solution.
If after a certain number of iterations of moves, which is specified by the
user, there is no improvement, the program stops. Otherwise, go back to
build the candidate list for the new movement.

The tabu tenure for TS-1 is 48 and the tabu limit is 60.

12.3.2 Full-Fit Case

A two phase algorithm is developed for the full-fit case. The old traffic matrix
and its solution are known. Recall that each entry of the old matrix and new
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matrix is generated randomly ranging from [0, r]. The objective is to fit all
new traffic requests. Adding more SADMs is allowed.

Algorithm Description

Here we present a two-phase algorithm for the full-fit case.

1. Use a best-fit algorithm (greedy or TS-1) to groom as much traffic as is
allowed with existing SADMs.

2. If the capacity on circle c is available for the connection (i, j), place
SADMs at nodes i and j on the wavelength which circle c is groomed on
and groom traffic onto this circle.

3. Use the tabu search algorithm (TS-2) to groom the remaining traffic onto
the new wavelength. Place SADMs at the nodes whenever necessary.

Tabu Search Heuristic (TS-2)

The problem that was solved by TS-2 is the static traffic grooming problem,
on which a lot of work has been done so far [3, 4, 5]. That is, given the
remaining traffic matrix, groom that traffic onto wavelengths so that the
number of SADMs is minimized. We observe that the static traffic grooming
problem is a special case of the dynamic problem described in Section 12.2.2
when the old traffic matrix is empty and the new matrix is the traffic matrix
that will be groomed. The following is the description of TS-2.

1. Initialization.
Use the algorithm in [4] to get an initial solution x. Set the initial value
of the tabu tenure.

2. Build candidate list.
The neighborhood of the solution x, N(x) is defined as:
N(x) = {x′ | x′ is a move by swapping two circles from different wave-
length of solution x and the swapping will lead to no more or at most one
more SADM on a wavelength}.

Search all the circles. Compute N(x) and place each element in N(x)
into the candidate list. Compute the number of SADMs that could be
saved after this swap. Keep the maximum number of saved SADMs.

3. Choose the best solution and continue.
For all the solutions in the candidate list, choose the move that is not tabu
and save the most SADMs. The values of tabu tenure of all the elements
in the tabu list are decremented by one. If some element’s tenure becomes
zero, remove it from the tabu list. Place the current move into the tabu list.

4. Terminate or continue with the current solution.
If after a certain number of iterations of moves, which is specified by the
user, there is no improvement, the program stops. Otherwise, go back to
build the candidate list for the new movement.

The tabu limit is 170 and tabu tenure is in {15, 20, 24}.
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12.4 Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, we present the simulation results for both the best-fit case
and the full-fit case.

12.4.1 Results for the Best-Fit Case

First, we define an upper bound on the number of new connections that can
be groomed to the current configuration to evaluate the performance of the
best-fit case algorithms. Then we give the result of both the greedy and the
tabu search (TS-1) algorithms according to this upper bound. The running
time comparison of both algorithms are also given.

Evaluation Factors

The results of reconfiguration algorithms depend not only on the algorithms
themselves but also on the input matrix. The best-fit strategy strives to place
as much traffic as it can, but there is no guarantee to fit all of the traffic in.
Here we first develop an upper bound U on the number of connections that
could possibly be groomed:

U =
∑

i

∑
j

∑
c{Vij | there is enough capacity between i and j for new

traffic T ′[i][j] and there is an SADM at both nodes i and j on circle c}.
The upper bound is computed by searching all the circles that are already
built according to the old matrix to find available capacity to groom new
connections. A connection can be established if there is capacity available
between the terminal nodes and there are SADMs at the two nodes. The
capacity of a connection is equal to the base bandwidth of one wavelength.
Although this upper bound is loose, because not all the connections available
in the upper bound can be established at the same time, we can prove that
no more connections can be built beyond this upper bound.
We define the load factor α by using this upper bound:

α = actual new connections established
upper bound × 100%

This factor shows how much percentage of the new traffic could be
groomed into the current configuration according to the upper bound.

Results of Greedy Heuristic

We randomly generate 18 matrix pairs for the old traffic matrices and the new
matrices (the matrix pair is numbered as 1, 2, ..., 18 in Table 12.3 for a 5-node
unidirectional ring with a granularity (g) of 3. The traffic amount generated
for each node pair is evenly distributed between the range of 0 to 12 (r = 12).
Table 12.3 provides the grooming results by using the evaluation factor α.
From this table we observe that, when the number of nodes is not large and
the granularity of the ring is small, the greedy algorithm can assign most of
the new traffic that is possible to be groomed, according to the upper bound.
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Table 12.3. Results for the best-fit greedy algorithms for 5 node ring

Matrix pair No. 1 2 3
Upper bound 15 24 24
Greedy connections 15 24 24
load factor α 100% 100% 100%
Matrix pair No. 4 5 6
Upper bound 23 20 13
Greedy connections 22 19 10
load factor α 96% 95% 77%
Matrix pair No. 7 8 9
Upper bound 10 19 8
Greedy connections 9 17 7
load factor α 90% 89% 88%
Matrix pair No. 10 11 12
Upper bound 23 12 18
Greedy connections 23 12 17
load factor α 100% 100% 94%
Matrix pair No. 13 14 15
Upper bound 22 18 33
Greedy connections 17 16 29
load factor α 82% 88% 88%
Matrix pair No. 16 17 18
Upper bound 18 16 32
Greedy connections 15 16 25
load factor α 83% 100% 78%

Results of Tabu Search Heuristic (TS-1)

Table 12.4 shows the results for the greedy algorithm and TS-1 under different
numbers of nodes and different granularities for unidirectional rings (r = 12).
For each entry, 20 matrix pairs (old matrix and new matrix) are randomly
generated. The average value of α is computed. We observe that tabu search
yields better results than the greedy algorithm for most cases, especially with
a large number of nodes and large granularity. Table 12.5 shows the average
number of new connections that can be groomed by the greedy algorithm and
the tabu search algorithm using the same set of input data as Table 12.4. The
tabu search heuristic gains 2% more connections than the greedy algorithm
on the average.

Here we give a specific example to indicate that the tabu search heuristic
can find a better solution than the greedy algorithm. In this example, there
are 5 nodes in a unidirectional SONET ring. The granularity of the ring is 3.
The old traffic matrix and the new matrix are generated as follows:
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Table 12.4. Results for the best-fit algorithms. N is the number of nodes in a ring.
α is the load factor. g is the granularity

Node number method g=3 g=4 g=12

N=5 greedy 92 89 79
(α in %) tabu 92 90 80
N=6 greedy 90 89 78
(α in %) tabu 91 90 80
N=8 greedy 90 84 76
(α in %) tabu 91 85 77
N=12 greedy 86 83 70
(α in %) tabu 87 84 72
N=16 greedy 85 82 67
(α in %) tabu 86 84 68
N=20 greedy 84 80 63
(α in %) tabu 86 82 69

T =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 2 6 1 0
7 0 6 1 3
2 2 0 3 3
5 2 7 0 2
4 5 7 2 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

T ′ =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 4 6 2 5
7 0 8 1 4
3 3 0 10 11
5 4 7 0 2
6 5 7 3 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Figures 12.4 and 12.5 show the grooming results for the greedy algorithm
and the tabu search algorithm, respectively. The following two matrices (Rg,
Rt) are the remaining traffic matrices that cannot be groomed after employ-
ing those two algorithms. We observe from Fig. 12.5 that two connections of
t2,3 are groomed to wavelength 5 instead of wavelength 4 in the tabu search
algorithm. Then two more connections of t2,4 could be groomed to wavelength
4 which results in a gain of 2 more connections for the tabu search than the
greedy heuristic.

Table 12.5. Absolute connections built by the greedy and the tabu algorithms

Node Number method g=3 g=4 g=12

N=5 greedy 16 17 22
tabu 17 17 23

N=6 greedy 22 24 35
tabu 22 25 36

N=8 greedy 39 40 54
tabu 39 40 54

N=12 greedy 78 87 123
tabu 79 88 126

N=16 greedy 128 142 193
tabu 130 146 198

N=20 greedy 204 224 280
tabu 209 229 290
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Fig. 12.4. An example of a reconfiguration problem using the greedy algorithm
proposed in this work

Rg =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 2
0 2 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Rt =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

Revenue Analysis and Running Time

While tabu search yields better results in most cases, it also takes more time
to obtain the solution with the tabu heuristic than with the greedy algorithm.
Figure 12.6 shows the running time of the algorithms for the unidirectional
ring under different values of granularity and different numbers of nodes. It
uses the same set of data that generated the result in Table 12.4. As we note
from the figure, the running time increases greatly when the number of nodes
in the ring increases. We compute the revenue [8] of the reconfiguration prob-
lem according to the number of connections that are built in total. Revenue
is the income the network service provider earns by running the network. The
following is the revenue formula for the reconfiguration problem.

C: the cost of using a single link (a single link is any node pair in [i, i + 1]
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Fig. 12.5. An example of a reconfiguration problem using the tabu search heuristic
(TS-1) proposed in this work

where i ∈ 0..N − 1).

Revenue =
∑

w

∑

c

∑

i

∑

j

(Vij + V ′
ij) × (j − i + N)mod N × C (12.1)
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Fig. 12.6. Running time of the best-fit algorithm
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From the formula, we observe that even one more connection can achieve
quite a large percentage gain in the revenue if the cost of a single link is high.
So, although the tabu search heuristic usually takes longer than the greedy
algorithm to run, it is still worthwhile to employ tabu search when the single
link cost is relatively high.

12.4.2 Results for the Full-Fit Case

We mentioned in Section 12.3.2 that the static traffic grooming problem is a
special case of the dynamic problem (for the full-fit case). We run the algo-
rithm (TS-2) for the static traffic grooming problem for a unidirectional ring
under uniform traffic. The traffic amount of each entry in the matrix is one
unit (equals base bandwidth). We compare the results with both the greedy
algorithm [4] and the simulated annealing algorithm [3] in Table 12.6. For ILP
results please refer to [3]. We observe that the tabu search algorithm obtains
the same results as simulated annealing (SA) for most cases. One entry for the
tabu search method is better than SA. For some cases, the number of SADMs
used in tabu heuristic is a little bit more than in SA. The running time for
each entry is less than 27 seconds on a 450 MHz UltraSPARC II processor
based SUN Ultra-60 Workstation. In [3], the SA algorithm was run for 30
trials and best result was chosen. TS-2 does not depend on a statistical result
and need not be run multiple times. We observe that it is never worse than
the greedy algorithm. TS-2 is relatively stable, which is preferred in dynamic
models. Because the traffic pattern changes from time to time, it is usually
not feasible to run the program many times to obtain the best solution.

Table 12.6. Results for static traffic grooming

g method N=4 N=8 N=16 N=20

g=3 greedy 7 31 79 146
SA 7 31 69 124
TS-2 7 31 69 124

g=4 greedy 7 29 71 123
SA 7 28 66 120
TS-2 7 28 66 120

g=16 greedy 4 14 36 65
SA 4 14 33 57
TS-2 4 14 33 58

g=48 greedy 4 8 21 34
SA 4 8 19 37
TS-2 4 8 21 32

g=64 greedy 4 8 15 28
SA 4 8 15 28
TS-2 4 8 15 28
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12.5 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced the dynamic traffic grooming model for recon-
figuration problems. Two cases (best-fit and full-fit) are presented in an
integer linear programming description. Since integer linear programming
problems are NP-hard, we expect that dynamic traffic grooming problem is
also intractable for both cases. For the best-fit case, two heuristic algorithms
greedy and tabu search (TS-1) are proposed. An upper bound of the number
of new virtual connections is developed to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms. The results show that the tabu search algorithm (TS-1) proposed
in this study will yield better solutions but takes more running time than
the greedy algorithm for the best-fit case. For the full-fit case, a two-phase
algorithm is developed. We observe that the static traffic grooming problem
is a special case of the dynamic traffic grooming problem. The algorithms we
proposed here (particularly the full-fit case, TS-2) can also solve the static
grooming problem. Our algorithm is more stable than the simulated annealing
algorithm proposed in previous work. Moreover, some of the solutions are
better than those obtained in the earlier work on the static grooming problem.

As traffic grooming connects the optical layer and the electronic layer, a
traffic grooming algorithm has to address not only the routing of traffic con-
nections but also the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) of wavelength
channels. In other work, we proposed dynamic traffic grooming algorithms
based on three different approaches. The first approach is an adaptive routing
approach based on an auxiliary graph model [9]. The second approach is
a fixed-alternate routing approach [10]. The third approach is a two-phase
rerouting approach [11]. The common objective of these grooming algorithms
is to maximize the network resource utilization or equivalently to minimize the
connection blocking probability. We refer the interested reader to [12] and [13]
and references therein for additional material on dynamic traffic grooming.
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Performance Models for Dynamic
Traffic Grooming

Chunsheng Xin

13.1 Introduction

The traffic grooming problem originated from SONET and later extended into
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks. Traffic grooming
in WDM optical networks is classified into static or dynamic, depending
on whether the sub-wavelength client connections are given in advance, or
randomly arrive/depart. Dynamic traffic grooming has been driven by sev-
eral factors, e.g., the “bandwidth-on-demand” service needed by clients, and
the demand to set up dynamic Label Switched Paths (LSPs) across opti-
cal networks, with the deployment of the Multi-Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS) technology [1] in IP networks. While the major effort in static traffic
grooming is to determine the lightpaths for aggregating the given client calls
to optimize an objective, such as the number of accommodated calls [2] or
the number of transponders [3], most studies on dynamic traffic grooming
are to propose online algorithms to accommodate incoming sub-wavelength
client connections on lightpaths that are set up on-demand in real time (e.g.,
see [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). It is important to develop performance models for
dynamic traffic grooming to evaluate the performance of grooming algorithms
as well as help to study other problems in dynamic traffic grooming. A major
performance metric of dynamic traffic grooming is the blocking probability of
sub-wavelength connections. As such, we only discuss the analysis of blocking
probability.

There is a large number of analytical studies on WDM optical networks
with wavelength-granularity traffic demands, e.g., see [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
and references therein. Nevertheless, these studies assumed wavelength-
granularity traffic demands, and did not address sub-wavelength traf-
fic demands. The authors in [17, 18] analyzed WDM grooming in time-
space switched optical networks, where optical nodes are capable of sub-
wavelength time-slot switching, and sub-wavelength connections can be
directly set up over the time-slots in wavelength channels. In traffic groom-
ing, optical nodes switch traffic only at the wavelength granularity, and

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 13, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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sub-wavelength connections have to be carried on lightpaths, e.g., see
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 19, 20, 21]. We focus on this scenario and discuss
appropriate performance models. We will utilize an approximation technique
known as reduced load approximation, which was developed in [22, 23, 24] and
has been widely adopted for analyzing general networks and optical networks.

13.2 Characterization of Dynamic Traffic Grooming

We use calls to refer to dynamic sub-wavelength connections from clients. The
physical topology in dynamic traffic grooming includes the optical network,
and client nodes connected to border optical nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 13.1.
Lightpaths can be set up (and torn down) in real time between a pair of
client nodes (node-pair). Upon receiving an incoming call request, a client
node selects a sequence of lightpaths to carry this call to the destination. In
this lightpath sequence, some lightpaths may not exist yet and need to be set
up in real time. The grooming algorithm also tears down a lightpath if all car-
ried calls are completed. The dynamic grooming algorithms can be generally
classified into single-hop or multi-hop algorithms, depending on whether the
lightpath sequence can include only one lightpath or multiple lightpaths. The
single-hop grooming algorithm aggregates a call on a single lightpath to elimi-
nate intermediate electronic processing (e.g., see [21, 25]). On the other hand,
a multi-hop grooming algorithm may aggregate a call on several lightpaths, to
reduce blocking probability. As a trade-off, the call needs to go through inter-
mediate client nodes to be processed and forwarded in the electronic layer.

Optical node

Client node

Fig. 13.1. Physical topology

g-link g-link

g-link

lightpath

Fig. 13.2. g-link topology
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The lightpaths set up in the optical network connect client nodes into a
logical topology. Dynamic traffic grooming can be seen as client call routing
on a dynamic logical topology, where logical links (i.e., lightpaths between
node-pairs) are dynamically set up or torn down to increase or decrease
capacity between a node-pair. It is difficult to analyze call blocking prob-
abilities on a dynamic logical topology. One solution is to introduce the
concept of grooming link (g-link) and g-link topology to transform a dynamic
logical topology to an equivalent “static” topology. A g-link is conceived as
a virtual and static “conduit” used to enclose the dynamically established
lightpaths between a node-pair. The g-links between all node-pairs form a
fully connected and static g-link topology, as illustrated in Fig. 13.2. The
g-link topology together with the information on the number of lightpaths in
each g-link uniquely defines a logical topology.

The single and multi-hop grooming algorithms can easily be described
on the g-link topology. A single-hop grooming algorithm essentially routes a
call on a single-hop path in the g-link topology, while a multi-hop grooming
algorithm routes a call on a path with one or more hops.

13.3 Challenges and Solutions

To avoid confusion, a wavelength channel in a particular fiber is referred to
as a wavelink, and a wavelink route that corresponds to a possible wavelength
assignment on a fiber route is referred to as a waveroute. Figure 13.3 illus-
trates two waveroutes corresponding to two wavelength assignments on a fiber
route, assuming two wavelengths per fiber and no wavelength conversion. The
entire set of waveroutes (on all fiber routes) used to establish lightpaths in
a g-link is referred to as the support of this g-link. The call loss probability
between a node-pair can be calculated based on the blocking probabilities of
the routing paths on the g-link topology, which are dependent on the g-link
blocking probabilities. However, the number of lightpaths and the capacity of
a g-link are dynamic, and it is difficult to directly calculate the g-link blocking
probabilities. This problem can be solved by modeling the two operations
for grooming calls on a g-link—routing calls to lightpaths and dynamically
establishing lightpaths on wavelength channels for this g-link—by a single
operation of routing calls directly on wavelength channels. Then the call block-
ing probability on a g-link becomes the joint blocking probability of the entire

A B
A1 B1

A2 B2

Fiber route {A, B}

Waveroute {A1, B1} 

Waveroute {A2, B2}

Fig. 13.3. Relationship between fiber route and waveroute
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set of waveroutes supporting this g-link. However, for the single operation to
have the same effect as the two operations, it has to meet two constraints.

1. Routing a call on wavelength channels must follow the routing and wave-
length assignment (RWA) algorithm used to set up lightpaths, because
calls are actually carried on lightpaths. Specifically, calls arriving at a
g-link are routed to waveroutes that are on the fiber routes selected by
the RWA algorithm to set up lightpaths in this g-link, and the waveroute
selection follows the RWA scheme.

2. Calls carried on a wavelink must be on the same waveroute, to ensure that
they are actually contained in a lightpath, because the traffic carried on a
wavelink is actually the traffic on a lightpath that occupies the wavelink.

The second constraint can be satisfied by using a restricted sharing admis-
sion policy for the wavelink, which admits an incoming call if and only if the
wavelink is in the empty state, or the waveroute of the incoming call is the
same as the one of the carried calls and there is enough residual bandwidth.

13.4 A General Analysis Framework

Theoretically a Markov process might be used for the analysis of dynamic
traffic grooming, but is far too complex. In practice, approximation techniques
need to be employed. A widely used technique in network analysis called the
reduced load approximation (see [22, 23, 24, 26]) can be adopted to analyze
dynamic traffic grooming.

The objective of dynamic traffic grooming analysis is to estimate the call
blocking probability for given offered loads to each node-pair. Based on the
discussion in Section 13.3, we illustrate dynamic traffic grooming in Fig. 13.4.
Logically, client calls are carried on the paths composed of g-links. On the
other hand, client calls carried on a g-link are physically carried on waveroutes
supporting this g-link, and thus carried on wavelinks. Using this hierarchy,
the blocking analysis for dynamic traffic grooming is composed of three

src dest

wavelink

Logical 
transport

Physical 
transport

calls

waveroute

path

g-link

Fig. 13.4. Hierarchy in dynamic traffic grooming
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Blocking probabilities on wavelink

Blocking probabilities on waveroutes

Loads on g-links

Loads on waveroutes

Blocking probabilities on g-links 

Blocking probabilities on paths Loads on paths

End-to-end loads       

Loads on wavelinks

End-to-end blocking probabilities

S
tage 1

S
tage 3

Stage 2

Fig. 13.5. Calculate call loss probabilities from end-to-end offered loads

stages: (1) derive wavelink offered loads from the given offered loads between
node-pairs; (2) compute wavelink blocking probabilities from wavelink offered
loads using a wavelink blocking model; and (3) calculate the end-to-end call
loss probabilities from wavelink blocking probabilities. Figure 13.5 illustrates
this procedure, where the blocking probability of a g-link is equal to the joint
blocking probability of all waveroutes supporting this g-link, and the end-to-
end call loss probability between a node-pair is equal to the joint blocking
probability of all g-link paths used to route calls between this node-pair.

In the first stage, the end-to-end load of a node-pair is partitioned and
offered to the g-link paths between this node-pair, e.g., through a sequential
overflowing. The traffic load carried on a g-link is the summation of the
carried loads on all paths traversing this g-link. The traffic arriving at a
g-link is partitioned and offered to the waveroutes supporting this g-link,
e.g., through a sequential overflowing or load sharing (each waveroute gets
the same amount of traffic). Then the traffic load traversing a wavelink is
simply the traffic on the waveroutes traversing this wavelink. However, this
stage is a little tricky because when computing these traffic loads, the cor-
responding blocking probabilities are required. For instance, to calculate the
traffic load carried on a specific path, we need to know both the traffic load
offered to this path and the blocking probability of this path, as illustrated in
Fig. 13.6. Nevertheless, our objective is to compute the blocking probabilities
from these traffic loads. In other words, the blocking probabilities shown in
Fig. 13.5 not only depend on the traffic loads, but also depend on themselves,
which results in a set of nonlinear equations called fixed-point equation in
the literature (e.g., see [22, 23, 24]). The fixed-point equation can be solved
by a nonlinear solver and the end-to-end call loss probabilities can then be
obtained.

The wavelink blocking model plays a fundamental role to obtain blocking
probabilities from traffic loads. The next section introduces such a model.
After this, a basic blocking model is given to illustrate the entire procedure
in the analysis of traffic grooming.
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offered load

network
node

dropped load

carried load

carried load = offered load × (1 – blocking probability)

Fig. 13.6. Calculation of carried load

13.5 Wavelink Blocking Model

In traffic grooming, the calls are likely heterogeneous (with different data
rates and possibly other different requirements), and hence the calls should
be assumed multi-service calls, where a service primarily represents a data
rate, but can indicate other additional requirements. The multi-service calls
arriving at a wavelink are assumed following a Poisson process and having
exponentially distributed holding times. In the restricted sharing admission
policy1 that is used for the wavelink, the waveroute traversed by a call is
a required information for a wavelink to accept or block this call. Thus we
must differentiate calls by their waveroutes. As such, we define the class
of a call as the combination of the waveroute it traverses and its service
type.

Let N denote the number of waveroutes that traverse the wavelink and
R1, . . . ,RN denote these waveroutes. Let K denote the set of call services and
bk denote the data rate of the service-k calls. Let C be the wavelink capacity.
Let ρnk denote the offered load of class-〈n, k〉 calls, i.e., the service-k calls on
waveroute Rn, arriving at the wavelink.

Theorem 1. Let q(n, j) (1 ≤ n ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ C) be the probability that the
wavelink is occupied by calls on waveroute Rn and exactly j units of bandwidth
are used in the wavelink. Let q(0) be the probability that the wavelink is empty
(no calls).

Then q(n, j) satisfies the relation

j · q(n, j) =
∑

k∈K
bk · ρnk(j − bk) · q(n, j − bk), (13.1)

where q(n, j) = 0 for j < 0, q(n, 0) = q(0) and

q(0) +
∑

n,j

q(n, j) = 1. (13.2)

1 See Section 13.3.
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Denote the wavelink blocking probability for class-〈n, k〉 calls as Bnk. Then

Bnk = 1 − q(0) −
C−bk∑

j=1

q(n, j), (13.3)

Proof. See [21].

13.6 A General Blocking Model for Dynamic
Traffic Grooming

Now we present a general blocking model. It can be used for general grooming
algorithms that use fixed or alternate routing. The following assumptions are
made:

• The optical network has no wavelength conversion.
• Link-disjoint alternate routing for both lightpaths (in the physical topol-

ogy) and client calls (in the g-link topology).
• Sequential wavelength assignment, e.g., first-fit.
• Independent link blocking for wavelinks and g-links.
• A blocked lightpath/client call after trying all fiber routes/g-link paths is

lost.

Based on the RWA algorithm, the waveroutes supporting each g-link are
pre-computed for the analysis model. Let J denote the number of alternate
g-link paths between a node-pair and U denote the number of waveroutes
supporting a g-link. Let W denote the number of wavelinks in the physical
topology. We use the following notations in the analysis model.

ask Load of service-k calls offered to node-pair s.
Lsk Loss probability of service-k calls offered to node-pair s.
Lave Average loss probability of calls (of all services) offered to the

network (all node-pairs).
Psj The jth path between node-pair s in the g-link topology.
Btk Blocking probability of g-link t for service-k calls.
Gsj

k Blocking probability of path Psj for service-k calls.
θsj

k Load of service-k calls carried on path Psj .
Ctk Load of service-k calls carried on g-link t.
Atk Load of service-k calls offered to g-link t.
Rtu The uth waveroute supporting g-link t.
Ltu

k Blocking probability of waveroute Rtu for service-k calls.
Etu

k Load of service-k calls carried on waveroute Rtu (i.e., class-〈t, u, k〉
calls).

Btuk
w Blocking probability of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls on wavelink w.

Dtuk
w Load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls offered to wavelink w.
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13.6.1 Calculation of Traffic Loads in Stage 1

We first discuss the procedure to obtain the traffic loads on each quantity in
the hierarchy discussed in Section 13.4. The calculation of the traffic loads
needs the blocking probabilities. Although the actual values of these quan-
tities are not available at this moment, they can be treated as unknowns in
functions in the derivation of traffic loads.

By the alternate routing assumption, a call of node-pair s is sequentially
overflowed among paths between this node-pair, Ps,1 , . . . ,Ps,Js

. The carried
load of a path is then equal to the offered load to this path times the accept-
ing probability, illustrated in Fig. 13.6. Thus the path Psj carried load of
service-k calls (θsj

k ) is calculated as

θsj
k = ask ·

j−1∏

i=1

Gs,i
k · (1 − Gsj

k ) , (13.4)

where
∏j−1

i=1 Gs,i
k is the joint blocking probability of the first j − 1 paths

Ps,1 , . . . ,Ps,j−1, and thus ask ·
∏j−1

i=1 Gs,i
k is the offered load to path Ps,j .

The carried load on a g-link is the summation of the carried loads of all
paths traversing this g-link. Let Qt = {(s, j)} denote the indices of the paths
that traverse g-link t. Then the g-link t carried load of service-k calls can be
calculated as follows

Ctk =
∑

(s,j)∈Qt

θsj
k . (13.5)

The g-link t offered load (Atk) can then be computed from the g-link t
carried load as below (see Fig. 13.6).

Atk =
Ctk

1 − Btk
(13.6)

By the alternate routing and sequential wavelength assignment, a service-
k call arriving at g-link t sequentially tries the waveroutes supporting g-link
t, Rt,1, . . . ,Rt,U . With the assumption of link-disjoint routing and no wave-
length conversion in the optical network, the waveroutes Rt,1, . . . ,Rt,U are
wavelink-disjoint and thus their blocking probabilities are independent. The
carried load of service-k calls on waveroute Rtu can be computed as follows,
similar to the calculation in (13.4).

Etu
k = Atk ·

u−1∏

i=1

Lti
k · (1 − Ltu

k ) , (13.7)

where
∏u−1

i=1 Lti
k is the joint blocking probability of the first u − 1 waveroutes

Rt,1, . . . ,Rt,u−1.
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The carried load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls on a wavelink is the carried load of
service-k calls on waveroute Rtu, i.e., Etu

k , if Rtu traverses this wavelink. Thus
the offered load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls to wavelink w (Dtuk

w ) can be calculated
as follows (see Fig. 13.6):

Dtuk
w =

{
Etu

k

1−Btuk
w

if w ∈ Rtu

0 otherwise
. (13.8)

13.6.2 Calculation of Blocking Probabilities in Stage 3

After obtaining wavelink offered loads Dsuk
w for all s, u, k, and w, wavelinks

blocking probabilities Bsuk
w can be computed using the blocking model in Sec-

tion 13.5. The blocking probabilities in the third stage can then be computed.
By the independent link blocking assumption, the blocking probability of

waveroutes Rtu for service-k calls is

Ltu
k = 1 −

∏

w∈Rtu

(
1 − Btuk

w

)
. (13.9)

As discussed earlier, the g-link blocking probability is equal to the joint
blocking probability of all waveroutes supporting this g-link. Thus the block-
ing probability of g-link t (Btk) is as follows:

Btk =
U∏

i=1

Lti
k . (13.10)

By the independent link blocking, the blocking probability of path Psj for
service-k calls is

Gsj
k = 1 −

∏

t∈Psj

(
1−Btk

)
. (13.11)

By the alternate routing assumption, a call of node-pair s is sequen-
tially overflowed among paths Ps,1, . . . ,Ps,J . Thus the end-to-end call loss
probability of node-pair s is

Lsk =
J∏

i=1

Gs,i
k . (13.12)

The average end-to-end call loss probability among all node-pairs is
obtained by summing up dropped and offered loads on all call services and
all node-pairs. Thus we have

Lave =
∑

s,k

askLsk

/∑

s,k

ask. (13.13)
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13.6.3 Nonlinear Dependence of Blocking Probabilities

The above computation from the offered loads of node-pairs to call loss prob-
abilities between node-pairs is not a linear procedure, since the calculation
of traffic loads in Stage 1 are dependent on the blocking probabilities to be
computed in Stage 3. Since all blocking probabilities in Stage 3 are calcu-
lated based on wavelink blocking probabilities, and wavelink offered loads are
the final result in Stage 1, we represent the dependence of traffic loads on
blocking probabilities in a function form D(B), where D and B represent the
matrix forms of Dtuk

w and Btuk
w . Let ϕ(•) denote the wavelink blocking model

as a function form. Then the nonlinear dependence results in the following
equation

B = ϕ(D(B)) = ϕ′(B) ,

which is the fixed-point equation mentioned in Section 13.4. This equation can
be solved by a nonlinear solver, e.g., through the repeated substitution illus-
trated in Algorithm 1. After it converges, the end-to-end call loss probabilities
are obtained by (13.12)–(13.13).

We give some numerical results of the above model. A 14-node sample
network illustrated in Fig. 13.7 is used. Each optical node is attached to one
client node. At each client node, client calls are generated based on the Pois-
son arrival and exponential holding time assumptions. The wavelink capacity
is assumed 100. The offered load between a node-pair is uniformly distributed

Algorithm 1 Compute call loss probabilities
1. Assign arbitrary numbers in (0, 1) to Btuk

w for all t, u, k, w
2. Compute Ltu

k for all t, u, k by (13.9)
3. Compute Btk for all k, t by (13.10)
4. Compute Gsj

k for all s, j, k by (13.11)
5. Compute θsj

k for all s, j, k by (13.4), with the given ask

6. Compute Ctk, and Atk for all t, k by (13.5) and (13.6)
7. Compute Etu

k for all t, u, k by (13.7)
8. Compute Dtuk

w for all t, u, k, w by (13.8)
9. Compute Btuk

w for all t, u, k, w by (13.1)–(13.3). If Btuk
w have converged, termi-

nate. Otherwise go to step 2

1

4 62

3

5 7

8

10

9

11

13

12

14

Fig. 13.7. A 14-node sample network
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in the range [1, 1 + d], where d is a simulation parameter. The number of
call services is assumed 10, and the data rate of service-k (1 ≤ k ≤ 10)
calls is assumed 10k. The probability of an incoming call being a service-
k call follows the log-normal distribution as illustrated in Fig. 13.8. The
shortest path routing and first-fit wavelength assignment are assumed in
the optical network. The number of wavelengths is assumed 8. The single-
hop traffic grooming algorithm and a multi-hop grooming algorithm are
used, where the latter utilizes the single-hop path and up to 4 multi-hop
paths computed through setting the g-link distance as the length of the
waveroute supporting the g-link. Figure 13.9 plots the computed blocking
probabilities.

13.7 Extensions of the Basic Blocking Model

The blocking model in Section 13.6 can be extended to address other features
and requirements in dynamic traffic grooming. We describe four examples to
extend the model to address wavelength conversion, different traffic grooming
policy, arbitrary alternate routing, and random traffic grooming.
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13.7.1 Wavelength Conversion in Dynamic Traffic Grooming

The optical network might have wavelength conversion. With wavelength con-
version, waveroutes corresponding to a fiber route overlap with each other to
create repeated wavelinks (see Section 13.7.3), since the waveroutes are the
possible wavelength assignments on this fiber route. Furthermore, the num-
ber of waveroutes corresponding to a fiber route increases exponentially as a
function of the number of conversion nodes on the route. Together, they make
the computation of the blocking probabilities time-consuming. To improve the
efficiency, an approximation technique was proposed in [27]. A fiber route is
decomposed into a sequence of segments,2 a partial route between two consec-
utive conversion nodes or from the source/destination to the closest conversion
node on a fiber route. As shown in Fig. 13.10, a segment is composed of multi-
ple link-disjoint waveroutes since there is no conversion node inside a segment.

The calls offered to a fiber route arrive at each segment of the route,
and are then offered to the waveroutes on each segment. The sub-wavelength
calls eventually arrive at the wavelinks of these waveroutes. With this traffic
grooming modeling, the blocking probability of a g-link can be calculated
from the blocking probabilities of the fiber routes used to set up lightpaths for
these g-links. On the other hand, the blocking probability of a fiber route can
be calculated from the blocking probabilities of the segments on the route,
which can be obtained from the blocking probabilities of the waveroutes on
these segments. Therefore, the call loss probability between a node-pair can
be computed similarly as in Section 13.6, through a hierarchy of wavelink–
waveroute–segment–g-link–path. The number of waveroutes on the segments
of a fiber route increases only linearly as a function of the number of con-
version nodes in the fiber route. Furthermore, they are wavelink-disjoint, and
also shorter than the end-to-end waveroutes on the fiber route. Therefore, the
segment blocking probability can be efficiently computed.

We briefly discuss the modification to the basic blocking model in Sec-
tion 13.6 for this scenario. First we redefine the following notations to make
them correspond to quantities of fiber routes and then describe how to obtain
them. Other notations and their computations are the same.

segment 1 segment 2
fiber wavelink w1

nodes with 
wavelength conversion 

segment 3

nodes without 
wavelength conversion 

wavelink w2

Fig. 13.10. Decomposing a fiber route into segments

2 In contrast, the approach taken in Section 13.6 decomposes a fiber route into a set
of end-to-end waveroutes, and the fiber route blocking probability is computed
as the joint blocking probability of all waveroutes on the fiber route.
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U Number of fiber routes to set up lightpaths for a g-link.
Rtu The uth fiber route used to set up lightpaths on g-link t, consisting

of segments.
Btuk

w Blocking probability of wavelink w for class-〈t, u, k〉 calls (service-k
calls on fiber route Rtu).

B
tuk
R

Blocking probability of segment R for class-〈t, u, k〉 calls.
Ltu

k Blocking probability of fiber route Rtu for service-k calls.
Etu

k Carried load of service-k calls on fiber route Rtu.
Htuk

R
Offered load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls arriving at segment R.

The offered load to a g-link is offered to the fiber routes between this
g-link. Furthermore, by the link-disjoint alternate routing assumption, the
carried load of service-k calls on route Rtu (i.e., class-〈t, u, k〉 calls) is

Etu
k = Atk ·

u−1∏

i=1

Lti
k ·
(
1 − Ltu

k

)
, (13.14)

where Atk is the g-link offered load (see Section 13.6) and
∏u−1

i=1 Lti
k is the

joint blocking probability of first u − 1 fiber routes.
Based on the route carried load, the offered load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls

arriving at segment R can then be calculated as

Htuk
R

=

{
Etu

k

1−B
tuk
R

if R ∈ Rtu

0 otherwise
. (13.15)

For R ∈Rtu, denote |R| as the number of waveroutes in segment R (note
that R is composed of link-disjoint waveroutes). Let r1, · · · , r|R| be the waver-
outes of R. A call arriving at a segment tries its waveroutes sequentially, and
thus the carried load of service-k calls on waveroute ri, denoted as Vi, is

Vi =
∏

�∈ri

(
1 − Btuk

�

)
· Htuk

R
·

i−1∏

j=1

⎛

⎝1 −
∏

�∈rj

(
1 − Btuk

�

)
⎞

⎠ ,

where the first term is the call accepting probability on waveroute ri, and
the last term is the joint blocking probability of the first i − 1 waveroutes
r1, . . . , ri−1 on segment R.

The carried load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls on every wavelink w ∈ ri is the
same as the carried load of service-k calls on waveroute ri. Thus the offered
load of class-〈t, u, k〉 calls arriving at the wavelink w ∈ ri (1 ≤ i ≤ |R|) can
be calculated as

Dtuk
w =

Vi

1 − Btuk
w

.

After obtaining the wavelink offered loads Dtuk
w for all t, u, k, w, wavelink

blocking probabilities Btuk
w can be calculated using the wavelink blocking
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model, and then other blocking probabilities can be computed based on them
as follows.

By the sequential wavelength assignment assumption, a call arriving at a
segment sequentially tries its waveroutes. Let r ∈ R denote a waveroute in
segment R. Then the call blocking probability of R for class-〈t, u, k〉 calls is
calculated by the independent link blocking assumption as

B
tuk
R

=
∏

r∈R

(

1 −
∏

w∈r

(
1 − Btuk

w

)
)

. (13.16)

The blocking probabilities of segments on a fiber route are independent,
and thus the blocking probability of fiber route Rtu for service-k calls is

Ltu
k = 1 −

∏

R∈Rtu

(
1 − B

tuk
R

)
.

As discussed earlier, the blocking probability of a g-link is now the joint
blocking probability of the fiber routes that are used to set up lightpaths for
this g-link. Thus the blocking probability of g-link t for service-k calls is

Btk =
U∏

i=1

Lti
k . (13.17)

Other blocking probabilities are calculated as in Section 13.6. Similarly a
fixed-point equation is formed and after solving this equation, the call loss
probabilities between node-pairs (Lsk) can be obtained.

13.7.2 Traffic Grooming Policy

When routing a call onto a multi-hop g-link path, some traffic grooming
algorithms may want to use only existing lightpaths on these paths, so that
the source client node does not need to request to set up a new lightpath from
an intermediate node to the destination node, e.g., this may not be allowed
by administration policy. Moreover, requesting the setup of such a lightpath
requires complicated coordination and results in more overhead. To address
such constraints, the wavelink needs to differentiate a call as to whether it can
request new lightpath setup or has to be carried over an existing lightpath.
Thus a more sophisticated wavelink blocking model is needed to handle this
situation. A call arriving at a g-link is referred to as an active call (with
regard to this g-link) if it can request a new lightpath establishment on this
g-link to accommodate it, and referred to as a passive call if it has to be
carried on an existing lightpath on this g-link.

As illustrated in the hierarchy of dynamic traffic grooming in Fig. 13.4, a
call arriving at a g-link is routed on a waveroute supporting this g-link. If a
call is an active (or passive) call with regard to a g-link, it is correspondingly
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referred to as an active (or passive) call on the waveroute supporting this
g-link. A waveroute may carry both active and passive calls, since a g-link can
carry both types of calls. Actually, the first call carried on a waveroute must
be an active call that requests to establish a new lightpath on this waveroute,
and later the grooming algorithm can route both active and passive calls
from different node-pairs onto this waveroute, which has already become a
lightpath. Besides the notations in Section 13.5, let ρnk and ρ̃nk denote the
offered load of class-〈n, k〉 active/passive calls arriving at the wavelink, i.e.,
service-k active/passive calls coming to the wavelink from waveroute Rn. The
following is a wavelink blocking model developed in [28] to distinguish active
and passive calls.

Theorem 2. Let ρ̂nk(j) =

{
ρnk if j ≤ 0
ρnk + ρ̃nk if j > 0 . Then q(n, j) satisfies the

recursive relationship

j · q(n, j) =
K∑

k=1

bk · ρ̂nk(j − bk) · q(n, j − bk), (13.18)

where q(n, j) = 0 for j < 0, q(n, 0) = q(0) and

q(0) +
N∑

n=1

C∑

j=1

q(n, j) = 1. (13.19)

Denote the wavelink blocking probability for class-〈n, k〉 active/passive calls
as Bnk and B̃nk, respectively. Then

Bnk = 1 − q(0) −
C−bk∑

j=1

q(n, j), (13.20)

B̃nk = 1 −
C−bk∑

j=1

q(n, j). (13.21)

Proof. See [28].

For the end-to-end analysis, we can define the following corresponding
traffic loads and blocking probabilities for active/passive calls, similar to the
notations in Section 13.6.

Ctk, C̃tk loads of service-k active/passive calls carried on g-link t.
Btk, B̃tk blocking probabilities of g-link t for service-k active/passive calls.
Atk, Ãtk loads of service-k active/passive calls offered to g-link t.
Ltu

k , L̃tu
k blocking probabilities of waveroute Rtu for service-k active/
passive calls.
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Etu
k , Ẽtu

k loads of service-k active/passive calls carried on waveroute Rtu

(i.e., class-〈t, u, k〉 calls).
Btuk

w , B̃tuk
w blocking probabilities of class-〈t, u, k〉 active/passive calls on

wavelink w.
Dtuk

w , D̃tuk
w loads of class-〈t, u, k〉 active/passive calls offered to wavelink w.

The traffic loads of service-k active/passive calls carried on g-link t can be
calculated as follows. Let Ot denote the set of node-pairs whose calls are active
calls with regard to g-link t, and Qt = {(s, j) | s ∈ Ot, and Psj traverses
g-link t} denote the indices of the paths that offer active calls to g-link t. Cor-
respondingly, we denote Q̃t as the indices of the paths that offer passive calls to
g-link t. Then the g-link t carried loads of service-k active and passive calls are

Ctk =
∑

(s,j)∈Qt

θsj
k ,

C̃tk =
∑

(s,j)∈Q̃t

θsj
k .

The traffic loads for both active and passive calls on g-links, waveroutes, and
wavelinks are calculated similarly as in Section 13.6, based on Ctk, C̃tk. Then
using the extended wavelink blocking model, we can obtain the corresponding
wavelink blocking probabilities for active/passive calls. The waveroute and g-
link blocking probabilities for active and passive calls are computed similarly
as in Section 13.6. We define Bsk

t as the blocking probability of g-link t for
service-k calls of node-pair s, which can be computed as below.

Bsk
t =

{
Btk if calls of node-pair s are active calls on g-link t

B̃tk if calls of node-pair s are passive calls on g-link t
.

The path blocking probability Gsj
k in (13.11) is correspondingly computed

as follows
Gsj

k = 1 −
∏

t∈Psj

(
1−Bsk

t

)
. (13.22)

Other blocking probabilities are calculated the same as before. The
fixed-point equation formed by the nonlinear dependence of the blocking
probabilities can be solved similarly and the call loss probabilities between
node-pairs can then be obtained.

13.7.3 Arbitrary Alternate Routing

Both the client call routing on the g-link topology and the lightpath routing
in the optical network may utilize arbitrary alternate routing instead of link-
disjoint routing. The challenge in adopting arbitrary alternate routing is the
repeated g-links/wavelinks that are present in more than one path/waveroute,
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repeated 
wavelink w

waveroute r

waveroute b

Fig. 13.11. Repeated wavelink

due to the overlapping of several paths between the same node-pair or several
waveroutes supporting the same g-link, illustrated in Fig. 13.11. The repeated
wavelinks/g-links make individual waveroute/path blocking probabilities not
independent from other waveroutes supporting the same g-link or other paths
between the same node-pair. For instance, waveroutes r and b in Fig. 13.11
have one repeated wavelink w. If a call offered to waveroute r is blocked due
to wavelink w (because there is no available bandwidth), then clearly this call
is also blocked on waveroute b. This makes it difficult to compute the joint
waveroutes/paths blocking probability. A possible approach to address this
issue is to use conditional probability law to consider the conditional joint
blocking probability for each given state of the repeated wavelinks/g-links,
and then use the total probability law to obtain the unconditional joint
blocking probability (see [28]).

13.7.4 Random Wavelength Assignment and Random
Traffic Grooming

The work in [29] discussed the analysis of random traffic grooming in opti-
cal networks with random wavelength assignment. In random traffic grooming,
each client node uses one or more fiber routes to route calls to each destination.
An incoming call first tries the single-hop path on a fiber route, and then ran-
domly tries one of the two-hop g-link paths that contains only one intermediate
client node on this fiber route. Figure 13.12 illustrates a fiber route from node
S to D. There are three two-hop paths on this fiber route in the form of {S,
X, D}, with X being A, B, or C. Two such paths are illustrated in Fig. 13.12.
The analysis of this algorithm in [29] takes a similar hierarchical approach

S Dg-link

fiber

A B C

Fig. 13.12. Random traffic grooming
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as in Section 13.6, with the hierarchy “single wavelength link (SWL)”–
“SWL path”–lightpath–route–path, which is essentially the same hierarchy as
wavelink–waveroute–g-link–path–“paths-group on a fiber route” using the ter-
minologies of this chapter. With the random wavelength assignment, the traffic
loads on the waveroutes are computed from the g-link offered load differently.
The analysis model in [29] partitions the g-link offered load equally on to each
waveroute. This model also divides the wavelink into channels, similar to time
slots, and requires a client call take the same channel(s) on the entire waver-
oute, which is analyzed through a similar technique as analyzing the lightpath
blocking in optical network without wavelength conversion (e.g., see [11]).

13.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we first discussed the challenges for analyzing dynamic traffic
grooming. We addressed these challenges by transforming traffic grooming
into a problem of client call routing on a g-link topology. Then we presented
an analysis framework that uses a hierarchy to help derive the client call block-
ing probability from the wavelink blocking probability. Next, a performance
model for dynamic traffic grooming was introduced together with a wavelink
blocking model that plays a key role in the performance model. At last, we
demonstrated how to extend this basic model to various models for accommo-
dating different features and requirements, e.g., wavelength conversion, traffic
grooming policy, arbitrary alternate routing, and random traffic grooming.

A major research trend on performance models for dynamic traffic groom-
ing is to enhance them to be used for studying optical network design
problems with consideration of traffic grooming, e.g., topology design, rout-
ing optimization, and converter placement. Another possible future direction
is to consider mixed traffic, e.g., mixed static, scheduled, and dynamic traffic,
or mixed sub-wavelength, wavelength, and coarser granularity traffic, and
address optical networks with multi-granularity switching, e.g., with both
wavelength and waveband switching.
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Multipoint Traffic Grooming

Ahmed E. Kamal, Ahmad N. Khalil

14.1 Introduction

Several of the new and emerging applications using high-performance net-
works use one of the multipoint service modes. Under multipoint service, and
in the same session, there may be multiple sources, multiple destinations, or
both. Multipoint communication can take one of the following forms [1]:

1. One-to-Many or Multicast : This type of service is very well known, and
several applications belong to this class. These include document distri-
bution, on-demand video distribution, network news distribution, and file
distribution and caching.

2. Many-to-One: This type of service corresponds to data delivered from a
group of users to a single destination. Applications of this type include
resource discovery, data collection at a central location, auctions, group
polling, and accounting.

3. Many-to-Many : In this type of service, several users interact together.
Applications requiring this type of traffic include the combination of one-
to-many and many-to-one interactions cited above between a speaker and
a group of users. They also include multimedia conferencing, synchronized
resources, distance learning, distributed simulations, and collaborative
processing.

In this chapter, we address the problem of grooming multipoint sessions.
Since this area of research is very young, very few results are available. We
therefore only consider the grooming of traffic generated in multicast and
many-to-one sessions.

This research was supported in part by grant CNS-0626741 from the National
Science Foundation.

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 14, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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14.2 Multicast Traffic Grooming

Providing multicast service on optical networks was traditionally considered
in two domains, namely, optical multicasting on wavelength routing networks,
where a session uses a full wavelength capacity [2, 3], and multicasting on
passive star optical couplers in broadcast and select networks [4]. In this
section, we consider multicasting on second generation optical networks, i.e.,
wavelength routed networks, where signals from different multicast sessions
have to be groomed. To support this type of service, traffic may have to be
duplicated. Electronic equipment functionalities are therefore different, and
network design, as well as session provisioning must take this into account.
Techniques developed for multicasting in optical networks, which use pure
optical multicasting are not applicable to multicast traffic grooming. This is
due to at least two reasons: (1) since there is no traffic grooming involved
in optical multicasting, and (2) since traffic duplication is implemented in
the optical domain using optical splitters, which applies to all traffic on the
wavelength channel, even if no branching is required by several sessions. We
illustrate the concept of traffic grooming, and the importance of optimally
provisioning multicast sessions, using the examples in Fig. 14.1 in which three
multicast sessions have to be provisioned over a bidirectional ring with six
nodes, A through F. The multicast sessions are given by:

Session 1: Source = A; Destination = {B, C}; Traffic demand =1 unit;
Session 2: Source = B; Destination = {C}; Traffic demand = 2 unit;
Session 3: Source = A; Destination = {F}; Traffic demand = 1 unit;

Each wavelength on the ring can accommodate two traffic units. The two Fig-
ures illustrate two different ways of accommodating the sessions, which result
in different levels of resource requirements. For example, in Fig. 14.1.(a), 7
units of Line Terminating Equipment (LTE) and two wavelengths are used,
while the routing in Fig. 14.1.(b) costs only 6 LTEs and one wavelength.

A

E

D

B

F

C

A

F

C

D

E

B

(a) (b)

Fig. 14.1. Two different ways of multicast traffic grooming on a ring network
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14.2.1 Enabling Technology

When multicast traffic grooming is involved, it may happen that at a node in
the network, some of the tributaries aggregated on a certain wavelength need
to be duplicated, while others need not be duplicated. In this case, it is natural
to use an approach in which the optical signal is terminated at an LTE, and the
tributaries are accessed. Tributaries that need to be copied are then duplicated
in the electronic domain. The LTE shown in Fig. 14.2 performs this operation.

The implementation of the LTEs in Fig. 14.2 is more suitable when the
LTEs are SONET ADMs. However, when using switching nodes supporting
Data over SONET (DoS) in Next Generation SONET (NGS) networks [6],
e.g., the DoS node shown in Fig. 14.3, two issues will be different. First, an
integrated STM/packet switching architecture is used, hence obviating the
need for digital cross connects. Second, data duplication may not be needed
since data is encapsulated into Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) frames,
and frames may be transmitted on different ports, provided that the overhead
is adjusted to reflect the new destination. Reference [7] introduced a multicast
extension header for GFP.

In references [5, 8], it was argued that implementing some of the traffic
duplication in the optical domain might be less expensive, since the cost
of (passive) optical splitters is considerably less than the cost of electronic
LTEs. This is especially true if the duplicated traffic continues to use the same
wavelength on different OXC output ports, and if the LTEs are only used
for traffic duplication, and not for traffic dropping at a destination. However,
electronic devices are still needed if traffic needs to be added to wavelength
channels. Moreover, optical splitting can result in overusage of wavelength
channels. Therefore, the authors introduced the node architecture shown in

�
�
�
�

��

Optical Crossconnect

            OXC

λ1

λ1

λ1

λ1

λ2

λ2 λ2

λ2

digitalcross−connect

buffer and duplication hardware

LTEλ1 λ2 LTE

Fig. 14.2. Multicast traffic duplication in the electronic domain
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            OXC             OXC

Drop Add/drop/copy

split & delivery
electronic

optical

split & delivery

Fig. 14.3. Node architecture employing optical and electronic duplication proposed
in [5]

Fig. 14.3 which implements both electronic and optical duplication, based on
need and cost. Such nodes are known as translucent nodes.

14.2.2 Network Model

We consider a network with N nodes, where the network graph can assume
any arbitrary mesh topology. Each edge in the graph corresponds to a pair
of fibers between a pair of nodes, which are used for transmission in two
different directions. Each fiber has W wavelength channels. The capacity of
each channel is expressed in g, the grooming factor, which is the number
of basic units of traffic which can be carried on a channel. For example, if
the transmission rate on a wavelength channel is OC-48, or 2.4 Gbps, and
the basic transmission unit is OC-3, or 150 Mbps, then g = 16. There are
K multicast sessions in the network. Each session, a, where 1 ≤ a ≤ K, is
identified by the tuple < sa,Da,ma >. sa is the source of the session, Da is
the set of destinations of the session, and ma is the number of traffic units to
be delivered from sa to all destinations d ∈ Da.

14.2.3 Static Multicast Traffic Grooming: Exact Approaches

Integer Linear Program (ILP)

We first consider that all traffic duplication is carried out in the elec-
tronic domain, using the node architecture shown in Fig. 14.2. An exact
approach for the static multicast traffic grooming problem was presented
in [7] assuming this node architecture. We present a simplified version of
this approach, in the form of an Integer Linear Program (ILP), which min-
imizes the number of electronic equipment, LTEs. Table 14.1 presents the
basic parameters needed for ILP formulation. The ILP can be formulated as
follows:
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Table 14.1. Multicast traffic grooming ILP basic parameters

Q A very large integer number, (in our case Q ≥ N2 − N)
Fmn a binary variable that indicates the presence of an edge between nodes m

and n, 1 ≤ m, n ≤ N : equals 1 if and only if nodes m and n are adjacent
F ij,w

mn number of lightpaths between node pair (i, j) routed on fiber (m, n) on wave-
length w

Tn number of LTEs at node n
Lw

ij number of lightpaths from node i to node j on wavelength w
Lij number of lightpaths from node i to node j =

∑
w Lw

ij

Za,d
ij a binary indicator: equals 1 if and only if session a, destined to d, is employing

a lightpath from i to j as an intermediate virtual link

Ma
ij a binary indicator: equals 1 if and only if ∃d ∈ Da, such that Za,d

ij = 1. This
means that session a is using lightpath (i, j) to reach at least one destination.

Objective function:
Minimize :

∑

1≤n≤N

Tn (14.1)

Subject to:

• Number of LTEs:

Ti ≥
∑

w

∑

j,j 	=i

Lw
ij ∀i (14.2)

Ti ≥
∑

w

∑

j,j 	=i

Lw
ji ∀i (14.3)

• Lightpath level constraints:

∑

m,forFmi=1

F ij,w
mi = 0 and

∑

n,forFin=1

F ij,w
jn = 0 ∀i, j, w (14.4)

∑

m,forFmx=1

F ij,w
mx =

∑

n,forFxn=1

F ij,w
xn ∀w, i, j, x;x �= i, j (14.5)

∑

m,forFmj=1

F ij,w
mj = Lw

ij and
∑

n,forFin=1

F ij,w
in = Lw

ij ∀i, j, w (14.6)

∑

i

∑

j,forFmn=1

F ij,w
mn ≤ 1 ∀m,n,w (14.7)

and ∑

w

Lw
ij = Lij ∀i, j (14.8)
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The above constraints are self-explanatory, and they make sure that the
traffic flows on each lightpath are conserved. In addition, they evaluate the
number of lightpaths between node pair (i, j), viz., Lij . The constraints
apply if the traffic is either multipoint, or point-to-point.

• Multicast session topology constraints:
∑

i,i 	=s

Za,d
is = 0 and

∑

j,j 	=d

Za,d
dj = 0 ∀a, d ∈ Da (14.9)

∑

j,j 	=s

Za,d
sj = 1 and

∑

i,i 	=d

Za,d
id = 1 ∀a, d ∈ Da (14.10)

∑

i,i 	=x

Za,d
ix =

∑

j,j 	=x

Za,d
xj ∀a, d ∈ Da, x, (x �= s, d) (14.11)

The above constraints are similar to the lightpath constraints, except that
they apply to the multicast tree traffic, and the continuity is over the
lightpaths, and not on the physical links.

Since two or more multicast sessions in the same destination set can
share a lightpath to reach their respective destinations, the bandwidth
along the shared path could be shared too. The above constraints ensure
that the bandwidth of all lightpaths from i to j have not exceeded the
physical capacity. The use of the Ma

ij variables will avoid multiple count-
ing of the same bandwidth ma used by several destinations of the same
session, and on the same lightpath.

Ma
ij ≥

∑

d∈Da

Za,d
ij /Q ∀a, i, j (14.12)

Ma
ij ≤

∑

d∈Da

Za,d
ij ∀a, i, j (14.13)

• Capacity constraints

K∑

a=1

maMa
ij ≤ Lij ∗ g ∀i, j (14.14)

The above ILP produces the locations of the LTEs, and also provisions
sessions, in terms of routes and wavelength assignment.

Other Exact Approaches

Other exact approaches were introduced in [5, 9] and [8]. The model in [9]
considered multicast traffic grooming on a mesh network, where the objective
was to reduce the number of wavelength links. However, the model in [9]
assumed that multicast sessions were routed in advance, which removes the
routing problem from the formulation. In addition, wavelength conversion
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was used, which removes the constraints on wavelength continuity. Moreover,
optical splitting can be used. The problem therefore reduced to a bin packing
problem on one link at a time.

Using the translucent node architecture shown in Fig. 14.3, the authors
in [5] introduced an exact approach, in the form of an Integer Nonlinear Pro-
gramming formulation, for the network design and session provisioning. The
objective function was to also minimize the cost of the electronic equipment.
The formulation bears resemblance to the above one, except in one aspect,
which is used to determine whether or not an add/drop port is required at
a node. This involves terms, for each wavelength, and for each pair of links
having a common node, which are the products over all sessions of other terms
which are 1 if an add/drop is not needed for each of these sessions. Using a
similar architecture, the authors in [8] also introduced an ILP formulation for
multicast traffic grooming on ring networks with one traffic unit per session.

The above multicast models assume that all destinations within a desti-
nation set have the same traffic requirements. However, different modes of
operation of multicasting service include:

• Multicasting with partial receiver reachability , in which a subset of the
receivers must receive the traffic originating from the source, while every
attempt should be made to deliver the traffic to the remaining receivers,
if possible, and without increasing the network cost. This corresponds to
applications in which users are prioritized, and lower priority users can
be accommodated only if this imposes no additional cost. It also corre-
sponds to the case in which the network is designed under tight budget
constraints, and users will have to be prioritized in terms of which user is
to be served under the given constraints.

• Multicasting in which traffic may be pruned, or thinned while propagating
downstream, depending on the receivers’ needs. Applications of this type
include multi-layer coded video streams, in which different receivers may
require different stream qualities.

The above two cases were also considered in [7], in which the above ILP
was modified in order to accommodate these two cases. The destination set
for session a, Da, is partitioned into two classes, D′

a, and D′′
a , such that Da =

D′
a∪D′′

a , and D′
a∩D′′

a = φ. All destinations d′ ∈ D′
a have a traffic requirement

of m′
a, while destinations d′′ ∈ D′′

a have a traffic requirement of m′′
a.

For the partial destination reachability case, m′
a = m′′

a, but D′′
a can be

reached only if this is not going to increase the network cost. The objective
function in this case becomes:

Minimize : α ·
∑

n

Tn − β ·
∑

a

∑

d∈D′′
a

∑

j,j 	=s

Za,d
sj (14.15)

The weights in the above objective function, α and β, should be chosen
such that α >> β.
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Also, for the traffic thinning case, m′
a �= m′′

a, and usually m′
a > m′′

a. The
objective function remains the same as in Equation (14.1). However, the
constraints must be revised by including a binary variable for each session a
on each lightpath, (i, j), in order to select the correct traffic level, depend-
ing on the requirements of the downstream destinations. That is, the traffic
delivered on a lightpath used by a session, is by default equal to the m′′

a. If
the lightpath is used to deliver a traffic level of m′

a, which will cause a binary
variable to be equal to 1, a constant quantity equal to m′

a − m′′
a is added

through multiplying it by the above binary variable.

14.2.4 Static Multicast Traffic Grooming: Heuristic Approaches

Unicast traffic grooming is known to be an NP-hard problem [10, 11]. Mul-
ticast traffic grooming is therefore an even harder problem. Therefore, the
above exact approaches are only useful for use with small networks, and with
limited traffic levels. For large networks, and for higher levels of traffic, other
approximate approaches are therefore needed. In addition, the exact approach
is still useful for assessing the accuracy of the approximate approaches. Several
heuristic approaches were proposed in the literature and will be reviewed here.

Grooming with Lightpath Replacement (GLR)

Reference [7] introduced a heuristic approach based on some observations
made from the exact solution of small sized examples. It was found that many
sessions are routed along non-shortest paths, and several destinations were
reached through lightpaths carrying traffic for such sessions. Those lightpaths
were provisioned in a way that makes use of LTEs which were already in place.
This observation can be made by inspecting the examples in Figure 14.1.

To illustrate the concept of exploring other trees which can reduce the
number of LTEs, consider the example in Fig. 14.4.(a). Two lightpaths were
established to deliver traffic (which belong to different sessions) from nodes A
to B and C. The grooming factor, g, is 2 units, and the bandwidth requirement
per destination is 1 unit. This results in using 4 LTEs. However, when remov-

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

LTE

A

B

C

A

B

C

(a) (b)

Fig. 14.4. An example to show the two steps of the heuristic
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ing the link (A,C), C can be serviced using two branches from A to B, and
then from B to C, hence requiring only 3 LTEs, as shown in Figure 14.4.(b).

Since the search space can be very large, the step of exploring other routes
and wavelengths is performed by inspecting one lightpath at a time, removing
one link on the lightpath, and inspecting whether using existing LTEs can
lead to reaching the affected destination while using fewer LTEs.

Heuristics Using Transluscent Node Architecture

Reference [5] introduced three heuristics. Although the heuristics have been
introduced for networks using a combination of optical and electronic dupli-
cation, the algorithms can still work with electronic duplication only.

k-Shortest Path Trees (k-SPT)

The first algorithm is the k-Shortest Path Tree (k-SPT) where the k-SPTs
are constructed by constructing the SPT, and then removing the links from
this SPT, one at a time, in order to obtain the remaining k − 1 SPTs.

An example is shown in Fig. 14.5, where there are two sessions: the first
one is < A, {C,G}, 1 >, while the second one is < A, {E,G}, 1 >. The
grooming factor, g, is 2. Figure 14.5.(a) shows the routing under SPT for each
session, which requires 10 LTE ports, which are shown as squares. However, in
Figure 14.5.(b), optical splitting is used at node B, which reduces the number
of LTEs to 5. Note that in Fig. 14.5.(b), traffic from the second session is
delivered to node C, which is not part of the destination set of this session.
This is due to the optical splitting implemented at node B.

Grooming with Rerouting Sessions (GRS)

The second algorithm in [5] is called Grooming with Rerouting Sessions
(GRS). In this algorithm, if a session cannot be routed on its shortest path
tree on already used wavelengths due to the unavailability of resources on
some links, such links are treated as bottleneck links. If the number of such
bottleneck links does not exceed two links, then the session is rerouted to

(a) (b)

F

E

D

C
A

F

E

D

C

B

A

B

G G

LTE portNode

Fig. 14.5. An example of the k-SPT heuristic
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avoid those links. Otherwise, the next available wavelength is assigned to the
shortest path tree.

Grooming by Computing Overlapped Trees (GCOT)

The third and last algorithm is Grooming by Computing Overlapped Trees
(GCOT). This algorithm tries to pack sessions onto wavelengths in a greedy
manner.

Performance Evaluation

It was shown in [5] that the k-SPT algorithm outperforms both the GRS and
GCOT algorithms, both in terms of the number of LTEs and the number
of wavelength channels. Also, as the value of k increases, the performance of
k-SPT increases further, but of course at the expense of an added complexity.
By comparing the performance of the algorithms to the optimal solution
obtained by solving the nonlinear program mentioned earlier, it was shown
that the results of the algorithm are within 66% of the optimal. However, in
most cases they are within 10–20% of the optimal.

The GLR algorithm described above is very much related to the k-SPT
algorithm, since it also investigates several shortest paths. However, there are
two differences between the two algorithms. First, under GLR, the number of
alternate shortest paths is not fixed, while it is fixed under k-SPT. Second,
under k-SPT, shortest path trees are constructed after removing a link, while
under GLR, the original tree is augmented in order to reach the destinations
which have been disconnected.

Multicast Traffic Grooming with Sparse Optical Splitters

Reference [9] considered a network with Multicast Capable (MC) nodes
(equipped with optical splitters) and Multicast Incapable (MI) nodes. It is
assumed that each MI node has at least one adjacent MC node as well as each
node is equipped with a bank of wavelength converters. The paper presented
a two phase algorithm for provisioning multicast traffic sessions, namely, Mul-
ticast Tree Construction (MTC) and First Fit Grooming Algorithm (FFGA).
MTC constructs shortest path trees from each MC node, and allows an MI
node to use an adjacent MC node as a virtual source, or root. The MI node,
therefore, routes its multicast traffic to that adjacent MC node, and the
MC node will split the traffic and route it to the destinations. The FFGA
is a first fit greedy algorithm that allocates traffic streams on a link to the
first available wavelength channel on that link. If no wavelength channel is
available, a new wavelength channel is created.

14.2.5 Dynamic Multicast Traffic Grooming

With the use of IP over WDM, MPLS over WDM, or with NGS, traffic
sessions now tend to exhibit a dynamic nature, as opposed to the static
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nature assumed in the previous section. Sessions arrive according to a certain
arrival process, and they are characterized by holding times, which are taken
from a certain distribution. Since it is practically impossible to design opti-
cal networks such that they accommodate all such dynamic sessions, most
efforts have concentrated on devising call acceptance, and session provisioning
strategies that will try to reduce the session blocking probabilities.

A number of session provisioning strategies for multicast traffic were
introduced in the literature, and will be presented below.

The Maximizing Minimum Freeload (MMFL) Algorithm

Reference [12] introduced a session provisioning strategy for dynamic mul-
ticast traffic, assuming translucent nodes with the architecture shown in
Fig. 14.3. The objective of this algorithm is to increase resource utilization,
and to minimize the blocking probability for future arriving requests. This is
done by using paths which will maximize the bandwidth capacity left after
routing a multicast tree. In other words, the problem can be considered as
a max-min problem, where the minimum left over bandwidth on all links is
maximized.

The bandwidth capacity left after routing the tree is called the freeload ,
and the freeload on link (i, j) which has an available capacity ci,j on wave-
length w after routing a session with bandwidth requirement B on this link,
and this wavelength, is given by

ci,j − B

g
(14.16)

where g is the grooming factor. The minimum freeload on all wavelengths
is calculated assuming that the session is provisioned, and the routing that
yields the maximum over these minima is used.

The algorithm introduced in [12] is called Maximizing Minimum Freeload
(MMFL). It is assumed that a freeload graph for each wavelength, w, is
formed for each session. The current such graph is referred to as Gw, and
the new graph, G′

w, is formed for each session by applying Equation (14.16)
on all links of the graph using the session requirement. After deciding on
the routing and wavelength assignment of the session, only Gw on which
the session is routed is updated by discounting the allocated link capacities.
MMFL is executed for every arriving multicast session.

Figure 14.6 shows an example of the MMFL in which there are two sessions,
the first is < A, {C,G}, 1 >, while the second is < A, {C,E}, 1 >. Both ses-
sions have bandwidth requirements of one unit, while g = 2. It is assumed that
there is a single wavelength in the network. In Fig. 14.6.(a), session 1 arrives,
and the freeload factor for all fibers is calculated as 2−1

2 = 0.5. Session 1 is
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Fig. 14.6. An example of the operation of the MMFL algorithm

routed on the SPT shown by the dashed lines in Figure 14.6.(b). When session
2 arrives, in Fig. 14.6.(b) the freeload factors for session 2 are calculated as
shown in the figure. Fibers used by session 1 have a freeload factor of 1 − 1/2 =
0, while all other fibers have a freeload factor of 1. Session 2 is provisioned on
the SPT shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 14.6.(b). If there was another wave-
length in the network, the freeload diagram for the second wavelength, when
session 2 arrives, would be identical to that in Fig. 14.6.(a), and session 2 would
be provisioned similar to that in Fig. 14.5.(b), but on the second wavelength.

It was shown in [12] that MMFL outperforms both fixed and adaptive
SPT provisioning techniques in terms of call acceptance ratio, since MMFL
attempts to uniformly distribute the session loads over wavelengths, hence
resulting in a better chance of call acceptance. The same observation also
holds for resource utilization.

It is to be noted that this algorithm does not consider the effect of
using optical splitting on accommodating sessions. For example, the route
provisioning shown in Fig. 14.5.(b) will not be selected by this algorithm.

Sequential and Hybrid Multicast Traffic Grooming

References [13, 14] assumed a node architecture similar to that in Fig. 14.3,
except that duplication is always done in the optical domain and that multi-
casting is always supported on a light-tree. All traffic on the same light-tree
will be delivered to the same set of destinations on the light-tree, whether
they are part of the destination set or not.

Multicast Grooming Approaches

In order to support dynamic traffic, once a multicast session is to be accommo-
dated, one of four traffic grooming approaches may be used. These approaches
are described below, with the aid of the example given in Fig. 14.7, assuming
that there is one wavelength channel and all sessions have a traffic require-
ment of 1 unit, while g = 2. It is also assumed that sessions 1, 2 and 3 are
already established on the network.
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session 2: G−> {D,E,F}

session 4: A−>{C,G}
session 5: F−>{C,G}

session 3: F−> {A}

session7: A−>{D,F}
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session 1: A−> {C,G}

G

session 6: B−>{D,E,F}

Fig. 14.7. Examples of the approaches used in sequential multicast traffic grooming

Single-Hop Provisioning : In this approach, an existing light-tree with avail-
able bandwidth to support the new session is used to groom the multicast
session at the logical layer. The new multicast session will be served using a
single-hop logical route. Note that for this approach, the new multicast session
must have the same source and multicast destinations as those associated
with the logical route. For example, in Fig. 14.7, when session 4 arrives, it
can be accommodated on the light-tree used by session 1.

Multi-Hop Provisioning : A multicast session can be provisioned on the log-
ical topology by routing data on more than one light-tree (only two hops are
allowed here).

In this approach, an existing light-tree whose destinations are the same
as those of the new multicast session (called the to-destinations light-tree
(TDLT)), but with traffic from a different source, is used with combination
of a single-hop lightpath whose source is the same as the source of the new
session and its destination is the source of the TDLT (called from-source
light-path (FSLP)). The new multicast session is served on the combination of
FSLP and TDLT. The TDLT and FSLP must have enough capacity to accom-
modate the arriving session. For example, when session 5 arrives, it can be
provisioned using an FSLP F to A (which is used to accommodate session 3),
and then TDLT from A to C and G (which is used to accommodate session 1).

Hybrid Provisioning : A session can be routed/provisioned over a combination
of existing lightpaths or light-trees (logical routing) and a newly created light-
path or light-tree (physical routing, e.g., RWA/MC-RWA). In this approach,
the optical layer must keep updated databases about the connectivity of
both the logical and physical topologies as well as the resource utilization
across both layers. The idea of a hybrid provisioning approach is defined
to find a combined route of an existing logical segment (light-tree) and an
un-provisioned physical segment (lightpath) that needs to be set up.

For example, when session 6 arrives, the light-tree used by session 2 from
G to {D,E,F} can be used to reach F, E and D from G. In addition, a
light-path from B to G is needed, and is therefore provisioned.
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Non-Restricted Multi-Hop Provisioning : This approach allows light-trees to
carry traffic destined to only a subset of the destinations of the light-tree
(this includes an empty subset, which corresponds to the case in which the
light-tree is used as a first hop). For example, when session 7 arrives, the
signal can be transmitted on the light-tree used by session 1. Since none of
the destinations of session 7 are on this tree, at node G the signal is carried on
the light-tree used by session 2 to reach D and F. Notice here that the signals
also reach nodes C, and E, which are not in the destination set of session 7.

Traffic Grooming Heuristics

Using the above four approaches, the authors introduced four heuristics for
provisioning multicast calls with subwavelength traffic rates.

Logical-First Sequential Routing (LFSR) : The network first tries to accom-
modate the call on the logical topology making use of the already existing
connections. Depending on the grooming approach to be used (i.e., Single-Hop
or Multi-Hop), if no available single/multi-hop route were found on the logical
topology, then a new light-tree destined to all the multicast destinations is
set up on the physical topology.

Physical-First Sequential Routing (PFSR) : The network attempts to accom-
modate a session on the physical layer first. If the new light-tree is established
successfully, a new logical/virtual route (light-tree) is created in the logical
layer. If the physical routing fails, then single or multiphop routing on the
logical topology is attempted.

Logical-First Hybrid Routing (LFHR) : The hybrid provisioning approach
is combined with sequential provisioning approaches to achieve a grooming
scheme that is biased toward serving multicast traffic demands in compar-
ison with all other sequential grooming approaches. Specifically, the LFSR
is invoked to find an existing lightpath to provision an FSLP to deliver the
traffic from the source of the session to the root of a TDLT that reaches the
destinations. If this fails, a new light-path is created and used to reach the
source of the TDLT.

Non-Restricted Logical-first Sequential Routing (NRLFSR) : Similar to LFSR,
but a non-restricted multi-hop provisioning approach is used when LFSR fails.

Performance Evaluation

Using a simulation study, and assuming that only one third of the calls are
multicast, it was shown in [14] that among the restricted algorithms (LFSR,
PFSR and LFHR), PFSR has the smallest blocking probability. The use of
multihop session provisioning reduces the blocking probability even further,
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and provides a reduction in the blocking probability that can be very close
to 20%. On the other hand, it was also shown that the non-restricted routing
always outperforms constrained routing at light load. The last observation
is expected since the routing problem has fewer constraints. However, as the
load is increased, the restricted LFSR outperforms NRLFSR, since it is more
conservative in using bandwidth to accommodate new sessions. When most
of the sessions are multicast sessions, the non-restricted routing approach
prevails.

14.2.6 Multicast Traffic Grooming: Summary

In Table 14.2, we provide a summary of the above multicast traffic grooming
protocols. For each protocol, the duplication domain for which the algorithm
was designed, the mode of operation, and the complexity of the algorithm are
indicated.

14.3 Many-to-One Traffic Grooming

In this section, we illustrate the concept of many-to-one traffic grooming, and
how aggregating traffic, if possible, can result in resource reduction, with the
help of a simple example. Figure 14.8 shows a network consisting of 7 nodes.
Suppose that there is only one session which consists of 4 sources, S1, S2,
S3 and S4, located at nodes 1, 3, 4 and 6, respectively. The destination of
this session, d, is located at node 7. Let the capacity of a single wavelength
be 48 units and the traffic originating from each source be 24 units. We
refer to the traffic originating from each source as a stream. Without traffic
grooming, the session {S1, S2, S3, S4 → d} must be accommodated using 3
wavelengths and 8 LTEs (2 LTE for each source-destination pair). However,
with traffic grooming, the number of LTEs and wavelengths can be reduced

Table 14.2. Summary of multicast traffic grooming heuristic algorithms

Algorithm Duplication domain Operation Complexity

GLR [7] electronic Static O(K · M · N2 log2 N)
k-SPT [5] electronic-optical Static O(K · k · N2 log2 N)
GRS [5] electronic-optical Static O(K2 · M · N2 log2 N)
GCOT [5] electronic-optical Static O(K2 · M · W )
MTC+FFGA [9] optical Static O(K · N2 log2 N + K · M · W )
MMFL [12] electronic-optical Dynamic O(K · N2 log2 N)
LFSR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
PFSR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
LFHR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
NRLFSR [14] optical Dynamic O(W · N2)
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Fig. 14.8. An example of many-to-one traffic grooming: (a) without aggregation
and traffic reduction; (b) with aggregation and traffic reduction

to 7 and 2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 14.8(a). If the streams from different
sources destined to the same destination, d, may be aggregated on their way,
the resources can be further reduced. If we assume that every time traffic is
aggregated, 50% of the aggregated traffic will be dropped, then streams from
S1 and S2 are first aggregated at node 3 and then streams from S1, S2 and
S3 are aggregated at node 4. This accommodation requires only 1 wavelength
and 6 LTEs, as shown in Fig. 14.8.(b). Therefore, many-to-one traffic groom-
ing with aggregation can result in a substantial reduction in the cost of the
network in terms of the number of LTEs and the number of wavelengths.

14.3.1 Network Model

Similar to the multicast traffic grooming case, we consider a network with N
nodes, and an arbitrary mesh topology. Each link corresponds to two bidirec-
tional fibers in opposite directions, where each fiber carries W wavelengths,
and the grooming ratio is g. We allow each many-to-one session to traverse
multiple lightpath hops, while each lightpath hop itself may span multiple
physical links.

Each session, a, will have one destination, da, and a set of sources, Sa,
with each source s ∈ Sa generating a number of basic traffic units, ma,s. The
stream from s to d in session a is denoted by φs,d,a. Traffic from different
sources in the same session may be aggregated such that if f streams from
session a are aggregated, each stream contributes a fraction ra

f of its traffic.

14.3.2 Static Many-to-One Traffic Grooming with Aggregation

We address the many-to-one traffic grooming problem such that, given a
traffic matrix, all the traffic should be accommodated with the least number
of LTEs. We also consider the situation in which traffic can be aggregated
using arbitrary, but application dependent, aggregation ratios. Aggregation
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can be used to reduce the amount of traffic that has to be carried by the
network, and hence possibly reduce the amount of resources. We assume that
aggregation, when performed, will be implemented at layer 1. We expect that
the most flexible way of implementing many-to-one traffic grooming would be
by using DoS switches, and NGS protocols, e.g., by delineating and flagging
data blocks which may be dropped during aggregation. GFP extension head-
ers [15] can facilitate this implementation. This area of research is very new,
and all the approaches presented in this section are based on reference [16].

Exact Approach: Mixed Integer Linear Program
(MILP) Formulation

The optimal formulation for the network and connection provisioning
problem, such that the number of LTEs is minimized, is based on a
Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP). Several of the variables and
constraints defined for the multicast traffic grooming problem of Sec-
tion 14.2.3 are valid for the many-to-one traffic grooming problem. In
addition to the parameters defined in the network model above, and
those defined in Table 14.3, the MILP uses the following parameters:

Objective function:
Minimize :

∑

n

Tn (14.17)

Subject to:

• Number of LTEs:
The constraints are similar to those in Equations (14.2) and (14.3).

• Lightpath level constraints:
The constraints are also similar to those in Equations (14.4), (14.5), (14.6),
(14.7) and (14.8).

Table 14.3. Many-to-one traffic grooming MILP basic parameters

Za,s
ij a real number between 0 and 1, which takes non zero values if and only if

the traffic stream from source s ∈ Sa, is using a lightpath from i to j
Ma

ij a binary indicator; is 1 if and only if at least one of the sources of session a
is using a lightpath from node i to j to reach the destination, i.e., ∃s ∈ Sa,
such that Za,s

ij = 1

Ica,f
ij a binary indicator; is 1 if and only if the number of sources s ∈ Sca , on a

lightpath from node i to j, is ≥ f
Xa

ij a real number which represents the amount of traffic on a lightpath from
node i to j due to all sources in Sa

Ja,b
ij a binary indicator; is 1 if and only if session a and b are groomed on the same

lightpath from i to j

Y a,b
ij a real number and is a product of Ja,b

ij and Xb
ij
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• Session topology constraints:
∑

i

Za,s
is =

∑

j

Za,s
dj = 0 ∀a, s ∈ Sa (14.18)

∑

j,j 	=s

Za,s
sj =

∑

i,i 	=d

Za,s
id = 1 ∀a, s ∈ Sa (14.19)

∑

i,i 	=x,i	=d

Za,s
ix =

∑

j,j 	=x,j 	=s

Za,s
xj ∀a, s ∈ Sa, x, (x �= s, d) (14.20)

The above constraints conserve traffic flows on the lightpaths from the
sources to the destination, in each of the sessions.

Moreover, the following constraints will ensure that once data streams,
from more than one source, are aggregated at some node, they will not
split again until they reach the destination.

Ma
ij ≥

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij /Q ∀a, i, j (14.21)

Ma
ij ≤

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij ∀a, i, j (14.22)

∑

j

Ma
ij ≤ 1 ∀a, i (14.23)

To model aggregation, and to determine the amount of traffic before and
after aggregation on each of the lightpaths, the following constraints are
used to set the binary indicator Ia,f

ij on the lighpaths from i to j to one if
and only if the number of sources s ∈ Sa is greater than or equal to f .

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij =

|Sa|∑

f=1

Ia,f
ij ∀a, i, j (14.24)

Ia,f
ij ≤ Ia,f−1

ij 2 ≤ f ≤ |Sa|,∀a, i, j (14.25)

Once the Ia,f
ij variables have been determined by the above constraints,

they are used to determine the exact amount of traffic after aggregation
on lightpath(s) from node i to node j due to the sources in Sa. This is
done using the following set of constraints.

Xa
ij ≥ ra

f ∗
∑

s∈Sa

ma,sZ
a,s
ij −Q

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij +Q∗f ∗ Ia,f

ij 1 ≤ f ≤ |Sa|,∀a, i, j

(14.26)
Xa

ij ≤ ra
f ∗
∑

s∈Sa

ma,sZ
a,s
ij +Q

∑

s∈Sa

Za,s
ij −Q∗f ∗ Ia,f

ij 1 ≤ f ≤ |Sa|,∀a, i, j

(14.27)
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The above constraints will compute the exact amount of traffic after
aggregation on lightpath(s) from node i to node j due to the sources in
Sa, since when f <

∑
s∈Sa

Za,s
i,j or f >

∑
s∈Sa

Za,s
i,j , Equations (14.26)

and (14.27) will evaluate Xa
ij to be in the range [−Q,+Q]. However, when

f =
∑

s∈Sa
Za,s

i,j , Xa
ij will evaluate to the correct amount of traffic after

aggregation.
• Capacity constraint:

The following constraint bounds the total capacity on lightpath(s):

K∑

a=1

Xa
ij ≤ Lij ∗ g ∀i, j (14.28)

Similar to the multicast traffic grooming problem, the above MILP will
determine the locations of the LTEs, as well as the provisioning of sessions.

Heuristic Approach

Reference [16] has also presented a heuristic approach for many-to-one traffic
grooming on random topologies, which also performs data aggregation. The
heuristic is based on a Dynamic Programming (DP) style algorithm, which is
referred to as the Many-to-one Traffic Grooming heuristic based on Dynamic
Programming (MTG-DP). That is, the algorithm proceeds in stages, where
in stage i different subsets of i streams each are routed and provisioned. The
number of subsets, as will be explained below, is equal to the total number of
streams. In stage i, stream j is provisioned together with i−1 streams, where
such streams are chosen as one of the subsets of streams provisioned in stage i−
1, such that the provisioning cost is minimized. This makes the computations
at stage i dependent on stage i−1 only, hence the dynamic programming style.

An example of the DP-style algorithm is shown in Fig. 14.9. If each
many-to-one session, a, consists of |Sa| streams, one from each source s ∈ Sa,
and if Φ is the total number of streams from all the many-to-one sessions,
i.e., Φ =

∑
a |Sa|, then, as shown in the figure, the algorithm consists of Φ

stages, while each stage further consists of Φ steps. At each step of a stage,
a new stream is accommodated (i.e., the stream is assigned a specific route
and a specific wavelength) after conducting a systematic search, such that
the decisions at each step of a stage depend only on the previous stage. For
the systematic search at each stage, all the assignments of the previous stage
are examined and the assignment that can accommodate the current stream
with the least cost is determined. In Fig. 14.9, steps 2 and 4 of stages 2 and
3 are shown in detail. The outcome of each step is a selection of a set of
accommodated streams, which are called an assignment. At the end of each
stage, a collection of several best assignments are available, and after the final
stage, the assignment with the least cost is selected.
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Fig. 14.9. Graphical depiction of the many-to-one traffic grooming heuristic. It is
assumed that a∗ 
= 1, b∗ 
= 2, c∗ 
= 3, d∗ 
= 4, and z∗ 
= Φ

The complexity of this heuristic was shown in [16] to be O(Φ3N2
∑

ck

|Sck
|2). It was also shown, through comparison to the exact approach, that

this heuristic produces results which are between 10% and 38% of the exact
solution.

14.4 Research Issues in Multipoint Traffic Grooming

Multipoint traffic grooming is a new field of research, and there are several
open research problems in this field. As was evident from the discussion, the
complexity of the optimal network design and session provisioning problem
exceeds that of the normal unicast traffic grooming, which is known to be NP-
hard. Therefore, approximate and heuristic approaches need to be developed
for use with large networks, and increased traffic levels. In addition, session
provisioning of multipoint traffic sessions under dynamic traffic conditions is
an important problems, especially with the use of IP and MPLS over WDM.
Tractable and efficient procedures are therefore required. The development
of accurate performance models for the evaluation of blocking probabilities
under this type of traffic is still an open area of research.

Finally, the survivable multipoint traffic grooming problem, where multi-
point low-speed connections need to be protected, is still not receiving much
attention in the literature. Recently, some work addressed the traffic grooming
problem for survivable WDM networks; however only unicast traffic demands
were considered. There is a need to propose and develop new approaches to
provision and protect low-speed multipoint traffic demands.
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Multi-Domain Traffic Grooming

Nasir Ghani, Qing Liu, Nageswara S. V. Rao, Ashwin Gumaste

15.1 Introduction

The last decade has seen many advances in high-speed networks. At the fiber
level, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM, Layer 1) has gained
favor as a terabit solution, capable of “lightpath” circuit routing. Meanwhile
next-generation SONET/SDH (NGS) (Layer 1.5) [1] has gained strong trac-
tion in the metro/edge, providing flexible “sub-rate” aggregation. Finally,
Ethernet and IP networks (Layers 2, 3) have seen new quality of service
(QoS) provisions via the differentiated services (Diff-Serv) and integrated
services (Intserv) frameworks. Related control standards have also emerged,
most notably multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) for Layer 2/3 flow-based
QoS support. Further generalizations have even adapted this solution for
“non-packet-switching” layers, i.e., generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [2].

As the above solutions undergo widespread deployment, a complex inter-
connection of different data-planes has resulted. From a theoretical aspect,
this is embodied by an interconnection of multiple horizontal domains (i.e.,
networks) comprising of different vertical layers (i.e., technologies), as shown
in Fig. 15.1 [3]. These segmentations are based upon various factors, such as
technology, scalability, geographic, economic, administrative, etc. Moreover
as the scale and reach of services expands, there is a pressing for “end-
to-end” provisioning across heterogeneous domains, i.e., horizontal–vertical
control. A good example is the growth in “e-science” applications [3]. How-
ever, inter-layer provisioning today is still done via manual provisioning of
domain-specific control planes, giving high inefficiency and long lead times,
i.e., hours to days.

Multi-domain networking has long been supported in IP and ATM net-
works. Moreover, new efforts are also introducing these capabilities in optical
transport networks. Nevertheless, the broader topic of provisioning across het-
erogeneous network layers has not been addressed in detail. Note that there
is a clear distributed multi-domain grooming aspect to this problem as differ-
ent circuit/flow granularities are involved, i.e., gigabit wavelengths, “sub-rate”

R. Dutta et al. (eds.), Traffic Grooming for Optical Networks,
DOI: 10.1007/978-0-387-74517-6 15, c© Springer Science+Business Media, LLC 2008
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Fig. 15.1. Multi-layer, multi-domain networking infrastructures

SONET/SDH tributaries, MPLS label switched paths (LSP), etc. Overall, this
is a very difficult problem owing to some key complicating factors. Foremost,
there are no unified control plane standards for integrating multiple layers. In
addition related provisioning algorithms are lacking, particularly those oper-
ating in distributed (intra, inter-carrier) settings with no/partial global state.

This chapter addresses the emerging area of multi-domain grooming and
is organized as follows. First, Section 15.2 presents a brief survey of standards
for multi-domain networks. Subsequently Section 15.3 surveys some work on
multi-domain protocols and algorithms. Section 15.4 then delves into the rel-
atively unexplored area of multi-domain grooming and details key directions
in inter-layer routing, path computation, signaling, and survivability. Finally
Section 5 presents overall conclusions and future directions.

15.2 Multi-Domain Standards

Over the years, a wide range of multi-domain networking standards have been
developed by various standards organizations, including the IETF, ITU-T,
and OIF. These efforts are briefly reviewed here.
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15.2.1 ITU-T Standards

The ITU-T has matured a comprehensive automatically switched transport
networks (ASTN) framework for multi-domain optical networks. The refer-
ence architecture for ASTN is G.8080 [2] and describes a group of components
to control transport resources to setup, maintain, and release a client layer
connections. However, the internal topology and connectivity of the under-
lying optical layers is not made visible to the client layer and is instead
treated as a sub-network point pool (SNPP) link (“virtual” link). Now ASTN
follows a hierarchical design in which designated entities perform control for
single and multiple layers. For example, its routing hierarchy consists of areas
with requirements for inter-area auto-discovery, auto-provisioning and auto-
restoration. However, this model is flexible and each domain’s internal control
plane can be tailored to the particular types and capabilities of the equip-
ment within the domain. Nevertheless, this overall framework only addresses
architectural design and no explicit protocols specifications are provided. It is
here that developments within the IETF and OIF are of crucial importance.

15.2.2 OIF Standards

The OIF has developed several control standards for optical network inter-
facing, including a client–carrier user-network interface (UNI) and a carrier–
carrier network node interface (NNI). The UNI implements bandwidth sig-
naling for client devices (i.e., IP/MPLS routers) to request/release “optical”
connections from underlying carrier SONET/SDH or DWDM domains, i.e.,
“optical dialtone”. Since there is no trust relationship here, carrier topology
information is not propagated to the client side, i.e., overlay model [2]. The lat-
est UNI 2.0 features much improved capabilities for security, bandwidth modi-
fication, etc. Meanwhile, the NNI interface implements inter-domain functions
for reachability/resource exchange and setup signaling. Now two variants have
been designed here, interior NNI (I-NNI) and external-NNI (E-NNI). The
former interfaces nodes within the same administrative area whereas the
latter serves adjacent areas. E-NNI relegates all interfacing issues to domain
boundaries, thereby removing restrictions on domain-internal control and
equipment interoperability. Furthermore, NNI adopts a link state routing
approach, e.g., via single/stacked instances of GMPLS routing protocols.

The overall UNI–NNI combination facilitates rapid deployment of new
services across multi-vendor “optical” domains. Moreover, this framework
works for both optical DWDM and SONET/SDH domains, as facilitated by
the different granularities supported in UNI/NNI signaling. Hence the NNI
standard can support multi-layer interfacing at the circuit-switching level.
However, since there is no resource exchange across the UNI, higher layer
IP/MPLS networks must treat underlying “optical” links as tunneled links.
This setup will be problematic for client layer routing since the number of
Layer 3 adjacencies will grow per the square of border nodes, i.e., connection
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mesh problem. Clearly, as the number of border nodes grows, this routing
setup becomes less scalable, considering the amount of adjacency information
has to be maintained. Hence clients may have to run data-plane inter-domain
routing protocols across UNI-provisioned connection links.

15.2.3 IETF Standards

Well-established IP network architectures comprise a hierarchy of autonomous
systems (AS) and routing areas (domains). Within areas, routers run associ-
ated interior gateway protocols (IGP) such as open shortest path first (OSPF)
or intermediate-system to intermediate-system (IS-IS) [2]. These protocols
use link-state routing to maintain link state databases (LSDB). Meanwhile at
the inter-AS level, commensurate exterior gateway protocols (EGP) are used.
The mainstay here is border gateway protocol (BGP) which runs between
exterior gateway nodes and uses distance vector routing to provide end-
point reachability exchange. In addition, OSPF also provides an additional
level for disseminating “higher-layer” aggregated state between area border
routers (ABR). Note that many operators will want to limit internal state
dissemination in inter-carrier settings owing to privacy and security concerns.

With growing flow-level QoS requirements in IP networks, new extensions
have also been proposed for OSPF. For example, OSPF-traffic engineering
(OSPF-TE, RFC 2676) provides extensions and opaque link state (LSA)
definitions for “QoS-related” link state to support advanced constraint-based
routing (CBR). Meanwhile there have also been proposals for augmenting
BGP messaging with added QoS attributes. For example, [4] exchanges QoS-
enabled reachability information via new BGP message attributes. However,
these offerings do not alter the inherent distance vector design. Finally, the
hierarchical routing has also been implemented in older asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) networks via the private network-to-network interface (PNNI)
protocol, i.e., via peer group leaders.

Meanwhile the GMPLS framework devises new routing/signaling versions
to manage “circuit-switched” entities, e.g., TDM circuits and DWDM light-
paths [2]. For example, new OSPF-TE opaque LSA definitions have been
added for DWDM and SONET/SDH links. Hence TE databases (TEDB)
can now store information fields for wavelengths/usages, timeslots/usages,
shared risk link groups (SRLG) diversity, etc. New enhancements have also
been added to the reservation protocol, RSVP-TE, to implement DWDM
and SONET/SDH circuit setup/takedown, e.g., hard state, recovery, etc.
Additionally, RSVP-TE also provides a loose route (LR) feature to specify a
partial (high-level) node sequences along with signaling-based explicit route
(ER) expansion to resolve the full path route. Finally a new link management
protocol (LMP) has been developed for fault discovery and localization.

However, GMPLS does not provide any specific routing extensions for
multi-domain BGP as its inherent distance-vector design is not well-suited
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for circuit routing. Therefore, two-level OSPF-TE is the most germane inter-
domain protocol for GMPLS. Nevertheless, OSPF-TE assumes a peer-to-peer
model in which all nodes perform identical routing/signaling. Clearly, today’s
emerging diversified, multi-layer domains settings will prove problematic
here. For example, many vendor solutions may not provide GMPLS support
and instead use centralized vendor-proprietary network management systems
(NMS) or operations support systems (OSS) and TL-1 messaging [1]. In these
cases, proxy solutions can be used to translate external vendor-specific control
formats [5].

The IETF is also addressing TE path computation via its path computa-
tion element (PCE) architecture [6, 7]. This framework allows path computa-
tion clients (PCC) to interact with PCE entities to resolve constraint-based
routes. A PCE either resides in a standalone manner or is co-located with a
network node and has access to domain-level resource/policy databases. This
architecture provides a request/response protocol for PCC-PCE and PCE-
PCE interaction, i.e., PCE protocol (PCEP) [7]. Finally, automated discovery
allows PCC entities to locate a PCE with requisite capabilities, e.g., in terms of
network layers, algorithms, backup path computation, etc. Two PCE compu-
tation models have also been proposed, centralized, and distributed [6]. In the
former, all path computation is performed by a single PCE entity. Although
this is realistic for intra-domain scenarios, the broader multi-domain case
necessitates this PCE to have global resource and policy visibility. Clearly, a
single entity also poses notable scalability and reliability limitations.

Meanwhile, distributed computation uses multiple PCE entities to resolve
end-to-end paths. This approach also supports “domain-specific” constraints,
such as bandwidth/delay in IP domains and wavelength/color continuity in
DWDM networks. Moreover, distributed PCE computation is very germane
for multi-domain/multi-layer/multi-carrier settings with partial visibility.
Herein, two approaches are outlined to handle the contingencies of varying
levels of “global” state, i.e., multi-PCE path computation with and without
inter-PCE signaling [7]. Overall both of these schemes induce close couplings
between inter-domain routing and signaling.

Multi-PCE computation without inter-PCE signaling requires the head-
end PCE (i.e., signaled by PCC) to compute a partial or loose route to
the destination. This route can be a “domain-level” sequence of border
gateways which is then inserted into appropriate downstream signaling mes-
sages. Here receiving entities (border gateways) consult their own PCE
entities to “expand” the strict-hop sequences across their domains to the next
partial/loose hop. This “inter-PCE” approach fits in well with the above-
mentioned RSVP-TE LR/ER features. Meanwhile, multi-PCE computation
with inter-PCE signaling requires the head-end PCE to recursively request
other PCE entities to compute sub-path segments. This setup usually returns
a complete strict-hop source–destination route to the requesting PCC and
is more suitable for little/no inter-domain visibility. Alternatively, in inter-
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carrier settings, this approach may still return a loose route sequence, thereby
preserving intra-domain route confidentiality, see [7].

15.3 Research Studies

Many multi-domain research studies have been conducted. However, most of
these efforts have focused on single-layer (homogeneous) packet/cell-switching
networks, Layers 2–3. Recently some work on multi-domain optical networks
(Layer 1) has also emerged. As yet, very few studies have looked at multi-
domain/multi-layer inter-networking.

15.3.1 Multi-Domain Packet/Cell-Switching Networks

Many studies have looked at multi-domain ATM (Layer 2) and IP (Layer 3)
networks. In particular, graph-based topology abstraction schemes for state
reduction [8–11] have been a key focus area. These strategies transform a
domain topology into a reduced “virtual” graph with fewer abstract vertices
and edges. This is typically done by a designated domain entity, e.g., routing
area leader (RAL) [2], which then propagates the abstract link state to other
gateway nodes to maintain “globalized” state. Expectedly, the computational
entity must have access to intra-domain state. Overall, topology abstraction
allows operators to control internal state dissemination and effectively couples
intra- and inter-domain routing.

An early study of abstraction in hierarchical ATM PNNI networks is
presented in [8]. This effort details algorithms for computing complex node
representations to minimize the number of edges/links in a peer group sum-
marization. The findings here show much-reduced computation times and over
an order magnitude reduction in domain state. Also, [9] extends abstraction to
multi-domain IP QoS networks, summarizing bandwidth state using various
topologies, i.e., star, mesh, tree, and spanner graphs. These reductions are
tested with various path computation strategies, including widest shortest,
shortest-distance, etc. The overall findings confirm improvements in routing
scalability and reduced routing fluctuation. Meanwhile, [10] looks at topology
aggregation in directed graphs with additive link metrics (delay, cost). This
problem is treated from an information-theoretic perspective and related
bounds for compression distortion are derived based upon the asymmetry
constant. Furthermore, [11] develops schemes to incorporate both bandwidth
and delay parameters via line segmentation techniques. Various Dijkstra-
based heuristics are then used to compute paths meeting dual bandwidth and
delay constraints. Overall, the results show improved success rates and lower
crankback messaging loads.

Finally, studies have also looked at QoS enhancements for BGP distance
vector routing. For example, [4] proposes messaging extensions to convey
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additional QoS state for paths to destination domains/prefixes. This is cou-
pled with pre-engineered QoS-based service level specifications (SLS) between
providers along with “meta-QoS class” planes extending across multi-carrier
AS. Results for sample Internet topologies show best performance when paths
selection is done using both bandwidth and delay constraints. In addition,
messaging overheads are shown to be minimal.

15.3.2 Multi-Domain Optical Networks

Multi-domain DWDM networks are also becoming a key focus. To date, most
efforts in this area have focused on distributed lightpath RWA and signal-
ing in all-optical and opto-electronic networks. For example, [12] details a
domain-by-domain scheme in which gateways maintain complete (alternate)
route state across all-optical and opto-electronic networks. Detailed simu-
lation shows the overall effectiveness of the proposed model. However, this
setup is more favorable to BGP-type implementations and related resource
propagation (path dissemination) results are not shown.

Meanwhile, [13] studies DWDM networks comprising of multiple segments,
i.e., domains. Here, three different inter-domain wavelength routing algorithms
are developed, i.e., end-to-end (E2E), concatenated shortest path (CSR), and
hierarchical routing (HIR). The E2E basically assumes a “flat” globalized
graph whereas HIR assumes a hierarchical graph with segments summarized
as nodes. Meanwhile CSR simply uses local information to perform segment-
by-segment routing. Numerical results with a specialized mesh-torus topology
show significant blocking reduction with the E2E scheme for “multi-segment”
requests. However, the CSR scheme does not provide any intra-domain state
and further inter-domain routing algorithms are not addressed.

Now, very few studies have looked at routing in multi-domain DWDM
networks. Here, it is generally very difficult to re-apply IP/MPLS abstraction
schemes since resource constraints are different. Hence recent studies have
looked at new DWDM-based abstraction schemes. For example, [14] presents
a theoretical treatment of abstraction with border node wavelength conver-
sion. Here, various information models are developed and lightpath selection
is modeled as a Bayesian decision problem. The findings for bus topologies
show that scalable information models can achieve a good trade-off between
performance loss and the amount of network state. Nevertheless, inter-domain
routing and RWA issues are not addressed.

Meanwhile, [15] tables a hierarchical inter-domain solution using simple-
node abstraction. Nevertheless, signaling provisions are not considered here
and only the all-optical case is handled. Conversely, [16] presents a much
more detailed study of abstraction in multi-domain all-optical/opto-electronic
DWDM networks. Namely, graph theoretic RWA schemes (via k-shortest path
heuristics) are used to generate full mesh and star abstractions. Furthermore,
detailed inter-domain link-state routing protocols and distributed lightpath
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RWA algorithms are also specified (using OSPF-TE, RSVP-TE). Findings
show very good blocking reduction and lower inter-domain signaling loads.

Dynamic sub-path protection for DWDM networks has also been consid-
ered. For example, [17] segments end-to-end lightpaths into independent “pro-
tection domains” and implements shared segment protection with/without
wavelength conversion. The algorithm pre-defines self-healing cycles in the
network topology and attempts to allocate self-healing loops for lightpaths
accordingly. Overall, it is shown that maximum sharing can be achieved by
properly assigning wavelengths to the shared channels. Nevertheless, these
schemes assume full global state, i.e., “flat/single-domain” network, and hence
their application in distributed multi-layer settings is not straightforward.
Finally, Layer 1 virtual private networks (Layer 1 VPN) provisioning in multi-
domain SONET/SDH network has also been studied in [18]. Layer 1 VPN rep-
resents a new service model in which transport-layer resources are partitioned
to build multiple “virtual infrastructures” over a single physical network.
Here, the authors develop a novel OSPF-TE link model to share time-slots
between client VPN topologies. Furthermore, non-adjacent L1 VPN clients
are interconnected via “virtual link” multi-domain SONET/SDH connections.
Overall, results show good sharing efficiency and blocking reductions with
shortest-widest path selection. However, all virtual links here are pre-specified
(static), as per end-user demands, and inter-domain routing is not done.

15.3.3 Multi-Domain/Multi-Layer Networks

As mentioned in Section 15.1, there is a clear grooming aspect to multi-
domain/multi-layer networks. For example, multiple fine-granularity label
switched paths (LSP) originating in Layer 3 domains can be aggregated
over coarser DWDM lightpaths. In a similar manner, sub-rate SONET/SDH
circuits can also be groomed over DWDM lightpaths. Now, even though
grooming algorithms have been widely studied over the years, most studies
have focused on idealized settings with full resource state knowledge across
all layers. The broader topic of distributed multi-domain grooming, i.e., in
the presence of limited global state, is largely unexplored and only a handful
of studies have been conducted to date.

In particular, [19] presents one of the first studies on distributed SONET-
DWDM provisioning in multi-domain networks. Here, the authors define a
multi-segment graph model (with boundary grooming) and evaluate various
path selection schemes, e.g., centralized (full-knowledge), domain-by-domain
(local knowledge), and hierarchical source routing (partial inter-domain
knowledge). The latter approach only propagates domain-internal state for
a specified granularity levels, although detailed specifications for state com-
pression are not given. Overall, results show much-improved blocking perfor-
mance with increasing levels of inter-domain state. Furthermore, [20] studies
grooming in SONET-DWDM networks and uses threshold-based triggers to
add/delete lightpaths. Here, both centralized (global) and distributed schemes
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are developed, with the latter only using traversing path state at a node, i.e.,
no routing. Overall, results show good performances, contingent to grooming
ports and request granularities. However, no inter-domain considerations are
discussed.

Finally, [21] tables a novel framework for direct Ethernet-over-DWDM
integration. This scheme devises an integrated signaling-based approach to
simultaneously provision full wavelength and fine granularity Ethernet virtual
connections (EVC) at the optical layer. In contrast to conventional provision-
ing, signaling messages for sub-lambda EVC requests are only processed at
the source node of the lightpath. Nevertheless, the authors assume that the
underlying DWDM network is relatively static and hence routing is only done
at the Ethernet layer. Detailed performance results are presented for various
routing update strategies using crankback. Overall, results show minimal
increase in setup latencies and signaling loads.

15.4 Open Problems in Multi-domain Grooming

Despite some standards progress, the study of multi-domain/multi-layer
grooming remains in its infancy. Now, it is clear that the scope/scale of the
problem necessitates distributed, decentralized solutions here. Along these
lines, some key open problems need to be addressed, i.e., multi-domain
routing, constraint-based path computation/signaling, and survivability.

15.4.1 Multi-layer Routing and State Exchange

Multi-domain routing is a very challenging area, especially in the presence of
multiple layers. The most notable issue is how to propagate different types of
link or domain state in a such way that a scalable and secure routing frame-
work can be achieved. By and large, multi-domain grooming will benefit from
the availability of “global” inter-domain state. Moreover, as per Sections 15.2.3
and 15.3.1, link-state routing is the most suitable scheme for constraint-based
provisioning of QoS LSP or TDM/DWDM circuit paths. Hence, it is very
desirable to implement some form of hierarchical routing at select border
gateways to disseminate various types of link state (as shown in Fig. 15.2):

• Physical inter-domain links: These links interconnect nodes in differ-
ent domains and can span a full range of types, e.g., Gigabit/10 Gigabit
Ethernet, SONET/SDH OC-n links, DWDM links, etc. Hence, related
multi-layer TEDB must maintain state for all of these link types either via
running multiple routing protocol instances or by using a single unified
routing protocol. For example, two-level OSPF-TE already provides LSA
definitions for both packet-switching links and “non-packet” TDM and
DWDM links.
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Fig. 15.2. Topology abstraction and link types

• Abstract links: Abstract links are computed entities used to summa-
rize “layer-specific” domain-level resources and do not reflect physical
elements [9]. Although abstraction has been well-studied for IP networks
(Section 3.1), circuit-switching networks are more specialized, see initial
work in [16]. Hence, further considerations are needed for SONET/SDH
grooming links, VCAT features, inverse multiplexing, etc. In addition, new
abstractions must capture survivability-related information via abstract
links, e.g., fiber/span protection, diversity/risk groups, shared/dedicated
resources, etc. In general, expanded attributes can also be developed
as these link types need not be constrained to physical link types (in
respective domains).

• Virtual link connection: In general, lower level SONET/SDH and
DWDM connections/sub-connections will appear as virtual links to higher-
layer devices (i.e., IP/MPLS, Ethernet nodes). These entities can thus be
treated as logical TE link (adjacencies) between the two end-points, see
Fig. 15.2. Therefore, it will be beneficial to also advertise the resource
levels for these entities at the inter-domain level as well, since doing so can
yield very good gains in grooming efficiencies. However, there is a clear
scalability problem here as the number of such connections can grow in
the order of the square of the number of border nodes, i.e., the connection
mesh problem as discussed in Section 15.2.2. Hence, a key challenge here
will be to develop link aggregation techniques to effectively compress
virtual connection link state.
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In light of the above, it is also important to consider associated update
triggering strategies. To date, various policies have been developed here to
achieve update frequency reduction/scalability, e.g., timer-based, absolute
change, relative change, and hysterisis-based [20]. All schemes here—except
for the former type—are threshold-based. Extensive results for single-domain
networks show that relative updates are generally most effective in lowering
routing loads and ensuring rapid change sensitivity [20]. Now physical inter-
domain link updates can be treated in much the same manner as intra-domain
links. Namely, if the underlying resources (bandwidth, timeslots, wavelengths)
change as per the chosen metric, an update can be flooded by the sourcing
gateway. However, careful analysis is needed to delimit related inter-domain
holdoff timers (IHT), which will tend to be larger than corresponding intra-
domain values. Virtual link connections can also be treated as such since
they are directly associated with underlying connections. Nevertheless, since
the number of such connections can be large, further research into scalable
triggering policies is needed. Meanwhile, triggering policies for abstract links
are more complicated as they pertain to “non-existent” entities. Here, various
policies have been developed for abstract IP and DWDM links, see [9, 16], and
these can be adapted further. For example, a basic approach is to compute
abstractions on a fixed time interval. However, this scheme yields excessive
messaging/computational loads for small update intervals and inaccurate
state for large update intervals. It is here that relative change measures can
give much better performance. For example, [16] uses periodic abstractions
but only sends updates if sufficient relative change occurs.

15.4.2 Multi-Layer Grooming and Signaling

Path computation implements the core of the multi-domain grooming func-
tion. As opposed to single-domain settings, full topology information in
multi-domain networks is generally lacking and path computation has to
be done using aggregated (i.e., partial, dated) topology and resource state.
Moreover, the existence of multiple layers implies an inherent grooming com-
ponent, again differing notably from single domain settings which tend to
operate at the same layer, e.g., either packet, timeslot, wavelength. Overall,
these aspects make multi-layer grooming involving a very challenging prob-
lem. In the end, however, the goal here is to resolve and set up full end-to-end
routes in accordance with desired constraints and leverage existing standards,
particularly GMPLS. Now owing to the distributed nature of the problem
it is evident that setup signaling will be required. Although many specific
schemes can be envisioned here, few have been analyzed in detail. Hence two
broad strategies are outlined here, i.e., hierarchical and per-domain.

Hierarchical Grooming

Hierarchical grooming uses the inter-domain TEDB state to compute
“skeleton” routes from the source domain to the destination domain. For
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most practical purposes, this path constitutes the end-to-end border node
sequence. This information is then coupled with end-to-end signaling mech-
anisms (RSVP-TE) to expand the full node sequence, i.e., multi-PCE path
computation without inter-PCE signaling [7]. Alternatively, this information
can also be coupled with PCEP signaling to fill in an exact node sequence,
i.e., multi-PCE path computation with inter-PCE signaling [7].

Now consider the actual computation of “skeleton” routes. This is a
very complex problem owing to the multiple resource layers involved and
the presence of partial/abstracted inter-domain state. Hence, two key areas
need detailed investigation here. Foremost, the computing entity (e.g., source
domain PCE) must adequately “transform” multi-layer TEDB state to build
a “global” multi-layer (granularity) view of the network. The most expe-
dient approach here is to use graph transformations to summarize all link
types—physical, abstract, and virtual (Section 15.4.1). This topic is largely
unexplored, although augmented graph models have been developed in [9]
for multi-layer SONET-DWDM grooming networks (full global state assump-
tion). Clearly, new schemes are needed for adding edges/vertices to capture
virtual link connections as well. Next, modified shortest-path schemes need to
be studied to compute constrained “skeleton” paths over these transformed
graphs. It is here that the grooming aspect can be considered, particularly
when “higher-layer” sub-rate connections are to be routed over lower-layer
circuits (virtual link connections).

Most regular (non-multi-domain) grooming studies use a “two-step” com-
putation approach. Namely, setup is first attempted over existing higher-layer
“virtual” links and pending failure, re-attempted at lower transport layers.
Overall, this approach yields very good resource efficiency/packing and is
equally relevant in inter-domain scenarios. For example, the initial attempt
can search for a “skeleton” route on only those links in the augmented
graph (physical inter-domain, abstract, virtual connection) which run at the
same granularity/layer as the sourcing node. Here various graph theoretic
schemes can be developed to achieve trade-offs between objectives such as
hop count, load balancing, minimum cost, e.g., see studies on widest-shortest,
shortest-widest, and minimum cost [9].

If a feasible “skeleton” path is not found, further attempts can try to set
up new underlying virtual link connection between one/more border gate-
ways. However, this step opens up a whole new dimension that is not present
in single-layer multi-domain settings. Namely, the main challenge is to select
the actual border node pair(s) between which to initiate virtual connection
link(s). This concern has not been addressed in most grooming studies which
exclusively assume that all higher layer nodes are directly connected to
underlying transport nodes. Clearly this is not the case in general settings in
which interior IP/MPLS nodes will not be directly connected to lower-layer
SONET/SDH or DWDM transport nodes. One possibility is to use exhaustive
search algorithms to enumerate multiple virtual links combinations, e.g., as
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done in [16]. Another simpler possibility may be to pre-engineer static virtual
connection links using offline optimizations.

Upon computation of a feasible “skeleton” path, appropriate setup sig-
naling schemes are needed as well. In general, these schemes can leverage
the ubiquitous RSVP-TE protocol. Specifically, resources can be reserved
on physical inter-domain and “tunneled” virtual connection links and path
sequences “expanded” for loose route segments. With regards to the latter,
border gateways receiving a setup request will basically run intra-domain
algorithms to route requests across their domains. Now if the incoming
request is of the same granularity, the border node can compute (or query
PCE to compute) a regular traversing as per path constraints. However, in
the more general case where the border node represents a lower layer, further
parameter translation and intra-domain grooming will be needed, and a wide
range of existing (intra-domain) grooming schemes can be re-applied. Fur-
thermore, new RSVP-TE proposals are also tabling LSP “stitching” features
to inter-connect diverse end-to-end “segments” (layer paths) into a single
connection. Again, these can be leveraged as well.

Overall, hierarchical computation can achieve some level of path “opti-
mality” across domains, i.e., contingent to level of inter-domain state. An
“optimal” path here is defined as that computed in the absence of domain
partitioning, i.e., for “flat” topology [7]. However, detailed studies are really
needed to assess the impact of abstracted state on such “optimality”.

Per-Domain Grooming

Per-domain distributed grooming is ideal for settings with minimal inter-
domain visibility. Namely, end-to-end routes are expanded in a domain-
by-domain manner with each domain specifying its “next-hop” along with
the complete internal route via an egress gateway. Here, intra-domain path
expansion will be largely similar to the above-detailed hierarchical approach.
However at the inter-domain level, the main challenge is how to specify the
next domain. If no inter-domain state is available, the only solution may
be to make fixed choices, i.e., pre-specified or by consulting BGP tables [7].
Alternatively, it may be much more beneficial to incorporate “global” state to
dynamically the downstream domains, if such state is available. Nevertheless,
the detailed evaluation of these schemes in mixed-layer networks has not
been conducted. In general, per-domain path computation (without inter-
domain state) will suffer from higher blocking and lower resource efficiencies
as compared to hierarchical computation. Hence, resultant routes will likely
be feasible and opposed to “optimal”.

Note that per-domain grooming performance can be improved by lever-
aging inter-domain crankback signaling. Although [22] studies this approach
in SONET-DWDM networks, more investigations are needed. Specifically,
commensurate schemes can be designed using intermediate domain or full
end-to-end crankback strategies. Furthermore, it may be beneficial to also
include active path state in crankback messages in order to improve the
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re-try process. Although multi-layer crankback can yield improved resource
efficiencies, it poses key trade-offs in inter-layer control plane complexity.
Namely, this solution may lower inter-layer routing overheads (e.g., versus
hierarchical computation) but at the same time will likely increase inter-layer
signaling and setup latencies. These issues need to be closely studied in order
to determine the most amenable grooming strategies, i.e., as per connection
granularities, arrival rates, holding times, etc.

15.4.3 Survivability

With limited or no visibility into domain-level state, setting up survivable
connections is an extremely complicated issue. Hence, the simple approach of
computing diverse routes by source nodes (with partial global state) can only
guarantee diversity at the physical inter-domain link level. Clearly, further
provisions are needed to avoid link overlap during subsequent intra-domain
explicit route expansion even with disjoint abstract links computed. Overall,
survivable grooming is a relatively new topic area. For example, [23] has
recently proposed some protection schemes for SONET-DWDM grooming
networks, e.g., protection-at-lightpath (PAL) and protection-at-connection
(PAC). Nevertheless, extending these concepts into multi-domain networks
lacking full resource diversity state is very challenging. Furthermore, it is also
very desirable to extend some form of multi-tiered survivability support as
well, e.g., dedicated, shared, non-protected, etc. To address this topic, two
survivability strategies can be considered, protection and restoration.

Protection schemes pre-compute diverse primary/backup routes and are
well suited for stringent services. Now in the context of multi-domain/multi-
layer networks, a simple approach can be to apply SONET strategies in which
dual/multi-homed inter-domain links are coupled with robust intra-domain
protection schemes. However, these setups are very costly and resource inef-
ficient. Hence, more elaborate end-to-end domain disjoint techniques can
be devised, which are generally more amenable to hierarchical grooming
with inter-domain state visibility. For example, loose routing algorithms can
be extended to compute domain disjoint primary/back “skeleton” paths
over augmented inter-layer graphs. Associated setup (loose route expansion)
sequences can then be signaled in parallel. Alternatively, the domain-disjoint
requirement can be relaxed to allow sharing of abstract links between pri-
mary/backup routes. However, the latter approach mandates complicated
signaling provisions to ensure intra-domain disjointness in common domains.
Again, many of these concerns are open issues and the combined impact of
intra/inter-domain schemes on end-to-end recovery still needs to be addressed.

Conversely protection can also be incorporated with the per-domain
grooming approach of Section 15.4.2. For example, primary/backup paths
can be signaled in a two-step sequential manner where the working route is
used to avoid backup link overlaps. Obviously, this approach will have higher
setup delays and will be susceptible to “trap” topologies [7]. To address these
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concerns, modified crankback schemes can be considered to achieve protection
path diversity with parallel signaling, e.g., as tabled in RSVP-TE extensions
for record, exclude and associated route objects (RRO, XRO, ARO) [24].
To date, however, most of these concepts have only appeared various stan-
dards draft submissions (MPLS-level only), and more detailed analyses and
refinements are indeed lacking.

Finally, multi-domain restoration can also be done using post-fault
crank-back recovery and this is most germane for connections with lower
latency/guarantee stringencies. Along these lines, various signaling provisions
need to be devised, e.g., such as proposed RSVP-TE XRO extensions. How-
ever, further studies are needed to analyze the trade-offs between resource
efficiencies and signaling loads and also compare versus pre-provisioned pro-
tection.

15.5 Conclusion

This chapter studies multi-domain grooming in heterogeneous layered net-
works, a challenging and largely unexplored problem. Along these lines related
standards and research studies are surveyed and key open research problems
identified. In particular, the latter issues pertain to multi-layer/multi-domain
routing, path computation and signaling, and survivability. Finally, future
studies can delve into even more advanced multi-domain problems, e.g., VPN
provisioning, advance reservation, etc.
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Grooming of Scheduled Demands
in Multi-Layer Optical Networks

Maurice Gagnaire, Josué Kuri∗, Elias A. Doumith

16.1 Introduction

Introducing multiple switching granularities in transport networks aims in
part at reducing their cost by taking advantage of traffic aggregation. As a
matter of fact, an appropriate aggregation of low-rate connections into high-
rate connections1 and the use for the latter of a switching technology whose
cost-per-bit is lower than for the former can result in lower infrastructure costs.
The economic gain, when compared to single switching granularity networks,
depends on both traffic-related factors such as the time/space distribution of
connections and equipment or network architecture factors such as the cost of
ports and matrices for each switching granularity, the topology of the network,
the provisioning algorithms used for routing and grooming of connections, etc.

In other chapters of this book, traffic grooming has been investigated in
contexts such as protection/restoration, multicast, and multi-domain net-
works. In this chapter, we consider the problem of efficiently grooming (a)
electrical “subwavelength” demands into lightpaths, and (b) lightpaths into
wavebands. Whereas most investigations deal with either permanent or ran-
dom traffic demands, we focus in this chapter on a particular class of traffic
demands referred to as scheduled demands, or SxDs, introduced in [1, 2]. A
scheduled traffic demand corresponds to a connection or set of connections for
which the network operator knows in advance the set-up and tear-down dates.
These connections could be requested, for example, by a company to connect
its headquarters to its production centers during office hours, or to intercon-
nect its data centers during the night, when database backups are performed.
Since companies tend to have well-established operations and procedures,
they can provide relatively accurate information to the network operator

∗ This work was carried out while the author was at ENST Paris. The opinions
expressed in this paper are those of the author and not necessarily those of Orange
Labs.

1 For example, Low Order (LO) and High Order (HO) SONET/SDH connections.
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about when the bandwidth is really needed. An operator can leverage the
knowledge about the timing of demands to make a more effective use of its
network resources.2 For example, a same set of switch ports and transponders
can be allocated to multiple connections routed over a same path if the oper-
ator knows in advance that the connections are time-disjoint. Conceptually,
a permanent connection is a special case of a scheduled demand for which
the set-up and tear-down dates are −∞ and ∞, respectively. In practice,
the set-up and tear-down dates of a permanent connection correspond to
the beginning and end dates of the planning period considered in a network
design exercise. Therefore, by solving the problem of provisioning scheduled
demands, we also solve the problem of provisioning permanent demands.

From a mathematical modeling point of view, an appealing characteris-
tic of scheduled demands is that they capture the dynamic changes of the
traffic load in a deterministic manner, which eases the use of well-known
optimisation techniques such as heuristics [3, 4, 5], meta-heuristics [6], linear
programming [7, 8, 9], etc.

A scheduled demand is formally characterized by a tuple (s, d, n, α, β) in
which s and d represent the source and destination nodes, n is the requested
capacity, and α and β represent the set-up and tear-down dates. Two forms
of scheduled demands are considered in this chapter: Scheduled Lightpath
Demands (SLDs) and Scheduled Electrical Demands (SEDs), also known as
“subwavelength” demands. For SLDs, the capacity n is expressed in number
of lightpaths (each one with a nominal rate of either 2.5 or 10 Gbps), and
for SEDs, n is expressed as a fraction of a lightpath’s capacity. For example,
n = 0.4 corresponds to 1 Gbps with 2.5 Gbps lightpaths.

For the problem of grooming SEDs into SLDs, we develop in this chapter a
mathematical formulation to quantify the number of Electrical Cross-Connect
(EXC) and Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) ports required to provision a
set of SEDs in a given topology [10, 11, 12, 13]. For the problem of grooming
SLDs into wavebands, we develop a different formulation which quantifies the
monetary cost of provisioning a set of SLDs in a network in which an inte-
grated Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) / Waveband Cross-Connect (BXC)
equipment is present in each node.3 We refer to the former as the electrical
grooming problem and to the latter as the optical grooming problem.

2 This is analogous to what airlines do: passengers that buy tickets well in advance
are rewarded with lower fares because early bookings reduce the uncertainty of
the future demand, which allows the airline to make a more effective use of its
resources.

3 An EXC is essentially the same equipment that has been referred to as a DXC
in earlier chapters, and WXC and BXC are both OXCs, operating at different
wavelength selectivities. - Editors
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16.2 Architecture of Network Nodes

Figure 16.1 depicts the architecture of a multi-granularity switching
cross-connect (MG-OXC) that integrates an electrical cross-connect (EXC), a
wavelength cross-connect (WXC), and a waveband cross-connect (BXC). The
composite signal received on the input fibers of the BXC is demultiplexed to
extract individual wavelengths which are in turn multiplexed into wavebands
that arrive at the input ports of the BXC switching fabric. The BXC cross-
connects input wavebands to either output or drop ports. Dropped wavebands
are demultiplexed to extract individual wavelengths which are cross-connected
by the WXC to either output or drop ports. Dropped wavelength connections
are terminated by the EXC, which extracts “subwavelength” connections (or
flows) that are sent to client equipment (e.g., routers) through the EXC drop
ports. The MG-OXC has the capability of droping full lightpahts directly from
the WXC to client equipment. In the opposite direction, “subwavelength”
connections (or flows) received from client equipment through the EXC add
ports are groomed into lightpaths, which are received by the WXC through
its add ports and groomed into wavebands that are received by the BXC
through its add ports and groomed into fibers. The WXC of the MG-OXC
has the capability of adding lightpaths directly from client equipment.

Fig. 16.1. Multilayer node architecture
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In this chapter, we deal with electrical and optical grooming as two sepa-
rate problems. In the former case, the network consists of EXC/WXC nodes
(no BXCs), whereas in the latter, the network consists of WXC/BXC nodes
(no EXCs).

16.3 Rationale of Grooming Strategies

The goal of grooming strategies in multi-layer networks is to reduce the overall
management burden and network cost (compared to single-layer networks)
by efficiently grouping a large number of low-rate connections into a rela-
tively small number of high-rate connections. The overall network cost can be
reduced if the cost-per-bit is lower in the network layer bearing the high-rate
connections than in the upper layers, and if the cost of grouping/ungrouping
connections does not outweight the savings of the high-rate connections’
layer. Architectures like the one of Fig. 16.1 may reduce the network cost if
BXCs are less expensive than WXCs, and WXCs are in turn less expensive
than EXCs. This tends to be the case with state-of-the-art technology since
EXCs require electronic switching fabrics and opto-electronic converters on
I/O ports, whereas WXCs and BXCs require potentially less opto-electronic
devices and can be based on less expensive optical switching fabrics.

The presence of transit traffic in a multi-granularity switching cross-
connect can reduce the number of required EXC and WXC ports since
wavebands bearing transit lightpaths are switched directly from input to
output ports of the BXC without requiring any port on the WXC. Likewise,
lightpaths bearing transit “sub-wavelength” traffic are switched directly from
input to output ports of the WXC without requiring any port on the EXC.
Lightpaths on the input ports of the WXC are either recombined into wave-
bands through the output ports or sent to either client equipment or input
ports of the EXC. The EXC extracts “sub-wavelength” connections (or flows)
which are sent to client equipment through the drop ports or recombinated
into new lightpaths sent to the WXC through the output ports.

Provisioning in a multi-layer network involves essentially the definition of
both, a path for each SEDs or SLDs, and the way the demands are grouped
and ungrouped (potentially several times) along the path. In a single-layer
network, a simple strategy consisting in routing connections along the short-
est path in terms of hops results in the lowest cost since the total number
of required cross-connect ports is minimized. In a multi-layer network, the
provisioning aimed at minimizing cost is less obvious since demands can be
deviated from their shortest paths in order to create long, efficiently utilized
high-rate connections to reduce the overall network cost. The provisioning
process becomes even more complex when the demands are SxDs, instead of
permanent connections, since the time-disjointness among demands needs to
be taken into account in order to reuse network resources as much as possible.
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16.3.1 Electrical Grooming

The characteristic of the SEDs lies in the fact that their flow is smaller than
the capacity of a lightpath. This particularity is taken into account by use of
electrical aggregation. The grooming of multiple SEDs consists in multiplex-
ing their electrical flows onto the same Grooming Lightpath (GL) in an EXC.
Grooming requires all the considered SEDs to share at least one common
fiber link and all of them to be active during a common period of time. In
order to explain the rationale of electrical traffic grooming, let us consider
the simple case of the aggregation of two SEDs into a GL. These two SEDs,
referred to as δ1 and δ2, are characterized by the tuples (s1, d1, n1, α1, β1) and
(s2, d2, n2, α2, β2), respectively.

Figure 16.2 illustrates the network topology that supports δ1 and δ2.
Below the illustration of the network we have plotted the time diagram of δ1

and δ2. Both requests are active from α2 to β1 and they have a common path
between node g1 and node g2.

When the network does not have grooming capabilities, each SED is
routed using a separate GL between its source and its destination nodes, as
illustrated in Fig. 16.3. In other words, δ1 is routed using the GL ℘1 between
s1 and d1, while δ2 is routed using the GL ℘2 between s2 and d2. As a result,
two optical channels are needed on each fiber link between nodes g1 and g2.

On the other hand, when the network has grooming capabilities, δ1 and δ2

can be groomed together between nodes g1 and g2 if n1+n2 ≤ Cω as illustrated
in Fig. 16.4 (Cω is the nominal capacity of a lightpath). This grouping creates
an aggregated demand δa = (g1, g2, n1 +n2, α2, β1) borne by GL ℘a. However,
since δ1 is also active during period [α1, α2] and δ2 is also active during period
[β1, β2], two additional requests must be considered: δf = (g1, g2, n1, α1, α2) to
take into account the remaining active period of δ1 and δg = (g1, g2, n2, β1, β2)

Fig. 16.2. Time diagram of two SEDs
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Fig. 16.3. Network without grooming capabilities

to take into account the remaining active period of δ2. In addition, we still need
to take into account the non-common segments of the paths of δ1 and δ2. This
can be done by introducing four additional traffic requests δb, δc, δd, and δe:

• Request δb = (s1, g1, n1, α1, β1) carried by GL ℘b represents a segment
of the path of δ1 totally disjoint from the path of δ2. It connects s1, the
source node of δ1 to the grooming node g1.

• Request δc = (g2, d1, n1, α1, β1) carried by GL ℘c represents another
segment of the path of δ1 totally disjoint from the path of δ2. It connects
the grooming node g2 to d1, the destination node of δ1.

Fig. 16.4. Network with grooming capabilities
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• Request δd = (s2, g1, n2, α2, β2) carried by GL ℘d represents a segment
of the path of δ2 totally disjoint from the path of δ1. It connects s2, the
source node of δ2, to the grooming node g1.

• Request δe = (g2, d2, n2, α2, β2) represents another segment of the path
of δ2 totally disjoint from the path of δ1. It connects the grooming node
g2 to d2, the destination node of δ2.

To sum up, grooming together requests δ1 and δ2 creates the aggregated
request δa and a set of six additional requests. Some of these requests (δb, δc,
δd, and δe) take into account the non-common segments of the paths of δ1 and
δ2. The remaining requests (δf and δg) take into account the non-common
periods of time. Depending on the characteristics of the initial requests δ1 and
δ2, some of these additional requests may not exist. However, those which do
exist form the set of marginal demands. As a result of the grooming process,
when grooming two SEDs, the set of all the SEDs must be modified by adding
the aggregated request δa and the set of marginal demands and by removing
the original requests δ1 and δ2.

At node g1, the two demands δ1 and δ2 must be switched from the WXC
to the EXC in order to be groomed together. Hence two receiving r3 electrical
ports and two emitting o3 ports are needed at this node. Once groomed
together onto the the GL ℘a, the resulting grooming lightpath is switched
back to the WXC using an emitting e3 electrical port and a receiving o3

optical port. Arriving at node g2, the GL ℘a is switched from the WXC to
the EXC using an emitting o3 optical port and a receiving r3 electrical port.
At the EXC of node g2, the initial requests δ1 and δ2 are rebuilt and each one
is switched to its destination using two emitting e3 electrical ports and two
receiving o3 optical ports. In brief, in order to groom these two requests, six
additional electrical ports and six additional optical ports are needed. Figure
16.5 details the ports involved in the grouping and ungrouping operations at
nodes g1 and g2, respectively.

(a) Grooming in node g1. (b) Un-grooming in node g2.

Fig. 16.5. Grooming operations in nodes g1 and g2
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16.3.2 Optical Grooming

For the optical grooming problem, we consider a network of WXC/BXC nodes
(no EXCs). We assume that WXCs provide full wavelength conversion. This
simplifies wavelength assignment since the wavelength continuity constraint
does not exist. As explained in Section 16.2, the lightpaths at the output
(input) ports of the WXC are multiplexed (demultiplexed) into (from) wave-
bands which are directly added in (dropped from) a BXC. Thus, the WXCs
are not directly connected to each other but through waveband-switching
connections between BXCs. This means that lightpaths are instantiated over
a logical topology of waveband-switching connections. These connections
cannot be directly added in or dropped from the BXC. The number of WXC
I/O ports is a multiple of the waveband size.

Figure 16.6 shows how three lightpaths can be instantiated over a logical
topology formed by two waveband-switching connections, one between nodes
1 and 3 and another between nodes 3 and 4. Two lightpaths are added in the
WXC of node 1 using the WXC add ports. They are then multiplexed into
a waveband-switching connection, which is added into the BXC of the same
node using one BXC add port. The resulting waveband-switching connection
is multiplexed into a fiber. In node 2, the connection is demultiplexed from
the incoming fiber, switched to an output port and multiplexed into a fiber. In
node 3, the connection is demultiplexed from the incoming fiber and dropped
using one BXC drop port. This connection is demultiplexed in order to retrieve
the two lightpaths which are then switched from the input to the output ports
of the node. The lightpaths are multiplexed together with a third lightpath
added in node 3 into a waveband-switching connection which is added in the
BXC of the node. The connection is multiplexed into a fiber. In node 4, the
connection is demultiplexed from the incoming fiber and dropped. The three

Fig. 16.6. A possible configuration of MG-OXCs used to set up three lightpaths
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lightpaths are demultiplexed from the waveband-switching connection and
dropped using the WXC drop ports of the node.

Waveband-switching introduces an intermediate network layer between the
physical network and the SLDs. A logical topology of waveband-switching
connections must be defined and mapped on the physical network. An SLD
is instantiated by defining a path on the logical topology and assigning
waveband-switching connections on each arc of the path to the SLD’s light-
paths. In this context, grooming refers to the aggregation (and disaggregation)
of lightpaths into waveband-switching connections of the logical topology.
Thus, the optical grooming problem under consideration consists in defining
a logical topology of waveband-switching connections, routing these connec-
tions on a physical network, routing a set of SLDs on the logical topology, and
assigning the waveband-switching connections of the logical topology to the
SLDs such that the network cost is minimal. The cost of the network is equal
to the sum of the costs of the MG-OXCs required to implement the solution.
The problem is schematically illustrated by Fig. 16.7. An instance of the prob-
lem is defined by a set of SLDs and the topology of a physical network. The
MG-OXC cost function models the cost of a MG-OXC as a function of the
number of WXC and BXC ports of the MG-OXC (the function is defined in
Equation 16.16). The network functional model defines the architecture of the
switches, including the definition of the size of the wavebands (the number of
lightpaths that can be groomed into a waveband-switching connection). The
objective function defines the optimality criterion to be satisfied, for example,
the minimization of the network cost. The solution to the problem consists
of a set of Routed Scheduled Band Groups (RSBGs) and of an assignment
of SLDs to RSBGs. An RSBG is similar to an SLD in that it is defined by a
tuple (s, d, n, α, β, P ) where s and d are the source and destination BXCs of the
RSBG, n is the number of waveband-switching connections in the group, α and
β are the set-up and tear-down dates of the RSBG, and P is the route in the
physical network. The set-up date α (tear-down date β) of an RSBG is the ear-
liest set-up (latest tear-down) date of any of the SLDs assigned to this RSBG.

Fig. 16.7. Schematic representation of the optical grooming problem
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16.4 Mathematical Formulation

In this section, we develop the mathematical formulations used to quantify
the network cost in the electrical and optical grooming problems. The nota-
tions in Sections 16.4.1 and 16.4.2 are independent, that is, the symbols used
in one subsection are not related to the symbols of the other.

16.4.1 Electrical Grooming

The design of a grooming-capable network is formally stated below. The
inputs to the problem are:

• A physical topology represented by an arc-weighted symmetrical directed
graph G = (V ;E;w). V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} is the set of network nodes and
E = {e1, e2, . . . , eF } is the set of physical links interconnecting the nodes.
Nodes correspond to EXC/WXC multi-layer switches and links corre-
spond to the fibers of the network. Though links are unidirectional, we
assume that there are equal number of fibers linking two nodes in different
directions. Links are assigned weights w : E �→ R+ which may correspond
to the physical length or cost of the links. N = |V | and F = |E| represent
the number of nodes and links in the network, respectively.

• A set D = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM} of M SxD requests to be routed on the network.
These requests can be divided into a set DL = {δL

1 , δL
2 , . . . , δL

ML} of ML

SLD requests and a set DE = {δE
1 , δE

2 , . . . , δE
ME} of ME SED requests.

SLDs (δL
i ) and SEDs (δE

i ) are represented by a tuple (si, di, ni, αi, βi)
where si, di ∈ V are the source and destination nodes of the demand, ni

is the traffic rate requested by the connection, and αi and βi are its setup
and tear-down dates. For SLDs, ni is an integer, while for SEDs ni is a
real number smaller than than 1.

• A set of available routes Pi = {Pi,1, Pi,2, . . . , Pi,K} connecting the source
node si to the destination node di of request δL

i or δE
i . For each request,

we compute beforehand K alternate shortest paths in terms of effective
length connecting its source node to its destination node using the algo-
rithm described in [14] (if as many paths exist, otherwise we consider the
available ones).

The set-up and tear-down dates of all these requests are to be taken into
account because they represent time instants when a change in the traffic
flow is observed. Let E be the ordered set grouping the set-up and tear-down
dates of all the requests in the set D. Because some requests may have the
same set-up and tear-down dates, the number E = |E| of time instants in E
is less than or equal to 2 × M .

E =

(
M⋃

i=1

αi

)
⋃
(

M⋃

i=1

βi

)

= {ε1, ε2, . . . , εE} such as ε1 < ε2 < . . . < εE (16.1)
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In the case of SEDs, a physical path Pi,ρi
∈ Pi is assigned in a first step

to the request δE
i (1 ≤ i ≤ ME). Pi,ρi

is the ρth
i shortest path between si and

di (1 ≤ ρi ≤ K). Once the physical path Pi,ρi
is chosen, we determine in a

second step the intermediate nodes of Pi,ρi
in which δE

i must be switched to
the electrical level for grooming. In this way, we obtain the set of grooming
lightpaths that the request traverses in the logical topology.

A physical path Pi,ρi
, composed of �i,ρi

hops, has (�i,ρi
− 1) intermediate

nodes and can be decomposed into Li,ρi
= 2�i,ρi

−1 different sets of grooming
lightpaths. For example, the physical path Pi,ρi

= 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 between
nodes 1 and 4 can be decomposed into the following 23−1 = 4 different sets
of grooming lightpaths:

• Li,ρi,1 =
{
[1 − 2 − 3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,2 =
{
[1 − 2], [2 − 3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,3 =
{
[1 − 2 − 3], [3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,4 =
{
[1 − 2], [2 − 3], [3 − 4]

}

Li,ρi,λi,ρi
is the λth

i,ρi
possible decomposition of the physical path Pi,ρi

into a
set of grooming lightpaths (1 ≤ λi,ρi

≤ Li,ρi
). Let Li,ρi

=
{
Li,ρi,1, Li,ρi,2, . . . ,

Li,ρi,Li,ρi

}
be the set of all possible decompositions of the path Pi,ρi

into its
inherent sets of grooming lightpaths.

The solution of the optimization problem consists in assigning to the
request δE

i a physical path Pi,ρi
∈ Pi and a set of grooming light-

paths Li,ρi,λi,ρi
∈ Li,ρi

. This solution is represented by ΠDE ,ρ,λ =
{
(P1,ρ1 , L1,ρ1,λ1,ρ1

), (P2,ρ2 , L2,ρ2,λ2,ρ2
), . . . , (PME ,ρME

, LME ,ρME ,λME,ρ
ME

)
}
.

Our objective is to satisfy all the requests at the lowest cost. The network
cost is expressed in terms of the number of electrical ports and of optical
ports used and can be obtained by means of mathematical operations based
on matrix algebra.

Computation of Network Cost

For an instance, ΠDE ,ρ,λ =
{
(P1,ρ1 , L1,ρ1,λ1,ρ1

), (P2,ρ2 , L2,ρ2,λ2,ρ2
), . . . ,

(PME ,ρME
, LME ,ρME ,λME,ρ

ME
)
}

of the network design problem under SED

traffic requests, we define the following matrices:

• Request Matrix: The request matrix, denoted by Δ E = {δE
i,t}, rep-

resents the SED traffic requests over time. Δ E is a [ME × E] matrix.
An element δE

i,t of such a matrix is a binary value (δE
i,t ∈ {0, 1}) spec-

ifying the presence (δE
i,t = 1) or absence (δE

i,t = 0) of the SED request
δE
i (si, di, αi, βi, ni) at time instant εt.

δE
i,t =

{
1 if αi ≤ εt < βi,
0 otherwise.

(16.2)
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• Source/Destination Matrix: The source matrix, denoted by S E =
{sE

i,n}, represents the source nodes of the SED requests. The destination
matrix, denoted by D E = {dE

i,n}, represents the destination nodes of
the SED requests. S E and D E are [ME × N ] matrices. An element sE

i,n

(dE
i,n) of such a matrix is a binary value specifying if the SED request

δE
i (si, di, αi, βi, ni) has node vn as source (destination) node or not.

sE
i,n =

{
1 if si = vn,
0 otherwise.

dE
i,n =

{
1 if di = vn,
0 otherwise.

(16.3)

As shown in Section 16.3.1, when grooming two SED requests δE
i1

and δE
i2

,
the set DE of all the SEDs must be modified by adding the aggregated request
and the set of marginal demands, and by removing the original requests δE

i1

and δE
i2

. Consequently, the number of SED requests as well as their charac-
teristics are modified. Let D̃E = {δ̃E

1 , δ̃E
2 , . . . , δ̃E

M̃E
} be the set of the M̃E

groomed SED requests obtained at the end of the grooming optimization
process. Each groomed SED request δ̃E

i ∈ D̃E is routed over a unique path
P̃E

i . As each element δ̃E
i can be either a single low-speed connection δE

j or
the concatenation of two or several low-speed connections δ̃E

i = �jδ
E
j , its

corresponding path is determined according to the grooming lightpath sets of
its lower-speed connections (P̃E

i ∈ Lj,ρj ,λj,ρj
).

Based on the new SED set D̃E , we define the following additional matrices:

• Groomed Request Matrix: The groomed request matrix, denoted by
Δ̃ E = {δ̃E

i,t}, represents the groomed SED traffic requests over time. Δ̃ E

is a [M̃E×E] matrix. An element δ̃E
i,t of such a matrix is an integer number

due to the fact that the groomed SED demand δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi) can

be the concatenation of several requests of smaller rates. Consequently,
it could require more than one lightpath to carry its traffic load. δ̃E

i,t is
equal to the smallest integer greater than or equal to the traffic required
by the groomed SED request δ̃E

i and specifies the number of lightpaths
used by this request at time instant εt.

δ̃E
i,t =

{
�ñi if α̃i ≤ εt < β̃i,
0 otherwise.

(16.4)

• Groomed Routing Matrix: The groomed routing matrix, denoted by
R̃ E = {r̃E

i,f}, represents the use of the physical links by the groomed SED
requests. R̃ E is a [M̃E ×F ] matrix. An element r̃E

i,f of such a matrix is a
binary value (r̃E

i,f ∈ {0, 1}) specifying if the physical path P̃E
i assigned to

the groomed SED request δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi) passes through the physical

link ef (r̃E
i,f = 1) or not (r̃E

i,f = 0).
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r̃E
i,f =

{
1 if ef ∈ P̃E

i ,
0 otherwise.

(16.5)

• Groomed Source/Destination Matrix: The groomed source matrix,
denoted by S̃ E = {s̃E

i,n}, represents the source nodes of the groomed SED
requests. The groomed destination matrix, denoted by D̃ E = {d̃E

i,n},
represents the destination nodes of the groomed SED requests. S̃ E and
D̃ E are [M̃E × N ] matrices. An element s̃E

i,n (d̃E
i,n) of such a matrix is

a binary value specifying if the groomed SED request δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi)

has node vn as source (destination) node or not.

s̃E
i,n =

{
1 if s̃i = vn,
0 otherwise.

d̃E
i,n =

{
1 if d̃i = vn ,
0 otherwise.

(16.6)

By multiplying the transposed request matrix Δ ET by the source matrix
S E a new matrix Ψ E,Em = {ψE,Em

t,n } is obtained. Ψ E,Em, of dimension
[E × N ], represents the use of sub-wavelength ‘add’ ports at the nodes. An
element ψE,Em

t,n of such a matrix is an integer value representing the number
of emitting e1 electrical ports in use at node vn at each instant εt. For a given
node vn, let υE,Em

n be the maximum value of the nodes’ add ports ψE,Em
t,n

evaluated over the whole observation period. υE,Em
n gives the number of emit-

ting e1 electrical ports installed at the node vn. The number γE
e1

of emitting e1

electrical ports in the network is the sum of υE,Em
n over all the network nodes.

Ψ E,Em = Δ ET × S E (16.7a)

υE,Em
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψE,Em
t,n (16.7b)

γE
e1

=
N∑

n=1

υE,Em
n (16.7c)

Similarly, the number γE
r1

of receiving r1 electrical ports in the network is
computed as follows:

Ψ E,Re = Δ ET × D E (16.8a)

υE,Re
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψE,Re
t,n (16.8b)

γE
r1

=
N∑

n=1

υE,Re
n (16.8c)
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By multiplying the transposed groomed request matrix Δ̃ E
T

by the
groomed routing matrix R̃ E , a new matrix Φ̃ E = {φ̃E

t,f} is obtained. Φ̃ E , of
dimension [E × F ], represents the traffic load over time carried by the links.
An element φ̃E

t,f of such a matrix is an integer value representing the number
of WDM optical channels carried by link ef at each instant εt. For a given
link ef , let ϕ̃E

f be the maximum value of this traffic φ̃E
t,f evaluated over the

whole observation period. ϕ̃E
f gives the number of WDM optical channels

used on this link. As the o1 optical ports go by pair, one port at each end
of a WDM channel, ϕ̃E

f represents also the number of o1 optical port pairs
installed at both ends of the link ef . The number γE

o1
of o1 optical ports in

the network is twice the sum of ϕ̃E
f over all the network links. The maximum

value of ϕ̃E
f (∀f\1 ≤ f ≤ F ) represents the congestion in the network, i.e.,

the number of active channels on the most loaded link.

Φ̃ E = Δ̃ ET × R̃ E (16.9a)

ϕ̃E
f = max

1≤t≤E

φ̃E
t,f (16.9b)

γE
o1

= 2 ×
F∑

f=1

ϕ̃E
f (16.9c)

By multiplying the transposed groomed request matrix Δ̃ E
T

by the
groomed source matrix S̃ E a new matrix Ψ̃ E,Em = {ψ̃E,Em

t,n } is obtained.
Ψ̃ E,Em, of dimension [E × N ], represents the use of switching ports from
the EXC to the WXC at the nodes. An element ψ̃E,Em

t,n of such a matrix
is an integer value representing the number of emitting e3 electrical ports
in use at node vn at each instant εt. For a given node vn, let υ̃E,Em

n be the
maximum value of the nodes’ switching ports ψ̃E,Em

t,n evaluated over the whole
observation period. υ̃E,Em

n gives the number of emitting e3 electrical ports
installed at the node vn. The number γE

e3
of emitting e3 electrical ports in

the network is the sum of υ̃E,Em
n over all the network nodes.

Ψ̃ E,Em = Δ̃ ET × S̃ E (16.10a)

υ̃E,Em
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψ̃E,Em
t,n (16.10b)

γE
e3

=
N∑

n=1

υ̃E,Em
n (16.10c)

Similarly, the number γE
r3

of receiving r3 electrical ports in the network is
computed as follows:
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Ψ̃ E,Re = Δ̃ ET × D̃ E (16.11a)

υ̃E,Re
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψ̃E,Re
t,n (16.11b)

γE
r3

=
N∑

n=1

υ̃E,Re
n (16.11c)

Consequently, the number γE
o3

of o3 optical ports in the network is equal to:

γE
o3

= γE
e3

+ γE
r3

(16.12)

As a set of SEDs does not have any SLD component to be added or
dropped at a node, the number of e2/r2 electrical ports and the number of
o2 optical ports are null.

γE
e2

= γE
r2

= γE
o2

= 0 (16.13)

Finally, the total number �E of optical ports and the total number εE of
electrical ports are given by:

�E = γE
o1

+ γE
o2

+ γE
o3

= γE
o1

+ γE
o3

(16.14a)

εE = γE
e1

+ γE
e2

+ γE
e3

+ γE
r1

+ γE
r2

+ γE
r3

= γE
e1

+ γE
e3

+ γE
r1

+ γE
r3

(16.14b)

κ being the ratio of the cost of an electrical port to the cost of an optical
port, the cost ζE of routing the SED requests is then expressed as:

ζE = �E + κ × εE (16.15)

16.4.2 Optical Grooming

G = (V,E,w)
is an arc-weighted symmetrical directed graph with vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . ,
vN}, arc set E = {e1, e2, . . . , eF }, and arc weight function w : E → R+. The
graph represents a physical telecommunications network. The set V cor-
responds to the nodes of the network and the set of arcs E to the links
interconnecting the nodes. Function w corresponds to the physical length or
to the cost of the links (defined, for example, by the network operator).

N = |V |, F = |E|, K, L, B
are, respectively, the number of nodes and links in the network, the maximum
number of possible alternate paths for each demand, the maximum number of
possible layouts for each path and the size of a waveband-switching connection
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(expressed in number of lightpaths). All the waveband-switching connections
in the network have the same size.

P = (x0, x1, . . . , xz)
describes a path in G that is composed of z links (x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xz−1, xz)
where the (xi−1, xi) ∈ E are all distinct (i.e., the path is loop free).

Δ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM}
is a set of M Scheduled Lightpath Demands (SLDs), where:

δi = (si, di, ni, αi, βi)
is a tuple representing SLD number i; si, di ∈ V are the source and destina-
tion nodes of the demand, ni is the number of requested lightpaths, and αi

and βi are the set-up and tear-down dates.

(G,Δ)
is a pair representing an instance of the optical grooming problem.

Pi,k = (xi,k
0 , xi,k

1 , . . . , xi,k
zi,k

), 1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ k ≤ K

is the k-th alternate path for SLD δi from xi,k
0 = si to xi,k

zi,k
= di. For the

purposes of this model, we compute the K physically4 shortest paths (if so
many exist) for each demand using the algorithm defined in [14]. However,
the paths might be defined according to any other criterion (i.e., the function
w may map any other value than the length of the links).

C : ΠΔ → R+

is the function that computes the cost of an admissible solution πρ,ν,Δ to
the optical grooming problem (explained below). In order to formalize this
function we define the following additional notations.

θ = (θij)
is a {0, 1}M×M upper triangular matrix; θij , i ≤ j, indicates whether the
SLDs δi and δj overlap in time (θij = 1) or not (θij = 0). By definition
θii = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and θij = 0 for i > j. This matrix expresses the temporal
interdependence between the SLDs.

τ = (τij) = diag(ni)
is a diagonal matrix in which τii = ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , that is, τii is the number
of lightpaths required by the SLD δi.

I = (Iij)
is a {0, 1}N×F matrix; Iij indicates whether vertex vi is the termination
vertex of arc ej (Iij = 1) or not (Iij = 0).

4 The function w maps the length of each link.
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O = (Oij)
is a {0, 1}N×F matrix; Oij indicates whether vertex vi is the source vertex of
arc ej (Oij = 1) or not (Oij = 0).

T = (tij)
is a {0, 1}M×N matrix; tij indicates whether vertex vj is the source node of
SLD δi (tij = 1) or not (tij = 0).

U = (uij)
is a {0, 1}M×N matrix; uij indicates whether vertex vj is the destination node
of SLD δi (uij = 1) or not (uij = 0).

D = θ · τ · T = (Dij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,
D∗

j = max1≤i≤M{Dij}
D∗ is an N -dimensional vector; D∗

j is the maximum number of simultaneously
active lightpaths (i.e., time-overlapping lightpaths) originating at node vi.

E = θ · τ · U = (Eij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,
E∗

j = max1≤i≤M{Eij}
E∗ is an N -dimensional vector; E∗

j is the maximum number of simultaneously
active lightpaths (i.e., time-overlapping lightpaths) terminating at node vi.

ψ : N → R+

is the function that determines the cost of a cross-connect (either a WXC or
a BXC) as a function of its number of ports. In this work, we consider the
function:

ψ(x) = a + bxc a, b ∈ R+, c ∈ [1, 2[. (16.16)

The function captures various technology-specific factors that have an
effect on the cost of a cross-connect. The parameter a represents the fixed
cost of installing the switch (shelf, power and ventilation systems, etc.). The
parameter b represents the cost of a port. Finally, the parameter c accounts
for the impact on the cost of the increasing implementation complexity of
switching matrices with a large number of ports. This parameter is limited
to take values smaller than 2 because, for higher values, it is in general more
economical to stack multiple small switches than building a large one when a
significant number of ports is required.

λ = {λn}
is a partition of the set of arcs describing path P . We call λ a layout
and an element λn of this partition a subpath. For example, a layout
of path (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) is λ = {(x0, x1, x2), (x2, x3, x4)}. This layout
has subpaths λ1 = (x0, x1, x2) and λ2 = (x2, x3, x4). Another layout is
{(x0, x1), (x1, x2, x3, x4)}. The elements of a subpath must be contiguous arcs
of P .
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Λi,k = {λi,k,j}, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ L
is the set of layouts available for path Pi,k; λi,k,j is the j-th layout of the
path. We assume that there are at most L different layouts defined for a path.

πρ,ν,Δ = ((P1,ρ1 , λ1,ρ1,ν1), (P2,ρ2 , λ2,ρ2,ν2), . . . , (PM,ρM
, λM,ρM ,νM

)),
ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K}M , ν ∈ {1, . . . , L}M

is called an admissible optical grooming solution for Δ. ρ and ν are M -
dimensional vectors whose elements can take values in [[1,K]] and [[1, L]],
respectively. πρ,ν,Δ is fully characterized by the pair (ρ, ν). An admissible
optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ defines for each SLD, a path Pi,k and a
layout λi,k,j of this path. A subpath λn can be part of several layouts defined
in πρ,ν,Δ. We call the association of λn to the subset Δ′ ⊆ Δ of SLDs whose
layouts in πρ,ν,Δ share λn, a Routed Scheduled Band Group (RSBG). Thus,
besides a path and a layout for each SLD, an admissible optical grooming
solution πρ,ν,Δ also defines a set of RSBGs.

ΠΔ =
{
πρ,ν,Δ, ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K}M , ν ∈ {1, . . . , L}M

}

is the set of all admissible optical grooming solutions for Δ. Its cardinality is
|ΠΔ| = (KL)M (assuming that K paths and L layouts are available for each
path; otherwise, |ΠΔ| < (KL)M ). The set represents the solution space of an
optical grooming problem instance (G,Δ).

Sρ,ν,Δ =
M⋃

i=1

λi,ρi,νi

is the set of all subpaths used in the admissible optical grooming solution
πρ,ν,Δ. The cardinality of the set is denoted S = |Sρ,ν,Δ|. For the sake of
simplicity, we note S instead of Sρ,ν,Δ.

A = (aij)
is a {0, 1}M×S matrix; aij indicates whether SLD δi uses subpath Sj (aij = 1)
or not (aij = 0) in admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ.

B = (bij)
is a {0, 1}F×S arc-subpath incidence matrix; bij indicates whether arc ei is
part of subpath Sj (bij = 1) or not (bij = 0).

η = θ · τ · A · BT = (ηij)
is a N

M×F matrix; ηij indicates the number of time-overlapping lightpaths
on link ej between SLindexSLD δi and SLDs δi+1, δi+2, . . . , δM .

η∗ = (η∗
j )1≤j≤F , η∗

j =
⌈

1
B

max
1≤i≤M

ηij

⌉

is an F -dimensional vector; η∗
j indicates the number of wavebands required

on arc ej .
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IN = I · η∗

is an N -dimensional vector; IN i indicates the number of input ports required
in the BXC of node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution
πρ,ν,Δ.

OUT = O · η∗

is an N -dimensional vector; OUT i indicates the number of output ports
required in the BXC of node vi to implement admissible optical grooming
solution πρ,ν,Δ.

G = (gij)
is a {0, 1}N×S matrix; gij indicates whether vertex vi is the source of subpath
Sj (gij = 1) or not (gij = 0).

H = (hij)
is a {0, 1}N×S matrix; hij indicates whether vertex vi is the termination of
subpath Sj (hij = 1) or not (hij = 0).

J = θ · τ · A · GT = (Jij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,

J∗
j =

⌈
1
B

max
1≤i≤M

Jij

⌉

J ∗ is an N -dimensional vector; J ∗
j is the number of waveband connections

added at the BXC of node vj .

K = θ · τ · A · HT = (Kij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,

K∗
j =

⌈
1
B

max
1≤i≤M

Kij

⌉

K∗ is an N -dimensional vector; K∗
j is the number of waveband connections

dropped at the BXC of node vj .

Q ∈ R
N
+ ,

Qi = ψb(max(IN i,OUT i) + max(J ∗
i ,K∗

i ))
is an N -dimensional vector; Qi indicates the cost of the BXC required at
node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ.

R ∈ R
N
+ ,

Ri = ψw(max(D∗
i , E∗

i ) + B max(J ∗
i ,K∗

i ))
is an N -dimensional vector; Ri indicates the cost of the WXC required at
node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ. Note that
the number of input/output ports, B max(J ∗

i ,K∗
i ), is a multiple of the wave-

band size B. The parameters defining the function ψw may be different from
those defining the function ψb.
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The cost function C : ΠΔ → R+ is defined as:

C(πρ,ν,Δ) =
N∑

i=1

(Qi + Ri). (16.17)

16.5 Illustrative Examples

16.5.1 Electrical Grooming

In this subsection, we present a small example in order to highlight the reduc-
tion of network cost provided by the electrical grooming functionality. We
considered the three 3 SEDs of Table 16.1. Their time diagram is shown in
Fig. 16.8. To emphasize the benefit of grooming we use a fixed routing solution
in which each SED is routed along its shortest path. Emitting e1 electrical
ports and receiving r1 electrical ports are only needed to add and drop the
traffic requests. Consequently, the number of such ports is independent of
the routing and grooming solution. When the network does not have groom-
ing capabilities (Fig. 16.9(a)), the SEDs δ1 and δ2 are routed over distinct
lightpaths. Thus, we need two WDM optical channels on each of the 3–4 and
the 4–7 fiber links. As a result, this routing and grooming solution requires a
total of 9 WDM optical channels. Let us recall that the number of required o1

optical ports is twice the number of WDM optical channels used. On the other
hand, when the network has grooming capabilities (Fig. 16.9(b)), the SEDs
δ1 and δ2 can be groomed together since both requests are active from 11:00
to 13:00 and they share a common path between nodes 3 and 7. Therefore,
a grooming lightpath is created between these nodes using only one WDM
optical channel on each of the 3–4 and the 4–7 fiber links. This grooming

Table 16.1. Characteristics of 3 SEDs

δi si di αi γi ni

δ1 2 8 8:00 14:40 0.25 × Cω

δ2 3 7 11:00 13:00 0.25 × Cω

δ3 2 6 17:00 19:30 0.25 × Cω

Fig. 16.8. Associated time diagram of the 3 SEDs
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(a) Without any grooming functionality. (b) With grooming functionality.

Fig. 16.9. Provisioning in a network of the 3 SEDs of Table 16.1

lightpath is used to carry simultaneously the two SEDs δ1 and δ2 between
nodes 3 and 7. In our example, the SED δ1 still needs to be routed using two
additional lightpaths; the first one between nodes 2 and 3, and the second one
between nodes 7 and 8. As a result, only 7 WDM optical channels are needed
for this new routing and grooming solution. However, it should be noted that,
in order to aggregate SEDs δ1 and δ2 at node 3, one additional emitting o3

optical port and one additional receiving r3 electrical port are needed on this
node. Similarly, to de-aggregate these two SEDs at node 7, one additional
emitting e3 electrical port and one additional receiving o3 optical port are
needed. Depending on the relative costs of the different o1, o3, e3, and r3

ports, the new routing and grooming solution can be more or less economical
than the first solution.

16.5.2 Optical Grooming

In this subsection, we present an example to illustrate how the mathemat-
ical model of Section 16.4.2 is used to represent an instance of the optical
grooming problem and to quantify the cost of a solution to this problem.

We study the problem instance of Fig. 16.10 which defines a set Δ of
M = 2 SLDs and a graph G representing a physical network. Additionally,
we choose the paths and layouts defined in Table 16.2 (K = 2 and L = 3) and
define a band size of B = 4. For the sake of simplicity, we choose functions
ψw(x) = x and ψb(x) = x to represent the cost of switches, i.e., we choose
a = 0, b = 1 and c = 1 in Equation (16.16). Figure 16.11 illustrates the admis-
sible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ with vectors ρ = (1, 1) and ν = (3, 3) for
the instance of Fig. 16.10. Path P1,1 and layout λ1,1,3 are selected for SLD δ1

and path P2,1 and layout λ2,1,3 are selected for SLD δ2. The figure also shows
the set of Routed Scheduled Band Groups (RSBGs) defined by the solution.

The following matrices are used to compute the cost of the chosen admis-
sible optical grooming solution:
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SLD s d n α β

δ1 2 8 8 08:00 14:00
δ2 1 9 10 11:00 13:00

(a) Graph G representing a physical network. (b) Set Δ of M = 2 SLDs.

Fig. 16.10. An instance (G, Δ) of the optical grooming problem

Table 16.2. Chosen paths and layouts for the instance of Fig. 16.10

SLD Path (Pi,k) Layout (λi,k,j)

δ1 P1,1 = (2, 3, 4, 7, 8) λ1,1,1 = {(2, 3, 4, 7, 8)}
λ1,1,2 = {(2, 3, 4) (4, 7, 8)}
λ1,1,3 = {(2, 3) (3, 4, 7) (7, 8)}

P1,2 = (2, 1, 5, 6, 8) λ1,2,1 = {(2, 1, 5, 6, 8)}
λ1,2,2 = {(2, 1, 5) (5, 6, 8)}
λ1,2,3 = {(2, 1) (1, 5, 6) (6, 8)}

δ2 P2,1 = (1, 3, 4, 7, 9) λ2,1,1 = {(1, 3, 4, 7, 9)}
λ2,1,2 = {(1, 3, 4) (4, 7, 9)}
λ2,1,3 = {(1, 3) (3, 4, 7) (7, 9)}

P2,2 = (1, 5, 6, 8, 9) λ2,2,1 = {(1, 5, 6, 8, 9)}
λ2,2,2 = {(1, 5, 6) (6, 8, 9)}
λ2,2,3 = {(1, 5) (5, 6, 8) (8, 9)}

(a) Paths and layouts.

Subpath (λn) Δ′ ⊆ Δ

(1, 3) {δ2}
(2, 3) {δ1}

(3, 4, 7) {δ1, δ2 }
(7, 8) {δ1 }
(7, 9) {δ2 }

(b) Routed Scheduled Band
Groups (RSBGs).

Fig. 16.11. An admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ to the instance of
Fig. 16.10
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θ =
(

δ1 δ2

δ1 1 1
δ2 0 1

)

γ =
(

δ1 δ2

δ1 8 0
δ2 0 10

)

Sρ,ν,Δ = {(1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4, 7), (7, 8), (7, 9)}

A =
(

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

δ1 0 1 1 1 0
δ2 1 0 1 0 1

)

B =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

e13 1 0 0 0 0
e23 0 1 0 0 0
e34 0 0 1 0 0
e47 0 0 1 0 0
e78 0 0 0 1 0
e79 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

η = θ · γ · A · BT =
(

10 8 18 18 8 10
10 0 10 10 0 10

)

η∗ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

3
2
5
5
2
3

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

I =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e13 e23 e34 e47 e78 e79

v1 0 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0 0
v3 1 1 0 0 0 0
v4 0 0 1 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 1 0 0
v8 0 0 0 0 1 0
v9 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

O =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e13 e23 e34 e47 e78 e79

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

IN = I · η∗ = (0, 0, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 2, 3)
OUT = O · η∗ = (3, 2, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0)

G =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

v1 1 0 0 0 0
v2 0 1 0 0 0
v3 0 0 1 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 1 1
v8 0 0 0 0 0
v9 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

H =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

v1 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0
v3 1 1 0 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 1 0 0
v8 0 0 0 1 0
v9 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
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T =

(
v1 v2 v3 . . . v9

δ1 0 1 0 . . . 0
δ2 1 0 0 . . . 0

)

U =

(
v1 . . . v7 v8 v9

δ1 0 . . . 0 1 0
δ2 0 . . . 0 0 1

)

D = θ · γ · T =

(
10 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)

D∗ =
(
10 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)

E = θ · γ · U =

(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

)

E∗ =
(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10

)

J = θ · γ · A · GT =

(
10 8 18 0 0 0 18 0 0
10 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0

)

J ∗ =
(
3 2 5 0 0 0 5 0 0

)

K = θ · γ · A · HT =

(
0 0 18 0 0 0 18 8 10
0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 10

)

K∗ =
(
0 0 5 0 0 0 5 2 3

)

Q =
(
6 4 10 5 0 0 10 4 6

)
R =

(
22 16 20 0 0 0 20 16 22

)

The cost of the admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ according to
(16.17) is:

C(πρ,ν,Δ) = 28 + 20 + 30 + 5 + 0 + 0 + 30 + 20 + 28 = 161. (16.18)

16.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented mathematical formulations to quantify the cost of pro-
visioning scheduled connections in multi-layer optical networks. The specific
cases of electrical grooming in EXC/WXC networks and optical grooming in
WXC/BXC networks were considered. The formulations may serve as a basis
to assess the costs and benefits of introducing an additional network layer in
an existing network, or to determine the impact on the network-wide cost of
a change in the technologies used to implement a cross-connect. The use of
scheduled connections make it possible to take into account dynamic changes
on the traffic load in the cost/benefit analysis of multi-layer networks.

The formulations could be extended to compare the impact on network
cost of alternative resiliency approaches such as link or path protection, dedi-
cated or shared protection, etc. Another extension could be the consideration
of the uncertainty about the tear-down date of SEDs or SLDs, since connec-
tions terminating later than their expected tear-down date might be seizing
network resources allocated to demands that were originally time-disjoint
with respect to the seizing connection. It is reasonable to expect that, the
longer a connection lasts in the network, the higher the uncertainty about its
actual tear-down date.
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All-Optical Traffic Grooming

Volkan Kaman, Henrik N. Poulsen, Roger J. Helkey, John E. Bowers

17.1 Introduction

Next-generation optical communication networks are expected to exceed
aggregate capacities of hundreds of terabits per second to support the
recent growth in commercial broadband access fueled by applications such
as Video-on-Demand (VoD) and Voice-over-IP (VoIP), and to meet the high-
performance demands of grid-computing networks for research consortiums
and military applications [15, 26, 31, 32]. The continuous increase in need for
higher bandwidth has also necessitated in parallel a continuous reduction in
cost per bit, which has paved the way for the all-optical revolution. As higher
bandwidth with smaller footprint and lower power consumption scales better
with lower cost optics, the past 30 years have seen electronics get gradually
pushed out of the core communication network to the lower bandwidth edge
user interfaces. The advantage of transitioning to all-optical communication
is most evident first with the introduction of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) in the early 1990s. The EDFA not only increased the all-optical reach
of bandwidth independent signals by eliminating costly optical-electrical-
optical (OEO) repeaters, but it also revolutionized point-to-point communi-
cation system capacity by allowing widespread implementation of dense wave-
length division multiplexing (DWDM). The second confirmation of the benefit
of all-optical communication is the introduction of optical add-drop multi-
plexers (OADM) at metro and backbone network nodes in the early 2000s.
Similarly to the EDFA, the OADM allowed the removal of costly in-line OEO
transponders by providing all-optical bypass of express traffic. Furthermore, in
realizing the concept of the all-optical core ring network, the OADM provides
significant optics savings by driving the grooming electronics switch to the
edge of the network for sub-wavelength processing of the local add-drop traffic.

While the EDFA and OADM have allowed for the realization of today’s
all-optical point-to-point systems and core ring networks, the current shift to
higher data rates of 40 Gb/s SONET, 100 Gb Ethernet and beyond opens up
the possibility for further cost-saving all-optical innovations in high-capacity
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edge and core networks. This chapter reviews the next-generation all-optical
traffic grooming technologies for both the core and edge networks. Section 17.2
reviews the state-of-the-art smart optical switching technologies for all-optical
wavelength grooming in the core network as these networks evolve to intercon-
nected rings and mesh architectures. Section 17.3 reviews all-optical circuit
grooming, or optical time division multiplexing (OTDM), for aggregating low-
speed sub-wavelength circuits into wavelengths between the core and edge
networks. Finally, Section 17.4 reviews all-optical edge grooming techniques
such as optical packet switching (OPS) and optical burst switching (OBS)
for reducing costly electronics in edge grooming switches and IP routers, and
Section 17.5 concludes the chapter.

17.2 All-Optical Wavelength Grooming

The aggregate bandwidth capacity increase in next-generation metro and long
haul core optical networks requires a considerable increase in DWDM fiber
link capacity, which is achieved by increasing both the number of wavelengths
and the data rate per wavelength using spectrally efficient modulation for-
mats as recently demonstrated with a 25.6 Tb/s transmission experiment [6].
These high-capacity DWDM links are interconnected into dynamically recon-
figurable all-optical mesh networks with efficient wavelength provisioning
and optimized use of network elements for both capital and operational cost
savings. This agile photonic network is enabled by the next-generation of
remotely reconfigurable OADM (ROADM) with express traffic switching and
local add-drop wavelength grooming capabilities. The ROADM should sup-
port multiple degree nodes, which is defined as the number of DWDM fiber
network ports terminating at the node. It should also allow each add-drop port
to have fully flexible access to the network to ensure efficient network utility
of each access transponder. The latter is of high significance in a multi-degree
ROADM design as transponders and regenerators dominate the overall core
network cost and should be minimized to the lowest possible required by the
network [5, 31]. The key enablers for all-optical wavelength grooming of core
network traffic are the dramatic savings in (i) cost per express wavelength
switching in the optical domain by removing in-line OEO transponders and
electronic switches, and (ii) cost per access wavelength switching by removing
redundant edge OEO transponders through flexible optical add-drop.

Traditional degree-two nodes in ring networks have relied upon static
OADMs that can transit and add-drop only fixed wavelengths without
reconfigurability. These OADMs are either based on a three-port WDM fil-
ter approach (Fig. 17.1a) or a pair of concatenated optical demultiplexers
(DMUX) and multiplexers (MUX) for splitting and recombining all DWDM
wavelengths (Fig. 17.1b). Next-generation degree-two ROADMs are based
on wavelength blockers (WB) using liquid crystals (LC), or one-dimensional
micro-electro-mechanical-system (1-D MEMS) switches, or integrated planar
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Fig. 17.1. Schematics of degree-two static OADM’s based on (a) a WDM filter,
(b) concatenated DMUX and MUX; and ROADM’s based on (c) WB’s, and (d)
concatenated DMUX and MUX with 2 × 2 switches for add-drop access

lightwave circuits (PLC), where all techniques process and power balance
express traffic at a per wavelength basis [18, 23]. Add-drop access for both
1-D MEMS and LC-based ROADMs is achieved by tapping the aggregate
DWDM signal before and after the WB and separating the channels using
fixed wavelength D/MUXs (Fig. 17.1c). The PLC-based ROADM has the
advantage of utilizing the already integrated express D/MUXs for fixed wave-
length add-drop access by further integrating per channel 2× 2 switches onto
the PLC device (Fig. 17.1d). While degree-two ROADMs provide reconfig-
urable all-optical wavelength grooming, fully flexible add-drop access requires
the use of additional tunable filters and optical switches, the cost of which
can be prohibitive for high add-drop ratios.

As next-generation networks evolve into interconnected rings and mesh
architectures, multi-degree ROADM nodes with flexible add-drop capabil-
ity gain high significance. The add-drop flexibility criteria that eliminate
additionally redundant and expensive electronics with cheap optics are sum-
marized as follows [10]:

1. directionless access with any add-drop port to any DWDM network port
connectivity,

2. colorless access with any wavelength-transparent add-drop port to any
DWDM network port connectivity, and

3. contentionless access between all same-wavelength add-drop ports.
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Fig. 17.2. Schematics of multi-degree ROADM architectures (a) broadcast-and-
select select using WBs, (b) optical cross-connect using WSSs, (c) WSXC using 3-D
MEMS optical switch

Multi-degree ROADMs can be realized using three distinct technologies as
summarized in Fig. 17.2: (a) a broadcast-and-select architecture using WBs,
(b) an optical cross-connect (or broadcast-and-select) architecture using wave-
length selective switches (WSS), and (c) a wavelength-selective cross-connect
(WSXC) architecture using a large-scale 3-D MEMS optical switch.

The broadcast-and-select architecture shown in Fig. 17.2a is based on
the same 1-D MEMS or LC WB technologies as discussed for degree-two
ROADMs [30]. While passive optical splitters are used to broadcast and
combine each incoming and outgoing DWDM network port, the WBs select
the desired wavelengths to be transmitted. An inherent disadvantage of this
architecture is that as the degree of the node N increases, the required num-
ber of WBs increases quadratically to N(N − 1) while the ROADM express
through loss increases significantly as well. This multi-degree ROADM also
physically separates the express wavelength switching from the add-drop
switching by tapping the DWDM signals before and after the core express
switch. While the degree based modularity of this ROADM is attractive from
a network restoration perspective, this also severely complicates the ability to
provide flexible add-drop access with the aforementioned flexibility criteria.

A more attractive alternative to WB’s is to use 1-D MEMS or LC based
1 : K WSS devices (typically with K < 10), which distribute an incom-
ing DWDM signal into any of the desired K outputs [2, 20]. A multi-degree
ROADM node can be achieved by cascading two WSS devices per network
port and inter-connecting N−1 WSS ports from one network port to the others
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as shown in Fig. 17.2b [1]. While any of the remaining K−N+1 WSS ports can
be used for colorless local add-drop access of a single transponder, the limited
number of available WSS ports requires optical aggregation (using D/MUX,
splitters, and EDFAs) of the transponders before accessing the WSS. Further-
more, directionless and wavelength contentionless add-drop access requires
further optical processing at the edge, which becomes undesirable for high-
degree nodes with high add-drop ratios [13]. While the preceding described
the optical cross-connect architecture using 2N WSS devices with a fixed
through loss, typical ROADM implementations use the broadcast-and-select
architecture by cascading an input splitter with a single WSS device per net-
work port [1]. This architecture has the advantage that the number of required
WSS devices per node is reduced to N ; however, the challenges with flexible
add-drop access remain with an additional express insertion loss drawback.

A multi-degree ROADM can also be implemented with a WSXC archi-
tecture using a large-scale 3-D MEMS optical switch combined with a set of
D/MUXs (Fig. 17.2c) [14]. While non-blocking 3-D MEMS switches with low
optical insertion losses are commercially available with 320 ports, these matrix
switches have also been shown to scale beyond 1,000 ports [9, 17]. Wavelength
switching between DWDM network ports is achieved by directing each wave-
length separately to a MEMS port through the use of modular or integrated
D/MUX at the DWDM network ports. Furthermore, fully agile add-drop
access is realized due to the colorless and non-blocking nature of each MEMS
port. A transponder or regenerator can connect to the entire core network at
any wavelength using a single MEMS port. Since the add-drop ports use the
already existing express filtering devices, no additional elements are required
for the add-drops, reducing cost compared to the preceding WSS architectures.

The three multi-degree ROADM technologies are compared in Fig. 17.3
in terms of WSS functionality and evolution. The first generation WSS is the
WB with a single input and output. The limited number of ports on this 1:1
WSS not only results in a quadratic need of these devices in implementing
a multi-degree ROADM, but also the absence of local access ports requires
additional components with limited add-drop flexibility. The next-generation
device is the 1:K WSS, which has a single input port and several output
ports. The number of devices required to implement a multi-degree ROADM
scales linearly with the number of network ports. While a limited number of
the K ports can be used for colorless local access, full add-drop flexibility
and high add-drop ratios requires additional components and complicated
access architectures. Finally, the integrated WSXC realizes the multi-degree
ROADM through a N :N WSS device with additional ports available for fully
flexible add and drop access at wavelength granularity with simple oper-
ational management. While the latter approach provides the most flexible
multi-degree ROADM due to the non-blocking switching nature of each wave-
length port, the former two architectures provide a modular growth possibility
with less add-drop flexibility. While modular growth of 3-D MEMS switches
has been proposed, it can be concluded that network port modularity and
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Fig. 17.3. Comparison of multi-degree ROADM technologies in terms of WSS func-
tionality and evolution

local add-drop flexibility of a multi-degree ROADM are competing design
criteria [13].

17.3 All-Optical Circuit Grooming

While DWDM is widely utilized to upgrade fiber bandwidth capacity, the cost,
provisioning, and management of a huge number of wavelength channels can
be highly problematic when considering dynamic mesh networks as opposed
to point-to-point systems. Increasing the bit rate of each wavelength channel
using traditional serial TDM circuit grooming while keeping the number of
DWDM wavelengths to a cost effective and reasonably manageable number is
therefore required to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of next-generation
high-capacity networks. While TDM based on electronic grooming is cur-
rently being deployed at 40 Gb/s in commercial networks and demonstrated
at 100 Gb/s in lab trials [19, 29], the speed and cost limitations of electronics
will most likely require all-optical circuit grooming or OTDM techniques for
achieving higher data rates of 160 Gb/s and beyond per wavelength [33]. As
sub-wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing are performed in the optical
domain, OTDM systems have the advantage of needing opto-electronic com-
ponent bandwidths only at the lower speed tributary rate. For example, a 160
Gb/s data rate can be achieved with commercially available low-cost 10 GHz
devices [24]. Optical grooming or aggregation capability between the edge
and core networks also allows for efficient utilization of resources for dynamic
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sub-wavelength traffic. Furthermore, as lower speed circuits within a given
wavelength may have different destinations, the ability to drop the desired cir-
cuits and insert new circuits in the available slots, or add-drop multiplexing,
becomes a desirable functionality [27]. While traditional TDM requires elec-
tronic processing of all sub-wavelength traffic within a given wavelength, opti-
cal add-drop multiplexing using OTDM techniques can provide complete opti-
cal transparency to express sub-wavelength traffic from source to destination.

The basic principle of OTDM is illustrated in a point-to-point system in
Fig. 17.4a. A typical OTDM transmitter consists of an optical pulse source
that emits short pulses at the desired wavelength with a repetition rate of
T , which is determined by the bit rate B at which electronics can follow. A
passive 1:M splitter broadcasts these pulses into separate paths, where each
pulse stream is independently data modulated and time delayed. All M pulse
streams are then bit interleaved into a single serial data stream with an aggre-
gate data rate of B×M . The number of serial channels that can be packed into
a single wavelength depends on the width of the optical pulses. On the OTDM
receiver side, a 1:M splitter broadcasts the aggregate data stream to each of
the M tributary detectors. A phase-locked optical gating device (DMUX) is
utilized prior to the detector for extracting the desired sub-wavelength chan-
nel. The concept of add-drop multiplexing using the aforementioned OTDM
techniques is shown in Fig. 17.4b. An optical gate extracts the desired chan-
nel to be dropped at the node while the rest of the channels are transmitted
transparently. A new channel is then inserted in the available time slot.

While various OTDM technologies have been demonstrated in lab trials
based on all-optical fiber techniques for ultra-high-speed single wavelength
data rates [25, 33], the high number of devices required in OTDM sub-systems

Fig. 17.4. (a) Basic schematic of an OTDM transmitter and receiver in a point-to-
point system, (b) concept of OTDM optical add-drop multiplexing
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makes photonic integration essential for commercial viability. Compact optical
short pulse sources using a tandem of integrated electro-absorption modula-
tors [8] and further integration with semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA)
for compensating losses have been demonstrated [22]. Further chip level inte-
gration of splitters, arrays of modulators and amplifiers on PLC platforms
also show promise for commercially viability [16]. An OTDM demultiplexing
receiver with an integrated electro-absorption modulator for optical gating
followed by a detector has been demonstrated at 40 Gb/s [7]. Further inte-
gration of optical amplification has also been achieved for better receiver
sensitivity performance [21]. Monolithically integrated SOA devices have
been used for add-drop applications [28] while a single electro-absorption
modulator has also been shown to simultaneously demultiplex and detect
a single channel while transparently transmitting the express channels [12].
Using this capability, an alternative OTDM receiver architecture that imitates
high-speed electrical receiver sub-systems with the benefit of operating at the
tributary base rate has also been proposed [11]. The compact OTDM receiver
eliminates the 1:M splitter and requires a single input fiber into a series
of integrated and cascaded modulators to achieve high-speed serial-optical
to direct tributary-speed parallel-electrical conversion. Apart from photonic
integration, there are several other challenges that need to be considered for
OTDM to have commercial penetration. The generation, multiplexing, and
gating of such short pulses imposes very strict and challenging polarization,
crosstalk, extinction ratio and timing with active signal processing require-
ments. Finally, further challenges of optical transmission of ultra-high data
rates in dynamic networks will require thoughtful consideration.

17.4 All-Optical Edge Grooming

Present day networks are based on optical circuit switching with dedicated
traffic paths carrying traffic from source to destination. As network bandwidth
demands increase, DWDM systems with higher count channels and faster data
rates are utilized to provide the required bandwidth capacity. While DWDM
is a very effective means of using the bandwidth of the installed fiber base,
such switching paradigms exhibit poor performance when sub-wavelength
traffic is considered. As described in the preceding section, all-optical circuit
grooming using OTDM techniques can help in aggregating several optical
channels onto one wavelength. However, the limited granularity and static
nature of OTDM switching does not render this as an efficient solution in
edge networks. Therefore, traffic grooming at the edge of a network, which
presently makes use of the fine granularity electronics can offer, is becoming
increasingly important to improve the usage of the available optical resources
and to increase the overall network utilization. In SONET and SDH networks,
this is mainly accomplished by statistical multiplexing, where data from a
large number of logical channels are carried on a single wavelength in the
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Fig. 17.5. Complexity of the various all-optical traffic grooming technologies

physical medium. The available bandwidth is dynamically allocated only
towards active channels, which enables more devices to be connected than
other multiplexing techniques. However, as services such as VoD and VoIP are
being introduced, the requirements for low latency and high granularity are
increasing. Due to the high cost and power consumption of high bit-rate elec-
tronics and with progressively more emphasis on transparency, all-optical edge
grooming using OPS and OBS are becoming more and more interesting [34].

From a traffic utilization point of view, the highest gains are currently
envisaged by using OPS since it can provide both the granularity and latency
required for multi-media services [3, 35]. Instead of encapsulating each IP
packet into larger SONET frames that are transmitted in a synchronous bit
stream, with OPS each IP packet is transmitted by itself with an additional
small header. Thus, IP packets arrive at the end destination asynchronously
as they are not electronically processed and synchronized at each node in
the network. While OPS provides highly efficient and granular switching, it
also requires new technology at the edge that also permeates into the whole
core network. The current lack of switches with nanosecond switching times
and optical buffers are prohibitive factors for OPS networks with substantial
development time required.

A hybrid between optical circuit and packet switching is OBS [4]. In con-
trast to OPS where packets are sent out one by one, OBS networks aggregate
packets with the same end destination into larger packets, which are denoted
as bursts. With significantly larger packets, the speed requirements of the
switching elements in the core network are a lot less strict at the expense of
decreased network utilization. The minimum length of a burst is determined
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by the switching technology used and has an upper limit for the time allowed
in which a burst can be assembled. As a burst cannot arbitrarily wait long
enough for IP packets to arrive in assembling the burst, many bursts are likely
to be timed out and transmitted without the minimum number of IP packets,
in which case the network utilization is decreased. While OBS alleviates the
issue of fast switching, it still shares the issue of optical buffers as in OPS.

The complexity of the various technologies discussed in this chapter for all-
optical traffic grooming is summarized in Fig. 17.5 with respect to switching
granularity.

17.5 Conclusion

In the quest for high-capacity and low-cost optical networks, traditional
electronic traffic grooming is being replaced by more efficient all-optical tech-
nologies. Multi-degree ROADMs with wavelength grooming capabilities are
already being deployed in commercial core networks while active research in
OTDM, OPS, and OBS is underway for all-optical sub-wavelength grooming
of edge traffic.
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Multi-Domain Traffic Grooming

Nasir Ghani, Qing Liu, Nageswara S. V. Rao, Ashwin Gumaste

15.1 Introduction

The last decade has seen many advances in high-speed networks. At the fiber
level, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM, Layer 1) has gained
favor as a terabit solution, capable of “lightpath” circuit routing. Meanwhile
next-generation SONET/SDH (NGS) (Layer 1.5) [1] has gained strong trac-
tion in the metro/edge, providing flexible “sub-rate” aggregation. Finally,
Ethernet and IP networks (Layers 2, 3) have seen new quality of service
(QoS) provisions via the differentiated services (Diff-Serv) and integrated
services (Intserv) frameworks. Related control standards have also emerged,
most notably multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) for Layer 2/3 flow-based
QoS support. Further generalizations have even adapted this solution for
“non-packet-switching” layers, i.e., generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [2].

As the above solutions undergo widespread deployment, a complex inter-
connection of different data-planes has resulted. From a theoretical aspect,
this is embodied by an interconnection of multiple horizontal domains (i.e.,
networks) comprising of different vertical layers (i.e., technologies), as shown
in Fig. 15.1 [3]. These segmentations are based upon various factors, such as
technology, scalability, geographic, economic, administrative, etc. Moreover
as the scale and reach of services expands, there is a pressing for “end-
to-end” provisioning across heterogeneous domains, i.e., horizontal–vertical
control. A good example is the growth in “e-science” applications [3]. How-
ever, inter-layer provisioning today is still done via manual provisioning of
domain-specific control planes, giving high inefficiency and long lead times,
i.e., hours to days.

Multi-domain networking has long been supported in IP and ATM net-
works. Moreover, new efforts are also introducing these capabilities in optical
transport networks. Nevertheless, the broader topic of provisioning across het-
erogeneous network layers has not been addressed in detail. Note that there
is a clear distributed multi-domain grooming aspect to this problem as differ-
ent circuit/flow granularities are involved, i.e., gigabit wavelengths, “sub-rate”
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Fig. 15.1. Multi-layer, multi-domain networking infrastructures

SONET/SDH tributaries, MPLS label switched paths (LSP), etc. Overall, this
is a very difficult problem owing to some key complicating factors. Foremost,
there are no unified control plane standards for integrating multiple layers. In
addition related provisioning algorithms are lacking, particularly those oper-
ating in distributed (intra, inter-carrier) settings with no/partial global state.

This chapter addresses the emerging area of multi-domain grooming and
is organized as follows. First, Section 15.2 presents a brief survey of standards
for multi-domain networks. Subsequently Section 15.3 surveys some work on
multi-domain protocols and algorithms. Section 15.4 then delves into the rel-
atively unexplored area of multi-domain grooming and details key directions
in inter-layer routing, path computation, signaling, and survivability. Finally
Section 5 presents overall conclusions and future directions.

15.2 Multi-Domain Standards

Over the years, a wide range of multi-domain networking standards have been
developed by various standards organizations, including the IETF, ITU-T,
and OIF. These efforts are briefly reviewed here.
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15.2.1 ITU-T Standards

The ITU-T has matured a comprehensive automatically switched transport
networks (ASTN) framework for multi-domain optical networks. The refer-
ence architecture for ASTN is G.8080 [2] and describes a group of components
to control transport resources to setup, maintain, and release a client layer
connections. However, the internal topology and connectivity of the under-
lying optical layers is not made visible to the client layer and is instead
treated as a sub-network point pool (SNPP) link (“virtual” link). Now ASTN
follows a hierarchical design in which designated entities perform control for
single and multiple layers. For example, its routing hierarchy consists of areas
with requirements for inter-area auto-discovery, auto-provisioning and auto-
restoration. However, this model is flexible and each domain’s internal control
plane can be tailored to the particular types and capabilities of the equip-
ment within the domain. Nevertheless, this overall framework only addresses
architectural design and no explicit protocols specifications are provided. It is
here that developments within the IETF and OIF are of crucial importance.

15.2.2 OIF Standards

The OIF has developed several control standards for optical network inter-
facing, including a client–carrier user-network interface (UNI) and a carrier–
carrier network node interface (NNI). The UNI implements bandwidth sig-
naling for client devices (i.e., IP/MPLS routers) to request/release “optical”
connections from underlying carrier SONET/SDH or DWDM domains, i.e.,
“optical dialtone”. Since there is no trust relationship here, carrier topology
information is not propagated to the client side, i.e., overlay model [2]. The lat-
est UNI 2.0 features much improved capabilities for security, bandwidth modi-
fication, etc. Meanwhile, the NNI interface implements inter-domain functions
for reachability/resource exchange and setup signaling. Now two variants have
been designed here, interior NNI (I-NNI) and external-NNI (E-NNI). The
former interfaces nodes within the same administrative area whereas the
latter serves adjacent areas. E-NNI relegates all interfacing issues to domain
boundaries, thereby removing restrictions on domain-internal control and
equipment interoperability. Furthermore, NNI adopts a link state routing
approach, e.g., via single/stacked instances of GMPLS routing protocols.

The overall UNI–NNI combination facilitates rapid deployment of new
services across multi-vendor “optical” domains. Moreover, this framework
works for both optical DWDM and SONET/SDH domains, as facilitated by
the different granularities supported in UNI/NNI signaling. Hence the NNI
standard can support multi-layer interfacing at the circuit-switching level.
However, since there is no resource exchange across the UNI, higher layer
IP/MPLS networks must treat underlying “optical” links as tunneled links.
This setup will be problematic for client layer routing since the number of
Layer 3 adjacencies will grow per the square of border nodes, i.e., connection
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mesh problem. Clearly, as the number of border nodes grows, this routing
setup becomes less scalable, considering the amount of adjacency information
has to be maintained. Hence clients may have to run data-plane inter-domain
routing protocols across UNI-provisioned connection links.

15.2.3 IETF Standards

Well-established IP network architectures comprise a hierarchy of autonomous
systems (AS) and routing areas (domains). Within areas, routers run associ-
ated interior gateway protocols (IGP) such as open shortest path first (OSPF)
or intermediate-system to intermediate-system (IS-IS) [2]. These protocols
use link-state routing to maintain link state databases (LSDB). Meanwhile at
the inter-AS level, commensurate exterior gateway protocols (EGP) are used.
The mainstay here is border gateway protocol (BGP) which runs between
exterior gateway nodes and uses distance vector routing to provide end-
point reachability exchange. In addition, OSPF also provides an additional
level for disseminating “higher-layer” aggregated state between area border
routers (ABR). Note that many operators will want to limit internal state
dissemination in inter-carrier settings owing to privacy and security concerns.

With growing flow-level QoS requirements in IP networks, new extensions
have also been proposed for OSPF. For example, OSPF-traffic engineering
(OSPF-TE, RFC 2676) provides extensions and opaque link state (LSA)
definitions for “QoS-related” link state to support advanced constraint-based
routing (CBR). Meanwhile there have also been proposals for augmenting
BGP messaging with added QoS attributes. For example, [4] exchanges QoS-
enabled reachability information via new BGP message attributes. However,
these offerings do not alter the inherent distance vector design. Finally, the
hierarchical routing has also been implemented in older asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) networks via the private network-to-network interface (PNNI)
protocol, i.e., via peer group leaders.

Meanwhile the GMPLS framework devises new routing/signaling versions
to manage “circuit-switched” entities, e.g., TDM circuits and DWDM light-
paths [2]. For example, new OSPF-TE opaque LSA definitions have been
added for DWDM and SONET/SDH links. Hence TE databases (TEDB)
can now store information fields for wavelengths/usages, timeslots/usages,
shared risk link groups (SRLG) diversity, etc. New enhancements have also
been added to the reservation protocol, RSVP-TE, to implement DWDM
and SONET/SDH circuit setup/takedown, e.g., hard state, recovery, etc.
Additionally, RSVP-TE also provides a loose route (LR) feature to specify a
partial (high-level) node sequences along with signaling-based explicit route
(ER) expansion to resolve the full path route. Finally a new link management
protocol (LMP) has been developed for fault discovery and localization.

However, GMPLS does not provide any specific routing extensions for
multi-domain BGP as its inherent distance-vector design is not well-suited
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for circuit routing. Therefore, two-level OSPF-TE is the most germane inter-
domain protocol for GMPLS. Nevertheless, OSPF-TE assumes a peer-to-peer
model in which all nodes perform identical routing/signaling. Clearly, today’s
emerging diversified, multi-layer domains settings will prove problematic
here. For example, many vendor solutions may not provide GMPLS support
and instead use centralized vendor-proprietary network management systems
(NMS) or operations support systems (OSS) and TL-1 messaging [1]. In these
cases, proxy solutions can be used to translate external vendor-specific control
formats [5].

The IETF is also addressing TE path computation via its path computa-
tion element (PCE) architecture [6, 7]. This framework allows path computa-
tion clients (PCC) to interact with PCE entities to resolve constraint-based
routes. A PCE either resides in a standalone manner or is co-located with a
network node and has access to domain-level resource/policy databases. This
architecture provides a request/response protocol for PCC-PCE and PCE-
PCE interaction, i.e., PCE protocol (PCEP) [7]. Finally, automated discovery
allows PCC entities to locate a PCE with requisite capabilities, e.g., in terms of
network layers, algorithms, backup path computation, etc. Two PCE compu-
tation models have also been proposed, centralized, and distributed [6]. In the
former, all path computation is performed by a single PCE entity. Although
this is realistic for intra-domain scenarios, the broader multi-domain case
necessitates this PCE to have global resource and policy visibility. Clearly, a
single entity also poses notable scalability and reliability limitations.

Meanwhile, distributed computation uses multiple PCE entities to resolve
end-to-end paths. This approach also supports “domain-specific” constraints,
such as bandwidth/delay in IP domains and wavelength/color continuity in
DWDM networks. Moreover, distributed PCE computation is very germane
for multi-domain/multi-layer/multi-carrier settings with partial visibility.
Herein, two approaches are outlined to handle the contingencies of varying
levels of “global” state, i.e., multi-PCE path computation with and without
inter-PCE signaling [7]. Overall both of these schemes induce close couplings
between inter-domain routing and signaling.

Multi-PCE computation without inter-PCE signaling requires the head-
end PCE (i.e., signaled by PCC) to compute a partial or loose route to
the destination. This route can be a “domain-level” sequence of border
gateways which is then inserted into appropriate downstream signaling mes-
sages. Here receiving entities (border gateways) consult their own PCE
entities to “expand” the strict-hop sequences across their domains to the next
partial/loose hop. This “inter-PCE” approach fits in well with the above-
mentioned RSVP-TE LR/ER features. Meanwhile, multi-PCE computation
with inter-PCE signaling requires the head-end PCE to recursively request
other PCE entities to compute sub-path segments. This setup usually returns
a complete strict-hop source–destination route to the requesting PCC and
is more suitable for little/no inter-domain visibility. Alternatively, in inter-
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carrier settings, this approach may still return a loose route sequence, thereby
preserving intra-domain route confidentiality, see [7].

15.3 Research Studies

Many multi-domain research studies have been conducted. However, most of
these efforts have focused on single-layer (homogeneous) packet/cell-switching
networks, Layers 2–3. Recently some work on multi-domain optical networks
(Layer 1) has also emerged. As yet, very few studies have looked at multi-
domain/multi-layer inter-networking.

15.3.1 Multi-Domain Packet/Cell-Switching Networks

Many studies have looked at multi-domain ATM (Layer 2) and IP (Layer 3)
networks. In particular, graph-based topology abstraction schemes for state
reduction [8–11] have been a key focus area. These strategies transform a
domain topology into a reduced “virtual” graph with fewer abstract vertices
and edges. This is typically done by a designated domain entity, e.g., routing
area leader (RAL) [2], which then propagates the abstract link state to other
gateway nodes to maintain “globalized” state. Expectedly, the computational
entity must have access to intra-domain state. Overall, topology abstraction
allows operators to control internal state dissemination and effectively couples
intra- and inter-domain routing.

An early study of abstraction in hierarchical ATM PNNI networks is
presented in [8]. This effort details algorithms for computing complex node
representations to minimize the number of edges/links in a peer group sum-
marization. The findings here show much-reduced computation times and over
an order magnitude reduction in domain state. Also, [9] extends abstraction to
multi-domain IP QoS networks, summarizing bandwidth state using various
topologies, i.e., star, mesh, tree, and spanner graphs. These reductions are
tested with various path computation strategies, including widest shortest,
shortest-distance, etc. The overall findings confirm improvements in routing
scalability and reduced routing fluctuation. Meanwhile, [10] looks at topology
aggregation in directed graphs with additive link metrics (delay, cost). This
problem is treated from an information-theoretic perspective and related
bounds for compression distortion are derived based upon the asymmetry
constant. Furthermore, [11] develops schemes to incorporate both bandwidth
and delay parameters via line segmentation techniques. Various Dijkstra-
based heuristics are then used to compute paths meeting dual bandwidth and
delay constraints. Overall, the results show improved success rates and lower
crankback messaging loads.

Finally, studies have also looked at QoS enhancements for BGP distance
vector routing. For example, [4] proposes messaging extensions to convey
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additional QoS state for paths to destination domains/prefixes. This is cou-
pled with pre-engineered QoS-based service level specifications (SLS) between
providers along with “meta-QoS class” planes extending across multi-carrier
AS. Results for sample Internet topologies show best performance when paths
selection is done using both bandwidth and delay constraints. In addition,
messaging overheads are shown to be minimal.

15.3.2 Multi-Domain Optical Networks

Multi-domain DWDM networks are also becoming a key focus. To date, most
efforts in this area have focused on distributed lightpath RWA and signal-
ing in all-optical and opto-electronic networks. For example, [12] details a
domain-by-domain scheme in which gateways maintain complete (alternate)
route state across all-optical and opto-electronic networks. Detailed simu-
lation shows the overall effectiveness of the proposed model. However, this
setup is more favorable to BGP-type implementations and related resource
propagation (path dissemination) results are not shown.

Meanwhile, [13] studies DWDM networks comprising of multiple segments,
i.e., domains. Here, three different inter-domain wavelength routing algorithms
are developed, i.e., end-to-end (E2E), concatenated shortest path (CSR), and
hierarchical routing (HIR). The E2E basically assumes a “flat” globalized
graph whereas HIR assumes a hierarchical graph with segments summarized
as nodes. Meanwhile CSR simply uses local information to perform segment-
by-segment routing. Numerical results with a specialized mesh-torus topology
show significant blocking reduction with the E2E scheme for “multi-segment”
requests. However, the CSR scheme does not provide any intra-domain state
and further inter-domain routing algorithms are not addressed.

Now, very few studies have looked at routing in multi-domain DWDM
networks. Here, it is generally very difficult to re-apply IP/MPLS abstraction
schemes since resource constraints are different. Hence recent studies have
looked at new DWDM-based abstraction schemes. For example, [14] presents
a theoretical treatment of abstraction with border node wavelength conver-
sion. Here, various information models are developed and lightpath selection
is modeled as a Bayesian decision problem. The findings for bus topologies
show that scalable information models can achieve a good trade-off between
performance loss and the amount of network state. Nevertheless, inter-domain
routing and RWA issues are not addressed.

Meanwhile, [15] tables a hierarchical inter-domain solution using simple-
node abstraction. Nevertheless, signaling provisions are not considered here
and only the all-optical case is handled. Conversely, [16] presents a much
more detailed study of abstraction in multi-domain all-optical/opto-electronic
DWDM networks. Namely, graph theoretic RWA schemes (via k-shortest path
heuristics) are used to generate full mesh and star abstractions. Furthermore,
detailed inter-domain link-state routing protocols and distributed lightpath
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RWA algorithms are also specified (using OSPF-TE, RSVP-TE). Findings
show very good blocking reduction and lower inter-domain signaling loads.

Dynamic sub-path protection for DWDM networks has also been consid-
ered. For example, [17] segments end-to-end lightpaths into independent “pro-
tection domains” and implements shared segment protection with/without
wavelength conversion. The algorithm pre-defines self-healing cycles in the
network topology and attempts to allocate self-healing loops for lightpaths
accordingly. Overall, it is shown that maximum sharing can be achieved by
properly assigning wavelengths to the shared channels. Nevertheless, these
schemes assume full global state, i.e., “flat/single-domain” network, and hence
their application in distributed multi-layer settings is not straightforward.
Finally, Layer 1 virtual private networks (Layer 1 VPN) provisioning in multi-
domain SONET/SDH network has also been studied in [18]. Layer 1 VPN rep-
resents a new service model in which transport-layer resources are partitioned
to build multiple “virtual infrastructures” over a single physical network.
Here, the authors develop a novel OSPF-TE link model to share time-slots
between client VPN topologies. Furthermore, non-adjacent L1 VPN clients
are interconnected via “virtual link” multi-domain SONET/SDH connections.
Overall, results show good sharing efficiency and blocking reductions with
shortest-widest path selection. However, all virtual links here are pre-specified
(static), as per end-user demands, and inter-domain routing is not done.

15.3.3 Multi-Domain/Multi-Layer Networks

As mentioned in Section 15.1, there is a clear grooming aspect to multi-
domain/multi-layer networks. For example, multiple fine-granularity label
switched paths (LSP) originating in Layer 3 domains can be aggregated
over coarser DWDM lightpaths. In a similar manner, sub-rate SONET/SDH
circuits can also be groomed over DWDM lightpaths. Now, even though
grooming algorithms have been widely studied over the years, most studies
have focused on idealized settings with full resource state knowledge across
all layers. The broader topic of distributed multi-domain grooming, i.e., in
the presence of limited global state, is largely unexplored and only a handful
of studies have been conducted to date.

In particular, [19] presents one of the first studies on distributed SONET-
DWDM provisioning in multi-domain networks. Here, the authors define a
multi-segment graph model (with boundary grooming) and evaluate various
path selection schemes, e.g., centralized (full-knowledge), domain-by-domain
(local knowledge), and hierarchical source routing (partial inter-domain
knowledge). The latter approach only propagates domain-internal state for
a specified granularity levels, although detailed specifications for state com-
pression are not given. Overall, results show much-improved blocking perfor-
mance with increasing levels of inter-domain state. Furthermore, [20] studies
grooming in SONET-DWDM networks and uses threshold-based triggers to
add/delete lightpaths. Here, both centralized (global) and distributed schemes
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are developed, with the latter only using traversing path state at a node, i.e.,
no routing. Overall, results show good performances, contingent to grooming
ports and request granularities. However, no inter-domain considerations are
discussed.

Finally, [21] tables a novel framework for direct Ethernet-over-DWDM
integration. This scheme devises an integrated signaling-based approach to
simultaneously provision full wavelength and fine granularity Ethernet virtual
connections (EVC) at the optical layer. In contrast to conventional provision-
ing, signaling messages for sub-lambda EVC requests are only processed at
the source node of the lightpath. Nevertheless, the authors assume that the
underlying DWDM network is relatively static and hence routing is only done
at the Ethernet layer. Detailed performance results are presented for various
routing update strategies using crankback. Overall, results show minimal
increase in setup latencies and signaling loads.

15.4 Open Problems in Multi-domain Grooming

Despite some standards progress, the study of multi-domain/multi-layer
grooming remains in its infancy. Now, it is clear that the scope/scale of the
problem necessitates distributed, decentralized solutions here. Along these
lines, some key open problems need to be addressed, i.e., multi-domain
routing, constraint-based path computation/signaling, and survivability.

15.4.1 Multi-layer Routing and State Exchange

Multi-domain routing is a very challenging area, especially in the presence of
multiple layers. The most notable issue is how to propagate different types of
link or domain state in a such way that a scalable and secure routing frame-
work can be achieved. By and large, multi-domain grooming will benefit from
the availability of “global” inter-domain state. Moreover, as per Sections 15.2.3
and 15.3.1, link-state routing is the most suitable scheme for constraint-based
provisioning of QoS LSP or TDM/DWDM circuit paths. Hence, it is very
desirable to implement some form of hierarchical routing at select border
gateways to disseminate various types of link state (as shown in Fig. 15.2):

• Physical inter-domain links: These links interconnect nodes in differ-
ent domains and can span a full range of types, e.g., Gigabit/10 Gigabit
Ethernet, SONET/SDH OC-n links, DWDM links, etc. Hence, related
multi-layer TEDB must maintain state for all of these link types either via
running multiple routing protocol instances or by using a single unified
routing protocol. For example, two-level OSPF-TE already provides LSA
definitions for both packet-switching links and “non-packet” TDM and
DWDM links.
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Fig. 15.2. Topology abstraction and link types

• Abstract links: Abstract links are computed entities used to summa-
rize “layer-specific” domain-level resources and do not reflect physical
elements [9]. Although abstraction has been well-studied for IP networks
(Section 3.1), circuit-switching networks are more specialized, see initial
work in [16]. Hence, further considerations are needed for SONET/SDH
grooming links, VCAT features, inverse multiplexing, etc. In addition, new
abstractions must capture survivability-related information via abstract
links, e.g., fiber/span protection, diversity/risk groups, shared/dedicated
resources, etc. In general, expanded attributes can also be developed
as these link types need not be constrained to physical link types (in
respective domains).

• Virtual link connection: In general, lower level SONET/SDH and
DWDM connections/sub-connections will appear as virtual links to higher-
layer devices (i.e., IP/MPLS, Ethernet nodes). These entities can thus be
treated as logical TE link (adjacencies) between the two end-points, see
Fig. 15.2. Therefore, it will be beneficial to also advertise the resource
levels for these entities at the inter-domain level as well, since doing so can
yield very good gains in grooming efficiencies. However, there is a clear
scalability problem here as the number of such connections can grow in
the order of the square of the number of border nodes, i.e., the connection
mesh problem as discussed in Section 15.2.2. Hence, a key challenge here
will be to develop link aggregation techniques to effectively compress
virtual connection link state.
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In light of the above, it is also important to consider associated update
triggering strategies. To date, various policies have been developed here to
achieve update frequency reduction/scalability, e.g., timer-based, absolute
change, relative change, and hysterisis-based [20]. All schemes here—except
for the former type—are threshold-based. Extensive results for single-domain
networks show that relative updates are generally most effective in lowering
routing loads and ensuring rapid change sensitivity [20]. Now physical inter-
domain link updates can be treated in much the same manner as intra-domain
links. Namely, if the underlying resources (bandwidth, timeslots, wavelengths)
change as per the chosen metric, an update can be flooded by the sourcing
gateway. However, careful analysis is needed to delimit related inter-domain
holdoff timers (IHT), which will tend to be larger than corresponding intra-
domain values. Virtual link connections can also be treated as such since
they are directly associated with underlying connections. Nevertheless, since
the number of such connections can be large, further research into scalable
triggering policies is needed. Meanwhile, triggering policies for abstract links
are more complicated as they pertain to “non-existent” entities. Here, various
policies have been developed for abstract IP and DWDM links, see [9, 16], and
these can be adapted further. For example, a basic approach is to compute
abstractions on a fixed time interval. However, this scheme yields excessive
messaging/computational loads for small update intervals and inaccurate
state for large update intervals. It is here that relative change measures can
give much better performance. For example, [16] uses periodic abstractions
but only sends updates if sufficient relative change occurs.

15.4.2 Multi-Layer Grooming and Signaling

Path computation implements the core of the multi-domain grooming func-
tion. As opposed to single-domain settings, full topology information in
multi-domain networks is generally lacking and path computation has to
be done using aggregated (i.e., partial, dated) topology and resource state.
Moreover, the existence of multiple layers implies an inherent grooming com-
ponent, again differing notably from single domain settings which tend to
operate at the same layer, e.g., either packet, timeslot, wavelength. Overall,
these aspects make multi-layer grooming involving a very challenging prob-
lem. In the end, however, the goal here is to resolve and set up full end-to-end
routes in accordance with desired constraints and leverage existing standards,
particularly GMPLS. Now owing to the distributed nature of the problem
it is evident that setup signaling will be required. Although many specific
schemes can be envisioned here, few have been analyzed in detail. Hence two
broad strategies are outlined here, i.e., hierarchical and per-domain.

Hierarchical Grooming

Hierarchical grooming uses the inter-domain TEDB state to compute
“skeleton” routes from the source domain to the destination domain. For
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most practical purposes, this path constitutes the end-to-end border node
sequence. This information is then coupled with end-to-end signaling mech-
anisms (RSVP-TE) to expand the full node sequence, i.e., multi-PCE path
computation without inter-PCE signaling [7]. Alternatively, this information
can also be coupled with PCEP signaling to fill in an exact node sequence,
i.e., multi-PCE path computation with inter-PCE signaling [7].

Now consider the actual computation of “skeleton” routes. This is a
very complex problem owing to the multiple resource layers involved and
the presence of partial/abstracted inter-domain state. Hence, two key areas
need detailed investigation here. Foremost, the computing entity (e.g., source
domain PCE) must adequately “transform” multi-layer TEDB state to build
a “global” multi-layer (granularity) view of the network. The most expe-
dient approach here is to use graph transformations to summarize all link
types—physical, abstract, and virtual (Section 15.4.1). This topic is largely
unexplored, although augmented graph models have been developed in [9]
for multi-layer SONET-DWDM grooming networks (full global state assump-
tion). Clearly, new schemes are needed for adding edges/vertices to capture
virtual link connections as well. Next, modified shortest-path schemes need to
be studied to compute constrained “skeleton” paths over these transformed
graphs. It is here that the grooming aspect can be considered, particularly
when “higher-layer” sub-rate connections are to be routed over lower-layer
circuits (virtual link connections).

Most regular (non-multi-domain) grooming studies use a “two-step” com-
putation approach. Namely, setup is first attempted over existing higher-layer
“virtual” links and pending failure, re-attempted at lower transport layers.
Overall, this approach yields very good resource efficiency/packing and is
equally relevant in inter-domain scenarios. For example, the initial attempt
can search for a “skeleton” route on only those links in the augmented
graph (physical inter-domain, abstract, virtual connection) which run at the
same granularity/layer as the sourcing node. Here various graph theoretic
schemes can be developed to achieve trade-offs between objectives such as
hop count, load balancing, minimum cost, e.g., see studies on widest-shortest,
shortest-widest, and minimum cost [9].

If a feasible “skeleton” path is not found, further attempts can try to set
up new underlying virtual link connection between one/more border gate-
ways. However, this step opens up a whole new dimension that is not present
in single-layer multi-domain settings. Namely, the main challenge is to select
the actual border node pair(s) between which to initiate virtual connection
link(s). This concern has not been addressed in most grooming studies which
exclusively assume that all higher layer nodes are directly connected to
underlying transport nodes. Clearly this is not the case in general settings in
which interior IP/MPLS nodes will not be directly connected to lower-layer
SONET/SDH or DWDM transport nodes. One possibility is to use exhaustive
search algorithms to enumerate multiple virtual links combinations, e.g., as
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done in [16]. Another simpler possibility may be to pre-engineer static virtual
connection links using offline optimizations.

Upon computation of a feasible “skeleton” path, appropriate setup sig-
naling schemes are needed as well. In general, these schemes can leverage
the ubiquitous RSVP-TE protocol. Specifically, resources can be reserved
on physical inter-domain and “tunneled” virtual connection links and path
sequences “expanded” for loose route segments. With regards to the latter,
border gateways receiving a setup request will basically run intra-domain
algorithms to route requests across their domains. Now if the incoming
request is of the same granularity, the border node can compute (or query
PCE to compute) a regular traversing as per path constraints. However, in
the more general case where the border node represents a lower layer, further
parameter translation and intra-domain grooming will be needed, and a wide
range of existing (intra-domain) grooming schemes can be re-applied. Fur-
thermore, new RSVP-TE proposals are also tabling LSP “stitching” features
to inter-connect diverse end-to-end “segments” (layer paths) into a single
connection. Again, these can be leveraged as well.

Overall, hierarchical computation can achieve some level of path “opti-
mality” across domains, i.e., contingent to level of inter-domain state. An
“optimal” path here is defined as that computed in the absence of domain
partitioning, i.e., for “flat” topology [7]. However, detailed studies are really
needed to assess the impact of abstracted state on such “optimality”.

Per-Domain Grooming

Per-domain distributed grooming is ideal for settings with minimal inter-
domain visibility. Namely, end-to-end routes are expanded in a domain-
by-domain manner with each domain specifying its “next-hop” along with
the complete internal route via an egress gateway. Here, intra-domain path
expansion will be largely similar to the above-detailed hierarchical approach.
However at the inter-domain level, the main challenge is how to specify the
next domain. If no inter-domain state is available, the only solution may
be to make fixed choices, i.e., pre-specified or by consulting BGP tables [7].
Alternatively, it may be much more beneficial to incorporate “global” state to
dynamically the downstream domains, if such state is available. Nevertheless,
the detailed evaluation of these schemes in mixed-layer networks has not
been conducted. In general, per-domain path computation (without inter-
domain state) will suffer from higher blocking and lower resource efficiencies
as compared to hierarchical computation. Hence, resultant routes will likely
be feasible and opposed to “optimal”.

Note that per-domain grooming performance can be improved by lever-
aging inter-domain crankback signaling. Although [22] studies this approach
in SONET-DWDM networks, more investigations are needed. Specifically,
commensurate schemes can be designed using intermediate domain or full
end-to-end crankback strategies. Furthermore, it may be beneficial to also
include active path state in crankback messages in order to improve the
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re-try process. Although multi-layer crankback can yield improved resource
efficiencies, it poses key trade-offs in inter-layer control plane complexity.
Namely, this solution may lower inter-layer routing overheads (e.g., versus
hierarchical computation) but at the same time will likely increase inter-layer
signaling and setup latencies. These issues need to be closely studied in order
to determine the most amenable grooming strategies, i.e., as per connection
granularities, arrival rates, holding times, etc.

15.4.3 Survivability

With limited or no visibility into domain-level state, setting up survivable
connections is an extremely complicated issue. Hence, the simple approach of
computing diverse routes by source nodes (with partial global state) can only
guarantee diversity at the physical inter-domain link level. Clearly, further
provisions are needed to avoid link overlap during subsequent intra-domain
explicit route expansion even with disjoint abstract links computed. Overall,
survivable grooming is a relatively new topic area. For example, [23] has
recently proposed some protection schemes for SONET-DWDM grooming
networks, e.g., protection-at-lightpath (PAL) and protection-at-connection
(PAC). Nevertheless, extending these concepts into multi-domain networks
lacking full resource diversity state is very challenging. Furthermore, it is also
very desirable to extend some form of multi-tiered survivability support as
well, e.g., dedicated, shared, non-protected, etc. To address this topic, two
survivability strategies can be considered, protection and restoration.

Protection schemes pre-compute diverse primary/backup routes and are
well suited for stringent services. Now in the context of multi-domain/multi-
layer networks, a simple approach can be to apply SONET strategies in which
dual/multi-homed inter-domain links are coupled with robust intra-domain
protection schemes. However, these setups are very costly and resource inef-
ficient. Hence, more elaborate end-to-end domain disjoint techniques can
be devised, which are generally more amenable to hierarchical grooming
with inter-domain state visibility. For example, loose routing algorithms can
be extended to compute domain disjoint primary/back “skeleton” paths
over augmented inter-layer graphs. Associated setup (loose route expansion)
sequences can then be signaled in parallel. Alternatively, the domain-disjoint
requirement can be relaxed to allow sharing of abstract links between pri-
mary/backup routes. However, the latter approach mandates complicated
signaling provisions to ensure intra-domain disjointness in common domains.
Again, many of these concerns are open issues and the combined impact of
intra/inter-domain schemes on end-to-end recovery still needs to be addressed.

Conversely protection can also be incorporated with the per-domain
grooming approach of Section 15.4.2. For example, primary/backup paths
can be signaled in a two-step sequential manner where the working route is
used to avoid backup link overlaps. Obviously, this approach will have higher
setup delays and will be susceptible to “trap” topologies [7]. To address these
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concerns, modified crankback schemes can be considered to achieve protection
path diversity with parallel signaling, e.g., as tabled in RSVP-TE extensions
for record, exclude and associated route objects (RRO, XRO, ARO) [24].
To date, however, most of these concepts have only appeared various stan-
dards draft submissions (MPLS-level only), and more detailed analyses and
refinements are indeed lacking.

Finally, multi-domain restoration can also be done using post-fault
crank-back recovery and this is most germane for connections with lower
latency/guarantee stringencies. Along these lines, various signaling provisions
need to be devised, e.g., such as proposed RSVP-TE XRO extensions. How-
ever, further studies are needed to analyze the trade-offs between resource
efficiencies and signaling loads and also compare versus pre-provisioned pro-
tection.

15.5 Conclusion

This chapter studies multi-domain grooming in heterogeneous layered net-
works, a challenging and largely unexplored problem. Along these lines related
standards and research studies are surveyed and key open research problems
identified. In particular, the latter issues pertain to multi-layer/multi-domain
routing, path computation and signaling, and survivability. Finally, future
studies can delve into even more advanced multi-domain problems, e.g., VPN
provisioning, advance reservation, etc.
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Grooming of Scheduled Demands
in Multi-Layer Optical Networks

Maurice Gagnaire, Josué Kuri∗, Elias A. Doumith

16.1 Introduction

Introducing multiple switching granularities in transport networks aims in
part at reducing their cost by taking advantage of traffic aggregation. As a
matter of fact, an appropriate aggregation of low-rate connections into high-
rate connections1 and the use for the latter of a switching technology whose
cost-per-bit is lower than for the former can result in lower infrastructure costs.
The economic gain, when compared to single switching granularity networks,
depends on both traffic-related factors such as the time/space distribution of
connections and equipment or network architecture factors such as the cost of
ports and matrices for each switching granularity, the topology of the network,
the provisioning algorithms used for routing and grooming of connections, etc.

In other chapters of this book, traffic grooming has been investigated in
contexts such as protection/restoration, multicast, and multi-domain net-
works. In this chapter, we consider the problem of efficiently grooming (a)
electrical “subwavelength” demands into lightpaths, and (b) lightpaths into
wavebands. Whereas most investigations deal with either permanent or ran-
dom traffic demands, we focus in this chapter on a particular class of traffic
demands referred to as scheduled demands, or SxDs, introduced in [1, 2]. A
scheduled traffic demand corresponds to a connection or set of connections for
which the network operator knows in advance the set-up and tear-down dates.
These connections could be requested, for example, by a company to connect
its headquarters to its production centers during office hours, or to intercon-
nect its data centers during the night, when database backups are performed.
Since companies tend to have well-established operations and procedures,
they can provide relatively accurate information to the network operator

∗ This work was carried out while the author was at ENST Paris. The opinions
expressed in this paper are those of the author and not necessarily those of Orange
Labs.

1 For example, Low Order (LO) and High Order (HO) SONET/SDH connections.
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about when the bandwidth is really needed. An operator can leverage the
knowledge about the timing of demands to make a more effective use of its
network resources.2 For example, a same set of switch ports and transponders
can be allocated to multiple connections routed over a same path if the oper-
ator knows in advance that the connections are time-disjoint. Conceptually,
a permanent connection is a special case of a scheduled demand for which
the set-up and tear-down dates are −∞ and ∞, respectively. In practice,
the set-up and tear-down dates of a permanent connection correspond to
the beginning and end dates of the planning period considered in a network
design exercise. Therefore, by solving the problem of provisioning scheduled
demands, we also solve the problem of provisioning permanent demands.

From a mathematical modeling point of view, an appealing characteris-
tic of scheduled demands is that they capture the dynamic changes of the
traffic load in a deterministic manner, which eases the use of well-known
optimisation techniques such as heuristics [3, 4, 5], meta-heuristics [6], linear
programming [7, 8, 9], etc.

A scheduled demand is formally characterized by a tuple (s, d, n, α, β) in
which s and d represent the source and destination nodes, n is the requested
capacity, and α and β represent the set-up and tear-down dates. Two forms
of scheduled demands are considered in this chapter: Scheduled Lightpath
Demands (SLDs) and Scheduled Electrical Demands (SEDs), also known as
“subwavelength” demands. For SLDs, the capacity n is expressed in number
of lightpaths (each one with a nominal rate of either 2.5 or 10 Gbps), and
for SEDs, n is expressed as a fraction of a lightpath’s capacity. For example,
n = 0.4 corresponds to 1 Gbps with 2.5 Gbps lightpaths.

For the problem of grooming SEDs into SLDs, we develop in this chapter a
mathematical formulation to quantify the number of Electrical Cross-Connect
(EXC) and Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) ports required to provision a
set of SEDs in a given topology [10, 11, 12, 13]. For the problem of grooming
SLDs into wavebands, we develop a different formulation which quantifies the
monetary cost of provisioning a set of SLDs in a network in which an inte-
grated Wavelength Cross-Connect (WXC) / Waveband Cross-Connect (BXC)
equipment is present in each node.3 We refer to the former as the electrical
grooming problem and to the latter as the optical grooming problem.

2 This is analogous to what airlines do: passengers that buy tickets well in advance
are rewarded with lower fares because early bookings reduce the uncertainty of
the future demand, which allows the airline to make a more effective use of its
resources.

3 An EXC is essentially the same equipment that has been referred to as a DXC
in earlier chapters, and WXC and BXC are both OXCs, operating at different
wavelength selectivities. - Editors
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16.2 Architecture of Network Nodes

Figure 16.1 depicts the architecture of a multi-granularity switching
cross-connect (MG-OXC) that integrates an electrical cross-connect (EXC), a
wavelength cross-connect (WXC), and a waveband cross-connect (BXC). The
composite signal received on the input fibers of the BXC is demultiplexed to
extract individual wavelengths which are in turn multiplexed into wavebands
that arrive at the input ports of the BXC switching fabric. The BXC cross-
connects input wavebands to either output or drop ports. Dropped wavebands
are demultiplexed to extract individual wavelengths which are cross-connected
by the WXC to either output or drop ports. Dropped wavelength connections
are terminated by the EXC, which extracts “subwavelength” connections (or
flows) that are sent to client equipment (e.g., routers) through the EXC drop
ports. The MG-OXC has the capability of droping full lightpahts directly from
the WXC to client equipment. In the opposite direction, “subwavelength”
connections (or flows) received from client equipment through the EXC add
ports are groomed into lightpaths, which are received by the WXC through
its add ports and groomed into wavebands that are received by the BXC
through its add ports and groomed into fibers. The WXC of the MG-OXC
has the capability of adding lightpaths directly from client equipment.

Fig. 16.1. Multilayer node architecture
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In this chapter, we deal with electrical and optical grooming as two sepa-
rate problems. In the former case, the network consists of EXC/WXC nodes
(no BXCs), whereas in the latter, the network consists of WXC/BXC nodes
(no EXCs).

16.3 Rationale of Grooming Strategies

The goal of grooming strategies in multi-layer networks is to reduce the overall
management burden and network cost (compared to single-layer networks)
by efficiently grouping a large number of low-rate connections into a rela-
tively small number of high-rate connections. The overall network cost can be
reduced if the cost-per-bit is lower in the network layer bearing the high-rate
connections than in the upper layers, and if the cost of grouping/ungrouping
connections does not outweight the savings of the high-rate connections’
layer. Architectures like the one of Fig. 16.1 may reduce the network cost if
BXCs are less expensive than WXCs, and WXCs are in turn less expensive
than EXCs. This tends to be the case with state-of-the-art technology since
EXCs require electronic switching fabrics and opto-electronic converters on
I/O ports, whereas WXCs and BXCs require potentially less opto-electronic
devices and can be based on less expensive optical switching fabrics.

The presence of transit traffic in a multi-granularity switching cross-
connect can reduce the number of required EXC and WXC ports since
wavebands bearing transit lightpaths are switched directly from input to
output ports of the BXC without requiring any port on the WXC. Likewise,
lightpaths bearing transit “sub-wavelength” traffic are switched directly from
input to output ports of the WXC without requiring any port on the EXC.
Lightpaths on the input ports of the WXC are either recombined into wave-
bands through the output ports or sent to either client equipment or input
ports of the EXC. The EXC extracts “sub-wavelength” connections (or flows)
which are sent to client equipment through the drop ports or recombinated
into new lightpaths sent to the WXC through the output ports.

Provisioning in a multi-layer network involves essentially the definition of
both, a path for each SEDs or SLDs, and the way the demands are grouped
and ungrouped (potentially several times) along the path. In a single-layer
network, a simple strategy consisting in routing connections along the short-
est path in terms of hops results in the lowest cost since the total number
of required cross-connect ports is minimized. In a multi-layer network, the
provisioning aimed at minimizing cost is less obvious since demands can be
deviated from their shortest paths in order to create long, efficiently utilized
high-rate connections to reduce the overall network cost. The provisioning
process becomes even more complex when the demands are SxDs, instead of
permanent connections, since the time-disjointness among demands needs to
be taken into account in order to reuse network resources as much as possible.
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16.3.1 Electrical Grooming

The characteristic of the SEDs lies in the fact that their flow is smaller than
the capacity of a lightpath. This particularity is taken into account by use of
electrical aggregation. The grooming of multiple SEDs consists in multiplex-
ing their electrical flows onto the same Grooming Lightpath (GL) in an EXC.
Grooming requires all the considered SEDs to share at least one common
fiber link and all of them to be active during a common period of time. In
order to explain the rationale of electrical traffic grooming, let us consider
the simple case of the aggregation of two SEDs into a GL. These two SEDs,
referred to as δ1 and δ2, are characterized by the tuples (s1, d1, n1, α1, β1) and
(s2, d2, n2, α2, β2), respectively.

Figure 16.2 illustrates the network topology that supports δ1 and δ2.
Below the illustration of the network we have plotted the time diagram of δ1

and δ2. Both requests are active from α2 to β1 and they have a common path
between node g1 and node g2.

When the network does not have grooming capabilities, each SED is
routed using a separate GL between its source and its destination nodes, as
illustrated in Fig. 16.3. In other words, δ1 is routed using the GL ℘1 between
s1 and d1, while δ2 is routed using the GL ℘2 between s2 and d2. As a result,
two optical channels are needed on each fiber link between nodes g1 and g2.

On the other hand, when the network has grooming capabilities, δ1 and δ2

can be groomed together between nodes g1 and g2 if n1+n2 ≤ Cω as illustrated
in Fig. 16.4 (Cω is the nominal capacity of a lightpath). This grouping creates
an aggregated demand δa = (g1, g2, n1 +n2, α2, β1) borne by GL ℘a. However,
since δ1 is also active during period [α1, α2] and δ2 is also active during period
[β1, β2], two additional requests must be considered: δf = (g1, g2, n1, α1, α2) to
take into account the remaining active period of δ1 and δg = (g1, g2, n2, β1, β2)

Fig. 16.2. Time diagram of two SEDs
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Fig. 16.3. Network without grooming capabilities

to take into account the remaining active period of δ2. In addition, we still need
to take into account the non-common segments of the paths of δ1 and δ2. This
can be done by introducing four additional traffic requests δb, δc, δd, and δe:

• Request δb = (s1, g1, n1, α1, β1) carried by GL ℘b represents a segment
of the path of δ1 totally disjoint from the path of δ2. It connects s1, the
source node of δ1 to the grooming node g1.

• Request δc = (g2, d1, n1, α1, β1) carried by GL ℘c represents another
segment of the path of δ1 totally disjoint from the path of δ2. It connects
the grooming node g2 to d1, the destination node of δ1.

Fig. 16.4. Network with grooming capabilities
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• Request δd = (s2, g1, n2, α2, β2) carried by GL ℘d represents a segment
of the path of δ2 totally disjoint from the path of δ1. It connects s2, the
source node of δ2, to the grooming node g1.

• Request δe = (g2, d2, n2, α2, β2) represents another segment of the path
of δ2 totally disjoint from the path of δ1. It connects the grooming node
g2 to d2, the destination node of δ2.

To sum up, grooming together requests δ1 and δ2 creates the aggregated
request δa and a set of six additional requests. Some of these requests (δb, δc,
δd, and δe) take into account the non-common segments of the paths of δ1 and
δ2. The remaining requests (δf and δg) take into account the non-common
periods of time. Depending on the characteristics of the initial requests δ1 and
δ2, some of these additional requests may not exist. However, those which do
exist form the set of marginal demands. As a result of the grooming process,
when grooming two SEDs, the set of all the SEDs must be modified by adding
the aggregated request δa and the set of marginal demands and by removing
the original requests δ1 and δ2.

At node g1, the two demands δ1 and δ2 must be switched from the WXC
to the EXC in order to be groomed together. Hence two receiving r3 electrical
ports and two emitting o3 ports are needed at this node. Once groomed
together onto the the GL ℘a, the resulting grooming lightpath is switched
back to the WXC using an emitting e3 electrical port and a receiving o3

optical port. Arriving at node g2, the GL ℘a is switched from the WXC to
the EXC using an emitting o3 optical port and a receiving r3 electrical port.
At the EXC of node g2, the initial requests δ1 and δ2 are rebuilt and each one
is switched to its destination using two emitting e3 electrical ports and two
receiving o3 optical ports. In brief, in order to groom these two requests, six
additional electrical ports and six additional optical ports are needed. Figure
16.5 details the ports involved in the grouping and ungrouping operations at
nodes g1 and g2, respectively.

(a) Grooming in node g1. (b) Un-grooming in node g2.

Fig. 16.5. Grooming operations in nodes g1 and g2
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16.3.2 Optical Grooming

For the optical grooming problem, we consider a network of WXC/BXC nodes
(no EXCs). We assume that WXCs provide full wavelength conversion. This
simplifies wavelength assignment since the wavelength continuity constraint
does not exist. As explained in Section 16.2, the lightpaths at the output
(input) ports of the WXC are multiplexed (demultiplexed) into (from) wave-
bands which are directly added in (dropped from) a BXC. Thus, the WXCs
are not directly connected to each other but through waveband-switching
connections between BXCs. This means that lightpaths are instantiated over
a logical topology of waveband-switching connections. These connections
cannot be directly added in or dropped from the BXC. The number of WXC
I/O ports is a multiple of the waveband size.

Figure 16.6 shows how three lightpaths can be instantiated over a logical
topology formed by two waveband-switching connections, one between nodes
1 and 3 and another between nodes 3 and 4. Two lightpaths are added in the
WXC of node 1 using the WXC add ports. They are then multiplexed into
a waveband-switching connection, which is added into the BXC of the same
node using one BXC add port. The resulting waveband-switching connection
is multiplexed into a fiber. In node 2, the connection is demultiplexed from
the incoming fiber, switched to an output port and multiplexed into a fiber. In
node 3, the connection is demultiplexed from the incoming fiber and dropped
using one BXC drop port. This connection is demultiplexed in order to retrieve
the two lightpaths which are then switched from the input to the output ports
of the node. The lightpaths are multiplexed together with a third lightpath
added in node 3 into a waveband-switching connection which is added in the
BXC of the node. The connection is multiplexed into a fiber. In node 4, the
connection is demultiplexed from the incoming fiber and dropped. The three

Fig. 16.6. A possible configuration of MG-OXCs used to set up three lightpaths
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lightpaths are demultiplexed from the waveband-switching connection and
dropped using the WXC drop ports of the node.

Waveband-switching introduces an intermediate network layer between the
physical network and the SLDs. A logical topology of waveband-switching
connections must be defined and mapped on the physical network. An SLD
is instantiated by defining a path on the logical topology and assigning
waveband-switching connections on each arc of the path to the SLD’s light-
paths. In this context, grooming refers to the aggregation (and disaggregation)
of lightpaths into waveband-switching connections of the logical topology.
Thus, the optical grooming problem under consideration consists in defining
a logical topology of waveband-switching connections, routing these connec-
tions on a physical network, routing a set of SLDs on the logical topology, and
assigning the waveband-switching connections of the logical topology to the
SLDs such that the network cost is minimal. The cost of the network is equal
to the sum of the costs of the MG-OXCs required to implement the solution.
The problem is schematically illustrated by Fig. 16.7. An instance of the prob-
lem is defined by a set of SLDs and the topology of a physical network. The
MG-OXC cost function models the cost of a MG-OXC as a function of the
number of WXC and BXC ports of the MG-OXC (the function is defined in
Equation 16.16). The network functional model defines the architecture of the
switches, including the definition of the size of the wavebands (the number of
lightpaths that can be groomed into a waveband-switching connection). The
objective function defines the optimality criterion to be satisfied, for example,
the minimization of the network cost. The solution to the problem consists
of a set of Routed Scheduled Band Groups (RSBGs) and of an assignment
of SLDs to RSBGs. An RSBG is similar to an SLD in that it is defined by a
tuple (s, d, n, α, β, P ) where s and d are the source and destination BXCs of the
RSBG, n is the number of waveband-switching connections in the group, α and
β are the set-up and tear-down dates of the RSBG, and P is the route in the
physical network. The set-up date α (tear-down date β) of an RSBG is the ear-
liest set-up (latest tear-down) date of any of the SLDs assigned to this RSBG.

Fig. 16.7. Schematic representation of the optical grooming problem
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16.4 Mathematical Formulation

In this section, we develop the mathematical formulations used to quantify
the network cost in the electrical and optical grooming problems. The nota-
tions in Sections 16.4.1 and 16.4.2 are independent, that is, the symbols used
in one subsection are not related to the symbols of the other.

16.4.1 Electrical Grooming

The design of a grooming-capable network is formally stated below. The
inputs to the problem are:

• A physical topology represented by an arc-weighted symmetrical directed
graph G = (V ;E;w). V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN} is the set of network nodes and
E = {e1, e2, . . . , eF } is the set of physical links interconnecting the nodes.
Nodes correspond to EXC/WXC multi-layer switches and links corre-
spond to the fibers of the network. Though links are unidirectional, we
assume that there are equal number of fibers linking two nodes in different
directions. Links are assigned weights w : E �→ R+ which may correspond
to the physical length or cost of the links. N = |V | and F = |E| represent
the number of nodes and links in the network, respectively.

• A set D = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM} of M SxD requests to be routed on the network.
These requests can be divided into a set DL = {δL

1 , δL
2 , . . . , δL

ML} of ML

SLD requests and a set DE = {δE
1 , δE

2 , . . . , δE
ME} of ME SED requests.

SLDs (δL
i ) and SEDs (δE

i ) are represented by a tuple (si, di, ni, αi, βi)
where si, di ∈ V are the source and destination nodes of the demand, ni

is the traffic rate requested by the connection, and αi and βi are its setup
and tear-down dates. For SLDs, ni is an integer, while for SEDs ni is a
real number smaller than than 1.

• A set of available routes Pi = {Pi,1, Pi,2, . . . , Pi,K} connecting the source
node si to the destination node di of request δL

i or δE
i . For each request,

we compute beforehand K alternate shortest paths in terms of effective
length connecting its source node to its destination node using the algo-
rithm described in [14] (if as many paths exist, otherwise we consider the
available ones).

The set-up and tear-down dates of all these requests are to be taken into
account because they represent time instants when a change in the traffic
flow is observed. Let E be the ordered set grouping the set-up and tear-down
dates of all the requests in the set D. Because some requests may have the
same set-up and tear-down dates, the number E = |E| of time instants in E
is less than or equal to 2 × M .

E =

(
M⋃

i=1

αi

)
⋃
(

M⋃

i=1

βi

)

= {ε1, ε2, . . . , εE} such as ε1 < ε2 < . . . < εE (16.1)
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In the case of SEDs, a physical path Pi,ρi
∈ Pi is assigned in a first step

to the request δE
i (1 ≤ i ≤ ME). Pi,ρi

is the ρth
i shortest path between si and

di (1 ≤ ρi ≤ K). Once the physical path Pi,ρi
is chosen, we determine in a

second step the intermediate nodes of Pi,ρi
in which δE

i must be switched to
the electrical level for grooming. In this way, we obtain the set of grooming
lightpaths that the request traverses in the logical topology.

A physical path Pi,ρi
, composed of �i,ρi

hops, has (�i,ρi
− 1) intermediate

nodes and can be decomposed into Li,ρi
= 2�i,ρi

−1 different sets of grooming
lightpaths. For example, the physical path Pi,ρi

= 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 between
nodes 1 and 4 can be decomposed into the following 23−1 = 4 different sets
of grooming lightpaths:

• Li,ρi,1 =
{
[1 − 2 − 3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,2 =
{
[1 − 2], [2 − 3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,3 =
{
[1 − 2 − 3], [3 − 4]

}

• Li,ρi,4 =
{
[1 − 2], [2 − 3], [3 − 4]

}

Li,ρi,λi,ρi
is the λth

i,ρi
possible decomposition of the physical path Pi,ρi

into a
set of grooming lightpaths (1 ≤ λi,ρi

≤ Li,ρi
). Let Li,ρi

=
{
Li,ρi,1, Li,ρi,2, . . . ,

Li,ρi,Li,ρi

}
be the set of all possible decompositions of the path Pi,ρi

into its
inherent sets of grooming lightpaths.

The solution of the optimization problem consists in assigning to the
request δE

i a physical path Pi,ρi
∈ Pi and a set of grooming light-

paths Li,ρi,λi,ρi
∈ Li,ρi

. This solution is represented by ΠDE ,ρ,λ =
{
(P1,ρ1 , L1,ρ1,λ1,ρ1

), (P2,ρ2 , L2,ρ2,λ2,ρ2
), . . . , (PME ,ρME

, LME ,ρME ,λME,ρ
ME

)
}
.

Our objective is to satisfy all the requests at the lowest cost. The network
cost is expressed in terms of the number of electrical ports and of optical
ports used and can be obtained by means of mathematical operations based
on matrix algebra.

Computation of Network Cost

For an instance, ΠDE ,ρ,λ =
{
(P1,ρ1 , L1,ρ1,λ1,ρ1

), (P2,ρ2 , L2,ρ2,λ2,ρ2
), . . . ,

(PME ,ρME
, LME ,ρME ,λME,ρ

ME
)
}

of the network design problem under SED

traffic requests, we define the following matrices:

• Request Matrix: The request matrix, denoted by Δ E = {δE
i,t}, rep-

resents the SED traffic requests over time. Δ E is a [ME × E] matrix.
An element δE

i,t of such a matrix is a binary value (δE
i,t ∈ {0, 1}) spec-

ifying the presence (δE
i,t = 1) or absence (δE

i,t = 0) of the SED request
δE
i (si, di, αi, βi, ni) at time instant εt.

δE
i,t =

{
1 if αi ≤ εt < βi,
0 otherwise.

(16.2)
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• Source/Destination Matrix: The source matrix, denoted by S E =
{sE

i,n}, represents the source nodes of the SED requests. The destination
matrix, denoted by D E = {dE

i,n}, represents the destination nodes of
the SED requests. S E and D E are [ME × N ] matrices. An element sE

i,n

(dE
i,n) of such a matrix is a binary value specifying if the SED request

δE
i (si, di, αi, βi, ni) has node vn as source (destination) node or not.

sE
i,n =

{
1 if si = vn,
0 otherwise.

dE
i,n =

{
1 if di = vn,
0 otherwise.

(16.3)

As shown in Section 16.3.1, when grooming two SED requests δE
i1

and δE
i2

,
the set DE of all the SEDs must be modified by adding the aggregated request
and the set of marginal demands, and by removing the original requests δE

i1

and δE
i2

. Consequently, the number of SED requests as well as their charac-
teristics are modified. Let D̃E = {δ̃E

1 , δ̃E
2 , . . . , δ̃E

M̃E
} be the set of the M̃E

groomed SED requests obtained at the end of the grooming optimization
process. Each groomed SED request δ̃E

i ∈ D̃E is routed over a unique path
P̃E

i . As each element δ̃E
i can be either a single low-speed connection δE

j or
the concatenation of two or several low-speed connections δ̃E

i = �jδ
E
j , its

corresponding path is determined according to the grooming lightpath sets of
its lower-speed connections (P̃E

i ∈ Lj,ρj ,λj,ρj
).

Based on the new SED set D̃E , we define the following additional matrices:

• Groomed Request Matrix: The groomed request matrix, denoted by
Δ̃ E = {δ̃E

i,t}, represents the groomed SED traffic requests over time. Δ̃ E

is a [M̃E×E] matrix. An element δ̃E
i,t of such a matrix is an integer number

due to the fact that the groomed SED demand δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi) can

be the concatenation of several requests of smaller rates. Consequently,
it could require more than one lightpath to carry its traffic load. δ̃E

i,t is
equal to the smallest integer greater than or equal to the traffic required
by the groomed SED request δ̃E

i and specifies the number of lightpaths
used by this request at time instant εt.

δ̃E
i,t =

{
�ñi if α̃i ≤ εt < β̃i,
0 otherwise.

(16.4)

• Groomed Routing Matrix: The groomed routing matrix, denoted by
R̃ E = {r̃E

i,f}, represents the use of the physical links by the groomed SED
requests. R̃ E is a [M̃E ×F ] matrix. An element r̃E

i,f of such a matrix is a
binary value (r̃E

i,f ∈ {0, 1}) specifying if the physical path P̃E
i assigned to

the groomed SED request δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi) passes through the physical

link ef (r̃E
i,f = 1) or not (r̃E

i,f = 0).
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r̃E
i,f =

{
1 if ef ∈ P̃E

i ,
0 otherwise.

(16.5)

• Groomed Source/Destination Matrix: The groomed source matrix,
denoted by S̃ E = {s̃E

i,n}, represents the source nodes of the groomed SED
requests. The groomed destination matrix, denoted by D̃ E = {d̃E

i,n},
represents the destination nodes of the groomed SED requests. S̃ E and
D̃ E are [M̃E × N ] matrices. An element s̃E

i,n (d̃E
i,n) of such a matrix is

a binary value specifying if the groomed SED request δ̃E
i (s̃i, d̃i, α̃i, β̃i, ñi)

has node vn as source (destination) node or not.

s̃E
i,n =

{
1 if s̃i = vn,
0 otherwise.

d̃E
i,n =

{
1 if d̃i = vn ,
0 otherwise.

(16.6)

By multiplying the transposed request matrix Δ ET by the source matrix
S E a new matrix Ψ E,Em = {ψE,Em

t,n } is obtained. Ψ E,Em, of dimension
[E × N ], represents the use of sub-wavelength ‘add’ ports at the nodes. An
element ψE,Em

t,n of such a matrix is an integer value representing the number
of emitting e1 electrical ports in use at node vn at each instant εt. For a given
node vn, let υE,Em

n be the maximum value of the nodes’ add ports ψE,Em
t,n

evaluated over the whole observation period. υE,Em
n gives the number of emit-

ting e1 electrical ports installed at the node vn. The number γE
e1

of emitting e1

electrical ports in the network is the sum of υE,Em
n over all the network nodes.

Ψ E,Em = Δ ET × S E (16.7a)

υE,Em
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψE,Em
t,n (16.7b)

γE
e1

=
N∑

n=1

υE,Em
n (16.7c)

Similarly, the number γE
r1

of receiving r1 electrical ports in the network is
computed as follows:

Ψ E,Re = Δ ET × D E (16.8a)

υE,Re
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψE,Re
t,n (16.8b)

γE
r1

=
N∑

n=1

υE,Re
n (16.8c)
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By multiplying the transposed groomed request matrix Δ̃ E
T

by the
groomed routing matrix R̃ E , a new matrix Φ̃ E = {φ̃E

t,f} is obtained. Φ̃ E , of
dimension [E × F ], represents the traffic load over time carried by the links.
An element φ̃E

t,f of such a matrix is an integer value representing the number
of WDM optical channels carried by link ef at each instant εt. For a given
link ef , let ϕ̃E

f be the maximum value of this traffic φ̃E
t,f evaluated over the

whole observation period. ϕ̃E
f gives the number of WDM optical channels

used on this link. As the o1 optical ports go by pair, one port at each end
of a WDM channel, ϕ̃E

f represents also the number of o1 optical port pairs
installed at both ends of the link ef . The number γE

o1
of o1 optical ports in

the network is twice the sum of ϕ̃E
f over all the network links. The maximum

value of ϕ̃E
f (∀f\1 ≤ f ≤ F ) represents the congestion in the network, i.e.,

the number of active channels on the most loaded link.

Φ̃ E = Δ̃ ET × R̃ E (16.9a)

ϕ̃E
f = max

1≤t≤E

φ̃E
t,f (16.9b)

γE
o1

= 2 ×
F∑

f=1

ϕ̃E
f (16.9c)

By multiplying the transposed groomed request matrix Δ̃ E
T

by the
groomed source matrix S̃ E a new matrix Ψ̃ E,Em = {ψ̃E,Em

t,n } is obtained.
Ψ̃ E,Em, of dimension [E × N ], represents the use of switching ports from
the EXC to the WXC at the nodes. An element ψ̃E,Em

t,n of such a matrix
is an integer value representing the number of emitting e3 electrical ports
in use at node vn at each instant εt. For a given node vn, let υ̃E,Em

n be the
maximum value of the nodes’ switching ports ψ̃E,Em

t,n evaluated over the whole
observation period. υ̃E,Em

n gives the number of emitting e3 electrical ports
installed at the node vn. The number γE

e3
of emitting e3 electrical ports in

the network is the sum of υ̃E,Em
n over all the network nodes.

Ψ̃ E,Em = Δ̃ ET × S̃ E (16.10a)

υ̃E,Em
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψ̃E,Em
t,n (16.10b)

γE
e3

=
N∑

n=1

υ̃E,Em
n (16.10c)

Similarly, the number γE
r3

of receiving r3 electrical ports in the network is
computed as follows:
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Ψ̃ E,Re = Δ̃ ET × D̃ E (16.11a)

υ̃E,Re
n = max

1≤t≤E

ψ̃E,Re
t,n (16.11b)

γE
r3

=
N∑

n=1

υ̃E,Re
n (16.11c)

Consequently, the number γE
o3

of o3 optical ports in the network is equal to:

γE
o3

= γE
e3

+ γE
r3

(16.12)

As a set of SEDs does not have any SLD component to be added or
dropped at a node, the number of e2/r2 electrical ports and the number of
o2 optical ports are null.

γE
e2

= γE
r2

= γE
o2

= 0 (16.13)

Finally, the total number �E of optical ports and the total number εE of
electrical ports are given by:

�E = γE
o1

+ γE
o2

+ γE
o3

= γE
o1

+ γE
o3

(16.14a)

εE = γE
e1

+ γE
e2

+ γE
e3

+ γE
r1

+ γE
r2

+ γE
r3

= γE
e1

+ γE
e3

+ γE
r1

+ γE
r3

(16.14b)

κ being the ratio of the cost of an electrical port to the cost of an optical
port, the cost ζE of routing the SED requests is then expressed as:

ζE = �E + κ × εE (16.15)

16.4.2 Optical Grooming

G = (V,E,w)
is an arc-weighted symmetrical directed graph with vertex set V = {v1, v2, . . . ,
vN}, arc set E = {e1, e2, . . . , eF }, and arc weight function w : E → R+. The
graph represents a physical telecommunications network. The set V cor-
responds to the nodes of the network and the set of arcs E to the links
interconnecting the nodes. Function w corresponds to the physical length or
to the cost of the links (defined, for example, by the network operator).

N = |V |, F = |E|, K, L, B
are, respectively, the number of nodes and links in the network, the maximum
number of possible alternate paths for each demand, the maximum number of
possible layouts for each path and the size of a waveband-switching connection
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(expressed in number of lightpaths). All the waveband-switching connections
in the network have the same size.

P = (x0, x1, . . . , xz)
describes a path in G that is composed of z links (x0, x1), (x1, x2), . . . , (xz−1, xz)
where the (xi−1, xi) ∈ E are all distinct (i.e., the path is loop free).

Δ = {δ1, δ2, . . . , δM}
is a set of M Scheduled Lightpath Demands (SLDs), where:

δi = (si, di, ni, αi, βi)
is a tuple representing SLD number i; si, di ∈ V are the source and destina-
tion nodes of the demand, ni is the number of requested lightpaths, and αi

and βi are the set-up and tear-down dates.

(G,Δ)
is a pair representing an instance of the optical grooming problem.

Pi,k = (xi,k
0 , xi,k

1 , . . . , xi,k
zi,k

), 1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ k ≤ K

is the k-th alternate path for SLD δi from xi,k
0 = si to xi,k

zi,k
= di. For the

purposes of this model, we compute the K physically4 shortest paths (if so
many exist) for each demand using the algorithm defined in [14]. However,
the paths might be defined according to any other criterion (i.e., the function
w may map any other value than the length of the links).

C : ΠΔ → R+

is the function that computes the cost of an admissible solution πρ,ν,Δ to
the optical grooming problem (explained below). In order to formalize this
function we define the following additional notations.

θ = (θij)
is a {0, 1}M×M upper triangular matrix; θij , i ≤ j, indicates whether the
SLDs δi and δj overlap in time (θij = 1) or not (θij = 0). By definition
θii = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , and θij = 0 for i > j. This matrix expresses the temporal
interdependence between the SLDs.

τ = (τij) = diag(ni)
is a diagonal matrix in which τii = ni, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , that is, τii is the number
of lightpaths required by the SLD δi.

I = (Iij)
is a {0, 1}N×F matrix; Iij indicates whether vertex vi is the termination
vertex of arc ej (Iij = 1) or not (Iij = 0).

4 The function w maps the length of each link.
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O = (Oij)
is a {0, 1}N×F matrix; Oij indicates whether vertex vi is the source vertex of
arc ej (Oij = 1) or not (Oij = 0).

T = (tij)
is a {0, 1}M×N matrix; tij indicates whether vertex vj is the source node of
SLD δi (tij = 1) or not (tij = 0).

U = (uij)
is a {0, 1}M×N matrix; uij indicates whether vertex vj is the destination node
of SLD δi (uij = 1) or not (uij = 0).

D = θ · τ · T = (Dij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,
D∗

j = max1≤i≤M{Dij}
D∗ is an N -dimensional vector; D∗

j is the maximum number of simultaneously
active lightpaths (i.e., time-overlapping lightpaths) originating at node vi.

E = θ · τ · U = (Eij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,
E∗

j = max1≤i≤M{Eij}
E∗ is an N -dimensional vector; E∗

j is the maximum number of simultaneously
active lightpaths (i.e., time-overlapping lightpaths) terminating at node vi.

ψ : N → R+

is the function that determines the cost of a cross-connect (either a WXC or
a BXC) as a function of its number of ports. In this work, we consider the
function:

ψ(x) = a + bxc a, b ∈ R+, c ∈ [1, 2[. (16.16)

The function captures various technology-specific factors that have an
effect on the cost of a cross-connect. The parameter a represents the fixed
cost of installing the switch (shelf, power and ventilation systems, etc.). The
parameter b represents the cost of a port. Finally, the parameter c accounts
for the impact on the cost of the increasing implementation complexity of
switching matrices with a large number of ports. This parameter is limited
to take values smaller than 2 because, for higher values, it is in general more
economical to stack multiple small switches than building a large one when a
significant number of ports is required.

λ = {λn}
is a partition of the set of arcs describing path P . We call λ a layout
and an element λn of this partition a subpath. For example, a layout
of path (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) is λ = {(x0, x1, x2), (x2, x3, x4)}. This layout
has subpaths λ1 = (x0, x1, x2) and λ2 = (x2, x3, x4). Another layout is
{(x0, x1), (x1, x2, x3, x4)}. The elements of a subpath must be contiguous arcs
of P .
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Λi,k = {λi,k,j}, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, 1 ≤ j ≤ L
is the set of layouts available for path Pi,k; λi,k,j is the j-th layout of the
path. We assume that there are at most L different layouts defined for a path.

πρ,ν,Δ = ((P1,ρ1 , λ1,ρ1,ν1), (P2,ρ2 , λ2,ρ2,ν2), . . . , (PM,ρM
, λM,ρM ,νM

)),
ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K}M , ν ∈ {1, . . . , L}M

is called an admissible optical grooming solution for Δ. ρ and ν are M -
dimensional vectors whose elements can take values in [[1,K]] and [[1, L]],
respectively. πρ,ν,Δ is fully characterized by the pair (ρ, ν). An admissible
optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ defines for each SLD, a path Pi,k and a
layout λi,k,j of this path. A subpath λn can be part of several layouts defined
in πρ,ν,Δ. We call the association of λn to the subset Δ′ ⊆ Δ of SLDs whose
layouts in πρ,ν,Δ share λn, a Routed Scheduled Band Group (RSBG). Thus,
besides a path and a layout for each SLD, an admissible optical grooming
solution πρ,ν,Δ also defines a set of RSBGs.

ΠΔ =
{
πρ,ν,Δ, ρ ∈ {1, . . . , K}M , ν ∈ {1, . . . , L}M

}

is the set of all admissible optical grooming solutions for Δ. Its cardinality is
|ΠΔ| = (KL)M (assuming that K paths and L layouts are available for each
path; otherwise, |ΠΔ| < (KL)M ). The set represents the solution space of an
optical grooming problem instance (G,Δ).

Sρ,ν,Δ =
M⋃

i=1

λi,ρi,νi

is the set of all subpaths used in the admissible optical grooming solution
πρ,ν,Δ. The cardinality of the set is denoted S = |Sρ,ν,Δ|. For the sake of
simplicity, we note S instead of Sρ,ν,Δ.

A = (aij)
is a {0, 1}M×S matrix; aij indicates whether SLD δi uses subpath Sj (aij = 1)
or not (aij = 0) in admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ.

B = (bij)
is a {0, 1}F×S arc-subpath incidence matrix; bij indicates whether arc ei is
part of subpath Sj (bij = 1) or not (bij = 0).

η = θ · τ · A · BT = (ηij)
is a N

M×F matrix; ηij indicates the number of time-overlapping lightpaths
on link ej between SLindexSLD δi and SLDs δi+1, δi+2, . . . , δM .

η∗ = (η∗
j )1≤j≤F , η∗

j =
⌈

1
B

max
1≤i≤M

ηij

⌉

is an F -dimensional vector; η∗
j indicates the number of wavebands required

on arc ej .
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IN = I · η∗

is an N -dimensional vector; IN i indicates the number of input ports required
in the BXC of node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution
πρ,ν,Δ.

OUT = O · η∗

is an N -dimensional vector; OUT i indicates the number of output ports
required in the BXC of node vi to implement admissible optical grooming
solution πρ,ν,Δ.

G = (gij)
is a {0, 1}N×S matrix; gij indicates whether vertex vi is the source of subpath
Sj (gij = 1) or not (gij = 0).

H = (hij)
is a {0, 1}N×S matrix; hij indicates whether vertex vi is the termination of
subpath Sj (hij = 1) or not (hij = 0).

J = θ · τ · A · GT = (Jij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,

J∗
j =

⌈
1
B

max
1≤i≤M

Jij

⌉

J ∗ is an N -dimensional vector; J ∗
j is the number of waveband connections

added at the BXC of node vj .

K = θ · τ · A · HT = (Kij)1≤i≤M,1≤j≤N ,

K∗
j =

⌈
1
B

max
1≤i≤M

Kij

⌉

K∗ is an N -dimensional vector; K∗
j is the number of waveband connections

dropped at the BXC of node vj .

Q ∈ R
N
+ ,

Qi = ψb(max(IN i,OUT i) + max(J ∗
i ,K∗

i ))
is an N -dimensional vector; Qi indicates the cost of the BXC required at
node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ.

R ∈ R
N
+ ,

Ri = ψw(max(D∗
i , E∗

i ) + B max(J ∗
i ,K∗

i ))
is an N -dimensional vector; Ri indicates the cost of the WXC required at
node vi to implement admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ. Note that
the number of input/output ports, B max(J ∗

i ,K∗
i ), is a multiple of the wave-

band size B. The parameters defining the function ψw may be different from
those defining the function ψb.
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The cost function C : ΠΔ → R+ is defined as:

C(πρ,ν,Δ) =
N∑

i=1

(Qi + Ri). (16.17)

16.5 Illustrative Examples

16.5.1 Electrical Grooming

In this subsection, we present a small example in order to highlight the reduc-
tion of network cost provided by the electrical grooming functionality. We
considered the three 3 SEDs of Table 16.1. Their time diagram is shown in
Fig. 16.8. To emphasize the benefit of grooming we use a fixed routing solution
in which each SED is routed along its shortest path. Emitting e1 electrical
ports and receiving r1 electrical ports are only needed to add and drop the
traffic requests. Consequently, the number of such ports is independent of
the routing and grooming solution. When the network does not have groom-
ing capabilities (Fig. 16.9(a)), the SEDs δ1 and δ2 are routed over distinct
lightpaths. Thus, we need two WDM optical channels on each of the 3–4 and
the 4–7 fiber links. As a result, this routing and grooming solution requires a
total of 9 WDM optical channels. Let us recall that the number of required o1

optical ports is twice the number of WDM optical channels used. On the other
hand, when the network has grooming capabilities (Fig. 16.9(b)), the SEDs
δ1 and δ2 can be groomed together since both requests are active from 11:00
to 13:00 and they share a common path between nodes 3 and 7. Therefore,
a grooming lightpath is created between these nodes using only one WDM
optical channel on each of the 3–4 and the 4–7 fiber links. This grooming

Table 16.1. Characteristics of 3 SEDs

δi si di αi γi ni

δ1 2 8 8:00 14:40 0.25 × Cω

δ2 3 7 11:00 13:00 0.25 × Cω

δ3 2 6 17:00 19:30 0.25 × Cω

Fig. 16.8. Associated time diagram of the 3 SEDs
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(a) Without any grooming functionality. (b) With grooming functionality.

Fig. 16.9. Provisioning in a network of the 3 SEDs of Table 16.1

lightpath is used to carry simultaneously the two SEDs δ1 and δ2 between
nodes 3 and 7. In our example, the SED δ1 still needs to be routed using two
additional lightpaths; the first one between nodes 2 and 3, and the second one
between nodes 7 and 8. As a result, only 7 WDM optical channels are needed
for this new routing and grooming solution. However, it should be noted that,
in order to aggregate SEDs δ1 and δ2 at node 3, one additional emitting o3

optical port and one additional receiving r3 electrical port are needed on this
node. Similarly, to de-aggregate these two SEDs at node 7, one additional
emitting e3 electrical port and one additional receiving o3 optical port are
needed. Depending on the relative costs of the different o1, o3, e3, and r3

ports, the new routing and grooming solution can be more or less economical
than the first solution.

16.5.2 Optical Grooming

In this subsection, we present an example to illustrate how the mathemat-
ical model of Section 16.4.2 is used to represent an instance of the optical
grooming problem and to quantify the cost of a solution to this problem.

We study the problem instance of Fig. 16.10 which defines a set Δ of
M = 2 SLDs and a graph G representing a physical network. Additionally,
we choose the paths and layouts defined in Table 16.2 (K = 2 and L = 3) and
define a band size of B = 4. For the sake of simplicity, we choose functions
ψw(x) = x and ψb(x) = x to represent the cost of switches, i.e., we choose
a = 0, b = 1 and c = 1 in Equation (16.16). Figure 16.11 illustrates the admis-
sible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ with vectors ρ = (1, 1) and ν = (3, 3) for
the instance of Fig. 16.10. Path P1,1 and layout λ1,1,3 are selected for SLD δ1

and path P2,1 and layout λ2,1,3 are selected for SLD δ2. The figure also shows
the set of Routed Scheduled Band Groups (RSBGs) defined by the solution.

The following matrices are used to compute the cost of the chosen admis-
sible optical grooming solution:
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SLD s d n α β

δ1 2 8 8 08:00 14:00
δ2 1 9 10 11:00 13:00

(a) Graph G representing a physical network. (b) Set Δ of M = 2 SLDs.

Fig. 16.10. An instance (G, Δ) of the optical grooming problem

Table 16.2. Chosen paths and layouts for the instance of Fig. 16.10

SLD Path (Pi,k) Layout (λi,k,j)

δ1 P1,1 = (2, 3, 4, 7, 8) λ1,1,1 = {(2, 3, 4, 7, 8)}
λ1,1,2 = {(2, 3, 4) (4, 7, 8)}
λ1,1,3 = {(2, 3) (3, 4, 7) (7, 8)}

P1,2 = (2, 1, 5, 6, 8) λ1,2,1 = {(2, 1, 5, 6, 8)}
λ1,2,2 = {(2, 1, 5) (5, 6, 8)}
λ1,2,3 = {(2, 1) (1, 5, 6) (6, 8)}

δ2 P2,1 = (1, 3, 4, 7, 9) λ2,1,1 = {(1, 3, 4, 7, 9)}
λ2,1,2 = {(1, 3, 4) (4, 7, 9)}
λ2,1,3 = {(1, 3) (3, 4, 7) (7, 9)}

P2,2 = (1, 5, 6, 8, 9) λ2,2,1 = {(1, 5, 6, 8, 9)}
λ2,2,2 = {(1, 5, 6) (6, 8, 9)}
λ2,2,3 = {(1, 5) (5, 6, 8) (8, 9)}

(a) Paths and layouts.

Subpath (λn) Δ′ ⊆ Δ

(1, 3) {δ2}
(2, 3) {δ1}

(3, 4, 7) {δ1, δ2 }
(7, 8) {δ1 }
(7, 9) {δ2 }

(b) Routed Scheduled Band
Groups (RSBGs).

Fig. 16.11. An admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ to the instance of
Fig. 16.10
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θ =
(

δ1 δ2

δ1 1 1
δ2 0 1

)

γ =
(

δ1 δ2

δ1 8 0
δ2 0 10

)

Sρ,ν,Δ = {(1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 4, 7), (7, 8), (7, 9)}

A =
(

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

δ1 0 1 1 1 0
δ2 1 0 1 0 1

)

B =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

e13 1 0 0 0 0
e23 0 1 0 0 0
e34 0 0 1 0 0
e47 0 0 1 0 0
e78 0 0 0 1 0
e79 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

η = θ · γ · A · BT =
(

10 8 18 18 8 10
10 0 10 10 0 10

)

η∗ =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

3
2
5
5
2
3

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

I =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e13 e23 e34 e47 e78 e79

v1 0 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0 0
v3 1 1 0 0 0 0
v4 0 0 1 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 1 0 0
v8 0 0 0 0 1 0
v9 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

O =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e13 e23 e34 e47 e78 e79

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

IN = I · η∗ = (0, 0, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 2, 3)
OUT = O · η∗ = (3, 2, 5, 5, 0, 0, 5, 0, 0)

G =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

v1 1 0 0 0 0
v2 0 1 0 0 0
v3 0 0 1 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 0 1 1
v8 0 0 0 0 0
v9 0 0 0 0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

H =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

v1 0 0 0 0 0
v2 0 0 0 0 0
v3 1 1 0 0 0
v4 0 0 0 0 0
v5 0 0 0 0 0
v6 0 0 0 0 0
v7 0 0 1 0 0
v8 0 0 0 1 0
v9 0 0 0 0 1

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
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T =

(
v1 v2 v3 . . . v9

δ1 0 1 0 . . . 0
δ2 1 0 0 . . . 0

)

U =

(
v1 . . . v7 v8 v9

δ1 0 . . . 0 1 0
δ2 0 . . . 0 0 1

)

D = θ · γ · T =

(
10 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)

D∗ =
(
10 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)

E = θ · γ · U =

(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

)

E∗ =
(
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10

)

J = θ · γ · A · GT =

(
10 8 18 0 0 0 18 0 0
10 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 0

)

J ∗ =
(
3 2 5 0 0 0 5 0 0

)

K = θ · γ · A · HT =

(
0 0 18 0 0 0 18 8 10
0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0 10

)

K∗ =
(
0 0 5 0 0 0 5 2 3

)

Q =
(
6 4 10 5 0 0 10 4 6

)
R =

(
22 16 20 0 0 0 20 16 22

)

The cost of the admissible optical grooming solution πρ,ν,Δ according to
(16.17) is:

C(πρ,ν,Δ) = 28 + 20 + 30 + 5 + 0 + 0 + 30 + 20 + 28 = 161. (16.18)

16.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented mathematical formulations to quantify the cost of pro-
visioning scheduled connections in multi-layer optical networks. The specific
cases of electrical grooming in EXC/WXC networks and optical grooming in
WXC/BXC networks were considered. The formulations may serve as a basis
to assess the costs and benefits of introducing an additional network layer in
an existing network, or to determine the impact on the network-wide cost of
a change in the technologies used to implement a cross-connect. The use of
scheduled connections make it possible to take into account dynamic changes
on the traffic load in the cost/benefit analysis of multi-layer networks.

The formulations could be extended to compare the impact on network
cost of alternative resiliency approaches such as link or path protection, dedi-
cated or shared protection, etc. Another extension could be the consideration
of the uncertainty about the tear-down date of SEDs or SLDs, since connec-
tions terminating later than their expected tear-down date might be seizing
network resources allocated to demands that were originally time-disjoint
with respect to the seizing connection. It is reasonable to expect that, the
longer a connection lasts in the network, the higher the uncertainty about its
actual tear-down date.
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All-Optical Traffic Grooming

Volkan Kaman, Henrik N. Poulsen, Roger J. Helkey, John E. Bowers

17.1 Introduction

Next-generation optical communication networks are expected to exceed
aggregate capacities of hundreds of terabits per second to support the
recent growth in commercial broadband access fueled by applications such
as Video-on-Demand (VoD) and Voice-over-IP (VoIP), and to meet the high-
performance demands of grid-computing networks for research consortiums
and military applications [15, 26, 31, 32]. The continuous increase in need for
higher bandwidth has also necessitated in parallel a continuous reduction in
cost per bit, which has paved the way for the all-optical revolution. As higher
bandwidth with smaller footprint and lower power consumption scales better
with lower cost optics, the past 30 years have seen electronics get gradually
pushed out of the core communication network to the lower bandwidth edge
user interfaces. The advantage of transitioning to all-optical communication
is most evident first with the introduction of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) in the early 1990s. The EDFA not only increased the all-optical reach
of bandwidth independent signals by eliminating costly optical-electrical-
optical (OEO) repeaters, but it also revolutionized point-to-point communi-
cation system capacity by allowing widespread implementation of dense wave-
length division multiplexing (DWDM). The second confirmation of the benefit
of all-optical communication is the introduction of optical add-drop multi-
plexers (OADM) at metro and backbone network nodes in the early 2000s.
Similarly to the EDFA, the OADM allowed the removal of costly in-line OEO
transponders by providing all-optical bypass of express traffic. Furthermore, in
realizing the concept of the all-optical core ring network, the OADM provides
significant optics savings by driving the grooming electronics switch to the
edge of the network for sub-wavelength processing of the local add-drop traffic.

While the EDFA and OADM have allowed for the realization of today’s
all-optical point-to-point systems and core ring networks, the current shift to
higher data rates of 40 Gb/s SONET, 100 Gb Ethernet and beyond opens up
the possibility for further cost-saving all-optical innovations in high-capacity
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edge and core networks. This chapter reviews the next-generation all-optical
traffic grooming technologies for both the core and edge networks. Section 17.2
reviews the state-of-the-art smart optical switching technologies for all-optical
wavelength grooming in the core network as these networks evolve to intercon-
nected rings and mesh architectures. Section 17.3 reviews all-optical circuit
grooming, or optical time division multiplexing (OTDM), for aggregating low-
speed sub-wavelength circuits into wavelengths between the core and edge
networks. Finally, Section 17.4 reviews all-optical edge grooming techniques
such as optical packet switching (OPS) and optical burst switching (OBS)
for reducing costly electronics in edge grooming switches and IP routers, and
Section 17.5 concludes the chapter.

17.2 All-Optical Wavelength Grooming

The aggregate bandwidth capacity increase in next-generation metro and long
haul core optical networks requires a considerable increase in DWDM fiber
link capacity, which is achieved by increasing both the number of wavelengths
and the data rate per wavelength using spectrally efficient modulation for-
mats as recently demonstrated with a 25.6 Tb/s transmission experiment [6].
These high-capacity DWDM links are interconnected into dynamically recon-
figurable all-optical mesh networks with efficient wavelength provisioning
and optimized use of network elements for both capital and operational cost
savings. This agile photonic network is enabled by the next-generation of
remotely reconfigurable OADM (ROADM) with express traffic switching and
local add-drop wavelength grooming capabilities. The ROADM should sup-
port multiple degree nodes, which is defined as the number of DWDM fiber
network ports terminating at the node. It should also allow each add-drop port
to have fully flexible access to the network to ensure efficient network utility
of each access transponder. The latter is of high significance in a multi-degree
ROADM design as transponders and regenerators dominate the overall core
network cost and should be minimized to the lowest possible required by the
network [5, 31]. The key enablers for all-optical wavelength grooming of core
network traffic are the dramatic savings in (i) cost per express wavelength
switching in the optical domain by removing in-line OEO transponders and
electronic switches, and (ii) cost per access wavelength switching by removing
redundant edge OEO transponders through flexible optical add-drop.

Traditional degree-two nodes in ring networks have relied upon static
OADMs that can transit and add-drop only fixed wavelengths without
reconfigurability. These OADMs are either based on a three-port WDM fil-
ter approach (Fig. 17.1a) or a pair of concatenated optical demultiplexers
(DMUX) and multiplexers (MUX) for splitting and recombining all DWDM
wavelengths (Fig. 17.1b). Next-generation degree-two ROADMs are based
on wavelength blockers (WB) using liquid crystals (LC), or one-dimensional
micro-electro-mechanical-system (1-D MEMS) switches, or integrated planar
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Fig. 17.1. Schematics of degree-two static OADM’s based on (a) a WDM filter,
(b) concatenated DMUX and MUX; and ROADM’s based on (c) WB’s, and (d)
concatenated DMUX and MUX with 2 × 2 switches for add-drop access

lightwave circuits (PLC), where all techniques process and power balance
express traffic at a per wavelength basis [18, 23]. Add-drop access for both
1-D MEMS and LC-based ROADMs is achieved by tapping the aggregate
DWDM signal before and after the WB and separating the channels using
fixed wavelength D/MUXs (Fig. 17.1c). The PLC-based ROADM has the
advantage of utilizing the already integrated express D/MUXs for fixed wave-
length add-drop access by further integrating per channel 2× 2 switches onto
the PLC device (Fig. 17.1d). While degree-two ROADMs provide reconfig-
urable all-optical wavelength grooming, fully flexible add-drop access requires
the use of additional tunable filters and optical switches, the cost of which
can be prohibitive for high add-drop ratios.

As next-generation networks evolve into interconnected rings and mesh
architectures, multi-degree ROADM nodes with flexible add-drop capabil-
ity gain high significance. The add-drop flexibility criteria that eliminate
additionally redundant and expensive electronics with cheap optics are sum-
marized as follows [10]:

1. directionless access with any add-drop port to any DWDM network port
connectivity,

2. colorless access with any wavelength-transparent add-drop port to any
DWDM network port connectivity, and

3. contentionless access between all same-wavelength add-drop ports.
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Fig. 17.2. Schematics of multi-degree ROADM architectures (a) broadcast-and-
select select using WBs, (b) optical cross-connect using WSSs, (c) WSXC using 3-D
MEMS optical switch

Multi-degree ROADMs can be realized using three distinct technologies as
summarized in Fig. 17.2: (a) a broadcast-and-select architecture using WBs,
(b) an optical cross-connect (or broadcast-and-select) architecture using wave-
length selective switches (WSS), and (c) a wavelength-selective cross-connect
(WSXC) architecture using a large-scale 3-D MEMS optical switch.

The broadcast-and-select architecture shown in Fig. 17.2a is based on
the same 1-D MEMS or LC WB technologies as discussed for degree-two
ROADMs [30]. While passive optical splitters are used to broadcast and
combine each incoming and outgoing DWDM network port, the WBs select
the desired wavelengths to be transmitted. An inherent disadvantage of this
architecture is that as the degree of the node N increases, the required num-
ber of WBs increases quadratically to N(N − 1) while the ROADM express
through loss increases significantly as well. This multi-degree ROADM also
physically separates the express wavelength switching from the add-drop
switching by tapping the DWDM signals before and after the core express
switch. While the degree based modularity of this ROADM is attractive from
a network restoration perspective, this also severely complicates the ability to
provide flexible add-drop access with the aforementioned flexibility criteria.

A more attractive alternative to WB’s is to use 1-D MEMS or LC based
1 : K WSS devices (typically with K < 10), which distribute an incom-
ing DWDM signal into any of the desired K outputs [2, 20]. A multi-degree
ROADM node can be achieved by cascading two WSS devices per network
port and inter-connecting N−1 WSS ports from one network port to the others
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as shown in Fig. 17.2b [1]. While any of the remaining K−N+1 WSS ports can
be used for colorless local add-drop access of a single transponder, the limited
number of available WSS ports requires optical aggregation (using D/MUX,
splitters, and EDFAs) of the transponders before accessing the WSS. Further-
more, directionless and wavelength contentionless add-drop access requires
further optical processing at the edge, which becomes undesirable for high-
degree nodes with high add-drop ratios [13]. While the preceding described
the optical cross-connect architecture using 2N WSS devices with a fixed
through loss, typical ROADM implementations use the broadcast-and-select
architecture by cascading an input splitter with a single WSS device per net-
work port [1]. This architecture has the advantage that the number of required
WSS devices per node is reduced to N ; however, the challenges with flexible
add-drop access remain with an additional express insertion loss drawback.

A multi-degree ROADM can also be implemented with a WSXC archi-
tecture using a large-scale 3-D MEMS optical switch combined with a set of
D/MUXs (Fig. 17.2c) [14]. While non-blocking 3-D MEMS switches with low
optical insertion losses are commercially available with 320 ports, these matrix
switches have also been shown to scale beyond 1,000 ports [9, 17]. Wavelength
switching between DWDM network ports is achieved by directing each wave-
length separately to a MEMS port through the use of modular or integrated
D/MUX at the DWDM network ports. Furthermore, fully agile add-drop
access is realized due to the colorless and non-blocking nature of each MEMS
port. A transponder or regenerator can connect to the entire core network at
any wavelength using a single MEMS port. Since the add-drop ports use the
already existing express filtering devices, no additional elements are required
for the add-drops, reducing cost compared to the preceding WSS architectures.

The three multi-degree ROADM technologies are compared in Fig. 17.3
in terms of WSS functionality and evolution. The first generation WSS is the
WB with a single input and output. The limited number of ports on this 1:1
WSS not only results in a quadratic need of these devices in implementing
a multi-degree ROADM, but also the absence of local access ports requires
additional components with limited add-drop flexibility. The next-generation
device is the 1:K WSS, which has a single input port and several output
ports. The number of devices required to implement a multi-degree ROADM
scales linearly with the number of network ports. While a limited number of
the K ports can be used for colorless local access, full add-drop flexibility
and high add-drop ratios requires additional components and complicated
access architectures. Finally, the integrated WSXC realizes the multi-degree
ROADM through a N :N WSS device with additional ports available for fully
flexible add and drop access at wavelength granularity with simple oper-
ational management. While the latter approach provides the most flexible
multi-degree ROADM due to the non-blocking switching nature of each wave-
length port, the former two architectures provide a modular growth possibility
with less add-drop flexibility. While modular growth of 3-D MEMS switches
has been proposed, it can be concluded that network port modularity and
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Fig. 17.3. Comparison of multi-degree ROADM technologies in terms of WSS func-
tionality and evolution

local add-drop flexibility of a multi-degree ROADM are competing design
criteria [13].

17.3 All-Optical Circuit Grooming

While DWDM is widely utilized to upgrade fiber bandwidth capacity, the cost,
provisioning, and management of a huge number of wavelength channels can
be highly problematic when considering dynamic mesh networks as opposed
to point-to-point systems. Increasing the bit rate of each wavelength channel
using traditional serial TDM circuit grooming while keeping the number of
DWDM wavelengths to a cost effective and reasonably manageable number is
therefore required to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of next-generation
high-capacity networks. While TDM based on electronic grooming is cur-
rently being deployed at 40 Gb/s in commercial networks and demonstrated
at 100 Gb/s in lab trials [19, 29], the speed and cost limitations of electronics
will most likely require all-optical circuit grooming or OTDM techniques for
achieving higher data rates of 160 Gb/s and beyond per wavelength [33]. As
sub-wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing are performed in the optical
domain, OTDM systems have the advantage of needing opto-electronic com-
ponent bandwidths only at the lower speed tributary rate. For example, a 160
Gb/s data rate can be achieved with commercially available low-cost 10 GHz
devices [24]. Optical grooming or aggregation capability between the edge
and core networks also allows for efficient utilization of resources for dynamic
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sub-wavelength traffic. Furthermore, as lower speed circuits within a given
wavelength may have different destinations, the ability to drop the desired cir-
cuits and insert new circuits in the available slots, or add-drop multiplexing,
becomes a desirable functionality [27]. While traditional TDM requires elec-
tronic processing of all sub-wavelength traffic within a given wavelength, opti-
cal add-drop multiplexing using OTDM techniques can provide complete opti-
cal transparency to express sub-wavelength traffic from source to destination.

The basic principle of OTDM is illustrated in a point-to-point system in
Fig. 17.4a. A typical OTDM transmitter consists of an optical pulse source
that emits short pulses at the desired wavelength with a repetition rate of
T , which is determined by the bit rate B at which electronics can follow. A
passive 1:M splitter broadcasts these pulses into separate paths, where each
pulse stream is independently data modulated and time delayed. All M pulse
streams are then bit interleaved into a single serial data stream with an aggre-
gate data rate of B×M . The number of serial channels that can be packed into
a single wavelength depends on the width of the optical pulses. On the OTDM
receiver side, a 1:M splitter broadcasts the aggregate data stream to each of
the M tributary detectors. A phase-locked optical gating device (DMUX) is
utilized prior to the detector for extracting the desired sub-wavelength chan-
nel. The concept of add-drop multiplexing using the aforementioned OTDM
techniques is shown in Fig. 17.4b. An optical gate extracts the desired chan-
nel to be dropped at the node while the rest of the channels are transmitted
transparently. A new channel is then inserted in the available time slot.

While various OTDM technologies have been demonstrated in lab trials
based on all-optical fiber techniques for ultra-high-speed single wavelength
data rates [25, 33], the high number of devices required in OTDM sub-systems

Fig. 17.4. (a) Basic schematic of an OTDM transmitter and receiver in a point-to-
point system, (b) concept of OTDM optical add-drop multiplexing
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makes photonic integration essential for commercial viability. Compact optical
short pulse sources using a tandem of integrated electro-absorption modula-
tors [8] and further integration with semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA)
for compensating losses have been demonstrated [22]. Further chip level inte-
gration of splitters, arrays of modulators and amplifiers on PLC platforms
also show promise for commercially viability [16]. An OTDM demultiplexing
receiver with an integrated electro-absorption modulator for optical gating
followed by a detector has been demonstrated at 40 Gb/s [7]. Further inte-
gration of optical amplification has also been achieved for better receiver
sensitivity performance [21]. Monolithically integrated SOA devices have
been used for add-drop applications [28] while a single electro-absorption
modulator has also been shown to simultaneously demultiplex and detect
a single channel while transparently transmitting the express channels [12].
Using this capability, an alternative OTDM receiver architecture that imitates
high-speed electrical receiver sub-systems with the benefit of operating at the
tributary base rate has also been proposed [11]. The compact OTDM receiver
eliminates the 1:M splitter and requires a single input fiber into a series
of integrated and cascaded modulators to achieve high-speed serial-optical
to direct tributary-speed parallel-electrical conversion. Apart from photonic
integration, there are several other challenges that need to be considered for
OTDM to have commercial penetration. The generation, multiplexing, and
gating of such short pulses imposes very strict and challenging polarization,
crosstalk, extinction ratio and timing with active signal processing require-
ments. Finally, further challenges of optical transmission of ultra-high data
rates in dynamic networks will require thoughtful consideration.

17.4 All-Optical Edge Grooming

Present day networks are based on optical circuit switching with dedicated
traffic paths carrying traffic from source to destination. As network bandwidth
demands increase, DWDM systems with higher count channels and faster data
rates are utilized to provide the required bandwidth capacity. While DWDM
is a very effective means of using the bandwidth of the installed fiber base,
such switching paradigms exhibit poor performance when sub-wavelength
traffic is considered. As described in the preceding section, all-optical circuit
grooming using OTDM techniques can help in aggregating several optical
channels onto one wavelength. However, the limited granularity and static
nature of OTDM switching does not render this as an efficient solution in
edge networks. Therefore, traffic grooming at the edge of a network, which
presently makes use of the fine granularity electronics can offer, is becoming
increasingly important to improve the usage of the available optical resources
and to increase the overall network utilization. In SONET and SDH networks,
this is mainly accomplished by statistical multiplexing, where data from a
large number of logical channels are carried on a single wavelength in the
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Fig. 17.5. Complexity of the various all-optical traffic grooming technologies

physical medium. The available bandwidth is dynamically allocated only
towards active channels, which enables more devices to be connected than
other multiplexing techniques. However, as services such as VoD and VoIP are
being introduced, the requirements for low latency and high granularity are
increasing. Due to the high cost and power consumption of high bit-rate elec-
tronics and with progressively more emphasis on transparency, all-optical edge
grooming using OPS and OBS are becoming more and more interesting [34].

From a traffic utilization point of view, the highest gains are currently
envisaged by using OPS since it can provide both the granularity and latency
required for multi-media services [3, 35]. Instead of encapsulating each IP
packet into larger SONET frames that are transmitted in a synchronous bit
stream, with OPS each IP packet is transmitted by itself with an additional
small header. Thus, IP packets arrive at the end destination asynchronously
as they are not electronically processed and synchronized at each node in
the network. While OPS provides highly efficient and granular switching, it
also requires new technology at the edge that also permeates into the whole
core network. The current lack of switches with nanosecond switching times
and optical buffers are prohibitive factors for OPS networks with substantial
development time required.

A hybrid between optical circuit and packet switching is OBS [4]. In con-
trast to OPS where packets are sent out one by one, OBS networks aggregate
packets with the same end destination into larger packets, which are denoted
as bursts. With significantly larger packets, the speed requirements of the
switching elements in the core network are a lot less strict at the expense of
decreased network utilization. The minimum length of a burst is determined
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by the switching technology used and has an upper limit for the time allowed
in which a burst can be assembled. As a burst cannot arbitrarily wait long
enough for IP packets to arrive in assembling the burst, many bursts are likely
to be timed out and transmitted without the minimum number of IP packets,
in which case the network utilization is decreased. While OBS alleviates the
issue of fast switching, it still shares the issue of optical buffers as in OPS.

The complexity of the various technologies discussed in this chapter for all-
optical traffic grooming is summarized in Fig. 17.5 with respect to switching
granularity.

17.5 Conclusion

In the quest for high-capacity and low-cost optical networks, traditional
electronic traffic grooming is being replaced by more efficient all-optical tech-
nologies. Multi-degree ROADMs with wavelength grooming capabilities are
already being deployed in commercial core networks while active research in
OTDM, OPS, and OBS is underway for all-optical sub-wavelength grooming
of edge traffic.
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